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INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
Dear colleagues, 
 
Welcome to the 5th edition of the International Conference on Cartography and GIS in Bulgaria. The previous events 
took place in Borovets (2006 and 2008), Nessebar (2010) and Albena (2012). The conference is organized by Bulgarian 
Cartographic Association and University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy (UACEG), Sofia under the 
patronage of Prof. Krasimir Petrov, rector of UACEG. This year, 2014, the summer resort of Riviera Holiday Club will 
welcome the participants from 15 to 20 June. The organizers’ aim is to collect knowledge and information about the 
latest achievements of cartography combined with GIS in the region of the Balkan Peninsula, and Europe by adding 
also global aspects. Another goal is to discover and offer decisions for satisfaction of the ever increasing demands for 
analyses and visualization of geo-spatial data in the area of science, economy, management, ecology, and crises 
situations in our modern times at a national, regional and global scale. 
 
The main topics of the conference are: 

 
• Cartography Concepts in BigData Environment 
• GIS Technologies and Related Disciplines 
• Web Cartography and Digital Atlases 
• Map Design and Production 
• Cartographic Visualization 
• Volunteer Geographic Information 
• Virtual Geographic Environment 
• Cartography and GIS in Education 
• GPS Technologies 
• Contemporary problems using geodetic coordinate systems and map projections 
• Geospatial data acquisition by remote sensing technologies for cartographic purposes 
• GIS for Geology and Natural Sciences 

 
In these years, marked by social and natural crises, these topics allow us to outline the hunger of our users for 
cartography achievements. They also show the need of businessmen, government representatives and scientists for real 
time cartographic representations and better SDI, GPS and GIS solutions. To deliver them, we need support of domain 
specialists in different branches of the Earth sciences. 
 
During the conference, three ICA commissions on: 

• Cartography and Children,  
• Cartography on Early Warning and Crises Management, and 
• Map Projection 

will have their annual meetings. 
 
Two-day Seminar with EU Cooperation on Early Warning and Disaster / Crises Management is organized by Prof. Dr. 
Milan Konecny, Chair of Commission on Cartography on Early Warning and Crises Management and ICA President 
(former) under the auspices of the Czech ambassador to Bulgaria His Excellency Mr. Pavel Vacek. 
 
The conference is supported by Ministry of Education and Science, by Ministry of Defense – Military Geographic 
Service and Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency. All they expect significant results to be achieved and many 
new projects to be started during the event. As EU member since 2007 and NATO member since 2004 (just 10 years 
jubilee), Bulgaria welcomes all ideas for collaboration in the field of Earth sciences. An example for such cooperation is 
the above-mentioned Seminar that has acquired EU dimension built around the Bulgarian and Czech combined efforts. 
Among the members of the Local Organizing Committee, numerous universities that specialize in the field of 
Cartography and GIS can be distinguished. The organizers are proud to announce that the following leader companies 
in geoinformatics and cartography domains participate as sponsors of the event: ESRI, Intergraph and Technologica. 
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World-famous scientists are invited to present keynote speeches: 

 
BARBARA RYAN  

Secretariat Director of the intergovernmental Group on Earth Observations (GEO)  
 

"Building a Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS)"  

 

 
Prof. LASZLO ZENTAI  
ICA Secretary General and Treasurer, HUNGARY  
 
"From the early digital technologies to web 2.0 based cartography in the thematic maps"  
 
 
Assoc. Prof. SISI ZLATANOVA, Dr.  
Leader of a research group "Geo-information for Crisis Response" at the GIS Technology section, TU 
Delft, The NETHERLANDS  
 
"3D GIS: the technology behind the pretty 3D picture"  
 

Sponsor Keynote Speakers 
 

MICHAEL GOULD, Ph.D.  
Global Education Manager, ESRI, USA  
 
"Cartography and other Key Components of the GIS Platform for a Mobile-first World"  
 
 
ROBERT H. NAGY  
Regional Channel Manager for Central and South-Eastern Europe, Hexagon Geospatial, HUNGARY  
 
"21 century GIS workflows - Fusing the Real and Digital World"  
 
 

 
The main international organizer is the International Cartographic Association (ICA) with the exclusive support of the 
Secretary General of ICA Prof. Laszlo Zentai and many chairs of ICA commissions. This cooperation arouses interest 
among 150 participants from more than 40 countries.  
 
We would like to wish all colleagues successful work, inspiring discussions about present issues and many new 
opportunities for improvement and collaboration in the near future.  
 
 
 
Prof. Dr. Temenoujka Bandrova, 
President Local Organizing Committee 
 
Prof. Dr. Milan Konecny, 
President International Organizing Committee 
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A GIS ANALYSIS OF ARTIFICIAL SURFACES IMPACT ON 
URBAN HEAT ISLANDS OF NOVI SAD, SERBIA 

Marković Vladimir1, Stankov Uglješa1, Savić Stevan2, Klaučo Michal3, Pavlović 
Marko4 

1PhD, Vladimir Marković, Center for Spatial Information of Vojvodina, Faculty of Science, 
University of Novi Sad, Trg Dositeja Obradovića 3, Novi Sad, Serbia, e-mail: 
vladimir.markovic@dgt.uns.ac.rs 
1PhD, Uglješa Stankov, Center for Spatial Information of Vojvodina, Faculty of Science, University 
of Novi Sad, Trg Dositeja Obradovića 3, Novi Sad, Serbia, e-mail: ugljesa.stankov@dgt.uns.ac.rs 
2PhD, Stevan Savić, Climatology and Hydrology Research Centre, Faculty of Science, University 
of Novi Sad, Trg Dositeja Obradovića 3, Novi Sad, Serbia, e-mail: stevan.savić@dgt.uns.ac.rs 
3Phd, Michal Klaučo, Faculty of Science, Department of Geography, Geology and Landscape 
Ecology, Tajovského 40, Banská Bystrica, Slovakia, e-mail: michal.klauco@umb.sk 
4BSc, Marko Pavlović,  Hydrometeorological Service of Serbia, Department  for Hydromet.Early 
Warning  System  and  Aviation Meteorology, Tvrñava 9, Petrovaradin, Serbia, e-mail: 
marko.pavlovic@hidmet.gov.rs 

Abstract 
Our study presents some possibilities of quantifying human impacts, trough quantification of artificial surface on Urban 
Heat Island (UHI). The applicability of using GIS to evaluate artificial impact on urban heat island has been 
investigated in Novi Sad, Serbia. Land cover coverage can be measured with mathematical metrics that quantify 
different aspects of landscape pattern. This research examines land cover patches by a set of landscape metrics for area 
and size (Number of patches - NP, CA – Class area, % - class ratio) using ArcMap 10.1 software. The classification of 
land cover patches was based on Corine Land Cover 2006 (CLC2006) seamless vector data. This study was conducted 
based on crossing of landscape and geographical approach. UHI metrics of Novi Sad reveal human impact indicating 
relation between presence of artificial surface areas and increased air temperatures.  

Keywords: Urban Heat Island, air temperature, CLC, Novi Sad, Serbia 

INTRODUCTION 

It is crucial in land cover and climate change research to systematically describe the environment in order to detect its 
changes, human-related causes and responses. Earth’s land surface and its changes are central in most of the biophysical 
processes of global environmental change. Therefore, land change is qualified as a forcing function within the global 
environmental change (Grugia et al., 2010, Jansen and Di Gregorio, 2002; Turner, 2002; Turner, 2006).  

Land cover has been defined by the attributes of the Earth’s land surface and immediate subsurface, including biota, 
soil, topography, surface and groundwater, and human (mainly built-up) structure  (Lambin, Geist & Rindfuss, 2006).   

This paper analyse land cover patches and urban temperature intensity of the City of Novi Sad (Vojvodina, Serbia). The 
main purpose of the analyses is to quantify land cover patches within zones of annual mean urban heat island (UHI) 
temperature intensity of Novi Sad. Quantified land cover patches are bringing most useful information about state of 
UHI that is impacted by human influences. 

The long-term and effective monitoring of the excess heat is possible with the application of a measurement network, 
whose spatial resolution provides the detection (tracking) the differences between thermal characteristics of the 
neighbourhoods, and whose temporal resolution allows the exploration of both the diurnal as well as the seasonal 
peculiarities. To achieve this goal, the following tasks are carried out in Novi Sad: installation of a measurement 
networks of 27 stations with automatic data logger and transmission system; creation of high-resolution maps from the 
processed data about spatial structure of the thermal conditions, thermal load, and their continuous, real-time online 
presentation in the internet and public screen.  
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The information provided by the system including the local governments, health authorities, heating suppliers, 
institutions and the public: 

• threshold numbers for the enactment of spatially differentiated heat alert within the city, so it may improve the 
effectiveness of the measures required during heat waves – lower health risk, 

• metrics for the spatially differentiated optimization in heating and cooling energy demand within the city, which can 
significantly reduce the energy consumption. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

According to Oke (1984) and Svensson et al. (2002) three types of models can be applied for climate related research in 
urban environments: numerical, physical and empirically based models.  
For input model, authors were used model of annual mean UHI intensity created by Unger et al. (2011a; 2011b), that is 
based on empirical modeling study of Balázs et al. (2009). Statistical calculations were done using ArcGIS 10.1 
software. Quantification of landscape elements (land cover patches) in this papers were based on following landscape 
metrics: 
 

NP (Number of patches) – equals the number of land cover patches in each patch type – class.  
CA (Class area) - equals the sum of the areas belonging to a given class. Units of equals: quadrate meters (m2). 
%   (Percentage) – represent ratio of each land cover class. 

 
The classification of land cover patches was based on Corine Land Cover 2006 (CLC2006), that provides consistent 
information on land cover and land cover changes across Europe. CLC classification consists of 44 land cover 
categories. The five general levels are: 1) artificial surfaces, 2) agricultural areas, 3) forests and semi-natural areas, 4) 
wetlands, and 5) water bodies (Heymann et al., 1994). 
 
Land cover patches – class types that are represented in investigated area are following:   

112 - Artificial surfaces. Urban fabric. Discontinuous urban fabric 
121-Artificial surfaces. Industrial, commercial and transport units. Industrial or commercial units 
122 - Artificial surfaces. Industrial, commercial and transport units. Road and rail networks and associated land 
123 - Artificial surfaces. Industrial, commercial and transport units. Port areas 
141 - Artificial surfaces. Artificial, non-agricultural vegetated areas. Green urban areas 
142 - Artificial surfaces. Artificial, non-agricultural vegetated areas. Sport and leisure facilities 
211 - Agricultural areas. Arable land. Non-irrigated arable land 
231 - Agricultural areas. Pastures 
242 - Agricultural areas. Heterogeneous agricultural areas. Complex cultivation patterns 
243 - Agricultural areas. Heterogeneous agricultural areas. Land principally occupied by agriculture, with significant 

areas of natural vegetation 
311 - Forest and semi natural areas. Forests. Broad-leaved forest 
321 - Forest and semi natural areas. Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation associations. Natural grassland 
324 - Forest and semi natural areas. Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation associations. Transitional woodland-shrub 
331 - Forest and semi natural areas. Open spaces with little or no vegetation. Beaches, dunes, sands 
411 – Wetlands. Inland wetlands. Inland marshes 
511 - Water bodies. Inland waters. Water courses 
512 - Water bodies. Inland waters. Water bodies 
 

On the other hand, according to Stewart and Oke (2012) and Savić et al. (2013a), developed a climate-based 
classification system based on the earlier studies from the last decades, as well as a thorough review on the empirical 
heat island literature and world-wide surveys of the measurement sites with their surroundings. This methodology was 
used for describing the local physical conditions around the temperature and relative humidity measuring field sites on 
the territory of Novi Sad and its surroundings. The elements of this system are the “local climate zones” (LCZs) and in 
Novi Sad is defined seven LCZs. 
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STUDY AREA 

Novi Sad is located in the northern part of Serbia (Vojvodina Province) (45º15’ N, 19 º50’ E). The investigated area is 
plain (mostly from 80 to 86m a.s.l.) on Holocene sediments with a gentle relief, so generally, the climate is free from 
orographic effects (Unger et al. 2011a; 2011b).  

According to Koppen-Geiger climate classification, the region around Novi Sad is categorised as Cf climate (temperate 
warm climate with a rather uniform annual distribution of precipitation) (Kottek et al., 2006). In Novi Sad, the annual 
mean air temperature is 11.1ºC with an annual range of 22.1ºC. The mean annual precipitation amount is 615 mm (based 
on data from 1949 to 2008). Novi Sad is the second largest city in Serbia and has a population of 285.756 inhabitants 
(data from 2009) in a built-up area of approximately 60 km2 (Savić et al. 2013b). 

RESULTS  

A GIS analysis of Corine Land Cover impacts on UHI  

Based on previous research of Unger et al. (2011a, 2011b) and Popov and Savić (2010) there are nine different zones of 
annual mean UHI temperature intensity in area of Novi Sad (0ºC, +0.5ºC, +1ºC, +1.5ºC, +2ºC, +2.5ºC, +3ºC, +3.5ºC 
and +4ºC). Evaluation of zones is based on quantification of land cover patches in each zone, and this research is 
focused on the comparison of artificial surface impacts on each. The main result is land cover patches analyse with 
highlight on artificial surfaces impact on increasing temperatures in Novi Sad (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Annual mean UHI temperature intensity and CLC of Novi Sad 

The zone of 0ºC of UHI intensity occupies 37.11ha, and it is 0.64% of the total urban area (Table 1). This is external 
zone and the smallest one, with climate conditions the most likely as rural area in Novi Sad surroundings. 
Number of patches (NP) in 0ºC zone is 7. That is 3.78% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is 
moderate fragmented compared with other zones. Total area of artificial surfaces (112, 121, 141) encompass 36.12% of 
0ºC zone. 
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Table 1. 0ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 
Class NP CA % 
242 1 12.6 33.96 
141 1 10.31 27.80 
411 1 6.69 18.05 
112 1 2.70 7.29 
311 1 2.48 6.66 
511 1 1.94 5.22 
121 1 0.39 1.03 

Note: NP – number of patches; CA – class area; MPS – mean patch size 
 
The area of 0.5ºC zone occupies 661.46 ha, that is 11.35% of the total urban area (Table 2). 
NP in 0.5ºC zone is 43. That is 23.24% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is extensively 
fragmented compared with other zones. Total area of artificial surfaces (112, 121, 141, 142, 122) encompass 26.76%. 
Even this is smaller than in the 0ºC zone, the impact of artificial surface is more evidence because there are five 
artificial surfaces patches. 

 
Table 2. 0.5ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 

Class NP CA % 
211 6 170.81 25.83 
511 1 102.28 15.45 
242 7 95.76 14.48 
112 4 85.57 12.94 
121 5 52.41 7.93 
311 3 32.70 4.94 
141 2 28.08 4.25 
231 4 27.57 4.17 
411 3 23.50 3.55 
324 2 16.47 2.49 
243 2 8.33 1.26 
142 1 7.75 1.17 
331 1 7.03 1.06 
122 1 3.13 0.47 
512 1 0.069 0.01 

 
 
The area of 1ºC zone occupies 975.35 ha, that is 16.74% of the total urban area (Table 3). 
NP in 1ºC zone is 44. That is 23.78% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is extensively fragmented 
compared with other zones. Total area of artificial surfaces (112, 121, 141, 142, 122, 123) encompass 54.36%. 
Comparing with previous zone, percentage of area under the artificial surfaces is higher for 27.6% and temperature is 
higher for 0.5 ºC. 
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Table 3. 1ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 

Class NP CA % 
112 4 325.41 33.36 
242 8 128.17 13.14 
121 6 120.00 12.30 
211 6 93.26 9.56 
511 1 84.68 8.68 
141 3 67.94 6.95 
243 3 46.23 4.73 
311 1 30.96 3.17 
324 3 29.96 3.07 
231 2 13.44 1.37 
331 1 11.58 1.18 
142 1 9.22 0.94 
122 1 6.57 0.67 
512 1 5.67 0.58 
411 1 1.22 0.12 
123 1 1.00 0.10 
321 1 0.035 0.01 

 
 
The area of 1.5ºC zone occupies 886.79 ha, that is 15.22% of the total area (Table 4). 
NP in 1.5ºC zone is 36. That is 19.46% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is extensively 
fragmented compared with other zones. Total area of artificial surfaces (112, 121, 141, 122, 123) encompass 77.47% of 
1.5ºC zone. Comparing with previous zone, percentage of area under the artificial surfaces is higher for 23.11%. 

 

Table 4. 1.5ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 

Class NP CA % 
112 4 513.68 57.92 
121 5 90.82 10.24 
242 7 45.85 5.17 
243 3 43.13 4.86 
511 1 42.58 4.80 
141 2 35.69 4.02 
122 3 35.27 3.98 
324 2 27.41 3.09 
211 4 23.25 2.62 
311 1 13.45 1.52 
123 1 11.59 1.31 
512 1 2.96 0.33 
331 1 0.95 0.11 
231 1 0.16 0.02 

 
The area of 2ºC zone occupies 852.22 ha, that is 14.63% of the total urban area (Table 5). 
NP in 2ºC UHI zone is 27. That is 14.59% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is moderate 
fragmented compared with other zones. Total area of artificial surfaces (112, 121, 122, 123, 141) encompass 90.95% of 
the zone. Comparing with previous zone, percentage of area under the artificial surfaces is higher for 13.48%. 
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Table 5. 2ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 

Class NP CA % 
112 3 572.49 67.17 
121 5 145.21 17.04 
122 3 34.56 4.06 
511 1 32.96 3.87 
242 4 24.08 2.83 
123 1 16.70 1.96 
243 3 9.76 1.15 
141 1 6.17 0.72 
324 2 3.94 0.46 
211 2 3.27 0.38 
512 1 2.33 0.27 
311 1 0.75 0.09 

 
The area of 2.5ºC zone occupies 914.32ha (Table 6), that is 15.69% of the total area. 
NP in 2.5ºC zone is 12. That is 6.49% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is less fragmented 
compared with other zones. Total area of artificial surfaces (112, 121, 122, 123) encompass 96.06% of the zone. 
Comparing with previous zone, percentage of area under the artificial surfaces is higher for 5.11%. 

 

  Table 6. 2.5ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 

Class NP CA % 
112 2 694.49 75.96 
121 4 126.56 13.84 
122 2 39.62 4.33 
511 1 25.04 2.74 
123 1 17.63 1.93 
242 2 10.98 1.20 

 
The area of 3ºC zone occupies 705.79 ha, that is 12.11% of the total urban area (Table 7). 
NP in 3ºC zone is 10. That is 5.41% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is less fragmented 
compared with other zones. Total area of artificial surfaces (112, 121, 122, 123) encompass 99.98%. Comparing with 
previous zone, percentage of area under the artificial surfaces is higher for 3.92% and temperature is higher for 0.5 ºC. 

Table 7. 3ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 

Class NP CA % 
112 2 466.74 66.13 
121 4 187.73 26.60 
122 2 48.49 6.87 
123 1 2.72 0.39 
511 1 0.11 0.02 

 
The area of 3.5ºC zone occupies 586.71ha, that is 10.07% of the total area (Table 8). 
NP in 3.5ºC zone is 5. That is 2.70% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is less fragmented 
compared with other zones. Total area of artificial surfaces (112, 121, 122) encompass 100% of the zone. Comparing 
with previous zone, percentage of area under the artificial surfaces is higher for 0.02%. 
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   Table 8. 3.5ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 

Class NP CA % 
112 1 553.96 94.42 
121 3 24.92 4.25 
122 1 7.83 1.34 

 
The area of 4ºC zone occupies 206.19 ha, that is 3.54% of the total urban area (Table 9). 
NP in 4ºC zone is 1. That is 0.54% from all patches in research area. That means this zone is less fragmented compared 
with other zones, i.e. this zone is not fragmented at all. Total area of artificial surfaces (112) encompasses 100%. 
Comparing with previous zone, percentage of area under the artificial surfaces is the same and temperature is higher for 
0.5 ºC. 

 

Table 9. 4ºC zone of UHI temperature intensity 

Class NP CA % 
112 1 206.19 100 

 
 

A GIS analysis of overlapped LCZs and UHI  

Based on research of Stewart and Oke (2012), collected metadata from field works and secondary sources (e.g. aerial 
photographs, topographic maps, published tables of property values, etc.) were used for the definition of LCZ types. 
Each LCZ has to have minimum diameter of 400-1000 m so it does not overlap with surrounding LCZs of different 
structure or cover. Using above mentioned data and methods, seven LCZ types were defined on the territory of Novi 
Sad and its surroundings (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2. LCZs in Novi Sad 

 
Defined LCZ types are as follows: LCZ 2, LCZ 3, LCZ 5, LCZ 6, LCZ 8, LCZ 9, LCZ 10. All mentioned LCZs belong 
to "built types". 
Overlapped LCZs and UHI shows that the LCZ 5 (open midrise) has the highest share in 4°C, 3.5°C and 3°C UHI 
(74.21%, 38.87%, 26.9% respectively) (Table 10). LCZ 6 (open low-rise) has the highest share in 2.5°C, 2°C, 1.5°C, 
1°C and 0°C UHI (52.6%, 56.11%, 64.07%, 54.74% and 74.79% respectively). LCZ 9 (sparsely built) has the highest 
share in 0.5°C (52.87%). 
Comparing percentage of LCZs in UHI zones it can be concluded that the highest share have zones LCZ 5 and LCZ 6 - 
zones determined as “open” (open midrise and open low-rise). 
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Table 10. Overlapping UHI and LCZs in Novi Sad 

% LCZ 2 LCZ 3 LCZ 5 LCZ 6 LCZ 8 LCZ 9 LCZ 10 

4°C 11.21 14.58 74.21 - - - - 

3.5°C 38.39 15.76 38.87 1.44 5.54 - - 

3°C 14.8 10.13 26.9 18.74 19.92 - 9.51 

2.5°C 3.26 3.87 23.57 52.6 15.94 0.28 0.48 

2°C 2.07 4.15 16.04 56.11 9.95 2.2 9.48 

1.5°C 0.99 3.04 7.67 64.07 7.11 12.15 4.97 

1°C 0.03 1.35 2.97 54.74 9.16 26.83 4.92 

0.5°C - - - 40.48 4.45 52.87 2.2 

0°C - - - 74.79 - 25.21 - 
 
Obviously, the highest temperatures are not mostly noticed in LCZ 2 and LCZ 3 (zones determined as compact), which 
means that a new method of defining LCZ have to be supported by high quality monitoring network stations (recorded 
minimum one parameter – air temperature). 

Therefore, in the future, it is planned to use GIS methods developed by Department of Climatology and Landscape 
Ecology (University of Szeged) for more accurate LCZ mapping of Novi Sad and its surroundings. After this, final 
urban meteorological station sites will be determined and the deployment of meteorological sensors will occur. This 
type of monitoring networks developed in Novi Sad and Szeged and the associated continuous data recording, 
transmission and processing, as well as the real-time public display of the processed data in a spatial (map) form would 
mean a unique and pioneering innovation development in Central Europe. 

CONCLUSION 

According to the results of the urban heat island pattern in Novi Sad the main conclusions of this study are as follows: 
This research examined land cover patches by a set of landscape metrics for area and size and annual mean UHI 
temperature intensity zones. Evaluation of artificial surface ratio values by temperature zones varies from 26.76% to 
100% in densely built-up downtown, and temperatures vary from 0ºC to +4ºC. The impact of artificial surfaces on 
increasing temperatures is evident, because in almost all zones (except 0.5ºC zone), increasing of percentage of area 
under the artificial surfaces indicates the increasing temperatures in the same area. Results show that total area of 
temperature zone is opposite proportional with increasing of temperatures, which indicates that artificial surface impact 
is more effective in smaller zones.  
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Abstract 
The paper describes the validation of selected territorial elements and registration units stored in the basic register of 
territory identification, addresses and real estates (RTIARE). The register, maintained by the Czech Office for 
Surveying, Mapping and Cadaster (COSMC), was launched in middle of 2012 as a key element of the e-government in 
the Czech Republic from the geographical information point of view. The data in RTIARE should serve as the reference 
data for other information systems and therefore there is a strong demand on their topological correctness and 
completeness. In cooperation with COSMC the set of rules that must be kept in the data have been defined. It must be 
said that COSMC has already done some controls of these data however the geometries of spatial features have never 
been used so far. The paper presents several checks that have been done to eliminate the inconsistencies in RTIARE. As 
RTIARE runs on Oracle Spatial the capabilities of this technology were used during the validation as much as it was 
possible. The using default Oracle Spatial functions bring strong advantage in spatial queries evaluation. However due 
to the complexity of some geometrical tasks it was necessary to implement some additional functions as PL/SQL scripts.  
All these techniques and scripts described in the paper are going to be used in the production environment of RTIARE. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

The RTIARE was established in the Czech Republic in 2009 and according to the law its administrator is the Czech 
Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre in Prague (COSMC). The basic Register of territory identification, 
addresses and real estates (RTIARE) serves for the registration of information about territorial features, information 
about territorially evidence units, addresses, territorial identification and information about purpose-built territorial 
features. The register also contains information about the state territory and lower territorial units, information about 
parcels, building objects, address points, parts of municipalities, streets and other public areas and information about 
reference relations. The register is public so it can be used by public administration and public sector as well. 

The aim of the register is to provide the reference data for other systems of e-government and public sector. According 
to the law the data which are stored in RTIARE are considered as reference. Among others it means that RTIARE data 
are topologically valid. It is true for most of data however some topological inconsistencies occur. It is caused by the 
fact that the data are imported into RTIARE from the Information system of cadaster (ISC). The data in ISC are still 
under a topological cleaning (Janecka (2009); Janecka (2008a); Janecka (2008b); Bartos (2010)). 

2 CONTROLS OF RTIARE DATA DONE BY COSMC  

The Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre has made some controls so far however the geometry of the 
features has not been used except case a) (see below). In particular COSMC has done the following controls (without 
using geometries, just using attribute data): 
 

• a) a control of building objects (duplicate definition points of building objects), 

• b) a control of streets, 

• c) a control of building objects without relation to the parts of municipalities, 
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• d) a control of address points without a definition point, 

• e) a control of streets without related address points, 

• f) a control of unrelated address points on the building objects with entrances. 
 

The outputs of these controls are identified errors which should be repaired by operators. The detail information about 
the above mentioned controls can be found in (COSMC, 2014a). 

3 CONTROLS BASED ON GEOMETRIES 

All the controls are based on a distance analysis. For each control the procedure and table for storing the results of the 
controls were created. The distance analysis is based on the sdo_distance function that is available by default in 
Oracle Spatial. 
 
The algorithms for following controls were proposed and implemented: 
 

• the relationships of address points to the streets and their remoteness, 

• the finding of duplicities in address points with relation to various street, 

• the control of streets focused on the discontinuity (duplicate streets). 

3.1 Source data processing 

The data from RTIARE are available in the specialized exchange format. Some freely available tools for processing this 
exchange format of RTIARE exist. In the research the tool (ARCDATA, 2013) transforming the exchange format into 
the ESRI geodatabase data format was used. In particular, the exchange format processing was done as follows: 
 

1. Import of exchange format into ESRI geodatabase 
2. Conversion of geodatabase into shapefile  
3. Loading of shapefiles into Oracle database (separate tables with raw source data) 
4. Creation of the data model (using Oracle Spatial capabilities) 
5. Import of data into Oracle Spatial data model 

 
As the testing dataset the data for Pilsen city (the fourth biggest city in the Czech Republic) was used. The testing 
dataset was processed as described above. The final (simplified) data model is captured on figure 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1: The (simplified) data model of RTIARE. 
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3.2 The relationships of address points to the streets and their remoteness 

The aim of this control is finding all the address points which are very probably wrongly located. The decision if the 
address point is located correctly or not is based on the calculated distance between the definition point and connected 
street. 

Unfortunately not all address points have a definition point. In the time the research was done there were approximately 
122 300 of address points without the definition point. The total count of all address points in RTIARE is 2 895 366 
(valid to 15th April 2014) and is still increasing. If the definition point of address point exists then this point is used for 
the control. If the definition point doesn’t exist then the control counts with the definition point of the building object, 
which the address point is connected with. If such definition point doesn’t exist then the definition point of the parcel on 
which the building object is located is used (see figure 2). 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig. 2: (a) definition points (green dots) of address points, (b) definition point (red dot) of the building object and (c) 
definition points (red dots) of the parcels on which the building object is located. 

3.2.1 Practical implementation 

At the beginning the table tab_StreetsAddrPlaces with attributes addrPlace, distance, way and 
evaluation was created. The attribute addrPlace contains a code of the address place. The attribute distance 

contains the calculated distance between the definition point and street. The attribute way gives information about the 
type of definition point which was used for the distance analysis. The attribute evaluation express if the calculated 
distance fulfills the distance criterion.  
 
First, the list (a cursor database object) containing the codes of address points, definition points of address points, 
definition lines of streets and codes of municipalities was defined. Furthermore, such created list is gone through and 
for each address point the distance is calculated by one out of the three following ways: 
 

• Way 1 
If the definition point of the address point exists then the distance is calculated using the geometry of this 
definition point. 
The maximum allowable distance is 50 m (a priori set threshold value). 

• Way 2 
If the definition point of the address point doesn’t exist, but the definition point of the building object exists, 
then this definition point is used for calculating the distance. 
The maximum allowable distance is 70 m (a priori set threshold value). 
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• Way 3 
If neither definition point of address point nor the definition point of building object exist but the connection 
between the building object and parcel exists, then for the calculation of the distance the definition point of 
parcel is used.   
The maximum allowable distance is 100 m (a priori set threshold value). 
 

The calculated distance is compared with the maximum threshold value and stored into the 

tab_StreetsAddrPlaces table. 
 
The testing data contained 23 772 of address points (records) with the defined streets which also have the definition 
line. The way 1 was used for the most of records (23 373). The way 2 was used for 277 records and the way 3 for 17 
records. The distance for the remaining records (105) was not calculated due to the missing connection between the 
building object and parcel. The figure 3 shows that approximately 91.4% of all address points is in a distance smaller 
than 50 m. 
 

 

Fig. 3: Address points and their distances from the street. 

For 49 address points the extreme remoteness from the street was discovered. It means that for these address points very 
probably some other streets in shorter distances exist. If this is true then the building object should get a new address 
point. 

To consider better the correctness of location of address points the table 1 was created. This table takes into account the 
way of calculation. 

Tab. 1: Control evaluation. 

way distance evaluation number of address points 
1 < 50 m satisfy 21 415 
 > 50 m don’t satisfy  1 958 

2 < 70 m satisfy 219 
 > 70 m don’t satisfy  58 

3 < 100 m satisfy 16 
 > 100 m doesn’t satisfy  1 
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The address points which exceed the given threshold should be controlled if their location is right and eventually should 
be replaced to the correct position (i.e. closer street). 

3.3 The finding of duplicities in address points with relation to various street 

According to the law one building object can have one or more of address points. These address points should be 
located at entrances to the building. Theoretically it is not possible that two address points are located at the same 
position or are in a very short distance. The aim of this control is to discover all badly located address points and the 
address points that are in a very short distance from each other. One typical scenario of such error is captured on fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4: The building object which has two entrances (blue lines) and two (identical) address points (green dot). 

3.3.1 Practical implementation 

At the beginning the table tab_AddrPlaces with attributes addrPlace1, addrPlace2 and distance was 
created. The table serves for storing the couple of address places and a distance between them. 
 
First, the list (a cursor databases object) containing all building objects with more than one address point was defined as 
demonstrates example 1. 
 
Example 1: 
CURSOR c_list IS  

  SELECT building_object 

  FROM address_point 

  WHERE definition_point IS NOT NULL 

  GROUP BY building_object 

  HAVING COOUNT (address_point.code) > 1; 

 

The cursor is gone through and for each building object two identical lists of address points belonging to this building 
object are created. These two identical lists make a symmetrical matrix. The distances are computed for the all matrix 
elements above the main diagonal. Each computed distance is then stored inside the tab_AddrPlaces table. 
 
Example 2 shows a part of PL/SQL source code for computation of all combinations of address points belonging to the 
same building object. 
 
Example 2: 
-- open cursor  

OPEN c_list; 

LOOP 

  FETCH c_list INTO building; 

  EXIT WHEN c_list%notfound; 

  -- open the list1  

  OPEN list1 FOR  

    SELECT code, definition_point 
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    FROM address_point 

    WHERE definition_point IS NOT NULL 

    AND building_object = building; 

  LOOP 

    FETCH list1 INTO addr_point, geometry; 

    EXIT WHEN list_1%notfound;  

    -- open the list2  

    OPEN list2 FOR  

      SELECT code, definition_point 

      FROM address_point 

      WHERE definition_point IS NOT NULL 

      AND building_object = building; 

    LOOP 

      FETCH list2 INTO addr_point2, geometry2; 

      EXIT WHEN list_2%notfound; 

      -- computation of the distance and storing into the tab_AddrPlaces table 

      IF list2%rowcount > list1%rowcount THEN 

        distance:= sdo_geom.sdo_distance(geometry,geometry2,0.1,NULL); 

        INSERT INTO tab_AddrPlaces VALUES (addr_point,addr_point2,distance); 

      END IF; 

    END LOOP; 

    CLOSE list2; 

  END LOOP; 

  CLOSE list1; 

END LOOP; 

CLOSE c_list; 

END; 

 

The minimal distance (threshold) was set on 1 meter. The address points (for one building object) in a distance shorter 
then this threshold are considered as identical. There were 3093 building objects with more than one address point in 
the testing dataset. 4855 distances were calculated and 849 out of this amount were shorter then threshold. Such cases 
should be further repaired. 

3.4 The control of streets focused on the discontinuity (duplicate streets) 

According to the law the names of the streets in one municipality must be unique, i.e. no two streets have the same 
name. However, in real data, it happens that two or more streets (in one municipality) have the same name. In such 
cases the municipalities should rename such streets. These duplicities in names may cause serious troubles e.g. during 
the navigation of ambulance. 
 
There are several ways how the duplicities arise: 
 

• Case 1 
More adjacent municipalities with some equally named streets are joined together. As a consequence the 
duplicities arise. In this case the streets with the same name will be located in various parts of (united) 
municipality (see fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5: The streets (red lines) with the same name within one municipality. 

• Case 2 
It can happen that local authority, which is responsible for naming the streets, decides to name a street with 
already existing name. In such case the local authority goes against the law. 

• Case 3 
If the e.g. highway development crosses the existing road, then one part of the original (divided) road should 
rename (see fig. 6). 
 

 

Fig. 6: A newly built street can cause the duplicity in names of streets. 

• Case 4 
That is the case that one long street exists and then it is decided about renaming of particular parts of the street. 
If not all parts are really renamed then several discontinuous parts of the original street can remain (see fig. 7). 
 

 

Fig. 7: The renaming of streets can cause the duplicity. 
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Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadaster made the control above the RTIARE however the control used only 
the attribute data, not geometries. The municipalities could use the results of this control but not all duplicities were due 
to the used method (only attribute data) identified.  

3.4.1 Practical implementation 

From the geometrical point of view this problem can be seen as finding of all discontinuous streets. It was realized that 
in most cases particular segments of the street are not stored in order, in which they connect to each other in the real 
world. So it is not enough to go through the particular segments of definition line and test if the following segment 
connects to the previous one.   
 
First, the list (a cursor databases object) containing the codes and definition lines (of the streets) consisting from more 
than one segment was defined as demonstrates example 3. 
 
Example 3: 
 
CURSOR c_list IS 

  SELECT code, definition_line 

  FROM streets 

  WHERE sdo_util.getnumelen(definition_point) >= 2; 

 

There were 820 streets with the definition line consisting from more than one segment in the testing dataset. To decide 
from how many discontinuous segments the street consist of and which segments form the street the table 

tab_streets_comp with four attributes was defined. These four attributes are: num_segment, assigned, 

distance and part_geometry. The attribute num_segment is an order number of the segment from the street 
geometry. The attribute assigned determines a part of the street to which the line segment was assigned. If all the 
segments have the assigned value 1, then it means that the street consists of one continuous line. The attribute 

distance stores the minimal distance between the previous segment and the actual segment. 

The c_list is gone through and for each street the specific number of rows in tab_streets_comp is created. 
The number of created rows is equal to the number of segments from which the particular street consists of. The first 
segment has the assigned value 1 (i.e. the first part of the street). Then the rest of the segments is explored and the 
distance between the stored segment and unassigned segments is computed. If the computed distance for some 
unassigned segment is zero, then this segment is assigned to the particular segment (with the assigned value 1). If 
there is no zero distance for all unassigned segments then a new part of the street is created. The cycle ends in the 
moment when all the segments have assigned the number of particular part of the street. 

The highest number of particular part of the street (stored in assigned attribute) indicates from how many 
discontinuous parts the street consists of. For all discontinuous parts of the street are also computed the distances among 
themselves. To consider the geometry of the street as acceptable all distances between the street’s parts must be shorter 
than the threshold value (a priori set 150 m). 

All 820 streets were evaluated and it was found that 87 streets are divided into two or more discontinuous segments. For 
10 streets the distance between two discontinuous parts was bigger than the threshold. These streets must be especially 
controlled and the municipalities responsible for these streets should decide about the renaming of particular streets. 

4 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

The proposed and implemented algorithms and procedures described in chapters 3.2 – 3.4 were successfully tested upon 
the real data. The received results and information which have been gained during the implementation will be used in 
the real production system and will help to increase better topological quality of RTIARE. The future work will be 
oriented on mentioned controls (see chapter 2) which were done by COSMC. These controls were done without using 
geometry which resulted in insufficient results. To receive qualitatively better results it will be necessary also consider 
the geometry of features stored in RTIARE. 
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MEANS FOR MANAGING BANKS OF SPATIAL INFORMATION 
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Abstract 
Nowadays, information is gathered easier and less expensively than ever. On the other hand, more information does not 
always mean better and more efficient information. Combining new information from various sources and previously 
existing data, results in huge amounts of spatial data. Often spatial information received from creators and other users 
is presented in different data formats. Furthermore, even in the presence of certificates, such data may contain serious 
errors in its structure or metadata. This means that if it is to be placed in the data bank without pretreatment and/or 
control, severe problems can eventually occur in its use.  Diverse formats in which spatial data is provided are typical 
users’ problems. Open GIS Consortium Standards are key stones to solving these problems. Another problem is the lack 
of data reporting available spatial information. This can significantly reduce the effectiveness of its use. The concept 
applies to both paper and digital archives. 

Keywords: Spatial data, OGC Standards, Infrastructure for Spatial Information 

BANKS OF SPATIAL DATA 

Owners of spatial data can be provisionally divided into two categories: creators and users. The first category includes 
large government structures dealing with the creation of digital maps and plans, processing data from remote sensing, 
forming digital elevation models and digital surface models in large volumes. These can also be private companies 
collecting spatial data. What is important for these organizations, is organizing data report to ensure their data safe 
storage, selection and operational transmission to users. 

Larger users have larger areas of interest, which results in significant amount of information. It is important for them 
not only to report and store data, but also to provide quick selection and arrangement of data for a given territory. 

Smaller users also face the need to maintain spatial data bank. Usually, available spatial information is not used 
efficiently. It is not unusual for this to lead to loss of costly information. 

Incoming files for storage can have different formats, different names, but in their essence they are exact copies of each 
other. Take as an example identical data fragment from remote sensing presented in formats TIFF and JPEG. Storage of 
both files is inappropriate. The reverse situation-incoming files for storage have identical names, but essentially differ 
from each other and their replacement is incorrect. 

KB "Panorama" (Moscow, Russia) has developed technology for managing spatial data banks. It is based on the use of 
their own software: GIS "Map 2011" provides access control and preprocessing of data; "Complex for managing data 
bank of digital maps and data from the remote sensing" is responsible for maintaining the bank's spatial information; 
GIS Server and GIS WebService organize access to spatial data; GIS WebServer ensures publication of spatial data in 
the Internet/Intranet. 

The basic principles for operation of the data bank are: 

Incoming data is input in a temporary file and, then, after processing and access control is performed, it is placed in a 
permanent archive, simultaneously creating records in the metadata; 

In accordance with the content the metadata automatically format a peace of available data, which, by means of GIS 
Webserver and GIS WebService can be available for all clients; 

Only an administrator of the bank has access to permanent records; 

Processing query selection and arrangement of received in data can be transmitted to the user or stored in the production 
database, which is accessible to clients through GIS Server or GIS WebService (depending on their access permission). 
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In its essence,  the bank of spatial data is a "complex for managing data bank of digital maps and data from remote 
sensing." It is designed to store, in exchange formats, digital maps and plans of cities, data from remote sensing, digital 
elevation models and digital surface models. 

The software, implemented as a client-server technology, functions with databases PostgreSQL version 9.x in Windows 
operating systems and Linux. 

The main features of the complex are: 

Import control and placement of digital map data and remote sensing in exchange formats; 

Managing the hierarchical structure of the file repository of digital maps and remote sensing data in exchange formats; 

Storing metadata base for digital maps and remote sensing data; 

Visual representation of the status of the data bank amid overview map; 

Quick search for geographical data (region, municipality, location) of the overview map, for its use in overlay 
operations in the selection of the data; 

Automatic selection of digital maps and data from remote sensing of the specified area by specified criteria (scale, 
accuracy, condition of the area, etc.); 

Saving the selected digital maps and images in a specified folder or transmission via FTP protocol for further use; 

Automated forming of reference documents about the state of the data bank and the movement of digital maps and data 
from remote sensing. 

When placing spatial data in the storage, automatic recognition is performed (by information contained in the file itself 
or additionally attached files) about the spatial position of files with the following formats: SXF, RSW, MTW, SHP, 
MIF / MID, TIFF (TIFF with TFW files, or GeoTIFF). 

Along with spatial data exchange formats in the data bank, metadata in XML format can also be stored, prepared in 
accordance with the requirements of the standards "ISO 19115:2003, Geographic information - Metadata" and "ISO / 
TS 19139, Geographic information - Metadata - XML schema implementation". 

The data is secured. Rights and limitations of the users are defined by the system administrator.  

Consumer access to the data bank of digital maps and remote sensing data by web- browsers can be accomplished by 
means of the program GIS Webserver. 

GIS Webserver allows publication of the scheme about availability of digital maps and remote sensing data in the bank, 
review of the metadata tables, execution of queries for selecting data and printing of reports on the data available in the 
repository. 

Maps, as well as most of the popular geoportals like Google, Yahoo, Virtual Earth, Yandex, OpenStreetMap , etc can be 
used as a background for schemes with available data 

INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SPATIAL INFORMATION 

Infrastructure for spatial information (ISI) is a system of basic spatial data, metadata, standards and regulations 
junctions, geo-services for access and sharing of geographic information resources. 

ISI elements can be divided into several interrelated subsystems of software and information resources, constantly 
updated in the process of actualization of spatial data: 

Subsystem for the collection and accumulation of spatial data; 

Subsystem for managing spatial data banks; 

Subsystem for publication of spatial data. 
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In general, a subsystem for collection and accumulation of spatial data provides implementation of technological 
operations about: 

Quality control of digital information; 

Converting in storage formats; 

Forming of spatial databases and metadata bases for spatial information. 

The Professional GIS "Map 2011" software provides implementation of all technological operations at that stage, and 
the "GIS Server 2011" provides a form of distributed data storage and differentiation of access to spatial information. 
Moreover, the program GIS "Map 2011" adds metadata information to a digital map. 

When creating the infrastructure for spatial information, the territorial scope and the need of detailisation are taken into 
account. 

To provide data, different geo-services are used. Cartographical services provide the user with ready-to-use 
cartographic representations of the territory concerned. International standards about cartographic services are WMS 
(Web Map Service) and WMTS (Web Map Tile Service). It is on these mapping services that the work of sites like 
GoogleMaps, YandexMaps and many others is based. Applications of KB Panorama provide access to spatial data 
based on WMS service. For the preparation of tiles (used in geo-service WMTS) the special application ImageCreator is 
used, which provides continuous updates of fragments of images (tiles), characterizing the current state of spatial data. 

Significant advantage when using geo-services is that the end user does not engage in data collection, mapping and 
updates. Instead, they can connect to the service and use it. 

Cartographic services only allow visualization of the data. For further analyses, other mechanisms are required. 
International standards for geo-services providing access to data are WFS (Web Feature Service) and WCS (Web 
Coverage Service). These standards allow not only the map images, but also the spatial object and digital elevation 
models to be obtained, through remote access. The records about spatial objects contain coordinate description and 
attributes and take into account the topology and spatial logical relationships. 

To unify the exchange of spatial data between different systems, the GML-OpenGIS Geography Markup Language 
(GML) Encoding Standard has been developed and adopted as the international standard ISO 19136:2007. 

KB Panorama has developed a specification containing a description of the procedures for using the GML standard. 

KB Panorama has also developed GIS WebFeatureService. It supports mechanisms to create, update, and delete objects 
in the databases of "GIS Server 2011" based on the standard OGC WFS. This allows desktop and web clients to 
visualize and edit GIS spatial data server in real time. GIS WebFeatureService can be installed as an addition to "GIS 
Server 2011", which significantly simplifies the administering. 

GIS WebFeatureService supports the SOAP and REST protocols, which are considered almost mandatory for the use of 
a modern GIS operating on the Internet. Descriptions of spatial objects are transmitted in GML format, in accordance 
with the selected application scheme. To ensure data protection in GIS WebFeatureService, means of data encryption 
are embedded. Data is ciphered with 256-bit key installed for the particular session. This prevents data interception and 
replacement upon delivery in the open channels of communication between the GIS Server and the WFS service. 
Between the WFS service and the customer, data is transmitted in a GML format based on the OGC WFS standard. 

The technology to build infrastructure for spatial information by means of KB Panorama complies with all operative 
legal documents, including (but not limited to) International sets of standards ISO 19100 and the European directive 
INSPIRE. 

GIS IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SPATIAL INFORMATION 

In the recent years, there is an increasing need and use of digital maps of the area. This is related to the implementation 
of geographic information systems (GIS), which have provided a fundamentally new approach in dealing with spatial 
data. Present time GIS could be understood as modern computer technology for mapping and analysis of the real world, 
as well as of the events occurring in everyday life and human activity. Establishing a basis for GIS projects allows 
oneself to store not only geographical but also statistical, demographic, cadastral and other types of data, and to apply 
them to a variety of analytical operations. This ensures efficient use of geo-information technologies in the management 
of sites. 
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Such GIS project has been developed by the Russian company "Tsifrovoy rajon" and is embedded in the Moscow’s 
region Ivanovskoe, Russia. 

The district management controls, coordinates and directs activities within its powers stipulated by legislative and other 
normative acts. This ensures a uniform urban policy in the field of construction, land use and environmental protection, 
maintaining safe house environment and technical service conduction, performing current and capital repairs of 
buildings, controlling the activities of the service organization and management companies within the region, etc. 

The average area of the region is a little more than 10 km2. Distributed on a territorial basis, information is perceived 
better when objects are depicted on the map. When a particular object is selected, it can be studied from different 
aspects. For example, to review the maintenance paper of a building or to determine its administrative address, to obtain 
data on the administration and management of the building, information about temperature and pressure of the systems 
for hot and cold water supply, heat supply network and many others. 

There is no doubt that, the more detailed a map, the more useful it is. Following the regulations of the Moscow 
government, the city management accepted the use of a single map scale-1:10 000, created and maintained by 
"Mosgorgeotrest". Initially, digital cartographic base contained only the topographical elements represented on maps in 
this scale. Many structural divisions of "Mosenergo", "Mosvodokanal" and others created their own thematic layers. By 
agreement, these layers can be obtained and used for creating digital maps. All information can be used as a reliable 
data for engineering communications, when needed. 

Based on the information gathered, GIS is created on the given region. The main part of the system is installed on 
desktop computers (workspace of specialists). The mobile part of the system is intended primarily for the head and can 
be used on any mobile device. 

The main principles of operation of such a project, created on the basis of GIS, will be examined. 

The main principle of the system is authenticity of the information. It is achieved through continually updating the data 
from primary sources - where information is created. This can be structural or territorial functioning unit and also 
automated workplace for cooperator receiver, whose duties include the renovation of information on specific activity. 

The second principle - efficiency in data transmission. It is the possibility for the head operative and other interested 
parties to receive accurate information online, from the central server where the data is located. Operators deal with 
ensuring high-speed data transmission, as well as stability and reliability of the connection. 

Another important principle of the system is protection of the information. Securing systems’ data privacy is a primary 
concern of any headwork. For this purpose, a password to access information on territorial principle is set - separate 
territory, region, district, etc. 

A comparison between reported and normative documents is implemented in the system, based on the automatic 
calculation of areas, lengths and perimeters of objects from their coordinates. 

The embedded GIS of Ivanovskoe rajon of Moscow consists of two logically interrelated parts. The first part is a set for 
input, processing and control of data. This is the job of employees of state-owned and private enterprises. The second 
part is a complex for publishing  data on the Internet. It is located on the same server as the central database. 

Results from created GIS for a region can be used by residents of the area, the service organization, management 
companies and others. 
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Abstract 
Considering that Kosovo in the last decade has taken a big burst in the regulation of infrastructure in general (national 
roads, historic sites, tourist and recreation sites) and the transition from a communist system where SOEs have existed, 
to a democratic system with private and state ownership then the need for land expropriation in the territory of Kosovo 
is of large. Creation of a GIS model (application) which would help greatly more efficient solution, fast and with high 
accuracy of these matters is the need of time. 

In this paper is presented the work done in the expropriation of over 3000 hectares of land for the Kosovo government 
needs to create a center of winter tourism in the territory of the Republic of Kosovo. For the realization of this task is 
used GIS software packages which allows creation of different maps, statistics and necessary  analyzes for the 
calculation of surfaces and distribution of errors in case of inconsistency of these surfaces between graphical and 
textual database. Data are stored in a spatial data base, whereby they are presented dynamically, accomplished with 
graphics, charts, statistic and forms. 

This system facilitates and accelerates the work largely because many functions (different calculations, equations and 
geometry of parcels) are performed automatically avoiding manual procedures as they have been so far. 
 
Measurements were also made on site using the latest GPS technology with large measurement precision. 

 
Keywords: GIS, GPS, Expropriation, Map, Parcel.    

1 INTRODUCTION 

The development of the touristic center in Brezovice has been recognized as a project of paramount national interest, 
important for the economic development of Shterpce Municipality and to the national economy alike. The forecasted 
area of development shall be provided from the Kosovo government, with a long term rent of land or concession and 
will cover existing objects for skiing and other accompanying properties and facilitates. 
The overall objective of the Kosovo government for the development of the touristic center in Brezovice is to attract a 
private operator/developer to finance, develop and operate in Sharr Mountains of Brezovice for reputed category 
tourism during the entire year and in a recreative structure for local and international visitors. 
Territory of Brezovice is widely known for a winter season and summer season tourism development, with particular 
interest for the winter season, one of the most appropriate sites for skiing and for summer season for recreational 



purposes, hiking, etc. Numerous and various disciplines have been brought together; one of them was GIS discipline, 
Cartography and Geodesy for the identification of suitable sites and for widening and building new runways in this area.
From GIS, starting from cartographic and geodetic data, the digital model of the terrain has been processed and 
analyzed, and as a result some other relevant d
(Figure 1), such as: 

• Digital terrain model, 

• Creation of the slope model, 

• Creation of the exposition aspect,

• Creation of the hill shade model,

• Creation of the solar radiation Oct

• Creation of the model for watershed  and snow sliding
 

Following the identification of the location, the elaborate of expropriation of an area from 3300 ha. had to be done. In 
our country cadastral system though it is digi
cadastral parcels) has not been conducted with the data in the immovable property rights register, thus for this reason 
the problems with respect to the expropriation are huge. The r
management and expropriation of these properties was necessary.
 

2 METHODOLOGY   

2.1 Collection and research – analysis data

The research for creation of this application start with the collection of existing
Institution and the following data were provided:

- Coordinates of geodetic referent network
- Topographic Maps 
- Ortophoto  
- Vectorial cadastral plans (shp, dxf)
- Register of immovable properties in the format (ms acces, ms exce
- Certificates of Immovable properties and measurement outlines for all divided parcels, sub

discrepancies exist,  
- Data on property claims or similar ones, 
- Data on the manner or the process of the construction of buildings,
- Factual data on actual use,  
- Geographic data and of cultivation or the destination 
- Other relevant data for buildings
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purposes, hiking, etc. Numerous and various disciplines have been brought together; one of them was GIS discipline, 
for the identification of suitable sites and for widening and building new runways in this area.

From GIS, starting from cartographic and geodetic data, the digital model of the terrain has been processed and 
analyzed, and as a result some other relevant data were established for the definition of this area and its boundary 

Creation of the exposition aspect, 

Creation of the hill shade model, 

Creation of the solar radiation Oct-May, 

ation of the model for watershed  and snow sliding 

 

Figure 1. Digital terrain analysis 

Following the identification of the location, the elaborate of expropriation of an area from 3300 ha. had to be done. In 
our country cadastral system though it is digitalized, a unification or the integration geo-spatial data (boundaries of 
cadastral parcels) has not been conducted with the data in the immovable property rights register, thus for this reason 
the problems with respect to the expropriation are huge. The requirement for creation of a GIS application on 
management and expropriation of these properties was necessary. 

analysis data 

The research for creation of this application start with the collection of existing data in the Cadastre and property 
Institution and the following data were provided: 

Coordinates of geodetic referent network 

Vectorial cadastral plans (shp, dxf) 
Register of immovable properties in the format (ms acces, ms exceland hard copies), 
Certificates of Immovable properties and measurement outlines for all divided parcels, sub

Data on property claims or similar ones,  
Data on the manner or the process of the construction of buildings, 

Geographic data and of cultivation or the destination  
Other relevant data for buildings 
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2.1.1   Topographic surveying  

Upon the provision of all required data for the realization of the project, geodesic measurements on existing objects 
were conducted, localization of various cultivations within the parcels, other data related to expropriation and 
introduced in the digital mapping. Geodesic measurements are implemented by employing the most recent technology 
of GPS, with an accurate precision of measurements ±2 cm. Geodesic measurements are developed by referring to the 
system of positioning for Kosovo-KOPOS.  

2.1.2   Collection of Data  

In such project where a collection of new data and a regular update is a prerequisite, it is necessary to determine the 
easiest method for collection and update. With the modern technology it has been made possible that collection of these 
records to be carried out in the field directly through mobile devices such as PDA. These devices enable to install 
various software’s and application for the collection of the data required. One of the very usable and adequate software 
in this field is the product of ArcPAD (Figure 2). 
ArcPAD is an application installed in the devices and that enables access to the database, in maps and GPS. Through 
the ArcPAD the following actions were carried out: 

• Collection of data in the field accurately and reliable data (as for objects and its characteristics),  

• Collection of geographic data and photography (GPS and digital camera). 
 

                                                   

Figure 2. Surveying software (ArcPAD) 

2.2 Geodatabase design 

 
With all these provided data next step was to design a geo-database that would support all the data provided from the 
institutions and the data collected in the field via geodetic measurements and surveys. Geodatabase design was based on 
some common steps through GIS basic principles with ArcGIS Diagrammer (Figure 3). Geodatabase design involves 
organizing of geographic information in series of data based on layers that can be integrated using geographic location. 
Geodatabase design begins by identifying the data themes to be used, and we must specify the contents and 
representations of each thematic layer. 
Initial steps that we have to take in order to design a geodatabase are as follows: 

• Feature and data identification that will be included in geodatabase 

• Definition of KosovaREF01 coordinate system and representation of spatial feature 

• Definition of table structure and attributes, that means attribute field identification and column type. Also can 
include code list in attribute, connection – relationship with tables and subtypes, by means of which can be 
ranking and classification of attributes. 



• Geodatabase design documentation 
drawings, documents and diagram scheme METADATA.

• ArcGIS diagrammer enables a valid and stable geodatabase design, detail design of each attribute field and its 
type, extension of geospatial feature, code list for attribute, categorization with codes, special table creation 
with textual data, creation of connections between tables with textual and spatial data, integration of raster 
format in server.      

• Testing of design and its documentation could be done with diagrams, schema report; however the most 
important thing is xml format through which the placement of the design in the SQL server could be made.

In geodatabase design it is foreseen to be migrated all collec
output features after expropriation. 
 

Figure 3. Geodatabase diagram (ArcGIS Diagrammer)

2.3   The process of land expropriation

Expropriation procedure is performed by using GIS packages which allo
are needed for the calculation of surfaces and distribution of errors in case of inconsistency of these surfaces between 
graphical and textual database. As a basic need is supposed to compile the organization
the work will be based on (Figure 4). 
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ign documentation – in order to describe geodatabase design we can use different methods as 
drawings, documents and diagram scheme METADATA. 

ArcGIS diagrammer enables a valid and stable geodatabase design, detail design of each attribute field and its 
, extension of geospatial feature, code list for attribute, categorization with codes, special table creation 

with textual data, creation of connections between tables with textual and spatial data, integration of raster 

esign and its documentation could be done with diagrams, schema report; however the most 
important thing is xml format through which the placement of the design in the SQL server could be made.

In geodatabase design it is foreseen to be migrated all collected data before expropriation. It was designed also the 

 

Figure 3. Geodatabase diagram (ArcGIS Diagrammer) 

2.3   The process of land expropriation 

Expropriation procedure is performed by using GIS packages which allow digital mapping, statistics and analysis that 
are needed for the calculation of surfaces and distribution of errors in case of inconsistency of these surfaces between 
graphical and textual database. As a basic need is supposed to compile the organization of expropriation process which 
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ArcGIS diagrammer enables a valid and stable geodatabase design, detail design of each attribute field and its 
, extension of geospatial feature, code list for attribute, categorization with codes, special table creation 

with textual data, creation of connections between tables with textual and spatial data, integration of raster 

esign and its documentation could be done with diagrams, schema report; however the most 
important thing is xml format through which the placement of the design in the SQL server could be made. 

ted data before expropriation. It was designed also the 

 

w digital mapping, statistics and analysis that 
are needed for the calculation of surfaces and distribution of errors in case of inconsistency of these surfaces between 

of expropriation process which 



Figure 
 

2.3.1   Data Migration (Extract Transform Load) and the analysis

After data collection and the geodatabase designing, another important step is migration of these data in geodatabase. 
Data types which will migrate in geo-database are: Ms Excel, Ms Access, dbf, Shape file. For extraction and loading of 
these types into the geo-database it has been created a

The program unless it does the migration of the data, also does the transformation, calculation, division or their merger, 
creating reports of how many data are migrated successfully or how many unsuccessfully, for exa

- The calculation of the differences in the area between 
1). 

- Generation of the report for the successful migration of entities
- Generation of the report for the unsuccessful migratio
- Generation of the report for lack of appropriations in graphic part etc. 
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Figure 1. Process of land expropriation (organogram) 

2.3.1   Data Migration (Extract Transform Load) and the analysis 

base designing, another important step is migration of these data in geodatabase. 
database are: Ms Excel, Ms Access, dbf, Shape file. For extraction and loading of 

database it has been created a program called ETL tools (Figure 5). 

The program unless it does the migration of the data, also does the transformation, calculation, division or their merger, 
creating reports of how many data are migrated successfully or how many unsuccessfully, for exa

The calculation of the differences in the area between graphical and area in textual ownership certificate (Table 

Generation of the report for the successful migration of entities 
Generation of the report for the unsuccessful migration of entities 
Generation of the report for lack of appropriations in graphic part etc.  
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base designing, another important step is migration of these data in geodatabase. 
database are: Ms Excel, Ms Access, dbf, Shape file. For extraction and loading of 

The program unless it does the migration of the data, also does the transformation, calculation, division or their merger, 
creating reports of how many data are migrated successfully or how many unsuccessfully, for example (Figure 6):  

graphical and area in textual ownership certificate (Table 



After executing the ETL model we gain report for successful migration:
 

                              
Figure 2. Model of ETL             

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Table 1.   Area differences between graphical and textual data

 
These errors have subjective and technical character; we handle these problems based on the professional standards, 
best cadastral practices and on the law on expropriation (Table 2). 
 

Parcel_no Area_geom (m²) 

720 46149485 

Table 2. The tolerance of the differences between graphical 
 
After analyzing errors we conclude that expropriated data meet the condition of allowed error where difference of the 
areas in graphical and textual data is 9ari 05m², value which is within the permissible (Table number 4).

2.3.2. Creating a Program (tools) for expropriation

The program for the expropriation of the parcels is made in order that the calculation and division of the parcels inside 
the expropriation zone and those who remain outside the expropriation to be done quickly, easy a
execution of the Tool for expropriation is needed to assign only 4 input parameters (inputs as seen in blue color 
scheme). Input parameters are (Figure 7):

1. Parcel Before (polygon), 
2. Expropriation footprint (polygon),
3. Owner (table),  
4. New Owner –Government (value).

Cadastral zone 

Berroc II 
Verbeshtica 
Gotovushë 
Jazhincë 
Shterpca 

5 
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After executing the ETL model we gain report for successful migration: 

 

. Model of ETL                                                       Figure 6. ETL report

Table 1.   Area differences between graphical and textual data 

These errors have subjective and technical character; we handle these problems based on the professional standards, 
law on expropriation (Table 2).  

Area_RDPP (m²) 

Tolerance (m²) 

 

46148579 ± 6793 

 
Table 2. The tolerance of the differences between graphical and textual data

After analyzing errors we conclude that expropriated data meet the condition of allowed error where difference of the 
areas in graphical and textual data is 9ari 05m², value which is within the permissible (Table number 4).

g a Program (tools) for expropriation 

The program for the expropriation of the parcels is made in order that the calculation and division of the parcels inside 
the expropriation zone and those who remain outside the expropriation to be done quickly, easy a
execution of the Tool for expropriation is needed to assign only 4 input parameters (inputs as seen in blue color 
scheme). Input parameters are (Figure 7): 

Expropriation footprint (polygon), 

Government (value). 

Parcels Area RDPP (m²) Buildings Area(m²)

17 2725832 47 
110 12548674 10 

1 3845025 0 
10 8594291 1 

582 18434758 9 
 720 46148579 67 
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Figure 6. ETL report 

These errors have subjective and technical character; we handle these problems based on the professional standards, 

Difference (m²) 
 

+ 905 

and textual data 

After analyzing errors we conclude that expropriated data meet the condition of allowed error where difference of the 
areas in graphical and textual data is 9ari 05m², value which is within the permissible (Table number 4). 

The program for the expropriation of the parcels is made in order that the calculation and division of the parcels inside 
the expropriation zone and those who remain outside the expropriation to be done quickly, easy and accurate. In 
execution of the Tool for expropriation is needed to assign only 4 input parameters (inputs as seen in blue color 

Area(m²) 

5447 
3708 

0 
76 

279 
9510 
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Figure 7. Tools for expropriation 
 
After setting the input parameters, tool automatically makes processing and gives results as follows: 

1. Parcels after expropriation  
2. Owners after expropriation, 
3. Land Culture after expropriation 
4. Buildings after expropriation 
5. Reports. 

The scheme or tool model for expropriation is described as (Figure 8): 
• 1st step: it defines the polygon of the expropriated border with parcel polygons and as result we gain a traits 

class with cute polygons. 

• 2nd step: from the class of cut polygon distinction we do partition in two feature classes of polygons that are 
inside and outside the expropriation border. 

• 3rd step: from the feature classes of polygons that is inside the expropriation border we unify to new owner 
(expropriating authority) 

• 4th step: from the feature of the polygon classes outside the expropriation we unify with the old owners before 
the expropriation 

• 5th step: we unify these two feature classes 

• 6th step: we define the new parcel numbers and we calculate the expropriated area from ownership certificate 
All those steps with this tool we can do by one command. 
After executing the tool we gain these results: 
 



Figure 8 Maps of parcels after expropriation

Based on the border of the expropriation zone from
turns out that 644 parcels will be expropriated completely (therefore all these parcels are completely inside the 
expropriating border), while 76 parcels are intersected with the border of e
parcels, from them 91 parcels are inside the border of expropriation area and 87 parcels remain outside of expropriation.
It is worth to mention that 87 parcels which are outside the border of expropriation area (Tab
full compliance between graphical with the part that will remain in ownership certificate.

Parc_no Graphical area (m²)

87 12471990

Table 3. Parcels out of expropriation border
 
While to the expropriating authority now belongs 644 parcels which should be completely expropriated and 91 which 
are created by dividing with the line of expropriation, it means there are 735 parcel
compliance between the graphic area ownership certificate remains inside the expropriation (Table 4).

 

Parc_no 
Graphical area 

(m²) 
735 33677495 

Table 4. Parcels within expropriation border
 
From the total of 67 buildings that are within the parcels subject of expropriation, the expropriation border includes 65 
buildings, while 2 buildings remain outside of expropriation borde
table format and map of the parcels after expropriation (Table 5).
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Figure 8 Maps of parcels after expropriation 

Based on the border of the expropriation zone from total of 720 parcels which are subject of expropriation process, 
turns out that 644 parcels will be expropriated completely (therefore all these parcels are completely inside the 
expropriating border), while 76 parcels are intersected with the border of expropriation area where are created 178 
parcels, from them 91 parcels are inside the border of expropriation area and 87 parcels remain outside of expropriation.
It is worth to mention that 87 parcels which are outside the border of expropriation area (Tab
full compliance between graphical with the part that will remain in ownership certificate. 

Parcel analyses out of expropriation 

Graphical area (m²) RDPP area (m²) Tolerance (m²) Difference (m²)

12471990 12471990 ±3532 

 
Table 3. Parcels out of expropriation border 

While to the expropriating authority now belongs 644 parcels which should be completely expropriated and 91 which 
are created by dividing with the line of expropriation, it means there are 735 parcels for expropriation. The non
compliance between the graphic area ownership certificate remains inside the expropriation (Table 4).

Analysis of expropriated parcels 
Graphical area 

RDPP area (m²) Tolerance (m²) Difference (m²)

 33676589 ±5803 
 

Table 4. Parcels within expropriation border 

From the total of 67 buildings that are within the parcels subject of expropriation, the expropriation border includes 65 
buildings, while 2 buildings remain outside of expropriation border. Below it is presented a table of the new situation in 
table format and map of the parcels after expropriation (Table 5). 
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total of 720 parcels which are subject of expropriation process, 
turns out that 644 parcels will be expropriated completely (therefore all these parcels are completely inside the 

xpropriation area where are created 178 
parcels, from them 91 parcels are inside the border of expropriation area and 87 parcels remain outside of expropriation. 
It is worth to mention that 87 parcels which are outside the border of expropriation area (Table 3), their new status is in 

 

Difference (m²) 

0 

While to the expropriating authority now belongs 644 parcels which should be completely expropriated and 91 which 
s for expropriation. The non-

compliance between the graphic area ownership certificate remains inside the expropriation (Table 4). 

 

Difference (m²) 

+905 

From the total of 67 buildings that are within the parcels subject of expropriation, the expropriation border includes 65 
r. Below it is presented a table of the new situation in 



 

 

Cad zone 

no 

Cad zone 

name 

Parc. 

no 

72717005 Berroc II 17 

72717014 Verbeshtica 116 

72717023 Gotovushë 1 

72717043 Jazhincë 11 

72717094 Shtërpca 590 

   735 

 

2.3.3. Situation after expropriation, drawings, tables

The system makes it possible to generate reports, drawings, and tables, directly from the processed data after 
expropriation is completed. 

Creating ownership registry reports.
expropriation (Figure 9), cadastral parcel 
appropriate information (Figure 11).  

 

Figure 9. Cadastral parcel information before and after expropriation
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New situation based on cadastral zones 

Included in expropriation  Out of expropriation

RDPP area 
(m²) 

Build. 

no 

Area 

buld. (m²) 

Parc. 

no 

RDPP 
area (m²)

2725832 47 5447 0 

10907855 8 3054 23 1640819

2141 0 0 1 3842884

4423028 1 76 3 4171263

15617733 9 279 60 2817024

33676589 65 8856 87 12471990

 
Table 5. New parcels after expropriation 

2.3.3. Situation after expropriation, drawings, tables 

generate reports, drawings, and tables, directly from the processed data after 

Creating ownership registry reports. The registry contains information table with parcel before and after 
expropriation (Figure 9), cadastral parcel sketch in map format (Figure 10), buildings within the parcel with the 

Figure 9. Cadastral parcel information before and after expropriation
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Out of expropriation 

RDPP 
area (m²) 

Build. 

no 

Area 

buld. (m²) 

0 0 0 

1640819 2 654 

3842884 0 0 

4171263 0 0 

2817024 0 0 

12471990 2 654 

generate reports, drawings, and tables, directly from the processed data after 

The registry contains information table with parcel before and after 
sketch in map format (Figure 10), buildings within the parcel with the 

 

Figure 9. Cadastral parcel information before and after expropriation 



                        
Figure 10. Sketch of cadastral parcel      

 
Creating a statement for parcels that are expropriated. 

After creating of ownership registry and table of expropriation, it is created the statement of the parcels that will be
expropriated in order to appear more general information for parcels that are in expropriation (Table 6). This statement 
may serve for purposes of preparing the relevant documentation for parcels that will be expropriated and for other 
preparatory purposes. 

Table 8. Statement of the parcels that will be expropriated
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Figure 10. Sketch of cadastral parcel                                 Figure11. Sketch of the building within the parcel

Creating a statement for parcels that are expropriated.  

After creating of ownership registry and table of expropriation, it is created the statement of the parcels that will be
expropriated in order to appear more general information for parcels that are in expropriation (Table 6). This statement 
may serve for purposes of preparing the relevant documentation for parcels that will be expropriated and for other 

Table 8. Statement of the parcels that will be expropriated 
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Figure11. Sketch of the building within the parcel 

After creating of ownership registry and table of expropriation, it is created the statement of the parcels that will be 
expropriated in order to appear more general information for parcels that are in expropriation (Table 6). This statement 
may serve for purposes of preparing the relevant documentation for parcels that will be expropriated and for other 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 

In the past when no technology methods were using in Kosovo, expropriation process was much harder than now. Maps 
were created on papers and register for properties and owners were on some manuals, displaying the old and new 
situation with few information. After the 2000s where some CAD software starting to be implemented for land 
expropriation projects, the way of working also started to be more easier, appropriate and accurate. After these years 
until now many of CAD and GIS software versions were developed. Most of projects related to land expropriation were 
realized by CAD software, where maps where created separately from textual data. 

After the Kosovo war, country started to be built, many infrastructure projects were implementing, and as a result there 
were also many land expropriation projects. Seeing the immense need for implementing many land expropriation 
projects we started to apply GIS software, because there were some very good tools for such projects. ArcGIS enables 
to design a geodatabase with all available data, managing, analyzing and mapping them in the best possible way.  

The best GIS application was created for Brezovica land expropriation project. Through this we have realized the 
project in a record time and with high professionalism. The result were 3367 ha expropriated, and 735 parcels with new 
cadastral borders. Based on that, we think that using GIS application for land expropriation projects it is not anymore 
only a solution, but the best ever solution used in Kosovo. 
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Abstract 
The region of North-West Bohemia (the Czech Republic) is a heavy industrialized region with chemical, mining and 
other types of heavy industry. The open-pit mines have a deep impact on the surrounding environment as they are 
affecting a large area. They are totally changing the shape of the landscape, its structure and hydrological network. 
Large water dams, built as sources of drinking water, open-pit mine reclamations, for river regulations or as water 
sources for chemical industry are the other type of human structures affecting a wide area. As a case study was selected 
the open-pit mine Tušimice and the water dam Nechranice located next to each other. Wide range of various maps (ca. 
1720 – 1981) were processed, georeferenced and hand digitized. The reconstruction and analysis of this area of interest 
is focused on three main topics – georelief, land-use and hydrological network. All the resulting data are offered to the 
public as a web-mapping application built using the ArcGIS API for Flex technology.  

INTRODUCTION 

In the region of North-West Bohemia (the Czech Republic) have been for the last 100 years affected almost all the parts 
of the environment. The open-pit brown coal mining followed by the heavy industrialization and huge water dam 
structures has completely changed the shape of the landscape. The georelief is dramatically changed during the open-pit 
mining followed by land-use change, hydrological network displacement and settlement extinction. The anthropogenic 
activity is thus influencing not only landscape structure but as well the social, cultural and historical sphere of the 
environment. [13] The main aim of this research is to describe in detail the development of our study area that is 
influenced by the anthropogenic activity in the two very significant ways – open-pit mine Tušimice, surrounded by 
reclamations and power plants and water dam Nechranice located almost at the edge of the coal mine. 

 

Fig. 1 The Tušimice brown-coal mine 

The area of interest (140 km2) is located in the south-west part of the Most brown coal basin (see Fig. 2) in-between 
towns Kadaň and Chomutov. The active brown-coal mine Nástup Tušimice is covering ca 14 km2 and the water dam 
Nechranice 13.4 km2.  The brown coal mining in this region began in the end of the 18th century using the primitive 
ways of mining. The intensive open-pit mining has started after the 2nd World War. In the 1960’ – 1970’ were built in 
the close surroundings to the brown-coal source four large power plants – Tušimice 1 (output 660 MW, shut down in 
1998), Tušimice 2 (800 MW), Prunéřov 1 (440 MW) and Prunéřov 2 (1050 MW) [1],[2]. The water dam Nechranice 
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(built in 1960’)  is situated ca. in the middle of Ohře river flow (103.4 km) containing the total volume of 9.5 million m3 
of water (one of the Europe’s biggest rockfill dams) and  having the longest damming in the Central Europe (3280 m). 
The main purpose of this water dam is the water supply for the surrounding industry, power plants and large area 
irrigations [12], [14]. 

 

Fig. 2 Area of interest - current state (2012) and landcape before industrialization (year 1953). Red dots are indicating 
currently extinct settlement. 

Within this paper we would like to present methods for reconstruction of landscape changed by the human activity – 
this includes Digital Terrain Models (DTM) showing the georelief transfigurations in the different periods of brown-
coal mining, hydrological network and land-use reconstruction based on the old maps and web based information 
system presenting all the obtained results. 

DATA AND METHODS 

The complex reconstruction of area of interest requires processing of large amount of data. The landscape development 
analysis is mainly focused on the three following topics – hydrographical network reconstruction, land-use 
reconstruction and georelief reconstruction. The work-flow is presented on Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Processing scheme of the reconstruction process 

Processed data 

Old maps of different scale and age are used for purposes of this project. We have covered the area of interest with well 
distributed time-line of the old maps. The oldest processed map is the Müller’s map of Bohemia (ca. 1720) followed by 
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Military survey of Habsburg empire (1792, 1894, 1938). The Military survey is presenting the natural 
development of the area until the heavy industrialization. This time-line is well supported by the Stabile cadaster maps 
(1842, 1:2880) containing detailed information about the land-use. 

The time period of heavy industrialization is covered by State map and State map derived in the scale 1:5000 (SMO5) 
from the years 1953, 1972 and 1981. The map contains two main compounds – hypsography (derived from Base map 
1:10 000) and planimetry (derived from cadastral maps). The hypsography has 1 meter contour interval and thus is well 
suitable for georelief reconstruction analysis. 

 

Fig. 4 Example of processed maps - 2nd Military Survey and Stabile cadaster maps 

Processing (georeferencing) the old maps requires individual approach as each map has to be handled based on its 
characteristics. Different georeferencing methods were applied for obtaining results sufficient for the purposes of our 
project. The most problematic was the georeferencing of the 1st Military survey maps as these maps have no geodetic 
basements. A unique method introduced in [1] based on polynomial transformation was used for georeferencing the 1st 
Military survey map sheets preserving the neighboring map sheet continuation. Georeferencing of the other data sources 
was based on large set of identical points (2nd and 3rd Military survey, Stabile cadaster maps) or on the knowledge of the 
map corner coordinates (SMO5 maps). All maps were georeferenced into the Czech national S-JTSK coordinate system 
[5] and visualized by ESRI file geodatabase mosaic dataset which is used to mask the map frame information producing 
a seamless map. An example showing processed maps is on Fig. 4. 

Several datasets of current data were used to complete the processed time-line. The ZABAGED (Fundamental Base of 
Geographic Data) [6] was used for the land-use analysis, DIBAVOD (Digital Base for Water Utilization Data) [4] for 
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hydrological network reconstruction and the Digital Terrain Model of the Czech Republic of the 4th generation (DMR 
4G) [5] for georelief reconstruction. 

Georelief reconstruction and analysis 

Reconstruction of the original shape of the landscape is a very important part of this project. During the years of 
intensive open-pit mining the georelief has been changed in a very dramatic way, which is affecting not only the 
landscape structure but as well the hydrology network and surface water run-off ([1], [10]).  

The georelief is reconstructed using different types of elevation data – contour lines and elevation points contained in 
the old maps and photogrammetrical processing of old aerial imagery. The current data sources as LIDAR survey, GPS 
point measurements and traditional survey or up-to-date contour lines can be used for the representation of the current 
georelief. Various interpolation methods were tested ([9], [11]) for obtaining the results of sufficient quality. 

Four different time-periods were reconstructed based on the input data. The original untouched georelief is derived 
using the hand digitized contour lines from the SMO5 maps – year 1953. The contour lines have 5 - 10 meter interval 
based on the terrain characteristics. The second derived DTM is from the 1970.’ where the Nechranice water dam is 
already built and the Ohře river canyon over flooded. The SMO5 from the 1980.’ are showing the beginning of the 
brown-coal mining. The part with the Nechranice dam is missing as the original maps sheets were missing in the map 
archive. Nevertheless there is no major change of the georelief in the missing part. The current state of the georelief is 
reconstructed using the DMR 4G data. These data represents a picture of natural or by human activity modified terrain 
surface in digital form as heights of discrete points with X, Y, H coordinates in regular 5 x 5 m grid. These data were 
obtained using the LIDAR technology [5]. The resulting DTMs for the year 1953 and 2012 are presented on Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 5 Hand digitized contour lines used for the DTM reconstructions 
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Fig. 6 Georelief reconstruction in the area of interest. Year 1953 (left) and 2012 (right). 

The project results will be part on an exhibition presenting the landscape changes in the Ústí region to the public. The 
reconstructed DTMs (the original and current state) were printed using the ZPrinter® 450 (a 3D printer) in tiles 20 x 25 
cm in the scale 1:50 000. The resulting tiles will be seamlessly covering the Most basin in areas with the georelief 
change. Printed tiles of the area of interest are presented on Fig. 7. 

The analyses of reconstructed georelief are helping in understanding the landscape transfigurations and the total 
influence on the surrounding environment. The differential analysis is describing how is the material transported within 
the area of interest – during the coal mining process is the top soil layer transported to deposits and further on used for 
reclamations. This process is well described on the analysis results – the green areas are representing the removed 
(mined) material and the orange areas are representing were the material was added and in the case of the Nechranice 
dam the water depth. The white areas are subject to no change. Example of differential analysis result is on Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 7 Reconstructed georelief printed on a 3D printer 
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Fig. 8 Differential analysis - years 1953 and 2012 

Hydrographical network reconstruction 

Within the hydrological network reconstruction were hand digitized all the streams and water bodies available on 
processed maps (see Fig. 3). All the elements were identified and digitized using the interpretation key for the 
corresponding map resulting in a vector layer for year processed map. The water streams and water bodies are drawn in 
different ways throughout the processed maps. The Müller’s map of Bohemia contains more illustrative representation 
than real information facts. On the other hand is within the frame of the 1st Military Survey the hydrological network 
mapped in a very high detail. In the there are big rivers and as well smaller streams, creeks, drainages, big and small 
lakes. The younger maps do not contain such detailed information about the hydrological network. Maps of the 2nd and 
3rd Military survey contain almost the same elements of the hydrological network. In the later issued of the SMO5 
maps are present natural water streams and as well the artificial ones. The large georelief transfiguration has changed 
the natural water run-off within the watershed. We may expect that due the water pumping within the open-pit mines 
has changed the relations within the underground water and thus the natural circulation was affected.  

The information about the current hydrological network was obtained from Digital Base for Water Utilization data. 
Within our area of interest are located five water streams – and except the river Ohře have all other ones the character of 
a creek or a brook. In the region are almost no natural water bodies. The most of them (including the water dam 
Nechranice) were created by the anthropogenic activity. One of the artificial water streams within the area of interest is 
the Ore Mountain supply conduit. This conduit is built as a system of water channels and pipes preventing the open-pit 
mines from being over-flooded by the runoff water from the mountains.  The second one is Industrial conduit 
Nechranice supporting the surrounding industry, energetic and agriculture with the Ohře river water. Example of 
hydrographical network reconstruction is presented on Fig. 9. Due to limited space within this article are all the 
processed data published within an online web-mapping application accessible at: 

• http://mapserver.ujep.cz/Projekty/NAKI_mapy/Nechranice/ 
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Fig. 9 Hydrographical network reconstruction - 1st Military survey and  the current state 

Land-use development analysis 

Comparing the land cover from the past with the current state is one of the most effective indicators of landscape or 
land-use change. The land-use layer digitized from the Stabile cadaster maps (1826 – 1843) together with the 
ZABAGED data were used for such an analysis in this region (area of 58.2 km2). See results in Tab. 1. 

Tab. 1Land-use analysis results 

Land - use 

Representation 

1824-1843 2012 

Area Area  

(km2) % (km2) % 

Agriculture land 46,536961 80 9,860094 17 

Forest 0,591932 1 4,145505 7 

Grass fields and pastures 5,279880 9 4,214509 7 

Water bodies 1,649657 3 12,840478 22 

Gardens 0,432399 1 1,394669 2 

Hop-fields 0,131124 0 X X 

Buildings 0,635529 1 0,829939 1 

Power plant X X 1,888307 3 

Open-pit mining X X 20,682107 37 

Sedimentation basin X X 2,378027 4 

Other 2,976153 5 X X 

Total 58,233635  58,233635  

 

The most land was used for agriculture purposes in the past – 80% of the land cover was used as fields, arable land with 
fruit trees, vine-yards or temporary fallow land. The second biggest land-use group os the grass fields and pastures 
covering 9% of the total area. In the nearness of water bodies we can find the grass fields in the form of wetlands. The 
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water bodies are covering 3% of the area of interest and the settlement was mostly located along the rivers. Not so many 
forests were present in this region. The Stabile cadastre maps are not to be used for forestry but anyway they contain the 
information about the forest structure – in our case were all the trees deciduous. The garden group contains the 
decorative gardens, fruit and vegetable gardens located close the settlement. The group Other is covering gravel-pits, 
quarries, barren land, arable land, bare rocks, communications and other unspecified areas. Within the fields were in the 
Stabile cadaster maps identified frequent temporary formations in the form of elongated landscape elements. They are 
marked as pastures, grass fields with trees or unidentified. This could be the vegetation along the side ditches and roads, 
groves, windbreakers, hedgerows and terraces or other natural obstructions. Thanks to all this parts of the landscape was 
the agriculture land in this region very rugged. The current landscape has changed a lot and has lost its heterogeneity. 

 

Fig. 10 Land-use reconstruction – left year 2012, right year 1842 

Nowadays is the most part of the area of interest covered by the open-pit brown coal mine which is on the first sight 
visible from the aerial imagery (see Fig. 2). Although a lot of rivers and other water bodies were removed the total area 
of water bodies has raised to 22% - thanks to Nechranice dam construction. These two main groups were created at 
expense of agriculture land – which has lowered from 80% to only 17%. Visible is as well the disappearance of other 
types of the original land cover – grass fields and pastures. By removing the original vegetation and the soil profile on 
such a large area has caused the decrease of plant evaporation and removal of water supplies in the soil profile. This has 
caused a substantial change of climatic conditions. Other type of land-cover has disappeared as well – hop-fields, 
gravel-pits, quarries, rocks, etc. Interesting is the fact the area covered by forest has risen up to 3.6 km2 and 2 km2 is 
covering the power plant. See the reconstruction maps on Fig. 10. 

INFORMATION SYSTEM 

The main purpose of this project is to present landscape development analysis in the selected region. To make the data 
accessible to a wide range of users are the results accessible online. All the data are published using the ESRI 
technology and are stored in a file geodatabase  and published by ArcGIS for Server 10.2. The data may be accessed in 
two different ways – as a web mapping application and ArcGIS Rest Services. Only data with valid license are offered 
as ArcGIS Rest Services. OGC map services are considered to be used as well. 

The basemap layers (old maps, orthophotos) are published as tiled (cached) services allowing faster data viewing by the 
end users. The operational layers (vector layers, DTMs) are published as dynamic layers so they are easily transformed 
into another coordinate system within a desktop GIS. All the published data are protected, so the user is allowed to 
view, query or print the data, but not to save them to the hard drive. This allows the user to work with variety of 
processed maps. 

The web mapping application offers the user to view and visually analyze all the processed data for the area of interest. 
The application is built using the ArcGIS API for Flex and is based on the ArcGIS Viewer for Flex. This technology is 
very flexible and presents the data in very effective and feasible way. The application is accessible at : 
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• http://mapserver.ujep.cz/Projekty/NAKI_mapy/Nechranice   

 

Fig. 11 Web-mapping application environment 

Within the web mapping application the user can view the processed maps as the base layers, switch between them and 
change their transparency. This allows the user to visually compare the presented base maps. There are implemented 
other tools for visually comparing the data – for example the swipe tool or the “magnifying glass”. The user is allowed 
to export the currently viewed data to different graphic formats. See Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 12 Land-use reconstruction within the web-mapping application (attribute query) 
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Fig. 13Landscape development visual analysis within the web-mapping application 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper are presented methods for reconstruction and analysis of landscape influenced by anthropogenic activity. 
Here we focus on georelief and hydrological network reconstruction and land-use development analysis. 

The georelief is reconstructed using the elevation information contained in the old maps. The time-line beginning in the 
year 1953 until the current state was processed. The contour lines were hand-digitized and further on interpolated into a 
DTM. The current state of the georelief was derived from LIDAR data. The georelief development analysis is 
performed using a differential analysis showing the major changes within the area of interest. The resulting DTMs are 
printed on a 3D printer for presentation purposes. 

The hydrological network and the land-use are both affected by the industrialization and open-pit mining. Within this 
paper was hand digitized a complete time-line of hydrological network development since 1720 until nowadays. Several 
maps had to be processed (georeferenced) for obtaining the hydrological network in the vector form. The land-use 
analysis was performed using the Stabile cadaster maps and the current ZABAGED data. The results are presented in a 
table showing the land cover in the different periods. 

All the data processed within this paper are presented as a web mapping application built using the ArcGIS API for Flex 
environment. The user can view the data, make the overlay analysis and change the transparency of the layers. The 
application is accessible at http://mapserver.ujep.cz/Projekty/NAKI_mapy/Nechranice. 

The further research in this region will be focused on DTM derivation preciseness, photogrammetrical processing of old 
aerial imagery and detail hydrological network analysis. This includes analysis of the over-flooded river bank 
sedimentation with the use of underwater radar.  
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Abstract 
The incident occurred on the spatial information orientation, research is relatively weak, and emergency is closely 
related to the geographical location, if we can realize the fast matching between sudden events description information 
and spatial information, completing the event space positioning not only has important practical significance but also 
has important theoretical significance. This paper discusses the emergency text description information habits and the 
space information organization, puts forward several spatial information matching method based on location of 
emergencies, and implement a prototype system of emergency space location information. 

Keywords: Unexpected events; positioning; spatial information; information matching  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Emergency usually refers to the sudden events which are difficult to foresee and prevent, including natural disasters, 
man-made disasters and other injury events which happen suddenly or accidently, such as fire, lightning, earthquake, 
flood and so on. [1] The current domestic and international research for emergencies is mainly concentrated on the 
theoretical study of emergencies and research on some application fields related to emergencies, including prediction, 
evaluation and the construction of mathematical analysis model etc, but both the Spatial information orientation of the 
unexpected events location and the spatial information orientation release are relatively weak. According to relevant 
statistics, more than 90% Unexpected events are often closely associated with geographical location, if the information  
of unexpected events location is quickly marked on the map, the user can visually, vividly understand the geographic 
environment condition surrounding the unexpected events location, which can provide scientific, effective method for 
the leadership decision-making. Through the statistical query to the distribution geographic information of the places 
surrounding where the events occur, it also can provide scientific basis for the rescue and the rescue plan after disaster. 

In recent years, because various kinds of unexpected events have occurred frequently, the emergency response has 
become an important test of the government's ruling ability. Emergency response is a system engineering, and the 
information’s collection, collation, processing and distribution is one of the most important link of it. Collecting 
information timely, objectively, and accurately, extracting the useful information fast and efficiently, and providing the 
full and accurate reference data for analyzing situation and developing strategy have not only become an important 
aspect to improve the ability to respond to emergencies, but also an important indicator to measure the capacity to cope 
with the unexpected events. Currently, the description about the unexpected events are some news reports and some text 
information released by relevant government departments. How to relate this general text description information with 
geospatial information, construct a series of the spatial information orientation matching method based on emergency 
and realize geographic information fast positioning mechanism based on emergency have an important practical 
significance and theoretical significance. 
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2 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACE POSITIONING INFORMATION MATCHING BASED 
ON SUDDEN INCIDENT 

Mentioned above, more than 90% of the incidents are closely related with spatial location, and the description on 
location where the events take place is general text information, how to relate the general text description information 
with the corresponding spatial geographic information in order to achieve the purpose to realize the spatial information 
rapid orientation of the places where events take place through the text information not only needs the thorough 
understanding the organization method of spatial information, but also masters the universal law of the text description 
information  on unexpected events place, from which the corresponding relationship between the two can be 
established, and then realize the emergency rapid positioning in spatial information, complete the display of geographic 
information on emergencies and expand the geographic information for emergencies service range.  

2.1 The organization characteristics of spatial information aiming at the unexpected events 

Spatial information generally refers to the one that is related with the spatial location and space relation, which usually 
has the following five characteristics: (1) spatial characteristics (2) structural characteristics (3) topological spatial 
relationship features (4) classification and coding features (5) massive data characteristic.  

The spatial information aiming at emergencies not only has the characteristics of the general spatial information, but 
also has its own particularity. (1) with different degree of spatial information needs. According to the different 
description on the places where unexpected events take place, the level of detail to locate the spatial information is 
different, for example when countries report floods, the usual way of the description is that most areas of south china 
and the west of Huaihe suffer heavy rain, which is a severe flood disaster. This situation needs spatial data of small 
scale to display a nationwide flood disaster, but for a place of earthquakes and other natural disasters, it should be 
through the 1:50000 or 1:10000 in large scale data to describe the surrounding geographic information of events, and 
for some specific city emergencies such as fire in a shopping mall, you need to locate a map of the city using large scale 
1:5000 1:1000 or better. Therefore, the spatial data of emergencies, should be managed in parallel according to the 
scale, and different scales of data should be stored in parallel. (2) the different needs of spatial data. Different abrupt 
events need to display different spatial data, such as landslides, landslides and other natural disasters which require 3D 
data of the related events, floods and other disasters which need relevant image data, and the relevant two-dimensional 
vector data can meet the needs when the animal and plant epidemic situation which are similar to bird flu break out. 

2.2 The characteristics of text description information of the unexpected events 

The author carried out a large number of statistics and analysis about the reports related with emergency through the 
Internet, newspapers, radio, television and other media , finding the emergency information describing the place has 
certain rules, generally several ways are used to describe it, (1) described in place, or by the names and direction, offset 
amount of description, such as landslide event, which occurred in Southeast 30 km and  a serious traffic accident 
happened at the place 50 kilometers away from east of a national highway toll station, killing 5 people and injuring 30 
people; (2) Describe in the ways of place names and commonly known as, for example, Shanghai, Hangzhou Ning the 
outbreak of avian influenza (large area; 3)according to the specific events and longitude describe, for example, 108 
degrees east longitude, latitude 36 degrees on the Richter 5.8 earthquake;(4) according to the scope of administrative 
divisions, such as Hubei, Henan, Sichuan, Anhui, Chongqing, Jiangsu, Zhejiang and other places has the rainstorm, 
among which the flood disaster in Sichuan Province  was serious.  

2.3 The characteristics of spatial information orientation of emergent events 

According to event type, event development and degree of event influence, different emergencies are different in the 
range of information and positioning mode on the spaces involved, some emergencies locations only need one point 
elements to represent, such as landslides, a mine collapse, while some emergencies need a planar range to describe, 
such as a river basin flood scope, a river from chemical pollution range. Even in the same event, it may not also be 
consistent due to localization in the spatial data with different scales. For example, the spatial data of a river basin flood 
disasters in small and medium scale can be labeled as linear elements, which indicates that a flood happens in this river. 
However, it should be expressed as a planar range when it appears in the large corresponding scale spatial data, which 
should focus on the affected range of water disaster. 

3 A MATCHING METHOD OF TEXT INFORMATION AND SPATIAL INFORMATION 

According to the above analysis on the organizational characteristics aiming at emergency spatial information , the text 
description information of event places and the characteristics of unexpected event space location information, the 
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author realized the matching method by place name location, name localization, latitude and longitude positioning, 
positioning and other four kinds of administrative emergency rapid positioning. In the four methods, the latitude and 
longitude of text description is relatively simple, because the latitude and longitude of text information has already 
provided the specific location of the spatial information, so according to the longitude and latitude information 
described, you can rapidly position the space data, but what the other three ways provide is all relevant place name 
information,  which does not contain the spatial information corresponding to these information, to match the text 
information and spatial information, it is needed to construct the correlation matching channel, matching of text 
information and spatial information through this channel, methods is the establishment of different matching database, 
for example, commonly known as the place name database name data base, data base establishment of administrative 
division, the relation between place names, place names, commonly known as the administrative division and 
geographical coordinates through the database. Place text information retrieval using the geographic coordinates, then 
the geographic coordinate to corresponding to spatial data. It should be pointed out that, whether it is the matching 
coordinate information of location in the database or the spatial data which need to be positioned, there are coordinate 
system, projection difference between different coordinate system, projection, data must be matched by the coordinate 
conversion to, and  it is one of the key of realization of coordinate conversion between geographic coordinates data and 
spatial data match in the database and spatial information orientation specific implementation. 

The following introduce the specific implementation of each method: 

3.1 Place name location, direction and offset 

To achieve the matching of place information and spatial information, first it need to establish the matching relationship 
between geographic information and spatial data, the author adopts the method to establish the place name database, 
through the establishment of database of place names, we associate place names of text information with the names of 
the geographical coordinates. In the place name database, all the place names coordinate data should be based on the 
same kind of projection coordinate system, but according to the above, the spatial information aiming at unexpected 
events should be managed in parallel of spatial data, different scale map projection and coordinate system is not the 
same. The coordinate information retrieved by the geographical names database is not applicable to the corresponding 
space information, it also does coordinate projection corresponding conversion before it is positioned. The place name 
database coordinate information can be transformed   according to the projection parameters of spatial data, and then we 
can position it in the spatial information according to the coordinate information localization, which has been already 
transformed. 

Through statistics of the text description information of emergency events, the author found that the incident, a 
considerable part of the description information, is not simple positioned in some places, but is based on a relative 
orientation deviation information. Therefore, in order to meet the demand of positioning system, the migration options 
on the East, Southeast, South, southwest, West, north, northwest, northeast and other eight directions based on the 
increase in the place name location. According to the coordinate information retrieval in the database with the direction 
of the offset calculated accurate coordinate information for locating. In addition, to consider the use of convenience for 
the user, improve the query speed of place names, the author makes name database managed according to the national 
administrative division code management, to provide users with the province, ground, county three levels of matching 
relationship, and provides a fuzzy query function, the specific interface see left below 1. 

3.2 Geographical localization 

As described above, a lot of text description about events places also use the names called to realize this matching 
method, the author makes the place known as the collection, collation, commonly known as the database establishment 
of names, place names and the names of management as commonly known as the geographic coordinate data. The text 
description information about names commonly known as retrieval, draw the corresponding coordinate information, in 
order to realize the rapid positioning to the function of spatial information, the specific interface as shown in figure 2. 

  



 3.3 Position the latitude and longitude direction, and the offset

Unexpected events occur if they use the latitude and longitude
and longitude we can convert fast positioning by coordinate projection corresponding to spatial data, it should be 
pointed out here that if, with the direction of migration based on the longitude 
some processing, as everyone knows, the earth where we live  is an ellipsoid, latitude and longitude is the division of 
people to mark the location of human on the earth, in different latitude and longitude of circumst
number of kilometers deviated in the different directions is the same, the actual distance is far, so if you need to be 
offset in the direction of latitude and longitude, you must change the longitude and latitude into geodetic coordinat
calculation of offset position, then convert longitude and latitude so that it may be accurate positioned, the specific 
interface longitude and latitude location see figure 3.

3.4 Administrative regionalization positioning

Our administration is managed in accordance with the level of province, ground, county, don't classify administrative 
division, the establishment of the national administrative division code unified on administrative division at all levels, 
thus to establish administrative database according to the administrative divisions, it is very necessary to realize 
administrative position  according to the administrative division. System for the administrative established a database of 
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Figure 2 

3.3 Position the latitude and longitude direction, and the offset 

Unexpected events occur if they use the latitude and longitude of description is relatively simple, according to latitude 
and longitude we can convert fast positioning by coordinate projection corresponding to spatial data, it should be 
pointed out here that if, with the direction of migration based on the longitude and latitude location, you need to do 
some processing, as everyone knows, the earth where we live  is an ellipsoid, latitude and longitude is the division of 
people to mark the location of human on the earth, in different latitude and longitude of circumst
number of kilometers deviated in the different directions is the same, the actual distance is far, so if you need to be 
offset in the direction of latitude and longitude, you must change the longitude and latitude into geodetic coordinat
calculation of offset position, then convert longitude and latitude so that it may be accurate positioned, the specific 
interface longitude and latitude location see figure 3. 
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some processing, as everyone knows, the earth where we live  is an ellipsoid, latitude and longitude is the division of 
people to mark the location of human on the earth, in different latitude and longitude of circumstances, even if the 
number of kilometers deviated in the different directions is the same, the actual distance is far, so if you need to be 
offset in the direction of latitude and longitude, you must change the longitude and latitude into geodetic coordinate 
calculation of offset position, then convert longitude and latitude so that it may be accurate positioned, the specific 

s managed in accordance with the level of province, ground, county, don't classify administrative 
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administrative position  according to the administrative division. System for the administrative established a database of 



all administrative divisions in strict accordance w
division, administrative division code and its geographical coordinates association. According to the specific 
administrative division positioning interface below 4.

 4 CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT

Making use of Several methods used for spatial information mapping matching, the author developed a positioning 
system Emergencies Based on spatial information, through the system, we can rapidly position the general text 
description information to the corresponding geographic information to realize the display of the space information of 
event places.  

Describe the information I just will burst event on the general analysis of consolidation, but the text of event 
descriptions are not simple these methods can cover, and are different types of emergencies, describe the way all has the 
different characteristic, according to different types of emergencies we should have specific matching method 
information, so it is necessary to have the matchi

 For spatial information matched, completing the function of emergency spatial information positioning is the 
realization of the emergency geographic information display, on the basis of rapid po
continue to rich other details event information, we can make geographic information statistics and analysis on event 
places, in order to let the system  provide favorable geographic information support and rich leadership 
basis for emergency disposal and rescue.
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Abstract 
Spatial information systems use of during the planning process allow formulating models reflecting the current 
situation and performance of tasks formulated for the planned space transformation in the organised and formal way.  
Functionality of GIS desktop tools allows conducting complex analyses and creating full-value cartographic 
presentations. Depending on the level of access awarded, the service user may edit record attributes or view complete 
(restricted) information concerning the selected object and layer. 
The map service adjusted to the needs of planning data presentation will facilitate access of all the interested parties to 
the information, allow interactive contact and rapid data update decreasing at the same time the communication costs. 
The solutions proposed are consistent with the idea of building the information society the main assumption of which is 
to allow all the interested parties uninterrupted access to information of all types. 
 
Keywords: GIS tools, map services, spatial planning, MapInfo Professional  
 

INTRODUCTION 

Spatial planning is one of the disciplines characterised by high level of interdisciplinary elements in both the theoretical 
and practical aspect. Moreover, planning the use of areas we should aim at mutual consistency, complementarity and 
cohesion of the spatial data sets used. 

Maintaining balance between the spatial order, environmental rationality, public acceptance and economic effectiveness 
represents also an exceptionally difficult and complex task. Hence, during the recent years, the increasing focus has 
been placed on informing the public on current bases about the changes taking place in the spatial development plans 
and making that information available in the form of Internet-based map services. Access to spatial information 
influences the development of regions. It translates directly into the economic value of space. It also has strong 
influence on numerous areas of human activities such as economic development, investment projects, nature protection, 
security and others.  

Spatial planning can be characterized as a conscious human action, which is aimed at introducing a specific order in 
space (Korenik and Słodczyk, 2005). The legal basis of the process of spatial planning in Poland is the Act of 27 March 
2003 on Spatial Planning and Development (Journal of Laws 2012, pos. 647 , with amendments). The system of spatial 
planning is implemented at three levels: national, provincial and municipal. At each level there are guidelines, which 
determine the spatial policy and the development of instruments defining the policy. The Law on Spatial Planning and 
Development also contains detailed regulations guaranteeing every citizen the opportunity to participate in the planning 
process at the municipal level. At the local level it provides two main documents: study of conditions and directions of 
spatial development and local development plan. 

Among the studies concerning spatial management, spatial development local plans established by local governments as 
local laws, are particularly important. The local development plan in the schema of planning document circulation and 
decision-making process is the most important element in the scale of  municipality (Hełdak et al., 2013). The local 
plan, due to its contents, is usually particularly interesting for the local community - it defines in detail  planned courses 
of road sections,  location of land for building, etc. In case of absence of  local development plan the determination  of  
principles of land use and zoning is made on  basis of a decision about zoning and land use. The study presents a 
peculiar concept of spatial development of a municipality and it is always preceded by adoption of a local development 
plan. The system, constructed in this way, allows socialization of spatial planning process. 
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When preparing the aforementioned documents applies strictly defined by law scheme on how to inform citizens about 
ongoing work. A prefect, a mayor or a president of a city are required to actively inform the public about  beginning of 
each preparation of planning documents. Typically, this is information about beginning to undertake work and  period 
of so-called insight to the public (at least 21 days) and during this time public discussions about the draft plan adopted 
solutions and consultations are held. Prefects, mayors and presidents have also obligation to set up a deadline in which 
individuals, corporations and other business units will have the opportunity to comment on the draft plan. All 
appointments and deployments should be made available to the local public in good time and in the way described in 
the Act. 

Access to the above-described information is however often difficult. Planning documents, in most cases, are only 
available in a local government office where you can see details of a project and read the accompanying documents. 
Sometimes graphic and narrative projects are also available on  BIP pages, what substantially simplifies access to plans 
for local community. Also on BIP websides there are deadlines specified by which proposals and comments on the final 
form of a spatial development plan can be made. Thus, to be able to actively participate in decisions that shape the 
nearest environment, you must keep track of newsletters not to miss a relatively short period in which the citizen has the 
opportunity to participate in the planning process. In practice, announcements and invitations published in this way turn 
out to be ineffective. This is mainly due to the fact that local and territorial governments are unable to meet the demands 
and needs of local communities and investors seeking a specific location in given territory. Technological progress 
forces them to become more flexible and open to citizens’ needs.  

Spatial planning is one of few areas that both the theoretical and practical aspects are largely interdisciplinary. 
Developed by Koźmioski and Piotrowski general definition of planning is that: planning is a process of determining the 
directions of conscious actions and making decisions based on objectives, facts and well thought out assessments. 
(Koźmioski and Piotrowski, 2000). Extremely difficult and complex task is to maintain a balance between spatial order, 
ecological rationality, social acceptance and economic efficiency. This is especially important in case of local 
governments, whose primary task is to create spatial and socio-economic development. Activation of local communities 
in the process of creating space seems to be , therefore, an indispensable factor in the case of spatial planning. 

The development of information technology and the information society seems to be the best solution in terms of 
allowing residents to interact in the formation of the plan. Spatial planning, spatial analysis and geovisualisation 
(presentation of geographical information on maps, sections, models) are useful data extracted from geoinformation 
web services. These services are also known as geospatial services, spatial data services or geodata services (Sudra, 
2012). Geo-information services are an implementation of GIS technology on the Internet. They allow users access to 
spatial data regardless of the hardware platform and software. Thanks to modern technology, users can enjoy access to 
data anywhere in the world. 

GIS IN SPATIAL PLANNING 

Spatial planning coordinates the processes associated with social, economic, environmental and cultural spheres in one 
cohesive space. It seems therefore natural to use tools that allow collection, processing and analyzing the input data. 
This type of functionality is provided by the GIS (Geographical Information System). According to the definition: 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are used to capture, collect, integrate, analyze, verify, transfer and share spatial 
data (geospatial) describing our world and the occurring phenomena. GIS allows taking control over all information of 
spatial nature (geoinformation). (http://pdf.helion.pl/gis2/gis2-2.pdf) 

Correct placement of various kinds of interdisciplinary information,  in one relational database, makes   the planning 
process much easier. The ability to use data in different formats and forms (vector data, raster WMS) increases the 
effectiveness and attractiveness of the tool. The accuracy of the scale developments achieved by GIS systems makes 
them the most effective tool for the preparation of local development plans or studies of conditions and directions of 
spatial development planning. 

The biggest advantage of GIS seems to be, however, the possibility of their use for public consultation process relating 
to the planning proceedings (often referred to as PPGIS). Extensive simulation and analysis possibilities, characteristic 
for this type of system, let users publish and visualize data in an accessible way. Information directed to the potential 
recipient should be clear, understandable and easily digestible. It is not without significance, in this case, the possibility 
of adding attribute information for each object and layers displayed, at any given time, on the map. The possibility of 
choosing any method of visualization also increases the readability of the project. Data visualization in GIS systems 
makes them available to the public consultation and allows multithreaded analysis of planning documents. 

In the Web-based environment with basic GIS functionalities, the map becomes dynamic, interactive and accessible to a 
wide selection of users as a visual communication tool (Dragićević, 2004).  
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INSPIRE 

Technological revolution intensive progress in recent years and rapid development of network services resulted in a 
significant increase in demand for organized and structured data in an electronic form. In addition, technological 
development has significantly influenced popularization of computerization and easier access to information technology 
which is effective and efficient in operation. In parallel, the constant development of measurement techniques (eg, GPS, 
LIDAR) allowed automation of the process of acquiring spatial data. 

Only the latest solutions and technologies are able to conduct the tasks related to the management of information 
resources, their storage and sharing. In a way, these technologies have made a breakthrough in the collection and 
processing of spatial information. 

Trying to keep up with the constantly growing demand for information for citizens, investors and public institutions, as 
well as seeking to organize and systematize information about space at both local and global level, on March 14th, 2007  
European Parliament and European Council adopted the Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European 
Community (Directive 207/2/WE - INSPIRE) . Transposition of this Act implementing Directive on national levels , is 
the law on spatial information infrastructure (No 76 of 2010, item 489) enacted on March 4, 2010. IIP must therefore 
act in accordance with local, Polish needs and at the same time be a part of the European system , which is designed to 
ensure proper co-operation between Member States. 

All the European Union countries are required to build solutions and structures for managing spatial data at any level, 
structures that will enable  integration and sharing of resources from various sources. The structures will allow wide 
range of users to select and search  information and use data with every application. The above-mentioned requirements 
define the main objective of INSPIRE, which is to create a pan-European access to spatial information . The main idea 
is to increase and improve the mechanisms for access to the data, thereby providing information to the public. The data 
is made available to consumers in the form of locally and globally built Geoportals. Of particular importance in this 
regard is section 19 of the Directive: Experience of Member States shows that for the successful implementation of 
infrastructure for spatial information it is important to make available free to the public a minimum number of services. 
Member States should therefore make available free of charge , as a minimum , search services and, under certain 
specific conditions, viewing spatial data sets  

(http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2007:108:0001:0014:pl:PDF ).  

Issues relating to spatial planning and infrastructure for spatial information are interconnected at two levels. First, the 
IIP is an extremely rich source of information about the area, which is necessary for the scheduler in the process of 
creating the master plan. In the near future IIP - with their data resources, methods and technologies, standards and 
processes, will be a basic workshop for each planner. On the other hand, spatial development local plan in itself is a 
very important information. Consistent with the objectives of the Directive, this information must be open and 
accessible to every citizen of the European Union. According to the records of INSPIRE spatial planning is defined as 
"the territory characterized according to its current and future planned functional dimension or socio-economic 
purpose (e.g. residential , industrial, commercial , agricultural, forestry , recreational)". 

Act IIP, INSPIRE Directive and the implementing regulations (existing and planned), in the field of spatial 
development, directly or indirectly define the conceptual framework of legal, organizational and technological 
solutions. It seems natural to use GIS in spatial planning . Due to the characteristics of the system, which allows 
integration of both spatial and descriptive data, the user is able to formulate models that through structured and formal 
way reflect both the status quo and the planned transformation of the space. 

Well-defined and described structure implemented by INSPIRE will allow to use more formal methods of designing. 
Experience and workshop on the other hand, which have been the basis for planning transformation of the space so far 
will no longer be as important as in the up to date planning process . 

The combination of GIS and mapping portals that provide local communities with planning developments will allow for 
full digitization of data. Written information attached to each set and object that defines in detail assignment of 
individual areas (residential, industrial, commercial, agricultural , etc.) will allow comprehension of map data to 
individuals without specialist knowledge in planning, and direct access to information using internet browsers breaks 
the barrier of their inaccessibility and  will allow access to planning materials for a  wide range of recipients. 

Pod względem operacyjnym , aktywne podejście w planowaniu są promowane ze względu na wydajność i skuteczność, 
waluty, znaczenie , reakcji i ich rzekomej niskiej cenie . Udział społeczeństwa powinien również wspierać poczucie 
własności i zaangażowania planu jego realizacji (McCall and Dunn, 2012). 
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WEB GIS 

Web GIS is an extension or application based on client / server model, in which spatial data is available in publicly 
accessible environment 
(http://www.researchgate.net/publication/220387889_Multicriteria_Spatial_Decision_Analysis_in_Web_GIS_Environ
ment/file/32bfe50f7bcb95a81d.pdf ). The development of innovative Web-based Geographic Information Systems 
(Web GIS) applications for visualizing spatial data over the Web often implies custom software implementation 
(Iosifescu and Hurni, 2013). The development of service-oriented architecture has stimulated construction of 
geoinformation systems for searching and visualization of spatial data. The basic assumption of the system is the 
possibility of user interaction with the content of a displayed map, for example selection of an appropriate background  
map , changing a display screen, obtaining information about chosen subjects. This could be, for example, information 
about destination of different areas, presence of protected areas, number and capacity of investigated population. It is 
still problematic to process spatial data facilitated by the services. A breakthrough in the development of GIS systems 
can be cloud-based processing system providing resources through the services of the IT infrastructure (Wojnowski, 
2010). 

WebGIS systems seem to meet 100% the stated here requirements. A recipient using a web browser and simple tools 
accesses spatial databases and advanced GIS tools. Typically, such systems are built on the basis of a 3-tier architecture 
, which consists of: 
- user interface, 
- an application server, 
- a database.  

 

Figure 1. General scheme of Web GIS. 
 
A system user sends a request to the server to provide a map, giving exact parameters under which it is to be displayed 
(such as area, size, scale, etc.). At the time when the server receives a request, the application server runs all necessary 
programs and resources dating back to the database to generate a new map image. Because the map is generated 
dynamically, the user has the possibility to decide on the content of the map. Data sources are of course endless, 
depending on the specifics of the system they can display any map material in any format and size : raster , vector 
collections, databases, the results of GIS analysis and other background maps derived from any source on the network. 
To create a more advanced system it is required to enhance the map service by implementation of additional database. 
A frequently used method is geotagging what is the process of combining geographical coordinates with other data such 
as news, documents, or other information associated with the user-specified geographic coordinates . 

The advantages of the presented solution is undoubtedly the speed of the system - the data is stored and processed on 
the server, which typically has  much greater computational capabilities than the users' computers.  Another advantage 
is the ease of use - for viewing map data you only need a simple Web browser. There is no need to install additional 
plug-ins or applications. 

Interesting solution in Web GIS systems is the use of an average customer, which in many respects works similarly (the 
data is processed on the server, the software displays only the result of processing). However, it requires the user to 
install special plug-in that allows you to use much more advanced functionality (supporting different data formats, the 
ability to interact with the map, advanced GIS). The third, last and probably not used in Web GIS service type of 
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application is a thick client, which assumes that the server is the only provider of data, and the whole process of 
processing takes place on your computer. 

In the context of spatial planning and involving local communities in the process of creation of local development plans 
ideal solution would be to allow comments to be analyzed on this very stage. Exposure of the project in the form of 
cartographic visualization, evaluated by the community, helps to meet their expectations for the directions of landscape 
transformations. Confrontation of map image with conclusions after discussions about  proposals provide a basis for 
appropriate management of space in a given area. More and more institutions implement the service of browsing 
development plans and feasibility study. A simple example of such implementation of this solution is a portal built by 
the City of Siemianowice Śląskie. 

 http://siemianowice.geoportal2.pl/map/www/mapa.php?CFGF=wms&mylayers=+granice+# 

 

Figure 2. Geoportal Siemianowice Śląskie. 

In addition to browsing the cadastral, address (Dzikowska and Nowak, 2009) or hight data portal also proposes access 
to the local development plan and feasibility study. Unfortunately, the only source of information on the area is a legend 

from the list of available layers. In addition, it is possible to inspect the contents of the relevant resolution.  A very 
similar solution is proposed by portal run by Zory, available at: http://www.geoportal.zory.pl/mapa/map.php?link=406  

 

Figure 3 online city plan of Zory. 
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Unfortunately, also in this case access to the tabular data associated with particular sets and objects is not possible. In 
addition, the legend concerning different elements of the plan is only available with a choice of window layers, which 
significantly deteriorates readability. 
 
One of  more interesting solutions, according to the authors, currently offered within the framework of WMS services 
provision is the portal run by the City of Szczecin, available at: 
http://gis.um.szczecin.pl/UMSzczecinGIS/chapter_85039.asp 
 

 

Figure 4 Spatial planning - Szczecin. 
 
The portal offers a lot of thematic layers, starting from the plan of the city, by a set of acoustic maps to the historical 
maps of the city. Smooth search allows you to locate objects on a map based on a particular street name or address . In 
the case of local development plan,  info button appearing in the main window of the browser allows you to view details 
about the selected object. These are mainly: the name of the plan and the number of the resolution initiating the plan , 
the date of the resolution and a link to its full contents . Enrichment of the map with layers for the study of conditions 
and directions of spatial development and enrichment of the user interface with interactive messaging would allow 
citizens to submit comments regarding the proposed land management and would provide better decision-making 
process and would allow the local communities and investors to actively participate in the planning process. 

Other global solutions that enable you to create and publish Web data sets are created by users such as GoogleMaps and 
Google Earth . Up to date they are not used at all in the process of planning data publication. In the future, potentially 
interesting platform , which opens up various opportunities for contacts with the locals is also a mobile map - an 
application for mobile phones and mobile devices. 

SUMMARY 

Image is the most universal communication tool. Regardless of geographical location, language barriers and cultural 
roots it allows in a clear way to  present certain phenomena. Developed in GIS systems image of a plan is a legally 
recognized method of presentation, so that the information addressed to the average reader becomes understandable and 
does not require special training or developing additional forms of presentation. 
Commonly built Geoportals, databases and metadata bases, provide the first integration of a variety of types of 
information gathered and updated by the public administration sector, research and development institutions and private 
organizations, and secondly allow widespread, rapid and transparent access for different types of customers. Cloud 
processing is a response to the growing need for fast and flexible access to the current spatial information. 
 In conclusion Polish experience in the implementation of the INSPIRE Directive and building infrastructure for 
spatial information system, in accordance with EU guidelines, it should be noted, that the systems are fragmented (only 
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some of the municipalities and a limited range of available data). Currently, the most commonly available data for 
planning are: information about the address data, drawings of local plans, spatial arrangement of issued decisions on 
building conditions and land use, which prejudge the allocation of land in the absence of a local plan, as well as  
information about available and planned investment areas. Another example of the use of mapping services are also 
tourist maps, especially in areas with high natural and landscape values. 
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Abstract 
Rampant cartographic products and their applications in recent years have led to many attempts to assess the 
reliability and accuracy of the information they provide.Unfortunately, everytime a new dataset is imported, the map 
also inherits its errors.The assessment of the accuracy of the maps has never been ignored, but the scope of this concept 
has expanded considerably in recent years. 

This publication attempts to theoretically analyze and summarize the problem and some conceptual ideas regarding the 
definitions ofmap accuracy,map precision and map quality, as well as the criteria for their evaluation.  

In order to achieve the mentioned objectives, in this report: 

A New Generalized Scheme for Map USE is suggested. 

A New Method for Map Assessment is described based on its main characteristics: Readability, Thematic accuracy, 
Positional accuracy, Temporal Accuracy, and Stability of mentioned characteristics. 

Two Types of Evaluation Criteria are proposed: with and without weight coefficients. 

Experiments were conducted in order to confirm that such assessments could be made for both real and virtual maps. 
The assessments themselves only take a few minutes and the result thereof is useful before undertaking any further 
action on the development of the map. The analysis of map quality itself helps improve the map quality of new maps. 

 
1. MAIN DEFINITIONS 
 
Accuracy is the degree to which information on a map or in a digital database matches true or accepted values. 
Accuracy is an issue pertaining to the quality of data and the number of errors contained in a dataset or map(Foote and 
Huebner, 1995). 
Precision referstothemeasurements and exactness of description in a geographic maps. 
It is possible to consider horizontal and vertical accuracy with respect to geographic position, as well as to attribute 
conceptual, logical and temporal accuracy. 
- The level of accuracy required for particular applications varies greatly; 

- Highly accurate data can be very difficult and costly to produce and compile; 

- High precision does not indicate high accuracy nor does high accuracy imply high precision. But high accuracy 
and high precision are both expensive. 

(Foote and Huebner, 1995). 
Precisely localized digital data shows the location in parts of the units. Precise attributive information provides features 
concerning the drawing objects and phenomenasingreatdetail. 
The Reliability of mapsis their ability to provide a true solution to the problem. The closer to the truth is the result, the 
more reliable is the study.The assessment of reliability in quantitative terms is a quite complex and often uncertain task, 
insofar as scoring errors depends on many factors, some of which are determined via mathematicaltheory of errors and 
mathematical statistics.Some maps do not have an accurate assessment and can only be evaluated using subjective 
criteria such as experience, habit& others. 
The variety of scientific and practical problems solved with maps consistently requires an individual approach to the 
assessment of their reliability. Therefore, universal criteria are inapplicable. The specific reasons and the main sources 
of error for this phenomenon are (Berlyant, 2003): 
- Conceptual: inaccuracy , incompleteness or other faults of the source concepts , incorrect interpretation of the 

data; 

- Communicational:misunderstanding or incorrect perception of thoughts and ideas , vaguely defined tasks and 
conclusions; 
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- Geographic: uncertainty or conditionality in spatial boundaries or temporal boundaries of the sites studied in 
the maps; approximate representation of trends for their change in time and space, etc; 

- Mapping: inaccuracies of the maps in which research is carried out; their deficiencies and aging; 

- Technical: measurement errors, imperfection of instruments and other equipment, software , databases 
insecurity. 

When working with mapping information, many errors and inaccuracies are inevitable, but can be reevaluated. It is 
important to note that errors and inaccuracies occur at all stages of use of the map: the staging of the task in the 
preparation of and  the process of obtaining information and in the final stage, the interpretation of results. 
On the basis of accuracy results obtained from all studies in maps, they can be conditionally divided into three groups 
(Berlyant, 2003): 
 
- Precise studies, in which measurements and calculations are carried out with maximum accuracy. Meticulously 

recorded and, if possible, errorless. Test measurements and calculations (with different software and operators) 
are performed. 

- Studies with an average accuracy,where in reference it is assumed that the error of the results should not 
exceed a certain allowable limit. Errors smaller than the specified accuracy are not reported, which reduces 
labor intensity and operation time. Of note, excess accuracy and unjustifiable practical aims of the study is a 
serious methodological omission. 

- Approximate studies performed with low accuracy, generally required for estimates. Estimating is commonly 
used to plan the next , moreaccurateresearch. 

Two additional terms are made use of(Foote and Huebner, 1995): 
- Data quality refers to the relative accuracy and precision of a particular GIS database. These facts are often 

documented in data quality reports. 

- Error encompasses both the imprecision of data and its inaccuracies. 
Moellering (1977, 1980)describes theclassesofRealandVirtualmapsinthefollowingway: 

• Real Maps:directly viewable, hard copy - topographic sheets, globes, thematic maps, 3-D solid 
surface carvings, block diagrams, etc.; 

• Virtual Map Type I:directly viewable,not hard copy - computer displays, video projector displays, 
virtual CAVEs, dynamic glasses, mental maps (2, 3-D cognitive images); 

• Virtual map Type II:not directly viewable, hard copy - anaglyphs, gazetteers, stored holographic 
images, stored Fourier transforms, CD-ROMs, DVDs, etc.; 

• Virtual Map Type III:not directly viewable, not hard copy - Digital Terrain Models, spatial 
databases, computer memory, magnetic tape, cartridges, cassettes, etc., and mental maps(itineraries, lists of 
directions, etc.). 

 
2. SOURCES OF ERRORS 
 
Foote and Huebner (1995)indicate that there are many sources of errors that may affect the quality of a GIS (map) 
dataset. Some are quite obvious, but others can be difficult to discern. Few of these will be automatically identified by 
the GIS itself. It is the user's responsibility to prevent them.  

• Self-EvidentErrors: 
Age of data -  Currency (Data compilation date, Map complation date), Mapping period, Elapsed time, Temporal 
stability of features; 
Areal Cover - Data on a given area may be completely lacking or only partial levels of information may be available for 
use; 
Map Scale - The ability to show detail in a map, its level of accuracy of detail. 
Density of Observations-The number of observations within an area is a guide to data reliability. An insufficient number 
of observations may not provide the level of resolution required to adequately perform spatial analysis and determine 
the patterns. 
Relevance - A valid relationship between the surrogate and the phenomenon. 
Format -Methods of formatting digital information for transmission, storage, and processing may introduce error in the 
data. 
Accessibility-  to data is not equal. What is open and readily available in one country may be restricted, classified, or 
unobtainable in another. 
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Cost - Extensive and reliable data is often quite expensive to obtain or convert. Initiating new collection of data may be 
too expensive for the benefits gained in a particular GIS project and project managers must balance their desire for 
accuracy with the cost of the information. True accuracy is expensive and may be unaffordable. 

• ErrorsfromNaturalVariation or from Original Measurements: 
Positional accuracy - Positional accuracy is a measurement of the variance of map features and the true position of the 
attribute. 
For example , the measurement error of the areas on a paper map can be considered as formed by the action of the four 
component errors (Penev , 1989): 
- Mapping error (error in the position of the picture on the map); 

- Instrumental error (error of the means by which measurements are made); 

- Error in the measurement itself (holding  the tablet / measurement marks incorrectly); 

- An error in calculation. 
The last 3 types of errors can be considered technical. The final evaluation of positional accuracy 
canbeexpressednumerically. 
Accuracyofcontent - Qualitative accuracy refers to the correct labeling and presence of specific features. 
Sources of variation in data - Мeasurement errors induced by faulty observation, biased observers, or miscalibrated or 
inappropriate equipment. 

• Errorsfrom DataProcessing: 
Numerical Errors, Errors in Topological Analysis, Classification and Generalization Problems, Digitizing and 
Geocoding Errors. 
 
3. MAP USE 
 
The process of map use can be illustrated with the generalized scheme below: 

 
Figure1. Generalized scheme for map use. 
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Maps and other cartographic representations of spatial information are used in practically all spheres of human activity , 
at that - in different ways by different users , using different tools. A map can be used to solve a specific task and to be 
therefore unsuitable for addressing another one. 

On the other hand, nowadays there are huge cartographic databases and archives of map information that are valuable 
and in many cases - indispensable sources needed to solve a specific data problem. Considering a map as a data channel 
for transmitting the spatial information inevitably leads to the striking conclusion that the information at the output of 
the "map" is more than the information of its input. At first glance this seems to contradict the fundamental law of 
computing, however, it should be noted that in this case each map user brings his knowledge, information, and more to 
reach the desired result. 

4. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING MAP QUALITY  
 
When designing a new map, designation is the main factor that determines its content. The quality of the finished maps 
is primarily evaluated on their degree of practical suitability. Of course, maps exercise their effect via their aesthetic 
qualities too, so amongst other factors their shape and ease of use (interface with electronic charts) are important as 
well. 
The main criteria for a comprehensive assessment of the map according to Berlyant (2003) are: 
- Expediency of the chosen dimensions and projections; 

- Authenticity of the map, its scientific merit and the logic of construction of its legend ; 

- Completeness and modernity of the contents; 

- Geometric accuracy of the position of objects (planning, height) ; 

- Quality of the design of the map; 

- Quality of printing. 
It is worth noting that these criteria are fair to the conventional printed maps. They can be supplemented by the criteria 
of evaluation specified by Moellering ( 2007) , for instance, by a number of software and hardware parameters in terms 
of virtual maps. 
Sinceinmanycases it is both necessary and sufficient that the map precision is defined only to a quality degree, we 
suggest a different approach. 
Letuschoosegeneral evaluation criteria. Their number should not be large, nevertheless, they should cover the concept 
of map quality in its entirety: 
• Criterion C1, Readability. Main characteristics - time to find the information sought; 
• Criterion C2, Thematic accuracy - accuracy of object classes; 
• Criterion C3, Positional accuracy - accuracy in determining the position of objects; 
• Criterion C4, Temporal accuracy - relevance of information of interest to a specific time or time interval 
• Criterion C5, Stability of accuracy - consistence of C1, C2, C3 and C4 on the entire map. 
Letusintroducenumerical scores for each criterion from 1 to 5 (1 - poor, lowest, 5 - excellent, best). The ideal map 
would get the highest score Rmax: 
 
 
RMAX = С1max+С2max+ С3max+ С4max+С5max = 25 (1), 
 
and the lowest score will be 5. Values between them can be calculated by combining the criteria C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 
in various forms so that their sum is an integer from 6 to 24. The best maps should have an R max score of more than 
18, where the value of each of the individual criteria is at least3. 

Below is a graphic example of the results of the evaluation of such maps. The study was conducted with a group of 17 
students, 11 men and 6 women (same age and educational training). The assessment of Map 1 is that of one sheet of 
educational topographic map 1:50 000, color offset print paper made according to Bulgarian state standards. Map 2 is 
an analyzed tourist map, and Map 3–an internet map from a popular site. All three maps are of the same territory. 

 



 
 
Thesecriteria , however, carry varying significance for
to be introduced that will be different depending on the problem 
navigation , the evaluation can be: 
 
 
RN = 1.5C1 + 0.5C2 + C3 + C4 + C5  

 
 
and a soil map used by professionals to design 
 
 
RS = 0.75C1 + 1.5C2 + 0.75С3 + C4 + C5

 
 
Yet another possible approach is to select reference maps
criterion can be only one - degree of correspondence between the used map and the standard of comparison.

Each assessment has a great deal of subjectivity, whereby it depends heavily
receive different assessments for two main reasons: its practical orientation/use and the user viewpoint bias.
objectivity can occur through introducing quantitative values 
the analysis of a map. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Contemporary cartography gains much 
by location. The data are especially useful
Unfortunately, every time a new dataset

By the means of investigations and their analyses,
assessment made by formal criteria. 
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carry varying significance foranyspecificactionwith a map. Therefore, weight of the criteria has 
depending on the problem being solved. For example, if the 

  (2), 

by professionals to design anti-erosive events : 

5    (3) etc. 

to select reference maps (patterns) and to compare their analyses. In this case
degree of correspondence between the used map and the standard of comparison.

ssessment has a great deal of subjectivity, whereby it depends heavily on the evaluators
receive different assessments for two main reasons: its practical orientation/use and the user viewpoint bias.

hrough introducing quantitative values as indicators and involving more possible customers for 

 of its power from being able to collate and cross-reference
useful because they can integrate many discrete datasets

dataset is imported, the map also inherits its errors. 

By the means of investigations and their analyses, we found that an increasing number of maps need
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In this report: 
• A New Generalized Scheme for Map Use is suggested. 

• A New Method for Map Assessment is described based on its main characteristics: Readability, 
Thematic accuracy, Positional accuracy, Temporal Accuracy and Stability of mentioned characteristics. 

• Two Types of Evaluation Criteria are proposed: with and without weight coefficients. 
Experiments were conducted to confirm that such assessments could be made for both real and virtual maps. Such 
assessments only take a few minutes and can be usefully applied in advance of undertaking any further actions with a 
map. The analysis of map quality of new maps itself helps increase their quality. 
Future works: More users should be involved (ordinary users and specialists) in order to improve the procedure of map 
assessment. In this context, all the activities concerning VGI (Volunteered Geographic Information) are essential: 
research programs (COST Action TD1202 (European Cooperation in the field of Scientific and Technical Research, 
Action TD1202 Mapping and the Citizen Sensor), studies, publications, commentaries, etc. 
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Abstract 
Route planning services for visually impaired people need precise information of the paths and obstacles of all kind that 
can be found while walking. The ARGUS project is presented, whose objective is guiding people with visual 
impairments by using binaural sounds, and offering personalized routing services. The spatial datasets used are 
heterogeneous. A base routable network for five European cities was prepared from OpenStreetMap, and in two of 
them, a more detailed cartography was included. In addition, ARGUS users can upload, categorize and share new 
points of interest and tracks. Users are encouraged to set their preferences according to which type of street elements 
they find helpful, hazardous or neutral, for a personalized route calculation. Therefore, this work describes the 
methodology used for handling all the spatial datasets involved. The paper would also like to put the focus on a 
growing interest about quality digital cartographical data for pedestrian use. 

INTRODUCTION 

Route planning services for blind and visually impaired people must rely on detailed pedestrian cartography 
datasources, containing precise information of the path and several obstacles of all kind that can be found while 
walking. In terms of quality and availability, digital maps for pedestrian use are way too far from those targeted to 
vehicles or driver oriented.  

The ARGUS project is presented in this paper as an example use case. The main objective of this project is to guide 
people with visual impairments in urban and rural environments with the help of binaural sounds. The developed 
prototype relies on a Smartphone application running a navigation algorithm to generate non-disturbing 3D sound 
instructions according to the desired GPX file, previously loaded. Different spatial datasets are used by the ARGUS 
server to generate and enhance these GPX files which contain route points that describe paths and informative points of 
interest along the way.  

The heterogeneity of the datasets in the project consists in the existence of diverse spatial data sources and their diverse 
formats. First, a base routable network topology for four testing cities in five European countries has been prepared 
from OpenStreetMap, extracting and linking walkable street segments. Moreover, in two of the cities, a more detailed 
cartography has also been made available by individual city providers, with geographic information such as precise 
sidewalks, road crossings and different types of street furniture elements. In addition to this, through the accessible user 
interfaces, ARGUS users are able to add, categorize and share new points of interest they know in advance or they have 
found on route.  

A set of spatial attributes have been defined in order to classify the most relevant and significant types of urban 
elements for the blind and visually impaired pedestrians. These elements are represented in the database as geographical 
point or lines, and users are encouraged to set their preferences according to which type of objects found in the street 
have a helpful effect to them (such as tactile pavements), negative (as bollards) or neutral effect during the activity of 
walking from one point to another. This preference configuration is crucial because of the differences in levels of visual 
impairment and skills from one user to another. 

The ARGUS server hosts the software modules that are in charge of offering web services consumed by the 
Smartphone application and the user website during the three travel stages: before, during and after navigation. For 
example, all the spatial layers, and the user preferences are combined by these software modules whenever a user 
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requests a new route creation, to calculate the best path to go from the specified origin to the destination. This 
calculation is done by a database driven shortest path function over dynamically weighted street segments or edges. 
Depending on the helpful or negative points that are mapped to an edge, its cost changes (negative points increase it, 
while helpful points decrease it), thus the suggested route for the same origin/destination pair may be different from one 
user to another. 

Therefore, on the one hand, this paper describes the methodology used in the ARGUS project for handling all the spatial 
datasets involved, automatically prioritizing the best cartography available in each city and enhancing this by user data, 
with the aim of offering a personalized routing and navigation solution. On the other hand, this work would also like to 
put the focus on a growing interest about quality digital cartographical data for pedestrian use, which will allow new 
applications to help on several aspects of everyday life. 

ROUTING SERVICES FOR PEDESTRIANS WITH DISABILITIES 

Different constraints determine the way of generating suitable travel paths for users with difficulties on everyday 
mobility. Obtaining the shortest route from an origin to a destination, according to distance or time, is the most evident. 
But the condition of each individual user, thus, their ability is essential to determine if a route is appropriate or not. In 
the special case of visually impaired and particularly for blind pedestrians, safety is one basic requirement as many try 
to avoid big, crowded, and noisy cross-ways and would thus accept a longer but safer route [1]. 

Assistive solutions for pedestrian navigation have been studied intensively since the 1980s. The MOBIC system [2] for 
example, offered a pre-journey system for route planning and exploration. Commercially available navigation systems 
specifically developed for visually impaired user such as Humanware’s Trekker [3] or Sendero GPS [4] use map data 
previously optimized for car navigation. U-Access [5] provides a web-based system for the routing and prescriptive 
analysis of pedestrians with different physical abilities within built environments.It provides pedestrians with the 
shortest feasible route with respect to one of three differing ability levels, namely, peripatetic (unaided mobility), aided 
mobility (mobility with the help of a cane, walker or crutches) and wheelchair users.  RouteCheckr [6] is a client/server 
system for collaborative multimodal annotation of geographical data and personalized multicriteria routing of mobility 
impaired pedestrians. Another example is Mobility Support GIS, which can support a variety of pedestrians including 
elderly, disabled, pregnant, and infant users. It provides area and route accessibility information for all pedestrians with 
the newly developed universal-designed accessibility database of terrains and facilities on roads [7]. 

The ARGUS Project 

The ARGUS project [8] was born with the aim of developing a solution that provides new means of pedestrian 
navigation for users with visual impairments. It relies on a satellite based navigation (GNSS/EDAS – EGNOS Data 
Access System) mobile application for people with impaired visual capabilities, guiding them along pre-defined tracks 
using binaural sounds. It introduces an innovative guidance support system based on the provision of a non-intrusive 
virtual-lead-line perception. This offers a more natural “track navigation” instead of the classical “waypoint or route 
navigation” which is used for car navigation or people with all visual capabilities. ARGUS, thus, is more than a route 
planning service, but its cartographical and routing aspects are described in the present paper. 

The ARGUS server (or Service Platform) offers Web Services to access the different remote functionalities available in 
the system, such as route creation or personal points uploading and editing. The Service Platform uses a PostgreSQL [9] 
database to store all the spatial and non-spatial information (with postGIS and pgRouting). In the following sections, the 
different layers involved in the route generation process are described and the methodology to handle them is shown. 

CARTOGRAPHY LAYERS 

Four kinds of spatial layers are used in the project (see Figure 1). 

L0: The Base Network is the geographical data needed to create the base spatial layer upon which the routing network 
topology is built. This base layer in ARGUS is taken from OpenStreetMap, one of the most known crowdsourced open 
source map service worldwide, with good coverage in Europe. The prototype consists of cartography in the following 
cities: Soest (Germany), Vienna (Austria), Madrid (Spain), San Sebastian (Spain) and Portsmouth (UK). 

L1: City Data is an optional dataset available is some cities providing extra accurate geospatial information. In this 
prototype, data for Vienna (Austria) and Soest (Germany) is available. 

L2: A Track is an ordered sequence of points that describe a path. This can be generated using the route calculation 
module, or uploaded to the system after recording it using a GNSS receiver. It can be a GPX file, and can also be 
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represented as a linestring in the ARGUS database. On one hand, the route calculation module generates a GPX file for 
an origin - destination pair on each request (called route) based on the cartography and the Points of Interest; on the 
other hand, the User Terminal can record a real path (called track) performed by the user and upload it to the system for 
later use (instead of creating a new route) or sharing it with the community.  

L3: Points in ARGUS are both Generic POIs obtained from the cartography providers, and personal points that users 
can upload to the system. They can be classified according to different categories. Also, user points are classified into 
three possible natures: GREEN (private personal points), BLACK (shareable negative points) and WHITE (shareable 
positive points). The negative or positive nature of a point influences the calculated route. Some categories of Generic 
Points of Interest can also have a default nature of WHITE or BLACK, if they should be treated as points to avoid or as 
helpful points (like acoustic zebra crossings).  

 

Figure 1. Type of layers in the ARGUS system 

CREATION OF A ROUTABLE NETWORK 

As mentioned, in the previous section, OpenStreetMap data has been used as the Base Network. The data structure is 
based on nodes, ways, relations and tags. To make the network routable, it is important that every way element is 
fragmented at every crossing of the streets. The converter and routing engine tool osm2po [10] has been used to create 
the routing network from the downloaded sources. A routing topology table is created by this tool with the connection 
information from one edge to the next. Based on the length of the edges and the average speed configured for each road 
category (this settings can be configured through a XML file), it calculates the default costs. These default costs of the 
tool could be used for pedestrian routing. However, in ARGUS, a personalized service solution is aimed to reflect 
different behaviours and preferences of people with visual impairments Therefore the ARGUS system implements its 
own dynamic weight model that will be covered later in this paper. The Dijkstra algorithm implemented in the PostGIS 
shortest_path function is used to get the optimal path based on the lowest weights. 

Apart from the road categories, additional information regarding OSM point data is very helpful (for example the 
existence of letterboxes). The goal of a routing topology engine (like osm2po) is to process only the OSM data relevant 
for the routing calculations. Therefore, it does not provide information about the complete attributes of the OSM data, 
so this attribute information of the edges and nodes has to be imported into the database. In the project ARGUS, the 
import tool osm2pgsql [11] is used. Osm2pgsql is a tool which converts and imports the OSM data format to a 
PostgreSQL database. This tool adds features that use certain tags, which are defined by a configuration file and 
transforms the nodes and ways to linestrings and polygons. It inserts the data into the database, but it has no routing 
functionalities, so the dataset ignores which linestring is connected to each other. The imported OSM attribute data is 
connected with the routing table by the use of the unique OSM ID. This enables the routing table to get more 
information about the used attributes of edges or nodes.  

Assignment of POIs to the ARGUS street network graph 

For a good dynamic weighted routing network graph, which is used by the routing algorithm, points of interests must be 
linked to their belonging network edges. Streets are represented virtually by digitized lines, which represent a centreline 
of the street or a borderline in the digital representation of the street. In the real world, the street is not limited to this 
line, but to the width of the street. Most of the time, this type of attribute is rarely available within street attributes. The 
classification of the streets is more common, which is based on the different street types within the traffic or building 
regulations. The ARGUS system defines a set of default buffers which are used to map the POIs to their associated 
edges. This set of buffers varies in buffer size and is based on the OSM street classification (primary, secondary, etc.). 
For the city network data, the different types of street categories are mapped to the OSM schema. 
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The road widths are based on the maximum building regulation of the different street types. The difficulty to estimate a 
buffer of the street depends on its representation in the database. Most of the time, within the OSM dataset, only one 
line is representing the entire street which can consist of multiple lanes in both directions. The representation of one 
virtual line for both directions in higher class roads is used as a basis for the estimation of the buffers, based on the 
building regulation of Austria/Germany. The building regulations for streets of Austria and Germany were compared 
and there were no major differences between these countries. Two of the five pilot locations are located in this area, so 
this assumption was accepted for all. 

The estimation takes the maximum width of a street category and divides it for both street sides to get a rough estimated 
buffer. For catching also POIs beside the street (like toilets, shop, benches), which should be used for information 
purpose or routing purpose, an extra distance of 10 metres is added to take tram ways between the roads or inaccurate 
positioned POIs into account. On pedestrian-only street categories (steps, footway), only the half of the extra distance (5 
metres) is added. The footway or step categories can be used directly for the pedestrian and for that reason the buffer 
does not include other lanes like parking vehicles or tram way lanes. 

A good example for the complexity of the estimation of street width is the Ringstreet in Vienna. This street is 
categorized as a secondary street, but the width around 50 metres in total (including tram lanes, medial strip and parking 
areas, which are situated between the walking area and the street) is a special exception of the routing network of 
Vienna. 

The combination of the different street-based categorization and the catching size of near objects leads to the ARGUS 
buffers, which are used for the mapping.  

Example of San Sebastian (OSM) 

In order to show how the dataset obtained from OSM looks like, San Sebastian is used here as the main example. 
According to the aim of providing routing services for pedestrian use, ways forbidden like motorways are not part of the 
network graph, so both road classifications and access allowance information are taken into account. Therefore, data is 
filtered before its inclusion in the ARGUS database, and the classification is stored accordingly. 

Figure 2, on the left, describes how some steps are defined in the original OSM source. On the right, the same steps 
already included in the ARGUS database are visualized using the QuantumGIS 1.8.0 tool [12]. Its classification 
metadata is included. The figure contains orthophotos of the areas obtained from the Gipuzkoa Web Map Service [13]. 
The red lines describe the segments (edges) that are used later by the route calculation to create the paths, all the 
segments create the network. At the same, time, segments are connected among them by nodes. 

 

 Figure 2(LEFT) The original source (detail of a set of stairs near a park), displayed directly in the online OSM ID 
editor. (RIGHT) The ARGUS database holds info about the “steps” type line element. 

The whole San Sebastian area covers more or less 3 x 8 square kilometres. Apart from San Sebastian, the network of the 
other four cities has been included: Soest (Germany), Vienna (Austria), Portsmouth(UK) and Madrid (Spain). 

Limitations of OSM and City Data 

One of the limitations of the OSM data included in the previous cities is that the routable network segments are mostly 
part of road segments, and thus, not very safe in some cases. Although the streets used are marked as walkable (even 
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though if they are not pedestrian ways, they could be expected to have a sidewalk), the geometrical line segment 
describes the centre of the road, thus, probably a little bit separated from the sidewalk longitudinal axis.  

In the majority of the cases, the exact geometry of a pedestrian walking axis is not recorded in OSM. In this case, the 
sidewalk will be added as an attribute on the street geometry, which only indicates the existence of a sidewalk (e.g. 
sidewalk=left). 

In order to analyse the benefit of including other more detailed urban cartography data, the cities of Vienna and Soest 
were also used inside the project. The city of Vienna provided routable pedestrian data from the GIP 
(Graphenintegrationsplattform) [14] dataset of a small test area near the Vienna town hall, with additional relevant 
Points of Interests for blind pedestrians. Furthermore, the City of Soest provided detailed routable pedestrian data for 
the whole region of Soest from the ALKIS [15] dataset of Germany. 

Example of Soest 

Soest is one of the cities were both network layers (OSM and City Data) are available. The following Figure 3 shows a 
detail of the two cartography layers for comparison purposes. The OSM data is limited to describe road centre axis 
which is by no means safe for pedestrians. The detailed cartography contains correct geometries of the sidewalk axis 
and pedestrian crossings.  

 

Figure 3. Comparison of OSM and Soest City Data: sidewalks and pedestrian crossings 

PARENT-CHILD CONCEPT FOR THE DATASOURCE ABSTRACTION 

The city data of Soest and Vienna were integrated in the ARGUS database making use of the inheritance within 
PostgreSQL. The use of inheritance in the database layout offers a flexible and extensible way to import different city 
GIS data, and gives the possibility to integrate them in the future. In general, city data layers are heterogeneous datasets 
which provide different attributes and no common structure among different sources (like GIP vs. ALKIS). 

The concept of inheritance allows joining common attributes of several datasets in the same table and provides unique 
IDs for all datasets. This is based on the parent-child table concept. For that reason, a common set of minimal attributes 
for the creation of a routing network graph was defined. Every dataset willing to be integrated in ARGUS must comply 
with this set of attributes: source, target, geometry, length of the edge, name and the classification of the street based on 
OSM classification value which is used for the buffer and the assignment of POIs to the network edges. 

The parent table holds the common information of all child tables and is connected to each child table. The child tables 
provide further information about the heterogeneous attributes of the datasets. The same concept is also used for the city 
POIs; therefore, two parent tables were created (city_network and city_POI). 

Removing duplicate POIs 

Within the city data network graph, the use of both OSM points and city points may lead to duplicities and incorrect 
route calculations. The complexity of the filtering process of this data comes from the different accuracy level (the same 
point can be located within a few meters distance in different sources) and the non-standardized structure of the OSM 
data.  



To filter out the duplicate entries, the following system was used: Within the city_network table, an indicator attribute 
was defined. The comparison of the POIs is based on the distance between 
ARGUS, because the name is not usable for unique identification of duplicate entries (due to non
OSM). All POIs of the city network graph will be marked if they are within a special defined distance an
same POI category. The buffer distance for the removal of the duplicates is based on the type of object. Only the non
marked city POIs will be used to calculate the dynamic weighted network graph, which is the input for the routing 
calculation of ARGUS.  

USER POINTS AND CATEGORY PREFERENCES

ARGUS users have the possibility to add, edit and share personal points that can affect the routing weights. Moreover, 
they classify special categories as helpful objects or objects that should be avoided duri
preferences influence the weight of the routing graph. A set of categories was defined based on requirements collected 
from user surveys and completing it with OSM categorizations. The calculation of weights in the routin
done for each edge within the graph. Basically, the different points and line information are categorized in general 
information and relevant information for routing. Some categories are able to influence the cost value of the edges 
(typeroute=TRUE) and furthermore also the route from a start to an end point, as the cost increases where difficulties 
for visually impaired appear (black nature), and reducing it wherever helpful points are found (white nature). Other 
categories are registered with the aim of providing information about things or services found near the route but they 
cannot influence the route.  

ROUTE PLANNING 

The CreateItinerary Web Service is the responsible of starting the route calculation process. This web service needs an 
origin and destination pair of coordinates (green points can also be used) as input parameters.

The Route Calculation module is contained inside the RouteCalculation C++ file. The constructor of the 
RouteCalculation class creates a pointer to the MIMS modul
to link the route calculation with the tables where cartography and user data are stored.

The C++ implementation of the routing algorithm is composed as follow:

Query preparation and automatic laye

The route calculation queries are called from the C++ RouteCalculation.cpp class. When the “Itinerary Creation” web 
service is called, a Route Calculation instance is created. The best cartography available is chosen automatically if both 
exist (OSM and City). Figure 4 below describes a general overview of the algorithm used by the CreateItinerary Web 
Service to decide which network layer must be used by the shortest path query.

Figure 4. Network layer selection algorithm

First, the nearest network node of the origin 
cartography (mode = “city”). If it is not found, the algorithm searches in the OSM cartography (mode = “osm”).
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To filter out the duplicate entries, the following system was used: Within the city_network table, an indicator attribute 
was defined. The comparison of the POIs is based on the distance between POIs and the category compliance of 
ARGUS, because the name is not usable for unique identification of duplicate entries (due to non
OSM). All POIs of the city network graph will be marked if they are within a special defined distance an
same POI category. The buffer distance for the removal of the duplicates is based on the type of object. Only the non
marked city POIs will be used to calculate the dynamic weighted network graph, which is the input for the routing 

USER POINTS AND CATEGORY PREFERENCES 

ARGUS users have the possibility to add, edit and share personal points that can affect the routing weights. Moreover, 
they classify special categories as helpful objects or objects that should be avoided during the route. These different user 
preferences influence the weight of the routing graph. A set of categories was defined based on requirements collected 
from user surveys and completing it with OSM categorizations. The calculation of weights in the routin
done for each edge within the graph. Basically, the different points and line information are categorized in general 
information and relevant information for routing. Some categories are able to influence the cost value of the edges 

te=TRUE) and furthermore also the route from a start to an end point, as the cost increases where difficulties 
for visually impaired appear (black nature), and reducing it wherever helpful points are found (white nature). Other 

th the aim of providing information about things or services found near the route but they 

The CreateItinerary Web Service is the responsible of starting the route calculation process. This web service needs an 
rigin and destination pair of coordinates (green points can also be used) as input parameters. 

The Route Calculation module is contained inside the RouteCalculation C++ file. The constructor of the 
RouteCalculation class creates a pointer to the MIMS module with the correct database connection parameters in order 
to link the route calculation with the tables where cartography and user data are stored. 

The C++ implementation of the routing algorithm is composed as follow: 

Query preparation and automatic layer selection 

The route calculation queries are called from the C++ RouteCalculation.cpp class. When the “Itinerary Creation” web 
service is called, a Route Calculation instance is created. The best cartography available is chosen automatically if both 

(OSM and City). Figure 4 below describes a general overview of the algorithm used by the CreateItinerary Web 
Service to decide which network layer must be used by the shortest path query. 

 

Figure 4. Network layer selection algorithm 
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To filter out the duplicate entries, the following system was used: Within the city_network table, an indicator attribute 
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ARGUS, because the name is not usable for unique identification of duplicate entries (due to non-standardization in 
OSM). All POIs of the city network graph will be marked if they are within a special defined distance and have the 
same POI category. The buffer distance for the removal of the duplicates is based on the type of object. Only the non-
marked city POIs will be used to calculate the dynamic weighted network graph, which is the input for the routing 
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preferences influence the weight of the routing graph. A set of categories was defined based on requirements collected 
from user surveys and completing it with OSM categorizations. The calculation of weights in the routing algorithm is 
done for each edge within the graph. Basically, the different points and line information are categorized in general 
information and relevant information for routing. Some categories are able to influence the cost value of the edges 
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The route calculation queries are called from the C++ RouteCalculation.cpp class. When the “Itinerary Creation” web 
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Then, the nearest network node of the destination – given in coordinates or as a green User Point – is searched in the 
same cartography mode as used for the origin. If it was mode = “city” and no node is found for the destination, the 
algorithm tries with mode = “osm”. If the node is found, the origin is recalculated using mode = “osm”. Both origin and 
destination node must be obtained from the same base cartography. If origin or destination not available in any of the 
cartographies, the route calculation is not possible. The SQL shortest path query is called according to the “mode” 
selected. 

Routing Query 

The ARGUS routing query is based on the shortest path algorithm included in the pgRouting plugin. It calculates the 
best path for the ARGUS user with minimal length from a start location to an end location. The algorithm relies on a 
user defined dynamic weighted network graph, which is based on the different types of spatial data described in above 
sections. The calculation of the dynamic network graph is done according the user specified classification preferences 
of Black Point categories (which are obstructive) and White Point categories (which are helpful objects) for the current 
user.  

The calculation of the weights within the dynamic network graph is based on the following simplified formula: 
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Equation 1. ARGUS weight calculation equation 

Within the above shown Equation 1, the Parameter We is described as the weight for a network edge. The basis for the 
weights of the routing network graph is the length of the different network edges (Le). For the ARGUS project, the 
speed of the visual impaired people was not taken into account, because the speed of the users is inhomogeneous and 
cannot be defined for all user groups. Furthermore, it also depends on the additional means that will be used (e.g. cane, 
dog or no aid). All Black Points along the edge will be multiplied with the user specified category factor (amount of 
metres that the user is willing to make a detour) which results in Black Point parameters (Bp) for each of them along the 
route. After that, the sum of the Black Point parameter amount will extend the total length of the routing edge. The 
same procedure is done with White Points, but this value will shorten the length of the routing edge. 

The result consists of a new weighted edge which is virtually prolonged or shortened within the routing network graph. 
The shortest path algorithm is influenced by the new weighted routing network graph according to the ARGUS user’s 
preference. The specific characteristic of the shortest path function is that the edges within the network graph should not 
have negative values. For that reason, the routing algorithm formula will get zero, if the weight of the network edge 
becomes negative. For affected edges by black or white categorized points, the above described algorithm calculates a 
new weight, for the rest of unaffected edges the real length of the edge will be assigned as routing weight. 

The ARGUS routing algorithm takes the following point/line information into account to calculate the weight of the 
edges: 

-Influenced edges by black or white points (user defined) 

-Influenced edges by black or white OSM (or City) POIs  

-Influenced edges by black or white OSM line information (e.g. bridge, steps, ...) 

-Influenced edges by black or white subscribed user points (points from users marked as reliable) 

Furthermore, only POIs stored in the ARGUS database within defined relevant categories for routing will influence the 
weights of the ARGUS network graph. Line information will influence the point as it would be point information. 

Query result processing 

The shortest_path query result must be ordered to obtain the route points. The goal is to get the coordinates in 
combination with the edge IDs in a pleasant way (array) to compare them to each other. Then the algorithm iterates 
through all Linestring elements (edge IDs) and compares the last coordinate of the current edge ID with the first 
coordinate of the next edge ID. If they are the same, everything is okay. If they differ, the order of the coordinate array 
has to be reversed. 
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GPX generation 

The GPS Exchange Format (GPX) [16] is a light-weight XML data format for the interchange of GPS data (waypoints, 
routes, and tracks). The GPX file format is used to transmit the generated route to the Web Services and finally to the 
User Terminal.  

Each of the points (defined as coordinate pairs) that describe the path to follow is included in the GPX file as a 
“routepoint”. In addition to this, any informative point near the route is included as a “waypoint”. They are not used for 
navigation by the User Terminal, but for giving information when passing close to them.  

Safety corridor 

The ExtensionsType in the GPX schema is the element that makes GPX flexible. Using this element, specific schemas 
can be used that, by default, are not included in the GPX format. That means, within this tag, the safety corridor, 
annotations and extra information about point categories can be sent along with the GPX file.  

Within the first prototype, the safety corridor has a fixed width. It is a parameter to control the navigation instructions 
when a user gets too far from the original path during the navigation and is included as extra information in the GPX 
file. In future steps, dynamic corridors could be included, with variable widths along a path, reflecting different safety 
zones. The safety corridor information is coupled with the route by including the information in the GPX file that is 
prepared for the use within the User Terminal. That means the safety corridor is a GPX extension and added to the GPX 
structure. 

TRACK UPLOADING IN URBAN/RURAL AREAS 

The availability of cartography in urban areas is acceptable in general but as mentioned in previous sections, in some 
areas, and depending on the conditions, the quality needs to be improved for safe pedestrian route planning solutions.  

The objective of the recorded track uploading option offered by ARGUS is double. It allows downloading tracks 
without the need of the route calculation based on the cartography. Therefore, users can download previously uploaded 
GPX files (uploaded by other users or by themselves), after performing the path once in both urban scenarios where the 
cartography is not good enough, or rural/land areas where cartography is inexistent. 

A request of finding an existing itinerary from the public repository needs a pair of origin and a destination (similar to 
the route creation request, but both points can be the same here). The system returns all the public tracks that pass 
through a 20 meter radius area from each point. 

In this case, the user preferences do not modify the path of the recorded track. However, they do affect the list of 
informative points of interest that are added to the GPX file on download.  

RESULTS 

A short summary of some route calculation results handling different datasources is shown. Figure 5 (LEFT) represents 
visually the result route after inserting a fourth black point along the edge at the Town Hall front court in Vienna. The 
different black points should represent, for example dangerous manholes, waste baskets, advertising columns or other 
user defined obstructive objects (both user defined or given by the cartography provider). The edges near the new 
inserted edges differ in street classification. The OSM path is based on a pedestrian road classification and the city 
network edge is classified as a footway. Within the projects, different buffer levels of the street classifications were 
declared to map black points or white points. For the mapping of pedestrian areas, a buffer of 20.5 meters and for a 
footway a buffer of 6.5 meters was declared. The first three black points were only mapped to the city network (black 
triangle) and the last one was also mapped on the OSM network. Figure 5 (RIGHT) shows the change of both routes 
after the insertion of more different black points. The “costs” of the direct routes were higher than the alternative routes.  

The differences between the ARGUS city network route (orange) and the ARGUS OSM route (green) can be seen. The 
OSM network of this area does not cover the footway between the two parks. Therefore, it switched to the other side of 
the park to get to the end point and also takes a complete different route. In contrast, in the city network route, the 
affected edges are avoided and the route goes straight through the square of the town hall. The weight of the OSM 
network and the city network differs significantly from the start to the end point. 
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Figure 5. Different route results after adding black points in Vienna (comparison of OSM and City Data) 
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Abstract 
In recent years, a significant advance in technology for the development of web-based applications and services is 
taking place. As a consequence, most desktop applications are evolving towards service based solutions that can be 
accessed remotely. The traditional GIS desktop applications are also evolving into web-based services partially thanks 
to the capabilities that web mapping technologies offer. This paper reviews the up-to-date web mapping technologies 
and research providing features, performance, data-format compatibility and interoperability capabilities of them. 
Among all the existing web-mapping technologies, the proprietary Google Maps and arcGis Web Mapping as well as 
the open source solutions OpenLayers and Leaflet must be highlighted. In order to feature testing of highlighted open 
source technologies, a use case scenario for the visualization of weather prediction layers was implemented and tested. 

Keywords: Web mapping, GIS, Meteorology 

INTRODUCTION 

Since 1995 began operating the global positioning system (GPS) [1] with full operational capability, representation of 
navigation maps changed radically. This allowed many companies to develop new business models around the 
representation of maps using different computer systems. Moreover, the large development that is taking the world of 
internet and the ability to stay connected from any device at any time has enabled web systems to take the center stage 
among users. Web technologies that more evolved and achieved an outstanding success are HTML5, AJAX, JavaScript 
and CSS3 web languages. These type of technologies allow the users to access and manage the content they want from 
anywhere on any device. This advance gave new opportunities to develop more accessible, faster, multi-device systems 
based on displaying geographically referenced information through map technologies. More precisely, in the field of 
Meteorology web applications for representing both weather forecasts and real time weather information increased 
notably, since web mapping systems were developed. Recently, the development of GoogleEarth/Maps owner system 
and open source Leaflet and OpenLayers have given a new boost to the applications based on web-mapping 
technologies. 

The OGC [1] promotes the use of standards for Web mapping services, which have helped to establish a common 
framework to access, display and download spatial data on the Internet (Web Map Service, Web Feature Service, Web 
Coverage Service), discover them (Catalog Service for the Web), present them by means of styles (Style Layer 
Descriptor), filter them (Filter encoding), store them, transport them (Geography Markup Language and Keyhole 
Markup Language) and process them (Web Processing Service). The Web Map Service (WMS) and Web Feature 
Service (WFS) are the mainly used services for Web mapping purposes; therefore, support for one of them is a must for 
the web-mapping clients selected for the present study. 

One of the main objectives of this paper is to give some guidelines about various relevant existing network technologies 
[2] [3] [9] [10] for displaying weather information. The weather data will be provided through images generated by 
WMS service that can be in PNG, GIF or JPEG format. WMS produced maps can be invoked by any corporate software 
platform or a trained GIS viewer for displaying this type of services. The WMS standard defines three operations: 
GetCapabilities, GetMap and GetFeatureInfo. But in this work we centered in the operation GetMap because it returns a 
map image with geographic and dimensional parameters are defined. 

The work presented in this paper is structured as follows. Firstly proprietary and open source web-mapping platforms 
that have the most widespread use among internet users are studied. After this exhaustive state of the art, the scenario 
where the features and performance of the highlighted open source technologies is explained at section three. At section 
four, the results obtained at the analysis scenario are exposed, and finally, the conclusions drawn are presented in 
section five. 
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FEATURE COMPARISON OF WEB MAPPING TECHNOLOGIES 

In this review of web-mapping technologies, the study has focused on the capabilities of web-mapping technologies to 
add visual representation of geographically distributed data. The studied technologies have been grouped according to 
their ownership, dividing into proprietary and open source technologies. 

Proprietary Systems 

Most proprietary web mapping platforms that exist have very similar functionalities in their public versions. One of the 
reasons is that the interest of the users is centered on finding places and routes. All platforms offer the option to display 
the maps as a cartographic layer or with satellite images or as a combination of them. This kind of options provides to 
the users a more immersive and guidance experience in place searching. 

A noteworthy evolution of these systems is the streetview systems that place the users in the requested streets giving a 
360 degree view of the localization. This feature permits the immersion of the users in the interested area. Some of the 
mapping systems also provide layers reporting traffic conditions. It is still not spread to the whole world, but looks a 
promising service for users that is offered in combination with other technologies such as GPSs localization system. 

What really set these services among them are information searches. Most proprietary services have more users belong 
to the major search engines. It allows a transversality between search engines and maps to provide to the user a more 
complete and useful information, which ultimately means a better use experience and a greater number of users. 

Google Maps 

The first version of Google Maps [4] [11] [12] appeared in February of 2005 and it was developed by Google. 
Nowadays the API is in the 3rd version and it is known as Google Maps JavaScript API V3. The Google Maps APIs let 
a web page developer embed freely Google Maps on web pages or mobile applications. It is the most popular 
proprietary online mapping service and it is used in all over the world in more than 800,000 sites. Google also provides 
various APIs that allow the users to query routes, estimate the duration and distances, elevations, locations, geocoding 
images or watching StreetView images. Using Google Developers Service, the developers agree to be bound by Google 
Terms of Services [13]. All users that want to include Google Maps in their websites have to load the Google Maps API 
using an API key. If the usage of Google Maps API exceeds the usage limit, the user will need to pay an additional 
quota. It permits a maximum of 2500 request per 24 hours period in its free version. 

Google Maps API permits the developers to add elements like markers, icons, polylines, polygons and layers. It allows 
the inclusion of different kind of layers such as Dynamic Maps Engine Layers, Tile layers or KmlLayer. KmlLayer 
represents KML and GeoRSS elements, while TileLayers represents WMS. Google Maps API also permits loading 
information stored in geoJSON files. In addition to this, Google itself also provide information layers such as the traffic, 
weather, cycling paths, public transports and panoramio images that can be load in the maps. 

Nokia HERE Maps 

HERE maps platform [14] was launched in 2007 by Nokia under the name of Ovi Maps. It includes an API for 
JavaScript which includes a set of interfaces that permit web applications developers build rich and interactive maps. 
The API is divided in 4 main components Maps, places, directions and traffic. HERE maps also provide an enterprise 
API for JavaScript that lets the user add business-to-business(B2B) specific features and functionalities of a collection 
of RESTful web services like points of interest, searches, geocoding or routing. API also includes W3C positioning that 
takes advantages of the W3C geolocation API which is supported by many browsers. Nokia defines a Terms Of Use 
[15] were there are available three licensing option for the developers interested in the use of HERE Maps APIs: base, 
which permits a free monthly and basic access, evaluation and commercial. HERE API users need two random strings, 
id and app_code, to have secure access to HERE API services, in the case of evaluation licenses it expire in 90 days. 

In the HERE Maps API for JavaScript developer beyond include marker, image, custom overlays, grid overlays  or geo 
shapes based on coordinates to the map like polygons, polylines, circles or rectangles it also can add custom overlays 
from tile servers like WMSs. Also it permits the integration of KML files and data sets compliant with versions 2.1 and 
2.2 of the KML standard in web applications. 
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Bing Maps 

Developed in June of 2009 by Microsoft, Bing Maps platform [16] provides two APIs to develop Bing Maps 
applications. If the aim of the developer is to create an application for windows 8 it has defined the .Net API. In 
addition, it also provides an API for Silverlight/WPF platform that permits the location and local search features into 
their applications. The Bing Maps platform also provides a JavaScript API that is based on the Bing Maps AJAX V7 
control which is supported by standard browsers and mobile devices. Bing Map also implements REST and Spatial 
Data Services what permits the user to include geocode and reverse-geocode location data, elevation information for a 
set of locations, polylines or areas on the Earth. It also permits the inclusion of map tile URLs and imagery provider 
information that is hosted by Bing™ Maps, directions and route information for driving, walking or using transit and 
information about traffic incidents and issues in a specified area. The use of the APIs is governed by the Microsoft® 
Bing™ Maps Platform APIs’ Terms Of Use [17]. The user needs to create a developer account on the Bing Maps 
Account Center. It allows the users to create a Bing Maps Key to use in map applications. 

For including elements in the maps, Bing Maps API defines Entities. Entities are classes that define element types like 
Infobox, Polygon, Polyline, Pushpin, TileLayer, or EntityCollection. For the integration of TileLayers in the maps, Bing 
Maps API permits the definition of TileSources in an easy way and furthermore it permits the inclusion of WMS layers 
using just a line of code. 

arcGis Web Mapping 

ArcGis Web Mapping [18] was developed in May of 2000 by ESRI. It was known as ArcIMS 3.0 and was ESRI’s first 
public release. Among the analyzed systems it is the most focused on mapping and also is the system that provides most 
mapping visualizations capabilities. In order to include applications in Flex and Silverlight/WPF platforms ArGis Web 
Mapping has defined well documented APIs that can be found in their web page. In addition, it also offers an API to 
include maps in web environments developed in JavaScript that leverages latest HTML5 and CSS3 standards, 
increasing the performance and functionality of the maps and permitting their visualization in any kind of devices. 
ArcGis defines a Terms Of Use [19] that explains the permission and prohibitions on the use of ArcGIS Online. 

ArcGis Web Mapping has different classes defined for the inclusion of layers. Some of most employed ones are 
ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer, ArcGISTiledMapServiceLayer and ArcGISImageServiceLayer classes. Those 
classes permit users to work with a dynamic map service resource, with a cached map service resource and with an 
image map service resource respectively. The cached service accesses tiles from the memory instead of rendering 
images dynamically on the fly. For base layers there is a class called OpenStreetMapLayer which allows users to use 
basemaps from OpenStreetMap easily. Regarding the display of layers, ArGis API provides GeoRSSLayer, KMLLayer, 
streamLayer, MapImageryLayer and WebTileLayer classes that are used for visualization of GeoRSS, KML, stream of 
data using HTML5 websockets, georeferencied images and non-ArcGis server map tiles. With the purpose of displaying 
layers based in OGC standards the API also provides classes like WMSLayer and WMTSLayer that permits the 
visualization of Web Map Services layers and Web Map Tile Service layer. 

Open Source Systems 

The open source systems have a great success among developers of web mapping services. Being open systems, not 
only does allow users to create plugins for developed systems, but also to adapt the code to the needs and projects of 
each developer. For the development of the different platforms, users create communities themselves and develop 
applications in a collaborative manner. Thank to those communities users help each other with the questions and 
concerns that users and contributors can have during the adaptation of the code to their own needs. It gives an added 
value to the documentation and service that many of other proprietary systems cannot offer.  

OpenLayers 

OpenLayers [5] [6] [20] was developed in June of 2005 by MetaCarta, but since 2007 till now it is an open source 
project of Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo) [21]. It is a library based only in JavaScript that permits users to visualize 
maps without any type of dependencies by the side of the server. OpenLayers API is developed for and by the Open 
Source software community and its last stable release is 2.13.1, but actually it is working on development of its 3.0 
version focusing on performance improvements, WebGL features and integration of the new Cesium library. 
OpenLayers has extensive documentation with which users can learn easily and fast to integrate maps into websites. 
The OpenLayers code is published under 2-clause BSD license. 
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Being one of the oldest open source mapping system and belonging to such important foundation as OSGeo makes 
OpenLayers the JavaScript library able to display a huge variety of data types. It supports GeoRSS, Keyhole Markup 
Language (KML), Geography Markup Language (GML), GeoJSON and map data from any source using OGC-
standards as Web Map Service (WMS) or Web Feature Service (WFS). 

Leaflet 

Leaflet [7] [22] was developed in May of 2011 by Vladimir Agafonkin accompanied by a team of dedicated 
contributors. It is a modern open-source JavaScript library for mobile-friendly interactive maps that is in his version 
number 0.7. Leaflet was designed thinking in simplicity, performance and usability but including all the features that 
web mapping user can need. It is designed so efficiently that the weight of JavasScript code is about 33KB. It has no 
large documentation, but the source code implemented is so simple and easy understanding that does not need more for 
a good comprehension. Leaflet API was designed for being especially efficient in mobile platforms to achieve this it 
takes advantage of HTML5 and CSS3 languages. Third-party patches are absolutely essentials for extending the 
functionality and are included by different plugins developed by supporters of the community. The leaflet code is 
published under the very permissive 2-clause BSD License. 

Leaflet supports Web Map Service (WMS) layers, GeoJSON layers, Vector layers and Tile layers natively. Many other 
types of layers are supported via plugins. Plugins also permit adding geo web services, such as ArcGIS Server, 
Arc2Earth, GeoIQ, CartoDB and GIS Cloud; free tile providers like OSM, OpenCycleMap, MapQuest, Stamen and 
ESRI; and formats such as GPX, KML and CSV. Moreover, in combination with svg tag-s allow the users to create an 
interactive application. 

Cesium 

Cesium [23] was developed in 2012 by Analytical Graphics, Inc. (AGI) and supported by an active open source 
community. This development was created because of AGIs customers needs for a cross-platform virtual globe for 
dynamic-data visualization. Cesium is a JavaScript library for creating and viewing 3D globes and 2D maps based in 
WebGL in a web browser. It supports a 3D globe, 2D map, and 2.5D Columbus View with the same API and can be 
added functionalities by the different plugins provided by the contributors of the community. Cesium is open source 
code under the Apache 2.0 license, which means, it is free for commercial and non-commercial use. 

Cesium supports imagery layers using TMS, WMS, Bing, OpenStreetMaps, ESRI standards and standard images in any 
format supported by web browsers. Also shows vector data from CZML, GeoJSON, TopoJSON, KML, ESRI 
Shapefiles, and WebGL Globe JSON. It draws elements like polylines, polygons, circles, icons, labels, and custom 
objects. Cesium uses a material system to change their appearance to adapt to the user needs. Apart from the mentioned 
technologies Cesium core can be extended, can add functionalities and avoid large third-party dependencies for non-
essential features by plugins. 

UMN MapServer 

MapServer [24] was developed in the mid-1990’s at the University of Minnesota, but now is managed and administered 
by OSGeo and is maintained and improved by developers around the world. The aim of this platform is to visualize, 
consult and analyze geographical information through the network using Internet Map Server (IMS) technology. 
Beyond browsing GIS data, MapServer allows to create “geographic image maps”. This open source geographic data 
rendering engine is written in C and actually is in its version number 6.4.1. The possibility of using as a map server for 
third party applications, using MapScript API or following OGC specifications, has permitted the publication of 
geospacial data. MapScript is a powerful scripting environment that support popular scripting and development 
environments like PHP, Python, Perl, Ruby, Java, and .NET. MapServer is published under MIT license. 

MapServer platform supports numerous OGC standards such as WMS for client and server, non-transactional WFS for 
client and server, WMC, WCS, Filter Encoding, SLD, GML, SOS, and OM. It also allows a multitude of raster and 
vector data formats like TIFF or GeoTIFF, EPPL7, and many others via GDAL, ESRI shapfiles, PostGIS, ESRI 
ArcSDE, Oracle Spatial, MySQL and many others via OGR. In combination with Proj.4 library, MapServer provide to 
the users the possibility of making on-the-fly map projections. 

ANALYSIS SCENARIO 

An advanced web-mapping use-case scenario was defined and implemented in order to develop a real testing of the 
studied features. The use case scenario was defined for providing weather forecasts as layers above a web mapping 



service. The parameters of weather forecasts are stored in NetCDF files and therefore it was necessary a server like 
ncWMS that can interpret this kind of files and can answer tilelayer requests of weather parameters. The designed 
architecture also included MapCache server. It is a library part of MapServer which implements tile caching to speed up 
access to WMS layers from ncWMS server and 
implemented use case that consist on a two
servers. In the client side there is a client developed in HTML5, JavaScr

Figure 1. The architecture of the use case scenario.

At client side, the implemented use case application offers the same features for both implemented technologies 
OpenLayers and Leaflet. Thus, the user needs to select one of them but the 
After selecting the web-mapping technology, the user selects the days and the weather forecast parameters that is 
interested in visualizing. The platform offers two maps in where the parameters can be displayed in ord
comparison of the multiple forecasted parameters.

The system provides the possibility to request three different types of visualizations for each data. The first visualization
permits to display a combination of temperature, pressure and 
layers such as pressure, temperature, wind, snow, rain, wind chill and humidity. Finally, the client application provides 
to the user the possibility to only display the interested parameters depending o

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

The analysis scenario was used in order to compare the performance of the widely used open source platform 
OpenLayers and Leaflet. For OpenLayers the released version 2.13.1 of the API was se
version 0.7. 

The hardware of the client where the performance was measured consisted on a processor Intel® Core™2 Quad CPU 
Q8300 @ 2.50GHz × 4 of 64-bit with operating system Debian 4.7.3
included a GeForce 9400 GT/PCIe/SSE2 gr
Core™2 Quad CPU Q6600@ 2.4GHz x 4 of 32

Description of the Testing 

The main objective of the performance testing
mapping technologies. With this aim, two stress tests were designed. The first one consisted on studying the 
performance when loading the same layer repeatedly. The second one consiste
the second testing the influence of the typology of the layer was also studied. The results shown in next section are the 
average time of 10 repetition of each test.

Same Layer Loading 

To test the preload of a layer, the same layer was loaded repeatedly. Thus it permitted us to evaluate the effect that an 
initial load of layers and subsequent request of same layers has regarding time. That is the reason for making 
interactions of 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7 , 8, 9 , 10, 2
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service. The parameters of weather forecasts are stored in NetCDF files and therefore it was necessary a server like 
ret this kind of files and can answer tilelayer requests of weather parameters. The designed 

architecture also included MapCache server. It is a library part of MapServer which implements tile caching to speed up 
access to WMS layers from ncWMS server and deliver to the client side. The Figure 1 shows, the architecture of the 
implemented use case that consist on a two-sided architecture. In the server side there are MapCache and ncWMS 
servers. In the client side there is a client developed in HTML5, JavaScript and CSS3. 

Figure 1. The architecture of the use case scenario. 

At client side, the implemented use case application offers the same features for both implemented technologies 
OpenLayers and Leaflet. Thus, the user needs to select one of them but the system will work exactly the same way. 

mapping technology, the user selects the days and the weather forecast parameters that is 
interested in visualizing. The platform offers two maps in where the parameters can be displayed in ord
comparison of the multiple forecasted parameters. 

The system provides the possibility to request three different types of visualizations for each data. The first visualization
permits to display a combination of temperature, pressure and wind layers. User also can visualize a blending of 7 
layers such as pressure, temperature, wind, snow, rain, wind chill and humidity. Finally, the client application provides 
to the user the possibility to only display the interested parameters depending on the values limits selected by the user.

ON 

The analysis scenario was used in order to compare the performance of the widely used open source platform 
OpenLayers and Leaflet. For OpenLayers the released version 2.13.1 of the API was selected and for Leaflet the release 

The hardware of the client where the performance was measured consisted on a processor Intel® Core™2 Quad CPU 
bit with operating system Debian 4.7.3-7. The computer memory was 3.9 GiB and it 

included a GeForce 9400 GT/PCIe/SSE2 graphic card. On the other side, the hardware used at server side was a Intel® 
Core™2 Quad CPU Q6600@ 2.4GHz x 4 of 32-bit with operating system Ubuntu 12.04 LTS and a memory of 3.9GiB.

The main objective of the performance testing was to analyze the management of scientific layers by the selected web 
mapping technologies. With this aim, two stress tests were designed. The first one consisted on studying the 
performance when loading the same layer repeatedly. The second one consisted on loading seven different layers. With 
the second testing the influence of the typology of the layer was also studied. The results shown in next section are the 
average time of 10 repetition of each test. 

r, the same layer was loaded repeatedly. Thus it permitted us to evaluate the effect that an 
initial load of layers and subsequent request of same layers has regarding time. That is the reason for making 
interactions of 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7 , 8, 9 , 10, 20 , 30, 40 , 50 , 60, 70 , 80, 90 , 100, 200 , 300 , 400 and 500 layers. 
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Through this experiment has also tried to compare the maximum load bearing layers each of the tools that have been 
used. 

Different Layers Loading 

In order to check if the time required for each platform in loading the same layer is equal to loading a different layer, we 
performed a very similar test to the previous. The difference is that in this case we were limited by the number of layers 
we had. In the architecture we presented in the section before, there were only defined 7 different types of weather 
layers so we had to adapt the experiment to the number of layers available. Therefore we made iterations with 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6 and 7 layers and no more. 

Results 

This section shows the results obtained in the tests for comparing the performance of OpenLayers and Leaflet. As we 
divided the experiment into two phases, firstly the results are presented separately and afterwards the overall results 
obtained are presented. 

Same Layer Loading Results 

As can be seen in Figure 2, in terms of total loading times of layers, Leaflet showed to be notably faster. The tendency 
shows that the total loading time of OpenLayers increases in comparison with total loading time of Leaflet. It means 
that Leaflet performance is better than OpenLayers performance loading the same layer repeatedly. 

 

Figure 2. Average time comparison loading same layer repeatedly. 

In Figure 3 the loading performance of the technologies can be analyzed deeply. It shows the time needed to load the 
different layers of both libraries. The graph represents the times that each technology needs to load the first layer, the 
times that needs for the remaining layers and the average of time that needs each technology to load a layer. When 
loading a layer repeated times, the maximum loading happens in both libraries when the first layer is loaded. It happens 
because when the user asks the system for the file it requests once for the information and in the next requests the 
system has all layers cached in. After loading the first layer, loading times decrease progressively from 17.52ms to 
6.08ms in OpenLayers, and from 5.96ms to 1.23ms in Leaflet. It means that if a system preload all layers at the 
beginning of the application and then requests are reused, it would save considerable time. 
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Figure 3. Average time comparison loading same layer repeatedly. 

Together with the study of the performance of loading a layer multiple times, the performance limit in regard of layer 
cuantity was also studied. For OpenLayers execution started to slow down notably and visual elements of the web 
application giving problems when 300 layers were load. The same performance was obtained with Leaflet after loading 
400 layers. 

Different Layers Loading Results 

As in the previous case, the time required for Leaflet is shorter than for OpenLayers when loading independent layers 
and it increases when the number of loaded layers increases. Loading a new different layer it takes an average time of 
17ms for OpenLayers and 5.5ms for Leaflet. 

 

Figure 4. Average times comparison loading different layers. 

This test highlighted that both technologies require a stable time for loading new layers regardless the typology of the 
layer. It also can notice that the performance in both the first layer and the average of the other layers in Leaflet is 
noticeably better than in OpenLayers. The trends observed in Figure 5 support the conclusion that there are no notable 
differences between the charging time of the first layer and the other layers, since the values in all cases are very 
similar. So if a developer has to work with different layers without the repetition of those layers, the loading will be 
balanced and similar to the data obtained for all of them in both technologies. 
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Figure 5. Average times comparison loading different layers. 

Overall Results 

Analyzing the data obtained in the cases of loading different layers and in the case of loading the same layers 
repeatedly, it reflects higher performance for Leaflet library. 

Regarding the total time obtained, it can be clearly seen that the performance of Leaflet is better than OpenLayers 
performance. This is because Leaflet was designed to run on web and mobile devices and the resources available on 
mobile devices are more limited than in personal computers. In the insertion of different layers can be seen that the 
trend in the first 7 layers is the same as in the insertion of the same layer repeatedly, but to a lesser degree. It happens 
because in Leaflet the time in the case of the same layer is considerably reduced from the request of the first layer to the 
second layer, while in the second case the charging time is the same for all layers independently to the number of the 
layers. 

In the total time analysis, from the beginning it can be seen that the execution time when the platforms add different 
layers or add the same several times the performance is better in Leaflet than in OpenLayers. In OpenLayers it does not 
matter if a layer already exists or a new one is added because the time taken is the same in each case. 

If user desires preloading all the layers at the start the performance of Leaflet is also better. The average time it takes to 
load the first layer on Leaflet is less than what it takes with OpenLayers. Besides if the already loaded layer is reloaded, 
time is greatly reduced, even a quarter of what it takes to load the first. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Geolocation as weather or many other areas need web mapping technologies. For this work there are plenty of open 
source and proprietary technologies available. Each user has the freedom to choose the technologies that best suits them 
depending on the needs and available technologies it admit. Through this study we have been able to see the most 
relevant technologies that exist today and that without great programming knowledge anyone can enter and display on 
his website through different layers with different types of technologies relevant information. 

In this work, actual web-mapping technologies were studied. There is a tendency for geolocating any type of 
information through web-mapping technologies via internet that is consolidating. In that sense, it was of high 
importance to study the performance of the available technology that would help to select the appropriate technology 
depending on the use. Although both proprietary and open technologies were studied, performance testing was applied 
to most common open source technologies such as OpenLayers and Leaflet. 

All of the technologies analyzed integrate greater or lesser extent the standards defined by OGC. It supposes an 
advantage and permits the migration from one technology to the other without a major complication. It also provides 
universality to the data published by the network. 

Specifically in the technologies tested to see its behavior in an environment of meteorological information management, 
it has been seen that both technologies loading times are less than 18ms in all cases. It shows that with this kind of 
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technologies can be develop agile applications with real time answers to users. However, note that Leaflet presents 
loading times much better than OpenLayers reaching to 7ms as maximum. It makes Leaflet technology much more 
suitable for mobile environments where processing capability of devices is limited. 
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Abstract 
The article deals with the possibilities of the enhancement of results of image classification using tools of geographic 
information systems (GIS). Theoretical solutions are based on the theory of rough sets. Spatial analyses in GIS are the 
implementation tools of the theoretical model. Improved results of image classification are achieved by filtration of 
added layer with clearly defined classes and also by manually editing in the necessary extent in GIS. The authors of this 
paper show that the filtration using more than one layer leads to an enormous increase of the complexity of the whole 
process with inadequate contribution of the quality of classification results. The proposed method was tested in the 
project of data analysis of storage of gas facilities under certain types of terrain surface in the Czech Republic (CR). 
This analysis was done in order to determine reproductive values of gas facilities (pipelines) and the valuation of costs 
which would be necessary to spend for building new networks. The authors solved this project for the GasNet, Ltd. 
Company which is a part of a RWE group in the Czech Republic. Input data were orthophoto with the resolution of 25 
cm/pixel and selected layers of communications of Fundamental Base of Geographic Data of the CR (ZABAGED). Due 
to the territorial coverage with the area of 64,350 km2, these were massive tasks with data volume of 500 GB. 
Processing was carried out in ArcGIS 10.0 environment via special created application in Python language with 
support of the ESRI libraries. The results demonstrated the efficacy (effectiveness) of this process and the reducing of 
the error rate to 2% - 3 % was achieved over the modeled area for given purpose. 

Keywords: Image classification, GIS, spatial analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

The improvement of image classification and the increase of technical exploit of the information from a raster image is 
the theme of the article. This issue is currently highly elaborated and its results are applied in many fields. Examples are 
the evaluation and interpretation of medical images, the detection of objects in the image within the investigation of 
offenses in criminology, the assessing of the state of the environment, image processing of remote sensing (RS) for 
military and other purposes, etc. This article describes the crucial part of the project, which the authors solved within 
the data analysis of storage of gas facilities under certain types of terrain surface in the Czech Republic (CR). The aim 
of the project was to determine reproductive values of gas facilities (pipelines) and the valuation of costs which would 
be necessary to spend for building new networks. The contracting authority of the project was the GasNet, Ltd. 
Company which is a part of a RWE group in the Czech Republic. 

Unlike the aforementioned RS, where the processing of images is with the typical resolution of 30 m - 0.7 m in many 
cases, there was analysis of orthophoto images with the resolution of 25 cm/pixel in our case. Due to the relatively high 
resolution and territorial coverage with the area of 64,350 km2, these are massive tasks with very large volume of input 
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data of the order of ~ 500 GB. The aim of image analysis was mainly the basic division of the terrain surface on paved 
and unpaved, then the most detailed division of surfaces and the determining of intersection of route of gas line into the 
main and local road. The resulting data had to include not only information about the type of terrain surface, but also the 
affiliation to the territorial unit (to the part of the municipality). During the preparation, it was necessary to evaluate the 
surface above the route of gas facilities in the total of 13,083 parts of municipalities according to categories of gas line 
of high pressure, the main series (low-pressure and medium-pressure) and the house service pipe in 3 groups of 
classification classes, namely: 

• Group I: Paved and unpaved surface 
• Group II: Asphalt, main road, local road, unbound, unknown surface 
• Group III: Forest, grassland, bare soil, asphalt, roof – tile, roof – flat, shadow, main road, local road, path. 

Due to the extent, it was necessary to divide the entire data analysis so that the proportion of time of overhead processes 
and time of solving of own processes were as efficient as possible. The segmentation by territorial principle was showed 
as optimal division within the project [27], concretely according to units with an average extent of 368 km2 (500 GB of 
the data volume) corresponding to the territorial administrative unit of the municipality with extended competence 
(ORP) within the administrative division of the Czech Republic. 

RELATED WORKS 

The collection of papers that deals with the image classification is quite extensive. Thematically the nearest publication 
to our solved issue is in [1], which is pioneering work about the theory of rough sets. Then it is [6], which describes a 
method of image classification based on rough sets and fuzzy sets and [23], which deals with the comparison of method 
of discrete rough sets with principal components of PCA method (Principal Component Analysis) for image 
classification of RS. The work [14] is concerned with the improving the results of image classification, where detecting 
of deviations from a Gaussian probability distribution belonging to classes of objects is used. The publication [19] uses 
the method of ant colonies to optimize of image classification resulting from the processing of point clouds and the 
design of algorithm for image classification based on the method of insect swarms is in the article [20]. A similar issue 
is addressed in [10], concretely using of genetic algorithm for image classification. 

Next, it can be mentioned the work [25] in the field of image classification of RS, which deals with the evaluation of the 
accuracy of the image classification of forests and marshes from LANDSAT satellite based on the rules in GIS and the 
article [15], which deals with the possibility of parallel processing of images of RS. The object-oriented approach to 
image analysis is interesting in [2], which is used for the accurate mapping and monitoring in farming and application 
of method of Maximum Likelihood for the segmentation and classification of multispectral image in biology [3]. In the 
literature, there are quite a large number of works that used the method of SVM (Support Vector Machine) for image 
classification. This is the work [4], which deals with the detection of objects in an image using Bayesian decision rules 
weighted possibilities of SVM and the article [7] deals with the image classification based on the histogram using of the 
SVM. A related issue is addressed in [16], concretely image classification using SVC (Super Vector Coding). Wang et 
al [5] present a special algorithm for image recognition. 

The method of detection of textures in the image based on wavelet transform and Hidden Markov Models is discussed 
in [8]. The article [9] presents image classification by method of edge detection and fragmentation of objects. Chen et al 
[11] present a comparison of methods statistical fuzzy sets and edges of geographic objects for image classification. 
Choi and Lee [12] propose to use the block metric and the blur metric for image classification. The use of the image 
classification in medicine is very frequent. The article [13] can be introduced as a typical example of this, which deals 
with the hybrid method for noise reduction and detection of specific objects in images of magnetic resonance. Other 
publications can be included into the field of special methods for image processing. The method of hierarchically - 
synthetic image classification based on the search elements in the image is in [17]. The article [18] deals with image 
classification based on the semantics of the entropy of the image. The publication [21] presents the image classification 
based on studies of manifold in area of data mining from Web images. Kitamoto et al. [22] propose to use a 
probabilistic model of the internal structure of image mixels for its classification. Almeida et al. [24] deal with image 
classification using graph theory, where topology of detected segments in the image is defined using graph algorithms. 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

We will use the theory of rough sets for assess the quality of classification results of orthophoto. The affiliation of 
element to a rough set is mediated by a special relation of equivalence called the relation of indistinguishability. Pawlak 
presented the original definition of rough sets in [1]: 
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Definition: 
We consider the universe of elements U, the set of attributes A and the set of values Vai, whose ai attributes can be 
taken from the A set (V = U Vai). We consider the function g: U x A → V, which determines attribute values for 
elements of the universe U. In our case, the U set represents orthophoto and the A set represents individual zones of 
orthophoto, i.e. geographic areas (forest, land, roads, etc.). The relation of indistinguishability RE(A) using the 
g function is introduced as follows: 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )ii axgaxgxARExUxx ,,,, 212121 =⇔∈       (1) 

 
We can determine based on the relation of indistinguishability and other constructs which elements of the universe U 
and with what the qualitative assurance belong into the subset of X ⊂ U, which is the subject of our interest. In our case, 
this relation differentiates which pixels of the orthophoto belong into certain zones. 

 
Definition [26]: 
The lower approximation is a description of objects, which certainly belong into the X subset. The lower approximation 
is also called the positive area PosiRE(X): 

( ) ( ){ }XYANDREUYYXPosiRE ⊆∈= )/(U  ,     

 (2) 
where U/RE is the factor set designed on the U set according to the RE(A) relation and the Y is an element of this factor 
set. 
 
Definition: 
The upper approximation is the set of elements of U, which may belong into the X subset. This is referred to PossRE(X) 
(Possibility) and is defined as follows: 

( ) ( ){ }∅≠∩∈= XYANDREUYYXPossRE )/(U       (3) 

The sense of introduction of two definitions is that some pixels of orthophoto can be confidently classified into certain 
zone (the lower approximation), while there are also such pixels which can not with certainty be allocated to any zone 
(the upper approximation). 
 
Definition: 
The set difference between the upper (PossRE(X)) and lower (PosiRE(X)) approximation of X is called the boundary set 
BoundRE(X): 

( ) ( ) ( )XPosiXPossXBound RERERE −=        (4) 

 
Definition: 
Rough set is the X subset of the universe U, which is defined by the upper and lower approximation (PossRE(X), 
PossiRE(X)) and for which the following applies: 

( ) ∅=XBound RE .          (5) 

 
The practical meaning of this definition lies in the fact that each pixel of orthophoto must reasonably be classified into 
some area (there are not unclassified pixels). Using rough set, we can define the approximate accuracy αRE(X) with 
which found approximation represents the selected set of X: 

( ) ( )( )
( )( )XPosscard

XPosicard
X

RE

RE
RE =α          (6) 

In our case, the approximation in equation (6) is a measure of the quality of classification, i.e. to what extent the 
approximation corresponds the classification of the given pixel into relevant class. This accuracy is mainly affected by 
the following factors: 

• the quality of input data (orthophoto in our case) 
• the chosen method of automatic classification 
• the quality of the training set (in terms of supervised classification) 
• the refined additional operations (filtering, checking, etc.). 

These factors will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Input datasets of the project were stored in the data warehouse on server and they include: 
• orthophoto images of the Czech Republic - rasters at the resolution of 25 cm/pixel 
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• the route of gas line - vectors in DGN format 
• the route of axis of selected types of communications from the ZABAGED - vectors in SHP format 
• the boundary of territory according to the administrative division of the state - vectors in SHP format. 

These input datasets had territorial coverage with the total area of 64,350 km2. 
 

The overall classification process is shown in the block diagram in Figure 1. In the context of preprocessing, datasets 
are copied from the data warehouse into the project template, which is divided by the territorial principle in the range of 
municipalities with extended competence (ORP). The selecting and copying data is automated using a software module 
created for this purpose in the scripting language Python v. 2.6 with support of ESRI geo-libraries. The control file is a 
local identification register of the CR. Self classification was carried out in ArcGIS v. 10.0. There was elected 
supervised classification method of Maximum Likelihood (MLC). Input datasets of ortofoto showed significant color 
differences, and therefore it was necessary to divide the modeled area into 20 regions with relatively homogeneous 
coloring. The categorization was done according to map layout of the CR in 1: 50 000. Separate classification key was 
created for each area, so better classification results on average up to 80 % was achieved. 
 

  
Fig. 1. The block diagram of classification 

Further refinement of results took place in the supplementary operations (filtering, checking, etc.) - see previous 
chapter. The block scheme is in Figure 2. There was used the subset of communications from datasets of the 
ZABAGED to filter results of MLC classifier. This procedure extended classes of Group II to Group III (see Chap. 1), 
i.e. the extending about the classes of main roads, local roads and paths. A significant benefit of filtration was backward 
refinement of classes of Group II, i.e. the surface of the type of asphalt, because main and local roads consist just of this 
surface. The authors demonstrated [27] that a further increase in the number of datasets for filtering leads to an 
enormous increase in the complexity and time demands of the whole process, which is not effective with respect to 
enhance the quality of results. Therefore, only dataset of the ZABAGED (communications) was used for filtering and 
other slight refinement of classification results have been achieved to a final visual inspection with following manual 
editing in ArcGIS environment. The proportion of manual and automated processes was in the ratio of 53 %: 47 % [27]. 

 
 

Fig. 2. The individual degrees of the refinement of orthophoto classification 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Project implementation was done on PCs Integra 7025 (parameters: Intel Core i5, 3.8 GHz, 16 GB RAM, NVIDIA 
GTX650, 2 GB, HD of SDD type and VelociRaptor), which were interconnected to the computer network. The extent 
of the project was in the territorial dimension of the 64,350 km2. The preview of the final output of classified gas lines 
into 10 classes is in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. The preview of the final output of classified gas lines 

The evaluation of the success of classification and its improvements was made for these outputs of classification: 
1. output from MLC classifier in ArcGIS 
2. output from MLC classifier + additional filtering by dataset of the ZABAGED 
3. output from MLC classifier + filtering by dataset of the ZABAGED + manual editing in ArcGIS. 

 
The results are shown in Table 1. The indicators of classified surfaces were monitored for paved, unpaved surface and 
shadow. The reference indicator were values of the most accurate (final) classification of type 3 (MLC classifier + 
filtering through the ZABAGED + manual editing). The percentages of the error rate from the reference value were 
evaluated for the partial types of output 1 and output 2. This error rate is related to the reference output of type 3. The 
effectiveness of introduction of the ZABAGED filter can be seen from Table 1, when results of output 2 was improved 
on average by 25,4 % for the paved surface and 21,0 % for unpaved surface against the results of output 1 (no filtering, 
only the MLC classifier). Only about 1 % of the errors were removed from output 2 by manual editing. Shadow is an 
undifferentiated category in terms of determining the terrain surface. Table 1 presents the standard deviations evaluated 
from 188 areas of ORP and there are also introduced maximum values of errors in the data analysis. 
 

 Error rate of output 1 (MLC) [%] Error rate of output 2 (MLC + filter) [%] 

Classification 

category 
Paved surface 

Unpaved 

surface 
Shadow Paved surface 

Unpaved 

surface 
Shadow 

Average 25,4 21,0 4,5 1,1 0,7 0,4 

Standard deviation 9,3 8,7 2,6 2,4 2,3 0,5 

Maximum 48,5 45,3 15,9 10,8 10,5 3,4 
 

Tab. 1. The error rate of output 1 and output 2 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The aim of the project was to classify the terrain surface in areas of storage of gas facilities. The supervised 
classification by the method of Maximum Likelihood was elected in the ArcGIS system. Because the results of this 
classification would be insufficient due to requirement for higher reliability, the refinement was carried out by filtration 
through other input vector dataset of the ZABAGED. The results showed that only one additional dataset for filtering of 
sub-results suffices for the effective achievement of the required quality classification for the given purpose and this 
layer refines results of the automated process. Subsequent visual inspection associated with editing then slightly 
improves the result of classification so that the absolute error rate of the fact, that is represented by the image 
orthophoto, does not exceed 2-3%. 

The results are documented in the final report [27] and can be characterized by the following basic characteristics: 
• data analysis shows very high explanatory ability in terms of a low error rate 
• technology of data analysis enables repeatability without the human factor 
• technology is characterized by speed of obtaining results of data analysis 
• effectiveness of reprocessing is recommended after updating of key source datasets such as orthophoto 

(approx 2-3 years) or at the opportunity a larger number of changes in the territory above value of the 
absolute error rate of the data analysis (i.e. 2-3%) 

• technology of data analysis has qualitative potential of further refinement of data analysis with 
possibilities of future use of new, qualitatively higher, source datasets. 

The process described in this paper has general character and it can be used for classification of the surface above 
utilities such as water supply, sewerage, electric power distribution, etc. 
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Abstract 
The practicable solution to the problem of degradation of mountainous pastures/hayfields provoked by unplanned and 
unregulated use of farmlands is considered in the article. With the view of developing animal husbandry and managing 
pastures/hayfields, in 2011-2012 the Government of the Republic of Armenia under support of the World Bank 
implemented a Farm Resources Management and Competitiveness Program. The goal of the Program is ceasing a 
trend to overgrazing and degradation of close-to-village sites, using remote pastures/hayfields in the best effective 
manner, improving feed production and animal feeding networks, and promoting a growth in animal feed production 
volumes. To achieve that, the following works were planned and implemented successfully in 23 rural communities of 6 
marzes of the RA, which was done by 3 stages. For the 23 communities series of cartographic layers was produced and 
a relevant database was compiled and mapped. 

INTRODUCTION 

The territory of the Republic of Armenia (RA) occupies an area 29.8 sq. km, the major part of which - 2077 hectares - 
falls on farmlands located at a height 400-3200m a.s.l Such a variation in altitude complicates development of territories 
especially in the case they have an extensive character stemmed from the Soviet era: land plough-up on sites lying at a 
very steep angle of decline - >20 grade, unregulated grazing and so on.   A long-term, unplanned and unregulated use of 
farmlands entailed intense washout of upper soil horizon, which subsequently provoked intense development of erosion 
and degradation of lands [1,4]. A practicable solution to this problem is a scientifically and methodically grounded 
assessment of ecological state of farmlands and economically 'competent' planning and management of agricultural 
resources.  

With the view of developing animal husbandry and managing pastures/hayfields, in 2011-2012 the Government of the 
Republic of Armenia under support of the World Bank implemented a Farm Resources Management and 
Competitiveness Program. The goal of the Program is ceasing a trend to overgrazing and degradation of close-to-village 
sites, using remote pastures/hayfields in the best effective manner, improving feed production and animal feeding 
networks, and promoting a growth in animal feed production volumes. 

METHOD AND MATERIALS 

Implementation of tasks  and ongoing studies planned in the frame of this program, are supported by a series of  
published scientific and methodical sources devoted to physical and geographical conditions and landscape belts  of 
Armenia’s territories [3]: The pasture sites were selected and mapped employing morphological and morphometric 
methods [2], Whereas assessment of ecological status (total stoniness and degradation level) was done through field 
measurements and analysis and interpretation of satellite images in cameral conditions.  



The following works were planned and implemented successfully in 23 rural communities of 6 marzes of the RA, which 
was done by 3 stages. In preparatory stage through collation between maps and satellite images visual signatures of 
interpretation of satellite images of separate objects (cliffs, rocky river slopes, etc.) were developed, which in chamber 
conditions would help calculate and exclude idle, vegetation
observations and tests the overall state of natural pastures and the level of degradation was assessed.  In final stage for 
the 23 communities series of cartographic lay
infrastructure,  data on land use and soil types in the noted communities were processed, a relevant database was 
compiled and mapped. Finally, with a view of assessing the usable area 
occupied by objects found on separate pastures (stone contents, stone fields, rocks, rocky
calculated. The latter underpinned the assessment of ecological status of all the grazing s

Prior to mapping the communities and implementation of grassland productivity  studies and assessment works there, a 
series of   meeting had been held with the 
experts of Pasture Users Union (Figure. 1).  The meetings included discussions concentrated on numerous 
organizational pasture management and livestock farming issues. In particular, from local self
information was collected regarding major directions of 
small horned cattle,   composition of herds and flocks,  feed demand, volumes of produced, stocked and purchased feed, 
duration of grazing  and stall feeding periods. Cadastre data were coll
dimensions and limits of pasture sites and usable and unusable plots within their bounds (structures, stony sites, pastures 
which are not used as posing a threat) modern infrastructures (gas pipes, irrigation po
were specified and  schematic maps  produced.  

The research was implemented employing traditional and up
informational and remote sensing methods. Data support consisted 
(landscape, geomorphologic etc.), satellite images (SPOT, QuickBird, Terra Modis, GeoEye  etc.), scientific archival 
literature and reports. The databases were created and developed in the environment AutoCAD 2

 

Fig. 1Meetings and discussions with experts and representatives of local self

DISCUSSIONS 

In the result series of cartographic layers was produced and a relevant database was compiled and mapped for the 23 
communities of 6 administrative districts (marzes). The discussion of the results obtained will be considered by Harzhis 
rural community. 

Community of Harzhis  

Community of Harzhis has a population of 831 people and 175 home farms. The community lies on the Syunik
volcanic plateau within the bounds of mountain
landscape belts. It possesses of 5629 ha of different
arable land (Tab. 1). Based on the area of the community  pasture sites and the number of large and small horned cattle 
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The following works were planned and implemented successfully in 23 rural communities of 6 marzes of the RA, which 
ages. In preparatory stage through collation between maps and satellite images visual signatures of 

interpretation of satellite images of separate objects (cliffs, rocky river slopes, etc.) were developed, which in chamber 
nd exclude idle, vegetation- barren and impassable areas from pastures. Based on field 

observations and tests the overall state of natural pastures and the level of degradation was assessed.  In final stage for 
the 23 communities series of cartographic layers was produced that included relief, river-
infrastructure,  data on land use and soil types in the noted communities were processed, a relevant database was 
compiled and mapped. Finally, with a view of assessing the usable area of vegetation cover on the grazing sites, the area 
occupied by objects found on separate pastures (stone contents, stone fields, rocks, rocky
calculated. The latter underpinned the assessment of ecological status of all the grazing sites. 

Prior to mapping the communities and implementation of grassland productivity  studies and assessment works there, a 
series of   meeting had been held with the  PUU community assistant teams,   community leaders, representatives and 

nion (Figure. 1).  The meetings included discussions concentrated on numerous 
organizational pasture management and livestock farming issues. In particular, from local self
information was collected regarding major directions of farm activities, farmland types, a  total population of large and 
small horned cattle,   composition of herds and flocks,  feed demand, volumes of produced, stocked and purchased feed, 
duration of grazing  and stall feeding periods. Cadastre data were collated with available maps, names of pastures, 
dimensions and limits of pasture sites and usable and unusable plots within their bounds (structures, stony sites, pastures 
which are not used as posing a threat) modern infrastructures (gas pipes, irrigation points, high voltage electric wire) 
were specified and  schematic maps  produced.   

The research was implemented employing traditional and up-to-date methods with an emphasis on the latest geo
informational and remote sensing methods. Data support consisted of topographic maps sc.1:10000, thematic maps 
(landscape, geomorphologic etc.), satellite images (SPOT, QuickBird, Terra Modis, GeoEye  etc.), scientific archival 
literature and reports. The databases were created and developed in the environment AutoCAD 2

Meetings and discussions with experts and representatives of local self-governance bodies.

In the result series of cartographic layers was produced and a relevant database was compiled and mapped for the 23 
ies of 6 administrative districts (marzes). The discussion of the results obtained will be considered by Harzhis 

Community of Harzhis has a population of 831 people and 175 home farms. The community lies on the Syunik
volcanic plateau within the bounds of mountain-meadow-steppe, sub-alpine meadow and alpine mountain
landscape belts. It possesses of 5629 ha of different-purpose land, 2218 out of which being pasture sites and 775 ha 

on the area of the community  pasture sites and the number of large and small horned cattle 
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The following works were planned and implemented successfully in 23 rural communities of 6 marzes of the RA, which 
ages. In preparatory stage through collation between maps and satellite images visual signatures of 

interpretation of satellite images of separate objects (cliffs, rocky river slopes, etc.) were developed, which in chamber 
barren and impassable areas from pastures. Based on field 

observations and tests the overall state of natural pastures and the level of degradation was assessed.  In final stage for 
ravine and road networks, 

infrastructure,  data on land use and soil types in the noted communities were processed, a relevant database was 
of vegetation cover on the grazing sites, the area 

occupied by objects found on separate pastures (stone contents, stone fields, rocks, rocky-side ravines etc.) was 
 

Prior to mapping the communities and implementation of grassland productivity  studies and assessment works there, a 
community assistant teams,   community leaders, representatives and 

nion (Figure. 1).  The meetings included discussions concentrated on numerous 
organizational pasture management and livestock farming issues. In particular, from local self-governance bodies 

farm activities, farmland types, a  total population of large and 
small horned cattle,   composition of herds and flocks,  feed demand, volumes of produced, stocked and purchased feed, 

ated with available maps, names of pastures, 
dimensions and limits of pasture sites and usable and unusable plots within their bounds (structures, stony sites, pastures 

ints, high voltage electric wire) 

date methods with an emphasis on the latest geo-
of topographic maps sc.1:10000, thematic maps 

(landscape, geomorphologic etc.), satellite images (SPOT, QuickBird, Terra Modis, GeoEye  etc.), scientific archival 
literature and reports. The databases were created and developed in the environment AutoCAD 2010, ArcGIS 9.2. 

governance bodies. 

In the result series of cartographic layers was produced and a relevant database was compiled and mapped for the 23 
ies of 6 administrative districts (marzes). The discussion of the results obtained will be considered by Harzhis 

Community of Harzhis has a population of 831 people and 175 home farms. The community lies on the Syuniki 
alpine meadow and alpine mountain-meadow 

purpose land, 2218 out of which being pasture sites and 775 ha – 
on the area of the community  pasture sites and the number of large and small horned cattle 
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(738 CH), one may conclude that the share of 1CH - an area of 3.0 ha - meets a standard set by the RA Government 
resolution N0389 as of 2011 “Regulation of pasture and hayfield use” [4]. 

Table  1. Land ownership structure in Harzhis community. 

Farmland types Area/ha 
Allocation according to  type of  ownership, ha    

Private  Community State 
Arable land 1157 897 51 209 

Pasture sites 

Close-to-village 667 
- 540 1678 

Remote 1551 
Close-to-home plots of land 44 44 - - 
Land for other purposes *  2210 - 2210 - 
                                   Total: 5629 941 2801 1887 
 

Physical and geographical specificities of the community 

Harzhis community lies in the following consecutive main and intermediate landscape belts (Figure 2, 3):  

Mountain-meadow-steppe belt. 

The belt is intermediate between mountain-steppe and alpine mountain-meadow belts. The quantity of biomass there 
gradually reduces with a temperature decrease and as a lower section of a successive alpine belt it exhibits a spread of 
sub-alpine grasses. Climatic conditions are characterized by  humid winter, low temperature in summer and even 
distribution of atmospheric precipitation during vegetation period. Atmospheric precipitation varies 650 to 700mm, in 
summer months hail events are more frequent. A frosty period lasts from September to May. A frost-free period lasts 4-
4,5 months. Soils are exclusively diverse and are dominated by varities of  mountain-meadow  black soils. On sharply 
inclined slopes stony accumulations and irregularly – bedrock outcrops in form of cliffs are observable.  

Sub-Alpine meadow belt 

The bounds of this belt are strongly conditional. In contrast to the above described mountain-meadow-steppe belt, 
summer months in sub-alpine meadow belt are cooler and a frosty period starts in August. Atmospheric precipitation 
does not exceed 700mm. The soils are of typical mountain-meadow  swamp-soddy  types,  their thickness often 
overstepping 50-60cm. On some patches soils differ by stone contents. Specific composition of meadow plants is very 
diverse and includes some 120-130 species. 

Alpine mountain-meadow belt. 

 Natural processes there run in conditions of low temperatures and relatively high humidity. Winter period is long (5-
6months) and snowy.  Mean air temperature in winter is-100C, the lowest - -460C. Vegetation period lasts 2-3months. A 
soil formation process runs in conditions of a persistent snow cover. Low temperatures contribute to origination of a 
thick humic layer. The belt is characterized by mountain-meadow cinnamonic soddy soils. The most widespread plant 
species include dandelion, blue-bells, alpine meadow grass, sedge, wormwood, feather grass, clover. A specific feature 
of the landscapes of those belts is that separate cliffs, boulders and vast stone-fields often violate homogenous 
vegetation cover there. Those formations have unique vegetation cover, which composition largely depends on slope 
aspects and micro- 



Figure 2. A schematic map of pasture site positioning in community of Harzhis.

conditions of stony accumulations (presence of fine soils, humidity accumulation conditions, dimensions of cliffs and 
boulders, etc.). 

Like mountain-meadow-steppe belt, in alpine belt
temperatures required for cultivated plants.   Hence, the noted belts are treated in the republic as summer animal camps.   

Ecological characteristic of pasture sites

Within mountain-meadow-steppe belt, we isolated close
tapa, Avazahank, Karvasarai taratsk, Gyoli taratsk, Karablour1,2, Chobantapa1,2. A d
pasture sites is above average 15-18%,  a large share falling also on
Ghashgha tapa, where it makes 7-9%.  Ecological status of the close
sharply inclined slopes with soils degraded in the result of overgrazing and 
respect one should emphasize Dahnai dzor.
pasture degradation is a presence of a sandpit. The ecological status of the pastures is under a substantial impact of 
roads and operating farm machines.     
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matic map of pasture site positioning in community of Harzhis.

conditions of stony accumulations (presence of fine soils, humidity accumulation conditions, dimensions of cliffs and 

alpine belt either no arable farming is developed because of a lack of appropriate 
temperatures required for cultivated plants.   Hence, the noted belts are treated in the republic as summer animal camps.   

Ecological characteristic of pasture sites. Within the bounds of the noted belts, 31 pasture sites were isolated. (Tab.

, we isolated close-to-village pastures sites of  Khootis1,2, Dahnai dzor, Ghashgha 
tapa, Avazahank, Karvasarai taratsk, Gyoli taratsk, Karablour1,2, Chobantapa1,2. A degree of stoniness of the noted  

18%,  a large share falling also on  stone slides, except  pasture sites of Khootis2 and 
9%.  Ecological status of the close-to-village pastures is  poor, th

sharply inclined slopes with soils degraded in the result of overgrazing and permanent movement of animals; in this 
respect one should emphasize Dahnai dzor. The status of Khootis1,2 pasture sites is relatively good. O
pasture degradation is a presence of a sandpit. The ecological status of the pastures is under a substantial impact of 
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conditions of stony accumulations (presence of fine soils, humidity accumulation conditions, dimensions of cliffs and 

arable farming is developed because of a lack of appropriate 
temperatures required for cultivated plants.   Hence, the noted belts are treated in the republic as summer animal camps.    

noted belts, 31 pasture sites were isolated. (Tab. 2) 

village pastures sites of  Khootis1,2, Dahnai dzor, Ghashgha 
egree of stoniness of the noted  

except  pasture sites of Khootis2 and 
village pastures is  poor, there one may observe 

movement of animals; in this 
The status of Khootis1,2 pasture sites is relatively good. One more  cause of 

pasture degradation is a presence of a sandpit. The ecological status of the pastures is under a substantial impact of 
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Table 2 Elements   and other areas found on pasture sites (%) 

№  Name of grazing 
sites 

Stone 
contents 

Cliffy 
ravines, 
rivers 

Earth road Buildings, 
structures 

Lakes, 
ponds 

Trees, 
bushes 

Area 
covered 

with 
vegetation 

Total 
area of a 
pasture 
site, ha 

1 Khootis1 12,00      88,00 94,06 

2 Khootis 2 7,00      93,00 66,19 

3  Ghashgha tapa 9,00  0,47   7,00 83,53 32,02 

4  Dahnai dzor 15,00 0,94     84,06 38,14 

5 Avazahank 12,00      88,00 63,88 

6  Karvasarai taratsk 17,00 0,23     82,77 88,49 

7  Gyoli taratsk 10,00 0,28   1,00  88,72 71,22 

8 Karablour1 18,00      82,00 54,67 

9 Karablour 2 13,00      87,00 31,14 

10 Chobantapa1 16,00      84,00 57,33 

11 Chobantapa 2 18,00 0,29     81,71 69,44 

12 Shinuhayri koghm1 15,00      85,00 79,89 

13 
Shinuhayri koghm 
2 20,00 0,51  0,26   79,23 78,25 

14 
Shinuhayri koghm 
3 16,00 0,50     83,50 80,46 

15 
Shinuhayri koghm 
4 19,00      81,00 65,97 

16 Kemin dzor 1 17,00  0,38    82,62 78,85 

17 Kemin dzor 2 19,00      81,00 127,30 

18 Kemin dzor 3 24,00 0,44     75,56 90,66 

19 Kemin dzor 4 25,00 0,21 0,31    74,48 95,29 
20 Urooti koghm1 16,00 0,74 0,48    82,77 53,84 

21 Urooti koghm 2 16,00 0,13     83,87 78,59 
22 Urooti koghm 3 18,00 0,54 0,41    81,05 73,46 
23 Urooti koghm 4 19,00 0,25     80,75 80,40 
24 Urooti koghm 5 24,00      76,00 81,55 
25 Banjaroot1 16,00 0,23 0,70    83,07 85,78 
26 Banjaroot 2 16,00 0,27     83,73 72,88 

27 Banjaroot 3 15,00 0,43  0,11   84,46 92,24 

28 Hartasheni koghm 1 20,00   0,39   79,61 50,90 

29 Hartasheni koghm 2 17,00  0,54 0,07 0,30  82,10 72,78 

30 Hartasheni koghm 3 19,00  1,71    79,29 35,07 

31 Hartasheni koghm 4 24,00      76,00 89,95 
 

Within sub-alpine meadow belt we isolated pasture sites of Kemin dzor1,2. Shinuhayri koghm 1,2,3,4, Urooti 
koghm1,2,3,4,5. A degree of stoniness is high, the sites comprise vast stone-fields. On inclined slopes, one may identify 
soil erosion risks. In contrast to close-to-village pastures, ecological status of the noted pastures is relatively good.   

Within alpine mountain-meadow belt, Kemin dzor 3,4. Banjaroot 1,2,3, Hartasheni koghm1,2,3,4 pasture sites were 
isolated. A degree of stoniness of pastures located within the noted belt reaches 25%, a large share falls on steep slopes 
that are a prerequisite for triggering a soil erosion process. Ecological status of the remote pastures is good, soil 
degradation risks are low due to under-grazing.    

 



Figure 3 A rotation grazing network for a rural community of Harzhis.
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 CONCLUSION 

• In pastures sites the observed erosion risks are associated with steep deep canyons and steep slopes 
• The main reasons for the degradation of pastures are continuous movement of livestock overgrazing and the presence 
of the road network,  
• The created databases of pastures will provide an opportunity to effectively manage heavily grazed pastures of the 
community, increase their productivity and to improve the ecological status. 
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Abstract 
Within hours of an event state personnel must conduct a Preliminary Disaster Assessment (PDA) estimating the amount 
of damage to justify a Presidential Disaster Declaration. This paper describes a project supported by the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for developing a mobile application to collect geospatial information using 
either connected or disconnected modes, and ingesting pre- and post-disaster imagery as a guide for field personnel.  In 
this research we worked with the state of Louisiana emergency management parish directors supporting PDA estimates 
and DHS staff in a 1) data needs assessment and 2) concept and implementation solution development for this mobile 
geographic solution. A mobile geospatial application for iOS/Android devices was developed for recording, 
transmitting, and visualizing field collected, geospatial, and remote sensing imagery on mobile-held devices (i.e. cell 
phone and tablets). The entire software solution was developed with open-source and custom code and will be 
distributed freely. 

CONTEXT 

Disasters are considered recurring events and thus, in research, the concept of a hazard cycle is used to describe the 
sequential phases of the hazard cycle. The common phases described are event, response, recovery, planning/mitigation, 
warning – followed by another event. The response phase of the hazard cycle is the shortest phase (e.g. 3-days) and 
considered one of the most chaotic yet most important. During this short phase an assessment of the damage, its spatial 
extent, resources needed (drinkable water, food, clothing, shelter), and injured/dead is made. 

An ongoing need during the disaster response and recovery phases of the hazard cycle is to allow field personnel to 
collect geospatial information and immediately send (or quickly synchronize) the collected data to a command center. 
Clarke has enumerated much of the issues in a research agenda with using mobile apps (Clarke, 2004). Such data 
collection often takes places using tablets or cell phones with a ‘backdrop’ of other geospatial information, such as 
transportation infrastructure or aerial/satellite imagery (NOAA, 2001; DeCapua, 2007; Hodgson et al., 2013). 

Numerous ‘apps’ for these applications for iOS or Android devices are available in the online distribution portals, such 
as Google Play or ITunes (American Red Cross, 2014). The major GIS vendors (e.g., ESRI) have also developed ‘free’ 
apps (e.g., ArcGIS app) that can be used to collect geospatial information. However, such apps are rarely ‘free’ but 
involve the acceptance of product advertisements, usage fees (e.g. subscription service for storing data online), or even 
high-end server installations. Most importantly, such apps may not be used in a disconnected mode (i.e. when the 
cellular connection or Wi-Fi connection is unavailable). Furthermore, data collected by local, state, or federal response 
teams is normally confidential. The collection, editing, and even visibility of the data must be restricted to authorized 
users, necessitating a carefully orchestrated system of user management with defined roles. 



This project reports on an app that meets the user requirements as defined by the United States Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) and the State of Louisiana parishes
conducted using the agile programming paradigm and involved numerous parishes in Louisiana and tests in the United 
States and Europe. The users for the application were a critical part of the design pha
feedback on each step in the agile development process. The unique aspects of this project include the online/offline 
synchronization requirement, the pre- and post
solution for a mobile geographic data collection application with imagery support faced considerable technical and 
adoption challenges. 

We are also painfully aware that any new technology ‘solution’ would not be used during the next disaster unless the 
stakeholder community had already adopted and trained with the solution. Our approach to this problem was to work 
directly with state and parish officials in Louisiana at several levels to help define/refine their requirements, customize a
solution, and train the administrators and final users with the technology solution.

ITERATIVE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT PROCES

The best approximation of the software development cycle for this project would be the agile development approach 
(Beck et al., 2001). The classic waterfall design (Bell and Thayer, 1976) has been criticized for many reasons but is 
clearly not appropriate for this project as 1) the requirements were loosely defined and 2) software technology changed 
during the project. The requirements for the mobi
software development/implementation.  The needs of the clients/stakeholders both became more defined and evolved 
during development. In fact, the telecoms and group meetings enabled the 
collectively discuss the requirements and context for implementation. These meetings forced the stakeholders to reach a 
consensus on the issues, the requirements, the implementation solutions, and the authorities. The 
conducted at the Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness (GOHSEP) in Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana where both a focus group and some training took place (Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. Focus group and training of Parish dir

Thus, we used an agile software design model to work with the stakeholders as the most important part of the project. 
The agile design allowed us to completely abandon one software solution (i.e. a custom ESRI iOS solution) becau
1) the stringent online database/server requirement and 2) the delays in the ESRI offline GIS mobile application. Our 
agile development cycle was composed of the following steps:

1. Initial set of requirements from Focus Group of Louisiana staff on Publ
2. Scoping of technology (server-
3. Scoping of business models (i.e. software licensing, cloud
4. Mobile device support requirements
5. Integration of existing and near
6. Approaches to deploy software on mobile devices
7. Prototypes (ESRI and open-source)
8. In-house testing 
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This project reports on an app that meets the user requirements as defined by the United States Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) and the State of Louisiana parishes. The design, implementation, and testing phases were 
conducted using the agile programming paradigm and involved numerous parishes in Louisiana and tests in the United 
States and Europe. The users for the application were a critical part of the design phase and provided important 
feedback on each step in the agile development process. The unique aspects of this project include the online/offline 

and post- imagery requirement, and the low-cost implementation strategy. T
solution for a mobile geographic data collection application with imagery support faced considerable technical and 

We are also painfully aware that any new technology ‘solution’ would not be used during the next disaster unless the 
stakeholder community had already adopted and trained with the solution. Our approach to this problem was to work 
directly with state and parish officials in Louisiana at several levels to help define/refine their requirements, customize a

ain the administrators and final users with the technology solution. 

N DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

The best approximation of the software development cycle for this project would be the agile development approach 
c waterfall design (Bell and Thayer, 1976) has been criticized for many reasons but is 

clearly not appropriate for this project as 1) the requirements were loosely defined and 2) software technology changed 
during the project. The requirements for the mobile application could not be rigorously defined prior to beginning the 
software development/implementation.  The needs of the clients/stakeholders both became more defined and evolved 
during development. In fact, the telecoms and group meetings enabled the stakeholders to assemble together and 
collectively discuss the requirements and context for implementation. These meetings forced the stakeholders to reach a 
consensus on the issues, the requirements, the implementation solutions, and the authorities. The 
conducted at the Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness (GOHSEP) in Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana where both a focus group and some training took place (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Focus group and training of Parish directors (left) and (right).

Thus, we used an agile software design model to work with the stakeholders as the most important part of the project. 
The agile design allowed us to completely abandon one software solution (i.e. a custom ESRI iOS solution) becau
1) the stringent online database/server requirement and 2) the delays in the ESRI offline GIS mobile application. Our 
agile development cycle was composed of the following steps: 

Initial set of requirements from Focus Group of Louisiana staff on Public Disaster Assistance (PDA) needs
-side, mobile-side) availability 

Scoping of business models (i.e. software licensing, cloud-server costs, local-server possibilities)
Mobile device support requirements 

and near-real time imagery 
Approaches to deploy software on mobile devices 

source) 

b) 
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cost implementation strategy. The 

solution for a mobile geographic data collection application with imagery support faced considerable technical and 

We are also painfully aware that any new technology ‘solution’ would not be used during the next disaster unless the 
stakeholder community had already adopted and trained with the solution. Our approach to this problem was to work 
directly with state and parish officials in Louisiana at several levels to help define/refine their requirements, customize a 

The best approximation of the software development cycle for this project would be the agile development approach 
c waterfall design (Bell and Thayer, 1976) has been criticized for many reasons but is 

clearly not appropriate for this project as 1) the requirements were loosely defined and 2) software technology changed 
le application could not be rigorously defined prior to beginning the 

software development/implementation.  The needs of the clients/stakeholders both became more defined and evolved 
stakeholders to assemble together and 

collectively discuss the requirements and context for implementation. These meetings forced the stakeholders to reach a 
consensus on the issues, the requirements, the implementation solutions, and the authorities. The final meeting was 
conducted at the Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness (GOHSEP) in Baton Rouge, 

 

ectors (left) and (right). 

Thus, we used an agile software design model to work with the stakeholders as the most important part of the project. 
The agile design allowed us to completely abandon one software solution (i.e. a custom ESRI iOS solution) because of 
1) the stringent online database/server requirement and 2) the delays in the ESRI offline GIS mobile application. Our 

ic Disaster Assistance (PDA) needs 

server possibilities) 



9. Local user testing 
10. International user testing 
11. Revisit requirements and implementation strategies

 
We held two focus group meetings with Louisiana staff and numerous internal/DHS meetings. Some key requirements 
became apparent after the first two focus group meetings:
 

Geospatial Location and Attributes. 
location (e.g. GPS) or pointing to an on screen map or image. The application must have access to near
imagery. 
 
Online and Offline Capabilities. During a large scale disaster event the network connections (e.g. cellular or Wi
Fi) are often unavailable. Furthermore, in the state of Louisiana, large rural areas had neither type of connectivity. 
The application had to address this issue.
 
Management of Users. The use of the mobile data collection required a level of security that restricted data 
collection to authorized users. Furthermore, the set of authorized users should have different roles based on their 
collection/editing/proofing responsibilities and their geographic area of influence. The main project administrator 
must also have methods for assigning user roles.
 
Evolution of Software Application
and were envisioned as continuing to evolve, that would have required constant redeployment of the solution 
through the two main mobile device operating system portals Google Play and ITunes. The development of new 
versions of the software in Objective C and Java for two operating systems would have been laborious and time 
consuming. Our solution quickly evolved from device
could be updated once and immediately made available to users from a server

IMPLEMENTATION DESIGN 

The implementation of the mobile application requires both server
both sides, and a protocol for communication between the mobile device and server. During the design process the user 
community explicitly guided us to change the implementation plans from commercial software (e.g. SQL
ArcGIS Online, ArcGIS for Mobile app) to open source software. The redirection was for two primary reasons: 1) the 
cost associated with a commercial solution itself with the uncertainty of future licensing/subscription fees and 2) the 
lack of suitable commercial solution for off
following technologies for an implementation: database (MySQL, IndexedDB), map (Google Maps API), programming 
languages (PHP, HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, an

Figure 2. Screen shot of MIAT home page (left)in landscape mode and MIAT Data Capture app (right) in portrait view 

 
On the server side MySQL 5.0 was used to store all user co
affiliation, email, operating state and county, and role) were stored in a protected table. On the mobile device (client
side) an IndexedDB database within the browser cache was used to store
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Revisit requirements and implementation strategies 

s with Louisiana staff and numerous internal/DHS meetings. Some key requirements 
became apparent after the first two focus group meetings: 

Geospatial Location and Attributes. The mobile application must be able to define positions based on the device 
tion (e.g. GPS) or pointing to an on screen map or image. The application must have access to near

During a large scale disaster event the network connections (e.g. cellular or Wi
le. Furthermore, in the state of Louisiana, large rural areas had neither type of connectivity. 

The application had to address this issue. 

The use of the mobile data collection required a level of security that restricted data 
ion to authorized users. Furthermore, the set of authorized users should have different roles based on their 

collection/editing/proofing responsibilities and their geographic area of influence. The main project administrator 
gning user roles. 

Evolution of Software Application. A number of significant software changes were required during development, 
and were envisioned as continuing to evolve, that would have required constant redeployment of the solution 

n mobile device operating system portals Google Play and ITunes. The development of new 
versions of the software in Objective C and Java for two operating systems would have been laborious and time 
consuming. Our solution quickly evolved from device-based apps into a single web-based app, where the code 
could be updated once and immediately made available to users from a server-side change.

The implementation of the mobile application requires both server-side and client-side code (Fig
both sides, and a protocol for communication between the mobile device and server. During the design process the user 
community explicitly guided us to change the implementation plans from commercial software (e.g. SQL

cGIS Online, ArcGIS for Mobile app) to open source software. The redirection was for two primary reasons: 1) the 
cost associated with a commercial solution itself with the uncertainty of future licensing/subscription fees and 2) the 

cial solution for off-line use. The guidance from the user community resulted in the use of the 
following technologies for an implementation: database (MySQL, IndexedDB), map (Google Maps API), programming 
languages (PHP, HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, and jQuery Mobile), and communication (Ajax, JSON).

Figure 2. Screen shot of MIAT home page (left)in landscape mode and MIAT Data Capture app (right) in portrait view 
(both running on 8” Tablet). 

On the server side MySQL 5.0 was used to store all user collected data. Additionally, the user characteristics (e.g. name, 
affiliation, email, operating state and county, and role) were stored in a protected table. On the mobile device (client
side) an IndexedDB database within the browser cache was used to store user collected data for offline use. Pre
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tion (e.g. GPS) or pointing to an on screen map or image. The application must have access to near-real time 

During a large scale disaster event the network connections (e.g. cellular or Wi-
le. Furthermore, in the state of Louisiana, large rural areas had neither type of connectivity. 

The use of the mobile data collection required a level of security that restricted data 
ion to authorized users. Furthermore, the set of authorized users should have different roles based on their 

collection/editing/proofing responsibilities and their geographic area of influence. The main project administrator 

. A number of significant software changes were required during development, 
and were envisioned as continuing to evolve, that would have required constant redeployment of the solution 

n mobile device operating system portals Google Play and ITunes. The development of new 
versions of the software in Objective C and Java for two operating systems would have been laborious and time 

based app, where the code 
side change. 

side code (Figure 2), a database on 
both sides, and a protocol for communication between the mobile device and server. During the design process the user 
community explicitly guided us to change the implementation plans from commercial software (e.g. SQL-Server, ESRI 

cGIS Online, ArcGIS for Mobile app) to open source software. The redirection was for two primary reasons: 1) the 
cost associated with a commercial solution itself with the uncertainty of future licensing/subscription fees and 2) the 

line use. The guidance from the user community resulted in the use of the 
following technologies for an implementation: database (MySQL, IndexedDB), map (Google Maps API), programming 

d jQuery Mobile), and communication (Ajax, JSON). 

 

Figure 2. Screen shot of MIAT home page (left)in landscape mode and MIAT Data Capture app (right) in portrait view 

llected data. Additionally, the user characteristics (e.g. name, 
affiliation, email, operating state and county, and role) were stored in a protected table. On the mobile device (client-

user collected data for offline use. Pre-event 



and post-event imageries are stored in the file system on the mobile device. Communication between the mobile device 
and server-side utilized the Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technique primarily in 

The management of users and use of different roles required numerous trials and revisits with the stakeholders. After 
several iterations we settled on a hierarchy of user roles (Figure 3). At the highest level, a super
modify all user roles, recover their passwords, and delete users. All other roles beneath the super
limited in scope to one state/county. Role
Data editors could modify any data for the state/region they were assigned; while data creators could collect data but 
only modify data they created. Data viewers could look at any data collected within their state/county but could not 
download or modify the data. After the initial registration a member waits to be assigned a role by the role administrator 
before accessing the mobile app. 

 

Figure 3. User role administration (left) and user registration (right).

We tested and implemented server-side functionality using bo
Studio allowed for a simple implementation user of authentication with a login/password protocol and database hashing 
of passwords; however, because the code on the server
opted for a PHP/JavaScript solution. 

Workflow 

Users were required to register, be assigned to a role, and collect data in the field (Figure 4). The data collected, which 
appeared as points on the onscreen map, included 
residences) damaged by the event (using the device’s GPS or by directly selecting a location on an onscreen map) and 
the fields in a structured disaster assistance form required by state
was collected and photos/videos shot in the field. The interactive map in the application allowed user to see his/her 
location, previously collected points and photographs, and review the data collected. 
restricted based on user criteria. After points were collected the data could be reviewed on desktop or mobile devices 
(Figure 5). Finally, the data could be exported in several forms for consumption in other application
spreadsheets, or a shapefile). 
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event imageries are stored in the file system on the mobile device. Communication between the mobile device 
side utilized the Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technique primarily in 

The management of users and use of different roles required numerous trials and revisits with the stakeholders. After 
several iterations we settled on a hierarchy of user roles (Figure 3). At the highest level, a super

fy all user roles, recover their passwords, and delete users. All other roles beneath the super
limited in scope to one state/county. Role-administrators could set the roles for users associated with their state/county. 

d modify any data for the state/region they were assigned; while data creators could collect data but 
only modify data they created. Data viewers could look at any data collected within their state/county but could not 

e initial registration a member waits to be assigned a role by the role administrator 

 

Figure 3. User role administration (left) and user registration (right).

side functionality using both Visual Studio and C# and subsequently in PHP. Visual 
Studio allowed for a simple implementation user of authentication with a login/password protocol and database hashing 
of passwords; however, because the code on the server-side and client-side both can utilize a login

Users were required to register, be assigned to a role, and collect data in the field (Figure 4). The data collected, which 
appeared as points on the onscreen map, included both the geographic location of the property (e.g., public buildings, 
residences) damaged by the event (using the device’s GPS or by directly selecting a location on an onscreen map) and 
the fields in a structured disaster assistance form required by state/federal agencies, plus the timestamp when the data 
was collected and photos/videos shot in the field. The interactive map in the application allowed user to see his/her 
location, previously collected points and photographs, and review the data collected. The display of points could also be 
restricted based on user criteria. After points were collected the data could be reviewed on desktop or mobile devices 
(Figure 5). Finally, the data could be exported in several forms for consumption in other application
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event imageries are stored in the file system on the mobile device. Communication between the mobile device 
side utilized the Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technique primarily in JSON format. 

The management of users and use of different roles required numerous trials and revisits with the stakeholders. After 
several iterations we settled on a hierarchy of user roles (Figure 3). At the highest level, a super-administrator could 

fy all user roles, recover their passwords, and delete users. All other roles beneath the super-administrator were 
administrators could set the roles for users associated with their state/county. 

d modify any data for the state/region they were assigned; while data creators could collect data but 
only modify data they created. Data viewers could look at any data collected within their state/county but could not 

e initial registration a member waits to be assigned a role by the role administrator 

Figure 3. User role administration (left) and user registration (right). 

th Visual Studio and C# and subsequently in PHP. Visual 
Studio allowed for a simple implementation user of authentication with a login/password protocol and database hashing 

n utilize a login-authentication, we 

Users were required to register, be assigned to a role, and collect data in the field (Figure 4). The data collected, which 
both the geographic location of the property (e.g., public buildings, 

residences) damaged by the event (using the device’s GPS or by directly selecting a location on an onscreen map) and 
/federal agencies, plus the timestamp when the data 

was collected and photos/videos shot in the field. The interactive map in the application allowed user to see his/her 
The display of points could also be 

restricted based on user criteria. After points were collected the data could be reviewed on desktop or mobile devices 
(Figure 5). Finally, the data could be exported in several forms for consumption in other applications (e.g. databases, 



Figure 4. MIAT Mobile app Data Capture running on a tablet with observer location (red X), previously captured 
points (red !), concentration of points (blue circle with number of points), and collected i

Figure 5. Example data review page for proofing points already collected.
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Figure 4. MIAT Mobile app Data Capture running on a tablet with observer location (red X), previously captured 
points (red !), concentration of points (blue circle with number of points), and collected in-situ photo for one location.

 

Figure 5. Example data review page for proofing points already collected.
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Figure 4. MIAT Mobile app Data Capture running on a tablet with observer location (red X), previously captured 
situ photo for one location. 

 
Figure 5. Example data review page for proofing points already collected. 
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Device and Browser Independence 

The MIAT app is designed for cross-platform use and the app has been test to run fluently on many devices, browsers, 
and operating systems: iOS 6 and 7 (iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch), Android 4.2 (smartphones and tables), Window 
Vista and Windows 7 (laptops and desktops). Compatible browsers based on our tests include but are not limited to 
Internet Explorer 10, Google Chrome, Firefox and Safari. 

An important requirement was the ability to use iOS and Android mobile tablets and phones and most browsers. We 
included checks for early versions of Internet Explorer and are not supporting versions earlier than IE9. Because tablets 
and phones, in particular, may be oriented either landscape or in portrait mode we designed an autonomous menu 
system that adapted to the device display resolution and orientation. 

National/International Testing 

We tested the use of the MIAT application in several places in the United States and in two European countries (Austria 
and Italy). Since the application was designed for U.S. states and counties (or county equivalents) we added 
international countries as ‘states’ and their immediate subdivision as ‘counties’. 

Testing in United States 

All versions (initial concepts through alpha/beta/Version 1.0) were exhaustively tested in multiple states (District of 
Columbia, South Carolina, Louisiana, and Mississippi) in the U.S. Example imagery for offline use was created for 
Richland County, South Carolina, so most off-line testing was conducted for this region. Both online and offline testing 
with various cellular service providers (e.g. AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile) and Wi-Fi connections allowed thorough 
testing of connectivity and bandwidth issues. We also tested numerous platforms (desktop, laptop, tablet, and cell 
phones) using various operating systems (Windows, Android, iOS and Mac OS) and browsers (Internet Explorer, 
Safari, Chrome, Firefox). 

Testing in Austria 

The online version of MIAT was tested on an Apple Iphone (iPhone 5) and an Android Samsung Tab 3 8” tablet in 
Austria using various cellular providers (WOWWW!, Bob, Vodaphone, Georg) for connectivity. The online testing 
worked flawlessly in testing in Salzburg, Austria. The offline version suffered some issues with one service provider 
while at the base of the Hohensalzburg Fortress. 

Testing in Italy 

Extensive testing of MIAT in Italy was by an Italian professor whose second language is English. This testing 
opportunity was also by a scientist not initially trained in the use of MIAT but relied on the user documentation and/or 
information on the interface. MIAT was tested in online mode and with a user-defined form using a Samsung Galaxy 3 
cell phone. Testing in this international context was extremely helpful and identified both serious issues as well as 
issues that were simply overlooked by the users and developers that were ‘too’ familiar with the application (Table 1). 
Documentation of issues included graphic examples and textual descriptions. The MIAT team then reviewed the issues 
collectively and decided on resolutions. For example, a new user would quickly loose the workflow as the 
web/application pages either did not have titles or the title naming convention was not consistent. In a few instances the 
lag-time in cellular response necessitated letting the user know certain tools may require additional loading or 
processing time. 

USER MANUAL 

The users of the PDA application are a mixture of many somewhat older staff and younger staff who may ‘learn’ an 
application in different manners (While a differentiation by age may not be the perfect proxy for this learning style, we 
use it in this article as most readers will understand the issue.) Traditional application users will be trained in a 
workshop or be instructed to follow the steps in a user’ manual. Contemporary users of computing applications are 
conditioned to not read user manuals or, at best, to rely on ‘Quick Start’ type guides. For state/federal applications we 
will assume the user’ will be required to attend a short (e.g., 1-hour) training course on the PDA application or 
instructed to follow a user’ manual. We have created users’ manuals (Figure 6) both for the use of the PDA application 
(online and offline version) and for the installation/management of the entire server-side/client-side applications. 
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Table 1. Example List of Important Web Site and Application Issues Identified during Testing 
 

ISSUE RESOLUTION 
“MIAT PDA, Online” and “MIAT Plus, MIAT Online” have 
different HMIs. Why? 

Modify interfaces to be consistent. 

There are no title for pages, so the user can forget if he/she is 
in MIAT PDA or in MIAT Plus. 

Add consistent title to all pages. 

The explanation of MIAT says 
that it provides “two free 
apps” (PDA and USaR). This 
is not evidenced neither in the 
lists of the 4 links “MIAT 
Mobile, MIAT ESRI, Mobile 
GIS Reseach, Related Sites” 
and in the MIAT Mobile 
menu. We need consistency. 

Eliminate the references to the USaR app in this 
project and revise online description. 

The “MIAT Plus, MIAT 
Online” has two buttons 
without label. The user cannot 
understand the meaning of 
those buttons. 

Change text size for button widgets so text shows 
on all devices. 

 
 
 
 



Figure 6. Example portion
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Figure 6. Example portion of the online user’s manual for MIAT-PDA.
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Abstract 
Studying the map projection in which a particular map was made has always been a challenge. This is especially true of 
old maps made several hundred years ago. Even if a graticule is drawn on the map, the map projection is not 
immediately obvious. One such map is the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico, by Josip Ruñer Bošković 
and Charles Maire, dated 1755. Examining the graticule drawn on the map, it is noticeable that the meridians appear 
to be straight lines, while the parallels are curved lines which might be circle arcs. This paper will outline the 
procedure for examining the straightness of lines and curvature of arcs on old maps. For the analysis of the 
straightness of lines and curvature of arcs, the Euclidean distance method is proposed. As an illustration, the proposed 
method will be used to facilitate research on the map projection of Bošković and Maire’s map. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The procedure for determining a map projection includes the following issues: Are the meridians straight or curved 
lines? Are the parallels straight or curved lines? If the parallels are curved, are they concentric circle arcs? How are the 
parallels spaced along the meridians? By observing the graticule on the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato 
Ecclesiastico, we noticed that the meridians could be depicted as straight lines, while the parallels were depicted as 
curved lines resembling circle arcs or parts of a curve. 
 
First, we propose a solution to finding the “best” straight line using the Euclidean distance method. The method is 
applied to test whether meridians on the map form parts of a straight line or a curve. The most common procedure is as 
follows: points T1, T2,…, Tn are represented in a Cartesian planar coordinate system as points with coordinates (x1, y1), 
(x2, y2),…, (xn, yn) and then we look for the straight line y = f(x) = ax + b for which the sum of ordinate difference 
squares 
 

( ) ( )
2 2

1 1

( )
n n

i i i i
i i

f x y ax b y
= =

− = + −∑ ∑  

 
is the least. This leads to a system of two linear equations with two unknowns, which we are able to solve. When 
determining whether a meridian is a straight line, the problem is not finding a correlation, but the “best” straight line for 
a given set of points. Therefore, we can conclude that minimising the sum of ordinate difference squares is not the best 
criterion for finding the straight line. Regardless of the coordinate system chosen, it is always preferable to get the same 
straight line as the “best” straight line. Since the Euclidean distance of a point from a straight line is always the same, 
regardless of the coordinate system, it is a good criterion for finding the best straight line (Petrović et al., 1983, Lapaine, 
Triplat Horvat, 2014). The Euclidean distance is defined as the square root of the sum of the squared differences 
between the given points coordinates (the Pythagorean Theorem applied to coordinate differences). 
 
In the second part of the paper, the Euclidean distance method was applied to propose a solution for the “best” circle 
with the radius ρ . Due to nature of the procedure which will be described in this paper, we defined the accuracy 

estimation of the mathematical base a priori as ±1.0−2.0 mm.  

2. TESTING WHETHER THE MERIDIANS ARE A STRAIGHT LINE ON A MAP 

It is assumed that the meridians on a map are parts of straight lines. We wanted to test whether the meridians on the 
map were in fact straight lines. By applying the Euclidean distance method, we determined whether the meridians were 
parts of straight or curved lines. 
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The problem 
 
For the given n points 1 2, ,..., nT T T  in a plane, a straight line must be found for which the sum of squares of the 

Euclidean distances of given points from the straight line is the least. 
 
The solution 
 
The points with their coordinates 1 1 1 2 2 2( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )n n nT x y T x y T x y  may be shown in any Cartesian coordinate system. 

The square of the Euclidean distance of point ( , )i i iT x y  from the straight line 

 

 0 0x x y y

k l

− −
=  (1) 

is 

 
2

0 02
2 2

( ) ( )i i
i

x x l y y k
d

k l

− − −  =
+

 (2) 

 
It should be noted that (1) is the standard form of the planar straight line equation. In this equation, x  and y  are the 

coordinates of any point on the straight line, 0x  and 0y  are the coordinates of a given point on the straight line, and k  

and l  are the components of the direction vector of the straight line s ki l j= +
r rr

 (see Fig. 1). 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Straight line passing through a given point with coordinates 0 0( , )x y  and the given direction s ki l j= +

r rr
. The 

distance of the point ( , )i i iT x y  from the straight line is id . 

 
The figure shows that 0 0 0( ) ( )T T x x i y y j= − + −

uuur r r
. Vectors 0T T

uuur
 and s

r
 are collinear, thus 0 ( )T T s ki lj= = +

uuur r rr
λ λ  from 

which we get 

0x x k− = λ , 0y y l− = λ , 

 
which is equivalent to (1). The cosine of angle α  between vectors 0iT T

uuuur
 and l i kj−

r r
 which is perpendicular to vector s

r
 

with the direction of the straight line, i.e. which follows the direction of the Euclidean distance of point ( , )i i iT x y  from 

the straight line, can be expressed in two ways: using the triangle in the figure and using the definition of scalar product: 
 

0

0 0

( )
cos i i

i i

d T T li kj

T T T T li kj

−
= =

−

uuuur r r

uuuur uuuur r rα . 

From this, we immediately get 

0 0 0

2 2

( ) ( ) ( )i i i
i

T T li kj x x l y y k
d

li kj l k

− − − −
= =

− +

uuuur r r

r r . 

 
Since each straight line is assigned an infinite number of equations in the form (1) because k  and l  are ambiguous, we 
can arbitrarily set a condition which connects k  and l . From (2) it seems appropriate to choose  
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 2 2 1k l+ =  (3) 
so instead of (2) we have 

 
22

0 0( ) ( )i i id x x l y y k= − − −    (4) 

Therefore, we want the function 

 2
0 0

1

( , , , )
n

i
i

S S k l x y d
=

= =∑  (5) 

 
to acquire the minimum value, according to condition (3). In order to solve this problem, which is known as the 
conditional extreme, we must apply the auxiliary function 

 2 2
0 0 0 0( , , , , ) ( , , , ) ( 1)R R k l x y S k l x y k l= = − + −λ λ  (6) 

 
and look for its extremes. The problem is usually solved by using differential calculus. Now let us demonstrate how we 
can arrive at the same solution by a different route. With a little rearrangement, we can express (6) as 
 

 
22 2

0 0 0 0
1 1

( ) ( )
n n

i i i
i i

S d x x l y y k Ay By C
= =

= = − − − = + +  ∑ ∑ , (7) 

where 
2A nk=  

 0
1 1

2 ( )
n n

i i
i i

B k l x nx k y
= =

 
= − − 

  
∑ ∑ , (8) 

2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1

( 2 ) 2 ( ) ( )
n n n n n

i i i i i i
i i i i i

C l x x x nx kl x y x y k y
= = = = =

= − + − − − + − +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑λ λ λ  

 
If k , l , 0x  and λ  were known, functions A , B  and C  would be constants and 0A > . The graphic depiction of 

function R  would be a parabola with the maximum at the vertex, the abscissa of which, as we know, is  
 

 0 2

B
y

A
= − . (9) 

 
If we take A  and B  from (8) and insert them in (9), regardless of what k , l , 0x  and λ  are, it must be true that 

 

1 1
0 0

n n

i i
i i

y x
l

y x
n k n

= =

 
 
 = − − 
 
 
 

∑ ∑
, i.e. ( )0 0

l
y y x x

k
= − − , 

where we denote 

 1

n

i
i

x

x
n

==

∑
 and  1

n

i
i

y

y
n

==

∑
, (10) 

 
and which can easily be reformulated as  

0 0x x y y

k l

− −
= . 

 
In the last expression, the point with coordinates ( , )x y , i.e. the barycentre of a set of points, is seen to belong to the 

sought straight line. This means that the equation for the straight line can be expressed as  
 

x x y y

k l

− −
=  
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but k and l are still missing for the final solution. So we shall express function S as 
 

 2 2( , ) 2S S k l ak bl dkl= = + + , (11) 

where 

 2 2 2

1 1

( )
n n

i i
i i

a y ny y y
= =

= − = −∑ ∑ ,  

 2 2 2

1 1

( )
n n

i i
i i

b x nx x x
= =

= − = −∑ ∑ , (12) 

1 1

( )( )
n n

i i i i
i i

d nxy x y x x y y
= =

= − = − − −∑ ∑ . 

 
We are looking for k  and l  for which the function ( , )S k l  has the minimum value; however the original condition 

must also be met (3). The conditional extreme can be found by forming a new function 
 

 2 2( , , ) ( , ) ( 1)R k l S k l k l= − + −λ λ , (13) 

 
where λ  is the Lagrange multiplicator. This function can be expressed in a somewhat different form 
 

2 2( , , ) ( ) 2 ( )R k l a k dlk b l= − + + − +λ λ λ λ . 

 
For any fixed l  and λ , it can be understood as a function of variable k . Considering it is a quadratic function, is going 
to get extreme value for 

dl
k

a
= −

− λ
. 

If we now write 
2 2( , , ) ( ) 2 ( )R k l b l dkl a k= − + + − +λ λ λ λ  

 
and for fixed k  and λ  conceive it as a function of variable l , analogously to the previous conclusion, we see that it is 
again a quadratic function which gets the extreme value for 
 

dk
l

b
= −

− λ
. 

Thus, it follows that 
d b

a d

−
=

−

λ

λ
, 

i.e. 

 2( )( )a b d− − =λ λ , (14) 

which is a quadratic equation  

 2 2( ) 0a b ab d− + + − =λ λ , (15) 

which can be solved: 
 

 
2 2 2 2

1,2
( ) 4( ) ( ) 4

2 2

a b a b ab d a b a b d+ ± + − − + ± − +
= =λ , (16) 

 
It should be noted that both solutions are real and positive. If either of the two λ  are now inserted into the system 
 

 ( ) 0a k dl− + =λ , 2 2 1k l+ = , (17) 

 
we will get k  and l : 
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2 2( )

d
k

d a
= ±

+ − λ
 and 

2 2( )

a
l

d a

−
=

+ −
m

λ

λ
. (18) 

 
An astute reader will recognize that all this has been about determining the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors 

of the matrix 
a d

d b

 
 
 

. 

 
At first sight, it seems there are two solutions, two straight lines. However, vectors s

r
 and s−

r
 determine the same 

straight line. Nevertheless, we determined two corresponding values 1λ  and 2λ  which provided two perpendicular 

vectors 1s
r

 and 2s
r

. Let us prove it. 

 
Since the expressions for k  and l  contain the same denominators, it is sufficient to prove that the following vectors are 
mutually perpendicular  

1( )di a j− −
r r

λ  and 2( )di a j− −
r r

λ , 

 
i.e. that their scalar product equals zero: 
 

2
1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( )( )di a j di a j d a a   − − − − = + − − =   

r r r r
λ λ λ λ  

2 2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2( ) ( ) 0d a a d a a b a ab d= − + + + = − + + + − =λ λ λ λ . 

 
Thus we proved there are two perpendicular directions (straight lines) in which function S reaches extreme value. 
Therefore, our example has two stationary points, two local extremes. Which is the minimum, and which the 
maximum? We are going to answer that question as follows. Let us substitute the calculated values for k and l in 
expression (11), use the relation (14) and derive  
 

2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2

( ) ( )
2

( ) ( ) ( )

ad b a d a
S
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− −
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2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2
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λ
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It is clear which of the two λ  is greater, so we can immediately continue 
 

 
2 2

min
( ) 4

2

a b a b d
S

+ − − +
= , and  

2 2

max
( ) 4

2

a b a b d
S

+ + − +
= . (20) 

 
Thus, in order to solve the problem, we need to use the formula for λ  in which −  is taken as the algebraic sign i.e.  

2 2

min
( ) 4

2

a b a b d
S

+ − − +
= =λ  

 
and finish the calculation, i.e. determine corresponding k  and l .  
 
It is not difficult to see that min maxS S=  is true if, and only if, a b=  and 0d = . 

 
2.1. Application of the Euclidean distance method to meridians on the Nuova carta geografica dello 

Stato Ecclesiastico 
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The meridians on the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico by Bošković and Maire, dated 1755, resemble 
straight lines, which is only true for conical and azimuthal projections. We tested whether the depiction of meridians on 
the map were straight lines by applying the Euclidean distance method. For each meridian, we determined the equation 
for the straight line which best fit the set of points whose coordinates were read from meridians on the map.  
 
As an illustration, here is a figure showing the determination of the best fitting straight line for the central meridian on 
the map. The original map consists of three sheets, so these were first joined digitally. The map was then loaded into 
nanoCAD, so that its bottom left corner was aligned with the origin of the workspace coordinate system, and the metre 
was selected as the unit of measurement. Seventeen points at clearly visible locations were selected along the central 
meridian and their values read (Fig. 2). Their coordinates were (xi, yi) (Table 1, columns 2 and 3). 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Fitted straight line on the central meridian on the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico 
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Table 1. Coordinates (xi, yi) and Euclidean distances (di) from points to the fitted straight line 
 

Point 
No. 

xi [m] yi [m] di
2[m2] di [m] 

1 0.32578 1.25009 1.13989E-06 0.00107 

2 0.32573 1.22884 8.63373E-07 0.00093 

3 0.32540 1.17921 1.47363E-07 0.00038 

4 0.32603 0.98262 3.16086E-08 0.00018 

5 0.32626 0.90828 7.79101E-09 0.00009 

6 0.32586 0.85083 3.09525E-07 0.00056 

7 0.32585 0.82795 4.40586E-07 0.00066 

8 0.32606 0.77841 4.36542E-07 0.00066 

9 0.32636 0.69688 5.03886E-07 0.00071 

10 0.32668 0.62320 4.99235E-07 0.00071 

11 0.32723 0.57724 1.24087E-07 0.00035 

12 0.32760 0.46502 2.10789E-07 0.00046 

13 0.32838 0.37427 4.29297E-09 0.00007 

14 0.32863 0.32414 7.28148E-10 0.00003 

15 0.32935 0.22331 6.79569E-08 0.00026 

16 0.32965 0.17359 1.26734E-07 0.00036 

17 0.33060 0.08756 8.79231E-07 0.00094 

∑ 5.56145 11.55142 5.79362E-06 0.00840 

   ∑di/n 0.00049 

 
The average deviation of points from the straight line for the central meridian equals 0.00049 m. The central meridian is 
also the meridian with the greatest average deviation of points from the circle. According to a priori estimation of 
allowed average deviation, it can be concluded that the meridians depicted on the map are parts of the straight line. 
 
3. TESTING WHETHER THE PARALLELS ARE CURVES ON A MAP 
 
It is assumed that the parallels on the map are curves. We need to test whether the parallels are arcs of concentric 
circles. We propose a solution for finding the “best” circle with the radius ρ  using the Euclidean distance method. 

 
The problem 
 
For n given points T1, T2,…, Tn and their common centre S on a plane, we need to find the radius of circle ρ  so that the 

sum of the squares of the Euclidean distances of the given points ( , )i i iT x y , i = 1, 2,…, n from the circle is the least. 

 
The solution 
 
Let us assume there is centre S with coordinates (xS, yS) and n points on the circle (xi, yi), which for some reason deviate 
from the circle to a greater or lesser degree. The radius ρ  of the circle must be found, so that those deviations are as 
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small as possible. For example, using the Euclidean distance method, we need to calculate the smallest value of the 
function 
 

 ( ) ( )
2

2 2

1

n

S i S i
i

x x y y
=

 
∑ = − + − − ρ 

 
∑ . (21) 

 
Let us determine the first derivation of function ∑  and equalize it with zero: 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

=−





 −−+−=
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iSiS yyxx

d

d

1

22 012 ρ
ρ

. (22) 

It follows that, we get 

 ( ) ( )∑
=

−+−=
n

i
iSiS yyxx

n 1

221
ρ . (23) 

 
We can now calculate the deviations of individual points from the circle 
 

 ( ) ( ) ρ−−+−=
22

iSiSi yyxxd , (24) 

for control purposes, this should be 

 0
1

=∑
=

n

i
id , (25) 

 
so that finally we can calculate the average absolute value deviation by applying the expression 
 

 
1

1 n

i
i

d
n =
∑ . (26) 

 
The second derivatives proves this concerns the minimum of function ∑  
 

 02
2

2

>=
∑

n
d

d

ρ
. (27) 

 
3.1. Application of the procedure in determining the radius of parallels on the Nuova carta geografica 

dello Stato Ecclesiastico 

 
In order to determine the radii of parallels on the map, we need to know the centre of concentric circles S(xS, yS) and 
points with coordinates (xi, yi) which are on arcs of circles drawn on the map. As an illustration, here is an example of 
determining the radius of the northernmost parallel on the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico.  
 
Eight points were selected along the northernmost parallel in clearly visible locations and their values read in metres in 
nanoCAD (Fig. 3). The coordinates of these points were (xi, yi) (Table 2, columns 2 and 3). The point with coordinates 
S(0.251, 21.427) was selected as the centre of the circles. 
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Figure 3. Circle fitted to the northernmost parallel on the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico 
 
By applying formula (23) and the values from Table 2, we calculated the radius of the northernmost parallel, which 
equals ρ = 20.1972. Deviations (di) of points from the circle with the radius ρ = 20.1972 were calculated by applying 
expression (24) and shown in column 5 of Table 2. Individual absolute value deviations and the average absolute 
deviation are shown in column 6 of the same table. 

Table 2. Coordinates of points (xi, yi) along the northernmost parallel, parallel radii from those points to centre S, point 
deviations to circle (di) and absolute values of those deviations 

Point 
number 

xi [m] yi [m] ρ i [m] di [m] |di| [m] 

1 0.0143 1.2346 20.1941 −0.0031 0.0031 

2 0.0406 1.2337 20.1947 −0.0025 0.0025 

3 0.1115 1.2318 20.1960 −0.0012 0.0012 

4 0.1833 1.2301 20.1974 0.0002 0.0002 

5 0.2546 1.2294 20.1979 0.0007 0.0007 

6 0.3257 1.2288 20.1986 0.0014 0.0014 

7 0.3510 1.2288 20.1988 0.0015 0.0015 

8 0.6367 1.2307 20.2003 0.0031 0.0031 

  ∑  0.0000 0.0137 

  ∑/n 20.1972  0.0017 

 
The average deviation of points from the circle for the northernmost parallel equals 0.0017 m, i.e. approximately 2 mm. 
The northernmost parallel is also the parallel with the greatest average deviation of points from the circle. 
 
Table 3 includes the radii of all parallels drawn on the map, the differences between those radii and the average values 
of absolute deviations of points from the circle for each parallel. The average of all average deviations equals 0.0010 m. 
According to our a priori estimate of allowed average deviations, it can be concluded that the parallels depicted on the 
map are arcs of concentric circles.  
 
4. DETERMINING THE MAP PROJECTION OF NUOVA CARTA GEOGRAFICA DELLO STATO 

ECCLESIASTICO 
 
The last column in Table 3 shows the distances between the parallels from map data by applying the known formula for 
calculating length 

 ( ) ( )2
1

2
1 iiiii yyxxd −+−= ++ . (28) 

 
Having proved that the meridians on the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico are straight lines, and that the 
parallels are arcs of a concentric circle, it can be concluded that the map was produced in an azimuthal or conical map 
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projection. Meridians in the projection intersect under the angle of 13', while the map reads that they close an angle of 
20' on the sphere. Therefore, we conclude the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico was produced in some 
kind of conical projection. The procedure for determining the angle at which the meridians intersect has been described 
in detail in the dissertation by Triplat Horvat (2014). 
 
Table 3. Radii of parallels and differences between them 
 

Parallel 
number Parallel latitude (ϕϕϕϕi) ρ i [m] Difference ∑∑∑∑|di|/n [m] 

Difference 
according to (28) 

[m] 
1 45°00’ 20.1972  0.0017  

2 44°50’ 20.2473 0.0501 0.0013 0.0501 

3 44°40’ 20.2970 0.0497 0.0009 0.0497 

4 44°30’ 20.3466 0.0497 0.0013 0.0495 

5 44°20’ 20.3964 0.0497 0.0013 0.0495 

6 44°10’ 20.4468 0.0504 0.0012 0.0506 

7 44°00’ 20.4979 0.0511 0.0010 0.0506 

8 43°50’ 20.5481 0.0501 0.0011 0.0501 

9 43°40’ 20.5995 0.0514 0.0008 0.0517 

10 43°30’ 20.6498 0.0503 0.0010 0.0500 

11 43°20’ 20.7005 0.0507 0.0009 0.0508 

12 43°10’ 20.7505 0.0500 0.0011 0.0500 

13 43°00’ 20.8008 0.0503 0.0010 0.0502 

14 42°50’ 20.8515 0.0507 0.0010 0.0508 

15 42°40’ 20.9017 0.0502 0.0012 0.0505 

16 42°30’ 20.9520 0.0503 0.0008 0.0506 

17 42°20’ 21.0028 0.0508 0.0007 0.0514 

18 42°10’ 21.0531 0.0503 0.0005 0.0500 

19 42°00’ 21.1031 0.0499 0.0007 0.0498 

20 41°50’ 21.1537 0.0506 0.0007 0.0505 

21 41°40’ 21.2040 0.0503 0.0008 0.0502 

22 41°30’ 21.2539 0.0499 0.0006 0.0496 

23 41°20’ 21.3039 0.0500 0.0008 0.0503 

  ∑/n 0.0503 0.0010 0.0503 

 
The differences calculated by applying the formula (28) between the parallels shown in the last column of Table 3 lead 
us to the conclusion that the map projection is equidistant along the meridians. Based on all this, we can conclude that 
the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico is in the normal aspect conical projection, which is equidistant 
along the meridians. It is still necessary to determine the parameters of this projection (Triplat Horvat 2014). 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presents a procedure for testing whether meridians are straight lines, and parallels curved lines, by applying 
the Euclidean distance method. The procedure was illustrated on the example of the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato 
Ecclesiastico by Bošković and Maire.  
 
We proved that the meridians drawn on the map were parts of straight lines, while the parallels were curved parts of 
circles. In addition, we proved the map was produced in the normal aspect conical projection, which is equidistant along 
the meridians. 
 
Now that we know the projection in which the Nuova carta geografica dello Stato Ecclesiastico was produced, it is 
necessary to determine the map projection parameters. This could be the topic of future research. 
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We proposed the use of the Euclidean distance method to test straightness and curvature, because the Euclidean 
distance of a point from a straight line is always the same, regardless of the coordinate system. Future research should 
estimate the accuracy of parameters determined this way and the sensitivity of the method to small changes in input 
data. 
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Abstract 
The article deals with the influence of different cartographic projections when georeferencing maps. The research is 
focused on the influence of georeferencing on standard transformation errors when using three most widely used 
cylindrical map projections - Sanson's- sinusiodal, the Plate Carrée and the Mercator’s. Standard errors calculated 
during the tests are not affected by the wrong choice of ground control points, but they only depend on the difference in 
the cartographic projection of the map and the cartographic projection of the reference coordinate system into which 
the map is georeferenced. These three most widely used cylindrical projections were used for the different size territory. 
The calculated results help to decide when it is necessary to consider this influence on the results of the transformation. 
The influence of the density of ground control points (780 points and 3160 points per map) was studied as well. 

PROBLEMATIC ASPECTS IN GEOREFERENCING 

The georeferencing of old maps is a process consisting of a series of individual acts. The process of digitizing map data 
usually does not put much emphasis on georeferencing, and georeferencing itself is subject to numerous errors. 
Frequent errors occurring during georeferencing are pointed out by Baiocchi and Lelo [3]. The process of 
georeferencing old maps is described by Podobnikar [7], Molnar, Podobnikar and Timar [8] and Zlinszky and Molnar 
[10]. 
 
Provided we want to georeference an old paper map, we must first scan it. Scanning is done on large scale calibrated 
scanners. A map is usually scanned with a resolution of 400 DPI. Higher resolutions mostly only bring an increase in 
the volumes of data. The risk associated with the choice of a lower resolution, on the contrary, is losing map details. In 
the case of a resolution of 400 DPI, the size of one pixel is approximately 0.06 mm. and with regard to the minimum 
width of a line on the map of 0.1 mm this resolution is sufficient. 
 
The next step is to locate the scanned map into a reference coordinate system. Ground control points are identified on 
the scanned map for which coordinates in the respective reference coordinate system are available. This study addresses 
the issues of the influence of a cartographic projection on the results of georeferencing. In practice, this means that we 
have scanned an original old map in a specific coordinate system and are trying to transform it into a map located in the 
reference coordinate system by means of ground control points. In the case that the coordinate systems used on both 
maps are different, the results of the transformation are affected without of ground control points. 
 
It is important to obtain as much information about the scanned map as possible, especially regarding the used reference 
coordinate system, including all parameters of the cartographic projection. The possibilities of determining the used 
reference coordinate system were studied in more detail by Bayer [1]. [2] and Boutoura and Livieratos [4]. 
This study develops the influence of a cartographic projection on the results of georeferencing for cylindrical 
projections of areas differing by size. 
 
After obtaining information about a map and determining ground control points, the next important step is to choose the 
type of transformation method. There are two types of transformation methods used in practice. The first of them are 
global transformation methods by means of which one transformation key is calculated from all ground control points 
using the Mean Squared Error Method. This key is applied to the whole area of the map, and, therefore, ground control 
points do not have their position in the final result as some residuals arise at these points in the case of redundant 
ground control points. The second group of used transformation methods are local methods. A unique transformation 
key is calculated for each location on the map. Ground control points have their position in the final result in this 
method. A considerable disadvantage is that in the case of a wrongly determined ground control point, this point cannot 
be identified and a relatively large distortion of the map arises in its vicinity. 
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The following step usually involves saving information about georeferencing. Currently, there are three saving options 
used. The first of them is a world file where information is stored in an auxiliary file to a raster file by using six digits – 
the pixel size in the x and y direction, rotation about the x and y axes, and the coordinates of the upper left corner of the 
raster. The disadvantage of this type of storage is that only global transformation methods, namely identity. similarity 
and affine transformation, can be saved in these six values. While using higher order polynomial transformations or 
local transformation methods, the results can no longer be stored using six unknown parameters. Another option is to 
store information in an XML file where information about the reference coordinate system, ground control points. 
transformation type, etc. is also stored.  This type of storage is the best considering the usage. Unfortunately, there is 
currently no single XML for different geographical information systems, and for example, the ESRI Company uses its 
own AUX.XML file. The third option is resampling the georeferenced raster. In this case, a new raster arises which has 
always a worse resolution than the original as the pixel values are derived from the surrounding pixels using a variety of 
methods. The disadvantage of this option is the loss of information on ground control points. For more details on the 
storage possibilities of the results of georeferencing see publications by Cajthaml [3]. [4]. 
 
INFLUENCE OF A CARTOGRAPHIC PROJECTION ON GEOREFERENCING 
 
As was described above, the principal topic of this study is the influence of a cartographic projection on the results of 
georeferencing. This influence was investigated on three most commonly used cylindrical cartographic projections for 
four areas differing by size. Furthermore, the effect of the density of ground control points on the influence of a 
cartographic projection was studied. 
 
Cylindrical cartographic projection 

 
First of all, three commonly used cylindrical projections of a sphere onto a plane were selected. Old maps often may be 
projected in Sanson’s sinusoidal pseudocylindrical projection and the Plate Carrée projection. The currently most 
commonly used projections are the Plate Carrée and the Mercator projection. 
 
Sanson’s sinusoidal projection for the whole world is displayed in Figure 1. In mathematical terms, this projection may 
be written as Equations 1. 
 
 � � � · �, � � � · ��	 ��� · , where R is radius of Earth, V is longitude and U is latitude.                          (Equations 
1) 
 
 

 

Figure 1: Sanson’s sinusoidal projection for the whole world [5] 

The Plate Carrée projection for the whole world is displayed in Figure 2. In mathematical terms, this projection may be 
written as Equations 2. 
 � � � · �, � � � · ��	 ���� · , where R is radius of Earth, V is longitude, U is latitude and U0 is undistorted parallel 
of latitude.              
(Equations 2) 
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Figure 2: Plate Carrée projection for the whole world [5] 

The Mercator projection for the whole world is displayed in Figure 3. In mathematical terms, this projection may be 
written as Equations 3. 
 
 � � � · �� ���� �� � ��°�, � � � · , where R is radius of Earth, V is longitude and U is latitude.   (Equations 3) 

 
 

 

Figure 3: Mercator projection for the whole world [5] 

Type of transformation 
 

There are currently numerous geographical information systems allowing different types of spatial transformations. 
These are global transformational methods (identity, similarity, affinity, second or third order polynomial) and local 
transformation methods (Thin Plate Spline. IDW transformation). In practice, the most commonly used transformation 
for old maps is the affine transformation or the second order polynomial transformation. While studying the influence 
of a cartographic projection on georeferencing, a regular network of ground control points (20 x 39 or 40 x 79) in two 
different projections was established. One represents the projection of a scanned map whereas the other the projection 
of the current reference coordinate system. Because of a large number of ground control points, particularly the affine 
and the polynomial transformations were chosen. The formulae for the affine transformation are written as Equations 4 
and the formula for the second order polynomial transformation are written as Equations 5. 
 
 �´ � �� � �� � �, �´ �  � � !� � "         (Equations 4) 
 
 �´ � ��� � ��� � ��� �  � � !� � ", �´ � #�� � $�� � %�� � &� � '� � (     
(Equations 5) 
   
 
A matrix of partial derivatives of transformation equations according to individual variables was formed for the 
calculation using the Mean Squared Error Method. Then, ajusted transformation parameters and mean coordinate errors 
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were calculated in a classical way. The mean coordinate transformation error, the maximum coordinate residual at a 
ground control point and their sizes recalculated into a map scale were listed in the table. 
 
Choice of examined areas and density of ground control points 

 
The research was focused on four types of territories. For all of them, the prime meridian which passes through the 
centre of the studied area and two undistorted parallels symmetrical with respect to the Equator were calculated. One of 
these undistorted parallels passes through the centre of the studied area. The first territory is the area of the whole of 
Europe (the south-western point of 10° west longitude and 35° north latitude, and the north-east point of 60° east 
longitude and 70° north latitude). The second studied territory covers the area of Europe without Russia (the south-
western point of 10° west longitude and 35° north latitude, and the north-east point of 40° east longitude and 60° north 
latitude). The third territory covers the area of the Czech Republic (the south-western point of 12° east longitude and 
48° north latitude, and the north-east point of 19° east longitude and 51.5° north latitude). The last surveyed territory 
corresponds by its area to a particular region of the Czech Republic (the south-western point of 14.5° east longitude 
and 50.5° north latitude, and the north-east point of 15.5° east longitude and 51° north latitude). Thus, all the studied 
territories have an area which is defined so that its dimension in longitude is twice larger than its dimension in latitude. 
The territory of the whole Europe covers an area of 70° by 35°. The territory of Europe without Russia covers an area of 
50° by 25°. The territory of the Czech Republic covers an area of 7° by 3.5°. The territory of a region covers an area of 
1° by 0.5°. 
 
The following transformations were performed for all the territories: from Sanson’s sinusiodal into the Plate Carrée 
projection, from Sanson’s sinusiodal into the Mercator projection and from the Plate Carrée into the Mercator 
projection. The density of the network of ground control points selected was twenty in the west-east and forty in the 
south-north direction. Also, the density of ground control points four times greater was selected. 
 
RESULTS OF STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF A CARTOGRAPHIC PROJECTION ON 
GEOREFERENCING 
 
The results were calculated using a programme created in the MATLAB environment. The usual paper map format of 
50 by 100 cm was chosen. These values served for the calculation of the approximate map scale: the map of Europe - 1: 
7.750.000; the map of Europe without Russia - 1: 5.500.000; the map of the Czech Republic - 1: 1.500.000; and the map 
of a region - 1: 110.000. The values of the mean positional deviation of the transformation and the value of the 
maximum positional deviation at a ground control point were recorded for all types of territory and different types of 
transformation. These values were subsequently also recalculated to the size on the original map. It generally holds true 
that the graphical map accuracy corresponds to 0.1 mm. All results are listed in Tables 1 to 9 and in Figure 4 to 9. 
 

Territory Description / Number of Grounds Control Points 760  3160   
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 387.4 372.7 km 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates 1794.6 1790.5 km 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 49.8 47.9 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 230.8 230.2 mm 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates 167.9 161.5 km 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates 748.3 747.1 km 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 30.2 29.1 mm 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 134.7 134.5 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 3.6 3.4 km 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates 14.4 14.4 km 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 2.3 2.2 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 9.2 9.2 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 75.7 72.8 m 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates 298.3 298.2 m 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.7 0.7 mm 

  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 2.7 2.7 mm 
Table 1: Affine transformation from Sanson’s sinusoidal into Plate Carrée projection 
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Figure 4: From Sanson’s sinusoidal to Plate Carrée projection for the whole of Europe 

 
Figure 5: From Sanson’s sinusoidal to Plate Carrée projection for Czech republic 
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Territory Description / Number of Grounds Control Points 760 3160   
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 257.6 247.2 km 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates 1 092.5 1 090.0 km 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 33.1 31.8 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 140.5 140.5 mm 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates 120.5 115.7 km 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates 505.5 504.7 km 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 21.7 20.8 mm 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 91.0 90.9 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 2.5 2.4 km 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates 9.3 9.3 km 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 1.6 1.5 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 6.0 6.0 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 50.9 48.9 m 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates 188.7 188.7 m 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.5 0.4 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 1.7 1.7 mm 

Table 2 Affine transformation from Sanson’s sinusoidal into Mercator’s projection 

 

Figure 6: From Sanson’s sinusoidal to Mercator’s projection for the whole of Europe 
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Figure 7: From Sanson’s sinusoidal to Mercator’s projection for Czech republic  

 
Territory Description / Number of Grounds Control Points 760 3160   
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 103.7 98.1 km 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates 341.4 354.7 km 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 13.3 12.6 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 43.9 45.6 mm 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates 40.7 38.7 km 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates 124.7 129.2 km 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 7.3 7.0 mm 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 22.5 23.3 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 818.5 779.6 m 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates 2262.0 2328.8 m 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 1.1 1.0 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 2.9 3.0 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 17.3 16.5 m 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates 47.1 10.0 m 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.2 0.1 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.4 0.1 mm 

Table 3 Affine transformation from Plate Carrée into Mercator’s projection 
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Figure 8: From Plate Carée to Mercator’s projection for the whole of Europe  

 
Figure 9: From Plate Carée to Mercator’s projection for the Czech republic 
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Territory Description / Projection (from – to) 

San. sinusoidal 
 - 

 Plate Carrée 

San. sinusoidal 
 - 

 Mercator’s 

Plate Carrée 
 - 

Mercator’s 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [km] 387.4 257.6 103.7 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates [km] 1794.6 1092.5 341.4 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 49.8 33.1 13.3 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 230.8 140.5 43.9 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates [km] 167.9 120.5 40.7 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates [km] 748.3 505.5 124.7 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 30.2 21.7 7.3 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 134.7 91.0 22.5 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [km] 3.6 2.5 0.8 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates [km] 14.4 9.3 2.3 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 2.3 1.6 1.1 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 9.2 6.0 2.9 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [m] 75.7 50.9 17.3 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates [m] 298.3 188.7 47.1 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 0.7 0.5 0.2 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 2.7 1.7 0.4 

Table 4 Results of affine transformation for 3 160 grounds control points 

Territory Description / Number of Grounds Control Points 760 3160   
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 116.3 108.9 km 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates 655.2 663.5 km 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 15.0 14.0 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 84.2 85.3 mm 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates 31.6 29.7 km 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates 165.1 168.4 km 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 5.7 5.3 mm 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 29.7 30.3 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 95.2 89.3 m 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates 444.2 456.4 m 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.1 0.1 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.3 0.3 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 0.3 0.3 m 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates 1.3 1.4 m 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.0 0.0 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.0 0.0 mm 

Table 5 Second order polynomial transformation from Sanson’s sinusoidal into Plate Carrée projection 
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Territory Description / Number of Grounds Control Points 760  3160   
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 73.5 68.8 km 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates 398.9 403.9 km 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 9.5 8.8 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 51.3 51.9 mm 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates 21.9 20.6 km 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates 111.6 113.8 km 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 3.9 3.7 mm 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 20.1 20.5 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 63.1 59.2 m 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates 287.0 294.9 m 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.0 0.0 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.2 0.2 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 0.2 0.2 m 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates 0.8 0.9 m 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.0 0.0 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.0 0.0 mm 

Table 6 Second order polynomial transformation from Sanson’s sinusoidal into Mercator’s projection 

 

Territory Description / Number of Grounds Control Points 760 3160   
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 15.2 16.0 km 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates 82.0 103.6 km 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 2.0 2.1 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 10.5 13.3 mm 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates 3.6 3.7 km 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates 18.1 22.1 km 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.6 0.7 mm 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 3.3 4.0 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 0.0 0.0 km 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates 0.1 0.1 mm 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.0 0.0 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.1 0.1 mm 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates 0.0 0.0 m 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates 0.2 0.2 m 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.0 0.0 mm 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale 0.0 0.0 mm 

Table 7 Second order polynomial transformation from Plate Carrée into Mercator’s projection 
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Territory Description / Projection (from – to) 

San. sinusoidal 
 - 

 Plate Carrée 

San. sinusoidal 
 - 

 Mercator’s 

Plate Carrée 
 - 

Mercator’s 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [km] 116.3 73.5 15.2 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates [km] 655.2 398.9 82.0 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 15.0 9.5 2.0 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 84.2 51.3 10.5 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates [km] 31.6 21.9 3.6 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates [km] 165.1 111.6 18.1 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 5.7 3.9 0.6 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 29.7 20.1 3.3 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [m] 95.2 63.1 0.0 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates [m] 444.2 287.0 0.1 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 0.1 0.0 0.0 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 0.3 0.2 0.1 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [m] 0.3 0.2 0.0 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates [m] 1.3 0.8 0.2 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 0.0 0.0 0.0 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Table 8 Results of second order polynomial transformation for 3 160 grounds control points 

 

Territory 
Description / Projection (from – to) / Type of 
transformation 

San. sinusoidal 
- 

San. sinusoidal 
- 

Plate Carrée 
- 

Plate Carrée Mercator’s Mercator’s 

affine 2nd p. affine 2nd p. affine 2nd p. 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [km] 387.4 116.3 257.6 73.5 103.7 15.2 
Europe maximum deviation of coordinates [km] 1794.6 655.2 1092.5 398.9 341.4 82.0 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 49.8 15.0 33.1 9.5 13.3 2.0 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 230.8 84.2 140.5 51.3 43.9 10.5 
Area of standard deviation of coordinates [km] 167.9 31.6 120.5 21.9 40.7 3.6 
Europe  maximum deviation of coordinates [km] 748.3 165.1 505.5 111.6 124.7 18.1 
without standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 30.2 5.7 21.7 3.9 7.3 0.6 
Russia maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 134.7 29.7 91.0 20.1 22.5 3.3 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [km] 3.6 0.1 2.5 0.1 0.8 0.0 
Czech maximum deviation of coordinates [km] 14.4 0.4 9.3 0.3 2.3 0.1 
 Republic standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 2.3 0.1 1.6 0.0 1.1 0.0 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 9.2 0.3 6.0 0.2 2.9 0.1 
Area of  standard deviation of coordinates [m] 75.7 0.3 50.9 0.2 17.3 0.0 
a region  maximum deviation of coordinates [m] 298.3 1.3 188.7 0.8 47.1 0.2 
  standard deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 0.7 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.0 
  maximum deviation of coordinates on map scale [mm] 2.7 0.0 1.7 0.0 0.4 0.0 

Table 9 Results of afinne and second order polynomial(2nd p.) transformation for 3 160 grounds control points  

CONCLUSION 

The results in the tables clearly show that the influence of the cartographic projection on georeferencing (unaffected by 
errors resulting from a wrongly determined ground control point) is a serious problem for small-scale maps (a map of 
Europe and a map of Europe without Russia). For the area of the Czech Republic, the value of the standard deviation of 
coordinates resulting from the second order polynomial transformation is below the graphical accuracy threshold, but. 
on the contrary, the resulting values produced from the affine transformation get above this threshold, and the correct 
cartographic projection must be used while georeferencing.  For maps of regions, the influence of a wrongly selected 
cartographic projection is completely negligible if the second polynomial transformation is used. The results of the 
affine transformation are just above the graphical map accuracy threshold.  
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The results imply that the choice of the transformation type considerably affects the results of the transformation. The 
polynomial transformation provides significantly better results. On the other hand, the resulting georeferenced map is 
more “deformed”. In the case that there is a cartographic projection available, it is better to use the affine transformation 
as old maps tend to be affected by the map distortion in the transverse and longitudinal direction and so the original map 
is not so much distorted when the affine transformation is used. On the contrary, we recommend the five element affine 
transformation, which, however, is usually not offered by GIS programmes, to be used for this type of maps. The 
following unknown quantities occur in this transformation – the scale factor in the x-axis, the scale factor in the y-axis, 
only one angle of rotation, and two shift coefficients. 
 
If the density of ground control points is greater, the maximum deviation of coordinates gets worse in the case of a 
wrongly selected cartographic scale, as more points are located at a greater distance from the undistorted meridian or 
parallel. In contrast, the mean deviation of coordinates reaches better results; there is an improvement of several percent 
if the network of ground control points is by a quarter denser. 
 
Our research project has only started, and only cylindrical types of cartographic projections have been tested so far. The 
next steps will involve the comparison of other types of transformations and the addition of another cartographic 
projection (e.g. a conic projection). The annex contains graphs comparing coordinate networks for the studied territory.  
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Abstract 
The following normal aspect conic projections are analysed in detail: conformal, equal-area, equidistant along 
meridians, equidistant along parallels and gnomonic perspective. Parameters which fully define a map projection are 
determined by setting certain conditions which have to be met. These conditions are usually expressed using relations 
which the linear scale has to meet. Then, projection parameters are obtained which are usually expressed with latitudes 
corresponding to standard parallels, i.e. parallels along which there is no distortion in the projection. This paper 
emphasises on a reverse procedure: one has to determine standard parallels for known projection parameters. It is 
shown that the problem is reduced to solving a non-linear equation (for conformal projections and equidistant conic 
projections along meridians) or quadratic equation (for equal-area projections). This is equivalent to finding a root of 
appropriate functions.  
 
Special emphasis is put on normal aspect conic projections with only one standard parallel. It is demonstrated that the 
normal aspect conic projection which is equidistant along parallels and the normal aspect conic gnomonic projection 
can only have one standard parallel, while the conformal, equal-area and equidistant along meridians projections can 
have two such parallels. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Normal aspect conic projections are map projections in which meridians are mapped as straight line sections 
intersecting at angles proportional to differences in their longitudes, and parallels are mapped as concentric circle arcs 
with centres in the meridian intersection (Frančula 2004). General equations of normal aspect conic projections are: 
 
 cosx q= − ρ δ , siny = ρ δ  (1) 

with  
 ( )ρ = ρ ϕ , 0( )kδ = λ − λ  (2) 

where  
 
δ ... angle of intersecting meridian images in the projection plane 
ρ ... parallel radii in projection 

k ... proportionality constant (0 1)k< <  

λ ... longitude 

0λ ... longitude of central meridian of the mapped area 

q... constant which defines the relation (translation) of the polar coordinate system ,ρ δ  in relation to the rectangular 

coordinate system x, y. It is usually the radius of parallel in projection corresponding to the least (southernmost) 
latitude. 
 
The function ( )ρ = ρ ϕ  is usually determined according to mapping conditions, e.g. conformality, equivalence or 

equidistance. We are going to limit this paper to projections of the Earth’s sphere with radius R, while generalization to 
a rotational ellipsoid could be done in the future. If the Earth’s sphere with radius R is geographically parameterized in 
the usual way: 
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cos cosX R= ϕ λ , cos sinY R= ϕ λ , sinZ R= ϕ , ,
2 2

π π 
ϕ∈ − 

 
, [ ],λ ∈ −π π . 

 
For numeric examples in this paper, R = 6 370 000 m. Subsequent chapters explore following normal aspect conic 
projections: conformal, equal-area, equidistant along meridians, equidistant along parallels and gnomonic perspective 
projections. We have, in order:  
 
• for normal aspect conformal conic projection of a sphere 
 

 tan tan
4 2 4 2

k kK RC
π ϕ π ϕ   

ρ = − = −   
   

, (3) 

where 
K

C
R

=  

 
• for normal aspect equal-area conic projection 
 

 
22 2

sin sin
R

K R C
k k

ρ = − ϕ = − ϕ , (4) 

where 
2

K
C

R
=  

 
• for normal aspect conic projection which is equidistant along meridians 
 
 ( )K R R Cρ = − ϕ = − ϕ , (5) 

where 
K

C
R

=  

 
• for normal aspect conic projection which is equidistant along parallels 
 

 
cos

R
k

ϕ
ρ = , (6) 

 
• for normal aspect gnomonic perspective conic projection 
 

 
cos cos

sin cos( ) cos( )

K C
R

k

ϕ ϕ
ρ = =

α ϕ − α ϕ − α
, (7) 

where , sin
K

C k
R

= = α . 

 
In addition to constant K, which is common in literature, constant C is introduced for numeric reasons, which will be 
clear from subsequent examples. Distortion distribution of a projection is affected by selection of standard parallels, i.e. 
parallels along which there are no distortions. The linear scale along parallels in all normal aspect conic projections is 
expressed by (Frančula 2004): 
 

 ( )
cos

k
n n

R

ρ
= ϕ =

ϕ
, 

2

π
ϕ ≠ ± , (8) 

 
and the condition of equidistance along a parallel with latitude ϕ  is ( ) 1n ϕ = , that is 

 
 cosk Rρ = ϕ . (9) 
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In addition to the sphere of radius R, equations (3)–(7) contain constants k and K, which affect a projection’s distortion 
distribution. The constants are determined in various conditions which are not new and are described in detail in 
literature (Borčić 1955, Kavrayskiy 1959, Solov'ev 1969, Hoschek 1969, Kuntz 1983, Bugayevskiy, Snyder 1995, 
Frančula 2004). This paper deals with the reverse problem: assuming given constants k and K of a normal aspect conic 
projection, what are corresponding standard parallels? 

2. STANDARD PARALLELS OF A NORMAL ASPECT CONIC CONFORMAL PROJECTION 

A normal aspect conformal conic projection of a sphere with radius R is given with the equation (3). The projection is 
often referred to as the Lambert conic conformal projection after German mathematician, physicist, astronomer and 

cartographer Johann Heinrich Lambert (Lapaine, Kuveždić, 2007). If parallels with latitudes 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  along which 

there are no length distortions are given, then constants k and K are expressed by: 
 

 2 1

2 1

ln cos ln cos

ln tan ln tan
4 2 4 2

k
ϕ − ϕ

=
ϕ ϕπ π   

− − −   
   

. (10) 

and 

 1 2

1 2

cos cos

tan tan
4 2 4 2

k k

R R
K

k k

ϕ ϕ
= =

ϕ ϕπ π   
− −   

   

. (11) 

that is 

 1 2

1 2

cos cos

tan tan
4 2 4 2

k k

K
C

R
k k

ϕ ϕ
= = =

ϕ ϕπ π   
− −   

   

. (12) 

 
Due to projection conformality, the linear scale along meridians is equal to the linear scale along parallels, which means 
that parallels with latitudes 1 2,ϕ ϕ  are at the same time standard parallels of the projection. It is necessary to determine 

which latitudes 1 2,ϕ ϕ  fulfil equations (10) and (11) or (12) if k and K, that is C are known. 

 
By substituting (3) into (9), we get 

 tan cos
4 2

kkK R
π ϕ 

− = ϕ 
 

, (13) 

that is ( ) 0f ϕ = , where 

 ( ) tan cos
4 2

kf Ck
π ϕ 

ϕ = − − ϕ 
 

. (14) 

 

The equation (13) is obviously a non-linear equation with unknown ϕ  which always has at least one solution 
2

π
ϕ =  

which can be determined easily, but we are interested in other solutions, if there are any. Solving the equation (13) or 
finding null-points of the function (14) can be done using some of the usual methods, i.e. the bisection method. In any 
case, we require corresponding initial or approximate values of unknowns, because convergence of the applied 
procedure depends on this. 
 
Example 1. 
 
Let 1 40ϕ = °  and 2 60ϕ = °  be given. According to formulae (10), (11) and (12), we calculate constants k, K, and C 

k = 0,7700270 
K = 11402985 
C = 1,7901075 
 

The function ( ) tan cos
4 2

kf Ck
π ϕ 

ϕ = − − ϕ 
 

 is represented graphically in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Representation of function ( ) tan cos
4 2

kf Ck
π ϕ 

ϕ = − − ϕ 
 

 

 
From given constants k and K, that is C, by solving the non-linear equation (13), we get three solutions 1 40ϕ = ° , 

2 60ϕ = °  and 3 90ϕ = ° . The third solution is a consequence of mapping the North Pole into a point, i.e. degeneration of 

a parallel into a point. 
 
2.1. Normal Aspect Conic Conformal Projection With One Standard Parallel 
 

If 1 2ϕ = ϕ , then the expression (10) for k becomes undetermined, 
0

0
, and it is not possible to directly calculate k from 

it. In such a case, it is necessary to calculate 
 

2 1

2 1

2 1

ln cos ln cos
lim

ln tan ln tan
4 2 4 2

k
ϕ →ϕ

ϕ − ϕ
=

ϕ ϕπ π   
− − −   

   

. 

 
By applying the L'Hôpital's rule we get 

1sink = ϕ  

and then 

1sin 1

1

tan
4 2

tan
K R

ϕ ϕπ 
+ 

 =
ϕ

, 

that is 

1sin 1

1

tan
4 2

tan

K
C

R

ϕ ϕπ 
+ 

 = =
ϕ

. 

 
In previous formulae, 1ϕ  is the latitude of a parallel which is the only standard parallel of a normal aspect conformal 

conic projection. When there is only one standard parallel, projection constants k and K are not independent, and their 
relation for 0 1k< <  is expressed by 

1

2

1

2

(1 )

(1 )

k

k

K k
C

R
k k

+

−

+
= =

−

. 

3. STANDARD PARALLELS OF THE NORMAL ASPECT CONIC EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION 

A normal aspect equal-area conic projection of a sphere with radius R is given with the equation (4). The projection is 
often referred to as the Albers projection after German scientist Heinrich Christian Albers (1773–1833). If parallels with 
latitudes 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  along which there are no length distortions are given, then constants k, K and C are determined by 
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 1 2sin sin

2
k

ϕ + ϕ
= . (15) 

and 

 
2 2 2

2 2
1 1 2 2 1 22 2 2

(1 2 sin sin ) (1 2 sin sin ) (1 sin sin )
R R R

K k k
k k k

= + ϕ − ϕ = + ϕ − ϕ = + ϕ ϕ , (16) 

that is 
 

 2 2
1 1 2 2 1 22 2 2 2

1 1 1
(1 2 sin sin ) (1 2 sin sin ) (1 sin sin )

K
C k k

R k k k
= = + ϕ − ϕ = + ϕ − ϕ = + ϕ ϕ . (17) 

 
Due to projection equivalence, the linear scale along meridians equals 1 if the linear scale along parallels is equal to 1, 
i.e. parallels with latitudes 1 2,ϕ ϕ  are at the same time standard parallels of the projection. It is necessary to determine 

which latitudes 1 2,ϕ ϕ  fulfil equations (15) and (16) or (17) if k and K, that is C are known. 

 
By substituting (4) into (9), we get 

 
2

2
2

sin 2 sin 1 0
Kk

k
R

ϕ − ϕ + − = , (18) 

that is ( ) 0f ϕ = , where 

 2 2( ) sin 2 sin 1f k Ckϕ = ϕ − ϕ + − . (19) 

 
The equation (18) is a quadratic equation with the unknown sin ϕ . The equation can, but does not have to have real 

solutions. Solutions of the equation (18) can be written as 
 

 ( )2
1,2(sin ) 1 1k k Cϕ = ± − + . (20) 

 
If the expression under the square-root in (20) is negative, then the equation (18) does not have real solutions. If the 
expression equals zero, then the equation has one real solution, and if it is greater than zero, then the equation has two 

real and different solutions. In additions, it is always [ ]sin 1,1ϕ∈ − , which also affects meaning of the solution 

expressed by the formula (20). 
 
Example 2. 
 
Let 1 40ϕ = ° , 2 60ϕ = °  be given. According to formulae (15), (16) and (17), we calculate constants k, K, and C: 

 
k = 0,7544065 
K = 110985100799777 
C = 2,7351794 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Representation of the function 2 2( ) sin 2 sin 1f k Ckϕ = ϕ − ϕ + − . 
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The function 2 2( ) sin 2 sin 1f k Ckϕ = ϕ − ϕ + −  is represented graphically in Fig. 2. From given constants k and K, that 

is C, by solving the quadratic equation (18), we get two solutions, 1 40ϕ = °  and 2 60ϕ = ° . 

 
3.1. Conformal Conic Equal-Area Projection With One Standard Parallel 
 
If 1 2ϕ = ϕ , then from the expression (13) we get 1sink = ϕ  and then 

 
2

2
2

(1 )
R

K k
k

= + , 

that is  

2 2

1
1

K
C

R k
= = + . 

 
The final equation provides the relation between parameters of normal aspect equal-are conic projection with only one 
standard parallel. It is easy to see that in such a case, the quadratic equation (20) has only one solution. 

4. STANDARD PARALLELS OF A NORMAL ASPECT CONIC PROJECTION WHICH IS 
EQUIDISTANT ALONG MERIDIANS 

A normal aspect conic projection equidistant alogn meridians of a sphere with radius R is given with the equation (5). 
The projection has been known since the time of Claudius Ptolemy (around 100 A.D.). It was improved by Johannes 
Ruysch in 1508 Gerard Mercator at the end of the 16th century and Nicolas de I'Isle in 1745. If parallels with latitudes 

1ϕ  and 2ϕ  along which there are no length distortions are given, then it can be shown that constants k, K and C are 

determined by expressions 

 2 1

1 2

cos cos
k

ϕ − ϕ
=

ϕ − ϕ
 (21) 

and 

 1 2 2 1
1 1 2 2

2 1

cos cos
(cos ) (cos )

cos cos

R R
K k k R

k k

ϕ ϕ − ϕ ϕ
= ϕ + ϕ = ϕ + ϕ =

ϕ − ϕ
, (22) 

that is 

 1 2 1 2 2 1
1 2

2 1

cos cos cos cos

cos cos

K
C

R k k

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ − ϕ ϕ
= = + ϕ = + ϕ =

ϕ − ϕ
. (23) 

 
Due to equidistance along meridians and the condition that the linear scale along parallels with latitudes 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  

equals 1, it follows that parallels with latitudes 1 2,ϕ ϕ  at the same time standard parallels of the projection. It is 

necessary to determine latitudes 1 2,ϕ ϕ  which fulfil equations (21) and (22) if k and K, or C are known. By substituting 

(5) into (9), we get the equation 
 

 
1

cos
K

k R
ϕ + ϕ =  (24) 

that is ( ) 0f ϕ = , where 

 
cos

( )f C
k

ϕ
ϕ = ϕ + −  (25) 

 
The equation (24) is obviously a non-linear equation with the unknown ϕ  which can, but does not have to have a 

solution, and if there is a solution, it has to be unique. Solving the equation (24) or finding null-points of the function 
(25) can be done by some of the known methods, such as the bisection method or the iteration method. In any case, it is 
necessary to have corresponding initial or approximate values of unknowns because they affect the convergence of the 
applied procedure. 
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Example 3. 
 
Let 1 40ϕ = ° , 2 60ϕ = °  be given. We calculate constants k and K, or C according to formulae (21), (22) and (23): 

 
k = 0,7621612 
K = 10849554,5 
C = 1,7032268 
 

The function 
cos

( )f C
k

ϕ
ϕ = ϕ + −  is represented graphically in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Representation of the function 
cos

( )f C
k

ϕ
ϕ = ϕ + − . 

 
From given constants k and K, that is C, by solving the non-linear equation (24) we get two solutions 1 40ϕ = ° , 

2 60ϕ = ° . 

4.1. Normal Aspect Conic Projection that is Equidistant Along Meridians with One Standard Parallel 

If 1 2ϕ = ϕ , then the expression (21) for k becomes undetermined, 
0

0
, and it is not possible to directly calculate k from 

it. In such a case, it is necessary to calculate 
 

2 1

2 1

1 2

cos cos
limk

ϕ →ϕ

ϕ − ϕ
=

ϕ − ϕ
. 

 
By applying the L'Hôpital's rule we get 1sink = ϕ  and then 

 

2

1 1
1

cot arcsin
k

K R R R k
k

 − = ϕ + ϕ = +
 
 

, 

that is 
2

1 1
1

cot arcsin
K k

C k
R k

−
= = ϕ + ϕ = + . 

 
In previous formulae, 1ϕ  is the latitude of the parallel which is the only standard parallel of a normal aspect conic 

projection which is equidistant along meridians. 

5. STANDARD PARALLELS OF A NORMAL ASPECT CONIC PROJECTION WHICH IS 
EQUIDISTANT ALONG PARALLELS 

A normal aspect conic projection equidistant along parallels of a sphere with radius R is given with the equation (6). 
The projection is not common in literature, for example it is not featured in textbooks by Frančula (2004) and Borčić 
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(1955). Its equation in the form (6) is easily obtained from the expression (9). The projection is defined as not having 
length distortions along all parallels, i.e.  
 
 ( ) 1,n ϕ = ∀ϕ . (26) 

 
The linear scale m along meridians in each normal aspect conic projection is equal to  
 

 
d

m
Rd

ρ
= −

ϕ
, (27) 

 
which means that in the case of such a projection which is equidistant along parallels 
 

 
1

( ) sinm m
k

= ϕ = ϕ . (28) 

 
The linear scale m along meridians determined by the expression (28) equals 1 if  
 
 sin kϕ = . (29) 

 

The equation (29) has only one solution for 0 1k< <  in the interval 0
2

π
< ϕ < , let us mark it as 

 
 0 arcsin kϕ = . (30) 

 
Therefore, a normal aspect conic projection which is equidistant along parallels has one standard parallel. The 
projection parameter k for given latitude 0ϕ  is determined by the formula 

 
 0sink = ϕ . (31) 

 
Conversely, for a given parameter k, corresponding latitude of the standard parallel is determined by the formula (30). 
 
Example 4. 
 
Let 0 50ϕ = °  be given. According to the formula (31), we calculate the constant k = 0,7660444. We get 0ϕ  using the 

formula (30) from the given constant k. 
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6. STANDARD PARALLELS OF A NORMAL ASPECT GNOMONIC PERSPECTIVE CONIC 
PROJECTION 

 
Figure 4. Normal aspect gnomonic perspective conic projection. Point T' on the surface of the cone 

is the image of the point T on the sphere. Points S, T and T' are collinear. 
 
A normal aspect gnomonic perspective projection of a sphere with radius R is given with the equation (7). The 
projection is not common in literature, but it is described in e.g. Lapaine (1982) and Lapaine and Frančula (1982). Fig. 4 
explains the definition of the normal aspect gnomonic perspective projection. R, d and angle α are given. Point T' is the 
image of point. Points S, T and T' are collinear. If we want to know which parallels on a sphere are going to be mapped 
equidistantly, then we get the following equation by applying the condition (9)  
 

 cos( )
d

C
R

ϕ − α = = . (32) 

 
It is clear that there are two different solutions for d R< , there is a unique solution for d R= , and there are no 
solutions for d R> . 
 
Let us assume that d R<  and 

1cos( ) Cϕ − α = , 2cos( ) Cϕ − α = . 

By adding and subtracting we get 
 

1 2cos( ) cos( ) 2Cϕ − α + ϕ − α = , 1 2cos( ) cos( ) 0ϕ − α − ϕ − α = . 

 
By applying trigonometric formulae, those expressions become 
 

1 2 1 22cos cos 2
2 2

C
ϕ + ϕ ϕ − ϕ 

− α = 
 

, 1 2 1 22sin sin 0
2 2

ϕ + ϕ ϕ − ϕ 
− − α = 

 
. 

 
If 1 2ϕ ≠ ϕ , then it is obvious that  

 

 1 2

2

ϕ + ϕ
α =  and 1 2cos

2
C

ϕ − ϕ
= . (33) 

 
From that, known α and C can be used for calculating 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  in the following way: 

 
 1 arccosCϕ = α − , 2 arccosCϕ = α + . (34) 
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In order for parallels with corresponding latitudes 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  to be standard parallels in the projection, the linear scale 

m along meridians should be equal to 1 for those values of latitude. Considering that the linear scale m along meridian is 
given by the formula (21) for each normal aspect conic projection, then 
 

 
2

1
cos ( )

C
m = =

ϕ − α
. (35) 

 
However, taking into consideration (32), it is possible for 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  only if 

 

2 2

1
1

cos ( )

C C
m

CC
= = = =

ϕ − α
, 

i.e. if  
 1C = , (36) 
that is 1 2ϕ = ϕ , i.e. d R= . 

 
Therefore, a normal aspect gnomonic perspective conic projection can have two parallels which map equidistantly, i.e. 
without length distortions, but those two parallels can not also be the standard parallels. Only in case of the normal 
aspect gnomonic perspective projection onto a cone which intersects with a sphere along a parallel ( d R= ), that 
parallel is also the standard parallel. 
 
Example 5. 
 
Let 1 40ϕ = ° , 2 60ϕ = °  be given. According to formulae (33), we calculate constants 50α = °  and 0,9848078C = . For 

given α and C, we calculate 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  according to formulae (34). 

7. CONCLUSION 

The following normal aspect conic projections are analysed in detail: conformal, equal-area, equidistant along 
meridians, equidistant along parallels and gnomonic perspective projections. The problem of determining standard 
parallels based on known projection constants was reduced to solving a non-linear equation (for conformal and conic 
projections which are equidistant along meridians) or quadratic equation (for equal-area projections), i.e. finding null-
points of corresponding equations.  
 
Normal aspect conic projections with only one standard parallel were explored in detail. It was shown that a normal 
aspect conic projection which is equidistant along parallels and a normal aspect conic gnomonic perspective projection 
can only have one standard parallel, in contrast to conformal projection, equal-area projection and projection which is 
equidistant along meridians, which can have two standard parallels. For projections in which the geographic pole is 
mapped into a point, the third standard parallel can be considered conditionally (the parallel degenerated into a point). 
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Abstract 
Procedure of reducing lengths from topography surface up to map projection (plan coordinate system), through geoid 
and ellipsoid undulations and approximations, by using digital technology, give us an advantages for more deeply and 
faster computes-analyses in this field. The only thing which is necessary for performing this kind of analyses is owning 
of quality data.  
Till now, all analyses within the coordinate systems have been carried out separately, between the different 
approximations, i.e. reduction from topography surface to geoid, than undulation from geoid to earth ellipsoid, and in 
the end projecting from earth ellipsoid to map projection. Within previous scientific analyses, only length differences 
between the earth ellipsoid and any map projection can be recognized, without taking into account both another 
approximations from topography surface to earth ellipsoid jointly.  
In this paper, results of some analyses of real length differences between topography surface and map projection are 
shown. Analyses have been realized in the state territory of Macedonia, by using three map projections for its territory, 
WGS84, ASTER DEM and EGM08, based on grid with 1km spatial resolution in total with 25635 points. From 
generated data, as outputs were compiled nine raster maps with the length differences between topography and map 
projection, statistical results from basic statistical analyses, and some conclusions.  
Conclusions from research represent a gateway for further analyses in this field, which are planned to be done next 
years! 

 
Keywords: map projection, earth ellipsoid, geoid, length. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Horizontal lengths between points in topography surface, before mapping and calculating coordinates of edges, should 
pass at least three approximations between three surfaces. During the approximation process, lengths changes their 
values based on many factors, such as altitude, geoid height, earth ellipsoid, and map projection parameters. Changing 
the length value for many times before its mapping, should be known in details in order to have whole control on 
mathematical elements of geospatial data and qualitative spatial coordinate system. In a figure 1, scheme of length 
approximations from mean altitude between two points in the topography surface up to the map projection is shown.  
 
First approximation is reduction of horizontal length from topography in to geoid surface (sea level), based on the mean 
altitude value of line edges. During this reduction, lengths in geoid surface are shorter than lengths in topography 
surface, except the lengths in areas with negative altitude (under the sea level). Due to big altitude differences of 
topography surface, dispersion of length differences is too large!  
Second approximation is reduction of length from the geoid surface in to the earth ellipsoid surface, known as geoid 
undulation, based on the geoid height between the earth ellipsoid and local geoid surface. Relation between geoid and 
earth ellipsoid surface is relative and non-equivalent. Depending on the Earth area, geoid surface can be above or below 
the referent ellipsoid. In a case when geoid is above the ellipsoid, reduction has negative value, while the opposite result 
is in case when geoid is below the ellipsoid surface. Lengths doesn’t change their distances (no deformations) in a case 
when geoid and ellipsoid surfaces are in a same level, i.e. geoid height is zero!  



Third and final approximation is length projecting from earth ellipsoid in to the flat area of map projection. During this 
process, based on map projection parameters, up to three options of deformations are possible (negative, posi
without deformations). In a case of tangential map projection, lengths can keep their value without deformation or to be 
projected as longer length then the original one in ellipsoid, while in secant map projection all
possible. 
 

 
Figure 1.  Scheme of approximation methodology of lengths from topography up to map projection

 
Within the research methodologies which have been used in past period for defining state coordinate system through 
defining map projection, only separate length differences between two surfaces were analyzed. During the literature 
review, any joint analyses of length differences between topography and map projection (state coordinate system) was 
not found! Even any national dataset with the length 
Length differences can be calculated as absolute values, and they are not errors! Differences are known based on 
parameters of surfaces (topography, geoid, ellipsoid and map projection), and the accu
on the accuracy of used surfaces.  
Developing dataset for length differences with high accuracy between topography and state coordinate system for 
country areas is very important data for much type of field measurements an
for geodetic and engineering works, especially in a case of high accuracy geodetic measurements, combination of GPS 
and total station measurements, transformation of local networks (micro triangulations, etc.) fr
state coordinate system, etc. One of main objectives of this research is to develop and to provide dataset of length 
differences in 1km for many cases and between many surfaces for country area of Macedonia. 
 
2. SOURCE DATA & TEST MODE

 
Due to current conditions within Macedonian geo market and copyright rules on geospatial data defined on a law for 
real estate cadaster, there are no possibilities for utilization official data of our National Mapping Organization (NMO) 
free of charge for scientific research projects, except the Macedonian Global Map dataset which is free and open for 
noncommercial uses via Global Map’s web site. Because of this situation, beside Macedonian global map dataset, our 
research analyses have been conducted by using global, open and free access datasets: ASTER GDEM and EGM08. 
 
Global map is an international collaborative initiative through voluntary participation of national mapping organizations 
of the world, aiming to develop globally homogeneous g
necessary to understand the current situation and changes of environment of the world by following the ISO/TC 211 
standards for geographic information. Macedonia has already developed and publish
Mapping project on year 2006 and updated on year 2011. In figure 2 is shown the layout of Macedonian GM dataset 
(Idrizi B., 2006).  
 
Based on border line obtained from Macedonian Global Map dataset, with the aim of creating te
our research, point vector grid with 1km distance between points has been developed for Macedonian territory, in total 
with 25635 points which covers entire area of Macedonia (figure 3). Given the fact that differences between two o
more surfaces (between topography and geoid, between geoid and ellipsoid, etc.) are expressed in 1km, during the test 
model creation 1km distance between test model points have been used. By using QGIS software, from ASTER DEM 
and EGM08, have been extracted orthogonal/geographic coordinates, altitudes and geoid heights for all 25635 points of 
test model.   
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Third and final approximation is length projecting from earth ellipsoid in to the flat area of map projection. During this 
process, based on map projection parameters, up to three options of deformations are possible (negative, posi
without deformations). In a case of tangential map projection, lengths can keep their value without deformation or to be 
projected as longer length then the original one in ellipsoid, while in secant map projection all

          

Figure 1.  Scheme of approximation methodology of lengths from topography up to map projection

Within the research methodologies which have been used in past period for defining state coordinate system through 
separate length differences between two surfaces were analyzed. During the literature 

review, any joint analyses of length differences between topography and map projection (state coordinate system) was 
not found! Even any national dataset with the length differences was not found during our research analyses. 
Length differences can be calculated as absolute values, and they are not errors! Differences are known based on 
parameters of surfaces (topography, geoid, ellipsoid and map projection), and the accuracy of their calculation depends 

Developing dataset for length differences with high accuracy between topography and state coordinate system for 
country areas is very important data for much type of field measurements and works. This data can be of big importance 
for geodetic and engineering works, especially in a case of high accuracy geodetic measurements, combination of GPS 
and total station measurements, transformation of local networks (micro triangulations, etc.) fr
state coordinate system, etc. One of main objectives of this research is to develop and to provide dataset of length 
differences in 1km for many cases and between many surfaces for country area of Macedonia. 

SOURCE DATA & TEST MODEL DEFINING  

Due to current conditions within Macedonian geo market and copyright rules on geospatial data defined on a law for 
real estate cadaster, there are no possibilities for utilization official data of our National Mapping Organization (NMO) 

f charge for scientific research projects, except the Macedonian Global Map dataset which is free and open for 
noncommercial uses via Global Map’s web site. Because of this situation, beside Macedonian global map dataset, our 

nducted by using global, open and free access datasets: ASTER GDEM and EGM08. 

Global map is an international collaborative initiative through voluntary participation of national mapping organizations 
of the world, aiming to develop globally homogeneous geographic data set at the ground resolution of 30”, which is 
necessary to understand the current situation and changes of environment of the world by following the ISO/TC 211 
standards for geographic information. Macedonia has already developed and published its data within the Global 
Mapping project on year 2006 and updated on year 2011. In figure 2 is shown the layout of Macedonian GM dataset 

Based on border line obtained from Macedonian Global Map dataset, with the aim of creating te
our research, point vector grid with 1km distance between points has been developed for Macedonian territory, in total 
with 25635 points which covers entire area of Macedonia (figure 3). Given the fact that differences between two o
more surfaces (between topography and geoid, between geoid and ellipsoid, etc.) are expressed in 1km, during the test 
model creation 1km distance between test model points have been used. By using QGIS software, from ASTER DEM 

ted orthogonal/geographic coordinates, altitudes and geoid heights for all 25635 points of 
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Third and final approximation is length projecting from earth ellipsoid in to the flat area of map projection. During this 
process, based on map projection parameters, up to three options of deformations are possible (negative, positive and 
without deformations). In a case of tangential map projection, lengths can keep their value without deformation or to be 
projected as longer length then the original one in ellipsoid, while in secant map projection all-three options are 

 

Figure 1.  Scheme of approximation methodology of lengths from topography up to map projection 

Within the research methodologies which have been used in past period for defining state coordinate system through 
separate length differences between two surfaces were analyzed. During the literature 

review, any joint analyses of length differences between topography and map projection (state coordinate system) was 
differences was not found during our research analyses.  

Length differences can be calculated as absolute values, and they are not errors! Differences are known based on 
racy of their calculation depends 

Developing dataset for length differences with high accuracy between topography and state coordinate system for 
d works. This data can be of big importance 

for geodetic and engineering works, especially in a case of high accuracy geodetic measurements, combination of GPS 
and total station measurements, transformation of local networks (micro triangulations, etc.) from free oriented in to 
state coordinate system, etc. One of main objectives of this research is to develop and to provide dataset of length 
differences in 1km for many cases and between many surfaces for country area of Macedonia.  

Due to current conditions within Macedonian geo market and copyright rules on geospatial data defined on a law for 
real estate cadaster, there are no possibilities for utilization official data of our National Mapping Organization (NMO) 

f charge for scientific research projects, except the Macedonian Global Map dataset which is free and open for 
noncommercial uses via Global Map’s web site. Because of this situation, beside Macedonian global map dataset, our 

nducted by using global, open and free access datasets: ASTER GDEM and EGM08.  

Global map is an international collaborative initiative through voluntary participation of national mapping organizations 
eographic data set at the ground resolution of 30”, which is 

necessary to understand the current situation and changes of environment of the world by following the ISO/TC 211 
ed its data within the Global 

Mapping project on year 2006 and updated on year 2011. In figure 2 is shown the layout of Macedonian GM dataset 

Based on border line obtained from Macedonian Global Map dataset, with the aim of creating test model to be used for 
our research, point vector grid with 1km distance between points has been developed for Macedonian territory, in total 
with 25635 points which covers entire area of Macedonia (figure 3). Given the fact that differences between two or 
more surfaces (between topography and geoid, between geoid and ellipsoid, etc.) are expressed in 1km, during the test 
model creation 1km distance between test model points have been used. By using QGIS software, from ASTER DEM 

ted orthogonal/geographic coordinates, altitudes and geoid heights for all 25635 points of 
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Figure 2.  Map of Macedonia, based on  

Global Map V1 vector data (Idrizi B, 2006) 
Figure 3.  Test model with 1km spatial resolution;  

25635 points  
 
The ASTER Global Digital Elevation Model (ASTER GDEM) is a joint product developed and made available to the 
public by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry of Japan and the United States National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA).  It is generated from data collected from the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and 
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), as space borne earth observing optical instrument. It is the only DEM that covers the 
entire land surface of the Earth at high resolution, in GeoTIFF format with geographic lat/long coordinates and a 1 arc-
second (30 m) spatial resolution.  The first version was lunched on year 2009, while the second version has been 
released on year 2011 as an upgrade of previous version one. Based on ASTER global digital elevation model (GDEM) 
(http://asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/), in figure 4 the relief of Macedonia is shown, in which can be recognized that Macedonia 
is a predominantly mountainous country, with 14 mountain peaks higher than 2000 meters, where the highest one is 
Golem Korab with 2753 altitude (Idrizi B., 2013).  
 
The Earth Gravitational Model EGM2008 (code 3859) has been publicly released by the U.S. National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency (NGA). This gravitational model is complete to spherical harmonic degree and order 2159, and 
contains additional coefficients extending to degree 2190 and order 2159. Computing the geoid undulation values are 
realized with respect to WGS 84 ellipsoid. Full access to the model's coefficients and other descriptive files with 
additional details about EGM2008 are provided from the next link http://earth-
info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/index.html. Based on spatial position of 25635 points of test model in 1km 
spatial resolution, and EGM 08 data, geoid heights for all points have been calculated for the entire area of Macedonia. 
Calculation of geoid heights have been realized with precision of 4 decimals after meter (0.1mm), and 1mm RMS of 
interpolation of geoid heights in points of test model. From the calculations, maximum value of geoid heights within 
EGM08 within Macedonian territory is 46.396m, while the minimum is 41.1318m. Based on calculated geoid heights, 
map of geoid heights of Macedonia was compiled (figure 5) as GIS raster dataset with 1km spatial resolution (Idrizi B.,  
2013). 

    
Figure 4.  Relief of Macedonia, 

based on ASTER Global DEM (Idrizi B, 2013) 
Figure 5.  GIS raster dataset with 1km spatial resolution 

of EGM08 for Macedonian territory (Idrizi B, 2013) 
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Assessment and comparison of length reductions between many surfaces have been realized through calculation of 
mean linear deformations of 1km lengths, dispersion of deformations (from-to), as well areas with positive, negative or 
without deformations. Through calculated values, the quality of final length difference between topography and map 
projection can be evaluated. Theoretically, calculated mean linear deformation should approach to zero, minimum and 
maximum value of differences within the dispersion should approximately have same values, and areas with positive 
and negative differences should approach same values!  

 
3. CALCULATION LENGTH DIFFERENCES 

 
Calculation process of the length differences within research have been conducted in three phases:  

- Calculation of 1km length differences between topography and geoid, as well geoid and earth ellipsoid; 
- Calculation of 1km length differences between ellipsoid and some characteristic map projections for the 

Macedonian territory; and 
- Calculation progressive differences of 1km topography horizontal length from topography up to geoid, 

ellipsoid and map projections.  
 

3.1.  Calculation of 1km length differences between topography and geoid, as well geoid and earth 
ellipsoid 

 
From the ASTER global DEM, EGM08 and geometric parameters of WGS84 earth ellipsoid, as well by using 
mathematical models for calculation length reduction from topography to sea level (geoid) and geoid undulation, partial 
length differences of 1km lengths between three reference surfaces (ASTER, EGM08 and WGS 84) for all 25635 test 
model points have been calculated. Calculations have been realized in Microsoft Excel by using domestic mathematical 
models for this type of computation from ellipsoidal geodesy, physical geodesy and topography, while the cartographic 
representation of calculated results have been realized in QGIS 2.2 software.  
 
At the beginning, length difference of 1km horizontal length in topography surface between the ASTER and EGM08 
was computed. Due to very large difference between extreme values of altitudes for Macedonian territory (over than 
2700m), and having in consideration that whole state territory is above the sea level, reduction values have negative 
prefix with largest length difference about -41cm/km. Minimal calculated reduction value is -0.38cm/km, maximal is -
41.43cm/km, while mean reduction is -13.03cm/km (table 1). From calculated reductions for 25635 test model points, 
vector grid and raster dataset with 1km spatial resolution have been developed (figure 6).  
 
Based on geoid heights (figure 5, Idrizi B. 2013), geoid undulation calculations between EGM 08 and WGS84 surfaces 
have been conducted as second research step. Range between extreme values of geoid heights in Macedonian territory 
is about 5m, which means that undulation value is too short with just about 7mm/km. Because the EGM08 surface on 
Macedonian territory is above the WGS84 earth ellipsoid, all length differences between EGM08 and WGS84 have 
minus values, and entire national area reducing its surface after transition from geoid in to earth ellipsoid surface. 
Extreme values of length differences in 1km length are in range from -0.65 to -0.73cm/km, while the mean difference is 
-0.7cm/km (table 1). From computed values of 1km length differences between EGM08 and WGS84 surfaces, vector 
grid and raster dataset with 1km spatial resolution have been developed, as well visualized in complied map in figure 7. 
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Figure 6.  Length differences of 1km length between 

ASTER and EGM08 
Figure 7.  Length differences of 1km length between 

EGM08 and WGS84 
 

Table 1. Partial length differences of 1km lengths between six reference surfaces 

SURFACES 
ASTER DEM – 

EGM08 
EGM08 – 
WGS84 

WGS84 – 
UTM34N 

WGS84 – Gauss-
Kruger (21°E, 

0.9999) 

WGS84 – Gauss-
Kruger (21°45’E, 

0.99993) 

Θ  -13.03cm/km -0.7cm/km -32.28cm/km -2.27cm/km -3.44cm/km 

Dispersion of 

deformations 

-0.38 to  
-41.43cm/km 

-0.65 to  
-0.73cm/km 

-4.87 to  
-40cm/km 

-10 to 25.16cm/km -7 to 7.25cm/km 

d positive - - - 31.11% 18.99% 
d negative 100% 100% 100% 68.39% 81% 
d without 
deformation 

- - - 0.5% 0.01% 

 
 

3.2.  Calculation of 1km length differences between ellipsoid and some characteristic map projections 
for the Macedonian territory 

 
Third and final approximation is projecting points from the earth ellipsoidal in to map projections flat surface. Research 
for third approximation has been realized based on some variants of Gauss-Kruger projection, related to previous 
researches for quality analyses of official Macedonian map projection (Idrizi B., et all, 2005) and selecting the best map 
projection for Macedonian territory (Ribarovski R., et all, 1998), as well projection with international importance. 
Based on three mentioned criteria’s, third approximation was realized by using map projections listed below, while their 
parameters are given in table 2: 

- UTM 34N 
- Macedonian state map projection and 
- Macedonian state map projection with displaced central meridian and changed scale factor.  

From the geometric parameters of WGS84 earth ellipsoid, utilized map projections parameters, as well by using 
domestic mathematical models for projecting lengths from earth ellipsoid to map projection from mathematical 
cartography, partial length differences of 1km lengths between WGS 84 and three map projections for all 25635 test 
model points have been calculated.  
 
UTM 34N 
 
In first case the UTM map projection for Macedonian territory, as map projection with international importance and 
unified model for projection zones has been used. Macedonia is located in 34th projecting zone of Northern Hemisphere 
(UTM 34N). During projecting of 1km lengths from the earth ellipsoid in to map projections flat surface, due to central 
meridian of 34th zone crosses Macedonian area, and distance between the central meridian and eastern coordinate as 
extreme point is about 170km, whole national area of Macedonia reduces its lengths and areas with minus values, which 
means that whole area is getting smaller after projecting from WGS84 in to UTM 34N.  
Extreme linear deformation values are in a range from -40 to -4.87cm/km, where the mean linear deformation is  
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-32.28cm/km (table 1). From calculated values for 25635 test model points, grid and raster datasets with 1km spatial 
resolution have been developed, as well map with linear deformations has been compiled (figure 8).  
 
MACEDONIAN STATE MAP PROJECTION 
 
Macedonian state map projection is defined with parameters given in table 2, based on Law for Real Estate Cadastre of 
Macedonia and Regulation for basic geodetic works in Macedonia. This map projection was evaluated by 25635 test 
model pints, by referring to WGS84 earth ellipsoid. From computed values, extreme linear deformations are -10cm/km 
along the central meridian and 25.16cm/km in eastern point of test model, while mean linear deformation is -2.27cm/km 
(table 1). Since the deformation values have both, positive and negative prefixes, compared with above approximations, 
in this case area with positive length differences is recognized, i.e. 31.1% of area has positive linear deformations, 
despite 68.4% with negative and 0.5% without deformations. From calculated deformation values for all test model 
points, grid and raster datasets with 1km spatial resolution were developed, as well map was compiled (figure 9).  
 
MACEDONIAN STATE MAP PROJECTION WITH DISPLACED CENTRAL MERIDIAN AND CHANGED 
SCALE FACTOR 
 
Within conducted research on year 1998 by group of authors (Ribarovski R., 1998), current Gauss-Kruger projection 
has been analyzed by adapting to national shape and dimensions with displaced central meridian and changed scale 
factor. In referred research, one of analyzed options was Gauss-Kruger projection with central meridian 21°45’E and 
scale factor along the central meridian 0.99993. This projection aimed to reach same level of absolute linear 
deformations in extreme points (eastern and western points) and along central meridian (±7cm/km), as well to have 
uniform dispersion of linear deformations among entire national area. Its parameters are shown in table 2.  
This map projection was utilized for our research as options to be analyzed for computing the length differences 
between earth ellipsoid WGS84 and map projection flat area. For 25635 test model points, extreme linear deformations, 
mean linear deformation and areas with positive and negative deformation were calculated. In table 1, is shown that 
linear deformation are in range from -7 to 7.25cm/km with mean value of -3.44cm/km, while 81% of territory has 
minus value despite 19% with positive deformation. Based on calculated values, it is so clear that linear deformations 
don’t have uniform dispersion in whole national area. As in previous cases, raster and vector grid datasets, as well map 
were compiled (figure 10).  
 

Table 2. Parameters of utilized map projections for research 
UTM – zone 34N Gauss-Kruger (21°E, 0.9999) Gauss-Kruger (21°45’E, 0.99993) 
Central meridian: 21° 
Origin of latitude: Equator 
Scale factor: 0.9996 
False easting: 500000m 
False northing: 0m 

Central meridian: 21° 
Origin of latitude: Equator 
Scale factor: 0.9999 
False easting: 500000m 
False northing: 0m 

Central meridian: 21°45’ 
Origin of latitude: Equator 
Scale factor: 0.99993 
False easting: 500000m 
False northing: 0m 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  Length differences of 1km 
length between WGS84 and UTM34N 

Figure 9.  Length differences of 
1km length between WGS84 and 

Gauss-Kruger (21°E, 0.9999) 

Figure 10.  Length differences of 1km 
length between WGS84 and Gauss-

Kruger (21°45’E, 0.99993) 
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3.3. Calculation progressive differences of 1km topography horizontal length from topography up to 
geoid, ellipsoid and map projections 

 
Third and final phase of length difference analyses was conducted by computing progressive length differences from 
topography surface up to other surfaces, i.e. to sea level (geoid), earth ellipsoid and map projection. Calculated values in 
this phase represent difference of 1km horizontal length in topography surface up to three mentioned surfaces. From 
25635 test model points, in table 3 are given range of length differences, mean values and areas in percentage with 
negative, positive and without length differences.  
 
Second column of third table has same values with those in table 1. It represents the 1km horizontal length differences 
between topography and sea level (geoid), i.e. between ASTER DEM and EGM08.  
In third column of table 3, are shown results from calculated differences between topography and earth ellipsoid, i.e. 
between ASTER and WGS84, based on 1km horizontal length in topography surface. From obtained results, 
approximation of all Macedonian area is with negative value, with range of differences from -1.07 to -42.11cm/km and 
mean value -13.74cm/km. Vector and raster grid datasets with 1km spatial resolution have been developed from 25635 
test model points. Results are shown in compiled map, shown in figure 11.  
 
Final calculation represented in last three columns (columns 4, 5 and 6) of table 3, belongs to length differences 
between 1km horizontal lengths in topography and projected lengths in map projections flat surface, length that 
previously passed successive approximations through geoid and earth ellipsoid.  
 
Within first case of utilization of UTM 34N, length differences have negative values among entire national area with 
range from -10.55 up to -81.55cm/km and mean value of -46.01cm/km. From 25635 test model points, vector and raster 
gird datasets were developed, as well map was compiled (figure 12).  
 
In a case of Macedonian national Gauss-Kruger map projection, situation is relatively better in the aspect of extreme 
and mean values, as well dispersion of differences. Horizontal lengths of 1km from topography surface are reducing 
their lengths with mean value of -16.01cm/km, in range from -51.56 to 19.48cm/km. From all researched cases, this is 
first time in which considerable area of Macedonians territory has positive values of length differences between 
topography and map projection. In fifth column of table 3, can be recognized that 88.6% of territory is in minus area, 
while 11.3% is in positive and 0.1% in area without length differences. From calculated values for 25635 test model 
points, grid and raster datasets with 1km spatial resolution have been developed, as well map of length differences was 
compiled (figure 13).  
 
In a last analyzed case of length differences of 1km horizontal topography length between topography and Gauss-
Kruger projection with central meridian 21°45’E and scale factor 0.99993 (7cm/km negative linear deformation along 
central meridian), a small insignificant area of 0.1% belongs to area with positive differences, despite all area which is 
in negative zone except 0.01% without differences. Extreme length difference values are in range between -44.46 and 
2.01cm/km, with the mean value of -17.17cm/km. From calculated values for 25635 test model points, grid and raster 
datasets have been developed, as well map of length differences has been compiled (figure 14) also.  

 

 
Figure 11.  Length differences of 1km length between 

ASTER and WGS84 
Figure 12.  Length differences of 1km length between 

ASTER and UTM 34N 
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Figure 13.  Length differences of 1km length between 

ASTER and Gauss-Kruger (21E, 0.9999) 
Figure 14.  Length differences of 1km length between 

ASTER and Gauss-Kruger (21°45’E, 0.99993) 
 

 
Table 3. Progressive length differences of 1km lengths between ASTER and five reference surfaces 

 

SURFACES 
ASTER DEM 

– EGM08 
ASTER DEM 

– WGS84 
ASTER DEM 
– UTM 34N 

ASTER DEM – 
Gauss-Kruger 
(21°E, 0.9999) 

ASTER DEM – 
Gauss-Kruger 

(21°45’E, 0.99993) 

Θ  -13.03cm/km -13.74cm/km -46.01cm/km -16.01cm/km -17.17cm/km 

Dispersion of 

deformations 

-0.38 to  
-41.43cm/km 

-1.07 to  
–42.11cm/km 

-10.55 to  
-81.55cm/km 

-51.56 to 
19.48cm/km 

-44.46 to 2.01cm/km 

d positive - - - 11.32% 0.09% 
d negative 100% 100% 100% 88.62% 99.9% 
d without 
deformation 

- - - 0.06% 0.01% 

 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS  
 
From obtained results within very complex and deeply analyzes of partial and progressive length reductions between 
some surfaces, it is so clear that during establishing of the state coordinate systems were not taken in to account all 
length reductions beginning from the topography up to map projection. This conclusion can be verified by computed 
linear deformation values, which in most of cases have largely avoided from expected values. Extreme length 
differences in all cases doesn’t reached same values with opposite prefix, mean linear differences in all cases didn’t 
have values nearby zero, and dispersion of length differences didn’t reach the criteria of uniform dispersion which was 
resulted with to large differences between areas with negative and positive linear deformations. Just as an example, in 
next figure 15 are shown mean values of 1km length deformations between researched surfaces, where it is so clearly 
seen that in all cases the value of mean linear deformations have negative value.  
 



  
Having information for length differences is of a big importance for developing database of length differences between 
approximated surfaces. This database in national level has to be develope
geo community.  
 
Contemporary technic and technology enables us realizing the calculation methodology of length differences with such 
a big number of test model points. In the past, nobody could imagine perfor
by defining their altitude and geoid heights, as well calculation their length reductions between four surfaces. Modern 
software gives us opportunity to accelerate such complex analyses, by using complex mathemati
data. In our research case, any special software was not used for calculations, but in Microsoft Excel has been defined 
mathematical models and performed calculations. 
 
Beside the practical application of computed data within our anal
mentioned fact that this research will open doors for our further researches in this area, mainly analyses for defining of 
state coordinate systems by including of successive length reductions from topo
through geoid and earth ellipsoid, as one of preconditions to reach the basic theoretical criteria’s!   
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Having information for length differences is of a big importance for developing database of length differences between 
approximated surfaces. This database in national level has to be developed, and it has to be open and free for usage by 

Contemporary technic and technology enables us realizing the calculation methodology of length differences with such 
a big number of test model points. In the past, nobody could imagine performing analyses with over than 25000 points, 
by defining their altitude and geoid heights, as well calculation their length reductions between four surfaces. Modern 
software gives us opportunity to accelerate such complex analyses, by using complex mathemati
data. In our research case, any special software was not used for calculations, but in Microsoft Excel has been defined 
mathematical models and performed calculations.  

Beside the practical application of computed data within our analyses, which will be open and free for use, have to be 
mentioned fact that this research will open doors for our further researches in this area, mainly analyses for defining of 
state coordinate systems by including of successive length reductions from topography up to map projections surface 
through geoid and earth ellipsoid, as one of preconditions to reach the basic theoretical criteria’s!   
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Abstract 
The report aims to show how cartography can deal with Big Data (BD), where its power is and what cartographers 
need to develop in the contexts of so many sources and so many new technologies that produce enormous amount of 
data. 
The authors propose a definition of BD concept and describe what kind of big data can be processed by cartography. 
Different types of data in BD environment are identified and the place of professionals in BD processing and 
visualization is shown. Both topics are presented by figures and explanations. Additionally to the main BD 
characteristics: volume, velocity, variety, variability and complexity, cartographical ones are mentioned: accuracy, 
dimensionality, quality and interactivity. Several cartographic principles in BD context are discussed in the report: map 
scale, map dimensionality, map generalization. 
As conclusion, the authors state that more than ever cartographers need to assess and consolidate their position in 
different steps of BD processing: gathering, classification, representation and visualization of information and data. 
 
Keywords: big data, cartography, geoinformatics, context-based and adaptive mapping, cognitive style, volunteer 
geographic information (VGI), virtual geographic environment (VGE), metacartography 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasing amount of data encourages the creation of new methodologies for data processing as well as the 
development of digital technologies. Both are giving progressively new potentials and possibilities to the evolution of 
cartographic visualization and its applications. In 2010, the volume of digital content on the planet exceeded 1 ZB (1 
ZB = 1 billion terabytes) and is expected to grow considerably through the next years (Gantz and Reinse, 2011). This 
trend leads to new challenges also in cartography while dealing with gathering, storage, analysis and visualization of 
spatial information and data. Cartography is one of the few visualization disciplines to have always used and correctly 
analyzed a huge amount of data, and represented it on different levels of preciseness according to the needs of potential 
users. 

This fact drives many scientists to investigate new combinations of methodologies and newest technologies to manage 
and visualize BD (DataStax, 2011, Russom, 2011) and makes BD something more than a buzz phrase. 

The book from Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier (2013), entitled “Big Data” and subtitled “A Revolution That Will 
Transform How We Live, Work and Think” explains BD as the ability of society to harness information in novel ways 
to produce useful insights or goods and services of significant value. The bridge between BD and the society cannot be 
done only by the existing technologies and computers. The presence of professionals should be more active in the 
process of transforming BD into actionable information to users. 
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Importance and also economical potentials of the BD topics are stated also in several acts coming from highest levels of 
political governance. Open Access to data and accompanying agenda is coming from the Obama Administration and 
Office of Management and Budget and the Office of Science and Technology Policy in USA. They declare that 
“information is a valuable national asset whose value is multiplied when it is made easily accessible to the public” (The 
White House, 2013). Making data understandable for its users is a key aspect of cartography science. That is why BD is 
actually a big chance to cartographers to represent even more information in a friendly manner according to the 
different user groups: from young children to professionals and older people. EU and several big companies also 
highlight BD impact on society. Among the most important geodata and geoinformation EU projects in implementation 
is INSPIRE and soon it will need to enhance visualization phase to improve all kinds of services for inhabitants. Yet the 
tasks of visualization are too complex. Multidisciplinary research vision and GI specialists from different fields will be 
needed to elaborate and increase the value of cartographic methods in general and of visualization in particular for 
society. The realization of ambitious BD projects requires also different manner of thinking than technical and GI ones. 
A successful solution would be to establish teams with subject matter experts coming from different areas that have not 
been working together till now. Professionals form different disciplines like geographers (physical, human and 
economical ones), cartographers and geoinformatics try to design complex solutions to respond to the different 
challenges. BD provides them with the opportunity to combine their knowledge and develop complementary 
approaches for facilitate everyday decision making, problem solving and life improvement. 

BD creates challenges that introduce change to humanity and social sciences research landscape. In BD environment the 
traditional research is transformed to computationally-based research methods. The variety of data sources – from 
digitized books and media to transactional data like web searches and sensor data demands new solutions for data 
management and the traditional GIS are sufficient no more (Gourley, 2013). One of the key issues is how to provide 
users with easily understandable information and knowledge based on BD. 

Many companies have already several petabytes of data stored and this data is growing in dozens of percentages. In 
2010 IDC (idc.com) storage reports, McKinsey Global Institute analysis declare that new data stored by regions and 
continents in Petabytes are more than 3 500 for North America, more than 2 000 for Europe, more than 400 for Japan, 
more than 300 for Rest of Australia and Oceania, more than 250 in China (Manyika et al, 2011). The problem, not only 
for cartography science, is that this data is semi-structured or unstructured. We need next-generation GIS to solve the 
new problems. One of the main features would be recognizing and processing not only structured data SDIs) but also 
unstructured data (large part are associated with volunteer geographic information efforts supported by crowdsourcing). 
Cartography is already dealing with both types of data and because of this many issues like multidimensionality, 
generalization, scale, and formats’ transformations suffer and wait for new solutions. Now, we have to admit it: Big 
Data exists and something more than traditional approach is expected. A new approach to problems shall be created. 
Data shall be further explained, new messages for current and past problems shall be taken into account and user 
involvement shall be brought to another level. New methodologies have to be adapted to users through their 
involvement in the methodologies development process. Examples for this are already in place. We face urgent need for 
virtual GIS, ubiquitous mapping including context and adaptive mapping, remarkable inclusion of VGI. All these issues 
are now object to modern cartography approach. 

DEFINITION OF BD 

It is difficult to find BD definition which is appropriate for every science, every person and the society. Zucker defines 
BD as “a popular term used to describe the exponential growth and availability of data, both structured and 
unstructured” (Zucker, 2014). 

Astronomers, who first faced the BD phenomena in the 2000s, coined the term “big data”. The concept is now reaching 
many areas of science. ”There is no rigorous definition of big data. Initially the idea was that the volume of information 
had grown so large that the quantity being examined no longer fit into the memory that computers use for processing, so 
engineers needed to revamp the tools they used for analyzing it all” (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013).  

European Union Project tries to define BD as an emerging field “where innovative technology offers alternatives to 
resolve the inherent problems that appear when working with huge amounts of data, providing new ways to reuse and 
extract value from information” (Welcome to BIG, 2013). Three main dimensions characterize BD: huge variety of data 
format, often time-sensitive and large. BD offers tremendous untapped potential value for many sectors but no specific 
intelligent-large-data-handling/brokering industrial sector exists (Welcome to BIG, 2013).One of the most general 
definitions was given by Uganes (2013). He said that „Big data is one of the most promising – and hyped – trends in 
technology today… If a traditional database is a collection of data, then big data is a collection of collections of data”. 
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Another definition comes from business analytics companies such as IDC: “Big data technologies describe a new 
generation of technologies and architectures, designed to economically extract value from very large volumes of a wide 
variety of data, by enabling high velocity capture, discovery, and/or analysis” (Villars et al, 2011). 

Goodchild (2013) says: A large proportion of all big data is likely to be geographically referenced, and much may be 
real time. While examples can be found of high-quality big data, problems arise in meeting the normal scientific 
standards of replicability and rigorous sampling. These standards can be relaxed in certain stages of science, during 
hypothesis generation and exploration. 

Users’ understandings of BD are revealed by an IBM research. According to more than thousands participants BD is 
associated with: a greater scope of information (18%), new kinds of data and analysis (16%), real-time information 
(15%), data influx from new technologies (13%), non-traditional sources of information (13%), large volume of data 
(10%), the latest buzzword (8%) and social media data (7%) (IBM, 2013). 

From cartographic point of view we consider BD as a mix of structured and unstructured (not classified) data 
that existing GIS technologies are not able to process because of variety in terms of formats, increasingly big 
amount of volume and complexity of knowledge. 

BIG DATA ENVIRONMENT POTENTIALS FOR CARTOGRAPHY 

According to IDC report “Extracting value from chaos”, 90% of the digital data in the organizations is unstructured 
(Gantz and Reinse 2011)1. To clarify, unstructured data is understood as data, being not organized in predefined manner 
or data model (e.g. Internet search) while semi-structured data (e.g. email message) is considered to be a package of 
elements with fixed structure (email properties – sender, time, etc.) and elements without fixed structure (email body). 
Another research states that unstructured data accounts for 80% of the data available to enterprises (Hurwitz et al, 
2013). Although these numbers seem exaggerated, it is obvious that data in unstructured or semi-structured format 
represents the majority of data available in organizations. Despite of that fact, structured data coming from traditional 
data sources remains the main tool for taking decisions although it represents just a small part of the available 
information. Figure 1 describes in details both structured and unstructured data with their many sources but in one 
common field of BD. 

 
 

Figure 1. Types of data in BD environment 
 
If we consider that the structured data has a high level of accuracy and correctness, we cannot state the same for the 
unstructured data. Unstructured data is uncertain, often provided by users or volunteers in very diverse formats and 
manners. Thus, data should be checked and validated. Verifying and makings sense of data is a big challenge in front of 
professionals. More human presence is needed: “the real revolution is not in the machines that calculate data but in data 
itself and how we use it” (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013). At first step, experts from different fields are needed 

                                           
1 Semi-structured data is often considered as unstructured data. We can assume that this is also applied in this research. 
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in order to find methods, paradigms and ways for BD effective processing. After that, processed data shall be visualized 
and delivered in readable form for different kind of users with different sort of purposes. This is the place where 
cartographers shall be involved. (see Figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The professionals places in DB processing and visualization 
 

The insufficiency of current software solutions and systems is supported by other researches: „Typically, big data 
problems cannot be solved with the computing resources that are available to most organizations. They require clusters 
of computers running special applications, and might take days or even weeks to complete” (Uganes, 2013). Behind the 
“special applications” are the experts’ knowledge and experience in retrieving valuable information. That is why the 
need of GI specialists is recognized worldwide. In the past, software solutions replaced people in order to avoid errors. 
With BD, we are turning back to the expert who is invoked to propose next generation technology solutions, combining 
multidisciplinary approaches. 

Data Formats in BD 

The development of new technologies provides cartographers with satellites and aerophoto images, geodetic and 
photogrammetric measurements, statistics, other professionally gathered information, volunteer information. According 
to the Letouze’s research, BD is composed by the following main data types: digitally generated (manipulated by 
computers); passively produced (product of our daily lives); automatically collected (systems that extract and store the 
data); geographically or temporally traceable (mobile phone data) and continuously analyzed (human information and 
real-time analysis) (Letouze, 2012). 

“As recently as the year 2000, only a quarter of the stored information in the world was digital. The other three-quarters 
were on paper, film, vinyl LP records, magnetic cassette tapes, and the like” (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013). 
This problem is also present in cartogaphy. We have still a lot of information in paper maps. This means that the 
transformation of legacy data in digital data is still ongoing. 

GIS are among the most powerful tools in cartography. But do GIS provide professionals and users with the variety of 
BD formats? In some cases we lose information while transforming data between different GIS formats, in other ones, 
we have not enough opportunities to collect all existing data (e.g. because of ethic, religion or low norms or technical 
constraints). It is visible that the problem about BD standards is very big and the tasks for format harmonization and 
transformation are not clear. Experts in Europe need to follow INSPIRE directive to provide users with correct 
information in EU territory. ISO and OGS represent possible solutions for formats standardization but BD standards 
still not exist. 

Next-generation GIS are required to store, process and visualize many structured, unstructured and semi-
structured data in different formats: vector, raster, video, audio, text, etc. Hoever, the more interesting question 
is about user involvement into data collection and GIS development. The idea of virtual GIS is considered in this 
regard. Virtual GIS development is encouraged by the idea of Virtual Geographic Environment which may have 
enormous potential in BD usage and manipulation. 

Characteristics of BD 

Cartography needs to know the characteristics of objects and phenomena which will be mapped or cartographically 
visualized. As BD is still not scientifically defined it is difficult to find its characteristics. Information Technology (IT) 
Industry has its own understanding about BD and proposes several characteristics. The software company SAS defines 
5 characteristics of BD: Volume; Velocity; Variety; Variability and Complexity (Zucker, 2014). 

- Volume of BD means the quantity of data; 
- Velocity of BD means the speed of data generation. 
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Russom (2011) found that the velocity of BD is also the frequency of data generation or frequency of data delivery. 
He is giving several examples, including thermometers, microphones, video cameras, sensor and Web data gathering 
in real time where data volumes get big in a hurry: 
- Variety of BD means different category of data in different formats and purpose of analyzing and using. 
Here we can include all data coming from sensors, digitalization, mobile applications, Web, data bases, photos, 
videos, audios, sms, automations and others. This characteristic leads to the complex tasks of data processing: 
storage, standardizing, classification and analysis. 
- Variability of BD means the time of generating the data. 
- Complexity of BD means multiple sources generating data. 
 
From cartographic point of view, we can add also Accuracy, Dimensionality, Quality and Interactivity of BD: 
- Accuracy means the degree of correct information and data which can be projected or referred to a coordinate 

system; 
- Dimensionality means a measure of spatial, time and characteristics extent of the information represented to the 

map. We will achieve 2D, 3D, 4D to multi-dimensional map; 
- Quality means a high level of value of the gathered information and data; 
- Interactivity means the level of allowance of user activity. 

BD and Map Scale 

Information and data coming from different sources constantly grow. “BD refers to things one can do at a large scale 
that cannot be done at a smaller one, to extract new insights or create new forms of value, in ways that change markets, 
organizations, the relationship between citizens and governments, and more” (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013). In 
cartography, when we need to visualize more and more information (objects and phenomena), the scale of map becomes 
larger and larger. Then, we transform the maps from small scale, to medium and later to large one. In case of BD we 
can achieve also scale 1:1 (see Figure 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The results of BD increasing for cartographic representation 

In theory, every real object we have sufficiently data about can be modeled in 3D cyber world. It could be seen every 
little detail. Of course, in cartography generalization always exists as it depends on the purpose of the representation. In 
practice, it is a little bit more complicated. On the one hand, modelling every object in details requires a lot of efforts. 
On the other hand, technology resources (hardware and software) are too expensive and not advanced enough to handle 
so much information. However, it is completely possible to model in details small objects. For example, data we obtain 
by laser scanning and visualize without generalization can be treated as a map in 1:1 scale (Bandrova and Bonchev, 
2013). 

BD and Map Dimensionality 

Dimensionality was defined above as a measure of spatial, time and characteristics extent of the information represented 
on the map. BD provides cartography with more and more information and data. In one moment 2D map cannot 
visualize so much information (we can show many examples) even in 1:1 scale. What is the reason for such 
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complication? We need to visualize our 3D or 4D world on 2D map. The solution could be to use 3D or 4D 
cartographic representation. We need to provide the necessary information to our users by multi-dimensional maps in 
virtual environment. 

Gourley (2013) defines the map as a multi-dimensional rendering of any type of information, representing the 
relationships of objects. He adds that Google Map now invest 20 Petabytes of information every week from 1 300 
different data sources into its mapping software. Rendering was typical for applying statistical methods for “small” 
data. Now the intention is to work with all BD, but statistics are still missing. 

BD Generalization 

Different experts explain the term of "big data" and the way of dealing with it differently according to the understanding 
of their professional domain. In social media reports we can see that most often the term “generalization” is replaced by 
“cleaning”. “Generally, the big data process begins with “cleaning” data sets and joining them together to make them 
useable” (Uganes, 2013). What kind of generalization we need to use and how we can do this is also an open topic. The 
modern GIS provides the opportunity for automatic generalization in special cartographic cases: for example in contour 
line or situation simplifications. However, in case of BD generalization rules will be big challenge for all geographic 
information (GI) specialists. A possible solution is not to try to adapt current principles to new situations but to create 
new ones according to the needs of the new data environment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

BD creates big challenges for many sciences including cartography. More than before cartographers need to define and 
strengthen their position in different steps of BD processing: gathering information and data, classification, 
representation and visualization. The top topic is to find the easiest way to extract the most appropriate value from BD 
according to its users, knowing that different kind of users need different information. This is the connection and 
translation role of cartography in BD society. 

Cartography as a science cannot deal with all kinds of data of the BD environment and cannot provide all the solutions 
of BD processing and management. Cartography can handle only a part of the data and extract valuable information 
from it. The most interesting cases from cartographical point of view are described below: 

- Data must be spatially distributed: The power of cartography is in its capacity of describing quality and quantity 
characteristics of objects, their positioning and relations. For examples, detailed data for particular disease 
presence in one village is not enough to create a map of the disease presence in the region. To map the 
phenomena, we would need the same data for different objects (in this case villages and cities in the particular 
region) with different coordinates. Thus, we would be capable to provide meaningful and useful information that 
can be further analyzed and taken into account while making decisions. 

- Data must be classified. The majority of BD is semi- or non-classified. To map the data, we need clear 
classification first. To classify data, rules shall be established by cartographers and implemented with the help of 
IT science.  

- Data must have quality and / or quantity characteristics. Cartography visualizes objects’ and phenomena’s 
characteristics and provides to readers their distribution. In addition to initial quality and/or quantity 
characteristics, mapping will provide even more objects’ attributes (distance between two objects, coordinates 
and altitudes, etc.). Modern cartography capabilities like multidimensional representation and animation allow 
us to represent much more data characteristics than before. 

- Data of interest must be generalized. Many data in semi- or non- classified format can represent an interest for 
cartography. Information for pollution at particular point can have a lot of sources – structured data from 
sensors, historical data collected in archive files or even a text message sent by a smart phone user. After having 
the data we should apply generalization through selection and filtration. Selection would be finding the 
necessary data for given purpose while filtration would assure that only data of interest are kept in mapping. 

PERSPECTIVES 

The strongest and most visible contemporary streams in cartography and GIS are the existence and use of Web 2.0 
supporting Web-based services for many people all around the world and fast developing of crowd-sourcing allowing 
collection of voluntary information. The character of cartography and the GI community is changing according to 
advancing technology and the development of new ideas, including geographical thinking. For example new techniques 
such as Google, Web Maps, GI portals, and others have influenced the development of cartography in recent years. 
Cartography also deals with qualitatively new conditions related to the existence of spatial information infrastructures 
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(SDI) and helps to realize and complete new social concepts such as Spatially Enabled Societies (SESs) or Digital Earth 
(DE). 

Today, we are able to provide enormous volumes of geospatial information, on the basis of which we can take better-
informed decisions for the use of natural resources, for environmental protection or for managing disasters and their 
after-effects. However, we are only able to use them if they fit our concepts, if we understand them properly, and if they 
have been tailored to our needs. It is not enough to build the technical infrastructure without teaching the population 
how to use the maps, being in analogue or digital form. We have to provide the concepts with which the population is 
able to deal with geospatial information, and we have to provide maps from which the population is able to derive the 
information they need: information that is up-to-date and tailor-made for problem solving (Konecny and Ormeling, 
2005). 

To look from the BD perspective we see that cartography will continue its development in some kind of equilibrium 
between sciences, technology but as well as art. This equilibrium is perhaps more valid than before, because 
combination of new scientific approaches based on information and communication technologies (ICT) in cartography 
provides many possibilities for map creation and inclusion of art not only make maps attractive but also enables new 
and imaginative forms in which maps could be shown and naturally understood. As Dasgupta mentioned, Geospatial 
technologies allow greater flexibility and customization through geovisualization, which develops and extends old 
cartography concepts in new and innovative ways (Dasgupta, 2013, p.23). 

Visualization is one of the key factors to be able to recognize relationships in both type of geospatial data: structured 
data base management systems (DBMS) and unstructured (e.g. coming from volunteers). As Dasgupta (2013) says, 
“This requires the integration of visual and computational tools for human machine collaboration for knowledge 
construction. At the engineering end it requires the integration of diverse systems, each with their own standards, data 
structures and interfaces. The real problem is to integrate databases with visualization such that the functionalities are 
available at the visual interaction level itself. In fact, the problem is similar to the BD problem of being able to handle 
streaming, unstructured data to extract knowledge in real time”. 

Another important stream of cartography is ubiquitous mapping. It is one of the biggest challenges of contemporary 
cartography and geoinformatics and arose because of the perceived advantages of an ‘information society’. Mapping 
should be done by everybody, anytime, everywhere with all possible technological tools. The adaptive cartography 
means the automatic creation of correct geodata visualization with regard to situation, purpose and the user. Adaptive 
maps are maps in the conventional sense - they are correct and well-readable medium for transfer of spatial information. 
The user controls map modifications indirectly via modification of context. The term context refers to the following set 
of characteristics: 

• Who is the map reader: information on abilities of the users to read maps, their visual preferences, level of 
knowledge and/or education? This information forms the user profile; 
• What is the purpose of the map: information on solved problems, spatial extent of the problem and 
information on hierarchy of content items depending on the given problem? 
• Where is the map to be used - information on place related to parameters of the display, transmission capacity 
and software characteristics of client application? 

 
Cartography can also offer on the higher development level older but still young ideas of Georgian cartographer 
Aslanikashvili who came in 1970s with book Metacartography. In that book cartography was presented as one of the 
first sciences connected closely to metadata (in that times even informatics did not treated the topic). Aslanikashvili 
develops the theory of semiology in cartography. Semiology has four aspects: syntactic, semantic, sygmatic and 
pragmatic. Syntactic one means cartographic symbols relationships to each other; semantic one means cartographic 
symbols relationships to the content of what they described; sygmatic one means cartographic symbols relationships to 
the functions of the objects that indicate, and pragmatic one is relationship of one who cartographic symbols uses to the 
all system of symbols (Aslanikashvili, 1974, and Drapela, 1983). Especially in BD environment the new elaboration of 
these aspects can bring new ideas not only in cartography and geoinformatics but in all process of dealing with data and 
its visualization. Recently, three of these aspects are explained by G. Gartner:”The syntactical dimension in which we 
define the code in terms of symbols, sizes, colours, etc. Cartographers are very good in this. The semantic dimension is 
one in which we try to incorporate the meaning of the information using either self-explaining codes or a legend. 
Cartographers are very good in this as well but, could do better in the arena of dynamic visualization and multimedia. 
Finally, we have the pragmatic dimension which ensures that the communicated information is relevant to the receiver 
through context-modelling and personalisation” (Gartner in Dasgupta, 2013). 

During implementation phase of a project on dynamic geovisualization (Konecny, 2011) for creating adaptive and 
context-based map concepts in crises management, the team discovered and confirmed cognitive style of users with 
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different skills, abilities, education and cultural background and different ages. The importance of the idea of cognitive 
style was highlighted. Cognitive style or ‘thinking style’ is a term used in cognitive psychology to describe the way 
individuals think, perceive and remember information, or their preferred approach to using such information to solve 
problems. Two main streams of cognitive style are holistic or analytic ones and could give practical inputs to 
cartographers. Some find use of maps better, others prefer orthoimages. This can play an important role especially in 
disaster situations. But research is in the early stages and needs deeper analysis and cooperation with more disciplines at 
an international level (Konecny et al, 2011). 

In the era of BD, it is very important for cartography to take advantage of the development of the information and 
communication technologies. The distance between cartographers and the world's leading information providers like 
Google, Open Streat Maps, Facebook and Twitter have to be reduced through clear involvement of cartography roles 
and rules in solution delivery. As experts, we are happy of the new possibilities presented by ICT, but still we cannot 
hide the fact that much chaotically transmitted information is not correct and can lead to misinterpretation by the users. 

The similar situation is present also in the area of Volunteer Geographic Information (VGI) which is now elaborated by 
many scientists over the World. 

A big challenge for the cartography is its role in the new stream of Virtual Geographic Environments (VGE). Lin and 
Batty state, that “VGE are built on the development of GIS and geographic information science in ways that focus on 
how users are able to embed themselves within such systems. VGEs thus constitute environments in which the user 
interacts with the geographical or spatial system of interest through immersion in its spatial representation, the methods 
used to model it, and the processes used to utilize such environments in problem solving. Virtual Reality (VR) 
Technologies, computer-aided design (CAD), games, animations, movies, indeed the whole plethora of multimedia with 
geo-coded data and geo-process models, can be enlisted to enrich and extend such environments” (Lin and Batty, 2009). 

Lin and Batty (2009) define VGE as an environment that is explicitly geographical but into which users are more deeply 
embedded in terms of the experiences they require than those which have hitherto characterized the uses of GIS. Meng 
(2009) adds, that Spatial modelling, geovisualization, and human vision are fundamental components of VGEs. In 
current VGEs, geovisualization typically performs a two-fold task: 

- to create a display surface onto which a symbolized subset of digital geographic concepts are projected, and; 
- to provide an interface for the user’s access to secondary information that is either embedded in or related to the 

graphic symbols. 
In the former case, the communication of geoinformation starts with eye contact, i.e. seeing. The comprehension of 
what has been visually attended relies on an agreed visual literacy between the designer and the user. Developing such a 
visual literacy has been a constant research focus of cartographic semiotics. Later, however, geoinformation is 
essentially communicated and comprehended by means of user interactions that require seeing and doing at the same 
time. 

The development of VGI and VGE will propose new interesting and in many cases unexpected ways to deal with BD. 
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Abstract 
In recent past years many studies, papers and articles focused on Internet maps and web cartography have been 
published. They have emphasized above all the changes connected with the beginning of the era of Internet maps. These 
publications have mentioned the changes of the process of map construction, publication, dissemination, cartographic 
theory, classification of maps, user issues or evaluation of map products. Even some authors have been writing about 
changes of the whole cartography paradigm. 
This paper tries to capture another change – the Internet map represents a complete tool for information searching, 
integration, analysis and decision making. The visualization and presentation as the original role of maps is reduced 
and the role of complex information tool is made strengthen. The maps replace traditional catalogues or lists because 
they offer extra information on localization of points of interest and make possible not only to show descriptive 
information, but also spatial connections and relations. The new era of Internet (so-called Internet of Things) brings 
another important change – the Internet maps can not present only spatial connection but also links among all the 
objects on the map as well as external data and information. 
This paper describes connections between Internet maps, Linked Open Data approach, Volunteered geographic 
information and open methodologies of collecting and harmonizing of data and information. Also several selected 
projects will be introduced and described. The main goal of this paper is to show that changes in cartography are not 
finished, because they are very closely connected to any changes in the sphere of information (especially web and 
Internet) technologies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In past years many researches, papers and articles focused on Internet maps have been published. They have 
emphasized above all changes connected with the beginning of the era of Internet maps. These publications have 
mentioned the changes of the process of map construction, cartographic theory, classification of maps or evaluation of 
maps. Some authors (e.g. Brodersen 2007, Peterson 2007 or publication in a phase of preparation (Fernández & 
Buchroithner 2014) have been writing about the changes of the whole paradigm of cartography. 

But the process of a shift of paradigm in cartography is not finished (and in general it can not be never completed). This 
paper tries to capture another change – the Internet map represents a complete tool for information searching, 
integration, analysis and decision making. The visualization and presentation as the original role of maps is reduced and 
the role of complex information tool is made strengthen. The maps replace traditional catalogues or lists (e.g. phone 
books), including results of search engines. They offer not only required descriptive information, but also extra 
information on localization of points of interest and make possible to show spatial connections, relations and navigation 
issues. 

The new era of Internet (so-called Internet of Things) brings another important change. Such “new” Internet is very 
similar to cartographic conception. It is a model of various interlinking things (events, persons, phenomena, objects...). 
Therefore Internet maps have a new challenge – to present not only spatial connection but also semantic links among 
objects. It is strongly connected to new role of Internet maps – to integrate information from various (in many cases 
very heterogeneous) resources. 

This paper in following parts describe connections among Internet maps, Linked Open Data (LOD) approach and other 
related concepts such as Internet of Things, Volunteered geographic information (VGI) and open methodologies of 
collecting and harmonizing of data and information. Also selected projects will be introduced and described. The main 
goal of this paper is to show that changes in cartography are not finished, because they are very closely connected to 
any changes in the sphere of information (especially web and Internet) technologies. 
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LINKED DATA 
 
The Linked Data is the key non-cartographic term of this paper. Therefore this collocation needs detailed description 
and explanation because the cartographic community is not fully familiar with Linked Data. 

The term Linked Data is very frequently referred in the current cartography and geomatic publications and projects (the 
examples are cited and mentioned in following parts of this paper). It is necessary to state in the beginning of this 
section that Linked Data is becoming to play the role of buzzword and users need carefully to check concrete text to 
find relevant information. 

The Linked Data approach enables to publish data (including spatial data) in very interoperable way. The best 
description of Linked Data is provided by a five-star rating scheme of Linked Open Data (Berners-Lee 2006). Linked 
Open Data represent a special type of Linked Data, which add an open licence to Linked Data. The five-star rating 
scheme shows necessary properties of such type of data. 

• 1st star – Data is available on the web (whatever format) but with an open licence (e.g. GNU General Public 
License or BSD /Berkeley Software Distribution/ licence) 

• 2nd star – Data is available as machine-readable structured data. 
• 3rd star – Data is available as machine-readable structure data in a non-proprietary format. 
• 4th star – Data is available as machine-readable structure data in the open standards from W3C (RDF 

/Resource Description Framework/ and SPARQL /SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language/) to identify 
things, so that people can point at your stuff. 

• 5th star – All the above, plus: Link your data to other people’s data to provide context. The last star represents 
modifier “Linked”. 

 
The following list introduces an implementation of five-star rating system in the spatial data domain. 

• 1st star – Data is published as a map in a binary format describing raster graphics (e.g. PNG /Portable Network 
Graphics/) under GNU GPL. 

• 2nd star – Data is available in Esri shape-file format. 
• 3rd star – Data is available in GML (Geography Markup Language) format. 
• 4th star – Data is migrated to RDF. 
• 5th star – Data in RDF is interconnected to other Linked Data (e.g. Dbpedia1). 

 
Tim Berners-Lee (in Berners-Lee 2006) presents that Linked Data (or Linked Open Data) is related to the two main 
standards: 

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), which guarantees a mechanism of the unique identifiers of each thing 
(object, feature...). These identifiers are provided to create links between data. 

• RDF, that enables formalized description of each information based on triple (subject – predicate – object). 
This pattern represents universal way of coding of information and data. There are many examples of 
implementation of RDF in spatial data domain such as Walsh 2003, van den Brink et al. 2013 or Klien 2007. 

 
The transformation of spatial data and other information from geographical domain to the Linked Data is supported by 
many international organization (e.g. World Wide Web Consortium, Open Geospatial Consortium, Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations), by European Union (projects such as MELODIES2, GeoKnow3 or 
SmartOpenData4) and also by national governments and authorities (e.g. products of Ordnance Survey or U.S. National 
Map) or various independent projects such as GeoNames.org5 or Dbpedia. The structure Linked Data6 is provided by 
Linked Data community7. 
  

                                           
1 http://dbpedia.org/ 
2 http://www.melodiesproject.eu/ 
3 http://geoknow.eu/ 
4 http://www.smartopendata.eu/ 
5 http://geonames.org 
6 http://lod-cloud.net/ 
7 http://linkeddata.org/ 
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RELATED WORKS 
 
The Linked Data represents a challenge for cartography and cartographers. But there are a few studies describing a 
relation between cartography (maps and other cartographic products) and Linked Data. 

It is necessary to be conscious of the fact that the term “mapping” is very often mention in a relation to Linked Data. 
But in many cases this word does not have any connection to cartography in a process of transformation or migration 
data sets to Linked Data or to interconnection among particular Linked Data vocabularies or objects. 

Visualization is the second term frequently used in Linked Data domain. But it also does not mean a cartographic 
visualization, but a graph composition of Linked Data sets or objects (such as in Brunetti et al. 2012). 

The various approaches how to visualize Linked Data are described and compared in the Approaches to visualising 
Linked Data: A survey (Dadzie & Rowe 2011). The authors mention not only cartographic visualization, but show also 
interactive map tools working with Linked Data published in the United Kingdom. Also the data resource for U.S. 
National Map is built on the basis of Linked Data (Usery & Varanka 2012). 

There are papers focused on collaborative mapping or cartographic visualization of Volunteered geographic information 
activities. Some of them (e.g. Simon, Haslhofer & Jung 2011, Savelyev et al. 2011, Karam & Melchiori 2013) discuss 
or present Linked Data approach. 

Question of a cartographic visualization (related to web services) as a challenge for semantic Spatial Data 
Infrastructures are mentioned in Janowicz et al. (2010). 

The publication An Approach to Publish Spatial Data on the Web: The GeoLinked Data Case (Vilches-Blázquez et al. 
2010) introduces a simple a faceted browser for GeoLinked Data. Another application used and visualized data from 
DBpedia (link) is described in Becker & Bizer (2009). 

CHANGES & CHANCES 

In the previous parts of this paper there were sketched some changes and chances in cartography caused by Linked Data 
approach and other significant transformation processes in spatial data sphere and geomatics. This section wants to 
show the influence of Linked Data on cartography in a case of a development process of simple web map application. 

Basic information on application 

The application focused on presentation of European alpine ski resorts1 is created above all for educational purposes as 
an example of a construction of web in the course “Computer Cartography” in the University of West Bohemia in Plzeň 
(Czech Republic). Students do not create  a new web map application every year but they continue in a work of their 
predecessors. In the first “brainstorming” class students think out new innovations and important changes of existing 
version and also an explanation of benefits of web map in comparison of traditional tools (e.g. list or catalogues) is a 
part of the introductory class. But the educational aspects are not a goal of this paper. 

The essential part of an application development consists in searching and interconnection of relevant data (we ignore 
cartographic methods of data processing intentionally, because it is out of the scope of this paper). The searching of data 
was very important and quite complicated due to these reasons: 

• Users need information from various domains (e.g. tourism, geographic places, meteorology). 
• There is not any complete database. 
• Data sets are provided by many subjects. 

 
Finally we choose three main methods of data collection: 

• Data from skimap.org2 (which represent the most complex available data). 
• Data from selected web pages processes by XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language – Transformation) 

template. 
• Data added manually (based on VGI – users' feedback)3. 

                                           
1 http://letsdosomeskiing.com/ 
2 http://skimap.org/ 
3 As the one of improvement a form for more comfortable data uploading is prepared. 
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The development of data model is another question connected to the development process. The main problem consists 
in heterogeneity of existing data in the input and huge number of required information in the output. There are various 
types of heterogeneity such as different data models, identifiers, terminology, spatial scope etc. 

Therefore we use a principle “to have a base data as small as possible, but to provide maximal amount of information 
via links to existing data resources”. It fully follows the Linked Data approach. 

The current data model of stored data contains six main components: 

• Identifier – unique URIs1 (according to Linked Data approach) are used as identifiers. 
• Labels – names of ski resorts. 
• Coordinates – point coordinates World Geodetic System (WGS 84, EPSG:4326) 
• Localization – links to geographic features (State, Region). 
• Descriptive attributes – relic of previous versions of data set. 
• Links – links to external resources which cannot be derived from previous components. 

 
Original data is kept in the specific XML (Extensible Markup Language) format due to more comfortable editing. This 
data set is not published but it is transformed to GeoJSON (an extension of JavaScript Object Notation; this data is used 
to publish maps in the Leaflet2 client) and OWL (Web Ontology Language) format in RDF syntax to make data 
accessible to other users. 
 
Implementation of Linked Data 
 
Linked Data represents very nice concept, but their implementation and applications based on Linked Data resources 
are more important. Linked Data resources can be implemented in three different ways: 

1. Links to vocabularies, including metadata vocabularies – these links manage semantics of data set and its parts 
(e.g. particular classes or relations). It is possible to declare that class ldss: Country is the same as class 
dbpedia-owl: Country (used in Dbpedia). This approach is to used to use and add official definition or 
explanation to particular elements. For example in the application introduced in this paper the elements gn: 
name (from GeoNames.org) or geo: lat (from WGS84 Geo Positioning3) are used. The first element describes 
names of particular resort, while the second example define latitude as a part of location of the resort. 
 

2. Links to instances (particular data objects) – in this case self-standing instances (e.g. concrete states such as 
Bulgaria or Austria) are interconnected. For example the Linked Data resource can contain statement that 
http://www.semanticweb.org/ldss#Georgia is the same as http://dbpedia.org/page/Georgia_(country). 
 
 

3. Links among objects in one (or more) data resource(s) – it is possible to define a relation that ski resorts can be 
connected to states by a relation isLocatedInState. Ontological standards (as one very important technologies 
supporting Linked Data) are able to specify other properties of relations based on descriptive logic rules (e.g. 
Range, Domain or transitivity). This information are essential from a perspective of automatic reasoning of 
data and derivation of new information (details in Cerba & Jedlicka 2013). 

 
As it was mentioned in the previous paragraphs the source data of the application contains links to Linked Data 
resources. The current version is connected to DBpedia, GeoNames.org, FOAF (Friend of a friend)4 and FAO 
Geopolitical Ontology5. There are also some re-used elements from WGS84 Geo Positioning, Dublin Core Metadata 
Initiative6 and Creative Commons7 license. Because the authors of the application want to provide as much information 
as possible, the data set contains also links to other data (Wikipedia8, Wolfram|Alpha9 or web pages of particular 

                                           
1 The current URIs are uncomfortable and unintelligible (e.g. http://letsdosomeskiing.com/Pages/d1e19260.html), the change 
to a style like http://letsdosomeskiing.com/Pages/Foppolo is prepared. 
2 http://leafletjs.com/ 
3 http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/ 
4 http://www.foaf-project.org/ 
5 http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/geoinfo/en/ 
6 http://dublincore.org/ 
7 https://creativecommons.org/ 
8 http://www.wikipedia.org/ 
9 http://www.wolframalpha.com/ 
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resorts), which are not put among Linked Data. This data is published as OWL/RDF file1 in the web page of the 
application. 

The application uses other data resources which are not connected to source data but are processed directly by 
application or by automatic generating process of application. These resources cover 

• map layers – various style versions of OpenStreetMap2, ESRI3 maps, Nokia Maps4 or Stamen5 Watercolor 
(very attractive OpenStreetMap design); these background maps includes street map, satellite map as well as 
terrain map. Except background maps users can select an adding layer – OpenPisteMap6 or various types of 
OpenWeatherMap7 (showing temperatures, snowing or wind). 

• API (Application Programming Interface) or application having URI containing name or coordinates – 
OpenWeatherMap, links to Trip Advisor, Hotel.de, Lonely Planet and social media (Twitter, You Tube, Tumblr, 
Flickr). 

• embedded data (via HTML embed element) – SPARQL query to DBpedia. 
 
Benefits for cartography and cartographers 
 
Linked Data is a very nice and interesting approach. But its success in cartography will depend on benefits offered to 
cartography and cartographers8. The following list shows important advantages of using Linked Data in cartographic 
visualization process. 

• Access to a large number of spatial data and information – Linked Data include not only particular geographic 
features such as cities, rivers or seas, but also vocabularies of terms related to geography, cartography or 
domain of a map. Users can use not only data sets, but also results of SPARQL or GeoSPARQL queries that 
provide data according to user requirements. 

• Searching of data via links could bemore intuitive and more simple for some users than using of metadata 
catalogues. But it is necessary to mention that results of searching in metadata catalogues have higher 
information value. 

• Semantics is not an empty word or buzzword. Thanks to employing of semantic labels for relations and object 
cartographers have much more information on data (substance of particular items and values). This knowledge 
and experience have an impact on easier and more accurate development of map symbols or map legend. Well 
semantically described data are also more readable and understandable for users. 

• Links to multilingual data resources simplify translations of map content as well as user interface of digital 
cartographic products. 

• Cartographers can combine data and information from several independent resources without a need of data 
harmonization. The harmonization steps were realized by data providers before they have published data as 
Linked Data. 

• A support by various controlled vocabularies and other terminological resources is very important from the 
perspective of non-professional cartographers and mappers (people participating on public mapping activities 
or data journalism). Correct usage of Linked Data approach can help to better the quality of cartographic 
results of above-mentioned activities. 

• Linked Data is very beneficial from a perspective of data storage and management. Cartographers do not need 
to occupy with activities related to data collecting, storing, updating and maintenance. They just use data 
prepared by particular data providers. Linked Data approach is not connected with building of big data silos, 
robust database solution or downloading of new data updates. 

• Linked Data is based on principles of mark-up languages and it is provided by an open license. Cartographers 
are able to save software components because they are independent on any software producers (it does not 
mean that Linked Data users have to migrate to open source applications). 

• Linked Data supports a development of content-rich cartographic web application. It is possible to add any 
information (that is not usually a part of spatial data sets) to map, including multimedia. For example users of a 

                                           
1 http://letsdosomeskiing.com/Media/LDSS.rdf 
2 http://www.openstreetmap.org/ 
3 http://www.arcgis.com/ 
4 http://here.com/ 
5 http://maps.stamen.com/ 
6 http://openpistemap.org/ 
7 http://openweathermap.org/ 
8 The general benefits of Linked Data (above all for data managers, users and providers) are mentioned in Heath & Bizer 
(2011). Some of them are also important for cartography. 
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map presenting population density in European countries want to explain what the term “population density” 
means exactly or want to get more information on particular states. 

• Because Linked Data is  very popular now, there are a lot of examples, documentation and tutorial. 
 
It is necessary to mention that Linked Data is not an ideal solution for any cases. Users could criticize reliability of data 
(because they do not have absolute control over data) or necessity of knowledge and experience (connected with 
education and learning of new issues). 
But it cannot change the fact that Linked Data represents ground-breaking way of using, exploiting and publishing of 
data and information, including spatial data. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Modern web maps replace traditional list or catalogues in many human activities including tourism. Users do not want 
just to know a descriptive information and evaluation, but they also need spatial information and relations. In the case of 
ski resorts users search mainly for spatial data and information (e.g. location, length of ski slopes or weather) which are 
detectable from a map. Moreover current applications based on web map add more very interesting functions enabling 
navigation, communication, assessment or purchase of ski passes. 

Such web map tool integrate heterogeneous input data for one thing and provide personalised information on demand 
for another. Maps represents the one of the fundamental communication tools on the contemporary Internet. And their 
importance will be growing when speaking of the Internet of Things (as the future or new era of the Internet). 

The importance of web cartographic application increases not only in connection with an attractive design, but also 
quality and quantity of data play very crucial role. It is an opportunity for an implementation of Linked Data principles, 
because independent developers or Small and Medium Enterprises are able to build high-quality application, but they 
usually are not able to keep large data and knowledge bases. 

Introduced map application represents a sample of opportunities following from Linked Data approach. It integrates and 
presents information coming from different sources (data collected by authors, VGI resources, open data in RDF 
format, data from various services and APIs). The map serves as the basic tool for communication and orientation. It 
does not provide all accessible data (it is almost impossible, because the map has to be simple and uncluttered) but the 
map offers just short information to have an elemental idea and the link (or links) to all information. 

The development of the introduced map application will continue. It is a part of education process in the University of 
West Bohemia but also the commercial section has been interesting in. The authors plan to interconnect the application 
and results of several projects dealing with Linked Data (e.g. SDI4apps or SmartOpenData). 
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Abstract 
 Military Geographic Service is the major producer of geo data and materials in Bulgaria according to the Low of 
Geodesy and Cartography, and Bulgarian engagements as a NATO and EU member.  The modern technology, high 
tech equipment and well-educated and motivated staff are the bases to satisfy all these challenges.  This paper aims to 
present the Military Geographic Service’s approach for creating cartographic products.  The paper is focused on:  

- geographical data collection through Remote Sensing technology - source data, technology and specific requirements 
to the collecting process;  

- real time data structuring and coding, according to specific requirements of prime Geo Data Base of Military 
Geographic Service;  

- development, maintenance and quality control (geometrical and attribute) of Geo Data Base, according to the 
DIGEST standard;  

- automatic creating of cartographic products for immediate reply to military purposes or civil protection and crisis 
management;  

- used know-how and high-tech software (ESRI and ERDAS Imagine software) and its customization to the needs of the 
Military Geographic Service workflow.  

Military Geographic Service believes that this is a good approach for maintaining and updating the Geo Data Base for 
optimizing the time to produce cartographic products and to increase their quality. 

INTRODUCTION 

Digital technology has broadened our view of a map. Instead of static entity, nowadays a map is a dynamic presentation 
of geographic data. In order to be effective, a map must be visually compelling. Principles of graphic design – layout, 
proportion, balance, symbology and topography apply to maps as well as to other types of illustrations. 

The map is an interface between geographic data and our perceptions. Maps utilize people’s inherent cognitive ability to 
identify spatial patterns and geographic objects and locations.  

The complete and accurate geographic information about the world is extremely valuable. Collected and digitally 
structured, the information can be easily maintained, expanded and updated. In addition we have huge possibilities to 
make analyses, modeling different variants and situations connected with terrain, road network, railroad network, 
hydrology, urban area, creating information systems, simulations and so on. 

The activities of Military Geographic Service in the sphere of cartographic production are determined by its 
responsibilities, due to the membership of Bulgaria in NATO and the Law on Geodesy and Cartography of Republic of 
Bulgaria. 
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The used technology, combining advanced hardware solutions, high-tech software and well-trained staff are the key to 
obtaining up-to-date cartographic products with high quality and precision in the shortest possible time and with 
minimum cost. 

Workflow of cartographic production 

- Creating geo data – technology, data source 
- Creating and maintaining prime geo data base (GDB 25) – data modal, coordinate system 
o Data import 
o Creating data base containing meta data 
o Geometric and attribute quality control  
o Updating of GDB 25 and data base with meta data 

- Creating digital cartographic products 
o Creating a geo data base for each cartographic product 
o Map creation and editing. Quality control 
o Printing hard copy maps and creation of digital geographic products 

Data sources 

Main sources of information are: airborne- and satellite-based remote sensing techniques, scheme and field 
observations. 

Additional sources: Bulgarian Air Forces, Hydrological service, Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works, 
Ministry of Investment Planning, Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Ministry of Environment and Water, Ministry of 
Transport, Information Technologies and Communications, Bulgarian Air Traffic Service Authority, National 
Geological Fund, National Statistical Institute, Aerospace Observation Centre etc. 

Graphical and attribute data with high quality and accuracy, low cost and production in the shortest possible time, is 
achieved by using the following technological sequence: 

- “On screen” vectorization of orthophoto images 
Feature of this method is working in a 2D, which in some cases does not allow the identification of all the 

objects in the image. 
- Identification of only objects, which are unrecognized on orthophoto images is done in stereo mode; 
Full stereo mapping is an unreasonably slow and expensive method of obtaining geo data. 
- Field observation. 
In the presence of important objects or parts of objects which cannot be detected by using the aforementioned 

above two sources, field observation of the area is carried out.  

REMOTE SENSING 

The use of remote sensing techniques in the activity of MGS dates back to the late 30-ies of the last century with the 
application of analogue photogrammetry. In 1997, MGS purchased its first license of remote sensing software created 
by Erdas Imagine (version 8.3), which put the beginning of digital photogrammetry and remote sensing. 

Nowadays MGS use in its workflow high-tech software by the company LAICA - Erdas Imagine, installed on modern 
hardware, enabling high-speed processing of large amount of data sets, and work in stereo mode. 

As a supervisor of a European project of Ministry of Agriculture and Food for the creation of land parcels map (LPIS), 
MGS use the remote sensing data coming from this project for creation of geographic products. Mostly these data are 
aerial images with ground simple distance of approximately 0.4 sm., flight attitude ~ 4000 m., 12 microns pixel size and 
camera focal length of 120 mm.  

The ultimate goal in the processing of digital images is to remove all distortions (geometric and radiometric) and 
transforming them into models and images, allowing direct geometric measurements - stereo model, DEM, DTEM and 
orthorectified images. 

Triangulation, or block triangulation, is the process of establishing a mathematical relationship between the images 
contained on a project, the camera or sensor model, and the ground. The information resulting from triangulation is 
required as an input for the orthorectification process. 
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Leica Photogrammetry Suite (LPS) project manager of Erdas Imagine uses a technique known as bundle block 
adjustment for aerial triangulation. Bundle block adjustment provides three primary functions: 

• The ability to determine the position and orientation of each image in a project as it existed at the time of 
photographic or image exposure. The resulting parameters are referred to as exterior orientation parameters. 

• The ability to determine the ground coordinates of any tie points measured on the overlap areas of multiple 
images. The highly precise ground point determination of tie points is useful for generating ground control points 
(GCPs) from imagery in lieu of ground surveying techniques. 

• The ability to distribute and minimize the errors associated with the imagery, image measurements, GCPs, 
and so forth. The bundle block adjustment processes information from an entire block of imagery in one simultaneous 
solution (that is, a bundle) using statistical techniques to automatically identify, distribute, and remove error. 
Significant factor for the precision of triangulation is the accuracy and normalized spread of GCPs. According to the 
Low of Geodesy and Cartography, MGS has the obligation to create and maintain a National Geodetic Network, 
magnetic and gravimetric networks. So, it is an owner of significant data base with high accuracy of GSPs, entirely 
covering the country. 

By using these materials, the accuracy of block triangulation is between 0.17 - 0.25 sm. This accuracy is enough for 
automatic extraction of DEM and creation of ortho rectified images. (Figure 1) 

 

Figure 1 Report from block triangulation 

Automatic DEM extraction 

A digital elevation model (DEM) is a 3D digital representation of the terrain or topography of the Earth. Automatic 
DEM extraction involves the automatic extraction of elevation information from imagery and the subsequent creation of 
a 3D digital representation of the surface of the Earth. A DEM represents the elevation associated with the topography 
of the Earth and not necessarily the anthropogenic (such as buildings) or natural (such as trees) features located on the 
ground. 

A digital terrain elevation model (DTEM) represents the elevation associated with the surface of the Earth including 
topography and all natural or anthropogenic features located on the surface of the Earth. The primary difference 
between a DTEM and a DEM is that the DEM represents the terrain of the Earth whereas a DTEM represents the 
surface of the Earth. 

The accuracy of DEM or DTEM is an extremely important factor in the process of image orthorectification.  

MGS use Leica Photogrammetry Suite (LPS) of Erdas Imagine for automatic creation and editing of DEM and DTEM 
in its workflow. 

LPS, Automatic Terrain Extraction (ATE) allows for the automatic extraction of DTEMs and DEMs. In order to 
automatically extract topography only, specific parameters governing the elevation extraction process must be specified. 
However, typically additional editing outside of the DEM extraction process is required to obtain an accurate 3D model. 
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DEM editing techniques are used to remove invalid elevation points in order to create a precise representation of the 
topography and the surface of the Earth. 

This process is performed in the module Terrain Editor (TE) (Figure 2). In stereo mode it is performed checking of the 
vertical position of the automatically generated points with 3D coordinates. The heights of all points which are not lying 
on the ground (situated on buildings, trees, etc.) are edited. This process is extremely labor-intensive. The time required 
to generate and edit the DTEM is 3 times more than that required for the DEM. The invention of a DTEM is caused by 
the need to generate contour lines, required to visualize the landscape in all cartographic materials produced by MGS. 

 

Figure 2 3D points coming from automatic DEM generation  

Key factors affecting the accuracy of the DEM and the accuracy of DTEM are the precision of block triangulation, 
radiometric characteristics (color, contrast, sharpness, etc.) of the images, as well as the professional skills of the 
operators performing the editing.  

The required vertical accuracy for GDB25, maintained by the MGS is 1/3 of the contour interval of the base scale map. 
For the base scale - 1:25 K, with contour interval of 10 m, the accuracy is 3 meters. Used by MGS data coming from 
remote sensing allows obtaining models with a vertical accuracy up to 1 m. 

 Orthorectify images 

The images used in the project, 3D coordinate determination processes and the generated DЕM are used in the final step 
of the LPS project manager workflow - orthorectification. The orthorectification process requires high quality images 
(color, contrast, good normalization etc.) and highly accurate DЕMs for the creation of map-accurate imagery 
(orthorectified images) for "on screen" vectorization process to extract vector and attribute data. 

Ortho images are controlled by two main indicators: 
- Geometric accuracy – It is performed by GCPs, derived from field GPS measurements with accuracy up to 

0.50 meters and a vector data obtained by the stereo mapping, as road and hydrographic networks in predefined areas of 
the treated area. Data from stereo mapping are free of error from the relief and therefore it is important for the control. 
The maximum permissible RMS is 2.5 m. 

- Radiometric image quality – It is performed by evaluation of the clarity and sharpness of the images and the 
size of the areas covered with clouds, snow and visibility of objects falling in the shadow of other objects. 

Orthophoto images are the main source of vector and attribute information for building and updating the 
GDB25. "On screen" vectorisation is carried out in ArcGIS environment. Additional application created by MGS 
specialists allows direct entry of data into a temporary database with the same model as GDB25. After performing the 
geometric and attribute quality control, data are entered in the GDB 25. 
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Specific requirements of the vectorisation process: 
- Accuracy of the vectorization of linear objects and edges of area object is up to 4 px; 
- Completeness – without generalization or movement of objects due to readability of map information; 
- Extract attribute information - retrieve only the attributes that have been guaranteed accuracy, required for the 

GDB25. Filling in the missing attribute information is performed through remote sensing technique, and if necessary by 
a field observation or additional sources. 

- Structure of the vector information - data model of GDB25. 

Stereo mapping 

The stereo mapping is another way to derive vector and attribute information. The process is performed by using 
software Stereo Analyst for Erdas Imagine. 

Stereo Analyst for ERDAS IMAGINE’s sophisticated 3D data collection techniques enable you to: 
• Collect both 2D and 3D data from a variety of image sources, without having to create a digital terrain model; 
• Minimize the time and cost associated with preparing, collecting, and editing geo data; 
• Automatically attribute spatial information to GDB25; 
 

The software is customized by specialists of MGS. The aim of customization is to allow importing the collected geo 
data in the structure of the GBD 25 (Figure 3). 

In the workflow of MGS the stereo mapping is used only for extracting information about the objects which are not 
recognized on the ortho photo images. 

Full stereo mapping process for collecting of all geo data for GDB25 is unreasonably slow and expensive process. 

 

Figure 3 Structuring of data in stereo mapping process  

Creating and updating the prime geo data base (GDB 25) (Figure 4) 

The main part of the activities of the MGS is aimed to create, maintain and update the prime geo data base (GDB 25). It 
is built using the software of the company ESRI - ArcGIS for Server, ArcGIS Desctop and Open Source database. The 
data model has been developed by specialists of MGS, based on the DIGEST 7074 standard. 

The characteristics of the prime geo database are:   
1. Accuracy - covering requirements for the creation of cartographic materials in scale 1:25 K; 
2. Coordinate system - WGS 84, UTM 34N and UTM 35N; 
3. Vertical coordinate system - mean sea level; 
4. Data model - created by MGS. 
 
The GBD25 contains the following data types: 
- Vector data – all geo data, created according to the standard of GBD 25; 
- Raster data – scanned topographic maps of all scale range, satellite and aircraft imagery, orthophoto images; 
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- Database with vertical obstructions - it contains objects representing obstacles to aviation with height over 42 
meters, their names, normal heights, height of the obstacle and light-signaling devices; 

- A database with names of settlements and orographic objects; 
- Database Vmap1 - used for creating maps in scale 1:250 K (JOG), according to NATO standard; 
- Database Vmap2 - used for creating maps in scale 1:50 K (TLM), according to NATO standard; 
- Database of State topographic map – DTK; 
- Model of Geoid for the territory of the Republic of Bulgaria; 
- Magnetic model. 

 

 

Figure 4 Structure of prime geo data base (GBD25) 

The following verifications are performed before importing the data obtained from vectorization of ortho images, stereo 
mapping process and field observation:  

- Topological verification - using combinations of topological rules. (Figure 5) 

 

Figure 5 Topological verifications 

- Verifications of the attribute – an automatic check of the data type by using the attribute domains and 
correctness of the data is checked by operators by using all available information for the site. (Figure 6) 



DIGITAL CARTOGRAPHY 

In the field of digital cartography, the activity of MGS is related to the maintenance of a geo database (DTK) for 
establishing a State Topographic Maps, special maps for 
public or private organizations. Furthermore MGS is responsible for the maintenance of geo database VMap1 and 
VMap2 for creating maps in scale 1:50 K and 1:250 K according to NATO standards.

For the creation of cartographic products according to NATO standards MGS introduces new workflow, based on 
software of ESRI company - ESRI Production mapping.

To adapt the system to the requirements of the standard DIGEST 7074, specialists from MGS have customi
following: 

- Creating cross reference tables for proper extraction and importing the information from GBD 25 to geo 
databases VMAP1 and VMAP 2;

- A system of symbols was created for all object classes for scales 1:50K and 1:250K together with their 
attribute tables; 

- The rules for visualization of attributes, colors representations, etc;
- The fonts allowed multilingual presentation of geographical information;
- The templates for automatic generation of marginal information;
- Set of rules for automatic gen
- Cross reference tables transforming the screen colors (RGB) to standard ones (PANTONE) for press of 

hard copy maps. 
Workflow: 
- Loading geo data from GDB25 to Vmap2 via cross reference tables and visualization

classes by using Data Loader of Production mapping; (Figure 7)
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Figure 6 Verifications of attributes 

In the field of digital cartography, the activity of MGS is related to the maintenance of a geo database (DTK) for 
establishing a State Topographic Maps, special maps for the military forces as well as maps performed on behalf of 
public or private organizations. Furthermore MGS is responsible for the maintenance of geo database VMap1 and 
VMap2 for creating maps in scale 1:50 K and 1:250 K according to NATO standards. 

e creation of cartographic products according to NATO standards MGS introduces new workflow, based on 
ESRI Production mapping. 

To adapt the system to the requirements of the standard DIGEST 7074, specialists from MGS have customi

Creating cross reference tables for proper extraction and importing the information from GBD 25 to geo 
databases VMAP1 and VMAP 2; 
A system of symbols was created for all object classes for scales 1:50K and 1:250K together with their 

The rules for visualization of attributes, colors representations, etc; 
The fonts allowed multilingual presentation of geographical information; 
The templates for automatic generation of marginal information; 
Set of rules for automatic generalization of information importing from GDB25;
Cross reference tables transforming the screen colors (RGB) to standard ones (PANTONE) for press of 

Loading geo data from GDB25 to Vmap2 via cross reference tables and visualization
classes by using Data Loader of Production mapping; (Figure 7) 
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the military forces as well as maps performed on behalf of 

public or private organizations. Furthermore MGS is responsible for the maintenance of geo database VMap1 and 

e creation of cartographic products according to NATO standards MGS introduces new workflow, based on 

To adapt the system to the requirements of the standard DIGEST 7074, specialists from MGS have customized it as 
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Loading geo data from GDB25 to Vmap2 via cross reference tables and visualization of loaded object 
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Figure 7 Loading geo data from GDB25 to Vmap2 

- Generating of marginal information; (Figure 8) 

All elements and schemes of marginal information are generated automatically by using information from GDB25. 

 

Figure 8 Generating of marginal information 

- Loading of map information and automatic symbolization of its elements; (Figure 9) 
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Figure 9 Loading of map information and automatic symbolization 

The symbolization is created automatically. The time required for completing this process, is greatly reduced. 
Cartographic quality and accuracy meets the requirements of NATO standards for cartographic products. 

 
- Cartographic editing of map information (Figure 10). 

The aim of this operation is to improve the readability without decreasing the accuracy of the map information.  

 

Figure 10 Cartographic editing 

Cartographic editing is performed in Production mapping environment. It includes a “cross process” of objects by 
masking of crossing areas. Through this mechanism high quality of the cartographic visualization is achieved, while 
maintaining the integrity of spatial information.  

- Generating files for printing the hard copy maps. 

This process is made in Production mapping environment by exporting map sheet information in “production PDF” file. 
Production PDF supports the mapping of one color to another. You can use this functionality to convert between an 
RGB or CMYK color to a new output RGB, CMYK, or Spot color.   

It can also map grayscale rasters to an output Spot color. This allows you to separate the grayscale raster onto a Spot 
plate in a printing press. It is very useful for press the shadow of relief in SPOT color on separate plate.  

PDF file containing information in SPOT colors is generated by using cross reference tables for converting screen 
colors (RGB) to SPOT color. Cross reference tables were created in MGS for every one map scale, depending on 
standard DIGEST. For VMap1 product information is separated in 4 SPOT colors. This PDF file is used in the software 
(RIP) of computer to plate system (CTP) for creating plates for offset printing. 
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Using the software Production mapping of ESRI causes drastic changes in the production of cartographic products. 
There was an opportunity for creating cartographic materials containing up-to-date geo data in the shortest possible time 
(within 48 hours) without being committed any cartographic editing. These products are very useful in civil protection 
and crisis management. 

Cartographic editing is a complex and continuing process, depending largely on the functionality of the software and 
cartographic skills and knowledge of the operators. There are various automatic functions in the software (generating 
street network, open crossings, buildings orientation, editing of land cover, etc.) which allow to increase the quality and 
decrease the time production of the maps. 

The time needed to create a cartographic edited product which is passed all quality controls and meets the requirements 
of the standard is approximately 15 days. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Maintaining a well-structured and constantly kept with up-to-date geo-information data base, workflow equipped with 
modern high-tech software and hardware, and last but not least highly trained staff is a good approach to maintain the 
ability to produce cartographic materials and geo-information products required to fulfill the responsibilities of MGS, as 
well as to meet new challenges in the field of geo-information provision. 
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Abstract 
For the first time two large atlases are being created for Altai. The first of them – “Atlas of the Altai-Sayan Ecoregion” 
is mainly focused on environmental issues. The main functions of the web resource being created aimed at both solving 
problems in an effective environmental management, and application in order to provide information support for use in 
commercial projects. The web atlas can be regarded as a tool for decision support in the field of biodiversity 
conservation and sustainable development. The second atlas is “The Atlas of Greater Altai: nature, history, culture”. 
The territory being mapped covers six border regions of Russia, Kazakhstan, Mongolia and China, located within the 
Altai mountain system. The atlas is planned to be formed as an international mapping project with the participation of 
all states located within the Altai. The Atlases are intended for a wide range of users. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Complex atlases are vast systemized collections of geographical maps drawn according to a unified programme as 
integral cartographic works. They provide the most complete, scientifically based and various characteristic of the 
mapped territory, being cartographic encyclopedias per se. The variety and the multiplicity of the created atlases allow 
to classify them in accordance with the contents, purpose, territory covered and other criteria. The centuries-old history 
of atlas drawing – the first atlas is considered to appear  in the 2nd century BC, and in the modern sense it was created in 
the XVI century,  the application of up-to-date computer and web technologies in the XXI century for GIS- and web 
atlases – all this proves the topicality and development of map-making. 

 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM  
 
GIS atlases have been widely created since 1990s, developing from digital reproduction of paper atlases via interactive 
and analytical atlases to atlas geoinformation systems. GIS atlases marked a new step in complex atlas mapping, 
presenting the information in layers, combining prompt and long-term cartographic models, having advanced analytical 
functions and allowing to systemize various and unlimited in contents factual data for scientific analysis, synthesis and 
application [1]. 

New and actively developing area of making and presenting sets and series of maps on the Internet is represented by 
atlas web mapping. Its history spans about a quarter of a century (known since 1993), in Russia the period of creation 
web maps and web atlases is known to be less than 15 years [2, 3]. 

Web mapping is a rapidly developing area of computer technologies, providing a user (client) with an access to spatial 
data as well as giving an opportunity to create and revise maps with tools in interactive mode, allowing an on-line 
lookup to remote data bases, purposeful selection of sources, overlapping and combining subject layers, generalisation, 
classification and choosing representation and graphic modes. A systemized collection of web maps, created and/or 
placed on the Internet comprises a web atlas [4].   
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APPROACHES & DISCUSSION 
 

The idea of creating a web atlas of Altai-Sayan ecoregion (ASER) appeared and was conceptually formulated in 2010, 
and in 2012 the project on atlas web mapping of the region was launched within the framework of a grant of Russian 
Foundation for Basic Research.   
 
Altai-Sayan ecoregion was formed in 1998 as an international nature conservation project of World Wilde Fund for 
Nature (WWF Russia) – “Managing long-term preservation of biodiversity in the Altay-Sayan ecoregion”. It covers the 
territory of more than 1million square kilometers and is situated at the meeting point of four states: Russia, Kazakhstan, 
China and Mongolia [5]. During the 15 years period of the project as well as other large-scale programmes and projects 
on the territory of ASER financed by various funds and target-oriented programmes, due to the research of several 
generations of Russian and foreign scientists an immense amount of data on natural, ethnocultural,  and socio-economic 
diversity of ASER was accumulated, a vast informational and methodological base was created, a number of various 
cartographic products including web versions was made. However, the existing maps are rather heterogeneous and 
have, as a rule, a targeted subject scope and are mainly used as navigation or illustrative materials.  
 
The development of ASER web atlas contributes to: 

- interconnecting, systematization and integration of a huge volume of diverse information from various sources,   
- getting a visual image of a vast territory in general and any local territory related information for making a 

spatial analysis,  
- searching for the most effective solutions for nature conservation problems, including application of 

geoinformation and web products,  
- development of computer and Internet technologies [6]. 

 
The concept of creating the ASER web atlas includes several functions: data gathering and storage; structurization and 
description (in the form of a data base) natural complexes, administrative and territorial units,  protected areas, other 
nature conservation areas; evaluation of natural complexes and grounds (including administrative and municipal units, 
units of regionalization, zoning and other territory divisions) in accordance with a number of factors; geoinformation 
cartographic modeling; cartographic visualisation, etc. [6, 7]. The structure of the web atlas is based on the principle of 
modularity (blockiness) which allows to modify certain blocks that may increase and expand without altering the 
structure of the whole system. 
 
The main functions of the web resource being created are aimed both at solving the problems of effective nature 
conservation activity and using for informational support in economic projects (energy, transport, communication, land 
management, forest management, water use, recreation, etc.). Web atlas can be treated as a means of decision support in 
the sphere of biodiversity preservation and sustained development in global changes. Moreover, the web atlas is 
designed for a better informing of the population about the aims, goals and perspectives of ASER development, as well 
as performing educational and cultural functions [8].  
 
The basis of a GIS web atlas is a cartographic data base which consists of digital cartographic basis and various digital 
maps reflecting certain topics of subject areas. The cartographic base is composed of digital topographic maps of 
various detail in known map projections and coordinate systems. In a meaningful context a web atlas is based on the 
mapping of natural environment from the perspective of landscape approach and revealing environmental factors, as 
well as anthropogenic factors, socio-economic and other characteristics, nature protection areas and protected areas, 
which are of paramount importance when it comes to the formation of map topics. 
 
The architecture of web atlas is built on the system of distributed data storage and management (network nodes) with a 
common central geoportal (client-server architecture). Structurally, the web atlas will consist of large topics, which in 
their turn will be subdivided into smaller components (module and blocks), comprising cartographic, text and 
illustrative materials, sequentially presenting the peculiarities of the studied problem or determined by the logics and the 
sequence of representation. 
 
In the project ESRI software tools and cartographic server GeoServer are used. 
 
Currently the pilot project of the web atlas spatially covering the Russian part of Altai-Sayan ecoregion is used (Figure). 

 



Figure. Title page of t

Two State Nature Reserves are defined as modal protected areas: Altaiskiy and Katunskiy.
 

The pilot version will consist of six topics:
 

Section I. The portrait of the territory (nature, socio
areas). 
Section II. Threats and risks (exposure, loads, restrictions). 
Section III. Priority ecosystems and natural habitats (evaluation of vulnerability category, zoning, “trouble” spots).
Section IV. Adaptation to exposure (exposure 
Section V. Management and participation.
Section VI. Model protected areas and biosphere territories.

 
Among the “basic” blocks of the pilot versions of the web atlas the fo

- the block “Information about ASER and protected areas” contains a set of data describing the category, type, 
status, area, date of creation, location, protected reas departmental belonging, protected areas being designed and 
suggested, location of ASER; 

- the block “Natural resources” comprises a vast collection of data  about natural characteristics;
- the block “Nature protection” includes the lists of protected areas, nature management conditions, zoning;
- the block “Climate” comprises climatic indexes from meteorological stations in connection with the nearest of 

protected areas; 
- the block “Activity” has the information about the centres of environmental education, ecological tourism sites, 

the work and activities in protected area
- the block “Documents” includes regulatory legal acts, systemized according to the headings, output data, texts 

of scientific and technical reports, materials of projects, photo documents;
- the block “Cartographic materials” contains two parts: the maps of an overview level (Scale 1:2

1:500 000) and the maps of a locally object level (Scale 1:100 000 
- the block “Reference books” provides the classifiers of formalized data used in the p

 
For the series of maps of model protected areas the following basic subject layers of the GIS project are being 
developed: 

• situation plan reflecting the location of a protected areas in ASER: the borders of the protected areas, its 
safeguard zones, the clusters coming under it, state wildlife preserves and nature sanctuaries, the biosphere ground 
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Figure. Title page of the web atlas of Altai-Sayan ecoregion (test version).

Two State Nature Reserves are defined as modal protected areas: Altaiskiy and Katunskiy. 

The pilot version will consist of six topics: 

Section I. The portrait of the territory (nature, socio-economic and demographic characteristics, a network of protected 

Section II. Threats and risks (exposure, loads, restrictions).  
Section III. Priority ecosystems and natural habitats (evaluation of vulnerability category, zoning, “trouble” spots).

V. Adaptation to exposure (exposure – natural habitats, processes – trends, etc.). 
Section V. Management and participation. 
Section VI. Model protected areas and biosphere territories. 

Among the “basic” blocks of the pilot versions of the web atlas the following ones are developed:
the block “Information about ASER and protected areas” contains a set of data describing the category, type, 

status, area, date of creation, location, protected reas departmental belonging, protected areas being designed and 

the block “Natural resources” comprises a vast collection of data  about natural characteristics;
the block “Nature protection” includes the lists of protected areas, nature management conditions, zoning;

ises climatic indexes from meteorological stations in connection with the nearest of 

the block “Activity” has the information about the centres of environmental education, ecological tourism sites, 
the work and activities in protected areas including participation in international projects; 

the block “Documents” includes regulatory legal acts, systemized according to the headings, output data, texts 
of scientific and technical reports, materials of projects, photo documents; 

ographic materials” contains two parts: the maps of an overview level (Scale 1:2
1:500 000) and the maps of a locally object level (Scale 1:100 000 – 1:25 000); 

the block “Reference books” provides the classifiers of formalized data used in the p

For the series of maps of model protected areas the following basic subject layers of the GIS project are being 

situation plan reflecting the location of a protected areas in ASER: the borders of the protected areas, its 
, the clusters coming under it, state wildlife preserves and nature sanctuaries, the biosphere ground 
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(including the territory of collaboration), as well as existing and planned protected areas on the adjacent territories, 
neighbouring land users, etc.; 

• territory structure of the protected areas: territory zoning; 
• protected areas infrastructure (cordons, routes of rounds and records, monitoring grounds, recreation sites, 

other recreational areas, etc.); 
• habitats of main, sentinel animals, animals and plants requiring special protection; 
• the main types of areal (fires, ploughing up, usage of pesticides, etc.) and local (poaching, trespassing, etc.) 

violations; 
• potential threats (areas of most likely occurrences of fires and sets of fire from outside, probable ways of 

trespassing, unauthorized cattle straying, probable ways of chemical contamination from outside, etc.). 
 
The informational model of the ASER web atlas is specified and amplified while being created as well as in accordance 
with the topical queries of map users [7].  
 
The initiative of creating “The Atlas of Greater Altai: nature, history, culture” on the basis of Altai State University was 
voiced for the first time by the principal in spring 2013. It was supported with the collaboration offer received from the 
Laboratory of complex mapping Geography department of Lomonosov Moscow State University. 
 
The Altai region, or “Greater Alai” – the name used for the territory in the centre of Eurasia, which is the Altai 
mountains in terms of geography, and in geopolitical terms it is the place where the territories of Russia, Kazakhstan, 
Mongolia and China meet creating favourable conditions for frontier and transfrontier international cooperation. At 
present six units of administrative state division are situated here: Altai Krai and Altai Republic (Russia), East 
Kazakhstan region (Kazakhstan), Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (China), Bayan-Ulgii and Hovd aimags 
(Mongolia).Each unit is interested in effective frontier international collaboration, the International coordination council 
“Altai is our common house” has been connecting them for more than 10 years. It aims at creating optimal conditions 
for the development of all the territories of Greater Altai. 
 
The complex “Atlas of Greater Altai: nature, history, culture” is planned as an international cartographic project 
including participation in editorial and executing boards comprised of the representatives from all the states located 
within Altai region. The uniqueness of the atlas is predetermined by the conceptual propositions it is based upon and the 
original thematic structure. The integrity of the atlas is provided by comparability, complimentarity, coordination of 
sections and individual maps, the rational choice of projections and scales, unified aims of cartographic generalization, 
the agreed system of symbols and a unified design. The year of 2013 is a period of atlas modeling. The atlas is designed 
to be both paper and Internet based. The basic working scale of the atlas maps is 1:10 000 000.  
 
According to the purpose, the atlas can be categorized as a complex, subject, scientific reference atlas for extensive use. 
The concept, structure and the programme of the atlas are at the stage of development and agreement. The following 
approaches are being discussed: the principle of dividing the atlas into sections according to the name of the latter: 
Nature, History, Culture. 
 
The above mentioned sections are introduced by a section comprising the geographical data, borders and units of 
Greater Altai as well as the satellite imagery of the region. 
 
The “Nature” section reflects the time-space information about the conditions of creating ecological environment, the 
influence of economic activities on the environment, the measures taken to improve the latter and the optimization of 
ecological situation in the region of Greater Altai at the beginning of the XXI century. Ecology is treated as a result of 
economic, social and cultural development of frontier units of territory administrative division located within the 
mountain system of Altai. 
 
Within the work on the section “Nature” it is planned to create maps on the five main subsections: 
- Natural conditions for the formation of the environment. 
- Influence of economic activities on the environment. 
- Environmental violations, threats and risks. 
- Present-day ecological situation. 
- Sustained territory development. Protection and optimization of natural environment. 
 
The thematic contents of the above mentioned maps are being agreed upon. So, the following topics are planned for the 
subsection “Natural conditions for the formation of the environment”: Landscapes. Ecological potential of the 
landscapes. Environmental stability. Climatic zoning. Climate. Water resources regions. Glaciers and mudflows. 
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Permafrost: spread, temperature, thickness. Seasonal frost penetration and thawing. Ecological and soil zoning. A 
bioclimatic map of vegetation types. Biodiversity. Coefficient of biodiversity uniqueness.  
 
In the subsection “Influence of economic activities on the environment” it is suggested to create maps on the following 
subjects: Population distribution. Population density. Population of urban settlements. Functional types of settlements. 
Age structure of a population. Prevailing types of nature management. Agricultural land development. Lands. 
Anthropogenic load on landscape. Impact of agricultural activities on the environment. Anthropogenic modifications of 
pedogenic processes. Snow cover pollution. Emission of air pollutants from stationary sources. Structure of emissions. 
Sewage waters. Composition of sewage waters. Extremely high contamination of surface waters. Impact of mining on 
the environment. Toxic wastes. Harmful effects of pipeline and gas pipeline transportation. Amount of forests. 
Deforestation. Forest fires. Second growth forests. Amount of solid wastes in big settlements. Conflicts of nature 
management on various territory levels. An ecological-economic map. 
 
The following topics are being considered for the subsection “Environmental violations, threats and risks”: Natural, 
anthropogenic and biosocial threats. Threat and risk of emergency situations of a natural character. Threat and risk of 
endogenous processes – earthquakes, avalanches, glacial activity, landslide, karst, subsidence, erosion, underflooding, 
geocryological processes, etc. Threat and risk of meteorological processes – desertification, drought, climatic extremes, 
extreme air temperatures, snowfalls, snowstorms, fog, occurrence of sleet and rime, thunderstorms, hailstorms, 
hurricanes, etc. Threat and risk of hydrological processes – floods, high water. Threat and risk of natural fires. 
Monitoring, methods and means of influencing dangerous natural processes and phenomena. Threat and risk of 
anthropogenic situations. Synergetic manifestation of dangerous natural and anthropogenic processes. Biosocial threats 
– danger of the diseases of natural origin, infectious, parasitic and other diseases of humans and farm animals; danger of 
the spread of insects – wood and crop pests, spread of gnats. Organisation of prevention and elimination of the 
consequences of emergency situations. 
 
The following themes are to be included in the set of maps from the subsection “Present-day ecological situation”: 
Ecological problems (in order of priority) of the most vulnerable natural ecosystems. Components of ecological stability 
and their assessment. Ecological condition of geological environment. Groundwater pollution. Air pollution in cities. 
Quality of surface waters. Problem of eutrophication.  Sanitary state of water bodies, used as a source of drinking and 
potable water supply. Soil degeneration. Heavy metals in soils. Radioactive contamination. Ecological functions of 
soils. Reserve of humus in soils. Ecological functions of vegetation cover. Integration of fauna and flora. Forest 
disruption. State of natural forage lands. Ecological condition of lands. Medico-ecological situation. Medico-ecological 
zoning. Zoning in accordance with the degree of ecological tension. Environmentally friendly regions (territories) 
(positive examples). 
 
The final subsection “Sustained territory development. Protection and optimization of natural environment” of the 
“Nature” section the following maps are going to be included: Nature protection and rational nature management. 
Habitats of rare and endangered species. Red Data Book of the Russian Federation and its subjects (soils, flora and 
fauna). Natural areas of preferential protection. Development of ecological networks. Sustainable territory development. 
Optimization of natural environment. Ecological monitoring. Ecological public organizations. Youth and children 
public organization. International ecological organizations functioning on the territory of Greater Altai (Greenpeace, 
WWF, etc.). International cooperation in the sphere of nature protection. 
 
The main aim of the “History” section is to reflect the historical development of Greater Altai from the ancient times to 
the present, provide the spatiotemporal information about the historic heritage of the region. The historical section will 
include a series of coordinated maps showing the stages of settlement and territory development: the location of 
primitive people’s sites, habitats, the appearance of statehood, the changes of state boundaries, structure of the sites, 
population, units of historic heritage, archaeological monuments, military involvements, pioneers’ routes, expeditions of 
travelers and scientists, other topics. The known extant cartographic works of the previous centuries are to be 
considered and included into the atlas [9]. The “History” section will be completed with a glossary and a chronological 
table of the most important dates and events connected with Greater Altai. 
 
The “Culture” section consists of two parts, one of which is devoted to the rich cultural heritage of Greater Altai, the 
other to the modern culture. Culture is treated both as a social phenomenon and a part of social sphere. Cultural heritage 
is one most of the significant modern resources which determine socio-economic and sociocultural development of 
Greater Altai on the international level. The maps of the section will be based on the present-day information and 
knowledge about the regularities and peculiarities of spread and development of regional and national cultures, 
ethnography and folklore elements; the existing interconnections and cooperation prospects in order to preserve and 
restore the cultural environment of Greater Altai. The map will present the cultural and other monuments, general 
national arts and crafts (wood, metal, stone, glass working, weaving, knitting, etc.). The present-day culture includes the 
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maps which show the activity of various culture institutions – theatres, museums, libraries, archives, club institutions, 
institutions of higher education in the sphere of culture. It is also planned to make a block devoted to educational 
tourism and excursions demonstrating how these objects of culture are used in the sphere of tourism. 
 
The chosen and agreed map topics, as well as the subjects of sections and subsections will serve as a base for the atlas 
structure, map arrangement, logical interrelation of the elements of maps.   
 
The set aims of creation the atlas “Greater Altai: nature, history, culture” require a number of questions of various 
research levels to be solved: methodological (devising the concept, notions, choice of priority), scientific-
methodological (design of the structure, programme of the atlas and individual maps, design and creation of GIS and 
others), informational (homogeneity, simplicity and validity) and structural (design and compilation of maps, formation 
of the atlas), etc. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The creation of the “Web atlas of Altai-Sayan ecoregion” and “The Atlas of Greater Altai: nature, history, culture” is 
preceded by the study and analysis of modern scientific-methodological and technological achievements of a number of 
subjects (geography, biology, ecology, history, culturology, computer science, etc.) and cartography, also the usage of 
the best Russian and foreign atlas cartographic works. Obviously, in the process of creating the two atlases aimed at 
mapping Altai the principles of continuity, information supply, compatibility of data in the topics of the maps should be 
observed. 
 
The atlases are designed for a wide range of users, as well as application in management, economic, scientific, 
educational and public activities. 
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Abstract 

As a kind of effective spatial information expression the combination of the Internet and map has created a new map 
form that is Webmap. Geographic National Conditions Webmap is a primary application of Webmap, and it has 
created some related map websites based on this. As a kind of information resources of internet information, some 
disadvantages still exist in the exploitation and application of map websites, and the disadvantages have obstructed the 
further application of Map Resources. Therefore, how to exploit and apply Website Map Resources on depth has 
become the necessary research subject. 

Keywords: Website Map Resources; exploitation; application; depth 

 1 INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid development of modern information technology, the Internet has become one of the main tools and 
media of information dissemination, and it has a profound and extensive influence on many fields of development 
including cartography. Internet is not just a carrier of map content dissemination, but also has become the main way to 
distribute map[1]. Some scholars believe that, due to large-scale use of digital computing and Internet resources, 
Cartography is in “the development stage of the revolution”[2]. Combining with the map created a new map form that is 
Webmap. As a new expression of spatial information, since the 1990s, research on the theory and technology of 
Webmap has been developed in depth, and Geographic National Conditions Webmap is one of the main application of 
Webmap. As a key role in Geographic National Conditions Websites, maps and Geographic National Conditions 
Websites have closely linked as an inseparable whole with the mutual promotion and development of both. On the one 
hand, Geographic National Conditions Websites widened the map requirements in network market, enriched the content 
and form of the map,  made full use of the advantage of Internet resources, and interactively, openly, dynamically 
integrated all kinds of information; On the other hand, maps have enhanced the application level of Geographic 
National Conditions Websites to be a powerful tool for the government and common people. Some of the famous 
related websites at home and abroad have launched their own map information and map services. 

2 THE STATUS OF GEOGRAPHIC NATIONAL CONDITIONS WEBMAP APPLICATIONS 

Although the content and form of the map is changing rapidly, as a visualization tool and expressions of geospatial 
information, this essence has not changed. Map provides an effective tool of promotion, planning and travel for 
government and common people as an effective carrier of Geographic National Conditions Information. In addition to 
river network, habitation circumscription and other basic elements, Geographic National Conditions Webmap includes 
traffic, weather, tourist attractions, health care, basic necessities of life, e-commerce and other information. Currently, 
there are as many as thousands of websites using Geographic National Conditions as a subject at home and abroad, but 
the levels are uneven and the exploitation and application of Website Map Resources advance cautiously in the 
exploratory stage.  
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2.1 The main features of the map resources in the exploitation and application of Geographic National 
Conditions Website 

(1) The type and format of the map is diverse. For example, Go2map website not only provide general map, but also 
provide a mobile map, specific thematic maps(including traffic, diet, entertainment, etc.); There are both vector map 
and image maps enriched the types of Geographic National Conditions Webmap and facilitated the use of government 
and common people. 

(2) Map contains a large amount of information. Geographic National Conditions Webmap is not just common map 
information, but also involves a number of factors. Many related factors must be considered such as basic necessities of 
life, weather, health care, etc. With the development of information society, maps show the trend of increasing the 
amount of information. 

(3) People-oriented. Considering the needs of different types of users, a corresponding demand for Geographic National 
Conditions Webmap should be provided. Users can distribute map and download according to the needs of different 
topics. 

2.2 The main drawbacks and disadvantages 

(1) Geographic National Conditions Webmap Resources one-sidedly emphasis on the content of thematic information, 
not fully realize the importance of Map Resources. The proportion of the latter is too low and it is inconsistent with its 
own importance. By querying many common websites can find that the proportions of map resources are low, most of 
common websites emphasis on some special information attractions, some of them even does have a map. 

(2) Map professional knowledge is insufficient, and lack of industry standard. The map has a strict mathematical 
foundation, there is a rigorous theoretical and practical principles of the formation with their own development. 
Meanwhile, as an industry, map also has its own industry standards. At present, a considerable number of webmap quite 
lacking in this regard, it affecting the accurate expression of map information, and providing information likely to cause 
misunderstanding and misjudgment to the users. 

(3) The depth of map development and application is not enough, lacking progress of map generalization. Today, many 
webmap using a map of the main performance is: map zoom, roaming, query, targeting, transport routes display, map 
downloads etc. From a practical demand, only those features were not enough, we must add some other features, such 
as spatial analysis, network analysis, interactive plotting, etc.; when switching between different scale maps, we have to 
conduct a comprehensive map. 

(4) The lack of a good map finishing, leading to poor surface configuration. Map not only has a scientific rigor, but also 
has artistic features, a good map is also a work of art. Currently, many webmap are not pay attention to the harmony 
drawing disposition effect, can’t attract the attention of users from the visual.  

3 MEASURES TO SOLVE THE CURRENT PROBLEMS 

For the above problems, it can be explained from the following aspects, as a countermeasure to solve these problems 
correspondingly. 

3.1 Increase the proportion of map resources in webmap   

We should be targeted and selective when increase the proportion of map resources in webmap, there is no need to load 
all the available data. Map especially image has a great amount of data, load too much data will affect the running speed 
of site. We should pay attention to the following points in the actual loading process: 

(1) According to different the needs of topics, we can load different scales, different types of maps. For example 
weather forecast maps, satellite images, traffic roadmap, health emergency map, we should select an appropriate map 
scale, it can’t be too large. In addition, the map data is a non-traditional data types, there are obvious differences 
between columns, tables of data types, its structure should easy to incremental and update. 

 

(2) In addition to vector map, you can also load the maps in other formats, such as image map grid map etc., in 
particular, image maps, allowing users to have a sense of immersive, users can greatly increase the interest in maps. In 
this regard, Google Earth has done quite well, Its zooming, roaming, and calculating, places positioning and other 
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functions based on the image are highly in the organization, efficiency and speed. You can refer to the way of Google 
Earth to enhance the depth in the organization and application of image maps. 

3.2 Improve map professional knowledge, properly handle the relationship between each layer 
elements 

Currently, in many webmap, designers just put boundaries, tourist attractions, transportation, food and other various 
elements displayed on the map, does not consider the primary and secondary resistance between different objects. Lack 
of map professional knowledge. This is mainly about layers display and control, in the actual design you should pay 
attention to the following points: 

(1) Taking the needs of different themes and purposes into account, the design of the display and control of the layer 
should be targeted. For example, the change of landuse, the user's main concern is the area around geographical features 
conditions, the choice of the layer can be relatively simple, you can choose a few layers such as green, forest land and 
so on, other layers should not be chosen;  

(2) Displaying and controlling layers has primary and secondary points. Due to the limited amount of map information 
contained negative, the computer screen is relatively small, which is destined to carry out the purpose of the map 
content selection, according to the actual needs of users and the importance of primary and secondary attainment. The 
interest to the user and the importance of layers decide the priority to display. Although vector map can seamlessly 
connect and infinitely zoom, taking into account the visual impact of the human eye's ability to identify, screen 
resolution, and a range of different map sheets and other factors, we should consider these important factors, when 
designing the enlargement / reduction ratio of maps. The steps of the mouse to zoom in the drawing by clicking should 
be no more than three times generally. 

(3) The display and control of layers should be layered. Taking into account the human visual, psychological and color 
factors, Geographic National Conditions Websites of the different layers of information is not in the same level or 
plane, at different levels, layered between the different elements.  

Generally, the level increases with the surface sequentially, lines, points and other elements of the feature. 
Transportation routes, water and green can be placed in a higher level, while the others can be placed in a relatively low 
level. 

3.3 Expand map function, develop and apply map resource from the depth and width 

In today's fast development of the information society, the needs of the type and quantity of information are increasing. 
From the practical needs of a growing number of geographic national conditions, geographic national conditions 
webmap resources provided in terms of functionality and content are not deep enough, we must expand the map 
features, such as spatial analysis, interactive mapping, emergency route design, maps and integration. In the actual 
design process, we should pay attention to: 

(1) We should increase or enrich spatial statistical analysis function, which lacks in map resource of the Geographic 
National Conditions Websites. No matter government or management, there are requirements of the function. It 
includes network analysis, adjacency analysis, buffer analysis, overlay analysis and other types. For example, 
government and common people can take advantage of wireless Internet to log Geographic National Conditions 
Websites e through WAP phone for attractions within 1 km radius of the hotel, hospital, gas station information. You 
can find a schematic diagram of these geographic locations, address, and telephone and other profile information on the 
phone. Combining GPS global satellite positioning system, we can let common people know their location at any time, 
and get some information associated with the near surface features through the phone. In addition, common people can 
also use network analysis to select the most efficient path to reach a certain place. When there is an accident or sudden 
emergency, we can evacuate along the route shown in Figure 1. 
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 Figure 1 Choose the shortest path 

(2) Increase the interactive graphics capability of network. With the expansion of internet and digital technology, the 
concept of cartography in change. As more and more users access to a wealth of map data, so that they have more 
opportunity to become mapmakers, and gradually add to the mapping process. Today, interactive, dynamic, cartography 
methods based on network multimedia have become an important part of map “revolutionary” development[3]. 
Interactive graphics is a personalized service offered to government and common people, easy to use, can stimulate 
their interest in the use of  Geographic National Conditions Webmap. Add the point, line and polygon feature elements 
in the appropriate locations of network map, and the results can be saved or eliminated, which also a simple, effective 
means as for the updates of map contents. Currently, only a few Geographic National Conditions Websites provides 
interactive graphics capabilities, but most functionality is relatively simple, less personalized, can’t meet the needs of 
users of different levels. Map designers should take into account the characteristics of different personalized users, 
strengthen and enhance these features. Can improve the ability of interactive graphics through expand the ability of the 
user to select and transmit data information [3]. 

(3) Design the emergency route. Some areas are prone to natural or man-made incidents, such as public health, fire and 
other disasters, resulting in unnecessary casualties and economic losses. One can’t eliminate these incidents, but can 
reduce the impact and loss caused by the accident through the establishment of emergency function [4]. 

Because of more types of accident, accident prevention should be for various types, multi-scale, multi-faceted. In this 
process, the map has an important and unique role. Once the accident happened, users or government policy makers can 
take advantage of wireless Internet phone queries the most convenient route for emergency information, combined with 
GPS, the use of remote sensing images and topographical information for effective resource schedule, to take 
appropriate emergency action, minimize the loss caused by accident. 

(4) Expand map information downloads. Currently, many other Websites support on the map information to download, 
but is largely based on the scope of the computer screen of the window to save gif or jpg and other image formats to 
download map information. From the actual demand this approach is insufficient, the function needs to be deepened. 
For example, users can select the range from sheet in the map, this range may be rectangular or non-rectangular fashion. 
By setting different image resolution, creating legend, etc., flexible download map information within a selected range. 

(5) Increase map generalization when switching map scale. Map generalization is process, which conversion large-scale 
map into small-scale map and details are reduced, but main characteristics remain unchanged[5], today is a technical 
problem. The essence of generalization is information conversion, object of conversion are geographic entities of 
different levels. With the advent of high-end microelectronic technology and digital geographic data products, the 
appropriate map generalization approach designed to meet location-based services (LBS), mobile GIS and schematic 
maps application becomes necessary. The current ordinary website map basically didn’t involve the issue. It may take a 
long time to fundamentally solve this problem, but adding some relatively simple map generalization function in the 
actual design process is feasible, you can make up for deficiencies of map function in the website. In many layers 
constitute the Geographic National Conditions Webmap, the map generalization focuses on planar and linear 
geographic entities, such as blocks, buildings and streets and roads etc. In map generalization for each geographic 
entity, one must consider the entity itself, on the other hand, consider the relationship between adjacent entities[6]. 
Generalization results not only contain the entity itself, but also forms the new entity adjacency relationship. 
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3.4 Strengthen map decoration work 

After a good map decoration, Geographic National Conditions Webmap can greatly attracted the attention of the user's 
interest and use, it is the beginning of successful website operators. In order to strengthen work in this aspect, you can 
proceed to the design from the map theme interface, map symbols, annotation and color etc. 

(1) In view of the map theme interface, we must first ensure that the map easy to use, overall coordination, design style 
uniform, the main features at a glance. Some factors should take into account in the specific design, such as user's 
habits, psychological and aesthetic factors. Put the content of interest to the user and thematic information closely 
related in the striking position on the map, links shouldn’t be too much. The map display area can be appropriately 
bigger, area occupied by some parts can be relatively smaller, such as toolbars, layer control bar, status bar, etc. these 
parts can also be hidden, dynamically displayed with the mouse moves. 

(2) Map symbol is a map language predominantly graphical, used to a symbol reflecting the various objects and its 
quantity, quality features on the map, is the carrier and core of drawing information[7]. Map annotation is a supplement 
to the map symbols, to some extent, can be said to be part of map symbols. In terms of reading map, production, 
information content and automatically identify, excellent map symbols have a higher level. At present, the design of 
map symbols have many shortcomings in many Geographic National Conditions Websites, such as unsightly, irrational 
structure and lack of logic and coordination. Map symbols design should pay attention to the following principles: 

1) Try using simple geometric shapes, composed of the optimum number of elements in the form of 
information structure. Compared to the paper map, the network map display area is lesser, and the design of map 
symbol cannot too big. We should consider the factors of computer screen resolution and visual recognition to reflect 
the difference between symbols. 

2) Do not change the contour of symbolic structure element, only to change the color or fill elements to 
constitute a new symbol. 

3) To select the reference point in the symbol of the obvious local changes or geometric center. 

4) The use of the structural elements can constitute a continuous structure, so that the different symbols of the 
elements can be well connected. 

5) The design of notes should consider location features, and the font, font size and arrangement be determined 
with the purposes and used about the map to reflect the coordination. In addition, notes will be gland to each other and 
affect the reading of map content when more notes. In this case, you can set the note for dynamic display, for example, 
can accord to the movement of the mouse position and successive. 

(3) The first impression communicated to the user is color through the map. It not only increases the hierarchy diagram, 
but improves legibility and readability. When choosing the map color, mainly based on the factors of physiology and 
psychology. Pay attention to the use of color: 

1) As far as possible, we should comply with established practice to use the color in the map, such as blue said 
water, green said green landscapes.  If there is no special reason to change the practice of using color, will weaken the 
transmission effect of map information, and make the user confusion and even cause miscarriage of justice. 

2) The color should be coordinated with the site as a whole, layering, to ensure the legibility and readability of 
color symbols, and highlight the theme of Geographic National Conditions Website . 

3) The selected color type should not be too much, with a map using color generally not more than 5~6 kinds, 
and different levels and types of elements should have sufficient sensitivity and contrast. Usually, can use red, green, 
yellow, blue, purple and other sequence represents the importance of objects. 

4 CONCLUSION  

Geographic National Conditions Website resources is not only the category of cartography. It involves multi-
disciplinary knowledge, and need the theory and technology of multi discipline integration. To design a successful 
Geographic National Conditions Website, must try our best to do more in the development and application of the map 
resource, and to promote the map depth of development and application around the theme, using the network 
technology. In addition, you should consider the important influence of some factors, such as user psychology, 
aesthetic, diagram habits and other factors. The development of information technology change rapidly, new theory and 
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new technology derive and emerge, to produce the corresponding radiation and role in promoting the development of 
Geographic National Conditions Website. Designers should fully absorb the new technology and theory, mastery, new 
features continue to develop map resources from the depth and the breadth, and enhance the application level of 
Geographic National Conditions Website. 

hing House of Guangdong,1993. 
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Abstract 
A3 Edge, the newest model in the A3 family, provides better image quality, greater efficiency, and higher GSD than 
other A3 models. The A3 Edge camera provides a complete solution together with the A3 LightSpeed Processing 
system. The latter automatically performs aerial triangulation and produces orthophotos, stereo pairs and DSM from 
all A3 cameras. As VisionMap customers take on larger and larger projects, A3 LightSpeed has to deal with an 
incredibly large amount of imagery. It does so successfully, with the complete A3 Digital Mapping System meeting all 
industry standards. In 2012, the A3 Digital Mapping System received the IFPs stamp of approval, as noted in IFP's 
report, “VisionMap’s A3 System obtained very satisfactory empirical accuracy results from this Vaihingen/Enz test.”  

The next step for LightSpeed will be introducing 3D modeling capabilities. In the last couple of years, the use of aerial 
photogrammetry techniques to generate 3D models has become a popular trend in the geospatial industry. VisionMap's 
A3 family is ideal for such 3D applications, as it combines high resolution with a wide field of view.  

This paper will review the applicability of data captured by A3 Edge for nationwide coverage orthophoto generation, 
mapping and 3D modeling. 

INTRODUCTION 

VisionMap is one of the world leaders in aerial survey equipment and software development for photogrammetry and 
mapping. The company has developed and successfully implemented the new innovative aerial survey and mapping 
system A3. The A3 aerial systems with LightSpeed ground processing system are used worldwide. Over the last four 
years, more than thirty A3 systems have been delivered to customers. 

In mid-2013, production of the newest camera model, A3 Edge, began. A3 Edge provides better image quality and 
higher aerial survey productivity. 

In addition to the new camera model, in collaboration with the German company SOMAG, the new gyro stabilized 
mount SOMAG VSM 500 was developed. The mount serves to further improve image quality and aerial survey 
productivity. 
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VisionMap is constantly working on the improvement of existing software and on new developments. Two new 
versions of the main LightSpeed and related programs were released in 2013. Additionally, two new programs were 
developed. FlightViewer  is designed for quick viewing of images during or immediately after the flight without 
pretreatment, and TopoFlight is designed for more efficient and accurate planning of aerial survey flights. 

A3 EDGE – A NEW MODEL FROM VISIONMAP 

The new camera model, A3 Edge, is briefly characterized by the following parameters: 

• Ground resolution of 5 cm can be obtained from a height of 2,000 meters, and from a height of 10,000 m the 
ground resolution is 25 cm, 

• Geodetic accuracy of the final products without control points and without GPS ground stations varies 
between 20 - 50 cm depending on ground resolution, 

• Aerial survey productivity – up to 11,000 sq.km per hour , depending on the altitude and the ground speed of 
the aircraft, 

• Ground processing productivity - up to 9,000 sq. km orthophoto per day depending on the ground resolution 
of the images, 

• Automatic aerial survey and ground processing, 
• Virtually no need for field geodetic work. 

 
The following table summarizes the main technical characteristics of the A3 and A3 Edge cameras. 

A3 Edge A3 Camera model  

42 38 Weight (kg) 

50*60*60 50*60*60 Size (cm) 
300 300 Focal length (mm)  

RGB and RGB+NIR RGB or RGB+NIR Color  
12 12  Color depth (bit) 

Yes Yes Image motion compensation  

108 106 Max FOV (°)  

Yes Yes Vertical images 
Yes Yes Oblique images 
7.4 9.0 Pixel size (µ) 

4864 x 3232 4006 х 2666 CCD size (pixel)  

78000 х 9600 62000 x 7900 Image size (pixel)  
718 480 Image volume (Mpixel) 

6 – 7 7 – 8 On-board storage capacity (hour)   

-15° - +55° -15° - +55° Operating temperature (°С)  
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The main differences and advantages of the A3 Edge camera relative to the A3 model can be expressed as follows: 

• A new generation of CCD provides superior image quality, 
• Only a CCD built-in electronic shutter is used, 
• The high resolution CCD may improve ground resolution from a given flight altitude or improve the image 

quality, 
• The maximum off-nadir angle for high ground resolution (3-5 cm) and sufficiently high ground speed is 

increased up to 54 degrees, 
• Improved image stabilization during rotation of the telescopes improves image quality. 

 
The following are examples of high quality images in different spectral bands. The first is a common color image 
(RGB), the second is an infrared image (NIR, in gray colors) and the third is a color infrared imagery (CIR). The first 
two pictures are images of the same part of the Earth's surface and received simultaneously by two telescopes of the A3 
system in different parts of the spectrum. The third image is a composite of the first two. 

 

Example 1 - RGB image. 
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Example 2 – NIR image. 

 

Example 3 - CIR image. 

The above images were obtained by the A3 Edge camera from a flight altitude of 2,225 m with a ground resolution of 
5.5 cm. 
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A3 EDGE – THE HIGHEST AERIAL SURVEY PRODUCTIVITY 

All cameras in the A3 family mapping systems are characterized by very high aerial survey productivity. 

The following table presents the parameters and the productivity of aerial survey for A3 EDGE camera and aircraft 
King Air B350. 

 

Orthophoto ground resolution (cm)  5 10 15 20 25 
Image GSD (cm)  4.17 8.33 12.50 16.67 20.83 
Altitude (m)  1,700 3,300 5,000 6,700 8,400 

RGB 

Ground speed (km/hour)  300 370 430 535 535 
Permissible orthophoto angle 2α (deg) 25 45 65 65 65 
Distance between flight liens (m)  700 2,600 6,100 8,200 10,200 
Aerial survey productivity (sq.km/hour)  210 985 2,600 4,300 5,400 

RGB+NIR 

Ground speed (km/hour)  240 300 315 400 480 
Permissible orthophoto angle 2α (deg) 15 25 38 42 44 
Distance between flight liens (m)  420 1,400 3,300 4,900 6,500 
Aerial survey productivity (sq.km/hour)  100 420 1,000 2,000 3,100 

 
These parameters are calculated for KingAir B350 with acceptable flight altitude of 9,000 m and a cruising speed of 
536 km/ hour. Increasing the altitude and the speed, will also increase the aerial survey productivity. 

For GSD = 15-25 cm the permissible orthophoto angle of 65° was used for the aerial survey productivity calculations. 

It should be noted that such angle corresponds to 20% of the side overlap for standard analog cameras like RC30 with a 
focal length of 150 mm.  Also, for the calculations, the forward overlap of 55% and the side overlap more than 55% 
were used. This aerial survey productivity was calculated for the A3 Edge camera with gyro stabilized mount.The wide 
field of view angle of the camera and, subsequently, its impact on the aerial survey coverage on the ground, can be 
represented as follows: 

A3 EDGE 

Other cameras 
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The illustration above shows that at the maximum opening of the field of view angle, the aerial survey productivity of 
the A3 Edge is several times greater than that of all other aerial survey cameras. 

AN EXAMPLE: MAPPING BULGARIA WITH А3 EDGE 

Suppose that our goal is to create color orthophoto coverage with ground resolution of 25 cm over the entire territory of 
Bulgaria. At our disposal is one A3 Edge camera with the LightSpeed ground processing system,  and an aircraft that 
can fly at an altitude of 9,000 m with ground speed of 370 km/hour. 

The following picture presents a real flight plan for the implementation of such a project. This project is designed using 
the flight planning program TopoFlight, and with the following parameters: 

• Flight altitude  - 8,800 m, 
• Ground speed - 370 km/h, 
• Total area of the orthophoto - 112,500 sq.km, which corresponds to the entire area of Bulgaria, 
• GSD - 21 cm. 

 

 
 

After the flight planning calculations, the following results were obtained: To cover the whole territory of Bulgaria by 
aerial survey using the A3 Edge camera, 44 flight lines and 33 hours of flight time are needed. Assuming the duration of 
5 hours for a flight day, only 6-7 flight days will be needed to cover the entire territory of Bulgaria. 

The LightSpeed ground processing system is used for automatic image processing. The system automatically performs 
the following processes: aerial triangulation and adjustment, DSM (digital surface model) creation and orthophoto 
production. 

The system provides very high processing productivity. For example, processing all the images resulting from this 
aerial survey flight and producing the final products in the form of color orthophoto with a resolution of 25 cm for the 
entire country will require a total of 18 days of automatic system operation. This result suggests a ready DEM (digital 
elevation model). If the DTM's creation is also necessary, the automatic operation of the system will increase by 30%, 
to 27 days. 
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CONCLUSION 

The introduced system includes the A3 Edge digital mapping aerial camera and LightSpeed ground processing system. 
The main advantages of the system are: 

• The highest aerial survey productivity, expressed in tens thousands of square kilometers of aerial survey a 
day, 

• The highest ground processing productivity, expressed in thousands of square kilometers orthophoto a day, 
• High automation of all processes, 
• The ability to obtain vertical and oblique images by a single camera in one flight, 
• Light weight and small dimensions of the camera allow its use on virtually any type of the aircraft, 
• High ground sample distance from high flight altitude, 
• A variety of shooting techniques makes this system universal and indispensable for mapping of large areas, 

and for building 3D models of cities. 
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Abstract 
Labels are a basic map component especially with the increase use of multilingual maps. This paper is an attempt to 
provide empirical evidence of users’ preference regarding label design readability. Two fundamental typographies 
were implemented in online tests. The first test included maps with Latin labels which were presented to Dutch 
speakers. Whereas, the second test included maps with Cyrillic labels which were presented to Bulgarian speakers. 
Both tests had identical maps apart from the labels. For each test, a trail of screen maps was presented to users in twos 
(or threes); where users expressed their preference of labels’ design by choosing one of the two presented maps. 
Labels’ design included variations regarding labels’ size, shape, orientation, and texture, which were associated with 
both areal and point data. Results were statistically analysed and comparisons were made. The comparison between the 
applications of design’s parameters on labels attributes the frames in which cartographic designers can use when 
labelling Latin and Cyrillic maps, for both monolingual and multilingual maps. Differences and similarities of users’ 
preference were located between both typography (Latin and Cyrillic). To produce user friendly screen maps, these 
results shows that both designs can use identical parameters and indicated the need to elaborate on testing users’ 
preference of labels’ design parameters, considering different typography such as Chinese, Indian, and Arabic. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Worldwide, maps are the language of geography, since all the geographical phenomena and features can be represented 
by maps (typographic, thematic, cadastral…etc.). Nevertheless, the language, which the map is depicted with, is crucial 
for the map users to accomplish map readability and perception. To get the map message through, maps’ typography 
shall be understandable for map users. Users find reading maps so difficult when they had to use maps with languages 
that they don’t frequently read, or even languages that are different from their mother tongue (Deeb and De Maeyer, 
2010). Although map symbology is universal and their design is unified over most map types, map designers shall take 
into account typographic design rules to provide the highest level of legibility. Bertin defined seven visual variable 
1970; size, shape, value, colour, orientation, texture, and X,Y position (placement), which were the basic principles of 
cartographic design and they were employed in many of the cartographic work. The earliest studies of typographic 
legibility on maps were presented by Bratz (1970a, 1970b). Since then, few studies tackled the usability of typographic 
designs on maps to provide better legibility. Like Phillips’ (1981) who studied the label design in view point of letters’ 
shape and case style, using eye tracking technique. Deeb et al. (2011, 2013b) studied users’ preference of typographic 
design taking into account different users’ categories and different map types and colours. In addition to that, they 
studied the efficiency of the typographic design using Bertin’s visual variables as a basic of label design (2013a), where 
they differentiated between two categories of users considering their expertise and gender. All the mentioned studies 
considered Latin as a language of the map. Nevertheless, it shall not be neglected that many maps are designed with 
different lettering systems. Some lettering systems are symbolic like Chinese, Japanese, Korean; other systems are 
composed of letters of different characteristic. For example; some systems are written from write to left (Arabic and 
Hebrew) and many others are written from left to right. However, this paper tackles two of the most used lettering 
systems. Latin and Cyrillic lettering systems use within maps are studied preference wise. Therefore, two parallel 
experiments were presented to map users to test their preference towards the typographic design as it will be explained 
in the next section. 

2. STUDY DESIGN 

2.1. Apparatus 

Two parallel controlled experiments were on line conducted. The first experiment was conducted in The Department of 
Geography laboratory, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium. The second experiment was conducted in The Department of 
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Photogrammetry and Cartography labratory, University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Sofia, 
Bulgaria. The stimuli were displayed on 14-inch screens (1680×1050 pixels; refresh rate: 60 Hz). The first experiment 
is called The Latin test, where maps’ typography were depicted in Latin letter and the interviewee were Dutch speakers, 
who their mother tongue is Dutch. The second experiment is called the Cyrillic test, where maps’ typography was 
depicted in Cyrillic and the interviewee were Bulgarian speakers, who speak Bulgarian as a mother tongue. 

2.2. Participants 

Two groups of users participated in the study. First group followed the Latin test. This group consisted of 50 
homogeneous Dutch speakers; 25 experts who were in daily contact with maps and they had obtained a Master degree 
of geographical sciences, and 25 novices who had just started their cartographic education and thus they had no 
previous cartographic training. The second group followed the Cyrillic test. It is consisted of 50 Bulgarian speakers. 
Similarly to the Latin test group, the group consist of 25 experts and 25 novices.  

2.3. Maps and typographic design 

Bertin’s visual variables were used as parameters to change the typographic design. Both Latin and Cyrillic typography 
used the same variables parallelly. Four of Bertins’ variables were applied in this study, which are size, shape, 
orientation, and texture. Four consecutive sizes (8, 10, 12, and 14) were applied on labels. In addition to that, bold sizes 
were added to these sizes (8 bold, 10 bold, 12 bold, and 14 bold). Typographic shape is linked directly to font types 
which are infinitive, nevertheless, both Latin and Cyrillic can be classified as serif and sans serif. The orientation of 
labels was studied in two level; firstly, the orientation of the letters within the world (Italic versus normal). Secondly, 
the orientation of the whole world in relation to the labeled featur shape. The hierarchy of labels is represented by  
Labels’ texture. Table 1 shows examples of how the visual varaibles were implemented in the design. Both areal and 
point data were depicted in the test maps. When the two basic map designs were presented to users, labels’ placements 
were preserved and both the typography and the letter system (Latin versus Cyrillic) has changed along the maps. 
Labels’ names were designed carfully providing two conditions; firstly, the length of the names, which is controlled by 
the number of the used letters, were preserved similarly, and secondly, all the nemes were fictive to prevent any 
influence of users’ previous knowledg on the collected results.   

Table 1: Bertin’s variables on text 

 

2.4. Stimuli, task and procedure 

Using Lime-survey, screen maps were presented to users. Two identical stimuli design were conducted, each of which 
had a sole difference of the typographic system design. The first stimuli introduced maps with Latin lettering design, 
and the second one introduced maps with Cyrillic lettering design. Two or three maps were presented to the participant 
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simultaneously for each view during the test trail. Interviewees had to choose one of the presented maps as their 
preferred map and thus their preferred typographic design. Once the interviewee chose his/her preferred map, the record 
will be registered in the database. The sum of records for each variable is a weight which will represent the strength of 
this variable in the analysis. A pre-test questioner was presented to all participants before they started the test. The 
questionnaire investigate participants’ characteristic such as age, gender, level of expertise, language background, the 
frequency of using maps, and education.     

2.5. Data and recordings 

Two datasets resulted from both stimuli. One data set is related to the Latin test and the other is related to the Cyrillic 
test. All records were online collected and automatically stored in a data base. The records were classified into groups 
coherently with their represented visual variable. From each data set the parallel records were compared and statistically 
analyzed. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Size 

Arial font was applied on both Latin and Cyrillic lettering system. Maps were presented at the scale of 1/100000. Table 
2 shows users’ preference of normal typographic sizes. The comparison shows that size 14 is the least preferred size in 
comparison with sizes 8, 10, and 12. The result is valid for both Latin and Cyrillic. Both lettering system showed 
similar trend when sizes were pair wais compared. In addition to that, this comparison showed no significant difference 
between users’ preference (P=0.000).  

Table 2: typographic size comparison for both Latin and Cyrillic (vertical versus horizontal). 

Latin 8 10 12 14 Cyrillic 8 10 12 14 

8 23 31 35 8 27 34 42 
10 27 39 46 10 23 40 47 
12 19 11 44 12 16 10 45 
14 15 4 6 14 8 3 5 

 

Bold sizes were compared pair wise with normal sizes. Figure 1 illustrates the trend that users’ showed over the four 
point sizes (8, 10, 12, and 14). ANOVA test showed no significant difference between Latin and Cyrillic trend (F= 
0.004, P= 0.954). For bold design, on the one hand, size 8 is the most preferred and size 14 is the least preferred. A 
small fluctuation in the Cyrillic trend appeared between size 10 and size 12. On the other hand, the vice versa trend 
occurred for normal design.  

Figure 1: both bold and normal size comparison for Latin and Cyrillic designs. 

Considering users’ preference of the typographic design of both Latin and Cyrillic, users’ responses referred to the 
similarity between the two lettering system size wise. This can be linked to the similarity of the letters’ design 
themselves in both systems and the way they form words, unlike other lettering system like Chinese, Indian, and 
Arabic.  
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3.2 Shape 

Since letter system shapes’ are linked directly to letter fonts. The list of letters’ shapes is infinitive and it falls into 
different categories; historical, automated, artistic, …etc. Additionally, for both Latin and Cyrillic shapes can be 
classified as serif and sans serif. In this paper Arial font was chosen as representative for sans serif font (Figure 2) and 
Times New Roman as a representative for serif font. The Latin test’s results show a diversion from the Cyrillic test 
results in shape comparison, but it worth mentioning that this diversion in the average trend is not significantly different 
(F= 0.810, P= 0.463). See Figure 3. The results show more coherent influence of serif design over both Latin and 
Cyrillic. 

It is not obvious what kind of influence could shape carry on both lettering system preference wise, therefore, further 
experiment shall be conducted to cover all shape categories in view point of each lettering system characteristics.   

Figure 2:  the application of Arial shape on both Latin and Cyrillic lettering system. 

 

Figure 3: sans serif and serif comparison for Latin and Cyrillic designs. 

3.3 Orientation 

The orientation of labels was studied in two phases. The first phase tackled the orientation of the letters within the world 
(italic versus normal). And the second phase tackled the overall orientation of label in relation to the depicted feature. 
Figure 5 shows examples of the overall label orientation. 

When italic labels were compared with straight labels, four sizes were engaged in this comparison (size 8, size 10, 
size12, and size 14). Straight label designs were preferred over italic label design along the four tested sizes. The 
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comparison between the lettering systems showed no significant difference between Latin and Cyrillic (F= 4.528, P= 
0.077).  

 

Figure 4:  the application of the overall label orientation on both Latin and Cyrillic lettering system. 

Three basic orientation of the overall orientation were studied; horizontal label orientation when all labels were placed 
in horizontal manner, tilted orientation when labels were placed in regard to the depicted feature shape, and finally 
mixed orientation which combines the two previously mentioned orientation. See Figure 5. The orientation of labels 
showed no significant difference between Latin and Cyrillic (F= 0.005, P= 0.945). Similar trend of users’ preference 
for both lettering system, occurred and illustrated in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 5:  the application of the overall label orientation on both Latin and Cyrillic lettering system. 
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Figure 6: Users’ preference of Label orientation for both Latin and Cyrillic lettering system.

3.4 Textur 

Textur was formed by the combination of two variable at least. Hirarical texture involves different
This paper compares two shapes (serif versus sans serif within hierarical textur) and waight size (bold versus normal 
within hiererical texture). The first tested textural design was formed by the combination of three hierarical sizes
12, size 10, size 8) and two shapes (Arial versus Times New Roman). The second tested texture design was formed by 
the combination of three hierarical sizes (size 12, size 10, size 8) and the size waight (normal versus bold).

The first textural comparision (illustrated in Figure 7) describes users preference when sans serif font (Arial) and serif 
font (Times New Roman) were presented in Hirarical way. This comparision was made in two phase; first normal sizes 
were compared, then bold size was added t
Arial and Times New Roman. Texture with sans serif font is more prefered than texture with serif font for both Latin 
and Cyrillic and in both normal and bold design.

The second textural comparision (illustrated in Figure 8) describes users preference when normal size and bold size 
were presented in Hirarical way. This comparision was also made in two phase; first normal sizes were compared with 
bold sizes for Arial font, then normal sizes
hand, Texture of Cyrillic showed similar trend for both sans serif and serif font as users prefered texture of normal sizes 
over texture with bold sizes. On the other hand, Texture of Lati
and bold size were almost the same with sans serif. But with serif font users preference of hieghrarical textur was higher 
for bold size. 

Figure 7: Users’ preference of Labels’ texture (sans serif 
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Figure 6: Users’ preference of Label orientation for both Latin and Cyrillic lettering system.

Textur was formed by the combination of two variable at least. Hirarical texture involves different
This paper compares two shapes (serif versus sans serif within hierarical textur) and waight size (bold versus normal 
within hiererical texture). The first tested textural design was formed by the combination of three hierarical sizes
12, size 10, size 8) and two shapes (Arial versus Times New Roman). The second tested texture design was formed by 
the combination of three hierarical sizes (size 12, size 10, size 8) and the size waight (normal versus bold).

arision (illustrated in Figure 7) describes users preference when sans serif font (Arial) and serif 
font (Times New Roman) were presented in Hirarical way. This comparision was made in two phase; first normal sizes 
were compared, then bold size was added to the comparision. Simmilar trend appeared in the comparision between 
Arial and Times New Roman. Texture with sans serif font is more prefered than texture with serif font for both Latin 
and Cyrillic and in both normal and bold design. 

comparision (illustrated in Figure 8) describes users preference when normal size and bold size 
were presented in Hirarical way. This comparision was also made in two phase; first normal sizes were compared with 
bold sizes for Arial font, then normal sizes were compared with bold sizes for Times New Roman font. On the one 
hand, Texture of Cyrillic showed similar trend for both sans serif and serif font as users prefered texture of normal sizes 
over texture with bold sizes. On the other hand, Texture of Latin did not show similar trend; users preference of normal 
and bold size were almost the same with sans serif. But with serif font users preference of hieghrarical textur was higher 
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Figure 8: Users’ preference of Labels’ texture (normal versus  bold) for both Latin and Cyrillic.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Users’ preference of the visual variables’ application on both Latin and Cyrillic
most variables. In addition to that, no significant difference was found between Latin and Cyrillic design. Therefore, for 
either monolingual or multilingual map design, which combines Latin and Cyrillic label, visual va
similarly and parallely for both lettering systems. Regarding size, shape, orientation and texture of labels, users’ 
preference of label design is similar for both Latin and Cyrillic labels. Thus, Designing Latin and/or Cyrillic maps
implies adjusting label design to the same level of visual variables parameters. Notwithstanding that this study is a 
comparison between the results of two parallel tests. An additional test shall be conducted to test whether the same rules 
can be applied onto multilingual maps.  
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Users’ preference of Labels’ texture (normal versus  bold) for both Latin and Cyrillic.

TURE WORK 

Users’ preference of the visual variables’ application on both Latin and Cyrillic typography showed similar trend of 
most variables. In addition to that, no significant difference was found between Latin and Cyrillic design. Therefore, for 
either monolingual or multilingual map design, which combines Latin and Cyrillic label, visual va
similarly and parallely for both lettering systems. Regarding size, shape, orientation and texture of labels, users’ 
preference of label design is similar for both Latin and Cyrillic labels. Thus, Designing Latin and/or Cyrillic maps
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Abstract 
The third revolution in the communication of geospatial information is currently underway. It involves the delivery of 
highly functional and interactive digital cartographic products with their associated content to mobile users in an easily 
portable format. The process itself employs current technologies, which are still evolving and wireless cartographic 
services, which utilize the mobile Internet and the location of handheld devices. The main question would be how to 
improve the usefulness with which geospatial information communicate through mLBS applications? This research has 
several objectives: presentation and interaction techniques for the mLBS medium, to compare usefulness of today’s 
navigation software, to trial and assess the effectiveness of a UCD methodology for improving the usefulness of mLBS 
applications and to make general recommendations for better efficiency and usefulness of mLBS applications. 

INTRODUCTION 

Location Based Services (LBS - Location Based Services) available on smartphones and occasionally on handheld 
devices are becoming increasingly widespread and popular nowadays. There is a growing number of users with access 
to geoinformation on their mobile devices. They use them to get answers to position-related questions such as “Where is 
the nearest ATM?” and “Which direction leads me to home?” Despite the appeal of many mapping services, the speed 
at which they are becoming available reflects a design trend in general industry, driven by the technology rather than 
the needs of end users, whereby the usability of services often suffering. 

The research group at the Faculty of Geodesy will try to develop different methods of presenting user interface by using 
the Location Based Services technology, which focuses on the needs of real users. UCD or “user-centred design” is a 
method of developing user computer systems, which puts the user into the centre of design and development, so that the 
final product is simple to use. 

Basic principles are already being successfully applied in different measures in the research of mLBS applications, 
including the above-mentioned research, which deals with the design and evaluation of the entire structure of systems 
for individual users. During the process of evaluation and testing the named systems, users should make sure that they 
will be able to use them with ease, as most of them are laymen, that is, non-experts. For the needs of the research, such 
models were defined through visual representations. 

The primary aim of this research is the application of design techniques to achieve the satisfaction of user needs for a 
geographical representation of greater usability in Location Based Services. We hope that the results and suggestions 
will contribute to the development and improvement of Location Based Services through a useful and user-friendly 
graphic interface, catering to the needs of the widest range of regarding orientation. In order to reach the goal, several 
basic questions about usability regarding the use of mLBS applications had to be asked: 

1. What geoinformation do users generally need to use mLBS applications (those most frequently used)?  
2. What are the geospatial goals and tasks of mLBS application users? 
3. What kinds of cartographic depiction and interaction do users consider inapplicable, and which do they 

consider applicable and useful? 

The paper describes the first phase of the research of user profiles for handheld devices, the efficiency of handheld 
devices in situations related to travel and tourism, most frequently used applications etc. Special attention was given to 
the evaluation of user satisfaction with the graphical interface of these applications, as well as their efficiency in full 
mobile location-based services surroundings. For that purpose, a target group was defined, which consisted of all 
average people travelling occasionally as tourists to unfamiliar areas in their homeland or abroad. They participated in a 
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survey composed both in English and in Croatian. The results have revealed user habits, their technological skills and 
abilities, task experiences, frequency of travelling and psychological features, such as attitude and motivation. Results 
analysis has described the problems users face when using applications for tourists, used for navigation and searching 
geospatial information, as well as the problems of the user perception of requested information. The classification of 
user profiles in different categories gives an interesting pattern of users, based on their general needs and variations 
within each category. Generally, holiday-related travel (i.e. tourism) is largely characterised as carrying out tasks in 
pursuit of goals, without the need or presence of rigid aims. Indeed, the purpose of today’s tourism is simply to 
‘experience’ a new location, which may require little to no planning. There are, however, a number of high-level tasks 
and associated goals that can be attributed to the use of geospatial information in mobile environments and for tourism 
in particular, which were expected to be relevant to the target user population. 

PROBLEMS 

The usability of applications on handheld devices by different users and in different contexts has mostly been directed 
towards cartographic research and mLBS research (Krug, Mountain & Phan 2003). A research on HCI interaction 
between computers and people is being conducted with similar intensity. However, the efforts to provide actual 
improvements have so far been limited to the usability of basic geoinformation through mLBS applications. The 
emphasis has always been on the availability of basic geospatial information, leaving the issues of the usability of 
interactive techniques included in the process untackled. On the other side, some cartographers have focused on the 
design and development of certain isolated visualization forms, i.e. most displays include maps to assist users in 
orientation and navigation. The interface should enable the user to focus on the task needed to be done and intuitive 
performance. User interface is a “window” through which users access the application. 

This project focuses on the usability of the complete cartographical user interface of applications, i.e. the components 
specially connected to access and display (visualization), as well as on the interaction with geospatial information. The 
cartographic services in mLBS applications provide information about traffic, navigation, cartographic content etc. 
Information about the traffic inform users of current traffic conditions in their current location and vicinity, such as 
traffic accidents and jams. mLBS applications can calculate the shortest route to avoid all occurring problems. 
Cartographic service helps users to choose the optimal route for reaching their end-destination. Maps on mobile devices 
enable users to know their current position at any point and to view digital maps of any location on the Earth’s surface. 
In comparison to traditional maps, online maps, if distributed directly from the database, can provide real-time view 
(Kraak, Brown, 2001.) Other advantages of mLBS service are that it gives detailed information about the weather in a 
local area and the locations of certain services and objects (POI). 

There are many instructions for designing UIs (user interfaces), varying from general outlines (Jeffrries et all 1991) to 
very detailed and specific ones, but most of them deal with how to modify them for desktop computers (Shneiderman & 
Plaisant 2005; Liu 1997; Nielsen & Molich 1990; Hoh & Thomas 2000). Numerous researchers have tried to summarise 
them into a few categories of usability by following the principle of “thorough, widely applicable and long-lasting” 
(Shneiderman & Plaisant 2005), while still remaining adjusted to designers and programmers (Nielsen & Molich 1990). 
The most remarkable ones are Donald Norman with his seven principles of designing everyday things (Norman 1990), 
Ben Shneiderman with his eight golden rules of interface design( Shneiderman & Plaisant 2005), and Jakob Nielsen 
giving his ten usability heuristics for user interface design (Nielsen 1993). Each of them proposes design solutions 
based on a similar concept of design (Norman & Draper 1986). 

METHODOLOGY 

The methods of the research were surveys and interviews. This paper will present the results of the survey used for 
determining the profiles of the users of handheld devices. The methods used focused on the user. User-centred design 
(UCD) is a design approach based on the information about the users who will be using the product (Jokela et all 2003). 
UCD processes focus on the users through planning, design and product development processes (Foraker 2014). UCD 
works on three basic principles: 

1. Understanding the needs and requirements of users 
2. Empirical testing of product usability by the user 
3. Iterative or cyclical process of design or evaluation(Gould & Lewis 1985) 

The process of analysis design and implementation developed iteratively, as repeated actions, which led to the end goal 
and satisfied users (Figure 1). The feedback on the usability can only be obtained from the users who use the system. 
Optimally, the usability should be analysed and enhanced throughout the whole existence of an application. The users 
were asked about their habits of using handheld devices and using navigation as tourists, as well as about their levels of 
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mostly non-experts (due to the lack of formal knowledge, experience in using application
information). In order to get a better definition and an optimal size of the target group, the survey focused on a specific 
field of applying mLBS. This project deals with a population of tourists, with whom previous analyses have
past (Župan 2008). Tourist information covers a wide spectrum, mainly of geospatial information or geoinformation, as 
they are located in space and time and often connect other similar objects on the cartographic depiction. The analysis 
starts from the conclusion that today tourists often use smartphones and tablets with mLBS applications in the form of 
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Table 1 - Usual navigation requirements and goals of tourist travellers in unknown areas (von Hunolstein & Zipf 2003; 
Infopolis2 1999; Brown & Chalmers 2003; Reichenbacher 2004). 

 

The goals listed in the first column in Table 1 can be classified in three basic levels of time characteristic to travelling – 
the time before the travel, the duration of the travel and the time after the travel. 

SURVEY 

In order to obtain a better insight and to reach conclusions about the usability of today’s handheld devices in terms of 
navigation, we have undertaken a survey in the form of an online questionnaire in English and Croatian among the 
residents of the Republic of Croatia and the EU.  

Survey methodology is a method of using questionnaires to examine and collect data, information, attitudes and 
opinions on the subject of a research (Zelenika 2000, Župan 2008). A survey is a procedure in which respondents write 
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answers to questions regarding familiar facts or their personal opinions (Mužić 1999). The survey in this project was 
conducted not only among professional geodesists and cartographers, but also among people of various age groups and 
professions. The wide spectrum of the population surveyed provided as objective results as possible. The aim was to 
obtain a proper insight into the interaction of users with cartographic interfaces for mobile navigation. 

The importance of a survey grows with the number of honest responses. (Nardi 2006) It is a method in which new 
empirical facts are systematically connected to verify the hypothesis (Branković 2007). Survey results are the most 
important part of any research. (Lavrakas 2008) 

Pieces of information from survey analysis can expose existing problems, deficiencies and oversights (Dörnyei, & 
Taguchi 2010), which researchers, as well as any other person responsible for the interface design, might not have been 
aware of during the process of development. Surveys also serve to determine the level of usefulness and functionality of 
user interfaces and help in finding a way to improve them. 

Ever since the 19th century, surveys have been the most widespread method in scientific research. In a more narrow 
meaning, the word “survey” signifies only the process in which the participants (respondents) are given a certain 
number of written or oral questions, which are answered orally or in writing and then analysed by quantity, quality or 
causality (Zvonarević 1976). 

The research focused on the ‘domestic and abroad’ travels of end-users. The target age group of respondents was based 
on the perceived applicability of travelling habits, in order to limit the scope of the research. Travelling habits are 
usually connected to holiday-related activity. 

The applied area of interest involved ‘holiday-related’ travel, and as such, end-users were required to remember their 
trips to distant, often unfamiliar locations, which they took on a regular basis (e.g. annually). People who travelled 
regularly were more likely to find use in mLBS than those who travelled from time to time. It was anticipated that 
mLBS in travels would be of major benefit for navigation tasks, predominantly in overland travels (i.e. not by air), en 
route to a destination; this would be most useful when the users travel overland (e.g. by car). Generally, time poor 
mLBS applications are intended for saving people time during common activities; hence, it was likely that end-users 
would be people who generally embrace timesaving resources. 

The invitation for participating in the questionnaire or the survey is available at 
http://www2.geof.unizg.hr/~rzupan/poziv.htm. We invite all people of good will to join our e-search via web poll. We 
are looking for people between 15 and 60 years of age who travel regularly (e.g. by car, motorcycle, bicycle or 
pedestrians), visit unknown areas and various destinations as tourists, and can help us by providing a variety of 
information related to these activities. If you believe that you potentially meet these criteria and have previously used a 
smartphone for spatial navigation, feel free to take part in our survey. In the first stage, the participation involves 
completing an online questionnaire regarding your travelling habits, use of spatial information during the travelling, as 
well as your technological and spatial experience. This questionnaire takes about 20 minutes to complete, and you can 
access it online at any time. We wish to encourage our respondents to continue the cooperation in the second stage of 
this research in the form of a short interview for those who willingly leave their contact details. You are not obligated to 
participate in the further research. The survey can be found at http://esurv.org/online-
survey.php?surveyID=OCDEKM_29581021  

After defining target users, which is typically performed through social surveys (Mayhew 1999) the survey was 
conducted online. According to Aldridge & Levine (2001), questions in a questionnaire should be designed with the 
help of “sociological imagination”, so that they are meaningful, sensitive, precise, searching and salient to respondents, 
who will then be more likely to answer truthfully and as completely as possible. Furthermore, the language used must 
be simple and unambiguous, with explicit clarifications and examples provided, where appropriate. Open-ended 
questions should be employed sparingly, in order to introduce variety, elicit relevant information, encourage the 
expression of individual points of view, prompt new and unexpected ideas, and generate illustrative quotations. De 
Vaus (1995) provides a simple checklist to avoid problems with the wording of specific questions. 

After having created the draft of the questionnaire with the co-workers on the project, the questions were discussed, 
some of them were reformulated, and the survey was formed before putting it on the Web for pilot testing. Pilot testing 
of questionnaires is conducted for a number of reasons. In terms of quantitative surveys, the main purpose is to assess 
the statistical reliability and validity of the indicators incorporated into the questionnaire (de Vaus 1995). We 
considered various types of criteria during the process of testing, e.g. variation, meaning, redundancy, non-responsive, 
flow, timing, respondent interest and attention. Pilot testing along with all revisions was completed after three iterations. 
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The distribution was within different e-mail databases in Croatia, Slovenia, and the rest of the EU. We provided the poll 
invitation in Croatian and English language, with URL links for the same poll in both languages. Taking the poll 
required twenty minutes. Participation in the poll was voluntary. 

The survey was divided in several sections with 5-6 questions referring to their respective topics. These were:  

Section A contained General Information. Closed questions, relating to participant demographics and experiences with 
geospatial information, designed to gather attribute-type data. 

In Section B, the topics were User Travel Habits formed with closed questions designed to gather behaviour-type 
information relating to participants with recent holiday-based travel activities. 

Section C contained Travel Information with closed and open-ended questions, relating to participants’ use of 
geospatial information while travelling on holidays, designed to gather behaviour-type data. 

Section D comprised questions regarding Location-Based Travel Needs with closed and open-ended questions designed 
to gather attitude-type information about participants’ needs/preferences regarding geospatial information while 
travelling on holidays. 

Section E dealt with Mobile Phone and Computer Skills with closed and open-ended questions relating to the 
participants’ current use of mobile phones and computers, designed to gather attribute-, behaviour- and attitude-type 
data. 

Section F was Comments as an open-ended question designed to gather any additional information participants’ chose 
to offer relating to the questionnaire’s subject matter and clarity. This has the potential to gather attribute-, behaviour- 
and/or attitude-type data. 

Section G with Contact Details was an optional section giving users with the opportunity to participate further in the 
research. 

RESULTS 
 
The results and conclusions can be divided to determine the user profile into ‘user characteristics’, ‘context of use’ and 
‘user preferences’ – each of which come into play during the use and learning of a final product (Hackos & Redish 
1998). 

Basic results of users profile are shown from figure 2 to figure 4. 

Your gender? 

  
Response (%) Responses

M 63.02 121
Ž 

 

36.98 71
  Answered Question 192
  Skipped Question 0

 
Figure 2. Percentage of survey respondents gender. 

 
Your age? 

  
Response (%)  Responses

<18 
 

1.04 2
18-24 76.56 147
25-30 

 

11.46 22
31-40 

 

4.17 8
41-50 

 

2.60 5
>50 

 

4.17 8
  Answered Question 192
  Skipped Question 0

 
Figure 3. Age range of the survey respondents 
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Level of qualification? 

  
Response 

(%) 
Responses

I lower qualifications (unqualified) 
 

0.00 0
II lower qualifications (elementary 
school)  

0.54 1

III secondary education (degree of 
professional training of qualified 
worker) 

 

2.17 4

IV Secondary education (3-year school)  
 

1.09 2
V Secondary education (4-year school) 65.76 121
VI Associate degree 

 

11.41 21
VII/1. Bachelor's degree  

 

10.87 20
VII/2. Master's degree 

 

3.26 6
VIII Doctoral degree or PhD 

 

4.89 9
  Answered Question 184
  Skipped Question 8

Figure 4. Percentage of the level of qualification. 

In particular, studies have shown that men have distinct advantages over women, considering their abilities of 
orientation and understanding spatial relations (important for map reading and route planning), targeting, spatial 
visualisation/mental manipulation (related to the generation of “cognitive maps”), disembedding and spatial perception 
(Kimura 1999; Gilmartin & Patton 1984; Kawai et al.2003). On the other side, women have been seen to excel at spatial 
location memory, what perhaps explains their comparatively higher recall of landmark and street name details in route 
learning trials. All of these factors may in turn provide a basis for findings that “women tend more often to use more 
specific objects [landmarks]” to give directions and find their way (Kimura 1999, p.64), while “men tend to use distance 
or cardinal directions” when navigating. The majority of the respondents in this survey were older than 18 and at least 
had secondary education background. Travelling habits are represented in section B. The results indicate a high average 
nuhmber of domestic travels, and mere 1-3 travels abroad in the period of two years. The users mostly use the car or bus 
and have never had an accident connected to the use of navigation on handheld devices, whereas a small part, 6,47%, 
experienced a dangerous situation in which a car accident was nearly avoided. Their answers were very interesting 
(Table 2): 

Table 2. Some of the comments from users in survey. 

Describe the factors that made the route dangerous. 

Not noticing pedestrians or realigning cars. 

Watching the mobile phone diverts attention, causing the driver to approach the end of the 
track with his vehicle. 

The navigational system had no vocal instructions. The driver was watching the screen, 
rather than the road. Possible car crash was avoided.  

The navigation device directed us into the woods and offered us an exit across the path for 
pedestrians leading to a very busy road, and there was no way for us to go back. Luckily, the 
driver’s experience got us out of that situation. However, that was seven years ago, when 
navigation devices were much less developed than today.  

Trying to enter information in the device during the ride. 

 
During the use of a navigation device, have you ever thought that a certain characteristic of the screen was not 
providing the optimal level of use (e.g. too big screen, to small, reflection, resolution)? 
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Response (%)Responses

YES 
 

17.65 30
NO 82.35 140
  Answered Question 170
  Skipped Question 22

 

Figure 5. There are almost no hardware deficiencies in the opinion of the respondents. 

According to Figure 5, the majority of the respondents do not consider the size, resolution or other characteristics of 
modern screens limiting. Still, there were some important remarks regarding the insufficient size of the screen, 
indistinctive details, bad response time, light reflection, limited representation due to size, distinguishing details causes 
too much strain, etc. 

What aids commonly help you with navigation and spatial orientation using mobile device? 
 

  
Response (%)Responses

Mobile navigation device applications 19.54 110
Street / Traffic / Tourist signs 

 

14.92 84
Tourist maps 

 

6.93 39
Internet maps / directions 

 

14.21 80
Remember 

 

13.32 75
Tourist guides 

 

0.89 5
Tourist Information Centers 

 

0.89 5
Landmarks (location of known feature)

 

9.24 52
Directions from locals 

 

9.24 52
Vehicle navigation unit 

 

6.22 35
Handwritten directions 

 

2.13 12
Handheld GPS (e.g. Garmin) 

 

2.49 14
  Answered Question 155
  Skipped Question 37

 

Figure 6: What do survey respondents usually use for space orientation/navigation? 

One-third of the respondents use mobile applications and handheld devices (Figure 6), and the rest still use printed 
online maps, which can be considered as a degradation of the level of using geoinformation. Furthermore, 20 per cent of 
participants rely on the help of the locals and familiar landscapes or objects. GPS devices are used very rarely, as the 
users obviously prefer multifunctional devices. 

Complete survey answers are available at http://www2.geof.unizg.hr/~rzupan/Survey_Results_Area.htm. 

When formulating goals considering the usability, decisions must be made regarding to their scope (e.g. broad, task-
based vs. narrow, feature-oriented). For this research, the preference was set on broad, goal/task-based goals, in keeping 
with the focus of the goal driven user task analysis. Finally, the ultimate set of goals was to be prioritised, using pre-
design analysis of users and their goals/tasks to determine appropriate weightings (Mayhew 1999; Nielsen 1993). 
Mayhew (1999) goes on in suggesting that quantitative usability goals should be developed from a subset of qualitative 
usability goals that are given highest priority. 

The research goes even further with the assumption that handheld devices are used less for navigation also due to 
destimulating and inadequate software interfaces, proposing in addition that they be adapted for single-handed use. 
Should users be able to modify the interface by choosing and repositioning program functions and tasks? The answer to 
that question already exists. (Župan 2008). The users choose against it, because it would need more learning, and they 
prefer simpler and intuitive interfaces. In order to get clear answers about what bothers users in using the navigation 
interface a survey is currently being conducted, in which various real situations in an unknown area are simulated. It is 
impossible to make conclusions at this stage; however, it is already possible to obtain some suggestions for usability 
improvement and certain principles for designing such interfaces for handheld devices. Almost all surveyed users prefer 
the following:  

• Visibility: most frequent and reoccurring functions should be intuitive and easy to use (easily 
accessible) 
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• Map using: connect the interface with the user’s mental model 
• Feedback: Was the wanted action somehow indicated for the user, or was the use of the device 

confusing (e.g. while crossing the map with the cursor)?  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The characteristics of the respondent target group of users for the survey on the usability of navigation programs on 
handheld devices are now known. The population is comprised of travellers who travel at home or abroad for vacation 
to distant, often unknown destinations, usually by car or bus. It means they use handheld devices while travelling inside 
the car, whereas those travelling by bus use navigation devices upon arriving and out in the open, mostly as pedestrians, 
saving time and speeding up their movement. Goals on a high position are orientation, overview, navigation, 
exploration, planning, education and revealing information. The familiarity of the respondents to their destination is 
little, i.e. they visit most of the destinations for the first time and mostly alone. Pieces of information about travel 
duration are approximate, and it is possible to conclude that travels last between one and three days. The tasks placed on 
an even higher level of importance are position determining, proximity of the end-location, happenings on the 
destination and current location. The respondents require abundant information, with as much extra facts as possible. 
Users of handheld devices tend to use them for navigation and geospatial information only in unknown areas. The 
results of the survey describe the behaviour and the tendencies of users, as well as their demographic details, and 
traditions influencing their decision-making. Various user profiles will be created according to their preferences of 
travel technology, goals, and tasks. These profiles will help to develop instructions for designing interfaces for 
navigation software on handheld devices. 
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Abstract 
State topographic cartography of Macedonia has been started 13 years after its independence, while the completion of 
the first series of topographic maps in scale 1:25000 has been conducted 20 years after independence. First 
cartographic product after its independence is Global Map dataset of Macedonia in scale 1:1000000, published on 08 
March 2006 as first European country at web site www.iscgm.org. At the end of the same year, first 105 state 
topographic maps in scale 1:25000 in digital form compiled by JICA have been published, as great twist of state 
cartography of Macedonia. On the basis of both cartographic products released on year 2006, it can be said that year 
2006 is historical year for state cartography in Macedonia.  

Nowadays, Agency for real estate cadastre of Macedonia has its own capacities for developing of state cartography and 
compiling state topographic maps, except the publishing process. Despite the great progress of responsible state 
institution in a period 2004-2006, after successful finished project with JICA, there are clearly seen stagnation and 
some negative trends in a process of compiling of new topographic maps in smaller scale then 1:25000.  

From the technological point of view, new maps contain all needed features of digital maps, based on the ISO 
international standards of 19000 series. The only problems of installed system are structure and file formats, which do 
not communicate in integrated way among themselves. Technological line should soon undergo modification, in order 
to avoid duplication of work and data, and to improve, accelerate and simplify the process of map compiling.  

Publishing of maps in the Agency for real estate cadastre in Skopje remains a puzzle, as the process which has not 
started in state cartography of Macedonia, and process that was not foreseen in the framework of JICA project.     

Keywords: State topographic map, Macedonia, topographic cartography, scale 1:25000, 1:50000, 1:100000, 1:200000. 

1  PREFACE 

Preparing of topographic maps in several scales in a period between years 1945 and 1991, i.e. while Macedonia was a 
Republic within the Former Yugoslavia federation, has been done by the Military Geographic Institute (MGI) of 
Yugoslavia, with the central office in Belgrade. Other thematic and geographic maps for Macedonian territory in the 
same period were prepared by Geokarta, with the central office in Belgrade also. Both facts make clear that all 
cartographic works in former Yugoslavia were centralized in state level.  



In that period, Agency for Real Estate Cadastre (AREC), former State Authority for Geodetic Works (SAGW), was the 
responsible institution for establishing of local geodetic networks, cadastral surveying, preparing of cadastral maps, 
registration of real estates and updating of the cadastral information (maps and database). After independence of 
Macedonia, from 1991 to 2004, it was forgotten that in new independent country there is no other responsible 
governmental institution to carry out for cartogra
new cadastral system with registered property rights, i.e. AREC did not play the role of Macedonian National Mapping 
Organization (NMO). That period characterized with the stagnation in all
were the prepared maps by MGI with the old date of publishing and with non
role of map seller.  

First efforts of Macedonian independent national cartographic production ar
first Spatial Data Infrastructure 25000 (Study for establishing of state base maps for GIS in the Republic of Macedonia) 
and the Global Mapping project.    

On 08th March 2006, in the web site of International Steer
published the Macedonian GM data (Idrizi B., Biljarska N., 2007). It considers as first official Macedonian national 
cartographic product. Macedonia is 22nd

within the Global Map. Through participation in this project, i.e. the provision of base framework geographic dataset, 
Macedonia has contributed in the sustainable developing of globally homogenous geographic data set in scal
1:1.000.000 for vector data and 30” resolution for raster data. 

During the “Study for establishing of state base maps for GIS in the Republic of Macedonia”, on year 2003, in 
cooperation between AREC and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) team
establishment of new topographic maps in scale 1:25.000 in printed and digital form, containing the latest geographic 
information suitable for use at the national level, as well as to acquire the techniques required for es
maps, and to disseminate geographic information at national level. As a result of the study, the implementation of 
projects was done in a period from March 2004 to November 2006, with in the fruitful cooperation between JICA and 
AREC. On November 2006, as a result of successful implemented project, around 60% of the territory of Macedonia 
was covered with the new topographic maps in scale 1:25000 and developed database for the same area, and orthophoto 
with 0.5m resolution for whole territory
have been completed by the AREC till year 2011. 

2  TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS BEFORE YEAR 2004

Topographic maps prepared by MGI up to year 1991, have covered whole territory of Macedonia as 
Yugoslavia. Within that period, have been published topographic maps in scales 1:25.000, 1:50.000, 1:100.000 and 
200.000 (figure 1).  All products were in analog form (paper maps), and the presented data relates to year 1972, and 
some of them were updated in year 1986 (Talevski J., Vuckov S., Gjorgjievski G., 2005). 

 

1:200000 1:100000

Figure 1. Examples of old topographic maps before year 1991

At the beginning, based on aero-photogrammetrical surveying, have been co
Other topographic maps in rest scales (1:50000, 100000 and 200000) have been prepared by generalizing of existing 
topographic maps 1:25000. All topographic maps had the status of military secret data, and they were
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In that period, Agency for Real Estate Cadastre (AREC), former State Authority for Geodetic Works (SAGW), was the 
responsible institution for establishing of local geodetic networks, cadastral surveying, preparing of cadastral maps, 

eal estates and updating of the cadastral information (maps and database). After independence of 
Macedonia, from 1991 to 2004, it was forgotten that in new independent country there is no other responsible 
governmental institution to carry out for cartographic works. All ARECs capacities were oriented in to developing of 
new cadastral system with registered property rights, i.e. AREC did not play the role of Macedonian National Mapping 
Organization (NMO). That period characterized with the stagnation in all cartographic works. In official utilization, 
were the prepared maps by MGI with the old date of publishing and with non-updated information! AREC had only the 

First efforts of Macedonian independent national cartographic production are the preparation works for developing of 
first Spatial Data Infrastructure 25000 (Study for establishing of state base maps for GIS in the Republic of Macedonia) 

March 2006, in the web site of International Steering Committee for Global Mapping (ISCGM) have been 
published the Macedonian GM data (Idrizi B., Biljarska N., 2007). It considers as first official Macedonian national 

nd country, as well as the first European country that has been released its data 
within the Global Map. Through participation in this project, i.e. the provision of base framework geographic dataset, 
Macedonia has contributed in the sustainable developing of globally homogenous geographic data set in scal
1:1.000.000 for vector data and 30” resolution for raster data.  

During the “Study for establishing of state base maps for GIS in the Republic of Macedonia”, on year 2003, in 
cooperation between AREC and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) teams, was realized a need for urgent 
establishment of new topographic maps in scale 1:25.000 in printed and digital form, containing the latest geographic 
information suitable for use at the national level, as well as to acquire the techniques required for es
maps, and to disseminate geographic information at national level. As a result of the study, the implementation of 
projects was done in a period from March 2004 to November 2006, with in the fruitful cooperation between JICA and 

ember 2006, as a result of successful implemented project, around 60% of the territory of Macedonia 
was covered with the new topographic maps in scale 1:25000 and developed database for the same area, and orthophoto 
with 0.5m resolution for whole territory of Macedonia (JICA, 2006). Production of the rest 40% of topographic maps 
have been completed by the AREC till year 2011.  

ORE YEAR 2004 

Topographic maps prepared by MGI up to year 1991, have covered whole territory of Macedonia as 
Yugoslavia. Within that period, have been published topographic maps in scales 1:25.000, 1:50.000, 1:100.000 and 
200.000 (figure 1).  All products were in analog form (paper maps), and the presented data relates to year 1972, and 

hem were updated in year 1986 (Talevski J., Vuckov S., Gjorgjievski G., 2005).  

 

1:100000 

 

1:50000 1:25000

Figure 1. Examples of old topographic maps before year 1991 

photogrammetrical surveying, have been compiled topographic maps in scale 1:25000. 
Other topographic maps in rest scales (1:50000, 100000 and 200000) have been prepared by generalizing of existing 
topographic maps 1:25000. All topographic maps had the status of military secret data, and they were
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In that period, Agency for Real Estate Cadastre (AREC), former State Authority for Geodetic Works (SAGW), was the 
responsible institution for establishing of local geodetic networks, cadastral surveying, preparing of cadastral maps, 

eal estates and updating of the cadastral information (maps and database). After independence of 
Macedonia, from 1991 to 2004, it was forgotten that in new independent country there is no other responsible 

phic works. All ARECs capacities were oriented in to developing of 
new cadastral system with registered property rights, i.e. AREC did not play the role of Macedonian National Mapping 

cartographic works. In official utilization, 
updated information! AREC had only the 

e the preparation works for developing of 
first Spatial Data Infrastructure 25000 (Study for establishing of state base maps for GIS in the Republic of Macedonia) 

ing Committee for Global Mapping (ISCGM) have been 
published the Macedonian GM data (Idrizi B., Biljarska N., 2007). It considers as first official Macedonian national 

hat has been released its data 
within the Global Map. Through participation in this project, i.e. the provision of base framework geographic dataset, 
Macedonia has contributed in the sustainable developing of globally homogenous geographic data set in scale 

During the “Study for establishing of state base maps for GIS in the Republic of Macedonia”, on year 2003, in 
s, was realized a need for urgent 

establishment of new topographic maps in scale 1:25.000 in printed and digital form, containing the latest geographic 
information suitable for use at the national level, as well as to acquire the techniques required for establishment of 
maps, and to disseminate geographic information at national level. As a result of the study, the implementation of 
projects was done in a period from March 2004 to November 2006, with in the fruitful cooperation between JICA and 

ember 2006, as a result of successful implemented project, around 60% of the territory of Macedonia 
was covered with the new topographic maps in scale 1:25000 and developed database for the same area, and orthophoto 

of Macedonia (JICA, 2006). Production of the rest 40% of topographic maps 

Topographic maps prepared by MGI up to year 1991, have covered whole territory of Macedonia as a part of former 
Yugoslavia. Within that period, have been published topographic maps in scales 1:25.000, 1:50.000, 1:100.000 and 
200.000 (figure 1).  All products were in analog form (paper maps), and the presented data relates to year 1972, and 

 

1:25000 

mpiled topographic maps in scale 1:25000. 
Other topographic maps in rest scales (1:50000, 100000 and 200000) have been prepared by generalizing of existing 
topographic maps 1:25000. All topographic maps had the status of military secret data, and they were not allowed for 
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civil utilization. In total 210 map sheets were in scale 1:25000, 61 map sheets in scale 1:50000, 18 map sheets in scale 
1:100000, and 6 map sheets which covered all Macedonian territory, as well as 2 map sheets which covered the eastern 
part of Albania in border with Macedonia in scale 1:200000. All of them are compiled in state coordinate system, based 
on Gauss-Krüger map projection and ellipsoid of Bessel 1841 (table 1), except one set of topographic maps in scale 
1:50000 prepared in a geographic coordinate system based on Paris prime meridian. 

Datum Hermannskögel 
Ellipsoid  Bessel (1841) 
Map projection Gauss-Krüger (3° zones) 
Central meridian 21° E 
Zone of projection 7 
Prime meridian Greenwich 
Prime parallel Equator 
Scale factor 0.9999 
False easting 500000m 
False northing 0m 
Elevation origin Mean sea level – Molo Sartorio, Trieste, Italy.  
Units Meter (m) 

 
Table 1. Coordinate system of topographic maps 

 
Based on specifications and low for geodetic and cartographic works in former Yugoslavia, the data within the 
topographic maps had this positional and elevation accuracy: 

 
∆ = 0.2mm*F    mh = a+b*tanα 

 
where: ∆ – positional accuracy,  a – accuracy of surveying, 
 F – map scale,   b – horizontal accuracy of contour points, 
 mh – elevation accuracy,  α – terrain slope. 
      
Serbo-Croatian language with Latin alphabet as official has been used for all sets of topographic maps. As can be 
shown in figure 1, only the topographic maps in scale 1:200000 has the legend with description for most used symbols.  
Those topographic maps, after year 1991 were given to AREC (former SAGW). Until production of first own 
Macedonian topographic maps in scale 1:25000 (November, 2006), they were the only source of topographic maps for 
utilization in Macedonia. They have been scanned and georeferenced, and purchased to users in digital form on 
GeoTIFF format. In that period, AREC was seller of topographic maps, without any activities for updating or producing 
of new ones. 

3  NEW MACEDONIAN TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS IN SCALE 1:25000 

“The study for establishing of state base maps in the Republic of Macedonia” present the beginnings of efforts for 
developing of Macedonian own national cartography. Due to the situation in previous period (till year 2003) in the 
governmental responsible institution for mapping, foreign assistance was very important and necessarily. In year 2003, 
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) started the research on surveying the current situation with national 
mapping and GIS in Macedonia. After very fruitful cooperation between JICA and all governmental institutions, it was 
decided donation of founds for project on producing of topographic maps in scale 1:25000 followed by GIS database.  
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Figure 2. Coverage with new topographic maps 1:25000 (www.katastar.gov.mk, April 2014) 

 
The whole project was realized in a period from March 2004 to November 2006, in which around 60% of territory was 
covered with new topographic maps, i.e. Macedonian 25000SDI. Today, whole Macedonian territory is covered with 
new topographic maps in scale 1:25000 (figure 2).  

3.1  Technical details of new topographic maps of Macedonia in scale 1:25000 

New topographic maps were prepared in parallel in Macedonian and English languages (figure 3). In Macedonian 
version, Cyrillic alphabet as official has been used for all contents. In the other maps in English language, the rules of 
translation are not the same for all contents in map. Only the legend of most used symbols was translated in English, 
and other text contents were transformed in Latino alphabet by transliteration method.  

 

a).  b).  
 

Figure 3. Example of new topographic maps 1:25000 in Macedonian (a) and English (b) language 
 
These maps are in the same coordinate system (table 1) and tiling system with old ones, i.e. in state coordinate system 
of Macedonia. There are new information’s as legend, details for mathematical elements, data policy, and important 
dates from the process of map preparing. They are open for utilization by all type of users, without any limitation.  

New topographic key with 208 symbols has been defined also. In comparing with older one (328), around 30% less 
symbols has new maps. Unfortunately, reducing the number of symbols has direct influence on decreasing the quantity, 
as well as in decreasing of the quality of data presented in new maps.  

Verification of the accuracy of new topographic maps in scale 1:25000 is done in a small area, around the lake Dojran, 
which can not be taken as a relevant result that reflects the real value of the geometric accuracy of all topographic maps 
for the entire state Macedonian territory. In the following table are given the values of horizontal and vertical accuracy 
of the main groups of objects, as well as average values in the Macedonian state topographic maps in scale 1:25000, 
based on upper mentioned research: 
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Table 2. Estimation of accuracy of the elements from digital topographic map (Srbinoski Z., Bogdanoski Z., 2010)  
 

 
 
 
List of used standards for Geographic Information, within the project for compiling of topographic maps, based on ISO 
19000 series are listed below (Idrizi, Lazarevski, 2011):  

• ISO/DIS 19101 Geographic information - Reference model 
• ISO/DIS 19107 Geographic information - Spatial schema 
• ISO/DIS 19108 Geographic information - Temporal schema 
• ISO/DIS 19110 Geographic information - Methodology for feature cataloguing 
• ISO/DIS 19111 Geographic information - Spatial referencing by coordinates 
• ISO/DIS 19113 Geographic information - Quality procedures 
• ISO/DIS 19114 Geographic information - Quality evaluation procedures 
• ISO/DIS 19115 Geographic information – Metadata 
• ISO/DIS 19125 Geographic information - Simple feature access 

 

3.2  Background of new topographic maps of Macedonia in scale 1:25000 

With aim to make more simple finding out the tile number and name of needed map, in a back site of all paper 
topographic maps is given the “sheets index” map for whole territory of Macedonia, based on tiling system of 
Macedonian topographic maps in scale 1:25000 (figure 4). The “sheets index” map has two categories of data, i.e. 
special and background. Special data represent the tiling system, and the background is obtained from the Macedonian 
GM data with the role to make more visible and clear which places in which topographic map can be found. 
Background is composed by four Macedonian GM layers, three vector layers and elevation data from raster layers. 
Vector layers have been used in total, except the boundary layer. From the boundary layer, only the national boundary 
has been used as a part of background of “sheets index” map (Idrizi B., 2008a).  

 
 

Figure 4. Back site of paper topographic maps 
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3.3  Macedonia 25000 SDI 

The thorough consideration during “The study for establishing of state base maps in the Republic of Macedonia” has 
been paid through the entire process to adopt technical specifications that meet user needs, Macedonian geography, and 
to establish the Spatial Data Infrastructure (Macedonian 25000SDI) that can be widely used. Based on this rules, data 
structure of Macedonian 25000SDI comprises the fundamentals of information infrastructure in Macedonia. It contents 
10 layers, i.e railways, roads, land classification, administrative areas, spatial scheme, reference raster, annotations, 
topographic feature, small objects and water spaces. Some of them are not shown in paper topographic maps, but they 
can be found in database. In next figure (5), can be seen the logical view of Macedonian 25000SDI and the example of 
single dataset consists of 1workspace and  12 coverage’s as 1 map sheet except raster components (AREC, JICA, 2006).  

From Macedonian 25000SDI, several datasets such as Topographic Map GIS Database, Land use GIS Database and 
Ohrid Environmental Conservation GIS Database were generated as the final product. The digital Printing Data and the 
Printed Maps were prepared for the extensive use by various users also.  

      
 

Figure 5.  Macedonian 25000 SDI and ArcInfo Coverage structure of single dataset 

3.4  Overview on the process of preparing of new topographic maps-database 

Over the period of the project implementation (March 2004 – November 2006) and after that (November2006 – 
December 2010), numerous work items have been carried out by the AREC and the JICA study team with assistance of 
the related organizations for producing of national topographic maps in scale 1:25000. The process was started by 
defining of new specification for Spatial Data Infrastructure, and field works on reconnaissance of ground control points 
and installation of aerial photo signals.  
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Figure 6.  Work items during the project 

 
Shooting of aerial photographs was realized on May 2004, followed by field works for surveying of ground control 
point and field identification of aerial photographs. After finished field works, the process was continued by office 
digital photogrammetrical works (aerial triangulation, digital plotting and compilation). With aim to eliminate 
accidently errors, supplementary field identification and digital compilation were done. At the end of process, 
preparations of data for printing have been done in Adobe Illustrator and ArcInfo Coverages in ArcGIS. Upper is the 
summary of work items completed in this project (figure 6).  

3.5 Outputs from the project  

As can be shown on above figure with works items, during the project have been develop Environmental GIS database 
of the lake Ohrid watershed area and digital land use maps in scale 1:25.000 for the same area also. The objectives of 
this extended part of project were to: identify the need of GIS database through the discussions with Lake Ohrid 
Conservation Project, design the GIS database for environment management for the watershed area, collect necessary 
information and establish the GIS database for the watershed area, establish the digital topographic map for the 
watershed area, and establish the land use map for the watershed area (30 map sheets). The personal GeoDatabase 
(EGIS_OHRID.mdb) is organized in 6 datasets, i.e. Basemap, Drainage, Hydrography, EnvBack, EnvMonitor, and 
Thematic data. The whole extended part of project was done in ArcGIS also.  

As a result of up to date done job in Macedonian independent topographic mapping, the products listed below were 
produced. They are the outcome of the successful technical transfer trainings and through cooperation of AREC with 
the other respective governmental organizations and national universities.  
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1) Aerial Photographs 
Scale: 1:40,000 
Area: whole territory of Macedonia 
Format: Negative Films/Contact Prints/Digital Image 
File 
2) Topographic Maps & Spatial Data Infrastructure 
Scale 1:25,000 
Format: Printed Maps / Digital Map Data (Adobe 
Illustrator) / DXF / 
GIS Database (ESRI ArcInfo Coverage files) 
Language: English and Macedonian 
3) Orthophoto 
Resolution 50cm 
Area: whole territory of Macedonia 
Format: JFIF (JPEG)  
Color: B/W 
4) GPS passive network 
Number of GPS points: 59 
Area: whole territory of Macedonia) 

5)  Digital Terrain Model (DTM) 
Model: grid of points in 20m 
Area: whole territory of Macedonia 
Format: GIS Database (ESRI ArcInfo Coverage file) 
6)  Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 
Resolution: 5m 
Area: whole territory of Macedonia 
Format: raster dataset – esri grid   
7)  Topographic  key  
Number of symbols: 208 
Format: ArcGIS style file, *.style  
Language: English and Macedonian  
8)  Specification for topographic maps/database 
Number of paper sheets: 84 
Format: printed in paper / DOC / PDF   
Language: English and Macedonian 

Following the trend of publishing geospatial data on the World Wide Web, the AREC web portal was created and 
putted online, making its data (topographic maps also) viewable to the customers and wide public through a web 
browser. ArcGIS software was used in the process and it all started with creation of the AREC GIS database to hold the 
data that will be published online. Prior to creating the web portal, available data for viewing are: 

- Global Map data in vector format 1:1.000.000 scale consisted of National Boundary, Municipalities, Digital 
Elevation Model (DEM), Population centers, Rivers, Roads, Airports, and Lakes. 

- Topographic maps in raster format in scales 1:200.000, 1:100.000, 1:50.000 and 1:25.000 (both new and old 
maps). 

- Index maps in scale 1:200.000, 1:100.000, 1:50.000, 1:25.000, 1:5.000, 1:2.500, and 1:1.000. 
- Orthophoto with 0.5m resolution black and white raster for the entire territory of Macedonia, and 1:1.000 color 

orthophoto for Skopje and Prilep  
 

This geospatial database is driven by ArcSDE and its role is to hold and effectively retrieve data according to a user 
query. By using ArcCatalog software and geo-processing tools data was imported in the database. ArcIMS was used to 
create a web service from the map layout capable of publishing the map on the internet. This web service is responsible 
for receiving a user requests and sending it to the inner GIS database layer and then forwarding the data received by the 
GIS database layer back to the user (Idrizi B., Biljarska N., 2008). 

4  SPATIAL DATA INFRASTRUCTURE IN MACEDONIA  

GIS as a system for managing spatial data in the Republic of Macedonia, began to be used in the late 90s, when the 
application of this technology are considered luxuries in the operation of institutions whose activities directly or 
indirectly was linked with spatial data. This was due to the low level of knowledge for GIS technology and the 
advantages of using it, as the economic aspect and the aspect of quality of spatial data, as well as the difficult economic 
situation in that period. At this time, the main activity toward using digital data was digitizing existing maps by 
converting them from analog to digital-vector form.  

The beginning of the 21st century can be characterized as a period of upheaval in the way of thinking related 
the application of GIS technology in Macedonia. Many public sector institutions have shown interest 
in introducing GIS applications in their work, most of which started with projects that considered as priorities for their 
institutions or who tried to find donations. On the other hand, the private sector has developed with 
larger steps, following the contemporary trends and developments, that these opportunities are then presented and 
offered to state institutions as possible platforms for developing their GIS applications. In this regard, the 
private sector has developed to such an extent that it has the capacity to provide opportunities to develop a 
complete integrated GIS system at the state level. In the second half of the first decade of this century, the development 
of geo portals emerged as a challenge for all institutions. 

Including of the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) in the Strategic Plan (year 2007) of the State Authority 
for Geodetic Works (today's Real Estate Cadastre) and then in the Law on Real Estate Cadastre as a separate chapter, is 



a twist in the organized development of
is predicted connecting all spatial data from all
a national spatial data infrastructure 
on organized development of GIS systems
Infrastructure (SDI) has been introduced, clearly

Depending on the available financial
state institutions of Macedonia work projects
the NSDI.  

There are still mixed data, from analog up to vector data and GIS datasets, with the different permission levels for 
access. Even they cannot be found in the web pages of institutions. All avail
many formats and in many database types. There is no standardized way and format for developing of GIS systems 
within the state institutions. During developing, harmonizing and compatibility with existing databases
same institutions were not took care. That’s way the spatial data between the separate datasets except the spatial 
overlapping, they don’t have any joint data (attribute) for linking between itself.

5  MACEDONIAN CONTRIBUT

Macedonia has already contributed in to developing of GSDI, through participating and submitting its data within the 
Global Mapping project. At March 08th

(www.iscgm.org) was published the Global Map data of Macedonia as a first European country (Idrizi B., 2006). 
dataset encompasses the digital data at a scale of 1:1.000.000 (equivalent to 
Global Map specifications 1.2, by including eight layers, i.e.
(hydrography) and population centers) and four raster layers (elevation, vegetation, land cover and land use data) (Idrizi 
B., Biljarska N., 2008). In the next figure, are shown the layouts of Macedonian GM dataset. 

Figure 7:  Layouts of Macedonian Global Map dataset (Idrizi B., Biljarska N., 2008)
 
One year later, Macedonia has contributed in to developing the new raster datasets of Land cover and Per
cover, as new global layers within the global map dataset. 

Based on the rule for regular data updating every five year of own dataset within the global map, the Macedonian NMO 
has developed the Macedonian national/regional version 2 and publishe
April 2012). Because of essential changes of the GM specifications, the second version was developed based on Global 
Map Specification 2.1. Unfortunately, in this moment, Macedonian NMO doesn’t have capacities for 
datasets based on the Global Map data specification requirements. Due to this situation, Macedonian GM V2 dataset 
includes just four vector data layers (transportations, boundaries, drainage (hydrography) and population centers), 
without updating raster layers (figure 8). In the next figure, is shown the download page for Macedonian GM datasets.

Figure 8:  Download page for Macedonian GM dataset (http://www.iscgm.org/gmd/download/dl.php; April, 2014)
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There are still mixed data, from analog up to vector data and GIS datasets, with the different permission levels for 
access. Even they cannot be found in the web pages of institutions. All available digital spatial data can be found in 
many formats and in many database types. There is no standardized way and format for developing of GIS systems 
within the state institutions. During developing, harmonizing and compatibility with existing databases
same institutions were not took care. That’s way the spatial data between the separate datasets except the spatial 
overlapping, they don’t have any joint data (attribute) for linking between itself. 
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One year later, Macedonia has contributed in to developing the new raster datasets of Land cover and Per
cover, as new global layers within the global map dataset.  

Based on the rule for regular data updating every five year of own dataset within the global map, the Macedonian NMO 
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6  ONGOING PROJECTS RELATED TO NATIONAL TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING 

After completion of the compilation and publication of state topographic maps in scale 1:25000 of Macedonia , Agency 
for Real Estate Cadastre in Skopje started with two parallel activities for the preparation and publication of new state 
topographic maps at scales 1:50000 and 1 : 200000. Viewed from a methodological point of view, both scales are 
developing by map generalization of existing 1:25000 topographic maps, but with totally different software and 
methods from each of them.  

Topographic maps 1:50000 are compiling directly in Adobe Illustrator software, without using database in GIS form, by 
doing direct graphical data generalization of existing maps with mentioned software in the *.ai format. Automatic 
methods for automation of map generalization, with software that does not support advanced options for this very 
complex cartographic process, have not been used. Accordingly, map generalization is realized completely manually 
with the use of Adobe Illustrator software options, completely inappropriate and incompatible for this very complex 
mapping process. From the examples presented in the poster of the Agency for real estate cadastre in an international 
conference in Bulgaria Albena (Ajtarska B others, 2012), it is clearly shown that new topographic maps in scale 
1:50000 are just simple graphic presentation, without any of the accompanying database of alphanumeric data in GIS 
format. These types of topographic maps, nowadays are totally invalid and unusable, and without sustainable basis for 
including within the spatial data infrastructures of many levels – from local up to national level!  

State topographic mapping in scale 1:200000, from methodological and technological aspects is more advanced 
compared to that of 1:50000 maps. Utilization of ArcGIS software for map generalization, allows use of methods for 
automatic and semiautomatic generalization, and database maintaining by transforming and adopting alphanumeric 
database in scale 1:200000. Even in this case, the source for new topographic maps are existing topographic maps of 
scale 1:25000, the content of which corresponds to year 2004, exactly ten full years, which for today's technology can 
be treated as a basis for compilation of obsolete maps!  

Till today, about 60% of new topographic maps in scale 1:50000 and 1:200000 are compiled, while the rest of maps is 
planned to be completed till the end of year 2015.  

7  CONCLUSIONS  

In a period from 1991 to 2004, Agency for Real Estate Cadastrehas been playing the role of map seller of cartographic 
products prepared by Military Geographic Institute from Belgrade before year 1991. During that period, there are not 
any activities related to national map production in Macedonia.  

From the above chapters, can be summarized that official national cartography in Macedonia is so young, i.e. in its 
beginnings. Up to date, Macedonian Global Map data and new topographic maps in scale 1:25000 were completed in 
total. New topographic maps have the data based on the aerial photographs of year 2004, which means that the last 
produced maps have not the latest information (around 5-6 years old). Preparing of the rest of topographic maps in 
smaller scale then 1:25000 is ongoing process within the AREC.  

New topographic maps are available in Macedonian and English language, and they are open for all categories of users.  

Old maps in scales 1:25000, 1:50000, 100000 and 200000 are almost available for purchasing as a paper maps and in 
digital form as georeferenced raster data in GeoTIFF format from AREC.  

The differences between new and old topographic maps 1:25000 are essential. New maps represent the latest 
information, they are in digital and paper format, GIS database has been created, they have legend of most used 
symbols, in back site they have map of Macedonia in scale 1:500.000 based on Macedonian GM data and the index 
sheets map with the information for tile and name of topographic maps. Older ones have the historical largeness.  
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Table 3. Differences between topographic maps prepared by MGI before 1991 year and 
 AREC with JICA after 2004 year (Idrizi B., 2008b) 

 
Changed categories Old maps New maps 
Year of production 1970-1990 2004-2010 
Covered area 100% 100% 
Data format Paper Paper and digital (ArcInfo Coverage, 

GeoTIFF, Ai, DXF) 
Language Serbo-Croatian  Macedonian and English 
Prime meridian Greenwich or Paris Greenwich 
Alphabet Latino Cyrillic and Latino 
Way of delivery of paper maps Not folded Folded and not folded 
Information outside the margins Scale line, coordinates Map legend, scale line, Mathematical 

elements, preparation, Survey method, 
coordinates, legend 

Background Don’t have Sheets index map, tiling, information 
for AREC 

Data policy State secret Open for all type of users 
Price of one sheet paper map 130euro  3.3euro 
Symbols 328 208 
 

During realizing of project in a period May 2004 - November 2006 from JICA study team, close to preparing around 
60% of topographic maps 1:25000, technology transfer and training of several teams were realized. As a result of 
technology transfer, AREC has the departments for digital photogrammetry, digital cartography, GIS and surveying, 
and as a result of trainings, today AREC have very high quality trained human capacities in those departments. The 
technology which is in using and the human capacities, gives the guaranty that the topographic mapping has a good 
future in Macedonia. 

Step forward is the creation of the web portal for the purpose of informing stakeholders, customers and clients for 
cartographic/GIS products of AREC, i.e. topographic maps through the internet. This step demonstrates the Macedonian 
NMO efforts to make itself an open institution by placing geospatial information it possess online available to the world 
for viewing 24/7. In future this should be developed to become an order and purchase site.    
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Abstract 
Rapid urbanization of the world´s population and human modification of the environment in the past decades are 
important changes that have transformed the landscape worldwide and are expected to accelerate in the future. Such 
changes are observable using remote sensing data from different time horizons. The aim of this study is document 
urbanisation trends in selected regional cities in Slovakia and Bulgaria using VHR satellite data and aerial 
photographs. In order to assess the urban dynamics the following processes were defined: urban expansion, urban infill 
and other changes of urbanized landscape. Results show a global progression of the built-up areas of both in Trnava 
and Burgas study areas. The proposed approach leads to an improved understanding and representation of urban 
dynamics and helps to develop alternative conceptions of urban spatial structure and change. 

INTRODUCTION 

Configuration of expanding cities and suburban landscape are among abundantly studied topics of geographical 
research. Human modifications of the urban environment have transformed the landscape worldwide especially in the 
past decades and are expected to accelerate in the future. The new spatial structure, which arises due to changes in the 
use of the suburban landscape, is highly dynamic. Intensive urbanization and associated environmental impacts have 
caught great attention in the remote sensing community and remote sensing methods have been widely applied in 
mapping land surface features in urban areas. Michishita et al. (2011) characterize and quantify the changes in urban 
landscape pattern in the Poyang Lake, Jiangxi Province, China through sub-pixel analysis of time-series Landsat TM 
imagery between 1987 and 2009. Data from satellites with 15 – 30 m resolution are commonly used in assessment of 
urban landscape (Pham et al., 2011, Sarvestani et al. 2011, Belal and Moghanm, 2011, Weber and Puissant, 2003). 

Urban and sub-urban environments are composed of a wide range of land cover classes. Expanding urban areas requires 
both new analytic approaches and new sources of data and information. Several recent developments in remote sensing 
have the potential to significantly improve the mapping of urban areas. These relate to the availability of data from new 
remote sensing systems with very high resolution(VHR) and hyper-spectral sensors which can  support detailed and 
accurate urban area mapping at different spatio-temporal scales (Herold et al. 2005). 

The aim of this study is document urbanization trends in selected regional cities in Slovakia and Bulgaria using VHR 
satellite data and orthophoto images. Land cover classification is based on an extended CORINE Land Cover (CLC) 
nomenclature. In order to assess the urbanizing trends the following processes were defined and assessed: urban 
extension, urban infill and other changes of urbanized landscape. 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

Satellite images collected by IKONOS in 2002 (spatial resolution PAN 1 m and MS 4 m) and WorldView2 in 2011 
(PAN 0,5 m and MS 2 m) were used as information source about land cover (LC) of the city of Trnava. Colour digital 
orthophoto images provided by the Bulgarian Ministry of Agriculture and Food (MAF, 2012) were used to derive the 
LC data for Burgas. The orthophoto acquisitions are from June 2006 and September 2010 and have a resolution of 0.5 
m and 0.4 m 
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Table 2. Extended CLC nomenclature for urban areas 

Code Class name 
11111 Areas of urban centres prevailingly with high-rise buildings 
11112 Areas of urban centres prevailingly with low-rise buildings 
11121 Areas of ancient cores 
11211 Discontinuous built-up areas with multiflat houses with significant share of trees 
11212 Discontinuous built-up areas with multiflat houses with significant share of grass 
11213 Discontinuous built-up areas with multiflat houses with significant share of gardens 
11221 Discontinuous  built-up areas with family houses with gardens 
11222 Discontinuous built-up areas with family houses without gardens 
12111 Areas of services 
12112 Production and storage areas 
12113 Archaeological sites, museums, churches, cathedrals and religious buildings 
12121 Areas of special installations 
12211 Roads and adjacent areas without the accompanying continuous woody vegetation 
12212 Roads and adjacent areas bordered by tree rows 
12213 Motorway 
12214 Road network within settlements 
12215 Bus station 
12216 Accompanying woody vegetation on road communications 
12217 Accompanying grass vegetation on road communications   
12221 Rail network 
12222 Railway station 
12223 Accompanying woody vegetation on rail communications 
12224 Accompanying grass vegetation on rail communications 
12311 Sea commercial fishing and naval ports 
12331 Shipyards 
12341 Yacht port (marina) 
12411 Airports with artificial surfaces of runways 
12421 Airports with grass surfaces of runways 
13111 Open cast mines 
13112 Quarries 
13211 Solid waste dump sites 
13221 Liquid waste dumps 
13311 Construction of residential areas 
13312 Construction of production and service areas 
13313 Construction of water management structures 
13314 Construction of communications 
13315 Construction of sport areas 
13316 Construction of leisure areas (new hotels) 
14111 Urban parks 
14112 Urban gardens 
14121 Cemeteries 
14131 Other urban green areas 
14132 Green areas in production and service centers 
14211 Sport facilities 
14221 Resorts 
14222 Country houses (huts) 

 
Computer aided visual interpretation of satellite and orthophoto imagery in GIS environment was applied to produce the 
LC data in this study. It was made by on-screen digitizing using Quantum GIS - an Open Source Geographic 
Information System offering common GIS functionalities provided by core features and plugins. 
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Table 2. Changes of land cover classes on the study areas 

Class 

TRNAVA BURGAS 

2002 2011 Change 
(ha) 

 

2006 2010 Change 
(ha) 
 Area (ha) 

Proportion 
(%) 

Area (ha) 
Proportion 

(%) 
Area (ha) 

Proportion 
(%) 

Area (ha) 
Proportion 

(%) 

11111 7.65 0.18 8.03 0.19 0.37 16.00 0.22 16.00 0.22 0.00 

11112 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 54.23 0.74 54.23 0.74 0.00 

11121 41.92 0.98 43.20 1.01 1.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

11211 64.32 1.50 64.71 1.51 0.39 429.48 5.88 428.32 5.87 -1.16 

11212 105.20 2.46 106.35 2.48 1.15 207.75 2.84 227.61 3.12 19.86 

11213 7.48 0.17 6.94 0.16 -0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

11221 290.24 6.78 322.20 7.53 31.97 122.39 1.68 122.45 1.68 0.06 

11222 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 49.69 0.68 50.61 0.69 0.92 

12111 153.77 3.59 170.06 3.97 16.30 182.74 2.50 219.93 3.01 37.19 

12112 337.05 7.87 498.35 11.64 161.29 513.00 7.02 556.98 7.63 43.98 

12113 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.48 0.02 1.94 0.03 0.46 

12121 3.18 0.07 9.42 0.22 6.25 42.11 0.58 43.74 0.60 1.63 

12211 17.29 0.40 40.99 0.96 23.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

12212 19.78 0.46 15.97 0.37 -3.81 7.72 0.11 7.72 0.11 0.00 

12213 6.84 0.16 6.84 0.16 0.00 8.53 0.12 8.53 0.12 0.00 

12214 148.45 3.47 155.96 3.64 7.51 117.12 1.60 117.12 1.60 0.00 

12215 1.35 0.03 1.35 0.03 0.00 0.80 0.01 0.80 0.01 0.00 

12216 16.80 0.39 17.36 0.41 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

12217 10.78 0.25 16.98 0.40 6.20 22.59 0.31 22.59 0.31 0.00 

12221 62.06 1.45 63.50 1.48 1.44 63.79 0.87 63.79 0.87 0.00 

12222 3.85 0.09 3.85 0.09 0.00 4.30 0.06 4.30 0.06 0.00 

12223 13.82 0.32 10.16 0.24 -3.66 1.77 0.02 1.77 0.02 0.00 

12224 3.39 0.08 2.32 0.05 -1.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

12311 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.48 1.51 110.48 1.51 0.00 

12331 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 102.49 1.40 102.49 1.40 0.00 

12341 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.19 0.03 2.19 0.03 0.00 

13211 8.18 0.19 16.62 0.39 8.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

13221 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.28 0.02 1.28 0.02 0.00 

13221 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.28 0.02 1.28 0.02 0.00 

13311 10.59 0.25 25.20 0.59 14.60 15.84 0.22 9.44 0.13 -6.40 

13312 4.01 0.09 50.41 1.18 46.41 38.83 0.53 12.58 0.17 -26.25 

13314 0.00 0.00 10.48 0.24 10.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

14111 57.06 1.33 63.02 1.47 5.96 127.23 1.74 127.23 1.74 0.00 

14112 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 29.55 0.40 29.55 0.40 0.00 

14121 12.72 0.30 13.37 0.31 0.65 52.92 0.72 56.45 0.77 3.53 

14131 43.35 1.01 46.35 1.08 3.00 324.89 4.45 304.22 4.17 -20.67 

14132 60.23 1.41 138.89 3.24 78.67 303.79 4.16 286.70 3.93 -17.09 

14211 47.59 1.11 47.40 1.11 -0.18 30.01 0.41 30.43 0.42 0.42 

14221 13.63 0.32 13.56 0.32 -0.07 3.19 0.04 3.19 0.04 0.00 

14222 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 53.19 0.73 53.19 0.73 0.00 

211 2585.36 60.39 2171.99 50.73 -413.37 1552.88 21.27 1517.73 20.78 -35.15 

221 2.75 0.06 2.75 0.06 0.00 89.01 1.22 89.01 1.22 0.00 

222 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.97 0.07 4.97 0.07 0.00 

231 1.05 0.02 1.50 0.03 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

242 39.39 0.92 36.25 0.85 -3.14 39.11 0.54 39.11 0.54 0.00 

243 22.87 0.53 21.92 0.51 -0.95 21.19 0.29 21.25 0.29 0.06 

311 12.91 0.30 12.91 0.30 0.00 9.44 0.13 9.44 0.13 0.00 

321 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.01 0.33 24.01 0.33 0.00 

324 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 171.50 2.35 171.50 2.35 0.00 

331 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.37 0.36 26.37 0.36 0.00 

333 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 

411 9.03 0.21 9.03 0.21 0.00 56.17 0.77 55.70 0.76 -0.47 

421 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 203.31 2.78 203.31 2.78 0.00 

422 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 179.79 2.46 179.79 2.46 0.00 
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511 20.12 0.47 19.85 0.46 -0.27 1.14 0.02 1.14 0.02 0.00 

512 15.18 0.35 15.18 0.35 0.00 1882.18 25.77 1881.26 25.76 -0.92 

523 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1825.56 - 1825.56 - 0.00 

Sum 4281.25 100.00 4281.25 100.00 0.00 7302.45 100.00 7302.45 100.00 0.00 

 
The detailed LC maps were the results of local mapping applying the extended CLC nomenclature for class 1 Artificial 
surfaces (Kopecká and Rosina, 2014, Vatseva, 2014, see Table 1) with the minimum mapped area of 0,25 ha and the 
minimum width of 10 m.  Agricultural areas, Forest  and semi-natural areas, Wetlands and Water bodies (CLC classes 2 
– 5) were mapped according to standard CLC nomenclature (Heymann et al., 2004). Representative sections of the 5 
level classes on the examples of the satellite and orthophoto imagery are presented by Kopecká et al. (2014). The extent 
of identified LC classes in different time horizons is demonstrated in Table 2.  

The following processes were defined with the aim to assess the urbanizing trends: 

• Urban extension: process characterized by conversion of agricultural areas, forest and semi-natural 
areas, wetlands and water bodies (2xx, 3xx, 4xx and 5xx) to urbanized areas (1xxxx). 
• Urban infill: process of conversion of existing green urban areas (141xx) and construction sites 
(133xx) to 11xxx-132xxx 
• Other urban changes: areas of changed urbanized areas which were not defined in the previous two 
categories 

In order to evaluate the urbanizing trends contingency tables were used. Table 3 illustrate an example of a urban infill 
assessment based on  land cover flows in Trnava. 

Table 3. Contingency table – urban infill in Trnava 

2011 
2002 11111 11121 11211 11212 11221 12111 12112 12214 13211 13311 13312 Sum 

13311 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.97 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.59 

13312 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.01 

14111 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 

14121 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

14131 0.00 1.09 0.39 1.24 0.00 4.49 2.42 0.54 0.00 1.17 0.73 12.06 

14132 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.28 11.98 0.27 6.97 0.00 0.00 20.76 

Sum 0.37 1.09 0.39 1.24 10.85 5.20 18.40 1.44 6.97 1.17 0.73 47.85 

 

The new urban fabric was identified in the second time horizon – time t2 (2011 or 2010 respectively), and not in time t1 
(2002 or 2006). In order to harmonize different observation dates land cover change intensity was calculated, which can 
be applied to derive the average year change rate of assessed trends in selected time horizons. 

STUDY AREAS 

The regional centre of Trnava is located between the River Váh and the Little Carpathian mountain range at 146 m s.l.a. 
in the central part of the Trnava Loess Plain which is part of the Trnava Hilly Land (Fig. 1). The study area is spatially 
defined by the coordinates 48°24'00''N to 48°20'55''N and 17°33'14''E to 17°38'55''E. Regarding the character of relief, 
position in terms of the capital and a good quality transport infrastructure it is a territory with high potential for 
territorial development. The limiting factor for further expansion of the city is the occurrence of top quality soils in its 
environs. In 2001 the population of Trnava amounted to 70.286, and in 2012 the number dropped to 66.073 (Fig. 2). 
Despite this fact, the proportion of artificial surfaces on the study area increased from 1572.6 ha (36.7%) in the year 
2002 up to 1989.8 ha (46.5%) in 2011 (Kopecká, Rosina, 2014). 

The study area of Burgas is located in the South-East Bulgaria and is approximately bounded by the coordinates: 
42°32'42''N to 42°26'49''N and 27°23'55''E to 27°29'40''E (Fig. 1). The city of Burgas is bordered by the Black Sea 
surrounding the large Burgas Bay, as well as by the Atanasovsko lake, Burgas lake and Mandrensko lake, which 
represent the limiting factor for further urban expansion. Burgas is the fourth biggest city in Bulgaria. The total 
population of Burgas city amounted to 192.390 in 2001, and 197.301 in 2011 (Fig. 2). Potential for spatial development 
of the city is connected with the favourable geostrategic location, good transport infrastructure facilities including one 
of the largest port and airport in the country, region development as an important centre for the sea tourism, future 
industry advancement, the quality of human resources and the scientific potential in perspective. 



 

Figure. 3. Study areas of Trnava (Slovakia) and Burgas (Bulgaria)

 

Figure. 4. Population development of Trnava and Burgas in 2001

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Urban extension 

Measuring of urban area is associated with mapping the extent of artificial surfaces. Despite remarkable decre
population almost 422 ha of farmland were taken by the expanding urbanization in the course of the relevant ten years 
in Trnava. The most extensive type of change (more than 175 ha) was that of arable land to production areas i.e. 
conversion of class 211 to 12112 due to construction of an automobile plant (Fig. 3). Distinct diminishment of arable 
land is also attributable to construction of new streets with single
malls (211 - 12111). Table 4 presents metrics results for urban extension in Trnava surroundings.

The total area of urban extension for Burgas was almost 37 ha during the investigated period of five years. It was 
connected mostly with transformation of arable land into areas of services, 
(Table 5). The changed areas are situated mainly in the northern surroundings of the city. They include big shopping 
centres (211 - 12111), storage-accommodations (211 

Figure 5. An example of a change of arable land to an industrial complex (PSA Peugeot Citroen Trnava) 
landscape in 2002 (left) and in 2011 (right)
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. Study areas of Trnava (Slovakia) and Burgas (Bulgaria)

 
. Population development of Trnava and Burgas in 2001-2012

Measuring of urban area is associated with mapping the extent of artificial surfaces. Despite remarkable decre
population almost 422 ha of farmland were taken by the expanding urbanization in the course of the relevant ten years 
in Trnava. The most extensive type of change (more than 175 ha) was that of arable land to production areas i.e. 

s 211 to 12112 due to construction of an automobile plant (Fig. 3). Distinct diminishment of arable 
land is also attributable to construction of new streets with single-family houses (211 - 11221), and several big shopping 

ents metrics results for urban extension in Trnava surroundings.

The total area of urban extension for Burgas was almost 37 ha during the investigated period of five years. It was 
connected mostly with transformation of arable land into areas of services, production and technical infrastructure 
(Table 5). The changed areas are situated mainly in the northern surroundings of the city. They include big shopping 

accommodations (211 - 12111) and small factories (211 - 12112).

. An example of a change of arable land to an industrial complex (PSA Peugeot Citroen Trnava) 
landscape in 2002 (left) and in 2011 (right) 
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. Study areas of Trnava (Slovakia) and Burgas (Bulgaria) 

 
2012 

Measuring of urban area is associated with mapping the extent of artificial surfaces. Despite remarkable decrease of 
population almost 422 ha of farmland were taken by the expanding urbanization in the course of the relevant ten years 
in Trnava. The most extensive type of change (more than 175 ha) was that of arable land to production areas i.e. 

s 211 to 12112 due to construction of an automobile plant (Fig. 3). Distinct diminishment of arable 
11221), and several big shopping 

ents metrics results for urban extension in Trnava surroundings. 

The total area of urban extension for Burgas was almost 37 ha during the investigated period of five years. It was 
production and technical infrastructure 

(Table 5). The changed areas are situated mainly in the northern surroundings of the city. They include big shopping 
12112). 

 

. An example of a change of arable land to an industrial complex (PSA Peugeot Citroen Trnava) - state of the 
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Table 4. Urban extension in Trnava in 2002-2011 (in hectars) 

Loss of: 
Arable land 

Heterogeneous 
agricultural areas 

Total (ha) 
Urban extension: 
Residential areas 17.01 1.34 18.35 

Areas of services 9.41 - 9.41 

Production areas and 
technical infrastructure 

175.29 0.49 175.78 

Transport network 38.51 0.35 38.86 

Dump sites 1.47 - 1.47 

Construction sites 79.02 0.09 79.11 

Green urban areas 98.57 0.78 99.35 

Total (ha) 419.28 3.05 422.33 

 

Table 5. Urban extension in Burgas in 2006-2010 (in hectars) 

Loss of: Arable 
land 

Wetland 
Water 
bodies 

Sea Total (ha) 
Urban extension: 

Residential areas 0.06 - - - 0.06 
Areas of services 23.61 0.47 - - 24.08 
Production areas and 
technical infrastructure 

11.48 - - 0.55 12.03 

Mineral extraction sites - - 0.92 - 0.92 
Total (ha) 35.15 0.47 0.92 0.55 37.09 

Urban infill 

Structure of settlement landscape does not change only beyond the boundaries of the compact urban fabric. Apart from 
open spaces filled in by new construction also large areas of abandoned industrial areas (brown fields) are transformable 
to trade-administrative centres or to new residential quarters (Table 6). The biggest diminishment of class 14131 Other 
green areas (about 4.5 ha) was in favor of areas of services (12111). Distinct urban infilling is evident also due to 
construction of new industrial structures mapped via conversion of class 14132 into 12112. This type of change 
represented almost 12 ha. 

Table 6. Urban infill in Trnava in 2002-2011 (in hectars) 

Loss of: Construction 
sites 

Parks Other 
green 
urban 
areas 

Greenery in 
production 
and service 
centres 

Total (ha) Urban infill: 

Urban centres - - 1.09 0.37 1.46 
Residential areas 9.97 - 1.63 0.88 12.48 
Areas of services - 0.43 4.49 0.28 5.2 
Production and storage 
areas 

4.01 - 2.42 11.98 18.41 

Transport network 0.63 - 0.54 0.27 1.44 
Dump sites - - - 6.97 6.97 
Construction sites - - 1.9 - 1.9 

Total (ha) 14.61 0.43 12.07 20.75 47.86 

 

The urban infill registers the highest rates (88.56 ha) of urban development in Burgas (Table 7). Here, the production 
and storage areas were enlarged by approximately 35 ha mostly through the transformation of construction sites (21.43 
ha) and greenery in production and service centres (12.54 ha). The residential areas were expanded also substantially by 
more than 25 ha mainly at the expense of construction sites (15.84 ha) and other green urban areas (9.83 ha) (Fig. 4). 
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Another high rate change was the extension of areas of services by almost 18 ha. The main diminished LC classes 
appear to be the construction sites, other green urban areas and greenery in production and service centres. 

Table 7. Urban infill in Burgas in 2006-2010 (in hectars) 

Loss of: Construction 
sites 

Other green 
urban areas 

Greenery in 
production and 
service centres 

Total (ha) 

Urban infill: 
Residential areas 15.84 9.83 - 25.67 
Areas of services 13.53 3.46 0.84 17.83 
Production and storage 
areas 

21.43 0.93 12.54 34.90 

Construction sites - 2.92 3.71 6.63 
Green urban areas - 3.53 - 3.53 

Total (ha) 50.80 20.67 17.09 88.56 
 

 

Figure 6. An example of urban infill in Burgas – elements of urban structure in 2006 (left) and in 2010 (right) 

Other changes in urban landscape 

Other changes were connected with change of use of built-up areas. Almost 18 hectares were changed by recultivation 
of unused areas in the former socialist enterprises in Trnava study area. Recultivated areas covered by continuous 
vegetation were assessed as conversion of the class 12112 to 14132, those with the ongoing recultivation without 
vegetation cover were mapped as construction sites (12112 to 13312). An interesting example of land use optimization 
is a new residential area situated in the locality of unused sewage treatment (Fig. 5). 

 

 

Figure 7. Transformation of unused sewage treatment into a residential quarter in Trnava between the years 2002 (left) 
and 2011 (right) 

Detailed analysis of the mapped landscape elements enables to highlight a gradual loss of trees along the roads around 
the city. Changes of the class 12212 to 12211 in several localities represent road sections where accompanying woody 
vegetation was removed, especially during the road reconstructions. Substitute woody vegetation planting was not 
registered. 

Other urban changes in Burgas comprise more than 13 ha. The main observed conversions were presented by the 
development of new construction sites inside the residential areas, areas of services, production and storage areas. 
Therefore, these changes also contribute to increasing density of buildings and soil sealing as a part of urban 
development of Burgas city. 
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Comparison of urban development in Trnava (Fig. 6) and Burgas (Fig.7) points different types urbanization dynamics. 
Dominant urban extension in Trnava causes extreme loss of productive agricultural land. These landscape changes 
occurred despite the population decline and were caused mainly by high financial investment in industrial development. 

 

Figure 8. Urban dynamics in Trnava in 2002 – 2011 

 
Figure 9. Urban dynamics in Burgas in 2006-2010 
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Green urban infrastructure is important for both urban ecosystem biodiversity and people. Urban infill in coastal town 
Burgas with an increasing population document significance of monitoring of internal land uses, especially urban 
greenery within the town to prevent negative effects of the high soil sealing. 

In order to harmonize different time horizons we calculated average annual intensity of urban extension, urban infill and 
other urban changes (Table 8). 

Table 8. Comparison of average annual intensity of urbanization in Trnava and Burgas.(in hectares per year) 

Intensity of changes Trnava (Slovakia) Burgas (Bulgaria) 

Urban extension 52.80 9.27 

Urban infill 5.98 22.14 

Other urban changes 6.05 3.26 

CONCLUSION 

Urban areas are highly dynamic and landscape changes occur rapidly. Urbanization causes a polarization of space by 
changing population densities, economical activities and mobility. The countryside that is affected by urbanization 
becomes a complex intensively a multifunctional used space within a larger urban network frame. Effective urban 
planning and policy making can be achieved only when reliable data and meaningful indicators become available. 

Remote sensing data provide low-cost and up-to-date spatial data that can be used to derive useful information for city 
managers and planners. Presented examples document mapping of urban dynamics based on land cover change analysis 
from which secondary socioeconomic information and other invisible elements of urban infrastructure can be derived. 
Multi-temporal spatial analysis can help identify the size, direction and rate of urban construction or the destruction of 
natural resources. Proposed approach leads to an improved understanding and representation of urban dynamics and 
helps to develop alternative conceptions of urban spatial structure and change. 
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Abstract 
Spatial modelling as one of the most modern GIS methods, advance in a new way research programs and projects, 
which purposefulness is connected with nature environment analysis. Spatial modeling in essence integrate a large 
informational massifs, organized and structured in a specific order in GIS databases. Environmental researches are 
usually related to the existence of a real object – element or cumulative elements of the nature, characterized with 
determinate spatial parameters – scope of the spatial modeling. 

The present research object cover part of Kraishte mountain region, which is situated in western Bulgaria and reach 
part of the trans-border region with Serbia. The region is characterized with low economic parameters and high level 
of depopulation. These facts determine the research interest and importance of the study. 

Morphohidrographical peculiarity describes the basic elements of the environment in the region (relief structures and 
water basins). Using the opportunities of the spatial modeling we have an overall picture of the region. These are key 
elements in determination of the region borders. 

The results of the present research can be used as a base for investigations related with differentiation and 
classification of the landscape diversity. Using these analysis we have the opportunity to evaluate the potential of the 
region and give some recommendations for optimization and to it put into useful purpose.  

INTRODUCTION 

The studied territory is part of Kraishte region, which is one of the least developed regions, permanently affected by 
depopulation processes and deterioration in the general economic indicators. Therefore, it is necessary to define the 
landscape diversity and to make analysis of the natural potential of the morphohydrographic peculiarities of Kraishte 
region, Western Bulgaria. The present research is related to analysis, spatial modeling and assessment of the natural 
potential. The expected results of the study could serve to optimize the use of nature in the region and thus to improve 
the quality of life in the studied region.  

AREA OF STUDY 

Object of the research is Kraishte mountain region, which is located between the rivers called Konska, Bistritsa and 
Struma. The studied region reaches the frontier zone between Bulgaria and Serbia, and despite it is relatively close to 
the capital and the largest economic center of Bulgaria, it is one of the most backward and underdeveloped regions in 
Bulgaria, caught up in high levels of depopulation. 
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Boundaries 

- Northern boundary – from Yablanitsa River Valley to Erma River Valley it traces along the state border 
till the springs area of the first left affluents of Erma River (below Goliama Rudina peak, 1485 m.)  above 
the villages of Strezimirovtsi and Slishovtsi; 

- Northeastern border – it follows the boundary of the floodplains of Yablanitsa River Valley and Konska 
River Valley  to  the confluence of Konska river in Struma River; 

-  Eastern boundary follows Struma River Valley from  the confluence of Konska River southwards to 
Sovolyanska Bistritsa River; 
Southern boundary follows the watershed between Bistritsa River and Dragovistitsa River;  

- Western boundary is artificial and it traces the western border of the Republic of Bulgaria with the 
Republic of Serbia – from Goliama Rudina peak, 1485 m. to the spring parts of Lomnichka River, right 
affluent of Dragovistitsa River, about 1 km. southwest of the village Gurbanovtsi.  
 

THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 

Models in geography and the sciences related to organization of the space, most often are based on analogies. Analogies 
with respect to: natural phenomena; social and economic phenomena; alphanumeric character images and mathematical 
formulas (Haggett, Chorley 1967). The same authors determinate three main groups of models – models analogies with 
natural systems, models - specialized systems and common systems models. According to Smyth (1998) spatial 
(mapping) models are considered as abstractions of reality. The latter contain only the features of the reality, which are 
important for the interpreted object. The model as an abstraction presents aspects of the real world that can be 
manipulated and analyzed in the past, define the present and offer possibilities for forecasts. 

The model is regarded as part of the bilateral relationship "model-theory." The model itself is applicable to verifying the 
proof of a theory. To be used properly, it must be determined which of the functions is primary and how to arrange the 
data so as to perform the specifically assigned function. In this sense, an important feature of the model appears to be 
the interpretation of theory, but so as not to be identified with it, while to direct the meaning of the model to the logic of 
the theory itself. 

In this regard, Harvey (1996) subdivides the models on a priori models (right A = B) and a posteriori (A / B) models. A 
priori models are based on the construction of theory. Particularly important here is the problem related to the 
interpretation of the calculations. These models of cognitive perspective precede the theory. A posteriori models are 
created by way of using formalized theories. The beginning is connected with empirical observations. These models 
simplify the procedure for checking the theory. The obtained results can be transferred to the theory. If checks prove 
successful outcome of the modeling, it defines a successful theory. Mainly a priori models are applied in the geography. 
In the case where there is no good model, often follow wrong (incorrect) forecasts. 

Use of models requires: 

• Precise identification of the presumable function of the models.  
• In the course of implementation research work should be planned – the function of the model data 

should not be changed without observing the necessary preconditions. 
• The model can be used to draw conclusions in the theory. 
• The disadvantages of the model can be coordinated in accordance with the theory. 
• Theories derived from modeling may not be distributed unless:  

- it is established that the model is related especially to this theory;  
- scope of changes to the model and nature of its relationships with the theory are accurately and completely 

defined. 
• In forecasting models the empirical relationship between the individual components and the 

possibility of a full inspection should be carefully taken into account. 
• It is obligatory to observe the functions of models and model type. 
• In the process of spatial modeling and analysis of main macro-structures is used topographic base at a 

scale of 1:25 000 and 1:50 000. When creating a spatial model are applied Had up digitizing 
technology and generated layers hypsometry, hydrography, boundaries, settlements and elevation 
above sea level in the study region. 
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SPATIAL MODELING OF HYPSOMETRIC PECULIARITIES OF KRAISHTE REGION 
BETWEEN RIVERS KONSKA AND BISTRIСA, WESTERN BULGARIA 

Development of hypsometric model of Kraishte territory, located between the rivers Bistrica and Konska, Western 
Bulgaria (Fig.1) allows for detailed and precise definition of the main relief macrostructures. 

 

Figure. 1 Hypsometric model of Kraishte between rivers Konska and Bistritsa 
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Ruisko-Lyubashka mountain system is situated directionally northwest-southeast. Rui Mountain macrostructure is 
located in the most northwestern part. It is crossed by the border which divides Bulgaria from Serbia. Morphostructural 
the boundaries are outlined by the valleys of the rivers Yablanitsa, Erma and Chobanska. The latter is a left tributary of 
Erma, which separates the river from Milovska Mountain. The highest peak of the mountain is peak Rui (1706 m.). In 
the southeast is Ezdimirska Mountain, which is located between the valleys of Erma and Suha River, a tributary of 
Yablanitsa River. The highest point is 1219 m above sea level. In the southeast is the macrostructure of the Strazha 
/Paramun Mountain/ with its highest peak Strazha (1388.8 m), it is located between Suha River, Yablanitsa and 
Krivonoska rivers. Southeast of Krivonoska River passes into the structures of Rebarska Mound (1204 m) / and 
Izvorska Mound (1062 m). The southeast structure is Cherna Gora Mountain with its highest Tumba peak (1129 m.). 
Other peaks are Elenitsa (994 m.) and Gradishte (968 m.). It is separated from Izvorski ridge by Nepraznishka River 
Valley, a tributary of Selska River. The system ends up with the low Katyn ridge (915 m). In the southeast follows the 
macrostrusture of Lyubash Mountain with altitude of 1398 m. It is situated between the rivers Yablanitsa to the north 
and northeast, and Svetlya to the west. Southeast it is connected with Breznishka Valley, and river Svetlya west 
separates it from Erulska Mountain.  

The second mountain range is situated between the valleys of the rivers Treklyanska and Svetlya. It is represented by 
Erulska Mountain. To the north is bordered by Transka valley, to the east river Svetlya (a tributary of Struma River), to 
the southeast Selska River Valley (left tributary of Penkyovska River) separates it from Rudina  Mountain, south and 
southwest Penkyovska River Valley separates it from Penkyovska Mountain and to the west the the river valleys of 
Mramorska and Penkyovska rivers and Patni Del Saddle (1205 m) separates it from Elovishka Mountain. The highest 
peak is peak Golemi (1480.8 m). In the southeast they are bordered by the Selska River, left tributary of Yavor River, 
which separates them from Rudina Mountain / 1172 m /. 

The third mountain range extends along the border between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Serbia. It 
includes Miloslavska Mountain with the highest peak Golem Rudina (1485.3 m), Karvav Kamak Mountain with its 
highest peak Bilo (1737 m) and Milevska Mountain with highest peak Milevets Mount (1733 m.). This mountain range 
extends from Znepole area to Kamenitsa area. 

Zemenska Mountain with its highest peak Tichak /1285 m./ is considered as an independent mountain macrostructure, 
that is located between the valleys of the Struma, Treklyanska and Dragovishtitsa. It extends with meridional direction, 
and Treklyanska River separates it from Rudina Mountain to the east and Sekirnite to the north. South of Dragovishtitsa 
River the researched area reached the southern border, covering the northern parts of the Kyustendil Valley /500 m. 
altitude/ and following the watershed of the rivers Dragovishtitsa and Bistritsa and reaches Bulgarian-Serbian border at 
2.5 km. south of peak Aramlia (1496.4 meters).  

 Hollow structures of Kraishte region are Tran Valley (800 m. altitude) and Divlyanskata Valley (800 m. altitude).  

SPATIAL MODELING OF HYDROLOGICAL PECULIARITIES OF KRAISHTE REGION 
BETWEEN RIVERS KONSKA AND BISTRIСA 

The largest hydrographic systems in the region (Fig.2) are those of Erma River, which flows from west to east.  
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Figure. 2 Hydrologic model of Kraishte between rivers Konska and Bistritsa 
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After the confluence of the rivers and Lishkovitsa and Glogovshtitsa into Erma River, it changes its direction of flow to 
the north-northeast, which is maintained until it leaves the territory of the Republic of Bulgaria. Other well-represented 
river system is Dragovishtitsa River that flows in the east-southeast to its influx in the Struma River. Inside the study 
area main morpho-structural valley extensions are formed along the left and right tributaries of the Struma River, 
Svetlya River and Treklyanska River, with their large tributaries Yavor River and Divlyanska River. 

MORPHOHYDROGRAPHIC MODEL 

Morphohydrographic model (Fig.3) has a complex nature and results from the application of the overlay analysis of the 
hypsometric model and the hydrological model. In addition, for reasons of clarity and orientation a layer of settlements 
is applied and mandatory layers containing state border and region border.  

 

Figure. 3 Morphohydrographic model of Kraishte between rivers Konska and Bistritsa 
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CONCLUSION  

Via the present study is achieved differentiation and spatial modeling of Kraishte region between the rivers Konska and 
Bistritsa, western Bulgaria. The survey results also allow for the definition of the major morphographic and 
hydrological systems in the research area. These results will be applied in subsequent studies of the region associated 
with differentiation, classification and assessment of landscape diversity. Results and spatial models can be applied in 
the development of regional management plans and the optimization of the overall management of this part of the 
Bulgarian territory. 
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Abstract 
The aim of this work is twofold: a) the implementation of a computational procedure, where the cartographic rules are 
defined as mathematical representations, and the geographic datasets are transformed into arithmetic data structures, 
b) the representation of the searching algorithm with explicit use of the arithmetic data structures derived from the 
geographic datasets. This algorithm is implemented by the use of cartographic rules and is a part of a computational 
procedure, which is applied into the Inset Mapper software tool, in order to help cartographers to tackle with the land 
discontinuity problem encountered in island cartography. 

Keywords: Land Discontinuity Problem, Insetting Procedure, Inset Map, Searching Algorithm, Mathematical 
Representation 

INTRODUCTION 

Cartographers are dealing with problems that confront the necessity of designing   and cartographic software tools in 
order to help them. In particular, in Island Cartography scientists are facing a unique and special cartographic problem, 
that of land discontinuity [3,4]. This problem arises when scientists want to visualize islands regions with multiple 
islands of significantly different size and is confronted in the portrayal of island regions where very small islands, and 
sometimes isolated ones, must be displayed in the main map[1]. In this case these islands are difficult to be represented 
at the same scale as the main map. Consequently the main map scale sometimes causes small size islands to not be 
clearly viewed by the map-reader or to not be clearly drawn. A clever trick and the most efficient cartographic solution 
is the creation of an inset map[2-4]. 

Cartographers typically use their judgment to determine the need of an inset [5]. They visually inspect the map and 
select areas which are “too crowded”, “too small”, ‘too dense” [6] or “too isolated” [1] in order to represent them in 
insets[3], [4]. Inset maps should be created following some specific cartographic rules for position and scale selection 
[7-9]. 

Several attempts have been made to develop automated software tools to help cartographers to inset [5], [7], [10]. The 
existing software tools which apply automated cartographic processes are the Census Automated Map Production 
System (CAMPS) [5], [7], [10] and the Inset Mapper (IM) software tool [3], [4]. The CAMPS is a system where the 
feature density is the key to the inset placement procedure, especially in paper map environment. On the contrary, in 
Inset Mapper the key factor for insetting is the “complexity of land discontinuity”, where the proper mathematical 
representations of specific cartographic rules are used to frame the computational procedure that computes the inset 
placement positions and scales. 

IM is developed in the MATLAB platform, where other pertinent cartographic functionalities are included. This 
software tool attempts to emulate the steps that a cartographer takes when decides the placement of the inset within a 
map, along with its scale[3]. To meet these requirements, IM employs some new strategies for the inset placement 
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procedure, and scale selection for multiple inset maps on the same main map. For the implementation of the 
computational procedure a modified searching algorithm is used, specially developed for the land discontinuity 
problem. The computational procedure uses this algorithm into a repetitive process (loop). Thus the performance of this 
procedure depends on the performance of this algorithm. The IM software tool with the use of this modified searching 
algorithm confronts the calculation time problem in the execution of the computational procedure. It is clear that the 
reduction in calculation time for the case of large-scale datasets significantly contributes to the reduction of the overall 
calculation time of the IM output. 

The main goals of this paper are the implementation of the appropriate computational procedure adapted to the land 
discontinuity problem. Furthermore, cartographic rules are applied to the implementation of the algorithm. These rules 
are incorporated into the algorithm in order to create a more efficient scheme, facilitating scientists when using IM to 
inset. 

In section 2the methodology followed for the development of computational procedure is presented, while in section 
3the algorithm is given, as is implemented into the Inset Mapper (IM) software tool for assisting the selection of the 
most appropriate position and scale of the inset map in Island regions. Examples with mathematical representation 
datasets and geographical datasets are illustrated as well. 

Section 4 hosts a case study using the developed searching algorithm in IM software tool. In the last section, the 
conclusions and a brief discussion of future work are given. 

IM COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
 
Initially, the transformation of the geographical datasets in data structures is illustrated. In the sequel, the development 
of the computational procedure with the use of the mathematical description of cartographic rules is presented. 

 
Map transformation in numerical matrix 
 
The IM software tool uses geographical data sets, that are transformed to the proper mathematical representations using 
computational procedures, where searching is the primary algorithmic procedure. Since, the searching algorithm can be 
applied to specific data structures, this algorithmic procedure cannot be employed in digital geographical data (maps). 
The basic elements of IM are the mathematical representation of maps and the manipulation of these representations 
through a set of algorithmic operations. Therefore, the map transformation in numerical matrix is selected with the less 
memory cost, which is very easy to be developed in a programming environment with a specific data structure. The data 
structure selection has a particular importance in searching, due to the fact that the speed and the calculation time of 
searching algorithm depend on this selection. For the selection of the appropriate data structure, the basic criterion was 
a simple data structure without loosing the required map information. Thus, the two-dimensional matrix was selected as 
appropriate data structure. The dimensions of the matrix are those of map. The required information in each matrix 
element that corresponds to each pixel of the map, consists of zeros or ones. The values one and zero denote the 
existence of land or sea, respectively. This matrix leads to the least memory cost in algorithmic procedures.  

Therefore, at the map import into the IM software tool, the geographic data set is transformed to a three-dimensional 
× × 3m n numerical matrix where n is the length in pixels and m the width. In this matrix the number of lines is equal to 

the width of the map in pixels as well as the number of columns is equal to length of the map in pixels. The levels of the 
three-dimensional numerical matrix correspond to the three RGB chromatic levels that are recovered by the map. The

( ),i j  matrix position corresponds to a pixel of map that has the RGB colour information, where each colour 

corresponds to the elements ( ), ,1i j , ( ), ,2i j  and ( ), ,3i j  respectively. This matrix contains unnecessary information 

and the dimensions (three) operate prohibitively for manipulations where these are large enough. Finally, the three-
dimensional × × 3m n matrix is transformed to a two-dimensional ×m n matrix with values in his each element, number 
zero (0) to corresponding to sea and number (1) to land, namely, 


= 


,

1,

2,
i j

land
a

sea
. 

This matrix comprises the binary transformation of the map named “map-matrix”. 

Let a ×6 6 map represented in Figure 1 
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Figure 1: Blue is the sea and green is the land. 

The transformed matrix ×6 6
A is 

 
 
 
 

=  
 
 
  
 

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0

A

 

 

Inset map optimal scale and placement position in numerical matrix 
 

In this subsection the computational procedure that was developed in IM for the selection of optimal scale is 
presented. This procedure utilizes the mathematical description of cartographic rules that define the development of 
inset maps in cartographic representations. 

The objective of this procedure is to find positions for the placement of insets with maximum dimensions into the 
map. In order to define the corresponding mathematical representation of the above objective, the following are defined: 

• 
×∈�

m n
A  = the map-matrix, where m is the width of the map and n is the length of the map. 

• ,
x y

b b = the length and the width, respectively, of the region which will become inset.  

• q = the multiplier of inset dimensions. 

• 
max

q = the maximum multiplier of inset dimensions.  

• 
×∈� i im n

B = the map-matrix that corresponds to inset, where 
i

m is the width of inset,
i

n is the length of inset 

and = ⋅
i y

m b q , = ⋅
i x

n b q . 

• N = the number of positions in which the inset can be placed. 
 
Additionally, the following cartographic rules should be applied: 
 

1. The width of an inset should be less than or equal to half the width of the map, that is, ≤m mi . 

2. The length of an inset should be less than or equal to half the length of the map, that is, ≤
i

n n . 

3. The area of an inset should be less than the 
1

4
 area of the map, that is, 

⋅
⋅ <

4
i i

m n
m n .  

1 2 3 4 5 6

6

5

4

3

2

1
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4. The inset dimensions should be at least two times the dimensions of the selected area  
≥ 

⇒ ≥
≥ 

2
2

2

i y

i x

m b
q

n b
 

Accordingly, the following definition is in order: Maximum multiplier (
max

q ) is the greater number, with which we 

multiply the inset dimensions in order to, follow the above cartographic rules.   

 
Therefore, wehave 

• From cartographic rule 1 ≤ ⇒ ⋅ ≤ ⇒ ≤
m

m m q b m qyi
by

 

• From cartographic rule 2 ≤ ⇒ ⋅ ≤ ⇒ ≤
n

n n q b n qxi
bx

 

• from cartographic rule 3 
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

⋅ ≤ ⇒ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ ⇒ ≤ ⇒ ≤
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

2

4 4 4 4

m n m n m n m n
m n q b q b q qx yi i

b b b bx y x y

 

Thus, maximum multiplier is given by 
 
 

⋅
=

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

  
 
  

min , ,max
2 2 4

m n m n
q

b b b by x x y

  (eq1) 

 
 

The objective of the computational procedure, with mathematical representation, is to find the greater value of q  such 

that matrix B to be contained into matrix A, with the corresponding elements of A, being zero (the inset occupies 
marine space).  

The computational procedure starts with multiplier q  equal to the maximum multiplier
max

q , and calculates the number 

N using the searching algorithm.While N is equal to zero, multiplier q is decreased by step 1 ( = −1q q ) and N is 

recalculated. If N is not equal to zero then multiplier q is increased by step 0.1 ( = + 0.1q q ) and N is recalculated. The 

computational procedure stops when ( ]∈ 0,
s

N N , where
s

N is a user-definedthreshold. 

In summary, the procedure starts with the maximum q value, which is decreased rapidly(descending value1) up to 

finding positions and then it increases slowly (value0.1) in order to minimize the number of positions. 

 
The outputs of the above computational procedure are: 
1. Multiplier (q). 
2. Number N . 
3. The proposed inset map placement positions in matrix A. 
 

For N’s calculation the above procedure uses a searching algorithm that is a repetitive procedure, which means that is 
executed many times. Therefore, the procedure’s calculation time depends on the algorithm calculation time. Any 
improvement in the algorithm calculation time, will improve the procedure’s calculation time as well. 
 
SEARCHING ALGORITHM 

 
In this section the searching algorithm, which is modified to confront the land discontinuity problem is presented. The 
main aim of this algorithm is to compute the number N and the proposed inset map placement positions in matrix A. 
Matrices A and B and multiplier q are the inputs, while the outputs are the number N and the proposed inset map 
placement positions in matrix A. 
The searching algorithm lies on the sequential searching algorithm procedure, which has been modified for the land 
discontinuity problem. In particular, the modified algorithm is implemented with two loops for the search of the total 
number of inset placement positions. 
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Let a map-matrix ×
∈

m n
A R and the matrix ×

∈
mi ni

B R  sub-matrix of A. The dimensions of matrix B are ×
i i

m n , 

where = ⋅
i y

m b q  and = ⋅
i x

n b q .  

The searching algorithm uses two loops. The external loop is used to define the position ( )1,1  of matrix B in matrix A. 

This loop starts from position ( )1,1  to the ( )− + − +1, 1n n m mi i position, proceeding row by row in matrix A. The 

internal loop is used to access the elements of matrix B in order to check-control for ones or zeros. Matrix B is defined 

from the four vertices which are the following: The upper left element of matrix B corresponds to ( )1,1  of matrix A, 

the upper right element of matrix B corresponds to ( )1,ni  of matrix A, the lower left element of matrix B corresponds 

to ( ),1mi  of matrix A and the lower right element of matrix B corresponds to ( ),m ni i  of matrix A (Figure 2). 

The searching algorithm starts the search in position ( )1,1 of matrix A and runs the sub-matrix B.  

( ) →

→

→

→

L L L L

M

M

M

M

1 2

1 * 1,1 * * *

2 * * * *

* * * *

* *

* * *

* * *

* * *

* * *

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * *

*

*

*

i

i

n

m

n

m  

Figure 2:Matrix A and sub-matrix B in initial position ( )1,1  of A. The elements of B are red. 

The run on matrix B starts from position ( )1,1  and accesses the elements row-wise (Figure 3)until one is found. 

L L

M

M

1 2

1 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 1 0 0

1 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

i

i

n

m

 

Figure 3:Search in matrix 

 
If the run finds one in matrix B then the search in B terminates and the algorithm continues to the next element of 
matrix A. Thus the element in matrix B is one, denoting the existence of land and the inset placement is restricted 
according to the cartographic rules. If not, the algorithm found a proposed inset map placement position in matrix A and 

stores this position. For the first iteration of external loop this position is the ( )1,1 of matrix B and corresponds to ( )1,1  

in matrix A. Cartographically that denotes the existence of sea (zeros) in all the area of matrix B and an inset is possible 
to be placed. 

The same procedure is repeated in the next element of A row-wise, until the − + 1n ni  column and the 

− + 1m mi  row (Figure 3).  
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( )

− +

− +

L L

M

M

L

M

M

M

1 2

1 * * * * * * *

2 * * * * * * *

* * * * * * *

* * * * * * *

* * * * * * *

* * *

*

1

1 * 1,1 * * *

* ** *

* * *

* *

* * * *

* * * ** * *

i

i

n n n

m m

m

 

Figure 3: Matrix Β in final ( )− + − +1, 1m m n ni i  into matrix Α 

In position ( ),i j of matrix A, the matrix B extends as in Figure 4. 

( ) →

→

→

−

+ →

+

−

L L
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1

* 1,1 * * *
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* * * * * * * *
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i

i

n
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Figure 4: Matrix B in random position ( ),i j into matrix A 

Finally the algorithm returns the number N and the proposed inset map placement positions in matrix A. 
 
Example 
 
Let ×6 6

A be a map-matrix given by 
 

 
 
 
 

=  
 
 
  
 

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0

A

 
 

In this map-matrix we need to define a sea area, having all elements equal to zero, with dimensions ×2 3 . In this case 
the sub-matrix B has dimensions ×2 3 . 
Applying the above algorithm, with the inputs being matrices A and B, the following outputs are returned: = 2N and as 

inset placement positions ( )1,1  and ( )5,4 . 
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APPLICATION TO THE INSET MAPPER 
 
In this section Algorithm is applied to the computational procedure of the IM software tool. For the realisation of this 
example six maps with land discontinuity problems selected as cartographic datasets for the algorithmic procedure. 
The selected maps have a resolution of 100 dpi[4]and the corresponding map-matrix dimensions ×972 641 where the 
initial inset dimensions are ×10 15 . 

 
Figure5: The selected maps for the example of the IM computational procedure 

 
The results that are exported from the IM computational procedure are illustrated in the following table. 

 
Table 1 IM computational procedure results  

 
 max

q  q  N  Cover  Ratio  

1 32 21,2 35 40,07% 0,109911 
2 32 23,1 54 6,84% 0,130514 
3 32 23,7 6 6,56% 0,135989 
4 32 32 402 7,37% 0,246528 
5 32 24,7 9 31,84% 0,147673 
6 32 32 426 25,90% 0,246528 

 
From the above examples it becomes clear that the use of Algorithm in the IM computational procedure has a 
significant improvement in the calculation time of optimal scale and the inset placement position, contrary to the 
performance of a cartographers work reducing the workload of the insetting procedure.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this paper we presented the computational procedure of IM software tool, a new specially developed procedure that 
converts the complicated insetting procedure to an easy automated one. The novelty in this implementation is that a 
special cartographic problem, such as the problem of land discontinuity encountered in island cartography, is defined by 
use of mathematical and algorithmic procedures. Additionally we presented an algorithm, which enables the 
cartographers to use the IM software tool in large data sets, since it leads to significant reduction of the number of 
executed operations and the calculation time as well. This improvement in the results of the algorithm presentedis due 
to the application of specific cartographic rules into the algorithmic implementation. 

Future research will focus on embedding more cartographic rules, using mathematical representations into the 
computational procedure, as well as the transformation-enhancement of the searching algorithm to a dynamic algorithm, 
in order to accomplish further reduction of the calculation time of the computational procedure in very large data sets.  
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Abstract 
In my 2011 published PhD thesis I compared map icons (mostly point symbols) used in city maps produced in Germany 
and China. Among other differences those concerning size were particularly interesting. In this paper I elaborate 
further on a better comparable subset of these map icons. Especially the fact that several Chinese icons were smaller 
than the usually recommended minimum size for such signs needs more attention. Mainly four potentially influencing 
factors are discussed: differences in scale, visual acuity, script, and communication orientation. Although scale 
certainly plays a role in the decision-making process concerning icon dimension, it can not explain the extremely small 
sizes of some icons in the Chinese subset. More likely cultural factors like usage of Chinese script with its sometimes 
very detailed characters, as well as a more pronounced receiver orientation in Chinese communication are responsible 
for these differences. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the course of the ongoing globalization an increasing number of people use maps produced in various countries. 
While standardization is usually seen as the main process triggered by globalization (e.g. Stams 2002), there are still 
numerous differences between these maps. To know more about them is not only important to better understand the 
worldwide map production, but also to accumulate necessary background knowledge for user customization. 
 
Standardization is often seen as an important goal by map producers to reduce costs and to support corporate identity. 
Additionally, it provides the advantage of higher familiarity with map symbols for users. Products like Google Maps, 
Here (Nokia Maps), or Bing Maps successfully achieved what projects like the International Map of the World failed to 
provide: (nearly) worldwide coverage in a widely standardized map design. 
 
But globalization not only created a global market. It also spread the means of digital map production, and enabled 
people all over the world - at least on the empowered side of the digital divide - to create maps by themselves. The 
diversity reducing process of standardization was contrasted with the diversity widening process of individualization 
(Angsüsser 2006). In this regard not standardized map design, but standardized general rules for designing maps 
became more important. The new variety in symbol design should be within a quality framework set by general design 
principles. 
 
Whenever unfamiliar maps are used and any deviations from such design principles are encountered, they are usually 
classified as "badly designed". Not the quality of familiar design rules, but always the quality of unfamiliar maps is 
questioned first. This is especially true for rules that are treated as universals, i.e., as presumably valid around the globe. 
An example for such an assumed universal are the so called minimum dimensions. They define minimum sizes that 
should ensure legibility of small symbols or characters. 
 
This paper focuses on size differences found between printed German and Chinese maps - especially those concerning 
minimum size requirements. Could there be reasons beyond the simple "badly designed" judgment? 
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SIZE DIFFERENCES 

Results from my PhD thesis 

Main foundations for the following considerations are results of my PhD thesis (Angsüsser 2011). There I analyzed 540 
German and 476 Chinese icons taken from 20 city maps of each country. The term icon was used to name relatively 
small-sized and individually discernable signs in the map face. In contrast to the term point symbol that only specifies 
signs which refer to points, the term icon encompasses also signs which refer to lines or areas. All 40 maps were 
published in the first decade of the 21st century by different authorities and companies of the two countries (for more 
detailed information about the selected maps see Angsüsser 2011, pp. 85-89). (Note: In this article the same map and 
icon numbers as in the PhD thesis are used. General format: xx-yy-zz; xx: country code DE or CN; yy: map number 1-
20; zz: icon number within each map) 
 
One of the analyzed attributes was size. The longest side (width or height) of each icon was measured (rounded off to 
0.5mm). The results showed two main differences: On the one hand a difference in the central tendency and on the 
other hand one in the dispersion of the collected data. The German icons were on average larger and their range of sizes 
was considerably smaller compared to the icons from Chinese maps (for details see Tab. 1). 
 
Table 1. Size parameters (in mm) for central tendency and dispersion for all German (DE) and Chinese (CN) icons and 
maps investigated in my PhD thesis (Angsüsser 2011, p. 107, Tab.P3.17, shortened version). 

Parameter DE CN 
Average size of all map icons 3.1 2.6 

Mode and median of all map icons 3.0 2.0 
Average minimum of all 20 city maps 1.8 1.0 
Average maximum of all 20 city maps 5.6 7.1 

Average range of all 20 city maps 3.9 6.1 
Maximum range over all 20 city maps 

(largest maximum minus smallest minimum) 
12.5 19.5 

 
It is difficult to correctly interpret the reasons for these differences as a variety of factors is involved. Icons with a 
background and border line need more space, as well as those depicting real-world objects in a highly realistic way. 
Another factor is the relation between an icon and the size/shape of its represented object. An icon acting as a point 
symbol, i.e. representing a point-like object, usually tends to be smaller than an icon acting as an area attribute (e.g., 
icon CN-06-27 depicting a lion within an area to mark it as zoo is the largest icon of the whole set, measuring 20mm). 
Sometimes also the meaning of an icon plays a role. Chinese city maps quite often include several levels of 
administrative authorities shown by red star icons with varying size according to their importance. Last but not least, 
icon size is also influenced by map scale. 
 
Main goal of my PhD thesis was to formulate hypotheses about the potential influence of culture on differences found 
between the icons in the two map sets. Because of the just mentioned factors it was not possible to isolate certain 
cultural traits that could be responsible for those differences. A precondition to enable such an approach is to control 
most of the (potentially) influencing factors. Therefore, I decided to choose a small icon subset to enhance 
comparability. 
 
Comparison of an icon subset 
 
Main criteria for selecting icons for the subset were: 1. comparable graphical complexity, 2. representation of point-like 
objects, 3. comparable importance of meanings, and 4. occurrence in a large number of the 20 German and/or Chinese 
maps. Finally, I chose 13 icons depicting the lowercase letter "i", representing the meaning "information" or "tourist 
information" from the German maps (see Tab. 2a) and 15 icons depicting the Chinese character " " ("wén"), 
representing the meaning "school/university" or "training center" from the Chinese maps (see Tab. 2b). 
 
Although the meaning is not the same between the two map sets, this seems to be an appropriate choice as the main 
criterion - comparable graphical complexity - is widely met. The Chinese character " " is more complex than the letter 
"i", but all selected icons have a background and/or border line to separate them from other signs in the map face. The 
fact that not all represented objects have a point-like extent in the map (e.g., university campuses are often quite large 
and cover a distinctive area even in small scale maps), does not have a considerable effect on icon size. The reason is 
the use of equally sized icons within each Chinese map for representing this meaning, i.e., no matter if map objects 
cover a large or small area or are even just point-like, the icon size is always the same. It could also be argued that the 
meaning "information" or "tourist information" has a greater importance in city maps often used by tourists than the 
meaning "school/university". But in none of the chosen maps the selected icon (there is seldom more than one such 
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location per map) has a greater size than other icons in the same map. Furthermore, these icons have the advantage to 
occur in a clear majority of the used maps (65% of the German maps and 75% of the Chinese maps) which leads to a 
solid base for size comparison. 
 
Table 2a. Icons in the German subset. 

 
Table 2b. Icons in the Chinese subset. 

M a p I c o n 

No. Scale No. 
Enlarged to 
uniform size 

Original 
size 

Measured 
size [mm] 

Original meaning Translated meaning 

CN-01 ca. 1:67000 07   1.5 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-02 ca. 1:68000 15   1.2 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-04 1:25000 07   1.5 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-05 ca. 1:74000 16   1.2 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-07 ca. 1:15000 06   2.5 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-08 ca. 1:22000 07   2.5 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-09 ca. 1:48000 08   1.8 
学校 (xuéxiaò), 

培训中心 (péixùnzhōngxīn) 
School / University, 

Teaching center 

CN-10 ca. 1:43000 10   1.6 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-11 1:25000 09   2.2 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-14 ca. 1:32000 07   2.1 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-15 ca. 1:51000 04   2.0 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-16 ca. 1:28000 13   2.2 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-17 1:30000 06   1.8 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-18 ca. 1:17000 07   2.4 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

CN-20 1:32000 04   1.5 学校 (xuéxiaò) School / University 

 
For this icon subset the sizes of all signs were measured more accurately (rounded off to 0.1mm). A comparison of 
determined parameters (Tab. 1 and Tab. 3) confirms the results for central tendency, but not for dispersion. While the 
average size of the German icons is again larger (by 0.8mm or 42%) than that of the selected Chinese icons, the size 
range is not smaller but also larger (by 0.8mm). The main reason for this difference is the relatively high standardization 
degree of icons with the meaning "school/university" in China. This can also be easily recognized by comparing the 
applied colors in the two icon subsets (Tab. 2a and Tab. 2b). Obviously icons in the German subset are less uniform 
than those in the Chinese subset. In the light of the results of my PhD thesis this is quite an anomaly as the variation 
between the Chinese icons is usually much higher than between the German icons (for details see Angsüsser 2011, pp. 
114-115). 
  

M a p I c o n 

No. Scale No. 
Enlarged to 
uniform size 

Original 
size 

Measured 
size [mm] 

Original meaning Translated meaning 

DE-02 1:20000 07   2.5 Information Information 

DE-04 1:12500 18   2.9 Touristeninformation Tourist information 

DE-05 1:15000 21   2.0 Information Information 

DE-06 1:18000 11   2.7 Information Information 

DE-07 1:16000 29   2.6 Information Information 

DE-08 ca. 1:20000 09   3.5 Touristen Information Tourist information 

DE-09 
1:22500 to 1:39000 

(ca 1:28000 as reference) 
15   1.7 Informationsbüro Information office 

DE-10 1:15000 10   3.8 Information Information 

DE-11 1:20000 02   2.9 Tourist Info Tourist info 

DE-14 1:10000 04   3.4 Touristeninformation Tourist information 

DE-16 1:20000 03   2.8 Information Information 

DE-18 1:20000 17   2.0 Information Information 

DE-19 1:22500 05   2.9 Information Information 
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Table 3. Size parameters (in mm) for central tendency and dispersion for all German (DE) and Chinese (CN) icons in 
the subset. 

Parameter DE CN 
Average size 2.7 1.9 

Mode 2.9 1.5 
Median 2.8 1.8 

Smallest size 1.7 1.2 
Largest size 3.8 2.5 

Range 2.1 1.3 

 
The extremely small icons used in some of the Chinese maps are the most interesting difference between the two 
subsets. Not less than 6 Chinese icons (more than one third!) are smaller than the smallest German icon, i.e., they are 
smaller than 1.7mm. Such small sizes usually cause legibility problems. Some of the icons depicted in their original size 
in Tab. 2b are hard to read or even unreadable from normal reading distance, at least from my point of view. (Note: The 
impression you get from the originally sized icons in this article might be impaired for two reasons: First, although the 
icons were originally scanned with 1200dpi the quality had to be reduced for this publication. Second, if you read this 
article on screen you will see the icons in an even lower resolution. Therefore, you will get better results on a print out.) 
A question that inevitably comes to mind here is about the relation of these small sizes to the recommended minima for 
printed maps. 
 
Relation to recommended minimum dimensions 
 
Minimum dimensions are part of those basic design rules that aim to ensure readability of maps. Most specifications for 
printed maps are based on the assumptions of normal reading distance (25-30cm), good light conditions, and high 
contrast between map signs and their background. Two thresholds are distinguishable: a lower one, mainly defined by 
human physiological properties, and a higher one to optimal support ease of map use. 
 
In different German-language publications (e.g., Arnberger and Kretschmer 1975, SGK 2002) the following just 
perceptible dimensions are given: line thickness: 0.05mm; interspace: 0.15mm; dot diameter: 0.10mm. These sizes are 
valid under ideal conditions and they do not meet minimum size requirements for user friendly map design, at least 
from a readability point of view. They are more important for map producers than for map users. For the discussion 
here they are rather of theoretical interest only. One reason why just perceptible dimensions are of less practical value is 
the usual lack of ideal conditions. Most maps consist of a great variety of map signs which compete with each other. 
Those which are not needed in a certain map reading situation act as distracters for those needed. To reduce this 
problem classifications and hierarchies are deployed by applying different sizes, colors, shapes, etc. As a consequence, 
e.g., contrast is usually much lower than it could be under ideal conditions. 
 
More interesting, therefore, are minimum dimensions defined to ensure ease of map use under normal, i.e., more 
realistic conditions. A crucial role plays contrast. Depending on light conditions and colors used it varies considerably. 
For this reason it is good practice to define this kind of minimum dimensions as a transition zone ranging from a lower 
to a higher value. The following numbers are again from different German-language publications (Arnberger and 
Kretschmer 1975; Koch 2002; Hake et al. 2002): line thickness: 0.07 to 0.10mm; interspace: 0.20 to 0.25mm; dot 
diameter: 0.25 to 0.40mm; circular disk: 0.50 to 0.80mm; capital letter height: 1.30 to 1.60mm; small letter height: 1.0 
to 1.15mm. 
 
None of the given minimum dimensions is about compound signs like those selected for the icon subset (Tab. 2a and 
Tab. 2b). In the consulted publications there is no such information included. But it is possible to sum up dimensions of 
relevant sign elements to get a lower and higher value for the transition zone. As the icon figure in the German 
examples is a small letter "i", its size should at least be between 1.0 and 1.15mm. The Chinese character " ", however, 
is better comparable with a capital letter, because it is more complex and there is no distinction between upper and 
lower case in Chinese script. As a consequence its size should not be smaller than 1.30 to 1.60mm. For signs with 
background only, two interspaces, 0.20 to 0.25mm each, have to be added. For signs with background and borderline, 
two lines, 0.07 to 0.10mm each, have to be added additionally. As these are just rough approximations, the different 
background shapes like circular disks, squares and rectangles are treated equally. 
 
Finally, for the German subset the total range for signs with background only is 1.40 to 1.65mm, and for those with 
background and borderline it is 1.54 to 1.85mm. For the Chinese subset these ranges are 1.70 to 2.10mm and 1.84 to 
2.30mm. Interesting are Chinese versions where the borderline is directly - or nearly directly - connected with the figure 
(e.g., icon CN-11-09). On the one hand these icons could be smaller (adding two lines instead of two interspaces to the 
letter size results in the range 1.44 to 1.80mm), but on the other hand discernability of the character is reduced, which in 
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turn would require an additional increase of minimum dimensions. In this paper such cases are not treated separately, 
but as part of the 'background only' subgroup. 
 
While in the German subset only one icon (DE-09-15) is not larger than the higher value of the minimum dimension 
range (with its size 1.7mm it lies in the middle between the lower and higher value), several icons of the Chinese subset 
do not meet the minimum size requirements described in German-language publications. Six icons (CN-01-07, 02-15, 
04-07, 05-16, 10-10, 20-04) are smaller than the lower minimum dimension, four are between the lower and higher 
minimum dimension (CN-09-08, 14-07, 15-04, 17-06), and only five are larger than the higher minimum dimension 
(CN-07-06, 08-07, 11-09, 16-13, 18-07) (see Fig. 2). In relative terms, 92.3% of the icons in the German subset, but 
only 33.3% of the icons in the Chinese subset clearly meet the minimum size requirements. 
 
An enlarged example for an icon (CN-02-15) with background and borderline is given in Fig. 1. It is one of the smallest 
icons of both subsets with a diameter of 1.2mm. Character height measures only 0.8mm and is therefore much smaller 
than the lower minimum dimension of 1.3mm. While the borderline meets the higher value (0.1mm), the interspaces are 
too small to be discernible (about 0.03mm instead of 0.2mm). Additionally, line edges are blurred which causes the 
impression of mergence between the character and the borderline. 
 

 

Parameter mm 

a Diameter of whole sign 1.20 

b Height of Chinese character 0.80 

c Thickness of border line 0.10 

d 
Distance between Chinese 
character and borderline 

0.03 

Figure 1. Enlarged (by 15 times) version of icon CN-02-15 with size parameters. 

From a normal reading distance of 25 to 30cm such signs are obviously at least very hard to read, if not unreadable at 
all. Why are they used? Why are they not enlarged to optimal support ease of map use? In the following sections 
potential answers to these questions are discussed. 

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR SIZE DIFFERENCES 
 
Possible reason 1: scale 
 
Main goal for selecting an icon subset was to control most of the potentially influencing size factors except scale. 
Accordingly, it is highly expectable that scale differences are one reason for the documented size differences. Scales in 
the German subset range from 1: 10000 to 1:28000 (Note: The smallest scale map is DE-09, which has a continuous 
scale from 1:22500 to 1:39000; the "information office" icon is located in an area where the scale is about 1:28000), and 
in the Chinese subset from 1:15000 to 1:74000. 
 
Chinese city maps are often drawn to relatively small scales (6 out of 15 maps in the subset have a smaller scale than 
1:40000). One reason is the greater size of many Chinese cities compared to German cities. Furthermore, in many maps 
it seems to be more important to give an overview of the whole city area than to show more details of city centers. As 
scale determines the real world area covered by signs, icons should be smaller in smaller scale maps than in larger scale 
maps. This is especially important for icons acting as point symbols. In a map 1:10000 a small icon covers, for example, 
1mm2 corresponding to 100m2 in the real world, whereas the same icon covers 5476m2 in a map 1:74000 - quite a huge 
area for a point-like object. Due to the higher generalization level more objects become "point-like", but spatial 
displacement is still a problem because of the higher density of relevant information (including labeling). 
 
The diagram in Fig. 2 shows the relationship between map scale and icon size in the selected subsets. Despite some 
divergence in details, it generally confirms the great influence of scale. In general the icon subsets of both countries 
show increasing icon sizes with larger scales. Interestingly, this relationship is found to be stronger in the German 
subset. A comparison of size and scale denominator differences unveils 1.7mm / 18000 for the German subset (based on 
icons DE-09-15 and DE-14-04) and 1.3mm / 59000 for the Chinese subset (based on icons CN-05-16 and CN-07-06). 
On the one hand the above mentioned higher standardization within the Chinese subset plays certainly a role here, but 
there is also another factor: scale itself. The larger the scale, the greater tends to be the range of choice to determine a 
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specific icon's size. The smaller the scale, however, the smaller becomes this range until it finally shrinks to the 
minimum dimensions - at least in theory. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Relation between map scale and icon size. (Note: Icons CN-07-06 and DE-07-29, as well as DE-16-03 and 
DE-11-02 are slightly displaced from each other to avoid overlapping; for further explanations, see text) 

The level of generalization, of course, also plays an important role here. But it seems that in most small scale Chinese 
city maps the goal is twofold: On the one hand, to offer an overview of the whole city, but on the other hand to depict as 
many details as possible at the same time. As a consequence minimum dimensions are often the decisive limiting factor. 
While scale is most likely the main reason for the general size differences between the two countries' icon subsets, it 
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cannot explain the particularly small icon size minima. Therefore, other potential factors will be discussed in the 
following subchapters. 
 
Possible reason 2: visual acuity 
 
It is a basic assumption that the minimum size criterion is by definition independent from scale as it only takes into 
consideration human perceptual traits (and, if not specified as angular size, a roughly predefined reading distance). 
Arnberger and Kretschmer (1975), for example, state that cartographic minimal dimensions solely depend on human's 
vision (p. 226). These perceptual traits are usually seen as universals, i.e. as roughly the same all over the world. But 
other views exist as well. 
 
Back in 1973, for example, Bornstein stated such a hypothesis in an award winning paper (1973a). He analyzed color 
naming systems of more than 100 societies around the globe and found that in a majority of them semantic color 
identities occur (1973b, p. 261). "A semantic color identity is the application of a single primary color term to two or 
more of the salient [color] categories" black, white, red, yellow, green, and blue (ibid.). The most often documented 
semantic color identity was the naming of those parts of the wavelength spectrum we usually refer to as green and blue 
with just one color term ("green-blue identity") (1973a, p. 56). 
 
As most likely reason for this color identity Bornstein describes yellow intraocular pigmentation. He hypothesizes "two 
distinct sources of [this] pigmentation: diet and a genetically evolved adaptation to ultraviolet components of sunlight" 
(1973b, p. 276), "which increases with altitude and proximity to the equator" (1973a, p. 68). The effects of such yellow 
intraocular pigmentation are twofold: a reduction of sensitivity to short wavelength radiation (including "blueness"), 
and "[a reduction] of chromatic aberration at the lens [which] increases visual acuity at the retina" (1973a, pp. 68-70). 
People with a semantic color identity of green and blue could, therefore, more likely have an increased visual acuity. 
 
While Europeans normally do not show any semantic color identities, Han Chinese are one of these ethnic groups where 
green and blue are sometimes named with a single color term (Danton 1938; Morgan 1942; Burkhardt 1959; all cited 
after Bornstein 1973b, p. 265, Table 1). However, in modern Chinese the two distinct terms "lǜ" (" ") for green and 
"lán" (" ") for blue are widely used (Xing 2009, p. 88). To resolve this apparent contradiction the historical 
development of Chinese has to be taken into account. In traditional Chinese none of the two terms where part of the five 
basic color terms. Instead the term "qīng" (" ") for "dark blue" was one of them (ibid.). Eberhard (2004, p. 41) more 
precisely describes the gamut of this color from dark grey and blue to green. Additionally, he mentions that the term 
"lán" was not yet used in the old literature. 
 
Could this be a hint for widespread yellow intraocular pigmentation? Could physiological differences enable Chinese to 
more easily discriminate small details compared to German map users? As there was a change in color naming, there 
was maybe also a change in pigmentation. The majority of Han Chinese lives neither near the equator nor at high 
altitudes, therefore, more likely diet habits and their change could be responsible for possible pigmentation and its 
alteration. The main point, however, is that green-blue confusions are less likely to occur nowadays compared to the 
past. That they sometimes (still) could play a role in map design shows the example in Fig. 3. Although green (and red) 
was applied in some of the map signs in this city map, in the icon depicting a traffic light the colors magenta, yellow, 
and cyan were used. 
 

Original size Enlarged by 4 times 

 

 

Figure 3. Icon CN-11-24 depicting a traffic light. 

If this deviation from normal practice happened accidentally or due to green-blue confusion is hard to say because of 
the small size of the sign (diameter of the cyan dot is 0.6mm). To get reliable results on the potential influence of 
differences in visual acuity (and its causes) more in depth research would be necessary. 

Possible reason 3: script 
 
Another potential factor is culture. One of its most influential elements is language. From this paper's point of view 
differences between the German alphabetic script and the Chinese picto-/ideo-/logographic script are of major interest. 
The graphic complexity of Chinese characters varies much more than that of alphabetic letters. While none of the 
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alphabetic letters consists of more than four strokes, a single Chinese character can consist of up to 32 strokes (Cai et al. 
2001, p. 10). Accordingly recommended minimum dimensions to ensure legibility vary considerably. 

In a study about minimal legible size of Chinese characters Hsu and Huang (2001) found pronounced differences 
between less and more complex characters. They classified Chinese characters based on their stroke numbers into five 
levels (from level 1 with 3-7 strokes to levels 5 with 23-27 strokes) and presented them in ten different sizes (from 
8.2mm to 19.0mm) in a distance of 200cm. During the test single characters were shown for 250msec to probands and 
they had to identify them. Those sizes large enough to cause accuracy rates of at least 95% were defined as "minimum 
legible sizes". For level 1 characters this minimum size was 11.8mm and for level 5 characters 19.0mm (Tab. 4). 

Table 4. Minimum legible sizes for simple and complex Chinese characters (after Hsu and Huang 2001; conversion to 
map reading distance based on a formula provided by Legge and Bigelow 2011). 

Chinese characters Viewing distance 
level strokes example 200cm 25cm 

1 3-7  11.8mm (33.7pt) 1.5mm (4.2pt) 

5 23-27 
 

19.0mm (54.3pt) 2.4mm (6.8pt) 

 
In a second experiment Hsu and Huang (2001) tested effects of these minimal legible sizes on text recognition. They 
presented four-character strings written in minimum legible size characters (i.e., unequally sized characters) and 
conventional equally sized characters (their size "was the average of the minimal legible sizes of the string's comprising 
characters"; ibid, p. 186) to probands. Additionally, they varied the character strings depending on their degree of 
familiarity (high-frequency words, low-frequency words and nonwords). Viewing distance was again 200cm and 
exposure time for each string 400msec. 
 
Results showed significantly higher accuracy rates for more familiar strings compared to less familiar strings, as well as 
for strings written in minimum legible sized characters compared to those written in conventional equally sized 
characters. Despite its significance the total difference between the redesigned unequally sized characters (mean 
accuracy rate = 50.8%) and the conventionally designed equally sized characters (47.3%) was not large. Not 
surprisingly it was largest for nonwords (redesigned: 40.1% vs. conventional: 35.9%). The total difference, however, 
between high-frequency words and nonwords was much greater: 56.2% vs. 38.0%. 
 
In other words, familiarity of the presented four-character strings had a much greater influence on recognition accuracy 
rates than the consideration of tested minimal legible character sizes. Of course it cannot be said that this is not true for 
German or any other alphabetic script. But while it is crucial for German minimum letter size recommendations that 
they ensure identifiability of each letter, this seems to be less important for the Chinese script. Even if some characters 
are too small to be identified correctly, context information usually allows to find out the correct meaning. 
 
To compare the results of Hsu and Huang (2001) with the minimum dimensions for maps discussed above, it is 
necessary to convert them to a typical map reading distance of 25cm (see Tab. 4). Under such conditions a four-stroke 
character like " " ("wén") would have a minimum legible size of about 1.5mm. This fits well with my assumption of 
1.3 to 1.6mm based on recommended capital letter height for alphabetic scripts. Similarly, Hobbs (1989) documented in 
his study about names on Chinese topographic maps that "No characters are found on these [...] maps with heights less 
than 1.7mm, suggesting that this is about the minimum size for normal legibility." (p. 17). 
 
Compared to Hsu and Huang (2001) this is about 0.7mm lower than the minimal legible size for complex characters. In 
the Chinese icon subset the smallest characters only measure 0.8mm (see Fig. 1) - 0.7mm lower than the minimal 
legible size for simple characters. As a consequence, it can be assumed that a substantial number of map users are only 
able to identify such characters based on context information. The relatively high standardization degree of icons with 
the meaning "school/university" in China is probably an important part of this context information. 

Possible reason 4: communication orientation 

Not being able to identify an isolated sign without taking into consideration its context is more likely acceptable for 
Chinese map users than for German map users. Not only because of their frequent experience with hard to read 
characters (or details thereof), but also because of another cultural difference concerning communication described by 
Nisbett (2003). He discriminated between a typical Western transmitter orientation and a typical Eastern receiver 
orientation. 
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"Westerners teach their children to communicate their ideas clearly and to adopt a "transmitter" orientation, that is, the 
speaker is responsible for uttering sentences that can be clearly understood by the hearer - and understood, in fact, more 
or less independently of the context. It's the speaker's fault if there is a miscommunication. Asians, in contrast, teach 
their children a "receiver" orientation, meaning that it is the hearer's responsibility to understand what is being said." 
(Nisbett 2003, pp. 60-61). 

Successful transmission of a message requires a certain amount of adaptation by both communicating parties. It can be 
assumed that in Germany this adaptation primarily takes place on the sender side, while in China it is the receiver side 
that shows greater flexibility and can therefore adapt more easily to the communication situation (Angsüsser and Meng 
2012). Applied to minimum size recommendations, this would mean that German map producers are more inclined to 
care about them, while Chinese map users are less annoyed if they are ignored. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper I discussed several factors that could be responsible for size differences between icons in German and 
Chinese city maps. The use of background and borderline, the depiction of real-world objects in a highly realistic way, 
the application as area attribute, or the representation of more important meanings, tend to cause larger icons. An 
especially important factor is scale. In larger scale maps icons tend to be larger (partly because more icons act as area 
attributes), while in smaller scale maps there is often greater pressure to keep icons as small as possible. 

The lower limits for icon size are so-called minimum dimensions. However, extremely small sized icons in the 
investigated Chinese subset are clearly below minimum dimensions found in German-language sources. Although it 
cannot be ruled out, there is only weak evidence that higher visual acuity of Chinese people could be responsible for 
this difference between the two subsets. More likely cultural factors play a crucial role. On the one hand the influence 
of Chinese script, that trains perceptibility of sometimes hardly identifiable details of Chinese characters. On the other 
hand a difference in communication orientation. Chinese people tend to have a stronger receiver orientation, which 
increases their tolerance for hard to decode messages. Beside these two factors other cultural traits like uncertainty 
avoidance (Hofstede 1983) or message speed (Hall 1989) could also be involved in this respect. 

Based on the discussed evidence it is questionable if minimum size recommendations are universally valid. Although 
consulted minimum dimensions are mainly from German-language literature, it is usually assumed that they solely 
depend on physiological traits which are inherent to all humans. To shed more light on this matter more in-depth 
empirical research is necessary. 
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Abstract 
Survey, analysis and visualization of dynamic processes are among the most important challenges facing the geospatial 
sciences. While features for dynamic visualization of temporal data are hardly implemented in current geographic 
information systems (GIS) several multimedia frameworks already allow building animations from GIS-processed 
information, thus showing the potential of dynamic geovisualization. However, a deeper understanding of how 
animation can facilitate the cartographic communication process is still missing. As we will try to show in this paper, 
this is not just a consequence of lacking empirical research on dynamic displays but also a result of insufficient 
terminological differentiation: Through a review of current approaches to classify cartographic animation it becomes 
apparent that no explicit terminology exists that would allow structuring the different aspects of dynamic visualization 
of time in an explicit manner. We conclude by presenting an alternative conceptual framework constructed around a 
tripartite typology of cartographic animations. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
For hundreds of years, people have been interested in how to map dynamic processes with static means: The Aztec 
codices (Mundy, 1996) or Charles Minard’s map of Napoleon’s 1812 invasion of Russia (fig. 1) are just the most 
prominent examples of this concern. All static visualizations have in common that the factor time needs to be 
represented by the space available on the map. But since map space is limited, the options to visualize time are limited 
as well – namely to a few points in time. The alternative approach of representing time in a genuine form by means of 
time, i.e. dynamically, has been applied by cartographers (at the latest) since the 1970s (Tobler, 1970). Cheaper and 
more powerful computers, combined with improved software, not only made computer animations more and more 
popular among cartographers, but also among empirically oriented scientists, who started to explore possible 
advantages and disadvantages of dynamic representations of temporal data. However, despite ongoing research 
activities on cognitive aspects on the user side, we do not yet have a comprehensive understanding of how animations 
can facilitate the cartographic communication process. This is not just due to a lack of empirical research, but also due 
to missing terminological standards: There is neither a generally accepted typology of cartographic animations, nor are 
existing typologies detailed enough to describe and to structure all options feasible. This lack of a systematic conceptual 
construct is paralleled by unsystematic empirical studies. We shall have more to say about this matter in the rest of this 
paper: After first discussing some results of the aforementioned tests, we try to demonstrate the shortcomings of the 
terminology used. We then describe some of the classifications elaborated so far and present an alternative typology. 
The article concludes with examples, which shall illustrate the practicability of the conceptual framework proposed. 
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Figure 1. Napoleon’s Russian campaign (1812-1813) visualized by Charles Minard; the map shows (i.a.) size and 
position of the army during the campaign and has become a classic example of how to represent temporal change with 
static graphical means (Wikimedia Commons; public domain: http://commons.wikimedia.org /wiki/File:Minard.png) 

PROBLEM STATMENT 
 
If we try to formulate a lowest common denominator of scientific literature on cartographic animation, we could 
summarize the results obtained so far in a short statement: “More research is needed to realize the full potential of 
cartographic animations.” Apart from that, both supporters and opponents of the utility of dynamic visualizations can be 
found – with the telling detail that cognitive scientists take a more critical point of view on animation, while 
cartographers argue rather in its favor.  
 
On the one hand, examples of tests where probands achieved better map-interpretation results with dynamic maps than 
with static displays can be found, for example, at Dorling & Openshaw (1992), DiBiase et al. (1992), Griffin et al. 
(2006), Harrower (2007) or Harrower & Fabrikant (2008). These experiments and the results obtained can be 
summarized with Harrower (2007), who says about cartographic animation “[...] that their primary utility is not to 
emphasis specific rates for specific places, but rather highlight the net effect of the frames when run rapidly in sequence 
and to gain an overall perspective of the data.”   
 
On the other hand, Tversky et al. (2002) argue that many of the pro-animation test results have been produced with 
poorly designed experiments, where the animations tested contained more information than the static reference graphics 
and only therefore produced better results. The authors underpin this conclusion pointing to a series of experiments, 
where equivalent, comparable test materials were used and either no advantages or even disadvantages were found.   
 
However, if one takes a closer look at the different tests that have been realized it is striking to note that most of these 
experiments focus on quite specific applications, but use a rather general terminology to describe methodology and 
results. In a seemingly arbitrary manner, authors talk about “animated map” (e.g. DiBiase et al., 1992; Griffin et al., 
2006), “cartographic animation” (e.g. Harrower, 2001; Lobben, 2003), “map animation” (e.g. Nossum, 2012; 
MacEachren, 2004) or “animated choropleth maps” (e.g. Harrower, 2007; Goldsberry & Battersby, 2009), etc., showing 
no attempt to dissociated the terms used. Battersby & Goldsberry (2010) state in this regard: “In the discussion of non-
static cartographic products that show change many different terms have been used, for instance: animated-, dynamic-, 
or spatio-temporal thematic maps.” (However, in spite of recognizing this terminological issue, the authors go for the 
rather general expression “dynamic thematic map” for the rest of their paper, without clarifying, for instance, what a 
dynamic non-thematic map could be.) 
 
To sum up the pros and cons of cartographic animations reported so far we can state, that very concrete results have 
been terminologically generalized for lack of conceptual differentiation. Hence for a better understanding of how 
animation works, it can be useful to describe specific experimental designs and the according findings with equally 
specific terms in order to subsequently generalize the different outcomes as regards contents as well as terminology. 
Two proposals for such general typologies of cartographic animation shall be discussed in turn. 
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EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT TYPOLOGIES OF CARTOGRAPHIC ANIMATIONS 
 
Several attempts to categorize different types of cartographic animation terminologically can be found in recent 
literature: Harrower & Fabrikant (2008) and Kraak & Ormeling (2010), for instance, differentiate between temporal and 
non-temporal animations, while other authors aim to classify dynamic representations by analogies between space and 
time (e.g. DiBiase et. al., 1992; Galton, 2001).  
 
Two of the most comprehensive structurings presented so far shall be outlined in closer detail subsequently, starting 
with an implicit typology by Battersby & Goldsberry (2010), who discuss the relation of static map design principles to 
dynamic visualizations, followed by an explicit typology of cartographic animation proposed by Lobben (2003). 
 
Battersby & Goldsberry (2010) focus on “[…] three common choices that cartographers must make in designing the 
static maps that act as key frames in our dynamic maps, level of measurement for data representation, classed vs. 
unclassed schemes and the visual variables that we use to represent our attributes.”  This means that the authors start 
their analysis from a rather technical point of view as they consider how animation software basically works: static 
keyframes have to be defined, so that transitions between these keyframes can be interpolated (hence the term tweening 
to describe this interpolation process) and rendered (cf. fig. 2). 
 

  

Figure 2. Dynamic modification of Bertin’s (1967/2011) static visual variables (via tweening techniques), which can be 
understood as keyframes of dynamic visualizations  

Consequently, as static elements build the skeleton of each animation, these static keyframes are often created from a 
static map design perspective. Taking the abovementioned parameters of level of measurement, data classification and 
visual variables as an example, Battersby & Goldsberry analyze what it means and implicates to visualize changes in 
data values via dynamic transitions, “[…] in order to highlight problems that may arise in representation of change in 
dynamic maps.” (ibid.) 
 
What is of interest for our concerns are not the conclusions drawn by the authors, but rather how they decompose the 
concept animation both technically and methodologically. This thoroughness allows for various approaches of 
typologizing, i.e. regarding the level of measurement visualized (e.g. ordinal-data animation vs. interval-data animation) 
or concerning the visual variables that are modified dynamically. Since Battersby & Goldsberry (ibid.) do not pursue 
this potential in their paper, we call it just an implicit typology. However, the fruitfulness of this approach for 
categorization of dynamic maps can be demonstrated in the following.  
 
More explicit is a classification presented by Lobben (2003) “[…] based on three criteria: time, variable, and space. The 
dynamic or static quality of each criterion provides the classification basis.” Depending on the dynamic and/or static 
character of these criteria, she defines four types of cartographic animations, summarized in table 1. 
 
Since the exclusive focus of our paper is on the dynamic visualization of time, Lobben’s (ibid.) areal animation can be 
excluded from further discussion for they do not show temporal change, while space would be the only non-static 
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criterion (virtual fly-overs give a typical example of this animation type). Change over time is depicted dynamically in 
what the author defines as time-series animation, thematic animation and process animation (cf. tab.1). 
 
Without questioning here the terminology chosen by Lobben (ibid.), a few critical remarks can be made: Firstly, the 
classification is not exhaustive regarding all possible combinations of the three criteria specified. For example, the 
connection of dynamic time, static variable and dynamic space is not taken into consideration. Secondly, Lobben’s 
thematic animation allows both for static and dynamic visualization of time hence introducing terminological 
ambiguity. Thirdly, definitional inconsistencies can be assumed when Lobben explains that: “In a process animation, 
space may be static or dynamic” (ibid.), but classifies this  kind of animation in table 1 as thematic while excluding the 
option of fixed space for process animations  (cf. tab. 1). 

Table 1. Classification of cartographic animation by Lobben (2003) 

 
 
In summery we can say that the classification provided by Lobben (2003), and the three basic criteria proposed seem to 
be sustainable and workable in principle, but incompletely executed so far (also taking into consideration that a 
comprehensive classification maybe was not the primary goal of the author, as her paper is also concerned with how the 
users can select the animation type appropriate for their specific data characteristics). However, we will try to show in 
the next chapter how the three criteria defined can be taken as a basis of an alternative typology of cartographic 
animation. 

TIME ANIMATION1 
 
In the previous chapters we tried to demonstrate that terminological concepts in the domain of cartographic animation 
are characterized by ambiguity. Hence, in order to allow for a classification both expandable and without contradiction 
to existing vocabularies we will propose a more abstract terminology (in comparison to the rather transparent names we 
saw above) differentiating between first-, second- and third-order time animation.  
 
Three components are included: Firstly, time animation defines that every non-temporal animation is excluded from this 
classification. Secondly, the ordinal number informs about the number of Lobben’s (2003) criteria visualized in a 
dynamic manner. Thirdly, second order animations are specified regarding the second criteria represented dynamically 
beside time (i.e. either variable or space). Each type/order of time animation will be exemplified subsequently (cf. also 
tab. 2).    

                                           
1 The term “time animation” is also used by ERSI´s ArcGIS software (ArcGIS Resources, 2014). However, lacking 
powerful tweening and morphing algorithms currently only first order time animations can be realized in this GIS.  
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Table 2. First-, Second- & Third order time animation 

 
 
First order time animation (AT1)  
 
AT1 are characterized by dynamic representation of time by means of static variables on a static map. Figure 3 illustrates 
this animation type using the example of historical earthquake visualization: Epicenters appear in chronological order 
on a static base map. As the symbols that represent each epicenter are not further modified, the variable (in this case the 
visual variables size and value) can be considered static as well. Since tweening and morphing techniques for map 
symbols are not available in current geographic information systems (GIS), AT1 are to only type of time animation, 
which can by realized with GIS for the moment.       

 

Figure 3. Three scenes of a first order time animation (AT1) of historical earthquake epicenters in Jalisco, Mexico 
(modified after: Valdivia Ornelas & Castillo Aja (forthcoming)) 

Second order time animation (AT2)  
 
The characteristic attribute of each AT2 is the dynamic visualization of a second dynamic criterion besides time – be it 
space or variable. In both cases, it is decisive that changes are perceived to be continuous (otherwise the animation 
would be classified as AT1) on the side of the user. As mentioned above, AT2 can be further subdivided into AT2-V, where 
variable (V) is the second dynamic aspect or AT2-S in case that space (S) is shown dynamically together with time.  
 
An animated visualization of hurricane tracks, as displayed in figure 4, may serve as an example of a AT2-V: The map 
symbol, which represents the cyclone’s center moves along the hurricane’s track continuously changing the variables 
color, size and orientation as a function of the cyclone’s respective intensity.   
 
In the case of a AT2-S, temporal change could be visualized by varying perspective or scale dynamically: “Panning, 
zooming, rotating, and angle perspective are some of the techniques that may be used to create a dynamic space.” 
(Lobben, 2003) 
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Figure 4. Frames of a second order time animation (AT2-V) visualizing both landfall of hurricane Kenna at the Jalisco 
coastline on October 25, 2002 and counties where damage was documented.   

Third order time animation (AT3)  
 
AT3 represent the most complex case of time animation within our typology visualizing all three criteria in a dynamic 
manner. The animated representation of the movement of continents on tectonic plates can illustrate this type of time 
animation. Scenes of an accordant animation, as shown in figure 5, make clear that this kind of animation goes beyond 
Lobben’s (2003) above quoted definition of dynamic space, since the base map itself is being modified here 
dynamically via morphing techniques. One might argue that the difference between space and variable is quite fuzzy in 
this example. Hence, an additional representation of e.g. changes of flora and fauna distribution areas could give an 
even clearer example of AT3. 

 

Figure 5. Frames of a third order time animation (AT3) visualizing the movement of tectonic plates in the South America 
region (Source: Hyperglobe Research Group) 

TOWARDS A TYPOLOGY OF DYNAMIC REPRESENTATIONS OF TEMPORAL DATA 
 
If we try to relate the typology outlined in the previous chapter to the implicit and explicit attempts of classification 
mentioned at the beginning, the concept of time animation can play an intermediary function: On the one hand, it is 
more general than possible differentiations described by Battersby & Goldsberry (2010), on the other hand it is more 
detailed than the basic distinction between temporal and non-temporal animation and refines the typology proposed by 
Lobben (2003); cf. tab. 3. 
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Table 3. Time animation in the context of super- and subordinate categorization levels 

 
 
Regarding a better understanding of cartographic animation of temporal data, the concept of time animation outlined 
above could prove useful as it facilitates a bottom-up approach for a more systematic investigation of dynamic 
visualization, which has been requested repeatedly in scientific literature (e.g. Fabrikant, 2005). Hence, such systematic 
exploration could start on the level of particular visual variables: For instance, dynamic modifications of each variable’s 
values (i.e.: in form of AT2) could by investigated regarding their cognitive effects (e.g. change blindness), also in 
comparison with a non-dynamic representation (i.e.: in form of AT1). In a later step, cartographers could test how adding 
dynamic space (i.e.: in form of AT3) influences the user´s perception. Having achieved a basic understanding of each 
variable’s particular function within an animated representation, research could move on to examine combinations of 
two or more variables, the adding of dynamic variables, different concepts of time, etc.  
 
As mentioned earlier, more research needs to be done in order to grasp the full potential of dynamic visualizations of 
time in all its different aspects. This is, as we have tried to sketch out briefly in this paper, not just a matter of more 
empirical investigation, but also a terminological issue: explicit terminology is needed for distinguishing different 
aspects. Since cartography is lacking such explicit terminology for the moment, we hope that the concept of time 
animation is suited to reduce this terminological gap and to serve as a basis for future discussion. 
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Abstract 
The future of coastal development is an important and current issue facing land use planning in Australia.  Over the 
past decade the Australian coastline has had to deal with two phenomena. The first is the rise in popularity of the 
lifestyle option known as “sea change” (i.e. individuals either moving or retiring to the coast), the second is the 
ongoing and long term effect of climate change on the Australian coastline. 

In the State of Victoria the high value of waterfront property has created a high demand for development and placed 
great pressure on the environment. The concept of sustainable development is coming under increased pressure as 
more and more individuals desire the coastal lifestyle. The current trend in land use planning is to favour urban and 
tourism developments that increase negative impacts and also the cost of shore protection from natural hazards 
including coastal erosion and flooding. 

In keeping with the theme of the 2014 conference “Thematic Cartography for the Society” this paper examines the 
movement of coastlines and urban development in Portland from 1820 through to 2012 and forecasts coastline 
movements to 2050. Through the process of visualization residential land use patterns are used as a measure to 
quantify coastal development.  

The two goals of this paper are to highlight the consequences of different planning development policies in on future 
coastal land use patterns in Portland and to highlight the role visualization can play in assisting interpreting large 
volumes of spatial data. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the rise in popularity of the ‘sea change’ lifestyle option and the ongoing and long term effect of climate change 
upon the Australian coastline, coastal development has become a highly topical and contentious issue in contemporary 
land use planning in Australia. 

Over the past few decades coastal cities around the world have grown at an incredible rate. With this growth has come 
major challenges relating to land use planning, social relationship integration, economic development, bio-diversity, and 
monitoring of the ecological footprint of these areas. 

The regional industrial town of Portland, situated on the Victorian coastline 360 Km south west of Melbourne which is 
the subject of this presentation, has not been immune to these problems Figure 1). Figure 2 provides a brief 
demographic snap shot of Portland. 

  



Source: (Herron 2013) 

Portland Demographics

Population

Labour  

Force

Total 

Dwellings

Occupied 

Dwellings

Unemployment 

Rate

9716

4636

7.7%

3983

4572

Source: (Herron 2013) 

Portland has had to address both current and projected issues of: increasing population growth; open space 
requirements; residential density issues; public transport coverage; employment pressures within a shifting economic 
climate; water quality concerns; and increasing building energy consumption issues with subsequent C02 emission 
implications (Figure 3). 
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Figure 10 Aerial Image of Portland 

Portland Demographics

9716

4636

7.7%

More than double the 
average proportion of 
Indigenous residents 
compared to Victoria

An age profile characterized 
by higher proportions of 

children and older persons

Less than half the average 

proportion of persons with a 

Bachelors degree or higher 

in comparison to the average

A lower than average 

proportion of persons with 

non-school qualification

Figure 11 Portland Demographics 

Portland has had to address both current and projected issues of: increasing population growth; open space 
nts; residential density issues; public transport coverage; employment pressures within a shifting economic 

climate; water quality concerns; and increasing building energy consumption issues with subsequent C02 emission 
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Portland has had to address both current and projected issues of: increasing population growth; open space 
nts; residential density issues; public transport coverage; employment pressures within a shifting economic 

climate; water quality concerns; and increasing building energy consumption issues with subsequent C02 emission 
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Portland Sustainable Issues
11

Five themes
City Spaces and landscapes

Cars and Parking

Landuse

Heritage

Implications of

Aging population

 

Figure 12 Portland Sustainability Issues 

Source: (Herron 2013) 

On the environment front Portland in the future will be facing an the increasing prospect of drought, storm surge, global 
sea level rise, increased bushfire risk, increased temperatures and  a higher level of extreme rainfall. 

In the State of Victoria, the high value of waterfront property has created a high demand for development and placed 
great pressure upon this physical environment. The concept of sustainable development has increasingly come under 
pressure to be compromised as more and more individuals desire the coastal lifestyle. The current trend in land use 
planning favours urban and tourism developments. These may have negative impacts and associated risks, which can 
increase the cost of shore protection measures arising from natural hazards, including coastal erosion and flooding. 

Objective 

The objectives of this paper are to demonstrate the ability of visualization techniques to aid, assist and simulate current 
and future directions in coastal planning. The process of visualization will interrogate the coastal city of Portland and 
presents a progression of projections and simulated forecasts from 2014 to 2050. 

Overview of Portland, Victoria 

Portland is the oldest European settlement in Victoria with the first settlers arriving between 1815 and 1820. Today it 
serves as the major residential and commercial centre for the Glenelg Shire.  

Portland is one of the most vulnerable communities in Victoria. It faces major issues of economic and natural 
sustainability deterioration. Portland’s number one employer is the Alcoa smelter which offers 700 jobs and 15% of the 
entire export GDP of Victoria.  The smelter has electricity contracts with the Victorian government until 2025. Portland 
is a large producer of CO2 emissions which are the result of the Alcoa smelter that consumes 25% of all electricity 
generated in Victoria all of which is generated through the burning of brown coal. 

Portland is also home to the second largest sustainable forestry plantation in Australia which was severely impacted 
economically by the recent Japanese earthquakes and corresponding nuclear events of 2010-2011. The entire forestry 
harvest was destined for the Japanese pulp and paper industry over a 20 year period. This industry is wholly based in 
the area affected by the tsunami and subsequent nuclear power plant disaster, and has no immediate short or medium 
term date for the recommencement of pulp and paper production. 
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With a population of 10,000 people, Portland has a current population density of 290 km². The city has an area of 34.48 
km² in size comprising 7,029 parcels or lots (i.e. residential, commercial and industrial) that hosts 7,029 buildings out of 
which 4,053 are private dwellings (Figure 3). 

The amount of land dedicated to open space in Portland (i.e. parkland municipal and state parks, gardens and reserves 
and sporting reserves) is only 229.78 ha or 0.0229 ha per resident. 

Portland has a transportation system that includes a local and interstate bus network and a regional air service to 
Melbourne. 

The City of Portland has recently completed an Urban Design Framework for the Port of Portland area including the 
Central Business District (CBD). The Framework commented on the lack of available land for development in the CBD 
and greater Portland area, citing that these were potential long term weaknesses for the Portland economy (Figure 4). 

CBD SWOT Analysis

• Main retail area for Glenelg 

Shire

• Geographic isolation

Strengths Weakness

• No room to expand retail area

• Limited retail selection

• No big box retailers

Opportunity

• Rezone surplus industrial 

land

• Convert Hanlon Park to 

Commercial

• Develop new retail  precinct 

north of current CBD

• Consolidation

Threats

• Continued  retail leakage

• CBD becomes less relevant as

• a shopping precinct

26

 

Figure 13 Emerging Retail Issues 

Source: (Herron 2013) 

Climate change impacts upon Portland include: increased evaporation rates; increased bush fire risk; more frequent and 
severe droughts; a decline in Victorian farm production; and, a sea level rise of 0.8 m by 2100 with more intense storms 
threatening coastal infrastructure. 

The 2010 Census stated that Portland had 4,443 full time employed residents working in 20 employment categories or 
sectors. The top 4 industry sectors are manufacturing with 925 respondents (20.8%) followed by health care and social 
assistance with 563 respondents (12.6%), retail with 486 respondents (10.8%), and accommodation and food services 
with 372 respondents (8.36%). The top 4 categories represent 52% of the total employment in Portland. The remaining 
16 employment categories by level of employment are: construction; education and training; transport and warehousing; 
agriculture forestry and fishing; wholesale trade; public administration and safety; professional, scientific and technical 
services; administrative and support services; financial and insurance services; rental, hiring and real estate services; 
arts and recreational services; electricity, gas, water and waste services; information media and telecommunications and 
mining. 
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Scenarios for Modelling 

The scenarios used in this research are based on an integrated model of: population, land use, transportation and 
environmental and climate change projections from the Glenelg Shire, and the Victorian and Commonwealth levels of 
government. 

Three scenarios were developed (Low, Average, High) for the period 2016 through to 2050.  Eight (2016, 2021, 2026, 
2031, 2036, 2041, 2046 and 2050) milestone years were selected to report on. The population and housing scenarios are 
shown in Figure 5. 

2016  2021  2026  2031  2036  2041  2046  2050  

Scenario 1 Low Population  

        

10,702  

        

11,104  

        

11,489  

        

11,852  

        

13,037  

        

14,341  

        

15,775  

        

17,353  

Total Dwelling  

           

4,909  

           

5,094  

           

5,270  

           

5,437  

           

5,980  

           

6,578  

           

7,236  

           

7,960  

New Dwelling Units  

                

13  

              

198  

              

374  

              

541  

           

1,084  

           

1,682  

           

2,340  

           

3,064  

Scenario 2 Average 

Population  

        

11,891  

        

12,338  

        

12,766  

        

13,169  

        

14,486  

        

15,934  

        

17,528  

        

19,281  

Total Dwelling  

           

5,455  

           

5,660  

           

5,856  

           

6,041  

           

6,645  

           

7,309  

           

8,040  

           

8,844  

New Dwelling Units  

              

559  

              

764  

              

960  

           

1,145  

           

1,749  

           

2,413  

           

3,144  

           

3,948  

Scenario 3 High Population  

        

13,080  

        

13,572  

        

14,043  

        

14,486  

        

15,934  

        

17,528  

        

19,281  

        

21,209  

Total Dwelling  

           

6,000  

           

6,226  

           

6,442  

           

6,645  

           

7,309  

           

8,040  

           

8,844  

           

9,729  

New Dwelling Units  

           

1,104  

           

1,330  

           

1,546  

           

1,749  

           

2,413  

           

3,144  

           

3,948  

           

4,833  

Figure 14Three growth Scenarios for Portland 2016 to 2050 

Source (Herron,M ,2013) 

The scenarios were inputted in Community Viz software where the software performed three analyses namely: 

• A Build Out analysis that showed the residential, commercial and industrial potential for Portland from 2016 
through 2050; 

• A Suitability Analysis was done on the build out results. The suitability analysis used 8 criteria: 

– CBD Proximity 
– Sewer Access 
– Proximity to the Smelter 
– Shoreline Access; 
– Fertilizer Plant;  

– Heritage locations 
– Proximity to Zone 2 industrial areas 

and 
– Projected coastal movement from 

2016 thought to 2050 



• An Allocate analysis. The allocate fu
allocates the demand for  buildings  across the available supply of potential building locations

The result was a buildout of potential residential locations up to the 2050. These lo
suitability factors (CBD proximity, Sewer Access, Proximity to the Smelter, Shoreline Access, Fertilizer plant, Heritage 
locations, Proximity to Zone 2 and Projected coastal movement from 2016 and 2050).

The 4833 proposed dwellings were overlaid on the 3D model of Portland that showed all existing buildings and 
dwellings which highlighted the current and future growth corridors.

With the proposed development a series indicators were developed including:

• Residential Water Usage 
• Annual CO2 Emissions 
• Residential Energy Usage 
• Population Impacts 
• Houses 

One indicator was developed for each milestone year (2016, 2021, 2026, 2031, 2036, 2
the results for the three scenarios (i.e. Figure 6 Annual CO2 Auto Emissions).

Figure 

Source: ( Herron 2013) 

Other issues that impact on the future land use include

• Climate Change 
– Increased bushfire activity
– Increased Temperatures
–  Acid Sulfate Soils, 
– Reduction in rainfall 
– Reduction in agricultural production
– Soil degradation 
– Impacts of low lining areas

• Sea Level Rise 
– Coastal Inundation 
– Increased levels 

• Global Economy 
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. The allocate function takes the results from the build out  and sustainable analysis and 
allocates the demand for  buildings  across the available supply of potential building locations

The result was a buildout of potential residential locations up to the 2050. These locations were constrained by the eight 
suitability factors (CBD proximity, Sewer Access, Proximity to the Smelter, Shoreline Access, Fertilizer plant, Heritage 
locations, Proximity to Zone 2 and Projected coastal movement from 2016 and 2050). 

sed dwellings were overlaid on the 3D model of Portland that showed all existing buildings and 
dwellings which highlighted the current and future growth corridors. 

With the proposed development a series indicators were developed including: 

• Annual CO Auto Emissions
• Annual NOx Auto Emissions
• Vehicle Trips Per Day
• School children  

One indicator was developed for each milestone year (2016, 2021, 2026, 2031, 2036, 2041, 2046 and 2050) and showed 
the results for the three scenarios (i.e. Figure 6 Annual CO2 Auto Emissions). 

 

Figure 15 Sample Community Viz Indicator 

Other issues that impact on the future land use include: 

Increased bushfire activity 
Increased Temperatures 

 
Reduction in agricultural production 

Impacts of low lining areas 

– Demand for Agricultural resources 
and products

• Local Economy 
– Long Term Employment Outlook
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All of these factors impact on land use allocation and planning. 

CONCLUSION 

The simulation demonstrates that Portland commences with a residential land surplus and by end of our simulation has 
a residential land shortage. To resolve this issue Portland has several options at its disposal as indicated in the 
simulations.  

The first is to develop more residential land by zoning agricultural land that surrounds the city. The second is to 
decrease the lot size allowed for development, and the third is to allow an increase in the urban density of Portland.  
Portland in 2014 had an abundance of industrial zone land and a shortage of commercially zone land in the CBD area. 
Simulation to 2050 exacerbated the chronic shortage of commercial land. 

In addition, the simulations demonstrated that each of the indicators and their associated risks and negative impacts - 
including density, CO2 emissions, water usage, energy consumption and coastal erosion - all increased. 

The challenge to natural sustainability will arise from climate change impacts. Temperatures will increase, less rainfall 
will occur, higher evaporation rates will be recorded and increased coastal erosion will occur. 

The Portland of 2050 will have had to consider all of these factors if it is to continue and to prosper in the next few 
decades. The process of visualization and geo-design will hopefully assist Portland to survive in the future. 
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Abstract 
Structure/pattern recognition is an essential step in contextual cartographic generalisation. One of the important 
processes in this step is the alignment detection based on Gestalt principles. Some efforts have been done to detect and 
characterisation of alignments but there is not a comprehensive study focusing on the typology. In this study, four 
properties and their measures have been examined to construct a building alignment typology. These properties are 
continuity, component type, similarity and partonomic orientation. Measures are defined to quantify and qualify the 
each property. Based on each property, alignment sub-categories have been created. Since there are many types of the 
building alignments, it is impossible to address all of them. However, most of them can easily be classified using the 
proposed four properties. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is very important for maps to communicate geographic meaning as much as possible at different scales apart from 
visual clarity by obeying graphic limits. A well-designed map enables us to comprehend the rich and intricate properties 
of that place; these are semantic properties that are metric, topological and Gestalt in form. From looking at a map we 
can describe various relationships between entities in terms of alignments, clusters, distances, angles, and extents. And 
we can use topological descriptors to describe their connectivity, adjacency and containment relationships. Thus when 
thinking about the map generalisation process, it is useful to think of a map as a system of relationships and for map 
generalisation to be thought of as the process by which we manipulate those relationships (Mackannes et al., 2014). 
High-level concepts or phenomena, such as road and water networks, building alignments and patterns are especially 
important at smaller scales. A definition of these concepts is hard to come by: What are the characteristics of these high-
level concepts? Can these characteristics be measured? Do these measures really reflect the nature of the concepts in the 
experts’ mind? How do these high-level phenomena change at scale transitions? These questions are pertinent to 
automated evaluation (Stoter et al. 2014). 
 
To this end, one of the critical issues in multi-scale modelling is to define and measure spatial characteristics and 
relationships. Building alignments consist of specific arrangement of a group of buildings. They are among the most 
typical of the spatial patterns confronted in maps. Alignments are perceived by humans based on some regularities and 
similarities among a group of buildings. Gestalt principles about human graphic perception are quite important to model 
an alignment’s characteristics and relationships. Some alignments can be strong while the others can be weak depending 
on the characteristics and relationships of a group of buildings. During contextual generalisation, these alignments are 
generalised via generalisation operations such as typification and amalgamation. Therefore, it is required to create a 
typology to be able to characterise different kinds of alignments. 
 
Christophe and Ruas (2002) utilised a rotating line and statistical analysis to detect building alignments and measure 
their distribution. Ruas and Holzapfel (2003) describe the perceptual quality of building alignments. For this purpose, 
six parameters, i.e. alignment, distance, shape, size, orientation and stretching are identified and then they attempt to 
obtain similar results by adjusting weights of the parameters with the ones provided from the alignment rankings by 
expert cartographers. Li et al. (2004) lists the factors having an impact on the recognition of building alignments based 
on Gestalt principles. Regnauld (2001) shows how aligned buildings can be typified. Zhang et al. (2013) have proposed 
a hierarchical typology of building patterns (i.e. clusters), distinguishing between linear alignments (collinear, 
curvilinear and align-along-road) and non-linear clusters (grid-like and unstructured). 
 
There is not a comprehensive study on alignment typology in the literature. Among previous works, only Zhang et al. 
(2013) addresses building alignment typology but they do not focus on which properties and measures can be used for 
classifying building alignments in detail. Therefore, it is required to create a more sophisticated building alignment 
typology. Hence, this paper aims at creating a building alignment typology to better grasp specific spatial pattern 



information. For this purpose, building alignments are categorised with four properties: 1) continuity 2) component type 
3) similarity and 4) partonomic orientation. It is expected that proposed typology can support the alignm
and generalisation by means of identifying and measuring relevant spatial characteristics and relationships. 

2. ALIGNMENT CHARACTERISTICS
 
2.1 Definition of Alignment 
 
Building alignment can be defined an arrangement of minimum three building poly
object. Perception quality is computed based on buildings properties and partonomic relation between buildings and 
alignment. Salient characteristic of an alignment is the continuity property which can be linear, curvilinear 
If a group of building does not possess this property, it is impossible to mention from an alignment. Alignments are 
characterised by geometric and structural relationships among buildings. The properties and the measures that can be 
used to quantify of them are described in the following sub section.  

2.2 Alignment Properties 

Four properties, continuity, component type, similarity and partonomic orientation and measures related with them have 
been proposed to create the typology are described 

Continuity 

Quality of the continuity property depends on closeness and easily uninterrupted order of the buildings, for example, 
two crossed curves keep their continuity respectively (Li et al. 2004). Regression line is the adjusted line accord
centres of gravity or vertices of buildings. As a measure criteria, distance deviation from regression line/circle can be 
used for qualifying. Both centroids and vertex can be used for determination of the regression line. Small amount of the 
distance deviation indicates the good continuity.

Figure 1. Good continuity (Regnauld 2001)

Continuity property is characterised as linear, curvilinear or complex, depending on relative positions of buildings. 
Linear and curvilinear can be called as simple. Co
(simple) ones (Figure 2). Connection of simple alignments in the complex ones should be smooth. 
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information. For this purpose, building alignments are categorised with four properties: 1) continuity 2) component type 
3) similarity and 4) partonomic orientation. It is expected that proposed typology can support the alignm
and generalisation by means of identifying and measuring relevant spatial characteristics and relationships. 

ALIGNMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Building alignment can be defined an arrangement of minimum three building polygons that perceived as a whole 
object. Perception quality is computed based on buildings properties and partonomic relation between buildings and 
alignment. Salient characteristic of an alignment is the continuity property which can be linear, curvilinear 
If a group of building does not possess this property, it is impossible to mention from an alignment. Alignments are 
characterised by geometric and structural relationships among buildings. The properties and the measures that can be 

antify of them are described in the following sub section.   

Four properties, continuity, component type, similarity and partonomic orientation and measures related with them have 
been proposed to create the typology are described as follows. 

Quality of the continuity property depends on closeness and easily uninterrupted order of the buildings, for example, 
two crossed curves keep their continuity respectively (Li et al. 2004). Regression line is the adjusted line accord
centres of gravity or vertices of buildings. As a measure criteria, distance deviation from regression line/circle can be 
used for qualifying. Both centroids and vertex can be used for determination of the regression line. Small amount of the 

ce deviation indicates the good continuity. 

 

Figure 1. Good continuity (Regnauld 2001) 

Continuity property is characterised as linear, curvilinear or complex, depending on relative positions of buildings. 
Linear and curvilinear can be called as simple. Complex alignments comprises combination of linear and/or curvilinear 
(simple) ones (Figure 2). Connection of simple alignments in the complex ones should be smooth. 
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information. For this purpose, building alignments are categorised with four properties: 1) continuity 2) component type 
3) similarity and 4) partonomic orientation. It is expected that proposed typology can support the alignment extraction 
and generalisation by means of identifying and measuring relevant spatial characteristics and relationships.  

gons that perceived as a whole 
object. Perception quality is computed based on buildings properties and partonomic relation between buildings and 
alignment. Salient characteristic of an alignment is the continuity property which can be linear, curvilinear or complex. 
If a group of building does not possess this property, it is impossible to mention from an alignment. Alignments are 
characterised by geometric and structural relationships among buildings. The properties and the measures that can be 

Four properties, continuity, component type, similarity and partonomic orientation and measures related with them have 

Quality of the continuity property depends on closeness and easily uninterrupted order of the buildings, for example, 
two crossed curves keep their continuity respectively (Li et al. 2004). Regression line is the adjusted line according to 
centres of gravity or vertices of buildings. As a measure criteria, distance deviation from regression line/circle can be 
used for qualifying. Both centroids and vertex can be used for determination of the regression line. Small amount of the 

Continuity property is characterised as linear, curvilinear or complex, depending on relative positions of buildings. 
mplex alignments comprises combination of linear and/or curvilinear 

(simple) ones (Figure 2). Connection of simple alignments in the complex ones should be smooth.  
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Figure 2. Continuity types a) curvilinear b) linear c) complex (hook-shaped) d) complex (S-shaped).  

Partonomic orienatation 

This property denotes orientation of buildings relative to regression line/curve orientation. Measure is the angle between 
regression line/curve and minimum area bounding rectangle (MABR) edges of buildings. Values can be categorised 
into normal (parallel or perpendicular, Figure 3). In the view of quality, normal ones have a better quality than the 
oblique ones. The other criteria is the homogeneity of the angles. The higher the homogeneity represent the good 
quality. 

 

Figure 3. Partonomic orientation. Dashed lines represent the regression lines. a) normal type b) oblique type. 

Similarity 

Similarity effects discernable quality of an alignment and it is comprised of the following sub-properties. Homogeneity 
can be represented by the standard deviation. In the alignment, the smaller the standard deviation values, the more 
similar buildings are. In addition, high similarity values means the better quality of the alignment. 

Size 
Size property denotes area of a building. Size property is generally measured by area. 
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Shape 
Shape is form of the outline of a building. There are several measures that can be used as a shape measure such as 
convexity, elongation, compactness, rectangularity, fractal dimension indices. These measures can be utilised together 
to obtain more sophisticated index value. 
 
Orientation 
Orientation is the position of a building in the reference direction (generally x-axis). Similar to shape property, many 
measures have been proposed to calculate the orientation values such as wall-orientation, longest edge, MBR 
orientation (Duchene 2003). 
 
Proximity  
Proximity property denotes the closeness of the buildings in an alignment. For this purpose, Inter-distances between 
neighbouring buildings are computed. Generally centroidal distances have been preferred but nearest distance and 
adjacent distance may be more appropriate. 
 

Component type 
This property differs the alignment types according to the core object of the alignment. Core object is the repetitive 
object or object group. If the number of objects in the core object is greater than one then it is called compound type 
otherwise it is simple. This is the analogy of atomic structure in the chemistry. 

 

Figure 4. Sample of alignments according to component type a) compound b) simple 

3. TYPOLOGY 

Based on proposed properties, alignment types can be easily discerned. An alignment can first be categorised linear, 
curvilinear or complex based on continuity property. Second step, according to the component type property, an 
alignment can be classified as simple or compound. Compound alignments can contain specific patterns and these 
patterns can also consist of alignments (see Figure 5). In third step, similarity is examined depending on shape, size, 
orientation and proximity sub properties. Alignment similarity can be coarsely categorised into five class (Table 1): 
fully similar, highly similar, semi similar, lowly similar and non-similar. This categorisation can be more detailed by 
examining sub properties individually. In last step, a further categorisation can be done with respect to partonomic 
orientation, i.e. normal and oblique. Depending on the discrimination detail level of similarity and partonomic 
orientation property, the number of the alignment types can vary from a few hundreds to a few thousands.  

 

Figure 5. Alignment in alignment as a special kind of compound alignments. The upper compound alignment comprises 
three linear alignments while the lower compound alignment consists of curvilinear alignments. 
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Relation between properties and alignment types is shown in Table 1. According to the Table 1 typology, the number of 
the building alignment types is the 972. This can be adjusted connected with purpose. To assign a type to an alignment 
requires determination of threshold values for each measures. Threshold determination is non-trivial work and should 
be examined independently from scale of data. 

Table 1. Types of alignment based on properties. 

Property Type 

Continuity Linear Curvilinear Complex 

Component 
type 

Simple Compound 

 
Similarity 

Size Shape Orientation Proximity 

High High High High 

Average Average Average Average 

low low low low 

Partonomic 
orientation 

Normal (right angle) Oblique 

 
For partonomic orientation, class can be detailed by dividing the right angle. For example, it has three class such as 
narrow angle (0°-30°), average angle (30°-60°) and almost right angle (60°-90°). Similarly, compound class of the 
component type property can be segregated into 2-element, 3-element and so on.  

 
Figure 6. Illustration of some kind of alignments utilising properties. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper has presented a typology framework of building alignments. For this purpose, four properties and related 
measures have been proposed to differ the types of building alignments. For building groups, continuity property is the 
most critical one and it must be satisfied to assign them as an alignment. Similarity is the most complicated property 
because it consists of four sub properties. Depending on the number of attribute categories, the number of the alignment 
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types can dramatically increase. While the other three properties involve in geometric and structural characteristics of 
the individual buildings in the alignment, partonomic orientation reflects the relation between whole alignment 
orientation and each building belonging to this alignment. Although compound type building alignment is actually very 
rarely expected, it has been proposed in order to cover all kinds of the alignments.  
 
The studies of detection and characterisation of the building alignments would benefit from this typology framework. In 
future work, proposed properties and their measures will be tested and examined how this typology can cover the 
alignment types that can be confronted on real data sets. In addition, determination of the threshold values will be 
focused on. 
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Abstract 
Game analyses in association football are increasingly valuable for professional teams to remain competitive. 
Unfortunately conventional methods of post-game analyses often fail to analyse and visualise the complex spatio-
temporal patterns of the football sufficiently. These circumstances lead to a rising demand for rich geospatial sports 
data. Actually, vast amounts of geo data are captured. In this article, the two basic kinds of football specific geo data 
are described. This paper also presents the possibility to utilise these special datasets for spatio-temporal analyses, 
conducted with a Geographical Information System (GIS). Furthermore, the modelling of a football field using a GIS is 
portrayed. Additionally, the implementation of football specific geo data is demonstrated. Moreover, our central future 
research project is introduced. Since football can be thought as a union of space and time, game analyses cannot ignore 
its spatio-temporal nature. The suitability of GIS applying football specific geo data is also discussed. 

Keywords: football game analysis; GIS; Geographical Information Systems; geovisualisation; spatio-temporal 
analysis; football specific geo data; tracking data; event data; soccer; association football 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Association football (soccer) is much more than a game, played by two teams with eleven players each, who attempt to 
score at least one more goal than the opposition within 90 minutes to win the game. It is one of the most popular sports 
in the world, which attracts millions of spectators into the stadiums every weekend worldwide. Researchers from 
different scientific disciplines e.g. sport science, medicine, sociology and psychology as well as economics and many 
more, attempt to analyse different facets of the game. Although post match analysis is only one aspect within the entire 
field of possible football related applications it is certainly a crucial one. As in other sports disciplines, game analyses 
are very important for game preparation. Not only do football teams need to evaluate teamwork and each player’s 
individual performance, but also tactics, performance analysis and scouting are potential fields of application [1] [7] 
[10] [11]. Game analysis is providing professional teams with another useful planning and tactical tool, in order to 
maximise their performance. In order to maintain a competitive advantage in professional football teams are now 
investing heavily in sports analytics [9]. Unfortunately, statistical methods of summarising matches often fail to answer 
the given specific questions about the gameplay because many of them ignore the spatio-temporal characteristics of 
football matches [7]. 

The purpose of this article is to demonstrate that Geographical Information Systems (GIS) can be applied in the field of 
football game analysis in an appropriate manner. We assume that this could open the way to more detailed questions 
and satisfy answers concerning the gameplay by taking the spatio-temporal nature of football into account in order to 
support tactical preparation, recovery and in match decision making. As football is a spatial and time-limited sport, it is 
of fundamental importance to understand its spatial-temporal patterns. It is crucial to understand space and time 
relationships in sports in order to convey players with adequate tactical instructions. Our intent is to specify and 
highlight the main advantages of using GIS technology in the course of football game analysis. Further, we aim to 
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provide an overview of our upcoming research. With this article, we hope to ignite further conversation and to 
encourage cartographers and GI-scientists to use GIS technology for game analysis in football. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, we will describe the game of football as a spatio-temporal 
framework, including its objects and restrictions. Second, football specific geo data will be scrutinised. Afterwards we 
will depict how to model a football field as an analysis-framework using ArcMap 10.1. Then we will present a brief 
introduction to our research project to convey an overview on our future investigations. Finally, this paper will be 
concluded in its last section. 

FOOTBALL: A SPATIO-TEMPORAL FRAMEWORK 
 
From a geographical perspective, football can be considered to be a spatio-temporal framework. Within this scheme 
spatio-temporal phenomena and objects are correlated. According to Kim et al. [7] these comprise the ball, the players 
and the football field including the goals. In addition, the referee and his/her assistants as well as the game time also 
have to be considered as spatio-temporal objects. Except for the football field all of them are dynamic, if the condition 
of the field during the game is disregarded. This fact causes the great complexity of this sport, which is also responsible 
for its unpredictability as well as its intrinsic high factor of excitement. Naturally, the pitch’s condition and the weather 
could change throughout the match. Therefore, it would be worth to consider this too. Unfortunately, there is a lack of 
pitch conditions’ geospatial data. Furthermore, different kinds of interactions such as passing, tackling, shooting as well 
as activities without the ball occur between the moving elements on the field. The two competitive teams can also be 
regarded as cooperative complex networks [1] [14]. Moreover, the activity and interaction between players of one team 
is directly affected by the interplay of the other team and vice versa [14]. 

This interdependence causes a certain spatio-temporal structure of a football game, which is defined by some 
fundamental restrictions. First, the field itself is limited to a predefined size. In association football the International 
Football Association Board (IFAB) standardised the rectangular field size as 105 x 68 metres. At this point, it has to be 
mentioned that not all fields are the same size. There is a tolerance range of several meters [22]. Within the field 
boundaries there are also a couple of defined areas, e.g. the penalty area, which are primarily relevant for the set of 
rules. In terms of time the game is limited to two halftimes of 45 minutes each including a variable additional time 
depending on the course of the game. 

Football is a union of space and time. Within this predefined framework the players’ and ball’s positions are unknown 
in advance. However, after the game almost every single action of each player is being recorded and stored. The result 
of this process is a vast amount of raw data, which is becoming increasingly valuable in the eyes of coaches, players and 
analysts. For this certain purpose knowledge of the ball’s and the players’ positions in course of the game is absolutely 
necessary. In the context of cartography and geoinformation science it is a matter of particular interest that a vast 
amount of football specific geo data is captured on a regular basis because geo data provides the backbone of a vast 
array of cartographic and geoinformation projects. In addition, these data are appropriate for all kinds of GIS-based 
analyses. Since cartographers and GI-scientists have been studying space-time relationships for a long time we assume 
that their experiences as well as technologies can help to better understand the dynamics of football matches. 

FOOTBALL SPECIFIC GEO DATA AS AN INTERFACE TO GI-TECHNOLOGY 

Within the scientific environment, different data capturing methods were applied in the last two decades in the field of 
football and comparable sports [4] [5] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. Almost all of them are extracting the player profile 
and ball passes from video recordings. This seems reasonable because nearly every football game played in the course 
of an international competition or professional national league is shown on TV. Moreover video is a robust method, and 
seeing the game in replay is a method very close to reality. 

In professional football video recordings are also the most used data source. These days, several companies provide data 
and offer various analysis systems [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21]. In the case of football specific geo data, two 
different kinds of data have to be distinguished – tracking data and event data – which are provided in different data 
formats such as ‘.pos’ or ‘.xml’. 

Tracking data are not only x/y-coordinates including a certain timestamp but they also provide speed details which is 
calculated using the x,y and time changing over time. Such data information is available for each player as well as the 
referee team and the ball [15] [21]. Furthermore the z-coordinate is provided for the ball’s position in order to 
understand the flight of the ball. The data is processed almost entirely automatically with the use of a couple of fixed 
cameras located around the field. Owing to the fact that these cameras have to be installed at a certain height, tracking is 
limited to fairly large stadiums. Whereas tracking in the German Bundesliga is possible in each stadium, Austria’s 
stadiums are too small in most cases. The number and position of the cameras can vary depending on the applied 
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system. The temporal resolution is extremely high and can reach up to 25 records per second [15], whereat the spatial 
resolution is about 30 cm, which can be considered as sufficient. Whigham [13] reported “…that it is not necessary to 
have events referenced with accuracy below approximately 1 metre, which is essentially the local neighbourhood of an 
individual.” Although his research was dealing with rugby, this statement is also valid in the case of football because of 
the similarities between these kinds of sports regarding its spatio-temporal framework. In fact, football was developed 
from rugby more than 150 years ago. Tracking data creates the possibility to observe and analyse the players’ 
movements during the whole game retrospectively. 

Although the spatial resolution of tracking data gained with camera-based systems seems to be acceptable, we presume 
that other techniques and methods would lead to a more accurate outcome. In this case we would advocate 
investigations, which evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of dGPS as well as RTK-GPS systems for tracking the 
dynamic spatio-temporal objects in a football game. Indeed, several professional teams in Europe and in the US utilise 
GPS technology in their training sessions. Unfortunately, these kinds of techniques are not allowed under match 
conditions and are also disregarded in the rulebooks. Hence, analysts are only able to use the data captured from camera 
tracking technology. 

Event data is captured manually from video by so called scouts, who gather the data while repeatedly watching every 
game scene. Event data can best be described as position based attributive data. Due to the fact that the data capture 
procedure depends on individuals’ subjective perceptual processes these data are susceptible to errors. To minimize the 
expected error, all records are checked by one other person. Data providing companies like Opta [16], Impire [20] or 
Amisco [17] as well as its subsidiaries Mastercoach [18] and Prozone [19] provide a huge amount of data for every 
game. Hence, 1,500 to 3,000 event data records per one single game are common. In addition, these data are also 
classified. Thus, up to more than 60 categories including manifold forms are available. For instance, the category ‘shot’ 
may be classified into ‘shot on target’, ‘shot missing the target’ as well as ‘deflected shot on goal’, etc. Furthermore, all 
data records are provided with spatio-temporal information. Therefore, an event data set for one single game is highly 
informative and provides a valuable dataset from which detailed analysis can be performed. 

Whilst this data is being collected it requires quite a bit of pre-data processing before it can be imported into a GIS. As 
mentioned before, these kinds of geo data are provided in different data formats. Thus it cannot be ensured that it can be 
used in a GIS without any previous data preparation. Moreover, the local coordinate system that underlies the data can 
vary from one provider to another. These circumstances must be considered when transforming the data records into 
one’s own defined analysis environment reference system. Fortunately, our investigation showed that it is possible. We 
successfully managed to prepare test data for use in a GIS. The datasets used in this study are provided by Opta [16], 
Mastercoach [18] and Impire [20]. 

On the one side, a vast amount of football specific geo data is being captured and on the other side, there are 
cartographers and GI experts and analysts, who have the knowledge about GIS as well as the required skills to deal with 
geo data. At the moment, the vacuum between these two domains has not been filled yet. There exist a real opportunity 
for cartographer and GI analysts to bridge this gap to understand the dynamic nature of football games better, which 
will in turn improve the quality of football game analyses. Furthermore, we assume that proven cartographic guidelines 
are suitable to visualize the obtained analysis results. Our intention is corroborated by similar approaches in other sports 
such as described in [2] and [6]. 

MODELLING A FOOTBALL FIELD USING ARCMAP 10.1 
 
Analysing football specific geo data requires an appropriate analysis environment. We assume that ArcMap 10.1 
provides a proven and robust GIS platform for which we conduct our research. As the provided data contains single 
coordinate (x,y) points only, it is appropriate to model a football field in a GIS (See: Figure 1(a)). The initial point 
dataset was a simple dBase table, in which essential points e.g. corner points, penalty area corner points, etc. of the 
standardized field with a size of 105 x 68 metres [22] were entered. Afterwards, the table was added in ArcMap 10.1, 
where the points were displayed by its x/y-coordinate information subsequently. On that account, it is also important 
that a projected coordinate system is used. From a geographical point of view, the field’s centre is located at the 
intersection point of the equator and the zero meridian line of Greenwich. Then, line and polygon features were 
manually created based on the displayed points. Finally, some graphical adaptations were made to support visual 
impressions such as 5 metre grass stripes. This is relevant for drawing fast conclusions on questions like “Was the ball 
out?” Regarding the football field’s visual appearance there are countless possibilities. Apart from the visible point, line 
and polygon features there is also the opportunity to create several invisible areas on the field. These can be crucial for 
the game analysis as certain questions may require subdividing the football field into smaller zones [1] [11]. However, 
the type of analysis is ultimately dictating how to represent the field. 
 



As already mentioned in the previous section of this pape
from a Cartesian to a projected coordinate system prior to its implementation in a GIS. Figure 1 (b), (c) and (d) shows 
that we successfully prepared the data by Opta [16], Mastercoach [18] a
initially had a different local coordinate system, it is possible to use them within one single analysis environment now. 
This creates numerous opportunities when combining the datasets to receive detailed in
football game. Naturally, all used data sets have to reflect the very same game.
 

Figure 1: (a) Modelled football field with ArcMap 10.1; (b) Implementation of tracking data, kindly provided by Impire 
[20]; (c), (d) Implementation of event data, kindly provided by Mastercoach 

 
GIS-BASED GAME ANALYSIS –
 
“GIS-Based Game Analysis – Geovisualisation of Spatio
is the translated and tentative working title of Mr Kotzbek’s doctoral thesis, which is planned to be finished in early 
2017. In the course of this thesis several undertakings are intended. The basic research question is dealing with the 
benefits of qualitative GIS-based analysis of spatio
advantages compared to traditional game analysis methods. When analysing a football game it is of crucial importance 
to take the spatio-temporal nature of football into account. If space and time are ignored, misinterpretations are likely. 
This presumption can be regarded as the elementary research hypothesis. To verify it, it is necessary to approach several 
research domains, which are illustrated in F
areas, while the sequence of investigation is determined from the bottom to the top. In addition, the respective 
objectives are listed in brackets for each area.
 
As a first step, it is essential to build up a solid scientific fundament to emphasise that there is a need for GIS
game analysis, because of the existing shortcomings of conventional football game analyses. This intention requires a 
profound evaluation of conventional ga
consideration of the spatio-temporal nature. This manifests itself in both, the analysis and the visualisation of football 
specific game analyses. Most of the time, single paramet
separately without any hints about how these results were achieved. Furthermore, certain parameters are also often 
analysed isolated which leads to vague assumptions about the game [7] [9]. 
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As already mentioned in the previous section of this paper, conventional football specific geo data has to be transformed 
from a Cartesian to a projected coordinate system prior to its implementation in a GIS. Figure 1 (b), (c) and (d) shows 
that we successfully prepared the data by Opta [16], Mastercoach [18] and Impire [20]. Although each supplied data set 
initially had a different local coordinate system, it is possible to use them within one single analysis environment now. 
This creates numerous opportunities when combining the datasets to receive detailed information about the concerning 
football game. Naturally, all used data sets have to reflect the very same game. 

Figure 1: (a) Modelled football field with ArcMap 10.1; (b) Implementation of tracking data, kindly provided by Impire 
ntation of event data, kindly provided by Mastercoach [18] in (c) and Opta [16] in (d)

– AN OVERVIEW OF OUR UPCOMING RESEARCH PROJECT

Geovisualisation of Spatio-Temporal Phenomena Based on Football Speci
is the translated and tentative working title of Mr Kotzbek’s doctoral thesis, which is planned to be finished in early 
2017. In the course of this thesis several undertakings are intended. The basic research question is dealing with the 

based analysis of spatio-temporal phenomena in football. We assume that there are 
advantages compared to traditional game analysis methods. When analysing a football game it is of crucial importance 

e of football into account. If space and time are ignored, misinterpretations are likely. 
This presumption can be regarded as the elementary research hypothesis. To verify it, it is necessary to approach several 
research domains, which are illustrated in Figure 2. The depicted research pyramid consists of four major research 
areas, while the sequence of investigation is determined from the bottom to the top. In addition, the respective 
objectives are listed in brackets for each area. 

essential to build up a solid scientific fundament to emphasise that there is a need for GIS
game analysis, because of the existing shortcomings of conventional football game analyses. This intention requires a 
profound evaluation of conventional game analysis methods. The observed downsides are mainly caused by the lack of 

temporal nature. This manifests itself in both, the analysis and the visualisation of football 
specific game analyses. Most of the time, single parameters e.g. ‘ball-winning ability’ or ‘pass rate’ etc. are presented 
separately without any hints about how these results were achieved. Furthermore, certain parameters are also often 
analysed isolated which leads to vague assumptions about the game [7] [9]. Therefore, conventional football game 
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Figure 1: (a) Modelled football field with ArcMap 10.1; (b) Implementation of tracking data, kindly provided by Impire 

in (c) and Opta [16] in (d) 

AN OVERVIEW OF OUR UPCOMING RESEARCH PROJECT 

Temporal Phenomena Based on Football Specific Geo Data” 
is the translated and tentative working title of Mr Kotzbek’s doctoral thesis, which is planned to be finished in early 
2017. In the course of this thesis several undertakings are intended. The basic research question is dealing with the 

temporal phenomena in football. We assume that there are 
advantages compared to traditional game analysis methods. When analysing a football game it is of crucial importance 

e of football into account. If space and time are ignored, misinterpretations are likely. 
This presumption can be regarded as the elementary research hypothesis. To verify it, it is necessary to approach several 

igure 2. The depicted research pyramid consists of four major research 
areas, while the sequence of investigation is determined from the bottom to the top. In addition, the respective 

essential to build up a solid scientific fundament to emphasise that there is a need for GIS-based 
game analysis, because of the existing shortcomings of conventional football game analyses. This intention requires a 

me analysis methods. The observed downsides are mainly caused by the lack of 
temporal nature. This manifests itself in both, the analysis and the visualisation of football 

winning ability’ or ‘pass rate’ etc. are presented 
separately without any hints about how these results were achieved. Furthermore, certain parameters are also often 

Therefore, conventional football game 



analyses have to be scrutinised to determine all shortcomings. For that reason, the investigation focusses on team
internal as well as team-external analysis methods. Regarding team
conducted with the aim of finding out how professional football analysts are working within their teams. In order to 
gain insight in this domain it is necessary to identify the key parameters as well as analysis and visualisation methods. 
In the field of team-external methods, a couple of scientific investigations have already been done, especially in the area 
of sports sciences. Moreover, analysis methods in the media such as newspapers and TV will have to be examined. 
Afterwards, all gathered information about conventional football game analyses will also have to be confronted with a 
set of criteria in the context of the spatio
geospatial point of view. In general, if sp
without any relation to space and time, must be considered absolutely insufficient, for instance [2] [6].
 

The next step is concerned with single play
challenge by weighting of essential indicators with the assistance of a GIS by taking the spatio
into account. This measure seems to be reasonable because
cannot be ascribed the same impact on the game as one in the centre of the field, for example. The weighting is intended 
to give the records a certain quality. The parameters are still given by the 
figure this out, an online survey is envisaged. Therefore, coaches, players, media representatives and supporters are 
going to be questioned. Nevertheless, we assume that the following parameters will play a key r
rate’, ‘running distance’, ‘goal attempts’ and ‘ball
possible to extract adequate weighting factors. In the context of the proposed GIS analysis itself, we unfortunat
not able to point out any methods in detail yet, because the e
indicators still needs to be carried out. 
 
In general, GIS technology is assumed to be appropriate to increase the objectivity of th
have to interpret the analysis results based on their individual perception combined with their experience, it is not 
possible to eliminate the subjective factors. Nevertheless, GIS
making processes more efficiently than traditional methods. Just to mention one example: An average professional 
player covers a distance of about 11 km per game [3]. Consider a player who ran less. The covered distance is often the 
only information conventional game analyses provide. If the distance is below
this particular player performed weakly. Of course this could be true but what about other opportunities? Perhaps the 
player did not need to run longer distances because his/her positional play was simply good. When observing and 
recording the players’ position during the entire game, it should be possible to scrutinise different opportunities for 
different situations using a GIS. 
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analyses have to be scrutinised to determine all shortcomings. For that reason, the investigation focusses on team
external analysis methods. Regarding team-internal methods, expert interviews 

conducted with the aim of finding out how professional football analysts are working within their teams. In order to 
gain insight in this domain it is necessary to identify the key parameters as well as analysis and visualisation methods. 

external methods, a couple of scientific investigations have already been done, especially in the area 
of sports sciences. Moreover, analysis methods in the media such as newspapers and TV will have to be examined. 

red information about conventional football game analyses will also have to be confronted with a 
set of criteria in the context of the spatio-temporal character of the football game to outline shortcomings from a 
geospatial point of view. In general, if space and time are crucial in any sports, a mere representation of statistics, 
without any relation to space and time, must be considered absolutely insufficient, for instance [2] [6].

Figure 2: Research pyramid 

The next step is concerned with single player analyses with the purpose of its optimisation. It is intended to achieve this 
challenge by weighting of essential indicators with the assistance of a GIS by taking the spatio
into account. This measure seems to be reasonable because the effect of a misdirected pass within the penalty area 
cannot be ascribed the same impact on the game as one in the centre of the field, for example. The weighting is intended 
to give the records a certain quality. The parameters are still given by the event data sets. But what is essential? To 
figure this out, an online survey is envisaged. Therefore, coaches, players, media representatives and supporters are 
going to be questioned. Nevertheless, we assume that the following parameters will play a key r
rate’, ‘running distance’, ‘goal attempts’ and ‘ball-winning ability’, etc. By using appropriate GIS
possible to extract adequate weighting factors. In the context of the proposed GIS analysis itself, we unfortunat
not able to point out any methods in detail yet, because the e-survey as well as the determination of the essential 

In general, GIS technology is assumed to be appropriate to increase the objectivity of the analyses. Since human beings 
have to interpret the analysis results based on their individual perception combined with their experience, it is not 
possible to eliminate the subjective factors. Nevertheless, GIS-based game analyses are supposed to support
making processes more efficiently than traditional methods. Just to mention one example: An average professional 
player covers a distance of about 11 km per game [3]. Consider a player who ran less. The covered distance is often the 

ion conventional game analyses provide. If the distance is below-average, some people might suggest that 
this particular player performed weakly. Of course this could be true but what about other opportunities? Perhaps the 

distances because his/her positional play was simply good. When observing and 
recording the players’ position during the entire game, it should be possible to scrutinise different opportunities for 
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analyses have to be scrutinised to determine all shortcomings. For that reason, the investigation focusses on team-
internal methods, expert interviews will have to be 

conducted with the aim of finding out how professional football analysts are working within their teams. In order to 
gain insight in this domain it is necessary to identify the key parameters as well as analysis and visualisation methods. 

external methods, a couple of scientific investigations have already been done, especially in the area 
of sports sciences. Moreover, analysis methods in the media such as newspapers and TV will have to be examined. 

red information about conventional football game analyses will also have to be confronted with a 
temporal character of the football game to outline shortcomings from a 

ace and time are crucial in any sports, a mere representation of statistics, 
without any relation to space and time, must be considered absolutely insufficient, for instance [2] [6]. 

 

er analyses with the purpose of its optimisation. It is intended to achieve this 
challenge by weighting of essential indicators with the assistance of a GIS by taking the spatio-temporal information 

the effect of a misdirected pass within the penalty area 
cannot be ascribed the same impact on the game as one in the centre of the field, for example. The weighting is intended 

event data sets. But what is essential? To 
figure this out, an online survey is envisaged. Therefore, coaches, players, media representatives and supporters are 
going to be questioned. Nevertheless, we assume that the following parameters will play a key role in our work: ‘pass 

winning ability’, etc. By using appropriate GIS-tools it should be 
possible to extract adequate weighting factors. In the context of the proposed GIS analysis itself, we unfortunately are 

survey as well as the determination of the essential 

e analyses. Since human beings 
have to interpret the analysis results based on their individual perception combined with their experience, it is not 

based game analyses are supposed to support decision 
making processes more efficiently than traditional methods. Just to mention one example: An average professional 
player covers a distance of about 11 km per game [3]. Consider a player who ran less. The covered distance is often the 

average, some people might suggest that 
this particular player performed weakly. Of course this could be true but what about other opportunities? Perhaps the 

distances because his/her positional play was simply good. When observing and 
recording the players’ position during the entire game, it should be possible to scrutinise different opportunities for 
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As soon as the single player analysis has been concluded, the collective team level is scheduled by the research 
project’s timeline. Primarily, knowledge at the individual level has to be gained in order to understand the emerged 
complex spatio-temporal patterns between teammates as well as the competing teams as a whole. Both, the individual as 
well as the collective level is important and complementary. Furthermore, both are interrelated and overlapping 
[10] [11]. On that account, a clear distinction between these two levels cannot be drawn. 
 
The third research domain will be defined thematically. We set out to focus on four specific problem areas, namely: 
‘network of passing’, ‘spatial distribution and the use of space’, ‘teamwork’ and ‘play style’. Thereby, we attempt to 
analyse collective spatio-temporal phenomena in football to reveal its complex patterns and behaviours. The main goal 
is to provide detailed insights into the gameplay. In fact, similar analysing objects have been investigated in the field of 
other scientific disciplines, as described in [1], [10], [11], [12] and [14]. However, a GIS approach seems to be novel. 
 
Regarding networks of passing sequences, GIS-based network analysing tools will be appropriate. In that case, players 
are represented as nodes and passes as edges. Additionally, analysing the length of the passing sequence, the time a 
player controls the ball, the passing accuracy as well as the players’ centrality, etc. are important in this context. 
Concerning spatial distribution and the use of space, GIS-based cluster analyses as well as proximity analyses are 
important in understanding the complex spatiotemporal network during football matches. Because space is so crucial in 
football, overlapping areas and connections between different analysing objects are inevitable. Hence, networks of 
passes have a certain impact on the spatial distribution of the players and vice versa and potentially affect the results of 
matches. Football can be thought as a dynamic mosaic. When focussing on one specific aspect of it, the entire picture 
must be considered. Otherwise it will not be possible to understand the game in its details. Based on several analyses of 
different spatio-temporal phenomena, particular game patterns of movement and behaviour should be detected. 
Combining the single results is presumed to be crucial to make assertions about the effectiveness of teamwork. In this 
particular case the players’ movement with the ball as well as their movements without the ball are important for the 
analysis process. Using a GIS should enable the analysts to evaluate one teams’ teamwork in terms of its space 
management and cooperative movement. A similar approach was employed by TAKI et al. [10]. Linked analyses are 
also supposed to be the key to determine the play style of one team and to find out whether a team favours for instance a 
short passing game or quick counter attacks. For this kind of analyses, knowledge of the passing networks is necessary. 
For instance, differences between ‘Tiki-Taka’ and ‘Kick & Rush’ can be revealed when comparing several indicators 
such as the length of the passing sequence as well as the time from the attack’s initial point to its outcome, e.g. a final 
shot on target. Moreover, the effectiveness of one specific play style can be determined. In order to do that, the outcome 
of each counter attack has to be analysed referred to the total amount of counter attacks conducted by one team during 
the game, for example. 
 
Furthermore, buffering is assumed to be applicable for many issues, e.g. when analysing spheres of action. Through 
interpolations of point data clouds, representing the players, polygons of the two opposing teams can be created. In 
further consequence, these polygons are appropriate for intersection analyses, whereby spatial dominance of the 
opponent within defending lines is detectable, for instance. Additionally, requests of information as well as measuring 
tools can be applied as supplementary implements. Regarding football game analyses, GIS technology seems to provide 
numerous convenient analysing tools. 
 
However, analysing something is only one side of the coin. The most convincing analysis results are worthless if they 
are not visualised appropriately. Geographic information lends itself to being mapped and visualised. If it is done 
correctly it can lead to further visual analysis and a greater understanding of the results. Therefore, aspects of 
geovisualisation are to be given highest importance. As football is a spatial phenomenon it is obvious to visualise its 
analysis outcomes in the form of a map. This approach takes the footballs’ spatio-temporal nature into account. The 
main objective is to provide adequate graphics, which allows the user to elicit information efficiently. Finally, an e-
survey is envisaged again to evaluate the maps legibility. This can be seen as an iterative process because often the 
illustrations raise further questions and encourage further conversation. As respondents we intend to assemble the same 
groups as for the first questionnaire in order to validate if the produced maps are adequate or not. 
 
Summarizing the results of each research domain is necessary to determine the benefits of GIS-based game analysis 
compared to conventional game analysis in football. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
The relevance of space and time in sports is increasingly acknowledged by the public as well as coaches and team 
managers. Without continual improvement of their performance, professional football teams would be uncompetitive 
soon. Therefore, the teams make considerable efforts in game analyses which necessitate the capturing of high quality 
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data. Nowadays several companies provide these data. Regarding the data itself, it is of particular interest that the 
records can be considered as geo data sets, because all of them provide location information. Furthermore, a defined 
timestamp is also comprised. Owing to this fact, this special kind of data is applicable for analyses using Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS). The dynamic of field actions of players are driven by an equally dynamic team of coaches 
and analysts from opposing team, each try and out play the other using game plans and team systems. Teams are 
continually refining their game plans and systems in order to gain a competitive edge over their opposition and to not 
become predictable in their match play. 
 
In this paper, we first described the game of football from a geographical point of view. It can be thought as a restricted 
spatio-temporal framework including several objects such as the ball, the referees’ team as well as the players of two 
competing teams and additionally the football field and the game time. Based on these elements the data are gathered. 
Concerning the football specific geo data, two different types have to be distinguished. These are: tracking data and 
event data. If analysing these data using a GIS is intended, first of all a football field has to be modelled. Hence, we also 
described our modelling process. Afterwards, we showed that it is possible to prepare football specific geo data in a 
GIS-appropriate manner. Moreover, we managed to implement these data in our analysis environment. The records 
were kindly provided by Opta [16], Mastercoach [18] and Impire [20]. 
 
Following this, we introduced our current research project, which is mainly based on Mr Kotzbeks’ doctoral thesis. At 
the time of writing this paper his work is at the very beginning. Therefore no results can be provided yet. Instead of this, 
the main issues of the project were presented to share our ideas with the intention to foster further research. At this 
point, it has to be noted that the planned GIS based analyses discussed above, only cover some specific parts of the 
football game. To think that one doctoral thesis could cover and explain all aspects of the football game in detail would 
definitely be overconfident. In fact, this work can only be considered a very first step into a new application area of 
GI-Science. Therefore it is of great importance to highlight the possibilities of GIS-based game analysis as well as its 
advantages over traditional and conventional methods respectively. Furthermore, this research project is related to 
single games. In a broader sense, long-term analyses of certain teams for the duration of a whole season as well as 
beyond that is also be of great interest. Cartographers and GI-Scientists are now at the entrance to this new field of 
application. The door is wide open for specialist researches of all kinds. We are very confident of the inherent high 
potential of this new application area, which is going to be revealed when football specific geo data are being analysed 
using GIS technology. This could pave the way to a better understanding of football, which is of great interest in the 
case of football game analyses. 
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Abstract 
Popularity of mountain bybicycle tourism increases, and consequently first bicycling tourist maps with depicted routes 
appears. However, all of them are similar in that the route is emphasis above common geographical basis, frequently 
taken by another tourist map or combined with a topographic map. The article proposes cartographic methods, such as 
generalization, distortion, classification and thematic symbols needed to create a bicycling road map with adequate 
quality. Moreover, the users will be able to follow the route by the easiest way for him , guiding them where to change 
direction and other useful information for each road segment such as the direction of slope, difficulty of the road , type 
of pavement, recreation areas , drink water, beautiful scenery or historical geography information about crossing 
places. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Historically, the major differences in navigational maps came from their purpose - for marine, aviation or automobile. 
One of the most used applications http://www.maps.google.com, http://www.viamichelin.com or 
http://www.bing.com/maps/ are for automation generating route maps from place A to place B. In this article We will 
not considered classic navigation maps used in professional navigation (marine navigation, aviation navigation) with 
clear and well-researched content and symbology nor those Internet applications. 

Cycling is becoming more popular in Bulgaria. There are already several cartographic editions for bibicycle routes [1], 
as well as specialized WEB pages [2]. The general characteristics between these maps are: objective is the spatial 
orientation of the user required to follow the route; mapping a route with additional thematic content related to 
navigation and use common geographical data. 

Here there are some disadvantages. In general, the maps are a copy from topographic map or touristic map with 
highlighted line above route. There is large imbalance reproduced whole route on small scale and need to display 
important thematic information (places of changing direction or important geographical objects) in large scale. The 
main disadvantage is that the user can not distinguish the important, essential information from less important. In these 
maps are not applied techniques for generalization and specific symbology used in most simple handmade sketch for 
route . 

Figure 1 shows the standard map of the bicycle route. The lack of difference between necessary and unnecessary 
information on the map makes it almost impossible to follow the way from the cyclist. Many details are not visible, but 
the road itself hardly differs from the other elements of the map. Usually, the need of change scale to read additional 
elements, describing way is only possible in digital maps, but not in paper maps. The main problem is that the image is 
a constant scale factor. For many road segments, their length can vary from a few tens of meters to tens of kilometers. 
When using a constant scale factor for these roads, the shortest way reduce to a point or disappears at all. Although the 
map scale is a key element of the map, in case of  needs of navigation is much more important to see well all road 
segments and intersections, then keeping the scale factor.  
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Figure 1. On left: WEB map of the cycle route.   Source: [2]. On right: Sketch map of the same route. 

Another problem of this map is a lot of information that has no connection to navigation task. The information, such as 
labels and symbols that are far enough away from the route, often hide important information to follow route, especially 
while riding a bicycle. If we distort the length of short segments and eliminate non-essential information that we will 
enable to include major intersections and landmark topographic features on the map. The same bicycle road, drawn by 
hand, as graphics instruction is shown in Figure 1 on right and it clearly shows every turn along the entire route while 
saving its overall shape. Instead of using a constant scale in throughout the sketch, here it keeps only the relationship 
between the length of each line sections, each road sections is scaled by a different factor and longer paths are shown as 
longer than shorter. In the sketch also missed most of geographic information that is not directly related to route along 
its entire length. This approach reduces total overage and provides very good image clarity. As shown in Figure 1 on 
right, only the length of the road section and name of place are depicted through the route because this is the best 
support navigation with minimal impact on the overall readability of map. The angles formed by all lines are depicted 
correctly and shape of road is generalized. The roads are depicted as straight lines. This distortion makes the map 
simpler and this helps to highlight key information such as places in changes direction. 

In [3] proposed an automated system to generate such maps from geographic information systems with road/street 
networks. As a result, Microsoft Bing application draw maps when entering address shown in Figure 2. This is one of 
the best examples of automated, computer- generated map, with good simplification techniques that we can be taken as 
a starting point for the design bicycle map. Figure 2 clearly shows that they left only the main streets and avenues, with 
little labels, while preserving the overall structure of image and spatial relationships between linear objects. 

 

Figure 2. Computer-generated map of point to point destination [3]. Source: www.bing.maps 
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2.  THE PLACE OF BYCYCLING MAP IN THE MIDST OF THE MANY NAVIGATION MAP  
 

For development of content and symbology of bycycling tourist map we have to determine its classify. The type of 
navigation maps depends on three main components: (1) device of transport, (2) geographical environment and (3) 
motivation, reason that navigator using map. 

( 1 ) The device of transport is directly related to speed of movement, and ability of user to take information necessary 
to follow the route. When we use a car the speed is high, goal is movement from point A to point B follow a route that 
is most often composed as a function of GIS criteria for the fastest and/or shortest route . In walking route maps speed is 
much lower, the purpose in most cases is tourism. We are ability to display additional content and there is enough time 
for its adoption. The bicycling is even more specific. The speed is neither high nor low. We have opportunity to enjoy 
beautiful scenery (if we have strong helmet on head) as pedestrian and in the same time to run at 20 km/h. The nature of 
the bicycle is required to display additional information such as pavement and slope of road section, which is almost 
irrelevant for pedestrians and drivers. For bicyclist the slope and type of pavement are important to act of movement 
and psychological attitude of bicyclist and very important - as a guide, whether he follows the correct route. 

( 2 ) The environment as a collection of topographical features and size, length of route would also have a big impact on 
content and sign system in a navigation map. Topographic elements in one locality differ markedly from those in the 
mountains or coach landscape. If a village cognitive idea consists mainly as streets, railway, canals, tram rails at all 
linear objects that people move; area objects - neighborhoods surrounding historic or important for local people; areas 
that differ from one another and points - meeting places, squares, bus stops, intersections, memorable, distinctive places 
and topographic landmarks that serve as major public landmarks, sculptures and landmark buildings [4]. This mountain 
elements of relief, hydrography and vegetation cover are important in market oriented in a route. Completely different 
could be in route maps in public buildings - stairs, lift boxes, lobbies, level floors, ground floor, ceiling and fire 
hydrants, cafes, etc. 

( 3 ) The purpose of map could also affect both the content and sign system. For example, when the same components - 
walking and urban environment, the motivation ( sightseeing or simply move from one address to another) can strongly 
alter elements of additional content as landmarks, even the route. During development of tourist route paramount 
importance are special places where we have to pass, the route becomes acquaintance rather than optimal. Emblematic 
landmarks and their depict are changed. 

The following table 1 submitted a proposal for classification of navigation map on above stated components and shows 
the location of the bicycle tourist card. 

Purpose Device of transport 
Environment walking bicycle car 
urban • tourist 

• route 
• route  
• sports 

• route 

mountain • tourist 
• sports 

• tourist 
• sports 

• route 

interurban • no • tourist 
• sports 

• route 

building/park • tourist 
• emergency 

• no • no 

 

Table 1.Classification of navigation map. 

3. CONTENT OF TOURISTIC BICYCLING MAPS 
 

We mentioned in the previous chapter, this map is not classic map with defined map projection and scale, geographic 
and thematic content. Here, the idea is that for the purposes of navigation needs, one specific set of map content 
elements can be determined in following groups: route, places to change direction, additional located landmarks and 
labels. Therefore, we proposed map content table which distinguish from other studied maps in Bulgaria [5]. 
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Elements of the content Classification Properties 
Route pavement  Asphalt, forest, trail 

slope uphill - downhill 
slope difficulty Easy (8%) Average (15%) Hard 

(20%) 
Point of turn no  

Lanmarks Start/end  

Crossing line  pavement  
river 

Asphalt, forest, trail 

Point landmarks Hut shelter, fountain, chapel, church, monastery, 
fortress, ancient, necropolis, hotel dolmen, information 
center, shop, inn, panoramic location fortress 

 

Area land marks 
 

Quarters in urban  
or settlement formations, water bodies, vegetation cover 

coniferous forest, forest, vine 
fields, meadow, orchard, others 

Overview route information Duration, presence and type of marking ,total length % 
share of the type of pavement, total uphill - downhill, 
level of difficulty 

 

Labels Length of the road segment, name of the village, name 
of crossed paths and directions to village, name of river 

 

 

Table 2. Content of touristic bicycling maps. 

4. SYMBOLIC SYSTEM 
 

Cartographic literature rarely treats the structure of the map symbols. When this happens, the map symbol is seen as 
whole, without specifying its components [6]. This is due to huge variety of cartographic signs. Especially with 
development of computer technology, there are huge number of new types of cartographic issues such as interactive, 
animated, three-dimensional and etc. signs and maps. Vasilev [7] offers a model for the construction of cartographic 
signs. In this model the most important is distinction of "graphic sign" depicted in legend and "cartographic sign" 
function in map field. As cartographic sign we understand visually perceived graphic symbol (or group of graphic 
signs), which due its specific location in the field map has the ability represents as object from reality. 

For graphic sign we mean a complete graphical image consisting graphical primitives (lines, points, hatches, literals, 
etc.), which indicates generalized, abstract concepts (forest, road, spring). The graphic sign is usually described in 
legend and it is integral part of the sign system of map, but it does not depict specific geographical object. This is the 
first major difference between proposed Vasilev theory the existing practice where each sign explained in legend to be 
considered as cartographic sign. Cartographic sign depicts a particular object from reality, thanks to its location in field 
on map. The rest part of meaning cartographic sign takes place in the functioning on the map. This is important in 
solving cartography task to display the route so that we can follow the route. Here, this linear sign should carry 
information for quality properties as kind of surface, type of slope (uphill - downhill), degree of difficulty. The 
proposed lightening cross roads input additional fifth sense as fifth graphical sign. Thus, individual graphical signs 
shown in Figure 3 are combined in one cartographic sign with more value. 

 

Figure 3. Combination of 5 different graphic sign in one overall cartographic sign 

In [8] they link structure of cartographic sign with its meaning. They consider cartographic sign as composed of four 
levels: graphics primitive, graphic symbol, cartographic symbol and meta - symbol, where each from four levels can be 
carrier as part of the meaning sign. Meaning is 'inherited' by each of components from higher level. Graphic symbol 
'inherited' meaning from primitives, cartographic symbol from graphic and meta- symbol from the cartographic sign. 
Most preferably, if meanings of the various levels complement each other . If this is not the case, "inheritence" may be 

1 route line 2 
pavement 

3 slope 4 
difficulty 

5 crossroad route 
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displaced from meaning of corresponding component. This means that the significance of elements from higher level 
has higher priority than that of constituent elements of lower levels. All of this can be seen in Figure 4 . 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Dependence between structure of sign and its meaning. 

5. GENERALISATION AND ARRANGEMENT OF BICYCLE ROUTE 
 

Printed versions of cycle maps [1] have a mathematical definition (scale, map projection) and any road is geometrically 
correct and represented as detailed linear curve but the users don’t need to know the exact shape of path to follow it. It 
is much better to make simplification of path shape, by reducing number of segments while keep overall of route shape. 
Linear generalization contributing to cleaner-looking map that image of route is cleared from all unnecessary curves 
and bends. 

Assume that we have GPS tracks or vectorized routes from tographical large-scale maps. For generalization of linear 
objects is best to apply generalization tools that have all CAD/GIS, by removing all nodes of line that fall below a 
certain parameter. Figure 5 shows same route before and after generalization. Small curves are unnecessary for us  to 
follow road. In fact for this route all paths are generalized to straight lines. 
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map     scheme map 

 

Figure 5. Before and after line generalization and distortion of route shape. 

After the generalization of route the next main step is to define the length and orientation of each road section, so that 
all roads are visible and whole map image fits into determined size, defined by cartographic model. At same time the 
longer roads have to be displayed as longer than shorter paths. 

The approach used in [3], [9] is definition of series restrictive conditions that will provide necessary properties to 
cartography image - visibility of all linear segments and topological correctness. Used search algorithm called 
"simulated annealing" to find an arrangement that best meets these properties. Figure 5 shows route before and after 
distortions and arrangement. We should be noted that after distortion of route segments we cannot use term “map”. 
Mathematical definitions just miss and "map" should be replaced with “map scheme”. 

6. RESULTS 
 

From analysis of existing bicycle printed and WEB maps we would see same flaws that can be solved with application 
of cognitive image of people about environment and building route image [9]. After finding the location of bicycle map 
among the many types of maps, we can offer content and map symbology to satisfy the user's needs - fast, easy and 
accurate perception of route image and its follow. The cartographic semiotics allows us to build structure of the linear 
route sign, so we to put more importance to increase the information load by inserting additional content such as slope, 
surface type and difficulty. Using modern developments in computer design we can be applied generalization as 
simplify and distortion tools to improve image of the route. As a result we offer map scheme of bicycle route shown in 
figure 6 with all necessary qualities and properties to serve the users.  
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Figure 6. Map- scheme for bicycling tourism as result 
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Abstract 
Cartography and public health seem to be so different fields that there is not possible connection between them. 
Presented paper, however, shows that area where health specialists and cartographers can connect and cooperate is 
very wide. Using maps for health situation description and analysis is not a new idea. The oldest known medical map is 
probably the map of plaque in Bari from 1694. Since that lots of maps and atlases with health topic have been 
published. Health specialists can use cartography and GIS for analysis and modelling of health statistics in space as 
well as in time. Map is useful also for publishing and visualization of health statistics, propagation of prevention, and 
for localization of new medical services. 

Spatial epidemiology is studying the geographical variation in disease risk, incidence, or prevalence. One new 
important and growing problem of health care in oncology is multiple malignant neoplasms. We present three examples 
of spatial and spatio-temporal analysis and cartographic visualization of statistics from the Czech National Cancer 
Registry. It was established in 1976 and followed the cancer registration since the late 1950s. From this database 
between 1976 and 2010 a total of 185,373 primary neoplasms were recorded 96,760 (52.2%) cases in males and 88,613 
(47.8%) in females, associated with 258,030 subsequent neoplasms, of which there were 141,356 (54.8%) cases in 
males and 116,674 (45.2%) in females. The results suggest and show that maps of multiple neoplasms could support the 
prevention of cancers of advanced clinical stages by their guidelines and standards for follow-up care.  

  
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cartography and public health seem to be so different fields that there is not possible connection between 
them. Presented paper, however, shows that area where health specialists and cartographers can connect and cooperate 
together is very wide. The first half of paper (sections 2 and 3) describes general possibilities how cartography can be 
useful for public health sector and why it is important to work in interdisciplinary team. The second half of paper 
presents three examples of spatial and spatio-temporal analysis and visualization of statistics from Czech National 
Cancer Registry. One is focused on oncological prevalence; two others are focused to multiple malignant neoplasms. 



We recommend that maps of multiple neoplasms were included in annual statistic reports as the improvement for 
follow-up care especially in patients with subsequent cancers at the advanced clinical stages.

2. HISTORY OF HEALTH CARTOGRAPHY
 
Using maps for health situation description a
Arietta’s map of plaque in Bari from 1694 on Fig. 1 (Koch 2005, 19). Map was created also during epidemic of yellow 
fever in New York harbour in 1790’s (Koch 2005, 29). The most famous
epidemic of cholera in 1854 in London published by John Snow in 1885 (Koch 2005).

Figure 1. The oldest map with health topic. 

Since that lots of medical topic and health status maps and atlases were published in the world as well as in the Czech 
Republic. The most of national atlases published during 20
map on Fig. 2 is from the Atlas of Republic of Czechoslovakia (Pantoflicek et al. (eds) 1935). 

Figure 2. Map of deaths caused by cancer in districts of Czechoslovakia 
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ltiple neoplasms were included in annual statistic reports as the improvement for 
up care especially in patients with subsequent cancers at the advanced clinical stages. 

2. HISTORY OF HEALTH CARTOGRAPHY 

Using maps for health situation description and analysis is not a new idea. The oldest known medical map is probably 
map of plaque in Bari from 1694 on Fig. 1 (Koch 2005, 19). Map was created also during epidemic of yellow 

fever in New York harbour in 1790’s (Koch 2005, 29). The most famous health data spatial analysis is the map of the 
epidemic of cholera in 1854 in London published by John Snow in 1885 (Koch 2005). 

Figure 1. The oldest map with health topic. Arietta’s map of plaque in Bari from 1694. Source: Koch (2005, p. 19).

t lots of medical topic and health status maps and atlases were published in the world as well as in the Czech 
Republic. The most of national atlases published during 20th century contains also some maps with health topic. The 

as of Republic of Czechoslovakia (Pantoflicek et al. (eds) 1935). 

Figure 2. Map of deaths caused by cancer in districts of Czechoslovakia the Atlas of Republic of Czechoslovakia from 
1935 (Pantoflicek et al. (eds), 1935). 
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During last twenty years maps are created mostly by computers and cartographic software. The possibility to publish 
maps and atlases on Internet or CD minimize expenditures for print and allows offering atlas for free. One example of 
this approach is the Czech cancer atlas written by Konecny et al. (2008). It is described in section 5.1 and Fig. 4. 

3. USEFULNESS OF MAPS, GIS AND CARTOGRAPHY FOR HEALTH SERVICES 
 
To show what GIS and cartography can offer to health system, authors describe some important trends in health status 
of population. A good example can be a cancer. This situation has some differences in all countries but general situation 
is similar in many of them: 

a) number of newly diagnosed cases (=incidence) is increasing from year to year, 

b) the higher incidence of selected cancer sites  are shifting to younger age categories,  

c) number of patients surviving with cancer diagnosis (=prevalence) and using expensive oncological health care is 
increasing year to year,  

d) health expenditures for cancer patients treatment are higher year to year, 

e) A separate issue is represented by multiple malignant neoplasms. It means that among patients treated for some 
primary cancer are diagnosed other subsequent topographically and histologically different neoplasms. Their higher 
numbers at the advanced clinical stages need improving of follow-up care in cancer patients (Geryk et al. 2010, p. 182). 

“A higher number of cases requires the greater expenditure on health care. State budgets, however, are not increasing 
sufficiently to match the increasing number of cases of cancer, diabetes and other diseases...  ...there is only one 
possible solution: we have to put a much greater emphasis on prevention, which means, largely, helping people to 
change their lifestyles. Early diagnosis of cancer increases the probability that therapy would be efficient and economic. 
The general public must be informed about this issue and the possibilities open to them.” (Stampach and Geryk 2012, p. 
78). 

3.1 Using of cartography for analysis, modelling and publishing of health statistics 
 
In described situation some necessarily steps should be done for preservation of health care (Stampach and Geryk 2011, 
p. 384): 

• analysis of health situation in population, publishing of results, informing of general public about existing 
problems and possibilities, propagation of prevention and healthy life style, 

• prediction and modelling of increasing pressure on health system, estimation of medical capacities for cancer 
cure required in future in regions,  

• international health statistics analysis, comparison of different health systems and searching their strong and 
weak points and sustainability.  

 
Health statistics and their analysis are required for all of these steps and cartography and geography are useful tools for 
health data analysis. Maps can be ideal for publishing results of statistical analysis and for informing of public and 
propagation of prevention. “A map is a picture; therefore, it can be easily used in various media, such as newspapers, 
the Internet or TV. A map is also usually more interesting and visually pleasing to a user than a table with numbers.” 
(Stampach and Geryk 2012, p. 78). Cartography, maps and GIS can be used for the monitoring, prediction and 
analysis of a situation in space as well as in time. Using of both time and space are necessary to create model of health 
system situation in future. Usefulness of map for international statistics comparison is obvious. When you need to 
show and compare statistics from many various countries at once, there is no better medium than the map. 
 
3.2 Using of cartography and GIS for spatial analysis  
 
Using of maps for statistical data publishing was described above. But GIS is not only about producing maps, but also 
(or maybe primarily) for making spatial analysis. Schuurman et al. (2008) describes development of web cartographical 
tool for planning of new medical facilities localization. Searching correlation between various diseases or between 
disease and risk factor is also often realized. Mandal et al. (2009) describes hypothesis about correlation between breast 
cancer and testis cancer in the USA. Spatio-temporal analysis in GIS was used for searching of reasons of increased 
breast cancer rate in Cape Cod in Massachusetts (Vieira et al. 2008). GIS and spatial analysis play important roles in the 
management of a crisis such as a pandemic situation. They allow, for example, the modelling of the likely spread of a 
disease.  
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3.3 Possible limitations of using maps, GIS and cartography  
 
However, it is important to mention that even the most comprehensive statistical analysis does not have to find the real 
reason. Bell et al. (2006, 4) writes that higher rate of lung cancer and higher rate of smokers in the same area are not the 
evidence about correlation of both phenomenon. To be sure we would need to know that cancer victims were smokers. 
 
Very interesting case of false reason discovering by spatial analysis is described by Pickle (2002, p. 4). A higher lung 
cancer rate of men was announced in 1950-1969 in cities on the Atlantic shore in USA. Correlation analysis showed 
possibility of relation with traffic exhalations, with refineries and other chemical industry. Personal interviews, 
however, discovered other probable reason (except smoking). Many respondents were employed in shipbuilding yard 
during Second World War and they were exposed to asbestos. It was impossible to find this risk factor from statistics 
because no statistical investigations of industry employers were done during war.  
 
Even well-done analysis that discovers right reasons and relations do not have to cause any improvement. Schuurman et 
al. (2008, p. 16) complains: “...many health allocation decisions are made based on a large number of internal and 
political pressures that are unrelated to evidence with respect to resource allocation... ...there is evidence that models are 
sometimes used only to buttress decisions – once they are already made.” 
 
3.4 Necessity of interdisciplinary work in health cartography 
 
GIS software is easily available nowadays to general public or non-cartographic specialists, especially various open 
source GIS or interactive cartographic web tools. In this situation everyone can use it for making maps. It is a surely 
good for cartography knowledge spreading but a bit dangerous in some situations. Health data analysis is one of them.   
 
Medical maps as well as other maps should accept cartographic legibility rules, regardless of whether a map is printed 
on paper or published on the web. They are not only used by professional cartographers. They are used by medical 
specialists and also by general public. Too complex or confusing map can cause users, especially non-cartographers, to 
misinterpret its data. Health maps and statistics are used for important decisions, e.g. epidemic predictions, and serve 
for prevention planning. A bad interpretation can therefore have far-reaching consequences (Stampach et al. 2010, p. 
433). Similar disappointing situation is when statistical analysis and results interpretation are done without cooperation 
with epidemiologist or other health specialist. Their know-how is important for assuring that right data were used and 
that pattern of phenomenon in map allows making any conclusions.  
 
We can see from mentioned facts that using cartography and maps for health analysis must be done in interdisciplinary 
cooperation. Team should be consisted from cartographers that know how to make map true, readable and relevant, 
health specialists that know how to interpret results and also by statisticians that know how to do statistical analysis 
and which type of model is accurate for the selected data.  
 
4. MULTIPLE MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS  
 
The most of developed countries are facing an enormous public health and clinical challenges with aging populations 
(Sullivan et al. 2011). Cancer treatment and screening have advanced over the last decades; it means that cancer patients 
live longer experiencing more comorbidities including other subsequent neoplasms (Giannakouris 2010). Multiple 
malignant neoplasms are important and growing problem of health dispensary system. They mean that patient treated 
for some cancer diagnosis is diagnosed for other type of cancer diagnosis during the treatment of the first primary 
diagnosis. It is responsible for increasing amount of national health expenditures (Brown et al. 2002; Geryk et al. 
2013a).  
 
The numbers of multiple neoplasms may be pessimistic especially for those cancer survivors with unfavourable 
prognosis of two or more neoplasm diagnoses. In this context, quantification of multiple cancers is paramount in order 
to detect their present and future burden and to predict the impact of the effective screening, follow-up and prevention.  
 
The five-year relative survival rate in USA increased from 50% in 1975-1977 to 66% in 1996-2004 and the National 
Cancer Institute estimates that there are more than 11 million US cancer survivors as of January 2005, i.e. more than 
three times more than value in 1970. Nearly 880,300 of them, i.e. 8% have been diagnosed with more than one cancer 
(Mariotto 2008). It is clear that these patients worry about their cancer recurrence and also about developing a new 
neoplasm. The risk of cancer increases with age, it is estimated that 1% of population with age of 30 will develop 
cancer during the next ten years, while 18% of population with age of 70. Although cancer survivors compared with the 
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total population have only 14% increased lifetime risk of subsequent neoplasms, this risk by primary cancer site is very 
high and it varies by age, histology, clinical stage, genetic and other factors (Ries et al. 2008).  
 
As the survivor population grows, it is increasingly important to address the unique needs of cancer survivors for 
medical surveillance, continuity of care, and information about how their cancer and its treatment may affect their 
future health. In addition to concerns about cancer recurrence, survivors also worry about their risk of developing a new 
cancer. After previous experiences (Dite and Geryk 2010) the aim of the paper is to present geographical distribution of 
a long-term data of subsequent neoplasms among cancer survivors. We recommend that these maps of multiple 
neoplasms were included in annual statistic reports as the improvement for follow-up care especially in patients with 
subsequent cancers at the advanced clinical stages. 
 
Two examples of spatial analysis of multiple malignant neoplasms are shown in sections 5.2 a 5.3. The data of multiple 
malignant neoplasms were provided by the Czech National Cancer Registry. The Czech National Cancer Registry was 
established in 1976 and followed the cancer registration since the late 1950s. Analysed data were collected between 
May 1976 and December 2010. The unambiguous personal identification numbers were associated with multiple 
neoplasms, patient´s gender and age, place of living at the time of primary cancer diagnosis according to regions 
division in 2005; the first cancer (year of diagnosis, age and time for diagnosis assessment, clinical stage, topography, 
histology codes, time of surviving, age of death); the second and other following cancers (by the same criteria).  
 
The input data, chronological order of diagnoses, their selected attributes and codes were analysed by notification of the 
Institute of Health Information and Statistics of the Czech Republic up to October 2012. The primary and subsequent 
neoplasms were related to the average interval between the primary and subsequent cancers, their diagnoses, early and 
advanced clinical stages, geographical distribution in 14 Czech regions and the number of survived and deceased cases 
up to October.  
 
A total of 185,373 survivors with primary neoplasms (52.2% in males, 47.8% in females) were identified from the 
registry in 1976-2010. During follow-up, a total of 258,030 subsequent neoplasms (54.8% in males, 45.2% in females) 
were notified (Tab. 1). Their trend confirmed decreasing of primary neoplasms and increasing of subsequent ones (Fig. 
3). The analysis was provided in anonymous fashion with respect to patient identities according to the Czech Law No. 
101/2000 Sb. This dataset overlaps with our previous reports (Geryk et al. 2014, Horvath et al. 2013). 

 
Table 1. Distribution of multiple malignant neoplasms 1976-2010 in the Czech Republic. 

 Males % Females % Total 
Primary MMNs 96 760 52.2 88 613 47.8 185 376 
Subsequent MMNs 141 356 54.8 116 674 45.2 258 030 
Total 238 116 53.7 205 287 46.3 443 403 
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Figure 3. Trends of 443 403 cases of multiple neoplasms in the Czech Republic 1976-2010 by database of the Czech 

National Cancer Registry up to October 2012. 

5. EXAMPLES OF SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF HEALTH DATA 
 
Spatial epidemiology is the study of the geographical variation in disease risk, incidence, or prevalence (Ostfeld, Glass, 
Keesing 2005). As a growing field of research, spatial epidemiology provides new insights into multiple cancers as it 
pertains also to the management of permanent medical surveillance in cancer patients (Konecny and Reinhardt 2010) 
and prevention in the health population by modern visualization (Stampach et al. 2010). 
 
The following part is dedicated to the real examples of spatial and spatio-temporal analysis of statistics from the Czech 
National Cancer Registry. New diagnoses of malignant neoplasms have been announced to Czech National Cancer 
Registry since 1976. Section 5.1 visualizes statistics about prevalence (number of patients living with any malignant 
neoplasms, not only multiple) and sections 5.2 and 5.3 use data about multiple malignant neoplasms. Section 5.2 
describes analysis of data for diagnoses announced between 1976 and 2005; section 5.3 uses data for diagnoses 
announced between 1976 and 2010. 
 
5.1 Spatio-temporal analysis of future situation of oncological diagnoses in the Czech Republic 
 
The numbers of men and women living with diagnosis of malignant neoplasm (=prevalence) were analysed in regions 
of the Czech Republic. This value is in correlation with health system expenditures for cure of cancer, so it is a 
valuable indicator of health system sustainability. Age categories for all age (0-85+) and for age of economic activity 
(35-64) were analysed separately. We used also regressive analysis for modelling of trend and to predict the numbers of 
patients living with cancer to year 2015 (Konecny et al. 2008, p. 6). 
 
The available data were based on the Czech National Cancer Registry, established in 1976 and followed the cancer 
registration since the late 1950s. In 1959-2010, the total incidence of cancer sites (ICD-10: C00-D48) reached 96,760 
cases in males and 88,613 in females (IHIS 2013). In 1989-2005, the prevalence increased in males from 70,892 to 
189,345 cases (i.e. from 1,408 to 3,785 per 100,000 males), in females from 103,419 to 272,200 cases (i.e. from 1,941 
to 5,292 per 100,000 females) with the expected prevalence nearly 752,000 cases in 2015 (Konecny et al. 2008). 
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Figure 4. A page from atlas Cancer prevalence in the Czech Republic 1989-2005-2015 of Konecny et al. (2008, p. 11). 

Choropleth map combined with bar charts was used as a cartographic method. Background colour of choropleth map 
symbolizes relative number of patients living with neoplasm normalized to 100 000 of men or women living in the 
region in 2005. Bar charts show comparison of absolute numbers in 1989 and 2005. The increasing trend in most 
regions and most diagnosis can be seen well from these two values, but to show the trend even better, the bigger chart 
for all years is visualized next to the map. An example of map for neoplasms of all cancer sites is in Fig. 4.  
 
The results of analysis were published by the Faculty of Science of the Masaryk University and the Society for support 
of health and oncological prevention in atlas of Cancer prevalence in the Czech Republic 1989-2005-2015 (Konecny 
et al. 2008) for the support of health and cancer prevention. A complete version of this atlas was published only on CD, 
printed version was shortened. It allowed distributing it for free.  
 
5.2 Spatial analysis of stages of newly diagnosed multiple malignant neoplasms in the Czech Republic 
 
The analysed data of multiple malignant neoplasms were based on the number of cancers reported to the Czech 
National Cancer Registry between May 1976 and December 2005 and were verified and made anonymous up to 
October 17, 2007. The primary and subsequent cancers were prepared in contingency tables and analysed by age, time 
and space distribution and clinical stages of early (ST I, II), advanced (ST III, IV), and unknown cases (Geryk et al. 
2013b).  
 
Over 29 years, nearly one in five cancers registered in the Czech population was associated with additional cancer. 
22,607 from total of 165,050 subsequent neoplasms (13.7%) were diagnosed at the advanced stage. This multifaceted 
problem needs detailed multidisciplinary analysis of follow-up with an active output. 
 
The geographical distribution of multiple malignant neoplasms by stages during 1976–2005 was presented by 
combination of maps and tables. Map on Fig. 5 shows the values from the first column of Tab. 2. The map uses color of 
choropleth map to show the region with the highest numbers. The sixth column of Tab. 2 confirms that the numbers of 
subsequent neoplasms diagnosed in advanced stage highest number are in Jihomoravsky and Moravskoslezsky regions. 
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The last column of Tab. 2, however, shows that the highest percentage of subsequent diagnosis discovered too late – in 
advanced stage – are in Ustecky and Liberecky regions. Some changes in dispensary care in these four regions could be 
recommended to allow earlier diagnosing of subsequent cancer. The results suggest that information about multiple 
neoplasms and their clinical stages is necessary as a part of annual statistical cancer report. The most of subsequent 
advanced stages can be prevented by the therapeutic guidelines. 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Advanced clinical stages of subsequent neoplasms after early clinical stages of primary neoplasms in regions 

of the Czech Republic in 4,488 males and 4,549 females in 1976–2005 (Geryk et al. 2013b). 
 

Table 2. New cancers and multiple malignant cases based on the Czech National Cancer Registry 1976–2005 (up to 
October 17, 2007, data in 1976 from May). Source: Geryk et al. (2013b). 

Region ADV-EAR ADV-ADV ADV-UNKN Total % from total ADV 
subseq. in CR 

% from subseq. 
in region 

Praha 922 290 825 1710 9.5 8.8 
Stredocesky 781 295 851 1531 8.5 11.6 
Jihocesky 679 213 641 1230 6.8 10.6 
Plzensky 818 357 931 1739 9.7 13.6 
Karlovarsky 299 118 358 613 3.4 13.6 
Ustecky 793 261 845 1488 8.3 15.4 
Liberecky 375 112 318 673 3.7 14.7 
Kralovehradecky 284 106 489 622 3.5 8.5 
Pardubicky 321 99 419 637 3.5 8.7 
Vysocina 391 180 581 880 4.9 11.3 
Jihomoravsky 1116 425 1235 2278 12.7 11.8 
Olomoucky 675 186 808 1270 7.1 8.0 
Zlinsky 568 208 647 1113 6.2 12.4 
Moravskoslezsky 1015 410 1362 2173 12.1 9.6 
 
ADV-EAR: advanced stages of subsequent cancers following early stages of primary cancers 
ADV-ADV: advanced stages of subsequent cancers following advanced stages of primary cancers 
ADV-UNKN: advanced stages of subsequent cancers following unknown stages of primary cancers 
% from total ADV subseq. in CR: percent of total advanced stages in subsequent cancers in the Czech Republic 
% from subseq. in region: percent of subsequent cancers in the relevant region 
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5.3 Spatio-temporal trend of multiple malignant neoplasms in the Czech Republic 
 
The last example of using map for analysis of health data is searching the spatio-temporal trend of multiple malignant 
neoplasms announced between 1976 and 2010 in the regions of the Czech Republic. The Czech National Cancer 
Registry recorded a total of 185,373 primary neoplasms (96,760 or 52.2% cases in males and 88,613 or 47.8% in 
females), associated with 258,030 subsequent neoplasms, of which were 141,356 (54.8%) cases in males and 116,674 
(45.2%) in females.  
 

 

Figure 6. Map showing trend of multiple neoplasms of bronchus and lung in males. 

Maps for 26 diagnoses both for men and women were prepared. The map combines choropleth map with stacked bar 
charts to show both relative risk and trend in time (Fig. 6). A “signal lights” colour scheme of choropleth map (well-
known for the general public) symbolizes differences of absolute and relative values of cancer survivors by their 
clinical stages in regions. Numbers of diagnoses are normalized on 100 000 of average number men or women living in 
the region in the searched time period 1976-2010. “Average number of men or women” was determined as mean of 
values from census 1980, 1991, 2001 and 2010.  
 
On the other hand, stacked bar charts show trend in time – increasing numbers of diagnoses in first, middle and last 5-
years periods from whole searched periods 1976-2010. Exact values of bar charts are important, because they show 
increasing trend better then bars without numbers. That is why bar charts are labelled with their exact values.  
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
There are mirrored particular aspects of oncology from general perspective in the collaboration of cartographers and 
GIS specialists with health specialists. Useful multidisciplinary analyses searching population health status in different 
regions represent firm basis for prediction with taking necessary measures. These allow focusing preventive programs 
or health life style advertising campaign to some particular region or some particular diagnosis.  Regular publication of 
maps of cancer statistics in annual statistical reports would be first step giving rise broad spectrum discussion on 
improvement of follow-up management and health care in patients with subsequent cancers of all stages. 
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Abstract 
The scope of this work is to design categories of map elements and to implement the Catalogue of map subjects of the 
Third Military Survey by using database technologies. Individual categories of the map subjects were proposed. Later 
editions of list of map symbols were taken into consideration. The catalogue contains original map symbols for each 
map subject and their modifications during the time if any exist. The results can be summarized as the Catalogue of 
map subjects of the Third Military Survey as such, the data model of this Catalogue and its implementation in the 
spatial database. The Catalogue represents data source for consequent analyses and statistics within the scope of the 
Third Military Survey or in comparison to other analogous surveys. The database implementation of the Catalogue 
represents groundwork for searching of map subjects and identifying of the map content on the georeferenced map 
sections. 

INTRODUCTION 

The old topographical maps represent unique data sources of aspect of landscape in certain historical period. One 
important example of unique data source is map sections of the Third Military Survey. The aim of the Third Military 
Survey was to create new map sections with more accurate and richer content for military and civil use. Combination of 
map representations from several periods together with data model and analytical functions can provide more detailed 
information from the old maps and about the landscape and its development.  

CATALOGUE OF MAP SUBJECTS OF THE THIRD MILITARY SURVEY 

The Third Military Survey 

The Third Military Survey in the territories of the former Austrian-Hungarian Monarchy was in progress from the year 
1868 to year 1888 [1]. It started in the Tyrol. The territory of Bohemia was surveyed from1877 to 1879, Moravia from 
1876 to 1877 and Silesia in the year 1876. More detailed information about the timetable for mapping works, 
methodology of surveying and performance of surveyors or groups are described in [1]. 

The 1:25 000 scale that was called “single scale” was chosen for mapping (1 cm on the map corresponded to 250 m in 
the terrain). The so called “double scale” 1:12 500 was chosen for mapping of large cities surroundings, military objects 
and important territories (1 cm on the map corresponded to 125 m in the terrain). The further results of the Third 
Military Survey were the so called “special maps” in scale 1:75 000 and “general maps” in scale 1:200 000. 

These old topographical maps are considered as rich and important information sources for many experts, e.g. 
historians, geographers, environmentalists and urban planners from Austria, Hungary, Croatia, Slovakia, form the 
Czech Republic etc. 
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Contents of the Third Military Survey Maps 

The planimetry on the map sheets of the Third Military Survey was depicted using point, linear and areal symbols 
usually completed with numbers or description in form of abbreviations. According to the list of symbols [5], [6], [7], 
[8] and [9] it is evident, that it was achieved a great variety of subjects using descriptions and abbreviations as part of 
the map symbols. 

The planimetric content of the map was very rich and varied. It was distinguished many types of buildings and other 
structures, roads and railways, water bodies and water management structures, bridges, ferries and fords etc. It is 
evident that the distinction between different types of roads and railways as well the knowledge how to get over the 
water source was for the military very important. Information about roads and terrain passability was very important for 
planning and realization of military troop and gear movements.  

The wooden subjects (buildings and other constructions) were drawn in black. The stone, walled and iron subjects were 
drawn in red. This differentiation was used only for the scale 1:25 000. An example of map drawing (town and its 
surroundings with gardens, river, industrial building, castle and railway) is on the Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 – Example of map drawing- the town and its surroundings [6]. 

The altimetry on the mapping sheets of the Third Military Survey was depicted using spot heights, hachure according to 
modified (extended) Lehmann´s scale, contours and wash (painting) [3, 4]. The spot heights were drawn by 
trigonometrical stations (with differentiation of stabilization) or outside with absolute height or relative height. 
According to the original list of map symbols [5] were used two Lehmann´s scales for hatching: 

• Maximal Scala for depiction of basic forms of terrain relief  
• Minimal Scala for depiction of detail forms of terrain relief.  

The scope for both scales was the same, slope from 0°to 40°, with the last degree 45°and more. The both scales were 
used for depiction of forms of terrain relief parallel [3]. The examples of altimetry depiction using spot heights, hachure 
and contours is on the Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2 – Example of terrain representation using hachure, horizontal lines of 100 m, 20 m and 10 m and spot heights 
(with absolute height) [8]. 
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Figure 3 – Example of terrain representation in scale 1:75 000 (on the left) and 1:200 000 (on the right) [8]. 

The map lettering was written in Latin alphabet in black. The font size (which was given in millimetres for each type of 
subject) was proportional to importance of the subject. According to the original list of map symbols [5] were identified 
five types of typeface (see Figure 4): 

1. Rotunda script – roman (roemische Rotond Schrift – for lettering of water bodies, 
2. Rotunda script – italic (liegende roemische Schrift) – for lettering of settlements, fortresses, roads, 
3. Block letters (Block oder Balken Schrift) – lettering of parts of territories, certain areas and the administrative 

units, land use and land cover, 
4. Italic (Cursiv Schrift) – for lettering of settlements, fortresses and roads, 
5. Bastard (Batard Schrift) – for lettering of mountain ranges, mountains and hills. 

 
Figure 4 –Example of typeface - Rotunda script (first line), Block, Italic and Bastard (second line) [5]. 

The abbreviations were used by lettering of subjects or as a part of map symbols. Using abbreviations enabled to 
identify details of subjects. List of abbreviations (written in German, Hungarian, Czech, Polish and Ruthenian (South) 
Slavic, Italian, Romanian, French, Turkish and Albanian) was often a part of list of map symbols [6, 7, 9]. More 
information about using abbreviations can be found in [2]. 

The proposed categories of map subjects of the Third Military Survey 

The Catalogue of map subjects of the Third Military Survey maps in scale 1:25 000, 1:75 000 and 1:200 000 was 
created using five lists of symbols in raster form which are listed below. The first two sets of list of symbols from year 
1875 and 1894 took the form of sets of sheets in A3 format. The last three lists of symbols were issued in book binding. 

1. 1875 - Zeichnungsschlüssel zur Darstellung und Beschreibung der Terrain-Theile und Terrain-Gegenstände in 
militärischen Aufnahmen und zur Bezeichnung von Kriegsbauten und Truppen - now stored in map collection 
of Austrian State Archive – Military Archive in Vienna (Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, Kriegsarchiv, Karten- 
und Plansammlung).  

2. 1894 - Schlüssel zur Darstellung und Beschreibung militärischer Aufnahmen nebst Bezeichnung von 
Kriegsbauten und Truppen – now stored in The Central Archive of Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre in 
Prague.  

3. 1905 - Portativer Zeichenschlüssel für die Darstellung und Beschreibung der Terrainteile und -Gegenstände in 
militärischen Aufnahmen, in der Spezialkarte, in der Generalkarte 1:200 000 und  in der neuen Übersichtkarte.  

4. 1913 - Zeichenschlüssel für die Darstellung und Beschreibung der militärischen Aufnahme, Spezial-, General- 
und Übersichtkarte – now stored in the Map collection at Charles University in Prague.  

5. 1921 - Klíč značek k mapám 1:25 000, 1:75 000, 1:200 000 a 1:750 000 – now stored in Military central 
archive in Prague. 

 
Each subject was numbered and placed in the table (see Figure 5). The first column (Subject number) indicates the 
subject number that identifies the category and order of the item within the category. The translation into Czech and the 
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original name of subject in German are in the second column (Name of subject), which has two parts (Translation) and 
(Original). The third column (Version) indicates whether the subject is wooden (d), stone (k), walled (z) or iron (ž). In 
the next columns (Graphical representation…) are shown the graphical representations of the subjects in appropriate 
scale and dating (scale – 1:25 000, 1:75 000 or 1:200 000, dating – 1875, 1894, 1905, 1913 or 1921). 

 

Figure 5 – Part of the table from the Catalogue of subjects for the Third Military Survey – part for scale 1:25 000. 

The subject categories were designed taking into account the form and structure of subjects pictured on all the lists of 
symbols for scale 1:25 000, 1:75 000 and 1:200 000. The main categories were Planimetry, Altimetry and Map lettering 
which were further divided as shown below. 

1. Planimetry 
1.1 Residential buildings, other buildings and structures 

1.1.1 in settlements and outside 
1.1.2 in small scattered settlements, on the periphery of small settlements and outside 
1.1.3 outside of small settlements 

1.2 Roads 
1.2.1 Roads in settlements 
1.2.2 Roads in small scattered settlements and outside them 
1.2.3 Transport construction and important road parameters 

1.3 Land use and land cover 
1.3.1 Land cover 
1.3.2 Mineral resources and other mining structures 

1.4 Water bodies and water management structures 
1.4.1 Drinking water sources and water piping 
1.4.2 Dams and moats 
1.4.3 Water sources 
1.4.4 Water bodies 
1.4.5 Wetlands 
1.4.6 Structures and other objects at water sources 
1.4.7 Bridges, ferries and fords 
1.4.8 Structures and other objects on the seashore and ocean coast 

1.5 Boundary 
1.5.1 Boundary of administration units and border monuments 
1.5.2 Boundary of land use 

1.6 Additional details among the names of settlements 
2. Altimetry 

2.1 Vertical control (point field) 
2.2 Forms of terrain relief 

3. Map lettering 
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This Catalogue of map subjects of the Third Military Survey was prerequisite for database implementation that is 
described in next paragraph.  

DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION 

Reasons of implementation of the Catalogue of map subjects of the Third Military Survey in database environment were 
firstly the effective storing of data, secondly minimizing of data redundancy and at last but not least considerable 
possibilities of data analysing. Important benefit of the Catalogue is the connection between several lists of symbols and 
the database implementation should detect the occurrence of identical symbols. 

Data model 

The initial phase of the database implementation was creation of conceptual model of the Catalogue. During this phase 
was necessary to divide the catalogue into relevant parts and find the correct relations between these small entities. Each 
entity should aptly express the relevance of its part of the Catalogue. We can say that important parts of the Catalogue 
were identified as three entities listed below: 

• List of symbols – each list of symbol or map key that was used during creation of the catalogue. 
• Hierarchy of categories – keeps categorization of the map subjects and hierarchy of the categories themselves.  
• Map subject – essential part of the catalogue with several attributes and several map symbols. 

These parts are fundamental entities of data model of the Catalogue and are represented as database tables in physical 
data model. The conceptual model of the Catalogue was implemented in the relational database PostgreSQL 9.2.8 with 
the spatial extension PostGIS 2.0.3. The motivation of using these two technologies was open source licensing and 
supposition of connection the Catalogue with digital representation of the Third Military Survey maps during 
vectorization of the maps. The schema of the data model is shown on Figure 6 below. 

 

Figure 6 – Data model of the Catalogue. 
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The data model consists of five tables where three of them are main tables and two of them are enumerations. Main 
tables are representations of the entities identified during conceptual modelling phase. Tables are detailed descripted 
below. 

Table map_key contains lists of symbols that were used as sources for particular map symbols. Some lists of symbols 
that were used for creation the Catalogue contained several list of symbols for several map scales (more details in the 
paragraph The proposed categories of map subjects of the Third Military Survey). These combined lists of symbols 
were separated and each map key in the table is characterized by name, map scale and year of publishing. Table 
category_level contains hierarchy of the categories of map subjects. The hierarchy contains three levels of categories 
and it was stored according to method Modified Preorder Tree Traversal. This method minimizes the number of queries 
to get parts of the hierarchy, for more details see [10]. A row in the map symbol table represents a cell in the Catalogue. 
One map symbol is a representation of one map subject in particular map key. This map subject belongs to one leaf in 
the hierarchy of categories. The map symbol is depicted on the map as the symbol referenced by symbol_id. Last two 
tables contain sets of named values that are used in map symbol table. Table symbol_type contains type of symbol; at 
this time are used types point, line, and polygon. Table variant contains all variants of map subjects for example stony, 
wooden, iron etc. These enumerations are supposed to be extended during future analysing. Table 1 below contains 
example of rows from database model for subjects “Jägerhaus” and “Hegerhaus” from the Figure 5. 

Table 1 – Example of rows from map symbol and map key tables. 

category_id subject_id translation_cze original year map_scale symbol_number 

112 26 myslivna Jägerhaus (auch Forsthaus) 1875 1:25 000 112-26_x_25_1875 

112 27 hájovna Hegerhaus 1875 1:25 000 112-26_x_25_1875 

112 26 myslivna Jägerhaus (auch Forsthaus) 1894 1:25 000 112-26_x_25_1894 

112 27 hájovna Hegerhaus 1894 1:25 000 112-27_x_25_1894 

112 26 myslivna Jägerhaus (auch Forsthaus) 1905 1:25 000 112-26_x_25_1894 

112 27 hájovna Hegerhaus 1905 1:25 000 112-27_x_25_1894 

112 26 myslivna Jägerhaus (auch Forsthaus) 1913 1:25 000 112-26_x_25_1894 

112 27 hájovna Hegerhaus 1913 1:25 000 112-27_x_25_1894 

112 26 myslivna Jägerhaus (auch Forsthaus) 1921 1:25 000 112-26_x_25_1921 

112 27 hájovna Hegerhaus 1921 1:25 000 112-27_x_25_1921 

Analyses 

The important goal of the database implementation of the Catalogue is analysis possibility that is provided by relational 
database management system. It is possible to analyse not only values of map subjects attributes but change of 
attributes, too. Counting values in lot of dimensions is very easy with lot of aggregate functions. Two drafts of analyses 
can be shown.  

Analyse 1 – Count the number of map subjects in map keys 

One of the basic analyses that can be run in the data model is counting the number of the map subjects in particular map 
keys. This analyse counts number of map subjects and their variants that have corresponding map symbols in given map 
keys. Result of this analyse is shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 – Number of map subjects by year and map scale of lists of symbols. 

year map scale number of map symbols 

1913 1:75 000 303 

1913 1:25 000 301 

1921 1:75 000 278 

1905 1:25 000 274 

1921 1:25 000 271 

1894 1:25 000 256 

1905 1:75 000 243 

1894 1:75 000 238 

1913 1:200 000 218 

1921 1:200 000 202 

1875 1:25 000 201 

1875 1:75 000 128 

Analyse 2 – Count the number of individual map symbols for given map subject  

This analyses counts number of individual map symbols for each map subject in all map keys. Result of this analysis 
shows which map subject has had the most changing representation. Result of this analyse is shown in Table 3.  

Table 3 – Three map subjects with the most changing map symbols. 

category_id original number of symbols 

112 Ruine (groß) 11 

112 Fabrik (Werk, Hütte und ähnlicher Betrieb) 10 

141 Zisterne immer trinkbares Wasser enthaltend 10 

SUMMARY 

Using five list of symbols from years 1875, 1894, 1904, 1913 and 1921 were designed the categories of subjects, 
hierarchy of the categories and created the Catalogue of map subjects of the Third Military Survey, which was 
prerequisite for database implementation. Data model of the Catalogue was designed and implemented in relational 
database management system PostgreSQL with spatial extension PostGIS. This combination of technologies provides 
analytical functions to achieve more detailed information about lists of symbols evolution and through the mediation of 
the lists of symbols can be deeply analyses the content of the maps and its change. Two of basic analyses were proposed 
to show the possibilities of the designed data model. Using of this data model for the map subjects representation is 
assumed during the vectorization of the map content.   
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Abstract 
 The article is focused on principles and research methods of evaluation of cartographic visualizations. We describe a 
methodological framework of main approaches that could be employed within the process of evaluation and usability 
testing of cartographic products. These approaches include the quantitative analysis using different data collection 
tools with an emphasis on the MUTEP application, the qualitative methods applying eye-tracking study and their 
effective combination. The research approaches are explained with regard to their historical relations originated from 
cognitive science. This knowledge is an essential assumption for understanding all determinations of the employment of 
the particular methods in usability testing. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Cartographic products are nowadays used by more and more users that primarily want to get required information as 
quick as possible and with an appropriate accuracy. The increasing interest of general public on the availability of all 
cartographic products, such as interactive maps, caused higher emphasis on preference of the technological aspects of 
used tools (better GIS solutions or geocollaboration tools). The content of these tools and the way of cartographic 
visualization are getting less important and overlooked by some map makers. Some of the examples could be 
documented even in such a crucial field as crisis management. From these reasons, we should be more focused on 
possibilities of the cartographic visualization according to the defined purpose. Usability testing and appropriate 
evaluation process provide such a feedback on the extent to which a map meets the purpose it was designed for. If the 
factors and features of usable products were not known, efficient production of generally usable maps would be more 
difficult. Obviously, methods and design employed for an experiment could significantly affect the results and 
subsequent interpretation. We believe that an appropriate experimental design combining the most suitable methods 
helps to increase the validity and reliability of the final results.  

This article deals with principles and research methods of evaluation of cartographic visualizations, including the 
analysis of relevant usability aspects that should be considered within the process. The utility value of each map must 
always be derived from the interaction between its users and the map and from the way these users perceive the 
information. The contribution analyses the usability testing approaches, including also the methods of mixed research 
design, which are widely applicable in cartographic usability research but are often neglected in cartography. We 
presume that also a subjective aspects, expressed by user’s preferences, can be very successfully used within usability 
testing and could help the map maker to create the most suitable maps on-demand, according to the user’s needs. 

2 EVALUATION APPROACHES IN CARTOGRAPHY 
 
We can find diverse evaluation methods that are performed in scientific cartographic publications (see Elzakker, 2004). 
Most of these approaches can more or less provide a useful feedback that is for a mapmaker almost necessary during a 
successful mapmaking process. One of the simplest ways of evaluating cartographic products is a subjective evaluation 
of an expert or a user. This method is very quick way to get the desired feedback on a particular product; however, the 
results are less suitable for any further interpretation because of its subjective character. Obviously, this method is 
highly dependent on the choice of the user (or group of users) participating in the evaluation. Also from this reason, it 
can be recommended only as an initial part of a complex process that could help with the evaluation design and 
methodology employed.  
 
A multi-criterion evaluation method could be considered as an important step forward to an objectified approach, which 
is based on analysis of elementary user-defined functions of cartographic products. According to Miklošík (2002 and 
2005), this approach is focused on pre-defined functions, which are based mainly on the purpose of the evaluated maps; 
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the particular criterions are weighted according to their relevance. The commonly used criterions include evaluation of 
map content, geometric accuracy of the content, up-to-dateness of the visualization or technical aspects value. 
Specification of the criterions and their significances is still the subjective part of the evaluation, however, the process 
could be considered to be objectified. Nevertheless, the biggest disadvantage of the multi-criterion approach is the need 
of exact specifications of the criterions and lengthy data collection, which makes the method extremely time-
consuming.  
 
In contrast, another evaluation method comprises mostly with the subjective aspect (satisfaction) of the cartographic 
product. This approach is focused on the aesthetic value of the evaluated map and all the other corresponding elements, 
including the design of the product. This aspect is one of the most important parts of commercial cartographic products, 
for which the attractiveness is considered as the factor affecting marketability of the product. In-depth description of 
relation of the aesthetic and other functions of a map and its employment in the evaluation process is more discussed in 
e.g. Bláha (2009).    
 
An extensive research regarding the field of crisis management, which includes also the evaluation of cartographic 
visualization used in crisis situations, has been solved in the Laboratory on Geoinformatics and Cartography at Masaryk 
University, Czech Republic. As a part of research activities, several sets of cartographic symbology were proposed for 
diverse purposes with the crisis management, such as flood maps or transport of dangerous chemical substances (both 
used as context maps; see Konečný et al 2006). All of the visualizations were subsequently tested with a concept of 
multiple phase testing that was partly based on some previously published studies (e. g. Sedlák et al 2010). The 
experiments generally contained three sections focusing on the particular cartographic symbols within each of the set 
and also on a user and his/her cognitive qualities. First, the evaluation covered the influence of using different types of 
visualization (and cartographic symbols) on its processing and perception by the user, which was described with 
differences in speed and accuracy of the perception. Second, we tested the level of associateveness of map symbols, i.e. 
if the meaning of the symbol is implicitly comprehensible. The last section consisted of a psychological test that 
observed cognitive abilities of the users to perceive the visualization (for more see Štěrba et al 2011, Konečný et al 
2011 or Stachoň et al 2013). Although this methodology does not include all the aspects of cartographic products (as 
mentioned above; see Miklošík 2002), it could help to describe the elementary cognitive aspects of the information 
acquisition of map information. This approach is an objective type of observation of the interaction between the map 
and its user. It is necessary to focus on the variables that directly influence the usability of cartographic visualizations. 
From this reason, we should evaluate the objective consequences of the map perception process, according to the 
previously defined purpose of the visualization (created for a specific group of users). We assume that the most 
important phase within the map evaluation process must be the general usability.  
  
3 PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES AND PROCEDURES  
 
Research on cartographic product evaluation relies on methodologies and procedures developed by psychologists. From 
this reason, we believe that it is necessary to clarify all the basis and terms from the cognitive science. The 
psychological research tradition itself, however, has been considerably affected by the numerous achievements of the 
natural sciences throughout the 19th century. In those days, inclinations towards providing a ‘harder’ explanatory base 
also emerged in non-exact sciences, including psychology (Smutný & Řezníček; 2012). As expected, many limitations 
were instantly recognized, stemming from the nature of the research object, i.e. internal psychological processes, which 
are always merely inferred from overt behaviour. The critical philosophical debate on whether psychological 
phenomena can possibly be quantified and studied by means of methods used in natural sciences was summarized by 
Sturm (2006). Nevertheless, the positivist tradition took deep root in psychology and for a long time occupied the 
position of the dominant research paradigm. Some of the most important milestones included the establishment of 
Wundt’s psychological laboratory in Leipzig in 1879 (see Vobořil et al., 2009) and the development of experimental 
psychophysics by G. T. Fechner (1860), who studied the link between physical stimuli and sensory (perceptual) 
processes in the human individual. Quantitative approach hence assumed a leading role in psychological research and 
stood in the foreground for decades. It should be noted, however, that Wilhelm Wundt himself was a methodological 
pluralist and employed many procedures in his own work which are today considered qualitative rather than 
quantitative (Fahrenberg, 2008). 
 
Qualitative approach in psychology saw its renaissance much later, in the second half of the 20th century, inspired by 
methodologies used - among other fields - in ethnography. As Wilson (1977) points out, ethnographic method provided 
understanding of human behaviour in the points where quantitative approach was failing. The methodology was based 
on two basic principles: the naturalistic-ecological hypothesis and the qualitative-phenomenological hypothesis. 
 
The naturalistic-ecological hypothesis is derived from the notion that human behaviour is essentially affected by the 
present environment – the settings in which it occurs. Consequently, the generalizations of obtained research findings 
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are limited to similar situations. Egon Brunswik, one of the founders of the ecological approach in psychology, 
emphasized the necessity to consider and incorporate environmental variability in the design of psychological 
experiments (1944). By introducing the concept of ‘representative design’ (1955), he argued that considerable and equal 
attention should be devoted to both the representativeness of research samples and the representativeness of situations 
(environments) in which experiments take place. This requirement has a crucial impact on the evaluation of 
cartographic products as well. A map, after all, is a representation of an actual geographical area, and the observed 
performance of the user is inherently influenced by the interaction of the visualization method and the content 
communicated by the map. 
 
With regard to the qualitative-phenomenological hypothesis, Wilson (1977) states that “a social scientist cannot 
understand human behaviour without understanding the framework within which the subjects interpret their thoughts, 
feelings, and actions” (p. 249). This presumption is more than the previous one associated with molar description of 
human behaviour and deals with the constructive aspects of human perception of reality. Phenomena studied by 
psychology are not objectively anchored in physical reality. Fay (1996) points out that in social sciences the term 
‘critical intersubjectivity’ is probably more fitting than ‘objectivity’. 
 
This second hypothesis leads us to the conception of qualitative research as it is understood in the present study. Two 
viewpoints are generally taken into consideration in the qualitative approach. The first one is that of the researcher, who 
sets specific research objectives, uses particular methodology and instruments, employs specific procedures in drawing 
conclusions from data, and provides specific rationale for his/her approach. The second viewpoint is that of the research 
participant. A crucial point in the qualitative method is what meaning the participant attributes to the situation and how 
he/she interprets it. The present study focuses (from a psychological perspective) on different ways cognitive processes 
involved in map reading can be examined, which means it mostly approaches the issue of human behaviour at a rather 
molecular level. At this level, the studied phenomena are regarded as objective entities relatively independent on any 
subjective meaning. Thus, we use the term ‘qualitative’ in a narrower sense, especially pertaining to the first viewpoint 
mentioned above. Qualitative research on map evaluation is understood as the approach of a researcher who does not set 
any hypotheses prior to data collection nor does he/she conduct any statistical tests of the assumed relationships. 
Instead, the researcher uses appropriate methods and instruments to obtain data which, after an in-depth analysis and 
exploration, help him reveal previously unnoticed patterns and associations. 
 
Hendl (2005), in his comparison of quantitative and qualitative research approaches, mentions that the quantitative 
approach is traditionally connected with the hypothetical-deductive model of science, in which our ideas about 
relationships between observed variables are being tested: Hypotheses are formed on the basis of existing theories and 
are subsequently operationalized. This first stage is followed by empirical data collection, and the hypothesis is tested 
by means of statistical analysis of the data. The difference between the quantitative and the qualitative approach is also 
visible in the way findings yielded by each of them are published. Publication of quantitative data typically entails 
meeting rigorous format requirements (see Urbánek, 2007; 2008). In the context of qualitative studies, Elliott et al. 
(1999) find it necessary that the researcher explicitly states his/her own perspective as well. Furthermore, Hendl (2005) 
notes that although qualitative researchers start with selecting research topics and basic questions, these can be 
subsequently modified and elaborated in the course of data collection. Both induced and deduced conclusions are 
formed concurrently, and new hypotheses constantly emerge which direct the researcher’s further exploration. Hendl 
(2005) describes this procedure as ‘emergent’ or ‘flexible’ research. He also adds that the researcher might consult 
his/her conclusions with the study participants. Therefore, rather than testing previously defined constituent 
relationships within a phenomenon, the aim of a qualitative study is to discover these relationships, or find an 
explanation for the deep mechanisms that might underlie them. The researcher strives to gain insight into the problem 
and clarify the nature of the observed phenomena. 
 
Although quantitative and qualitative approaches are fundamentally different, common points can be found which 
permit the use of combined designs, as we indicated in the previous chapter (see Trafimow, 2014). In fact, Sechrest & 
Sidani (1995) see the two approaches as complementary. Johnson & Onwuegbuzie (2004) point out that both use 
empirical observation to address research questions. The authors define mixed research methods as “the third research 
movement, where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative research techniques, methods, 
approaches, concepts or language into a single study” (p. 14). A major characteristic of mixed designs is 
“methodological pluralism or eclecticism” (p. 14), and the goal of such designs is “to draw from strengths and minimize 
the weaknesses both in single research studies and across studies” (p. 15). 
 
Creswell (2008) provides a comprehensive classification and detailed descriptions of different ways mixed research 
studies can be performed. He also illustrates various quantitative-qualitative combination options, as well as the purpose 
of both approaches, on concrete studies. In this paper, we use a much simpler classification by Johnson & Onwuegbuzie 
(2004), which involves two components: time order of employing quantitative and qualitative research, and the relative 
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emphasis placed on the two approaches. On the ‘time order decision’ dimension, mixed designs fall into two categories. 
In case of a ‘concurrent’ design, both quantitative and qualitative data are collected and processed at the same time. In 
case of a ‘sequential’ design, on the other hand, the two approaches are employed one after another. The second 
dimension represents the ‘paradigm emphasis decision’, i.e. the relative importance of the two design components in a 
study. In this respect, both quantitative and qualitative approach might share an ‘equal status’, or, alternatively, one of 
them might be of a ‘dominant status’, while the other is essentially complementary. In the present study, quantitative 
approach was considered as dominant, and the two approaches were employed in a sequential order. 
 
4 USABILITY TESTING IN CARTOGRAPHY 
 
The issue of usability as a relevant criterion for the evaluation of cartographic products was mentioned in some of the 
previously published studies. In this chapter, we want to focus more on the concept and on its possible use within the 
evaluation of cartographic visualizations. According to the UsabilityNet project (www.usabilitynet.org), the usable 
products are easy to use and meet the user needs and requirements more closely. The term “usability” is also defined by 
the ISO standard 9241-11: Guidance on Usability, which writes about “Extent to which a product can be used by 
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” 
Rubin (2008) believes that usability is the quality of a product determining its applicability for a defined purpose. This 
quality could be observed in products that have any user interface enabling the direct interaction, including a map. 
Dumas et al (1999) and Sedlák (2010) add that usability is now and then incorrectly replaced with functionality, which 
expresses only the ability to perform a desired function, but not the efficiency of this ability. The usability must be 
always observed as the interaction between the product and its user.   
 
Usability of a product can be described with several single attributes (Rubin 2008). Such a product should be useful, 
effective, efficient, learnable, satisfying or comprehensible. All of these attributes specify the general objective that is 
essential for a user of the product and the concept may be also applied to cartographic visualizations - because these 
products should also enable effective or satisfying opportunity to transmit the represented information.   
 
Effectiveness and efficiency of a cartographic product are considered as the most important attributes of the general 
usability. This need could be sometimes also demanded legislatively (Řezník, 2013).Obviously, we need to get the 
desired information quickly and correctly; these qualities usually determine “a usable map”. As we indicated, the 
effectiveness aspect is used for the quantitative information about general correctness of the use of a product, i.e. how 
effective is the process of transmitting geographic information from the map to end users. This attribute could help the 
map maker to find all the weak points regarding the legibility and associateveness of the particular cartographic symbol. 
On the other hand, efficiency describes the temporal extent to which the effort is used for a task processing, according 
to the defined purpose (Coltekin et al, 2010). In usability testing of cartographic products, we usually measure the 
response time (sometimes also called “reaction time) of the user that is needed to accomplish a particular task.  
 
The aspect of learnability is related to the user’s ability of getting better while using the product, because of the gained 
qualifications and knowledge. In cartography, this aspect assesses the general conception of the cartographic symbology 
used for the visualization. A memorable cartographic symbol tends to be more effective as well. Another aspect of 
usability, which is at some point important in cartography, is a satisfaction. Satisfaction aspect (closely related to the 
mentioned aesthetic value) expresses a subjective opinion on the assessed product. In the case of a cartographic 
visualization, it mostly includes all the map components affecting the user’s perception and his/her satisfaction. 
Although, this aspect is highly subjective, it could influence the general usability of the product and could be observed 
through the psycho-physiological measurement of human arousal and emotions while reading a map. These 
observations could help to investigate the role of human emotion in map-based decision making that obviously 
influences the general usability of the map too. More information regarding the research on human emotions and 
measurement of arousal could be found in Fabrikant et al (2014 and 2013). Tullis and Albert (2008) also write about the 
influence of the user’s experience on the satisfaction aspect. They claim that the experience could increase the ability to 
fulfil a task because of the previous interactions with the particular visualization. From this reason, we should always 
consider this factor within the evaluation process.  
 
As indicated above, usability testing could be defined as an observation of several mentioned aspects that has different 
relation to the product. The most important issue, regarding usability testing of cartographic products, is an appropriate 
objectification of the employed testing methods and corresponding experimental designs. In next chapters, we will 
introduce some approaches enabling usability testing of cartographic visualizations through an objective data collection 
of performances in map reading tasks. I any case, a combination of more approaches is required to solve most of the 
experimental questions.         
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4.1 Usability testing: data collection with the MUTEP application  
 
There are several interactive tools that could be used for data collection, leading to subsequent statistical analysis and 
final interpretations of the level of general usability. Most of the tools enable only a limited functionality that could be 
possibly used for usability studies. Moreover, in most of experiments, important effort must be directed at 
objectification of data collection and exact quantification of the observed parameters. From these reasons, it is very 
difficult to use such tools for usability testing of cartographic products, which require more complex designs of 
experiment and parallel observations of several parameters. These conditions could be provided by the Multivariate 
Testing Programme (MUTEP) application, an interactive online testing tool.  
 
The MUTEP is a web-based application, which has been developed as a result of cooperation between cartographers (at 
the Department of Geography) and cognitive scientists (at the Department of Psychology) in Masaryk University. It is 
an application for test creating and administration, experiments course and subsequent data pre-processing. The testing 
environment offers new possibilities of combining quantitative and qualitative research approaches through various 
testing methods including a basic questionnaire, more complex way finding tasks or standardized psychological tests 
and surveys. The applications could be run in most of the internet explorers (IE, Mozilla etc.), which enables 
uncontrolled collection of big amount of data in relatively short time period. This advantage can be used for pilot 
studies where the experimental conditions do not have to be necessarily controlled. The application allows testing and 
storing response time and accuracy of all elementary users’ actions during any map reading task, such as every single 
mouse click, drawing of line segments or displaying of clickable elements (map legend etc.). The design of a basic 
experiment is illustrated on the figure 1; the test battery consists of elementary slides covering all the task information, 
question and the tested visualization.   
 

 

Figure 1. Schema of a test battery within the MUTEP application; the first slide includes the list of possible tests that 
can be opened, the next slide shows a questionnaire of personal information of a respondent, the third slide describes 

what is respondent supposed to do on the map (a task question) and the final fourth slide includes the particular 
visualization where the task is fulfilled. 

The whole test battery could be generally created according to the defined purpose of the particular experiment. An 
important advantage of this platform is the possibility to manage different test batteries and to run several tests with a 
large number of respondents at the same time. This capability obviously decreases time consumption, which is usually 
common for other usability testing methods. All the mentioned qualities of test administration with the MUTEP 
considerably increases reliability of experiments used in cognitive science and the functionality has been performed in 
several experiments (for examples see Stachoň et al 2013 or Štěrba et al 2011). 

4.2 Qualitative approaches in usability testing  
 
The above described tool is a very effective way of data collection including the exact information about response times 
and accuracy of whatever answers of a respondent. The use of this quantitative approach is in most cases sufficient to 
interpret the observed phenomena or particular cartographic product. In some cases, however, an in-depth analysis is 
necessary to understand more the cognitive strategies employed by the users. For those purposes, a qualitative analysis 
is necessary to get appropriate interpretations.   
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All ‘traditional’ qualitative approaches, as a questionnaire surveys, structured or unstructured interviews with 
respondents could be very helpful even in usability research. The results of these surveys can explain some of the 
inconsistencies in overall results of a particular visualization or within a single item (or task). Nevertheless, we need to 
use more objective and robust approaches to uncover the ‘black box’ of the quantitative analyses. As a very useful 
method that has been used in last years is analysis with an eye-tracking tool. The eye-tracking method is a very precise 
and objective way for usability testing, which is a technology based on principles of tracking the eye movements while 
perceiving a visual representation, a map or computer monitor (Brychtová et al 2012). From this point of view, it seems 
to be an effective way to combine both research approaches with the help of the MUTEP application at least for the 
pilot studies. This approach of mixed research design could analyse the elementary features of the evaluated 
visualization. Nowadays, we are working on a better interaction between the MUTEP application and an eye-tracking 
system that could enable this combination of the quantitative and qualitative methods. 
 
5 CONCLUSION 
 
Usability testing always provides an important feedback on the extent to which a map meets its purpose. From this 
reason, the necessity of an appropriate evaluation must be an integral part of the map making process. Nevertheless, a 
cartographic visualization is a complex visual stimulus, so the methods and employed experimental design could always 
significantly affect the results and subsequent interpretation. This paper analysed usability testing approaches, including 
both the quantitative and qualitative methods that should be widely employed within usability research in cartography. 
For these purposes, we introduced an interactive application MUTEP that has been used for several experiments testing 
the usability of cartographic visualization. We also assume that the combination of the data collection via MUTEP with 
a qualitative analysis (using eye-tracking system) could lead to even more accurate interpretations of the results. In any 
case, the mentioned interdisciplinary research framework is certainly also suitable for studies beyond the field of 
cartography and geoinformatics. 

This work was supported by the project „Employment of Best Young Scientists for International Cooperation 
Empowerment“ (CZ.1.07/2.3.00/30.0037) co-financed from European Social Fund and the state budget of the Czech 
Republic.  
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Abstract 
Spatial modelling is successfully incorporated in a variety of disciplines in solving different types of problems with 
explicitly time and space aspect. Within the scope of the research, spatial models tend to explain the spatial distribution 
of ecosystem’s regulating services in the concept of severe nature phenomena. 

The emphasis of this study is placed over the Danube lowlands between rivers Timok and Iskur in North-western 
Bulgaria. The territory of the Danube riparian areas is regularly inundated during the rivers’ freshet periods, which 
comes forward like one of the most hazardous factors. 

By mapping the morph-hydrographical peculiarities of the Danube lowlands, a complex knowledge for the main 
landscape features would be achieved and hence, more adequate characteristics of the regulating ecosystem services. 
Lowlands’ peculiarities would be easily visualized via GIS software tool setting the basis of a clear zone definition and 
mapping the area exposed to flood hazard. 

INTRODUCTION 

The alluvial lowlands in the Danube floodplain could be associated to a broad range of multidisciplinary studies and 
research analysis regarding different socio-environmental and economic potential interests. The riparian lowlands, and 
initially the presence of wetlands play a key-important role in the provision of a number of ecosystem services. Focus of 
the present study is lowlands’ environmental behaviour in general geographic terms related to the regulation of natural 
processes. These areas of the Danube floodplain annually experience serious flood hazard during the period March-
April when the levels of the Danube River increase significantly due to the snowmelt for the whole watershed, e.g. 
water levels vary from -013 cm in January, hydro-meteorological station Novo selo to 1060 cm in March, hydro-
meteorological station Vidin (Hydrological reference Danube River…, 1959). 

There is no doubt that this event reflects to both landscape ecological and socio-economic levels, where the impact over 
the local communities can lead to and bring series of public problems, also perceived like natural disaster. The 
following figure depicts the consequences of a flood in April 2013, where the inundated zones spread to the settlement 
arrangements (Fig.1) and cause severe residential, infrastructural and agricultural damages to the arable lands. 
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Figure 1 Dolnotsibarska Lowland, View to villages Gorni Tsibar and Dolni Tsibar, Montana region 

In terms of mitigating the flood hazard risk, spatial models and elevation analysis of the inundated zones, could be a 
successful tool in the hazard assessment regarding the environmental management, sustainable land development and 
socio-economic well-being. Ecosystems’ functions related to the benefits people obtain from the regulation of natural 
processes are addressed to the group of regulating ecosystem services (Kandziora et al., 2013). In this sense, the 
capacity for ecosystems to sustain natural hazards and reduce the damage caused by natural disasters such as floods, 
places the emphasis of the research interest in the present investigation. On the other hand, floods as a natural 
phenomenon have important impact for maintaining the ecological functioning of the riparian wetlands (transportation 
of dissolved materials and nutrients into wetlands, delivering services to different beneficiaries). 

Table 1 gives and overview of the regulating ES services vulnerable to flood events and of high importance in the 
riparian areas. The services definitions and categorization are acknowledged by Kandziora et al. (2012), based on the 
classification in Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) and TEEB study report (de Groot et al., 2010b). 

Table 1. Regulating ecosystem services, Kandziora et al. (2012) 

No. Regulating service  Definition 
   

1 
Water flow regulation Maintaining of water cycle features (e.g. water storage and 

buffer, natural drainage, irrigation and drought prevention). 

2 
Water purification The capacity of an ecosystem to purify water, e.g. from 

sediments, pesticides, disease-causing microbes and 
pathogens. 

3 Nutrient regulation The capacity of an ecosystem to recycle nutrients, e.g. N, P. 

4 
Erosion regulation Soil retention and the capacity to prevent and mitigate soil 

erosion and landslides. 

5 
Natural hazard protection Protection and mitigation of floods, drought, storms 

(hurricanes, typhoons . . .), fires and avalanches. 

6 
Regulation of waste The capacity of an ecosystem to filter and decompose 

organic material in water and soils. 
 
Important note to highlight is that “We must not restrict ecosystem analysis to the limits of other unassociated 
boundaries, because we cannot understand an ecosystem by only considering part of it” (Bailey, 2009). For this reason 
in the present research we are not conducting ES analysis of the Danube riparian area, but a spatial analysis of the 
ecosystem’s flood regulation capacities addressed to the Danube lowlands in North-Western Bulgaria. 
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Figure 2 Hypsometric model of the investigated lowlands 

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE SPATIAL MODELS AND MODELLING PROCESS 

In general theoretical terms models develop through observations and explanations (causal models, time models, 
functional models and systems). Number of authors regard the trinity space-place-environment like a basic structure for 
every geographical investigation placing the emphasis over the relation space-time, followed by the built of space-time 
(dynamic) models. This link determines the process of creation, development and degradation of the object in space and 
time. The relation between space, time and place is defined by the processes that form the single stages in a certain 
place for a certain time. This performance contours the space framework that Harvey (1969, 1996) defines like an 
environment. Berlyant (1986, 1988) links this thesis with the time-space predictions like a synthetic type of predictions, 
allowing the prevision of the development and evolution of phenomena and their performance through predictive maps. 

Robinson et al. (1984) depict the main concepts in the model building and define the process with 1. Geometry focus – 
data collection and manipulation; 2. Technical focus – form and size of the models, as well as the model generation; 3. 
Representative focus – represents the model visualization conditions and graphic technics and layout; 4. Art focus – 
related to the model refining and author’s preferences in layout design, and 5. Communication center – aims to enhance 
the communication between author and user. 

The spatial model should resume and represent the real world in certain shapes and dimensions. In fact, some 
theoreticians in modelling consider the real world as nothing more than a Universe of potentially acquired data. 
Different systems from global to local and regional could be modelled spatially. These systems encompass different 
areas of human knowledge – natural and human, theoretical and practical, virtual and real. The most valuable possibility 
is pooling two or more of these directions (Ziegler et al, 2000). 

According to the data structure, models could be simple and complex.  

1. Simple models – they are compiled by a network of points and lines or are represented by geometrical 
figures like cube, prism, cones, etc., or a combination of these figures. This defines the basic type of a 
framework model, which does not need image structure and could be directly visualized in GIS; 

2. Complex models – they represent a network of points and lines or geometric shapes and combinations, but 
these models are compiled by much more complex data and details. Complex models do not give the 
possibility for an analytical process and could only be visualized. The complex models are widely applied 
in the GIS analysis and in the operational processes. 

Spatial geo-analysis and visualization tools for a common GIS and CAD-based datasets are successfully used and 
adopted in the case study analysis, envisaging morph-hydrological information in its natural and anthropogenic aspects. 
The present study involves the integration of numerous datasets, elevation models and analysis tools, reviewed in the 



paper. As GI software serves as reliable and efficient instrument for storage, analysis, model processing and 
visualization of the geo-information, multiple data sources could be processed and combined in order to create 
comprehensive spatial models. 

Going further in the socio-environmental and economic aspect these practical questions have been initially taken int
consideration during the modelling process: Which riparian areas/zones should be determined in terms of flood hazard 
mitigation? Which regulating ecosystem services are relevant and how are they distributed? Which areas should be on 
focus for less intensive land management practice or conservation in order to best sustain climate change scenarios, 
severe phenomena, and ecosystem services provision? Answers that followed framed the investigation methodology in 
two major stages. 

Preliminary Data Processing 

For the GI analysis and processing operations, digital elevation model of North
of 10 m was used. In most of the research area the provided scenes overlapped properly except the region of the 
Ostrovska lowland. At this place there was no spatial information and the gap that was missing continued all along the 
background scenes. In order to fill the 0
another raster dataset, DEM with spatial resolution of 25 m was used in order to assign values to the gaps and derive 
spatial information for the site of interest.

Figure 3 explains the conceptual steps, followed in this initial data processing. The conceptual model of the operation 
represents reclassification of the data and implementation of spatial conditions to the new data files in order to generate 
a complete 10x10 m elevation model. 

Figure 3 Conceptual framework 

Data Analysis 

The DEM raster allows comprehensive spatia
compiled, further data processing will be easily examined using different processing and visualization tools.

In order to define the zones exposed on different flood risk, contour informat
operation eases the 3D modelling process in CAD software which allows multiple attribute manipulation of the input 
features. The present research does not focus on simulation models, but could be successfully implemented
basis for development of scenarios for natural hazards mitigation in terms of flood risk.

The zone definition considers the geomorphological characteristics of the riparian area and meets the terrace scheme 
reviewed by Mihaylov (1969). For the 
could be encountered in all lowlands. Moreover, within the lowlands the flood plain extents to the lowlands’ border. 
The proposed floodplain differentiation is presented in the fo

• First terrace - 10-14 m,
Bregovo-Novoselska and Archaro

• Second terrace - 17-25 m,
Kozloduyska; 

• Third terrace - 29-40 m
• Forth terrace - 50-60 m,
• Fifth terrace - 80-90 m, 
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paper. As GI software serves as reliable and efficient instrument for storage, analysis, model processing and 
information, multiple data sources could be processed and combined in order to create 

environmental and economic aspect these practical questions have been initially taken int
consideration during the modelling process: Which riparian areas/zones should be determined in terms of flood hazard 
mitigation? Which regulating ecosystem services are relevant and how are they distributed? Which areas should be on 

ive land management practice or conservation in order to best sustain climate change scenarios, 
severe phenomena, and ecosystem services provision? Answers that followed framed the investigation methodology in 

For the GI analysis and processing operations, digital elevation model of North-Western Bulgaria with spatial resolution 
of 10 m was used. In most of the research area the provided scenes overlapped properly except the region of the 

his place there was no spatial information and the gap that was missing continued all along the 
background scenes. In order to fill the 0-value pixels, additional interpolation was generated. Extracting elevations from 

ial resolution of 25 m was used in order to assign values to the gaps and derive 
spatial information for the site of interest. 

Figure 3 explains the conceptual steps, followed in this initial data processing. The conceptual model of the operation 
s reclassification of the data and implementation of spatial conditions to the new data files in order to generate 

Figure 3 Conceptual framework - DEM processing 

The DEM raster allows comprehensive spatial analysis of the investigated lowlands. Once the output dataset is 
compiled, further data processing will be easily examined using different processing and visualization tools.

In order to define the zones exposed on different flood risk, contour information for lowland was extracted. This 
operation eases the 3D modelling process in CAD software which allows multiple attribute manipulation of the input 
features. The present research does not focus on simulation models, but could be successfully implemented
basis for development of scenarios for natural hazards mitigation in terms of flood risk. 

The zone definition considers the geomorphological characteristics of the riparian area and meets the terrace scheme 
 study area the Danube floodplain reaches 6 m above the mean river level and 

could be encountered in all lowlands. Moreover, within the lowlands the flood plain extents to the lowlands’ border. 
The proposed floodplain differentiation is presented in the following terrace groups: 

14 m, well developed in the Vidinska and Kozloduyska lowlands and partially in 
Novoselska and Archaro-Orsoyska; 

25 m, could be encountered in the lowlands Bregovo-

40 m, well developed in Bregovo-Novoselska and Vidinska lowlands; 
60 m, settled in the lowlands Bregovo-Novoselska, Vidinska and Kozloduyska;

90 m, the highest and is fixed south and east of Bregovo-Novoselska lowland.
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well developed in the Vidinska and Kozloduyska lowlands and partially in 

-Novoselska, Vidinska and 

Novoselska and Vidinska lowlands;  
Novoselska, Vidinska and Kozloduyska; 

Novoselska lowland. 
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 Data Sources 

The datasets that informed the research were derived from three major sources: 

1. Spatial data - DEM raster files provided by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Bulgaria, CORINE Land 
use/Land Cover 2006 datasets and DEM, and groundwater maps; 

2. Quantitative data - Climatological, hydrological records and morph-hydrological parameters; 
3. Reference data and results– Project ROBUHAZ-DUN, Danube River Basin Directorate (DRBD), Danube 

Flood Risk Project. 

FLOOD RISK 

Different landscapes have different capacities to provide ecosystem services. The riparian areas, and particularly the 
lowlands, differ with high impact of the regulating ecosystem services. Building on the explicit interaction human-
environment, what is important to point out is that ecosystem services have “economic value to human societies 
because people derive utility from their actual or potential use, either directly or indirectly” (MA, 2005). 

Floodplains in Lower Danube are exposed to sever natural phenomenon and more often to flood risk. There are several 
natural-conducted factors that contribute to that event (heavy rainfall that exceeds the carrying capacity of river beds 
and soils, intensive snowmelt, floating river ice), and several anthropogenic factors that are mainly related to the land 
use, water management and irrigation infrastructure.  

Danube’s catchment area collects nearly 1/3 of the waters on the territory of Bulgaria. The physical geographic 
characteristics of the catchment define the run-off regime and vice versa – the regime of the river influences over the 
dynamics and the regime of the groundwater. The rivers in the western part of the Danube plain differentiate with a low 
surface run-off and some of them partially get dry during the summer period. Consequently, less influence on the water 
quantity is experienced by the Danube tributaries. Main trigger for the flood risk is the Danube fluctuation during the 
freshet period in March-April which, as stated above, reflects to the groundwater recharge. Hence the spatial 
distribution of the flood hazard expands not only in latitude, but also in altitude along the tributaries’ catchments. 
Nikolova and Nedkov (Hazard Assessment and …, 2013) propose area analysis of the flood hazard in the Danube 
floodplain, which results describe well, classify and confirm that the Danube lowlands are most sensitive and threatened 
areas to flood hazard. 

RESULTS 

Natural processes and human activities influence seasonal fluctuations in water levels in the Danube floodplain, the 
aquifers as well as in the Danube tributaries. During the winter and spring precipitations and stream flow to the Danube 
River are high which from one side increases the stage of the levels in some of the adjoining rivers and on the other, 
water from the river recharges the aquifers in the alluvial lowlands and its’ unconfined waters. As show on Fig.2 all of 
the lowlands have direct contact with the Danube River. Based on the lowland elevation models and hydrodynamic 
characteristics the zones with potentially high flood risk are defined. These zones encompass the lowest levels of the 
lowlands and are particularly influenced and related with the river run-off of the adjoining Danube tributaries.  

Bregovo-Novoselska Lowland 

This lowland is the westernmost alluvial Danube lowland and is the only one that does not have a protective dike 
system. Major part of the lowland is arable and used for vegetable crop production (locality “Livadite”) that 
periodically gets inundated when groundwater level rises (Fig. 4) mainly due to the high water levels in the Danube 
River. The filtration properties of the aquifer vary from 500-1400m²/d in the lower terrace to 200-250m²/d in the high 
terrace with water discharge between 25-30%. The lowest levels in this lowland are located in the locality “Livadite”, 
allocated in the north-western part and overlapping with the Timok River floodplain (Fig.5). 

The zone of potentially high flood risk is located in the floodplain of Timok River, where the river’s freshet period in 
combination with the high levels of the Danube River are main objective for the distribution of regulating ES in terms 
of flood risk mitigation.  
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Figure 4 View east from Baley village, Bregovo-Novosleska Lowland, April 2013 

 

Figure 5 Hypsometric model - zones, Bregovo-Novoselska Lowland 

The zone of potential high flood risk is marked in the lower part of the Timok River, and in cases of extreme water 
level, the zone covers the first terrace (Mihaylov, 1969) until the line of the villages Baley and Kudelin. 

Vidinska Lowland 

Vidinska lowland is the largest one with total area of 225km2 and the areas with shallow groundwater (level lower than 
2m) spread over 2/3 of the lowland encompassing the territory of Vidin, one of the biggest Danube port-towns in North 
Bulgaria. The water permeability of the aquifer varies from 500 to 2000m²/d, and the percentage of discharge is 
between 20-22%.  
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Figure 6 Hypsometric model - zones, Vidinska Lowland 

All along the Danube bank fortified dikes prevent the town from direct floods due to the Danube River high water flows 
in the freshet period. The lowest parts of the floodplain, exposed to flood hazard and featuring regulating ecosystem 
services vulnerable to flood events, are located in the south part of the lowland, west from the town Vidin (Fig. 6). The 
zone of potential flood risk is defined by the high Danube water levels in the area north of Vidin as a combination of 
extreme rainfall and snow melting. We can recommend development of the infrastructure related with the protection of 
the town and lowland in this area. The other factor of potential flood risk is related with activation of the fluctuation of 
the groundwater levels. Another potential risk area is situated south of Vidin, where the lowland meets the flows of the 
rivers Topolovitsa, Voynisha and Vidbol and the adjacent drained wetland Vidin marshes. 

Archaro-Orsoyska Lowland 

The territory of the Archaro-Orsoyska lowland confluences the rivers Skomlya and Archar to the Danube River. In the 
surroundings of the village Orsoya located in the east part of the lowland are revealed broad swampy depressions which 
form natural wetlands (Fig. 7) and mostly enclose the zone of 35m. In this part of the lowland the process of natural 
reconstruction of the wetlands is intense and the area is proclaimed for protected.  
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Figure 7 Hypsometric model - zones, Archaro-Orsoyska Lowland 

The zones, exposed to potential flood hazard are the lowest ones overlapping with the territory of the wetland systems 
in the lowland. The first zone is located in the mouth area of rivers Archar and Skomlya. The second one is determined 
in the area of the central part of the lowland. The third is determined by Orsoysko marsh in the east. The groundwater 
discharge of Archaro-Orsoyska lowland is between 20-30% and the water permeability is within 60-3400m²/d. 

Dolnotsibarska Lowland 

Dolnotsibarska lowland is one of the territories most frequently exposed to flood risk. The elevation of the majority of 
the lowland is at the same level as the Danube River, which is another prerequisite for determining potential zones with 
high risk of flooding for almost the whole lowland. Moreover, the Tsibritsa River plays impact over the definition of 
these zones.  

This lowland is formed around the confluence of the Tsibritsa River (in the east part of the lowland) and the central area 
encompasses shallow unconfined groundwater (<2m). The aquifer’s permeability capacity is in the range of 140 to 
2600m²/d and water recharge of 20-30%. Major part of the lowland refers to the zone of 22-30m (Fig. 8) and exposes 
the whole area to high risk of flood events.  
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Figure 8 Hypsometric model - zones, Dolnotsibarska Lowland 

The Tsbritsa River determines the zone of potential flood risk on both sides of the river bank, around the river’s mouth, 
following the hypsometric levels and prevailing in east from Tsibritsa River (Fig.1). 

Kozloduyska Lowland 

The groundwater discharge is 21% and the water permeability is within 150-2160m²/d. The groundwater level is in 
between 0.5-4m and the aquifer recharges not only from the Danube River and rainfall water, but also from the 
infiltrated water of the Ogosta River (Latin: Augusta) in the east periphery of the lowland. In the central part of the 
Kozloduyska lowland there is also a drained wetland that marks the lowest parts in the area and zone of 22.5-33m (Fig. 
9). 

 

Figure 9 Hypsometric model - zones, Kozloduyska Lowland 

The constructed draining, irrigation and dike systems for NPS “Kozloduy” protection mitigate the flood risk in the 
lowland. Only in the east part along the river Ogosta is located the potential flood risk zone. 
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Ostrovska Lowland 

The aquifer of this lowland is composed of two sediment layers with different thickness. The lower one changes from 
1.5-5m to 8-10m close to the river bank and its permeability varies between 160-800m²/d with discharge of 25%. The 
upper layer’s thickness is within 5-9m and the hydrodynamic characteristics are different – permeability of 7-8 to 
50m²/d and 10% water discharge. The lowest zones of the lowland are located in the south occupied by riparian 
wetlands in elevation of 22.3-33m (Fig. 10). 

 

Figure 10 Hypsometric model - zones, Ostrovska Lowland 

The problems with flood risk in Ostrovska lowland are related with the fluctuation in the level of groundwater. This 
changes the water level of the wetland system in the south part of the lowland and gives potential risk for the road 
infrastructure and the village Ostrov in the East. 

CONCLUSION 

The potential flood risk zones are result of fluctuation in the water levels and defined by:  

• Increasing of river water levels that cross the lowlands (Bregovo-Novoselska, Archaro-Orsoyska, 
Dolnotsibarska and Kozloduyska lowlands); 

• Fluctuation in the groundwater levels, which reflects to the wetland systems (Archaro-Orsoyska and 
Ostrovska lowlands); 

• Direct influence of the Danube waters in Vidinska lowland. 
 
In terms of spatial ecosystem modelling it is important to mention that ecosystem services can successfully serve as an 
instrument for environmental management improvement and sustainable regional development. Moreover, the results of 
the present research show that ecosystem services play an important role and could be efficiently used in natural hazard 
mitigation. On one hand spatial models represent the geographical conditions defined in terms of altitude and spatial 
reference and on the other, spatial models of the Danube lowlands contour and map the regulating ecosystem services. 
This analysis stands for a tool in flood hazard prognosis and development of further scenario in flood risk assessment. 
The implementation of these two approaches into a common database is important not only in environmental but also in 
socio-economic terms, taking into consideration the benefits people obtain from the Danube floodplain and the services 
it provides. 
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Abstract 
Various historical data about different areas are recorded in the old maps but also described in chronicles, address 
books or other sources. These written records could replenish attribute data from the maps from the same period. This 
paper is devoted to comparison of methods for previous areas reconstruction and an attempt of context finding between 
long-ago situation and present events at the same locations. 

Old maps are usually used for studying of the former area layout or place distribution but written non-graphical 
sources offer another view at the same thematic information. The Czech editor and cartographer Alois Chytil made 
collection of detailed maps describing nationalities, education facilities, industrial sites, financial institutions etc. This 
was later supplemented by comprehensive list of all towns in former Czechoslovakia with the basic information about 
them, written in 1922 and reissued in 1929. Based on the information provided by Alois Chytil was created database 
describing situation in the Southern Moravia region at the beginning of twentieth century.  

There is simple possibility to compare between years the major information like population or nationalities but 
sometimes we can also find and attempt also other records, which are not directly mentioned. The second part of this 
paper tries to find context between the previous long-ago settlement distribution and nowadays civil problems like thefts 
or other crime. It is of course necessary to know the historical context for finding of these connections. 

Keywords: Old maps, geographical data, Alois Chytil 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Old maps are valuable source of natural, socio-economic etc. information which is frequently not fully available even if 
archives make digital raster images accessible. Map archive of Institute of Geography was transformed due to project 
TEMAP into digital form. It consists of providing digital images with standardized metadata description developed with 
focus on old maps to each map. Each record contains e.g. geographic coordinates of minimal bounding rectangle, main 
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topics of the map information etc. Mentioned process will enable more effective searching and therefore should increase 
usability of old map information. 

1.1 Map archive of the Department of Geography 
 
Map archiving on the Department of Geography started shortly after foundation of the Masaryk University in 1919. 
Map archive was designed as specialized collection focused on the maps of the Moravia. Number of maps was 
increasing till the 1973 when few thousand of maps had to be transferred due to security status to the Military 
topographic service. Currently there are over 18000 maps and atlases, while most famous are collections of the 
Comenius´ map of the Moravia from the beginning of 17th century and atlases published by famous Dutch cartographer 
Abraham Ortelius from the 16th century.  

Large amount of maps in the map archive is from the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. Maps originated in this 
period were characteristic by precise representation of various socio-economic and physical phenomena. For illustrative 
purposes were selected maps from the famous Czech journalist and map maker Alois Chytil. 

1.2 Map maker Alois Chytil 
 
As it was previously mentioned, maps created by Alois Chytil were selected for illustrative purposes of presented 
article. Alois Chytil was the famous Czech journalist, gazetteers publisher and map maker. He was born in 1877 near 
Holešov in the eastern part of Moravia (part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire at the time). From the beginning of the 
twentieth century he started with his collaborators publishing of the continuously updated gazetteers of the Czech lands 
(Bohemia, Moravia and Austrian Silesia) and later Slowakia (after 1918). Gazeteers contained information about 
nationalities, member of municipal boards, craftsman etc. in different settlements. It also contained addresses, 
comparison tables and advertisements. His work is still considered to be one of the best gazetteers from the beginning 
of the twentieth century.  

Following parts of the article will be focused on the map production of Alois Chytil. Specifically on the map entitled 
National map of Moravia part II, Southern Moravia in the scale 1:150 000. The map was published together with textual 
description in 1906(7). It contained not only information about nationalities, but also information about population, 
education institutions, industry distribution etc.  

2. MAP INFORMATION ANALYSIS 
 
Previously mentioned map form Alois Chytil was digitized in 400 dpi resolution and transformed into real coordinate 
system. Later were digitized selected information from the map and stored in the database. Derived information were 
subsequently used for use case studies.  

 



Figure 1. Digitized Chytil’s map from 190

2.1 Selected use case studies 

2.1.1 Germans and Czechs 

Czech-German coexistence had lasted in the territory of the current Czech Republic over eight hundred years till the 
separation of the two nations after the World War II. These events fall into t
modern history. Especially the radical transfer of Germans from Czechoslovakia is still object of scientific researchers, 
journalist polemic, political discussions, novels and movies. Forced transfer of over three mi
Czech territory changed the social structure which was naturally formed several centuries. New settlement and moving 
into empty localities then brought the biggest migration in Czech lands from the fifth and sixth centuries when the 
territory was settled (Kastner 1996, Zrůstová, 2012).
 
The history of Czech-German coexistence has in the territory of today’s Czech Republic long tradition. The main roots 
come from 13th century when new inhabitants arrived to the developing towns in the 
German inhabitants formed rather the higher class. They brought to the land new manufacturing processes, urban and 
architectonic innovations and juridical and administration customs. In later years rose the religious influence. The 
arrival of Germans came in 16th and beginning of 17
Czech lands for next 300 years. It was the end of the independent Czech lands. Till those times was the strongest 
German influence in the borderlands but after the battle were settled and Germanized also regions in the middle of the 
land. The territory of the Czech lands was at this time a part of the Austro
the Czech region were privileged. German was the first language and the entire Czech nation with its culture was in 
strong oppression. At the end of 19th century during so called Czech National Revival bucked up Czech society the 
language and culture as well. The Czech part of inhabitants 
Germans quite defensive. Conflicts, battles and fights between Germans and Czechs were still more frequent (Beneš et 
al. 2002, Zrůstová 2012).  
 
The German settlement and differences between areas inhabi
example of Chytil’s map. The map in the figure 2, in 1906 in the area of interest of Chytil’s map, there are 160 German 
towns (i.e. over 50 percent of inhabitants are German) in Moravia. In another 27 towns 
and 50 percent.  
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Figure 1. Digitized Chytil’s map from 1906 (7) 

German coexistence had lasted in the territory of the current Czech Republic over eight hundred years till the 
separation of the two nations after the World War II. These events fall into the most dramatic incidents in the Czech 
modern history. Especially the radical transfer of Germans from Czechoslovakia is still object of scientific researchers, 
journalist polemic, political discussions, novels and movies. Forced transfer of over three mi
Czech territory changed the social structure which was naturally formed several centuries. New settlement and moving 
into empty localities then brought the biggest migration in Czech lands from the fifth and sixth centuries when the 
territory was settled (Kastner 1996, Zrůstová, 2012). 

German coexistence has in the territory of today’s Czech Republic long tradition. The main roots 
century when new inhabitants arrived to the developing towns in the Kingdom of Bohemia. New 

German inhabitants formed rather the higher class. They brought to the land new manufacturing processes, urban and 
architectonic innovations and juridical and administration customs. In later years rose the religious influence. The 

and beginning of 17th century. The lost battle of White Mountain influenced the fate of 
Czech lands for next 300 years. It was the end of the independent Czech lands. Till those times was the strongest 

in the borderlands but after the battle were settled and Germanized also regions in the middle of the 
land. The territory of the Czech lands was at this time a part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and German inhabitants in 

German was the first language and the entire Czech nation with its culture was in 
century during so called Czech National Revival bucked up Czech society the 

language and culture as well. The Czech part of inhabitants was still getting stronger which was accepted by the 
Germans quite defensive. Conflicts, battles and fights between Germans and Czechs were still more frequent (Beneš et 

The German settlement and differences between areas inhabited by Czechs and German can be presented on the 
example of Chytil’s map. The map in the figure 2, in 1906 in the area of interest of Chytil’s map, there are 160 German 
towns (i.e. over 50 percent of inhabitants are German) in Moravia. In another 27 towns formed Germans between 10 
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Figure 2. Comparing of prevailing nationalities in south Moravia (according Chytil, A., 1906, census 1926)

The position of Germans in the Czech lands dramatically changed after the World War I and dissolution o
Hungary into independent membership nations. The Germans previous a part of ruling nation were suddenly foreign 
national minority in the land of their opponents. On the other hand the Czech majority provided for national minorities 
sufficient place for their cultural and political life. Czechoslovakia inherited only 21 percent of ground and 26 percent 
of inhabitants but 70 percent of all Austro
more favourable economic progress than in Austria and especially in Germany and in addition to this almost without 
unemployment. Despite minority positions were the Germans respectable inhabitants, nevertheless left many of them 
the Czechoslovakia (Křen 1990, Zrůstová 2012).
 
The figure 2 compares the nationalities in 1906 with nationalities based on census in 1921 derived from the map 
published in 1926. Comparing both years, there are only 98 German towns in Moravia in 1926. That means during 20 
years since 1906 till 1926 became the C
Jewish communities in Moravia before the World War
only minority of them survived the War and came back to their previous
 
Around 1933 came economic crisis to Czechoslovakia. It was about 2 years later than in Germany. The highest 
unemployment and deficit was in the borderlands (Sudeten Germans), where lived primarily the Germans. When the
crisis culminated in Czechoslovakia, there was already economic progress in Germany. So the Czechoslovakian 
Germans served Hitler as an example. Popularity of Nazi Germany grew still stronger in German borderlands. In 1939 
lost Czechoslovakia its borderlands in Bohemia and Moravia in favour of Germany and it was established Protectorate 
of Bohemia and Moravia. Czechoslovakia lost over 3 500 000 inhabitants. Because of national boundary changing is 
very difficult to compare the national compositions of indi
administration, policy, economy and culture as well. Many Czechs left the borderlands and moved in to inland. So rose 
the percentage of Germans in these previous Czech towns. When the World War II star
front. Czech workmen substituted them so grew again the percentage of Czechs. There no accurate data about 
population in Sudeten between 1939 and 1945 (Beneš et al. 2002, Kural 1993, Kural 1994, Zr
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Figure 2. Comparing of prevailing nationalities in south Moravia (according Chytil, A., 1906, census 1926)

The position of Germans in the Czech lands dramatically changed after the World War I and dissolution o
Hungary into independent membership nations. The Germans previous a part of ruling nation were suddenly foreign 
national minority in the land of their opponents. On the other hand the Czech majority provided for national minorities 

ce for their cultural and political life. Czechoslovakia inherited only 21 percent of ground and 26 percent 
of inhabitants but 70 percent of all Austro-Hungarian industry. In the second part of 20’s were in Czechoslovakia much 

ress than in Austria and especially in Germany and in addition to this almost without 
unemployment. Despite minority positions were the Germans respectable inhabitants, nevertheless left many of them 

ůstová 2012). 

re 2 compares the nationalities in 1906 with nationalities based on census in 1921 derived from the map 
published in 1926. Comparing both years, there are only 98 German towns in Moravia in 1926. That means during 20 
years since 1906 till 1926 became the Czechs the majority in 62 towns. As shown in the map, there were also many 
Jewish communities in Moravia before the World War II. All of them were during the War violently persecuted and 
only minority of them survived the War and came back to their previous homes from the concentration camps.

Around 1933 came economic crisis to Czechoslovakia. It was about 2 years later than in Germany. The highest 
unemployment and deficit was in the borderlands (Sudeten Germans), where lived primarily the Germans. When the
crisis culminated in Czechoslovakia, there was already economic progress in Germany. So the Czechoslovakian 
Germans served Hitler as an example. Popularity of Nazi Germany grew still stronger in German borderlands. In 1939 

nds in Bohemia and Moravia in favour of Germany and it was established Protectorate 
of Bohemia and Moravia. Czechoslovakia lost over 3 500 000 inhabitants. Because of national boundary changing is 
very difficult to compare the national compositions of individual towns. Czech inhabitants lost representation in 
administration, policy, economy and culture as well. Many Czechs left the borderlands and moved in to inland. So rose 
the percentage of Germans in these previous Czech towns. When the World War II started the German men left to the 
front. Czech workmen substituted them so grew again the percentage of Czechs. There no accurate data about 
population in Sudeten between 1939 and 1945 (Beneš et al. 2002, Kural 1993, Kural 1994, Zrů
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Close the end of the war the Germans were reconciled with the soon capitulation and they were no more so 
authoritative. But after the war was Czech policy very strong against Germans. Many aggressive and brutal events 
against them happened regardless of their individua
by very radical and dramatic circumstances. That was the end of hundreds’ years’ long coexistence of Czechs and 
German in one country. Not everybody with German ancestors left, but they 
everywhere in Czech territory (Ústav mezinárodních vztah
 
The figure 3 shows German inhabitants in Moravian districts in 1930 and in 1946. The German population had 
dramatically decreased after the World War II (von Arburg, A. in Povolný, D., 2011).
 

Figure 3. German population in south Moravian districts in 1906 and 1946
(Based on Spurný, J., von Arburg, A. in Povolný, D., 2011)

2.1.2 Sugar refineries and malthouses
 
Growing of sugar beet has in the Czech Republic long tradition over 200 years since the middle of 19
also started the era of sugar industry in Czech lands and afterwards were sugar refineries established. Favourable 
ground and climate condition helped the prog
and in 20’s of 20th century was Czechoslovakia one of the most important producers of the world and relevant part came 
from the Czech Republic. Efficient results of growing brought
were in Czech lands built 323 sugar refineries, but on the other hand were 168 closed at the same time. At the beginning 
of 20th century came 15 percent of the sugar world production from Czech lands.
in Moravia in 1906 (Vrběcká 2013). 
 
After the World War I, Czechoslovakia held its important position in sugar production and the main part about 1 million 
tons was exported. During the economy crisis in 30’s, the pr
influenced by overproduction from Cuba and Indonesia which paralysed Czech export. The World War II had reduced 
the production. The companies were nationalized after the war and the sugar refineries were ow
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of the war the Germans were reconciled with the soon capitulation and they were no more so 
authoritative. But after the war was Czech policy very strong against Germans. Many aggressive and brutal events 
against them happened regardless of their individual activity during the war. Germans had to leave Czech territory often 
by very radical and dramatic circumstances. That was the end of hundreds’ years’ long coexistence of Czechs and 
German in one country. Not everybody with German ancestors left, but they lost definitely and forever their majority 
everywhere in Czech territory (Ústav mezinárodních vztahů 1996, Zrůstová 2012). 

The figure 3 shows German inhabitants in Moravian districts in 1930 and in 1946. The German population had 
ter the World War II (von Arburg, A. in Povolný, D., 2011). 

Figure 3. German population in south Moravian districts in 1906 and 1946
(Based on Spurný, J., von Arburg, A. in Povolný, D., 2011) 

Sugar refineries and malthouses 

has in the Czech Republic long tradition over 200 years since the middle of 19
also started the era of sugar industry in Czech lands and afterwards were sugar refineries established. Favourable 
ground and climate condition helped the progress of the industry. In the end of 19th century came significant expansion 

century was Czechoslovakia one of the most important producers of the world and relevant part came 
from the Czech Republic. Efficient results of growing brought development of sugar refineries. Between 1830 and 1920 
were in Czech lands built 323 sugar refineries, but on the other hand were 168 closed at the same time. At the beginning 

century came 15 percent of the sugar world production from Czech lands. The figure 4 shows 14 sugar refineries 

After the World War I, Czechoslovakia held its important position in sugar production and the main part about 1 million 
tons was exported. During the economy crisis in 30’s, the production fell by half.  European sugar market was 
influenced by overproduction from Cuba and Indonesia which paralysed Czech export. The World War II had reduced 
the production. The companies were nationalized after the war and the sugar refineries were ow
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has in the Czech Republic long tradition over 200 years since the middle of 19th century. Hereby 
also started the era of sugar industry in Czech lands and afterwards were sugar refineries established. Favourable 

century came significant expansion 
century was Czechoslovakia one of the most important producers of the world and relevant part came 

development of sugar refineries. Between 1830 and 1920 
were in Czech lands built 323 sugar refineries, but on the other hand were 168 closed at the same time. At the beginning 

The figure 4 shows 14 sugar refineries 

After the World War I, Czechoslovakia held its important position in sugar production and the main part about 1 million 
oduction fell by half.  European sugar market was 

influenced by overproduction from Cuba and Indonesia which paralysed Czech export. The World War II had reduced 
the production. The companies were nationalized after the war and the sugar refineries were owned by the state which 



didn’t invested in technologies and modernisation. Planned economy slowed down the sugar industry and 
Czechoslovakia lost the position in sugar production. Today is the Czech Republic self
and despite problems in the past exports sugar as well. But the map in Figure X shows the production of sugar today 
much more concentrated than in 1906 and from 14 sugar
2013). 
 

Figure 4. Sugar refineries 

Malt is germinated dried cereal. It is elementary ingredient for beer and whiskey production. The most commonly used 
is barley malt. In the Czech Republic is malt produced primarily for brewing w
First who made beer from hops in Czech territory were in 6
was known already by the Celts in 6th century BC. In the past every brewery grew its own barely and 
as well. In the middle of 19th century were established stand
breweries or exported. The fate of malthouses was partially similar to sugar refineries mentioned above. Relevant 
progress around the year 1900 and between the wars was replaced with nationalization aft
Figure 4 shows that from two malthouses in 1906 in South Moravia is working just one of them in 2014 (Basá
2010, Jonášová 2012). 

2.1.3 Development of population and school distribution
 
As already mentioned above the Chytil’s map offers many attribute data to the depicted towns. One of them is school 
distribution. The map doesn’t show or give a list of all schools in the area but it displays the distribution of towns with 
any school. As shown in the figure 6, comparing wi
changed. There are today no wicker school, lacemaking school or weaving school like in 1906. But on the other hand 
comparing the placement of all schools we can conclude the possibilities 
map in the figure 5 shows the development of population in the territory in the years 1900, 1921, 1950, 1980 and 2001. 
There are depicted only towns with at least 1500 of inhabitants in 1900 in the map. We can 
population in some villages or small town especially after the World War I (1921) and after the World War II (1950). In 
some places the population has reduced anyway but in general the number of inhabitants has grown up. Simpl
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didn’t invested in technologies and modernisation. Planned economy slowed down the sugar industry and 
Czechoslovakia lost the position in sugar production. Today is the Czech Republic self-sufficient in sugar production 

roblems in the past exports sugar as well. But the map in Figure X shows the production of sugar today 
much more concentrated than in 1906 and from 14 sugar-refineries in those days is working just one of them (Vrb

Figure 4. Sugar refineries and malthouses in 1906 and 2014 (according Chytil, A., 1906)

Malt is germinated dried cereal. It is elementary ingredient for beer and whiskey production. The most commonly used 
is barley malt. In the Czech Republic is malt produced primarily for brewing which has in Czech lands long tradition. 
First who made beer from hops in Czech territory were in 6th century AD the Slavs, but beer production without hops 

century BC. In the past every brewery grew its own barely and 
century were established stand-alone malthouses, which sold the malt to the national 

breweries or exported. The fate of malthouses was partially similar to sugar refineries mentioned above. Relevant 
around the year 1900 and between the wars was replaced with nationalization aft

Figure 4 shows that from two malthouses in 1906 in South Moravia is working just one of them in 2014 (Basá

Development of population and school distribution 

til’s map offers many attribute data to the depicted towns. One of them is school 
distribution. The map doesn’t show or give a list of all schools in the area but it displays the distribution of towns with 
any school. As shown in the figure 6, comparing with the situation nowadays, we can confront how the distribution has 
changed. There are today no wicker school, lacemaking school or weaving school like in 1906. But on the other hand 
comparing the placement of all schools we can conclude the possibilities and offers of education at each location. The 
map in the figure 5 shows the development of population in the territory in the years 1900, 1921, 1950, 1980 and 2001. 
There are depicted only towns with at least 1500 of inhabitants in 1900 in the map. We can see stagnation or decrease of 
population in some villages or small town especially after the World War I (1921) and after the World War II (1950). In 
some places the population has reduced anyway but in general the number of inhabitants has grown up. Simpl
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Figure 4 shows that from two malthouses in 1906 in South Moravia is working just one of them in 2014 (Basářová et al. 
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see stagnation or decrease of 
population in some villages or small town especially after the World War I (1921) and after the World War II (1950). In 
some places the population has reduced anyway but in general the number of inhabitants has grown up. Simply based 



on the population the first idea could be, more people or children need more school. That’s correct. But the map in the 
figure 6 shows something else. 

Figure 5. Population development in South Moravia between 1900 and 2001
(according 

There were educational reforms in Austria
industrial schools were established. When the national oppression was growing around 1870 also new private schools 
for national minorities were founded. At the end of 19
ladies, which was the reason for new girls’ school. The compulsory education was prolonged to eight years. These are 
causes for many new schools at the end of 19
less movable and commuting to school or work wasn’t so common like today. There were small schools or one
schools almost in each small village. In the figure 6 is 
1906. That’s caused all of the reasons mentioned above. Today, also thanks to the sophisticated system of public 
transport the schools and education in general are much more concentrated to tow
schools are dimensioned for much more children than 100 years ago (Flögel1933, Chmelík 2010, Vališová et al. 2007).
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on the population the first idea could be, more people or children need more school. That’s correct. But the map in the 

Figure 5. Population development in South Moravia between 1900 and 2001
(according Czech Statistical Office, 2014) 

There were educational reforms in Austria-Hungary in the second part of 19thcentury. New primary, vocational and 
industrial schools were established. When the national oppression was growing around 1870 also new private schools 

onal minorities were founded. At the end of 19th century increased interest of education by girls and young 
ladies, which was the reason for new girls’ school. The compulsory education was prolonged to eight years. These are 

the end of 19th century. At the start of 20th century around 1906 were also people much 
less movable and commuting to school or work wasn’t so common like today. There were small schools or one
schools almost in each small village. In the figure 6 is shown that the net of towns with school was quite heavy around 
1906. That’s caused all of the reasons mentioned above. Today, also thanks to the sophisticated system of public 
transport the schools and education in general are much more concentrated to towns or at least bigger villages and the 
schools are dimensioned for much more children than 100 years ago (Flögel1933, Chmelík 2010, Vališová et al. 2007).
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1906. That’s caused all of the reasons mentioned above. Today, also thanks to the sophisticated system of public 
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Figure 6. School distribution in South Moravia in 1906 and 2014 (according Chytil, A., 1906,
Mini

3. CONCLUSIONS  
 
Old maps are one of the valuable sources of historical information or data. Comparing to the other sources like 
chronicles, registry offices, census or further documents are maps unique because of
E.g. studying the census data together with an old map gives at same time also a notion of the population distribution, 
which definitely provides more complex view of the researched topic. Old maps provide data and information to 
branches of physical geography, socio-economic geography or other fields as well. They can be used for various spatial 
analyses like development analyses or change analyses. Comparing the situations in the map and nowadays is one of the 
main usage. The most common comparison are land use studies e.g. forests or towns area growth and reduction, 
changes of watercourses etc. As already mentioned use cases from the Chytil’s map are unique because all of the 
attribute data, which were not so common in the ma
three analyses based on the Chytil’s map and compared to the today’s situation. Especially the maps in figures 2, 4 a 6 
very clearly reflect the changes in the national composition, restruc
South Moravia. However it is necessary to know the historical context and consequences for describing the connection 
and understanding, why the maps show, what they show. Further usage of presented informat
specialist from different fields of science as sociologists, historians, geographers and others.
 
This contribution was created with the support of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic, Nr. DF11P01OVV003: 
TEMAP: Technology for access to Czech map collections: methodology and software for protection and re
national cartographic heritage. 
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Figure 6. School distribution in South Moravia in 1906 and 2014 (according Chytil, A., 1906,
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, 2014) 

Old maps are one of the valuable sources of historical information or data. Comparing to the other sources like 
chronicles, registry offices, census or further documents are maps unique because of

studying the census data together with an old map gives at same time also a notion of the population distribution, 
which definitely provides more complex view of the researched topic. Old maps provide data and information to 

economic geography or other fields as well. They can be used for various spatial 
analyses like development analyses or change analyses. Comparing the situations in the map and nowadays is one of the 

most common comparison are land use studies e.g. forests or towns area growth and reduction, 
changes of watercourses etc. As already mentioned use cases from the Chytil’s map are unique because all of the 
attribute data, which were not so common in the maps at the beginning of the 20th century. In the use case were made 
three analyses based on the Chytil’s map and compared to the today’s situation. Especially the maps in figures 2, 4 a 6 
very clearly reflect the changes in the national composition, restructuring in agriculture and schools distribution in 
South Moravia. However it is necessary to know the historical context and consequences for describing the connection 
and understanding, why the maps show, what they show. Further usage of presented informat
specialist from different fields of science as sociologists, historians, geographers and others. 

This contribution was created with the support of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic, Nr. DF11P01OVV003: 
access to Czech map collections: methodology and software for protection and re
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Old maps are one of the valuable sources of historical information or data. Comparing to the other sources like 
chronicles, registry offices, census or further documents are maps unique because of the spatial information. 

studying the census data together with an old map gives at same time also a notion of the population distribution, 
which definitely provides more complex view of the researched topic. Old maps provide data and information to the 

economic geography or other fields as well. They can be used for various spatial 
analyses like development analyses or change analyses. Comparing the situations in the map and nowadays is one of the 

most common comparison are land use studies e.g. forests or towns area growth and reduction, 
changes of watercourses etc. As already mentioned use cases from the Chytil’s map are unique because all of the 

century. In the use case were made 
three analyses based on the Chytil’s map and compared to the today’s situation. Especially the maps in figures 2, 4 a 6 

turing in agriculture and schools distribution in 
South Moravia. However it is necessary to know the historical context and consequences for describing the connection 
and understanding, why the maps show, what they show. Further usage of presented information is intended for 

This contribution was created with the support of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic, Nr. DF11P01OVV003: 
access to Czech map collections: methodology and software for protection and re-use of 
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 Abstract 
Digitization and visualization of historical maps and globes is very popular and actual theme in these days. This article 
describes low cost method of globe digitization and visualization. This method is known as image based modelling. The 
3D model of the globe is created in the photogrammetrical software Agisoft PhotoScan. The final result, high quality 
3D model, can be visualized by various methods such as 3D viewers, 3D-pdf format or using Web GL plugin. And even 
more, we are able to create a real print of the model using such a popular 3D printing. Different type of visualization is 
creation of a flat map from the model using selected cartographic projection. Last part of this article shows the way 
how the globes can be created from flat historical maps.  

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Our Laboratory of photogrammetry has been focused for a long time on documentation and visualization of cultural 
heritage and collaborates with archaeologist, restorations, and cartographers and with other specialists from related 
areas. The Department of Geomatics (formerly Mapping and Cartography) is active not only on the field of geomatics 
but it also deals with photogrammetry, historical cartography and modern methods of cartography. In this paper, the 
combination of these two scientific disciplines is used to create a real copy of globe.  
 
Nowadays, digitization of historical maps and globes and their visualization is very popular. Digitization of historical 
maps is technologically mastered in common cases. The situation with documentation of the globes is completely 
different. Because of the spherical shape of globes, different techniques are required. In many cases, it is impossible to 
do contact measurement or use strong lights to improve light condition. These problems are typical for old and large 
historical globes, which are placed in museums or are placed id depositories.   
 

We collaborate in terms of technology with other professional bodies like Map Collection department of the Faculty of 
Science, Charles University in Prague. More information about digitisation and visualisation of maps and globes you 
can find for example on web site of TEMAP project (Technology for discovering of map collections, 
http://www.mapovasbirka.cz/english/index_eng.html) [10], [11], [12] or on the department of Geomatics (formerly 
Mapping and Cartography) web pages, CTU in Prague (http://geomatics.fsv.cvut.cz/en/).[13], [14]. 

 
 
At the present time there exist several methods of digitization of the globes. Different techniques of digitization and 
visualisation are discussed by many authors.  Four techniques for the digital representation are discussed and analysed 
by Stal et al. [1]. The objects of interest were the 16th century Mercator Globes which could be seen during an 
exhibition in honour of the 500th birthday of Gerardus Mercator in Belgium. In their paper, 3D and pseudo-3D models 
were created using dynamic imaging, terrestrial laser scanning and image draping, structure from motion and 
georeferencing and merging fragments of images of the globe.  
 
Technologies for digital cartographic representation of globes are described by Adami [2]. He used technology of 3D 
laser scanner based on the triangulation principle to obtain a highly accurate model of the globe surface. This was 
followed by photographic acquisition to get the knowledge of a cartographic content.  
 



The topic of 3D virtual model creation was also mentioned in Hruby et.al. Data ac
camera and data processing was described in their article. The final image
Globes was provided with up-to-date vector data to obtain a comparison of historical realities wit
data [3], [4].   
 
In the Czech Republic the matter of globe digitization is also solved by 
Cartography. They use special mobile device for capturing the globes. Each image is georeferenced 
presentation in Google Earth [5]. 
 
The aim of the research of our laboratory is searching of low
visualization of historical objects [6], [7].
image based modelling. The process of digitization and visualization of globes is described step by step in next 
chapters.   
 
3D MODELS CREATION AND VISUALIZATION
 
As it was mentioned before, several different techniques e
disadvantages. We decided to try a method which is called structure from motion. According to name of the method the 
structure of object is obtained from images captured with a camera which is moving
principle of this method. It is also possible to choose reverse variant with still camera and globe movement (Figure 1).
 

  

Figure 1: Principles of documentation: a) static object and moving camera, b)

The creation of the 3D model and the ways of visualizations are demonstrated on two several decades old school world 
geographical globes –the terrestrial globe with diameter of approximately 30 cm (Figure 2) and smaller one
political boundaries with diameter about 15 cm.
 

Figure 2: 
Data acquisition 
 
The documentation of the globe using photogrammetrical method is based on capturing of several images, which cover 
the whole object. In the first case we decided to use non
directions with using off-the-shelf digital still camera Sony Alfa 200. The focal length was set to 50 mm and during the 
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The topic of 3D virtual model creation was also mentioned in Hruby et.al. Data acquisition with high
camera and data processing was described in their article. The final image-based representation of Mercator historical 

date vector data to obtain a comparison of historical realities wit

In the Czech Republic the matter of globe digitization is also solved by Research Institute of Geodesy
Cartography. They use special mobile device for capturing the globes. Each image is georeferenced 

The aim of the research of our laboratory is searching of low-cost and non-contact methods of documentation and 
[6], [7]. In this paper, we focus on the low-cost method of globe digitization called 

image based modelling. The process of digitization and visualization of globes is described step by step in next 

3D MODELS CREATION AND VISUALIZATION 

As it was mentioned before, several different techniques exist to document globes. Each of them has advantages and 
disadvantages. We decided to try a method which is called structure from motion. According to name of the method the 
structure of object is obtained from images captured with a camera which is moving all around the object. This is basic 
principle of this method. It is also possible to choose reverse variant with still camera and globe movement (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Principles of documentation: a) static object and moving camera, b) still camera and moving object.

The creation of the 3D model and the ways of visualizations are demonstrated on two several decades old school world 
the terrestrial globe with diameter of approximately 30 cm (Figure 2) and smaller one

political boundaries with diameter about 15 cm. 

 

Figure 2: One of the documented school globes. 

The documentation of the globe using photogrammetrical method is based on capturing of several images, which cover 
t. In the first case we decided to use non-contact method, the static globe was captured from all possible 

shelf digital still camera Sony Alfa 200. The focal length was set to 50 mm and during the 
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quisition with high-resolution digital 
based representation of Mercator historical 

date vector data to obtain a comparison of historical realities with current geographic 

Research Institute of Geodesy, Topography and 
Cartography. They use special mobile device for capturing the globes. Each image is georeferenced and used for virtual 

contact methods of documentation and 
thod of globe digitization called 

image based modelling. The process of digitization and visualization of globes is described step by step in next 

xist to document globes. Each of them has advantages and 
disadvantages. We decided to try a method which is called structure from motion. According to name of the method the 

all around the object. This is basic 
principle of this method. It is also possible to choose reverse variant with still camera and globe movement (Figure 1). 

                

still camera and moving object. 

The creation of the 3D model and the ways of visualizations are demonstrated on two several decades old school world 
the terrestrial globe with diameter of approximately 30 cm (Figure 2) and smaller one with the 

The documentation of the globe using photogrammetrical method is based on capturing of several images, which cover 
contact method, the static globe was captured from all possible 

shelf digital still camera Sony Alfa 200. The focal length was set to 50 mm and during the 



acquisition process the focusing and zoom functions were disabled. The disadvantage of this approach is the limitation 
in the setting of longer exposure (if there is no tripod used).
 
The globe was captured all around from distance of approximately 20 cm.  It is important to capture 
sufficient overlap. In the pole positions we moved camera approximately about 60° longitude. Because of increasing 
spacing between meridians towards the equator, the movement changed approximately about 30° longitude.  For 3D 
model creation we used 247 images. 
 
The second approach deals with the documentation of moving globe with camera placed on a tripod. In this case a 
DSLR camera Canon EOS-20D with focal length 85 mm was used. The static camera enables us to set longer exposure 
which is very important if there are poor light conditions. By gradually rotation of globe (the step of rotation was 
similar to the rotation of the camera in the first case) 86 images were captured.
 
The process of the globe documentation is related with several problem
problems deal not only with the sphere shape of the globe but also with used material. The spherical shape brings 
problem with depth of field. The ideal case is to have all points on the images sharp. Unfortuna
globe causes that some points are farther. For that reason it is important to set appropriately the camera and if it is 
possible, use a tripod. The general rule is that increasing of the F
of field will be extended.  All the setting should be adapted to light conditions. This is connected with another problem 
– reflectance of used material. Reflected light is visible on images in the form of bright spots, which can hide importan
parts on the objects. To eliminate the reflectance it is good to use something like light tent.      
 
3D model creation 
 
The 3D models were created in the photogrammetrical software Agisoft PhotoScan and edited in several different 
software intended for laser scanning processing.
 
The process of model creation is divided into several steps. First of all, it is necessary to do pre
includes mask creation of unwanted parts of globe on the image, such as globe frame, blurred spots etc. The 
the processing is images alignment. During this step the camera calibration parameters and the position of the camera of 
every image is being calculated. The result is a sparse point cloud and aligned images. Once we know the positions of 
camera, a dense point cloud can be calculated based on sparse point cloud. After that the geometry of the object is built. 
Resulting 3D polygonal mesh represents the object surface. The final part of processing is adding a texture to create real 
copy of the globe. During the processing it is important to do manual editing which includes detached point removal, 
closing holes, mesh decimation etc. 
 

Figure 3: Final 3D model of the globe in Agisoft PhotoScan.

After every step, the point clouds or polygonal mesh 
such as Raindrop Geomagic Studio, Meshlab etc.
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sing and zoom functions were disabled. The disadvantage of this approach is the limitation 
in the setting of longer exposure (if there is no tripod used). 

The globe was captured all around from distance of approximately 20 cm.  It is important to capture 
sufficient overlap. In the pole positions we moved camera approximately about 60° longitude. Because of increasing 
spacing between meridians towards the equator, the movement changed approximately about 30° longitude.  For 3D 

The second approach deals with the documentation of moving globe with camera placed on a tripod. In this case a 
20D with focal length 85 mm was used. The static camera enables us to set longer exposure 

important if there are poor light conditions. By gradually rotation of globe (the step of rotation was 
similar to the rotation of the camera in the first case) 86 images were captured. 

The process of the globe documentation is related with several problems, which can influent the final 3D model. The 
problems deal not only with the sphere shape of the globe but also with used material. The spherical shape brings 
problem with depth of field. The ideal case is to have all points on the images sharp. Unfortuna
globe causes that some points are farther. For that reason it is important to set appropriately the camera and if it is 
possible, use a tripod. The general rule is that increasing of the F-number and decreasing of the focal lengt
of field will be extended.  All the setting should be adapted to light conditions. This is connected with another problem 

reflectance of used material. Reflected light is visible on images in the form of bright spots, which can hide importan
parts on the objects. To eliminate the reflectance it is good to use something like light tent.      

The 3D models were created in the photogrammetrical software Agisoft PhotoScan and edited in several different 
laser scanning processing. 

The process of model creation is divided into several steps. First of all, it is necessary to do pre
includes mask creation of unwanted parts of globe on the image, such as globe frame, blurred spots etc. The 
the processing is images alignment. During this step the camera calibration parameters and the position of the camera of 
every image is being calculated. The result is a sparse point cloud and aligned images. Once we know the positions of 

era, a dense point cloud can be calculated based on sparse point cloud. After that the geometry of the object is built. 
Resulting 3D polygonal mesh represents the object surface. The final part of processing is adding a texture to create real 

lobe. During the processing it is important to do manual editing which includes detached point removal, 

 

Figure 3: Final 3D model of the globe in Agisoft PhotoScan. 

After every step, the point clouds or polygonal mesh can be exported and loaded in other software for 3D modelling 
such as Raindrop Geomagic Studio, Meshlab etc. 
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sing and zoom functions were disabled. The disadvantage of this approach is the limitation 

The globe was captured all around from distance of approximately 20 cm.  It is important to capture images with 
sufficient overlap. In the pole positions we moved camera approximately about 60° longitude. Because of increasing 
spacing between meridians towards the equator, the movement changed approximately about 30° longitude.  For 3D 

The second approach deals with the documentation of moving globe with camera placed on a tripod. In this case a 
20D with focal length 85 mm was used. The static camera enables us to set longer exposure 

important if there are poor light conditions. By gradually rotation of globe (the step of rotation was 

s, which can influent the final 3D model. The 
problems deal not only with the sphere shape of the globe but also with used material. The spherical shape brings 
problem with depth of field. The ideal case is to have all points on the images sharp. Unfortunately, the curvature of the 
globe causes that some points are farther. For that reason it is important to set appropriately the camera and if it is 

number and decreasing of the focal length, the depth 
of field will be extended.  All the setting should be adapted to light conditions. This is connected with another problem 

reflectance of used material. Reflected light is visible on images in the form of bright spots, which can hide important 
parts on the objects. To eliminate the reflectance it is good to use something like light tent.       

The 3D models were created in the photogrammetrical software Agisoft PhotoScan and edited in several different 

The process of model creation is divided into several steps. First of all, it is necessary to do pre-processing, which 
includes mask creation of unwanted parts of globe on the image, such as globe frame, blurred spots etc. The first step of 
the processing is images alignment. During this step the camera calibration parameters and the position of the camera of 
every image is being calculated. The result is a sparse point cloud and aligned images. Once we know the positions of 

era, a dense point cloud can be calculated based on sparse point cloud. After that the geometry of the object is built. 
Resulting 3D polygonal mesh represents the object surface. The final part of processing is adding a texture to create real 

lobe. During the processing it is important to do manual editing which includes detached point removal, 

can be exported and loaded in other software for 3D modelling 
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Methods of visualization 
 
Before the own digitization, it is important to know for what purpose the final model will be used. Based on this 
purpose the technique of documentation is chosen. For example, if it is required only precise shape of the globe, the 
laser scanning seems to be right choice. But in many cases, we do not make do with only shape of the object. For 
purpose of visualization it is important to create a model with real texture. 
 
The 3D model of the globe can be considered to be a final product which can be visualized with various methods. We 
can divide them into two categories – online or offline presentation. The first category covers the visualization using 
web browser plug-ins like BS Contact or Cortona3d viewer. Nowadays, it is also popular to upload final models into 
existing online 3D viewers such as Sketchfab, which uses the WebGL technology. We used WebGL application for 
example in the project deal with the documentation and visualization of historical globes which was cooperated with 
The Map collection at Charles University in Prague (http://www.mapovasbirka.cz/) [8]. The representative of the 
second category is Adobe 3D pdf format which can be viewed in every device where the Adobe Reader has been 
installed.           
 
CARTOGRAPHIC PROJECTION ONTO FLAT MAP 
 
Another approach is to convert 3D model of the globe into 2D output in the form of a standard flat map. To project the 
3D model of the globe onto the flat map, it is necessary to select a certain cartographic projection. In this paper the 
process of mapping 3D model of the globe onto the flat map is described using two well-known projections – the 
Mercator and Werner (heart-shaped) cartographic projection. 
 
The Mercator projection was presented by the Flemish geographer and cartographer Geraldus Mercator in 1569. It is 
conformal cylindrical map projection in normal position. Because of its ability to display loxodromes (or rhumb lines) 
as straight lines which conserve the angles with the meridians, it is very often used for nautical purposes. The points 
representing poles are singular. The Mercator projection is defined by following formulas: 
 
 2 � � (1) 

3 � � �45�67�!�� 8 9�� (2) 

 
 
where �, � are Cartesian coordinates of the resulting flat map, 2, 3 are spherical coordinates of the 3D model of the 
globe. These formulas are in the inverse form, because the mapping process starts from the opposite direction than 
usual: x, � ;  2, 3. 
 
The Werner projection was developed by Johannes Stabius of Vienna about 1500 and promoted by Johannes Werner of 
Nuremberg in 1514. It is pseudoconic cordiform equal-area map projection. This map projection was frequently used 
for world maps of the 16th and 17th centuries [9].  The inverse form of the Werner projection formulas are given by: 
 
 

3 � 9� 8 < (3) 

2 � = <��	 3 � 9 (4) 

where: 
 < � >�� � ��   &   @ A 2C (5) 

= � 	D�67 ��<� (6) 

 
where = can have two results. Both have to be tested in order to find the right solution. 
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Mapping process 
 
Once the 3D model is created it can be exported into various formats. For the purpose of the cartographic projection of 
the virtual globe onto a flat map, a waveform obj format was selected. It consists of a 3D vertex coordinates in the 
coordination system of the globe, 2D vertex coordinates of the texture in the coordination system of the texture image 
and vertex indexes for each face. Exported model in obj format was the input file into a self-written program in Matlab 
language. 
 
The mapping process consists of a several steps. Firstly, we have to define the format and size (resolution in pixels) of 
the output flat map. In both examples, it will be a simple rectangular (matrix) of size M × N, where M is the number of 
rows and N is the number of slopes. For the Mercator projection, N=2pi, while M<inf. We chose M=1.5pi. For the 
Werner projection, both M and N is approximately equal to 4.06 radians. In next step, we compute for each pixel the 
spherical coordinates using previous relations (1) and (2) for Mercator, and (3) and (4) for the Werner projection. The 
spherical coordinates of each pixel define the space vector which is then used for computing the intersection of that 
vector and the relevant face (triangle) of the 3D globe model. This problem, called usually “collision detection” in the 
community of computer graphic professionals, requires the 3D globe model consisting of a large amount of faces to be 
in some kind of an octree structure. Otherwise, it would not be possible to compute the intersection in a reasonable time. 
Now, when we have a 3D Cartesian coordinates of the intersection in the 3D globe model coordination system, we have 
to compute the parameters of the affine transformation between this face in 3D globe system and the 2D texture image 
system. Then, we transform the 3D coordinates of the intersection to 2D texture image system. Now, we can easily 
interpolate in the texture image the RGB value, which is than written to the proper pixel in the flat map. This process is 
then repeated for each pixel of the flat map. 
 
The relation between the face in 3D coordination system of a globe model and 2D coordination system of a texture 
image can be expressed as: 
 
 EF�G�!F � H · EIJ !( (7) 

where: 
 

EF�G�!F � K�F�G�!F�F�G�!F�7 L , EIJ !( � K�IJ !(�IJ !(MIJ !(7 L (8) 

 

H � KF77 F7�F�7 F�� F7N G�F�N G�FN7 FN�� � FNN GM� 7 L (9) 

 
 
where EF�G�!F are 2D coordinates in texture image system, EIJ !( are 3D coordinates in globe model system, H is the 
transformation matrix,  F%% are parameters of the affine transformation and G�, G�, GM are parameters of the translation. 
All relations use the homogeneous form of coordination system. In order to use the affine transformation in 3D, we set 
the z-coordination of EF�G�!F to zero. Then, we can write: 
 
 

K�F�G�!F�F�G�!F�7 L � OF77�IJ !( � F7��IJ !( � F7NMIJ !( � G�F�7�IJ !( � F���IJ !( � F�NMIJ !( � G�FN7�IJ !( � FN��IJ !( � FNNMIJ !( � GM�   �    �   �    �   �    7 P (10) 

 
 
From equation (10) it is clear, that parameters FN7, FN�, FNN, GM have to be zero. Now, we have 8 unknown parameters 
and 6 equations, but we know that there is only one solution. This implies that we can freely set two unknown 
parameters. We have chosen G�, G� to be zero too. Then, we get the relation: 
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Q�F�G�!F�F�G�!FR � QF77�IJ !( � F7��IJ !( � F7NMIJ !(F�7�IJ !( � F���IJ !( � F�NMIJ !(R (11) 

 
 
which leads to the system of 6 linear equations with 6 unknowns. The solution of such a system of equations is then 
trivial [7]. The final flat maps in the selected projections are displayed in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

   
Figure 4: Mercator projection of the digitized globes. 

 

   

Figure 5: Werner projection of the digitized globes. 
 
 
3D VIRTUAL GLOBE FROM HISTORICAL MAPS 
 
Here, we will describe the reverse version of the globe-to-flat-map process. This leads to a virtual globe creation from 
an existing historical flat map. As an example, we choosed historical Ortelius World Map, 1570 (see Fig. 6). The 
projection formulas of this map are given in [9]: 
 
if  |2| A 9/� : � � 3 (12) � � U �|2| 8 V � >V� 8 ��� (13) 

taking the sign of 2 and where V � W�9/���|2| � |2|X /� (14) 

 
If  2 � �, equation (14) is infinite and equation (13) is indeterminate, but � � �. 
if  |2| Y C/2 : 
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� � 3 (15) � � U Q>�9/��� 8 3� � |2| 8 9/�R (16) 

taking the sign of 2. 
 
 

 

Figure 6: Ortelius World Map, 1570. (Source: The Library of Congress, USA). 
 
In the first step, the 3D model of the untextured globe has to be created. We have created such a globe by using 
software Raindrop Geomagic Studio. The globe is represented by a simple sphere, with arbitrarily chosen diameter. 
This sphere is then converted into a triangular mesh with such number of faces, which ensures the right shape (14 580 
in our case). Then, the model was exported to an OBJ wavefront format. In the next step, a self-written program in 
Matlab language reads the OBJ file and stores each vertex Cartesian coordinates and face indices. The vertex 
coordinates are transformed into a spherical coordinates and then into 2D (xy) coordinates corresponding to Ortelius 
coordinate system by using relations (12–16). Such "texture" coordinates, related to the input raster image are scaled in 
both axes to 0–1. Finally, the 3D Cartesian coordinates of the original vertices, 2D coordinates of the texture vertices 
and face indices and exported together to a new OBJ file (including "mtl" file describing raster path and other 
characteristics of the model). This file can be then visualised in any software having OBJ import filter. The results of 
our example are shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Six views of the Ortelius World Map projected to globe. 

 
3D PRINTING 
 
The 3D virtual globe of the Ortelius World Map was printed by a 3D printer (Zprint 450 by Zcorporation) in order to 
show the result in real. Before printing, the input model was scaled to have 100 mm in diameter. Additional inner 
surface was added, which created 3 mm thick envelope. The layer thickness was set to 0.1 mm. It took about 6 hours to 
print the model. 
 

 

 
Figure 8: Photos from 3D printing (Zprinter450) and final globe. 
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CONCLUSION 

A new approach of globe digitization using multi-photo photogrammetry and visualization has been presented. It was 
shown, how a modern photogrammetrical image-based correlation method can be used for creating 3D virtual model of 
the globe. Three types of visualisation of such a model were presented. First type of digital representation of the real 
globe is a 3D model which can be viewed in the Adobe Reader software or in Cortona viewer as a part of web browser. 
The second is a standard flat map, which was presented on two cartographic projection systems: Mercator and Werner 
projection. Third type of visualisation is a real 3D model given by 3D printer. We have also proposed a simple method 
for the reverse process of globe digitization, which enables to create the 3D virtual globe from a standard flat map. This 
method was presented on the example of the Ortelius World Map. 
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Abstract 
Land Survey Office of the Czech Republic finished transformation of managing civil state map series of the medium and 
small scale to the database environment based on ArcGIS technology. Thanks to the technology the cartographic 
production line can produce wide spectrum of outputs (printed maps in the uniform sheet line system or maps of 
administrative divisions, georeferenced coloured composite raster and georeferenced binary rasters in separate layers) 
in which advanced cartographic methods, such as seamless data stored in cartographic databases, cartographic 
representations, masking or symbol level settings, are used. The output settings can be easily changed, so from one data 
source is possible to produce several different maps (with different content, colours and symbology) with only minimum 
effort. The rasters are, together with the direct sale, used as the colourful seamless Base map of the Czech Republic at 
the Geoportal of Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre (geoportal.cuzk.cz). 

THE STATE MAP SERIES OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

Production, renewal and publishing of basic and thematic state map series is one of the activities performed in public 
interest, which falls within the competency of Land Survey Office (LSO). 
 
The State Map Series consist of map sheets, which cover the whole area of the Czech Republic. They are processed 
according to the unit rules and they are published by a state administration body. The obligatory State Map Series, i.e. 
State Map Series with basic generally usable content, are listed in a government regulation. Czech Office for Surveying, 
Mapping and Cadastre (COSMC) publishes cadastral maps, State map at scale 1:5  000 (SM5), Base maps at scales 
1:10 000 (BM10), 1:25 000 (BM25), 1:50 000 (BM50), 1:100 000 (BM100) and 1:200 000 (BM200) and the Map of 
the Czech Republic at scale 1:500 000 (MCR500). All these maps (except cadastral map) are produced by LSO. There 
are also maps which are in competency of the Ministry of Defence and Armed Forces of the Czech Republic: 
Topographic maps at scales 1:25 000, 1:50 000, 1:100 000 and Military maps of the Czech Republic at scales 1:25 000, 
1:50 000, 1:100 000. Production of these maps is performed by the Military Geography and Hydrometeorologic Office 
in Dobruška. 
 
Thematic state maps are based on Base maps mentioned above and are produced for the whole area of the Czech 
Republic. COSMC publishes for example Roadmap of the Czech Republic at scale 1:50 000 (in cooperation with Road 
and Motorway Directorate of the Czech Republic), Summary of trigonometric points and net densification points at 
scale 1:50 000 and Summary of levelling network at scale 1:50 000. 
 
The production of the State Map Series of the medium scale at LSO 
 
Roughly 70 employees of LSO (most of them work at the field office in Sedlčany) work on production and regular 
update of civil state maps. Every year around 1 600 maps of middle or small scale (1:10 000 – 1:2 000 000) from the 
total number of more than 6 500 maps is produced or updated in accordance with the editorial plan. Other area is 
updated over the scope of the editorial plan to fill other tasks (publishing rasters at the Geoportal of COSMC or 
production of thematic maps) 
 
Base maps of the medium scale belong with their contents and scales 1:10 000 and 1:200 000 to topographic maps. The 
content of Base maps consists of planimetric features (settlements, roads, waters, boundaries, vegetation and ground), 
altimetry (contours, terrain steps, points with given elevation and rocks) and description. Map objects are displayed for 
the area of the Czech Republic, except Base map 1:50 000, which displays objects from the border area of the adjacent 
states. 
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From 2000 are all maps produced by LSO made by digital technology. The experts of LSO in cooperation with some 
providers already built two technological lines for digital making and updating of the map production at scales 1:10 000 
– 1:100 000 and they also developed by themselves new technology for making small scale maps. 
 
Very significant change in comparison with the era of analog maps is that map production and renewal is now 
processed according to the actual state of The Fundamental Base of Geographic Data (ZABAGED®) and the Database 
of Geographic Names (GEONAMES). From these two main sources other databases such as Data10, Data50, Data200 
and Data500 were derived. 
 
THE INFORMATION SYSTEM OF THE STATE MAP SERIES (IS SMD) 
 
Requirements 
 
The current production line for producing and updating of Base maps at scales at 1:10 000 to 1:100 000, called The 
Information System of the State Map Series (Informační systém státního mapového díla, IS SMD) was set in 2010. The 
system was being developed nearly for three years in cooperation with the private company T-MAPY Ltd. 
 
There were high demands put on the new system from the very beginning. The most significant, but not all by far, were 
these: 
- keep linkage to the source databases – ZABAGED® and the database of geographic names (Geonames), 
- to store data in a seamless database (this is one of the main difference between the new technology and the old one, 
where data were stored in separated files and each map sheet came as a project containing a lot of these files), 
- for Basic Maps at scales 1:10 000 and 1:25 000 create cartographic visualization with the usage of cartographic 
representations (without geometry distortion of entry data), 
- make the updating process by means of changes detection in the source databases (in comparison with the former 
concept, when a whole map sheet was remade), 
- increase production of maps circa by 50% with preservation of the number of employees, 
- keep high standard of printed outputs. 
 
The production of maps within the scope of Data10 and Data50 
 
The data structure of IS SMD (Figure No. 1) is divided into two separated parts. One part called Data10 is responsible 
for the production and the updating of BM10 and BM25 (Basic Maps at scales 1:10 000 and 1:25 000) and the other 
part called Data50 is responsible for production and updating of BM50 and BM100 (Basic Maps at scales 1:50 000 and 
1:100 000). It is also possible to make thematic alternations of the relevant scales within the scope of these two map 
groups. For all maps there are two main data sources – ZABAGED® a Geonames. Thematic databases (internal or from 
external providers) are used for making thematic maps. 
 
The map sheets within the scope of Data10 are produced at scales 1:10 000 and 1:25 000. IS SMD is likewise ready to 
process thematic maps according to customer's request. There are two outputs of the standard maps: in a form of a 
printed map of the uniform sheet line system or in a form of a digital raster map. The one of the main reasons for having 
a seamless database oriented production line was the possibility to offer map outputs (standard or according to 
customer's request) not corresponding with the uniform index sheet system. 
 
All cartographic edits are proceeded in ArcMap environment. A work unit represents one map sheet of appropriate map 
series. A work unit includes all map elements within an envelope of change procedure that is all elements within a map 
sheet with the outside buffer of 500 meters included and the elements of a map framework. Working on a map consists 
above all in solving collisions of single map symbols. An operator has to solve labels and plantation symbols which are 
close to a map framework in two ways: one is for displaying in a seamless map and the other one for displaying in the 
uniform index sheet system. 
 
The processing of a cartographic image is proceeded in change procedures in a form of long optimistic transactions. 
This means all changes occur in the working version of a database (in the extent of a work unit) and not until everything 
is done are they posted to the production version of the database. 
 
Map sheets BM25 are proceeded when the whole area of the map sheet is covered by approved map sheets BM10. 
Cartographic representations created for BM10 can be reused for BM25, which significantly reduces time consumption. 
Of course, there can be in progress any number of map sheets. 
 



A production manager chooses sequence of work units and thereby minimizes possible conflicts between the working 
versions of simultaneously running change procedures. The occurred conflicts are solved interactively with the system 
support (Reconcile). Not until are all conflicts solved the executed changes are posted to the production version of the 
database (Post). 
 
Distinctively better user's environment is indisputable asset of the new technology. The previous technology worked 
with a wire model, which had its own symbol library, but to read incoming maps on monitor's screen needed experience 
and good imagination. In the new technology an ope
features deliberately turned off e. g. masks by reason of speed of redrawing) and his orientation when working is 
considerably easier. 
 
Map sheets within the scope of Data50 are produced at scales 
is similar to Data10, but entered data are handled differently. The Data50 database was filled with the data of the 
existing MGE projects, so new maps are not created by direct derivation from the da
was chosen because there are big changes in Data50 caused by generalization, especially in layers containing build
areas and follow-up generalization of these features would take unacceptable amount of time.
 

The updating of Data10 and Data50
 
The process of updating comes from the request to be proceeded in a form of detection of changed data, not drawing a 
completely new map without connection to the last edition, such was in the 
to deal with features which weren't changed; therefore the progress of updating is much faster.
 
The process of updating map outputs is based on comparison of the original states and the new states of features 
entering IS SMD from the source databases. It is also possible to add another time profile without all changes from 
previous time profile being already made. A production manager puts together on the basis of their mutual geographical 
context and topological relations single change sentences to a larger unit and then he assigns it to an operator to handle 
it. 
 
From comparison of two time profiles three categories of changed features originate. In the first category there are 
features of type "delete" – they were in a historical version and they are not present in a current version. The system 
automatically wipes out the cartographic representations of these features. In the second category there are features of 
type "insert", which were not in a historical ver
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with a wire model, which had its own symbol library, but to read incoming maps on monitor's screen needed experience 
and good imagination. In the new technology an operator edits in ArcMap in WYSIWYG interface (there are some 
features deliberately turned off e. g. masks by reason of speed of redrawing) and his orientation when working is 

Map sheets within the scope of Data50 are produced at scales 1:50 000 and 1:100 000. The principle of map elaboration 
is similar to Data10, but entered data are handled differently. The Data50 database was filled with the data of the 
existing MGE projects, so new maps are not created by direct derivation from the data of ZABAGED
was chosen because there are big changes in Data50 caused by generalization, especially in layers containing build

up generalization of these features would take unacceptable amount of time.

Figure 1. The data structure of IS SMD. 

The updating of Data10 and Data50 

The process of updating comes from the request to be proceeded in a form of detection of changed data, not drawing a 
completely new map without connection to the last edition, such was in the old technology for Data10. There is no need 
to deal with features which weren't changed; therefore the progress of updating is much faster.

The process of updating map outputs is based on comparison of the original states and the new states of features 
tering IS SMD from the source databases. It is also possible to add another time profile without all changes from 

previous time profile being already made. A production manager puts together on the basis of their mutual geographical 
relations single change sentences to a larger unit and then he assigns it to an operator to handle 

From comparison of two time profiles three categories of changed features originate. In the first category there are 
ere in a historical version and they are not present in a current version. The system 
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correct cartographic rule in this case. Both types of features, "delete" and "insert, can be displayed by an operator and 
their relations to surroundings can be checked. In the third category are changed features of type "update", which are 
offered to an operator for adjustment of a cartographic representation and/or annotation. One of the biggest 
requirements was to avoid edits of the same feature over and over, therefore we developed a tool, which according to 
the preset criteria takes geometric overrides of a feature before its change and project them to the updated one. 
 
As for Data50, there are also some features which are updated automatically thanks to detecting changes in the source 
databases. It applies mostly to topographical names and features of thematic maps. Other features are updated manually 
with the features from the source databases used as underlaying layers with the option to project a chosen feature to the 
database. 

Advanced cartographic methods in IS SMD 

Cartographic representations 
 
Very briefly I am going to mention the process of creating point symbology in the new system. We didn’t want to create 
everything from scratch, so we tried to convert symbols, which were used in our previous system (MicroStation). We 
exported the separated elements of each symbol to DXF and then in CorelDRAW we converted lines to contours and 
subsequently to polygons. We exported the polygons to TTF (True Type Font) and in Font Creator we made the final 
modifications and adjusted position. We created three font collections for each scale (each font contains some part of a 
whole symbol – a symbol itself, a symbol fill, a mask). This is the only way, how to create in ArcGIS with standard 
symbology more complex graphic symbols.  
 
We had to choose, if we will use standard symbology or cartographic representations. The basic characteristic of 
cartographic representations is preservation of original geometry and it was one of the main requirements for production 
of BM10 and BM25. New fields had to be added in database tables (RuleID and Override, eventually more of these 
fields depending on the number of representations), but all cartographic changes and edits are saved only in these fields. 
 
The feature geometry is not edited at all. To avoid unwanted changes the checks were programmed, which return 
disallowed changes when saving edits. Newly upgraded version of this check even makes impossible to do disallowed 
edits. In addition to this, the check also blocks modifications of features outside the area of interest. 
 
Cartographic representations offer more possibilities for symbol designing. It is not even possible to create some 
symbols in standard symbology. By using effects we can also change symbol behaviour in different situations. Apart 
from the possibilities mentioned before a user can create an exception from the cartographic rules. Some exceptions are 
made analytically by the system itself (for example angle settings according to a map sheet). Basic effects offered by 
ArcGIS were sufficient for creating 95% of all symbols, but some other effects had to be programmed (mostly because 
of bridges). 
 
For each data we have several representations defined with their own rules and exceptions. The different representations 
are used for different maps. Data10 has different representations for BM10 and BM25 and Data50 has different 
representations for BM50 and BM100 and moreover other representations for thematic maps (for example for roads in 
Roadmap 1:50 000). A user can switch between the representations. Symbol assignment is done automatically 
according to concrete attributes (there are various rules e.g. according to length) or interactively with regard on 
topology. 
 
BM10 uses more than 400 cartographic rules. There was concern for drawing speed of features on screen, but it was 
unjustified. When using Map Cache and simplified map documents (without rotation, without masking) the response is 
sufficient. Without using simplified map documents it takes several minutes to draw the whole map sheet with all 
features in it. 
 
Outputs settings 
 
One thing is symbology definition, the second is to put it together in well-arranged unit, and it means to create a whole 
map output. It was necessary to set priorities such as drawing order and symbol overlapping. Features are grouped in 
thematic datasets (e.g. dataset Watercourse_Line contains normal watercourses, underground watercourses and 
occasional watercourses) and these datasets form layers, which can be easily organize in Table of Content. Layers can 
be grouped and it enables to set some properties for features from different datasets at once. Just to imagine there are 42 
“symbology” layers (+23 annotation layers + map layouts, masks, frame data, additional layers). 
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Symbol levels settings for each dataset are also very important. Symbol levels set priorities of features within one 
dataset, and not only for whole symbols but also directly to their particular levels. Most of cartographic representations 
contain several levels according to the way, in which was a given symbol constructed. With Symbol levels settings we 
can control how the symbols are tied or not tied together (e.g. standard bridge symbols blend together, but a special 
symbol “bridge over bridge” overlays all bridges underneath) 
 
Masking 
 
A masking tool serves for the final readability of a map.  We were warned not to use too much masks, so we try to 
avoid problems with them by reducing their amount and by simplifying them. We use for the most part of masking the 
ArcGIS functions, but we have our own developed tool with fixed settings for easier work. Its setting consists of two 
parts. The first part is configuration XML, in which are listed the features, which serve as masks. There can be listed 
whole datasets or only some concrete symbols from a dataset. According to the given definition special “masking” 
polygon layers are created and they contain contours of desired symbols. There are additional levels with zero colour 
embedded in cartographic rules. These levels are invisible in a map, but masks are created around them. We also use 
special cartographic representations with a masking level assigned in different situations. 
 
To where these special “masking” layers really mask is defined in ArcMap map documents in Advanced Drawing 
Options. In this complex selective masking settings it is possible to define concretely what will be masked by the 
features from a masking layer – it is possible to define not even the whole layers, but concrete levels in symbols 
according to Symbol levels. The developed masking tool makes it possible to run masking on selected features or over 
the actual extent. The masks in the “masking” layers are linked to their source features. With every new masking there 
runs a check and if a source feature doesn’t exist anymore, the mask is also deleted. 
 
Outputs 
 
IS SMD currently produces the outputs for map printing (PDF of map sheets) and the outputs for providing data in 
digital form (raster outputs). The raster outputs are produced as georeferenced binary rasters (in separate layers 
matching a map sheet) and also as georeferenced composite raster files (seamless, 20 cm x 20 cm at scale of a particular 
map). 
 
By the help of CPS eXpress, which is an ArcMap extension, EPS files are created and from these files the required 
formats are produced. CPS eXpress enables a cartographer to design a map product, which can be saved as a template in 
a database. A map edition is prepared for each map scale, thematic map and output format, in which is defined a map 
layout and templates for outputs (includes a coordinate grid and its description, map imprint, scale bar, legend, trim 
marks and other graphic features). Information about each map of a map edition are stored in an index layer, where each 
map sheet is described by attributes such as its area, name, nomenclature, scale, projection, adjacent map sheets etc. 
There is all needed information in a database to parametrically generate single maps, map sheets of extensive map series 
or atlas pages automatically without manual interferences and modifications. 
 
When an EPS file is created, the application server transforms this EPS file to the chosen output format such as PDF, 
TIF, CIT, JPG and so on (Figure No. 2). The services of the application server use a CMF metafile, where the colour 
conversion is defined, to control an input EPS file. The configuration file consists of: 
- colour and attribute definition for conversion of EPS to PDF (tone, transparency mode, overprinting, opacity, colour 
model), 
- colour definition for composite raster files, 
- definition of separation for binary raster files distributed in layers 
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Figure 2. Outputs scheme. 

The CMF metafile contains the enumeration of colours defined in CMYK colourspace, which are allowed to occur in 
the input EPS file, and it also contains definition of required output colours. With using conversion services the colours 
in an EPS file are replaced with required output colours. Thanks to these services it is possible to use the different 
colour settings of PDF files for various printing machines. When an EPS file is placed in a particular folder, the service 
transforms the file to the required format (the kind of format – PDF, TIF, CIT, and JPG – depends on the folder). Where 
an EPS file is sent depends on our requirement (if we need printing file, binary raster files in separate layers or 
composite raster files). 
 
The first of the main products of IS SMD are printing PDF (CMYK) in the map sheet division system, which are 
subsequently printed on a digital printing machine DICOPress (some thematic maps such as MORP are printed on a 
plotter). The source data is seamless, but for this kind of output with a frame and an outerframe information there is a 
special version with duplicate features needed for handling the situation on the boundary of the two adjacent map 
sheets. The printing PDF can be created also in direct colours. 
 
The second output of IS SMD are georeferenced coloured composite raster files 20 cm x 20 cm at scale of a particular 
map in a coordinate grid S-JTSK in resolution 800 dpi. These raster files are generated as TIF files (+TFW). The 
resulting tessellation creates a seamless image of the whole area of the Czech Republic. The technology is prepared to 
concurrently generate JPG files (+JGW) if needed. It is also possible to change dpi resolution. 
 
The last standardly created output are georeferenced binary rasters in separate layers in the map sheet division system of 
Base maps. It means that all features or elements of features to be precise, which have the same colour, are exported in 
one binary TIF file (+ TFW). The created files is possible to put together to get the whole map again. There are for 
example 17 TIF files for Base map 10 at the moment, one for each particular colour.  By the help of the configuration 
CMF file it is possible to merge discrete colours or to exclude them from the output. The production is set to produce 
TIF with 800 dpi resolution and CCITTFAX4 compression, but the technology is ready to produce CIT files as well or 
TIF files with different resolution. 
 
Thanks to cooperation of ArcGIS, CPS eXpress and the services of the application server it is possible to control how 
the final map output will look. It is possible to configure the map content by switching off concrete layers  (for example 
contour lines, water lines, railroads) and the output can be set together just from couple of required layers or even from 
particular symbols from various layers. It allows printing thematic maps with various compositions of symbols and 
labels. If we add the advantage of configuring colours in the configuration CMF metafile, we find that IS SMD does not 
have almost any limitations in term of the output map content and its visual. 
 
The raster outputs of Base maps are getting more important nowadays. The rasters can be easily used as a background 
data for geographic information systems, as a basic part for thematic mapping or in form of map services for various 
map solutions. Thanks to the possibility to easily configure the appearance of an output it is relatively easy to prepare an 
output precisely corresponding with customer’s requirements. On the present the rasters are, together with the direct 
sale, used as the colourful seamless Base map of the Czech Republic at the Geoportal ČÚZK (geoportal.cuzk.cz) or at 
National geoportal INSPIRE (geoportal.gov.cz). Data is provided not only through WMS and WMTS services, but the 
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data is accessible to users also in form of services of ArcGIS Server. Binary raster outputs are used for example in 
geographic information systems of administrators of distribution networks or everywhere else when a user does not 
need complete map content or if he wants to put it together from separate layers with his own chosen priority and 
colours. 
 
Demands of users are still changing, therefore the outputs from IS SMD must be able to react on these trends. LSO 
plans for example adding hill shading to some printed maps. Thanks to further development of ArcGIS it becomes 
possible to create some outputs directly from ArcMap (base software of IS SMD) without need to use some extensions 
or other software. LSO also plans to use more PDF format and produce georeferenced multilayer PDFs. 
 
CZECH NATIONAL DATABASE DATA200 (DATA200) 
 
The Data200 database provides a geographical information from the Czech Republic territory and its positional 
accuracy and level of detail corresponds to a scale of 1:200 000. Data200 was established in 2007 based on a Czech 
contribution in EuroRegionalMap project (ERM) of EuroGeographics and its content was subsequently enriched with 
other objects and attributes. Today Data200 represents a source database for deriving both EG products ERM, EBM, 
EGM and various map products of the Land Survey Office of the Czech Republic (LSO). Regarding to its origin, the 
data are homogeneous in Europe and edgematched along international boundaries. Therefore they can be used both in 
national projects and in various crossborder projects. 
 
Data model of Data200 was derived from ERM data model and has been updated yearly depending on ongoing changes 
of ERM data model. Changes have been mainly initiated by important European institutions (EUROSTAT, EEA, 
GMES, WFD etc.). Currently Data200 contains 8 thematic layers – Administrative Boundaries, Hydrography, 
Transport, Settlements, Geographical Names, Miscellaneous, Vegetation and Terrain Relief. The data are stored in SDE 
geodatabase to enable a multiuser editing. The geodatabase contains more than 50 feature classes, several tables and 
relation classes. Besides the data model and data template there are some technical documents to complete a technical 
data frame. The most important documents are Data Catalogue, Data Specifications, Technical Producer Guide and 
Validation Specifications. 
 
Important thematic layers of Data200 have been updated yearly (Administrative Boundaries, Transport, Settlements) 
other thematic layers less frequently. The update process is followed by data validation. There are some validation tools 
and methods available. The LSO uses topological tools, DataReviewer extension and some tools developed by EG 
technical team. 
 
Data200 offers users high quality and current data for various purposes. It allows various visualizations, connections to 
statistical data and spatial or network analyses. The LSO uses Data200 especially for publishing map products of a 
corresponding scale. 
 
Cartographic database (Carto200) stores cartographic representations and annotations needed for the respective 
cartographic outputs. It is derived as a replica of the Data200. This approach allows relatively simple update process. 
Currently two outputs are produced - a Base Map of the Czech Republic 1:200 000 and a Map of Regions of the Czech 
Republic 1:200 000. Later this year there will be another product integrated, which is a Map of Administration Division 
1:200 000. Current production platform is ArcGIS 10.1. SDE geodatabase is stored in Oracle DBMS. Print outputs  are 
finalized using Adobe Acrobat and Enfocus PitStop. 
 



Figure 3. Data200 data and cartographic workflow.

THE GEOPORTAL OF COSMC (GEOPORTAL.CUZK.CZ)
 
The possibilities to provide maps extended thanks to digital technologies and also transformations to different 
coordinate systems are much easier. BM10, BM25, BM50, BM200 and MCR500 are available in digital form as raster 
files or through view services. 
 
The main interface, through which the informations about provided production and the data itself along with services 
stream to users, are webpages of LSO and above all the Geoportal of COSMC (geoportal.cuzk.cz). The first d
Geoportal of COSMC was created in 2005 and at first it was only for internal needs of LSO. At present the Geoportal of 
COSMC presents information system, which provides the acces to data and services of the whole section of surveying 
and cadastre. LSO manages the Geoportal core, it means the network services and the applications, which ensure 
publishing data produced by LSO. 
 
The Geoportal of COSMC provides the access to the extensive map production of LSO, to 
orthophotos, to administrative and cadastral boundaries, to the Database of Geographic Names (GEONAMES), to 
altimetric data (digital terrain models), to data of geodetic controls and also to digitized archival documents of the File 
Centre of Surveying and Cadastre (FCSC). It is
COSMC. There is a webstore for this purpose.
The keytones of the Geoportal of COSMC satisfy the requirements, which are given by European directive 
INfrastructure for SPatial InfoRmation i
by four fundamental sections: 
- Applications 
- Datasets 
- Network services 
- INSPIRE 
 
As for the network services, which are provided to users through internet, LSO manages following 
services: 
- discovery services (CSW), 
- view services (WMS, WMTS), 
- download services (WFS), 
- transformation services (WCTS). 
 
From the technical side the publication of services is provided by standard publication software developed by 
Intergraph. 
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Figure 3. Data200 data and cartographic workflow. 

AL OF COSMC (GEOPORTAL.CUZK.CZ) 

The possibilities to provide maps extended thanks to digital technologies and also transformations to different 
coordinate systems are much easier. BM10, BM25, BM50, BM200 and MCR500 are available in digital form as raster 

The main interface, through which the informations about provided production and the data itself along with services 
stream to users, are webpages of LSO and above all the Geoportal of COSMC (geoportal.cuzk.cz). The first d
Geoportal of COSMC was created in 2005 and at first it was only for internal needs of LSO. At present the Geoportal of 
COSMC presents information system, which provides the acces to data and services of the whole section of surveying 

re. LSO manages the Geoportal core, it means the network services and the applications, which ensure 

provides the access to the extensive map production of LSO, to ZABAGED®, to 
strative and cadastral boundaries, to the Database of Geographic Names (GEONAMES), to 

altimetric data (digital terrain models), to data of geodetic controls and also to digitized archival documents of the File 
Centre of Surveying and Cadastre (FCSC). It is also possible to buy the data or the services via the Geoportal of 
COSMC. There is a webstore for this purpose. 
The keytones of the Geoportal of COSMC satisfy the requirements, which are given by European directive 

mation in Europe (INSPIRE). The basic schema of the Geoportal of COSMC is formed 

As for the network services, which are provided to users through internet, LSO manages following 

From the technical side the publication of services is provided by standard publication software developed by 
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The newest application of the Geoportal of COSMC is the application Maps of COSMC. The application was 
developed for viewing map products from the production of COSMC in mobile devices. The application enables 
viewing of the map products from the work of the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre Domain. The 
maps are provided exclusively by own view services WMS and WMTS. Besides the up-to-date data, also archival maps 
from the Central Archive of Surveying and Cadastre are provided. The application is available for devices running on 
iOS (Apple) and Android. 
 

 
Figure 4. Scheme of Geoportal of the COSMC. 

 

The Geoportal of COSMC and State Map Series 
 
The Geoportal of COSMC offers on-line view services WMS and WMTS according to OGC standards. For Base maps 
of the Czech Republic there is also a view service, which publishes according to the standard of ESRI company. Since 
2011 the view services are provided for free and without registration for all kinds of user’s applications. 
 
Significant property of provided maps is a possibility of on-line transformation to a large number of other coordinate 
systems. By means of the view services is possible to create variable map compositions regardless of the source 
coordinate systems of single digital maps. This is important for creating European or worldwide projects of on-line map 
products. 
 
There is food for thought to what extent are the on-line cartographic vizualitions of the source databases   ZABAGED® 
and Data200 provided through WMS  competitors for BM10 and BM200. The advantage of simplified cartographic 
visualizations of ZABAGED® and Data200 is their recency, because all significant features are updated at least once a 
year. Other advantages are: possibility to work with layers, displaying selected features, using a function 
GetFeatureInfo for getting more detailed information about chosen features etc. The quality of automated cartographic 
visualization of ZABAGED® and Data200 is still not equal to the quality of full-featured cartographic processing of 
base maps and it is not very likely that it will happen in the future. What are main advantages of the view services, 
which publish raster base maps? First and foremost they provide well-arranged, well readable maps with full content 
and well-known map symbology when using repeatedly. WMS and especially WMTS view services of base maps have 
significantly quicker responses when moving a map picture than WMS view services of published vector data. This is 
still the crucial advantage for using raster maps in mobile devices. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Where cartography of LSO will be heading in the future? Plastic perception of a printed map picture might be in no 
distant time supported by a hill shaded terrain model, which is already available through the view services of the whole 
area of the Czech Republic. In years to come we would like to solve exports from the cartographic databases as 
according to a user’s specifications It is also planned to publish Data50 database as the missing link between 
ZABAGED® and Data200. The milestone for preparation of further innovatons is completion of all the base maps in the 
new system (for BM50 and BM100 it should be in 2014, for BM10 and BM25 it should be in 2015) and a document 
“The conception of surveying development for 2015-2020”, which will determine further direction of cartography and 
map production of LSO. 
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Abstract 
Having successfully implemented an operational INSPIRE node in Romania, ANCPI 30 and Esri Romania sets on a new 
journey to bring updated content into the Romanian INSPIRE Geoportal. Romania Topographic map is now ready to 
take the leap from version 1.0 to version 2.0. This involves a sustained effort in both updating and gathering new data. 
Identifying the appropriate cartography that will suit Romanian and European need proved to be a tedious and iterative 
process.  

Using as a starting point Esri Community Basemap template the team build a re-usable and powerful set of tools (ETL) 
that will move data from a production environment to a cartographic ready environment. This will prove useful in the 
review process as the need for changing cartographic representation to accommodate different scales and geographic 
contexts implied changes in the initial data itself, changes that were operated at production level.  

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Romania Topographic Map viewer is part of the three main functionalities of the Romanian INSPIRE Geoportal, 
together with the metadata search and metadata editor.  In 2011, ANCPI released the first version of the web map as a 
response to the agency’s need of disseminating their data, and also as a response to the end users need for an easily 
accessible and dynamic cartographic resource. Since then, neither the data nor the cartographic design were updated. 
Esri World Topographic Map Template 10.1 was introduced to ANCPI by Esri Romania, as a reliable option for 
improving the quality of the existing topographic web map. The product, which is freely accessible31, provides a 
schema of the geodatabase and a map template, which includes scale levels, symbology and cartographic rendering 
rules for each layer. Being aware of the necessity of both updating and gathering new data, ANCPI decided to make use 
of the World Topographic Map Template characteristics in order to have a complete and up-to-date cartographic 
resource available for its users. The team worked together to adapt the template to the specific requests regarding data 
integration and cartographic design. In this paper we resume the work that was made for releasing this second version 
of the topographic map, by highlighting the main steps taken for the integration, representation and dissemination of the 

                                           
30 National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration 
31 http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=7cb04a60c41547a4b2bb7bacf610e6c5 
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data via the web. We conclude by mentioning the perspectives regarding the updates, the promotion and the INSPIRE 
integration of the newly Romania Topographic Map. 

METHODOLOGY 
 
As already mentioned, ANCPI and Esri Romania team worked together to adapt the World Topographic Map Template 
in order to best suit the requests regarding the content and design.  
 
Input data 
 
There were a series of aspects that had to be taken into consideration while choosing the input data: it had to be entirely 
from ANCPI, or with an accepted disclaimer, and updated; not at least, it had to be suited for the purpose of the map – a 
basemap that could be used in various applications.  
We also downloaded and mosaicked raster data ASTER GDEM232 for Romania, thus assuring the elevation 
background. 
 
Data integration 
 
The data was provided in TopRo schema, which is a production geodatabase schema that ANCPI uses to integrate and 
manage their data. The Esri geodatabase template, in which the data must be integrated, uses a totally different schema, 
called LocalGovernment.  
The first step was to analyze the two different database structures and to identify/create the correspondences between 
them. The main questions were: 

- What is the equivalent in LocalGovernment of a TopRo feature class ? 
- What is the equivalent in LocalGovernment of a TopRo attribute ?  
- What are the relationships that have to be preserved/added/used for deriving new data? 

 
In order to respond to these questions, we designed a schema of correspondence (mapping schema):  

 

Fig 1. Mapping schema between input and output dataset 

  

                                           
32 Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global Digital Elevation Model Version 2, 
http://www.ersdac.or.jp/GDEM/E/4.html 
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Once the mapping schema was established, we passed to the integration of the data through Data Interoperability 
ArcGIS extension. The workflow was as it follows:  
 

- All the data from ANCPI was grouped in a single input geodatabase 
- We personalized the built-in transformers in order to assure the passage of data from the input to the output 

geodatabase 
- All the data was transferred, according to the mapping schema, into the output geodatabase, that used an 

adapted schema of the LocalGovernment geodatabase template 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
              Fig 2. Example of transformers                                          Fig 3. Complete schema of the ETL33 tools 

 
Personalizing the map template  
 
By making use of the developed ETL tools to move the data from a production environment to a cartographic ready 
environment - LocalGovernment geodatabase - we could proceed to the next stage: personalization of the map 
template.Analyzing the previous version of the Romania Topographic Map, released in 2011, and the expectations 
regarding this second version, we realized that there were considerable changes that had to be made concerning: scale 
levels, new data, new cartographic representations, labelling and symbology. 
 
Considering the exchanges that the two teams had, a series of aspects have been highlighted in order to optimize the 
cartographic design: 
 

- Extending the scale levels from 10 (in the map template) to 13, according to the standard scales used in 
Romania. This change implied also the identification of the suitable layers that must be included for each scale 
(1) 

- While working on the quality of the cartographic design, we had to adapt the definition queries of the layers, in 
order to accommodate the amount of objects for each level of detail (2) 

- New elements were introduced on the map, in comparison with the initial template, like railroad stations, ports, 
customs offices, monuments or subways access; for this we have created new cartographic representations34 
(3) 

- We made use of Maplex Label Engine for labelling optimization (4) 

                                           
33 Extract-Transform-Load 
34 Cartographic representations allow to customize the appearance of features by storing symbol information with the feature 
geometry inside feature classes 
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- In some cases we changed the initial symbology in order to adapt it to the specific requests – like for example 
the buildings layer, which initially was drawn using the same symbol; now it is represented function of 
building type (5) 

 
  

               

 

Fig 4. Example of changes made to the initial map template 

The review procedure  
 
Working on the improvement of the cartographic design proved to be a tedious and iterative process, with four 
intermediate versions released for internal use.  In order to facilitate the review procedure, the two teams developed an 
internal workflow, which consists in creating-saving-loading spatial bookmarks (.dat) for each intermediate map 
package (.mpk) that was shared. 

 
Fig 5. Integration of the review procedure in the production workflow 

 
Being the first time ANCPI used the Community Basemap Template to map their data, there were a series of aspects 
that could not have been anticipated at the beginning, but which came out with the first beta version, once the review 
process began. 
The analysis of the spatial bookmarks led to three possible scenarios concerning the changes that must be made:  

- in the initial data itself – operated at production level: new data that had to be integrated, quality control 
procedures  
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= a new map and geodatabase 
template 

- in the integration workflow: changes in the schema of correspondence between the two geodatabases 
- in the map document: labelling, symbology, number of objects for each level of detail etc. 

Once the review process finished, we could release the final version of the map document and the corresponding 
geodatabase, and pass to the next step - preparing the map for publishing. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The results attained in the process of updating Romania’s Topographic Map are: 
- the Topographic map, that can be used as basemap in various applications  
- the LocalGovernment geodatabase 
- the ETL tools, that will facilitate the integration of updated content 
- the document that reviews the entire procedure, from downloading the Esri’s Community Basemap template to 
publishing the map on the Geoportal Viewer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 6. Comparison between version 1.0 (left) and version 2.0 (right) of Romania’s Topographic Map 
 
As it can be seen above, there are considerable changes between the two releases, not only regarding labelling and 
symbology but also the amount of mapped data: buildings, address points, customs offices, ports, railroads stations etc 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 7. Romania’s Topographic Map - the web map application 
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This final version is already available on the Geoportal Viewer, at the following address 
 http://geoportal.ancpi.ro/geoportal/viewer/index.html 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Facing with the need of updated content, increased amount of data and suitable cartographic design, ANCPI and Esri 
Romania started to work on a new version of Romania Topographic Map, for the Romanian INSPIRE Geoportal. 

The team made use of the World Topographic Map Template 10.1, an integrated solution, part of the Esri Community 
Basemap program, which offers a geodatabase and a map template. 

The main steps consisted in choosing the content that will be mapped, developing a set of ETL tools for integrating the 
data and making the necessary adjustments to the original map template, in order to optimize the cartographic design. 
The workflow included also a review procedure, which the team used in order to improve the beta versions, and reach 
the final version. Once the review process was finished, the map was cached and published on the Geoportal Viewer. 

Main assets attained are the map itself and the ETL tools, packed in a re-usable methodology that will facilitate 
continuous improvement for the Topographic map. 

From each part of the work process there were lessons that have been learned. Making use of these best practices, it will 
be easier in the feature to add new content, create new transformers or optimize the symbology. 

The perspectives of the new release concern the integration with INSPIRE map products, WGS format, integration with 
ArcGIS Online, release of a press announcement and promotion among the social media networks.  
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Abstract 
Mountain territories have high social and economical meaning for the society. Because of this it is important such 
territories to be mapped precisely and completely enough. The development of computer technologies extends the 
possibilities of producing modern tourist maps.  

In this paper the steps for 3D map creation are described. The used technology is called "From paper to virtual map" 
and it turns 2D to 3D map in several stages. In this project the basic data is collected from 2D topographic maps, 
which provide various graphic and attribute information and are commonly used for this task. This report shows the 
combination of using GIS software to build DEM and 3Ds Max for development of a 3D symbol system and final 
visualization. 

The final result is the creation of a 3D map with 3D symbol system developed in a way which eliminates the need of a 
legend, allowing the users to read the 3D map intuitively. 

INTRODUCTION 

Mountains are one of the most important natural resource of every country. Their ecological and tourist meaning 
stimulates the development of the new management plans, containing steps for preservation of the natural resources and 
maximum usage of their potential. A part of the management of these territories is the process of collecting and 
managing cartographic data and mountain mapping for different purposes - scientific or tourist. 

Very often the mountain territories are not friendly for unprepared tourist. An acquaintance with the specific 
characteristics of a tourist route like difficulty, obstacles, landmarks or help centers, is important part of the preparation 
for everyone who is going to spend time in the mountain. Orientation involves complex of abilities like estimating slope 
and passability, calculating time of travel.  

One of the most effective tools for observing a territory is the map. The traditional mapping (2D maps) is very popular, 
but the computer development lately brings up the question - are there more understandable methods of representing 
mountains for the common user? The orientation in a 2D map requires cognitive processing, which involves mental 
rotation in order to align the map with the present view of the user. (Münzer et al, 2006). On the other hand, a 3D map 
represents the characteristics of a territory in a way easier to be perceived intuitively. It improves the user's orientation 
and intensifies his perceptions for heights, scales, distances and connections between the represented objects. Different 
researches have been made, studying the way people comprehend spatial information and how virtual representations 
affects learning and cognitive processes. The main advantage of virtual reality is that the objects are represented with 
higher level of fidelity in comparison with other external representations (Scaife and Rogers, 1996). The 3D dynamic 
representations are assumed to be more effective and understandable than 2D maps. Most of the conducted experiments 
are connected with navigation and wayfinding - important aspects of the mountain orientation. The authors of such 
project have examined the effectiveness of traditional topographic map and terrain model as tools for navigation in 
Scotland Mountains and aimed to produce empirical data in order to affirm that 3D models provide better cognitive 
support than 2D maps (Wood et al., 2005).  

Besides traditional 2D maps, perspective views, or panoramic maps, are often used in mountain cartography. The 
reason they are so widespread is that mountain tourism is mostly related to skiing and other winter sports. The 
traditional map representation with 2D symbol system of ski trails and ski equipment is more comprehensible for the 
resort’s visitors – some of which are not skilled and experienced enough in map-reading. An example for a panoramic 
map is the Bonchev's paper map for printing of the resort - Pamporovo (Bandrova and Bonchev, 2010). Although 
panoramas are very user-friendly, 3D maps offer more complete and general view of the mountain and can be used by 
tourists for other sports and leisure activities - like hiking, mountain and sport orienteering in all seasons of the year. 
The third dimension expand the number of usable signs and gives the opportunity of developing entirely 3D symbol 
systems, which can be read without a legend, which is compulsory in traditional cartography. 
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The 3D mapping is a relatively new method of data visualization in comparison with the long-standing traditional maps. 
Researchers are made in order to determine users' perceptions of the 3D maps and their requirements. Petrovic and 
Masera (2006) prepare an internet questionnaire and compare the user's preference of different 3D cartographic 
presentations - a topographic map, dropped over a Digital Terrain Model (DTM), an orthophoto image, dropped over a 
DTM and a 3D symbolic presentation. Another study clarifies the users' needs of realism of the objects in 3D City 
models (Zlatanova, S., Bandrova T., 1998). 

TECHNOLOGIES FOR 3D MAPPING 

Creation of a 3D model of a territory requires collecting data from various sources. The main task of the cartographer is 
to combine and process all the information together. Depending on the different data sources and the processing of the 
data, technologies of 3D mapping can be classified as: 

• 3D mapping via measurements - surveying, GPS measurements and 3D laser scanning; 
• 3D mapping via digital photogrammetry; 
• 3D mapping via digitalization of 2D maps; 

 

3D laser scanning is the most effective method of collecting data for 3D mapping via measuring. This technology 
provides thousands of points for a short time, all together called a point cloud. The 3D laser scanning can collect 3D 
data in any scale, form or complexity and quickly rebuild a 3D model. A 3D point cloud, once obtained can be post-
processed - measured, analyzed, simulated, displayed, etc. (Chen et al, 2005). Although the other methods of 
measurements - GPS and surveying, also can provide points with spatial coordinates, they have a disadvantage - they 
are much slower than the laser and the density of the point cloud is often not enough to create a detailed 3D model. 

Another technology called“3D Multifunctional Cartographic Model” could help society to fill up the needs of many 
specialists with tree-dimensional data with applications in 3 aspects: traditional paper mapping visualization, Internet 
presentation and virtual animated mapping (Bandrova and Bonchev, 2011). 

The technology used in this project produces a 3D map using digitalization of 2D maps, also called "From paper to 
virtual map" and it can be summarized to following stages (Bandrova, 2010): 

• Preparation of sources for map creation; 
• Converting of sources in digital form; 
• Including third coordinates; 
• Reconstruction of Digital Terrain Model; 
• Designing the main content; 
• 3D symbolization of the 3D map; 
• Preparation of photo textures ; 
• Photo-realistic visualization of 3D map; 

2D maps are suitable and preferred data source for 3D models’ 
creation. It is an alternative and cheaper way to provide spatial 
information for 3D mapping. Topographic maps depict all the general 
characteristics of the mapped territory, including a detailed and 
accurate representation of the relief by contours and elevation points. 
The third dimension have to be included to the digitized contours, after 
that the processing continues with construction of Digital Terrain 
Model (DTM). 

OBJECT DESCRIPTION 

Pirin National Park (Figure 1) is located in the Pirin Mountain, 
Southwestern Bulgaria. It's a territory, lying between the "Predel" and 
"Todorova polyana" territories. It covers 40356 ha and it includes two 
reserves - "Bayuvi dupki - Dzhindzhiritsa" and "Ulen". The altitude 
ranges from 1000 m up to 2900 m. More than 50 granite and marble 
peaks rise with altitude over 2500 m and among them is the highest - 
Vihren - 2914 m above sea level. Pirin National Park is known for its 
35 circuses in which lie about 170 glacial lakes. It was included in the 

Figure 16. Pirin National Park 
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Convention for the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage of UNESCO in 1983. 

With its magnificent nature and winter sport facilities, Pirin attracts tourists in all seasons. Cabin, chair and tow lifts are 
available for skiing and snowboarding. Eight huts and four shelters are placed in the mountain heart to provide tourists 
with rest and food on their hiking tours. 

DATA PROCESSING 

In this project a 3D map of Pirin National Park is created. The map content provides information of the tourist facilities 
like huts, shelters, mountain help centers, marked hiking trails, combined with visualization of the main mountain 
characteristics - denivelation, slopes and passability. The collecting and processing of data is the first stage of 3D 
modeling. 

Input data and map content 

In 3D mountain models the relief is the most distinguishing feature of the territory and the most important component of 
the map content. It is the foundation of the 3D mountain map. The main input data for the relief is digitized contours, 
structure lines and elevation points, which are collected from 28 topographic maps in a scale: 1:10 000. The used maps 
provide enough accurate and general data of the mapped area. Although the contour interval in this scale is 10 m, such 
density of the contours is not needed for this model and they are digitized at 50 m. Hydrography is also digitized from 
the same topographic maps as the contour data. It includes 51 rivers and 86 glacial lakes. 

Two types of borders are represented on the 3D map - first - of the park, second - of the reserves. The park border is not 
the actual frame of the 3D map. It includes also a buffer zone outside the park. 

The territory of Pirin National Park lacks good road infrastructure, because of the denivelation, terrain slope and its 
special ecological status. There are only 3 roads, which continue inside the park and connect it with the neighboring 
settlements - Bansko, Dobrinishte and the "Popina laka" territory. The network of connections inside the mountain 
continues only with hiking trails. Data sources for the roads, shelters and huts, are topographic maps in scale 1:50 000. 
The information of hiking trails, mountain help centers and lifts are extracted from a scanned tourist map of Pirin (in 
scale 1:55 000). 

Most of the data sources used in the modeling of the 3D map are presented in different coordinate systems. 
Transformations are made in order to equalize them to system ETRS 89 - UTM coordinates. The mapped territory is 
presented in 34N zone. 

Building a DTM 
 
Building an accurate and realistic Digital Terrain Model (DTM) is a basic stage in 3D modeling of a territory. The 
ArcGIS environment is suitable for building DTM, which can be represented by a data structure called - Triangulated 
Irregular Network (TIN).  

The contour lines are the main element of terrain model construction. Every vertex of the contour polyline is an edge of 
a triangle in the irregular network. When building the TIN, the contours with altitude from 900 m to 2900 m are used, 
digitized at 50 m contour interval. The density of the vertices ensured thick enough network of triangles.  

At first the TIN is constructed in ArcMap using only the contours, but a problem is encountered. The difficulties in the 
next process come from the fact that the highest parts of the terrain forms are flattened (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 17.  Flattened terrain forms, result of the lack of elevation points. 
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This is a result of the lack of elevation point after the highest elevated contour. We can conclude – that the contour lines 
are not sufficient data for building a realistic terrain model and additional data is necessary. One hundred and seventy 
elevation points and skeleton lines of the relief complete the necessary data. The skeleton lines highlight, represent and 
concretize the folds of the terrain forms. In this model watersheds and drainage divides are used, digitized from 
topographic maps in scale 1:10 000. They are created as 3D polylines - every point had X, Y and Z-coordinates. The 
algorithm of building TIN recognizes them as breaklines of the relief and uses them as sides of the scalene triangles. 
The results of the TIN, built before and after adding the structural lines are compared on Figure 3. Watersheds and 
drainage divides modify not only the appearance, but the feature of the terrain model and make it more realistic and 
accurate. 

 

Figure 18. A comparison between the TIN- before (1) and after (2) adding the breaklines of the relief. 

In the following stage of modeling, 3Ds Max environment is used. This software also provides the opportunity for 
building a terrain, but there is a difference between the methods of construction. The 3D modeling software does not 
recognize and use breaklines, so the relief forms come out smoother than in reality. 

VRML - the connection between GIS and 3D modeling software 

VRML is a text format, which is used for representing 3D interactive vector graphics in the internet. It contains data 
about vertices, edges of 3D polygons along with their attributes like color, texture, radiance, transparency, etc. The user 
can control the visualization of VRML file and take virtual tours through 3D models. 

Although today VRML already has a successor (X3D), it is still widely used. In this project it helps the transition 
between ArcGIS applications and the 3D modeling software - 3Ds Max. 
 
After its building, the Triangulated Irregular Network is visualized in ArcScene and exported to VRML format - *.wrl. 
Initially the whole 3D scene is exported, including all the linear objects. Because of the large size, the import to the 3Ds 
Max software often fails and in this case another VRML file is made, containing data only for the terrain model. The 
imported triangulated network needs extra processing, because the relief is represented roughly. Smoothing is done with 
highest level of iteration in order to preserve maximum accuracy. 
 
3D SYMBOL SYSTEM 

As well as for 2D maps, symbol systems are also required for 3D maps. Although 3D and 2D symbols have common 
characteristics, a comparison shows that there are significant differences between them (Bandrova, T., 2001). Ten 
comparative indicators are used, part of which are for objectiveness, dimensionality, scalability, colors, etc. The 
problem with standardization of the 3D symbols contributes for developing basic requirements for them that can be 
summarized as follows: 

• The 3D symbols should look like the real objects which are represented on the 3D map. 

• When a 3D symbol is built, minimum polygons should be used. 

• The symbols should be built in their real dimensions. 

• Depending on the user’s needs, 3D symbols should be designed in different sub-objects, resolutions and levels 
of detail. 

• 3D symbol system in the 3D map of Pirin National Park 
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The 3D symbol system in this project corresponds to all of the listed requirements, except for the third one. The 
requirement number 3 refers mostly to 3D city maps than to mountain ones and it is not fulfilled for all of the 3D 
symbols on this map. In this case the area of the park is too large and the real dimensions of the objects are replaced 
with enlarged unscaled symbols. 

 
Hypsometric tinting of the terrain 
 
The relief of the terrain is represented by hypsometric tinting, which scale is composed of 7 colors (Figure 4). Although 
there are widespread standard colors for representing a relief – brown or red for the mountains, turning into orange and 
green in the lowlands, in this project more neutral color scheme is preferred (Figure 5). The highest parts of the 
mountain are colored in white, giving the impression of snow covered peeks. The next colors are in grey shades like the 
woodless and rocky landscape. With the thickening of the woods, the colors are changing to the green ones. The color 
scheme is chosen to be unobtrusive, which make the terrain suitable base for situating other objects.  

 

 
 
 

3D symbols of the line objects - borders, rivers, roads and hiking trails. 
 
Two types of borders are included in the content of the 3D map. For the park border is used spline with radial 
visualization. Because of its function as interior frame, the color and width are chosen to make it bright and noticeable. 
The reserves' special ecological status as protected areas is shown with red transparent wall. The rivers and the roads are 
represented in the traditional (2D) map style, but the third dimension is also included. The hiking routes are overstated 
to be visible, and are depicted in four colors. These are the standard colors used for marking the trails in the mountain 
itself. 
 
Lakes 

The area objects in the 3D map of Pirin are only one type: the lakes, which number is 86 (Figure 6). Their areas are 
represented in real dimensions and enclosed with splines. The splines are turned to surfaces with the Face Extrude 
modifier. The color of the rivers and the lakes in the map do not differ. 

Figure 4. The terrain  color scheme, 
used in the 3D map of the park. 

Figure 5. Hypsometric tinting of the terrain in the 3D map of the park. 
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Figure 6. Some of the lakes, represented on the 3D map of Pirin National Park. 
 

Symbols of a hut and a shelter 
 
Eight huts and four shelters are placed in Pirin National Park. They all are on the 3D map with 2 types of enlarged 
universal symbols - one for a hut and other for a shelter. During the process of designing the hut symbol, basic 
characteristics of the object are highlighted, like the typical asymmetric roof. A prototype is the hut, named "Bezbog". 
The schematic presentation of the hut aims not to introduce the real appearance of the buildings and the facilities, but to 
inform the tourist of their placement. The first symbol of a hut is created as a combination of different objects for 
building, roof and windows representation. Its visualization raises a problem, though - the overlaid surfaces cannot be 
represented properly. A second symbol is created but this time the object is the building and the windows and roof are 
created as its sub-objects (Figure 7). On this way, the overlapping surfaces are avoided and the problem with the 
visualization of the symbol is solved (Figure 8). The shelter sign is designed in a similar way. Its prototype is the 
shelter, named  "Tevno ezero". 

Lift facilities 
 
There is one cabin lift in the park, which starts from Bansko a city in the foot of the Pirin National Park. Its trace on the 
3D map is shown with three types of unscaled symbols - a pole, a cabin and cords. The poles are "glued" to the lift 
trace, over the terrain, in the center of their bottom base. Pictures of the real cabin are used for the creation of the 
symbol (Figure 9 - 1). The shape is constructed as a cube, which is modified to the wanted form by the function 

Figure 7. The hut symbol, after adding the sub-objects. Figure 8. Comparison between the 
visualization of the hut symbol, before (1) and 

after (2) adding sub-objects. 

Figure 9. The real cabin (1) and the symbol (2) of the cabin on the 3D map. 
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"Spherify" in 3D Studio Max software. This modifier changes a cube (0%) to sphere (100%). The percentage for the 
creation of cabin symbol is chosen to be 65 (Figure 9 - 2).  
 
Eight chair lifts are placed within the park's territory. Seven of them start from Bansko city. The other one is located 
above Dobrinishte city. The chair lift (Figure 10) is represented as a combination of poles, seats and cords. The seats are 
smaller than the cabins, although the real proportion between them is not preserved. 
 

 
Figure 190. 3D symbol for lift chair. 

 
Flag symbol 
 
The flag is a widely familiar symbol and in this project it is used as an object that focuses the attention of the map 
reader. It represents the mountain centers (Figure 11), located in 7 places among the park, which provide medical care 
and help in crisis situations. 
 

 
Figure 11. 3D flag of the mountain help centers. 

Toponyms 

In the 3D map are placed the toponyms of the rivers, peaks, huts, shelters and reserves. All of the texts are extruded to 
3D objects. The toponyms are not dynamic. This is the reason they look in different dimensions, using different points 
of view, although their size is the same for the same types of objects.  
 
The process of adding materials and photo textures to the symbols is included in the 3D modeling, in order to achieve a 
level of realism. Twenty-four materials are used. Some of them are Multi/Sub materials, which are assigned to the 
complex symbols - the terrain, huts and shelters and lift facilities. Textures are added to some of the objects - asphalt 
map for the roads and "bmp" map for the mountain center flags. 

VISUALIZATION - LIGHT SOURCES AND RENDERING 

The next stage, after modeling the 3D map, is its visualization - realized with adding light sources and rendering. 
Building only a 3D geometry of the mapped objects often is not a sufficient condition to give user of the map a sense of 
realism. People are used to perceive their surroundings with shadows and reflected lights, results of different sources - 
the Sun, lighting, etc. This is the reason that the illumination is so important stage of 3D modeling process. 3ds Max 
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provides three types of light sources - standard, photometric and Daylight/Sunlight. Three standard Omni lights are used 
to illuminate the 3D model of Pirin. The main source is located up above the model. It is very intensive and casts 
shadows. The other ones are additional, with lower intensity and are placed closer to the model. They do not cast 
shadows, but shine on the parts of the model that are in full eclipse. 

The process of rendering turns the view of the model to a digital image (or animation), complying with the model 
environment like light sources, shadows and geometry. For this task images (Figure 12) are rendered from different 
views of the model. They do not aim to be panoramic views, but to represent the main character of the built 3D map. 
While rendering, a sky background is added. 

Figure 120. Rendered image of the 3D map of Pirin National Park. 

RESULTS 

The main aim of this project is to develop a 3D map of a mountain territory for tourist needs. The created product 
introduces the natural characteristics of the Pirin National Park and its tourist facilities for summer and winter sports. It 
can be used as a base for development of other cartographic products. If virtual cameras are located in the model, 
images could be rendered and can be used as panoramic views of the mountain with additional processing in graphic 
editing programs. Other application of the produced map is to be used as a base for virtual animated 3D map. A virtual 
camera can film a tour around the mountain territory. The last application of the 3D map of Pirin is to be used and 
managed via Internet. This is the most difficult to implement, because of the huge size of the model and its complex 
geometry. It is realizable, but only after an optimization of the data. 

The designed 3D map could be improved in several aspects: design of symbol system appropriate for scale changing, 
describing of more application of designed map and approving of text and toponyms visualization method.  
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Abstract  
The contribution describes a possible way of a design, development and creation of a detailed Virtual Geographic 
Environment (VGE) of an area of interest - as an example of best practice. Particularly the castle Kozel was selected, 
because this castle is a technological research base for the National Heritage Institute of the Czech Republic. As there 
were tested for example digital registers for movable funds (called CASTIS) or a system for photo documentation at the 
castle, it was natural to select this castle as a pilot area for a case study of detailed three dimensional register which 
would extend an existing two dimensional national geographic register of cultural heritage called paGIS (in 2005). The 
paper focuses on the technical challenges of the Castle Kozel VGE development, whose have been explored so far and 
also refers to already published related works. Furthermore the paper describes the Esri platform selected for the 
castle VGE implementation.  

Keyword: VGE, 3D GIS, BIM, City GML, cultural heritage    

INTRODUCTION 

In a very general definition, Virtual Geographic Environments (VGE) is understood as an integrated virtual space which 
is used to simulate and analyze complex phenomena and process of geography. It supports activities of research on 
geography as collaborative work, knowledge sharing and group decision-making. It can become one of the scientific 
methods and advanced technologies of modern experimental geography study, Lin (2009). Virtual Geographic 
Environments (VGEs) are built on the foundations of geographic information systems (GIS) and geographic 
information science (GI Science) in which considerable attention is paid to the user in terms of the manner in which 
they interact with the software, Liu & Zhu (2005). But there is a strong stress given to a user interaction with such a 
system. The user interaction can vary from very generic exploration of a common user to research analysis made by 
professionals. Because there is also a strong stress to a realistic representation of the world, VGEs use 3D representation 
of the world instead a 2D representation which is typically used in GIS, adapted from Lin &Batty (2011). 
 
According to Lin &Batty (2011), four key research areas can be recognized in the VGEs field of study: 
 

i. Virtual Cities and Virtual Landscapes – the earliest and most traditional approach of such environments 
ii.  User Interfaces and Immersion – human-computer interaction questions. 

iii. Games and Virtual Worlds – developments in virtual realities, virtual worlds and games. 
iv. Web 2.0 Technologies, Digital Earth, and Neogeography – as a rapidly dominating way of user engagement 

with contemporary computers, computation, and communications. 
 
As the Virtual Landscapes were the forerunner of such displays in GIS, the Virtual Cities term is used often in 
computer-aided design (CAD) industry. Nowadays these two kinds of 3D environment are beginning to merge with GIS 
extending into 3D and bringing with it its concern for spatial data structures, query and search, and CAD moving back 
to GIS bringing with it is its focus on rendering and realism, Lin &Batty (2011).  
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However there exist the four research areas described above, Lü (2011) argues that a research on the Virtual Geographic 
Environment (VGE) has so far focused mainly on representation rather than a comprehensive geographic analysis 
which plays a significant role in modern geography. Even if some others research types can be found (see for instance 
an Eye-tracking Study on Different Perception of 2D and 3D Terrain Visualization in Popelka & Brychtová (2013)), the 
main research area is still (i), see e.g. proceedings from last two CIPA conferences CIPA (2013) and Pavelka (2011). 

WHAT A DEVELOPER NEEDS TO KNOW TO DESIGN AND DEVELOP A VGE? 

VGE and related Fields of study – many approaches to 3D 

As it can be read in the introduction, VGE has roots in CAD and also a close relationship to GIS, where the GIS 
extension to 3D can also be called a VGE. Furthermore, there are other fields of studies, such as BIM (Building 
Information Modelling) and FM (Facility Management). There also exist activities focused on Virtual globes creation 
(Virtual Earth, Google Earth, Open Globe, OpenEarth, Sky Line Globe, GeoScope, etc.). There is of course also a 
gaming industry, even it usually does not portray the real world.  
 
Therefore there exist many approaches to visualize a three dimensional scene. And those approaches are often very 
different. Three dimensional objects can be represented in volume based representations, boundary or wireframe 
representations. More over meshes are used for representation of continuous phenomena. These meshes can be 2,5D or 
even 3D. They are based on triangle or square respectively tetrahedron or cube cells. See e.g. Rahman & Pilouk (2008) 
for detailed description of 3D representations. 
 
This variety of representations leads to an even bigger variety of data formats, which can be used for storing 3D data. 
There is no place in this article to mention all of them, but at least a representative list of relevant data formats 
(standardized and or widely used) is provided and assigned to the representation they used: 
  

• Wireframe model 
o Drawing file (dwg) and its drawing interchange format (dxf)  
o Design file (dgn) 

• Boundary representation 
o Virtual reality modelling language (VRML ~ wrl) and its descendant format X3D 
o Shapefile, using Multipatch (shp) 
o SketchUp file (skp) 
o Collada (dae) 
o CityGML (gml) 
o Keyhole markup language (kml) 
o WebGL 

• Volume representation 
o Industry Foundation Classes (ifc)  

 
More about 3D data formats can be found e.g. in Zlatanová, Stoterand & Isikdag (2012). 
 
Each data format is produced by a different software vendor. And of course the purpose of each particular software (and 
corresponding data format) varies. In general, following groups of software can be distinguished: 
 

i. Surveying software – tools which are used for processing surveyed data from (geodetic, GNSS, remote 
sensing, laser scanning) measurements to coordinates. 

ii. CAD based – used primarily for drawing the geometric data. Very detailed 3D data can be created – mainly for 
purposes of construction industry, architecture, surveying or even mechanical engineering. 

iii. GIS based – primarily used for the maintenance of geographic data (geometry, topology and attributes 
together) and further also for data analyses and even for presentation.  

iv. BIM based – focused strictly to buildings, used for maintenance a building during its whole life cycle, starting 
on construction site and ending by its demolition. Provide tools for detailed modeling for a building, but much 
less tools for the outside. 

v. Web based tools for 3D visualization – used for spreading a 3D scene to wide audience. Interactive, allow 
basic querying, but usually with limited analytic tools. 
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Strategies of VGE creation 

If we do not talk about BIM, because it focuses on the building itself, then we can say that we can create VGE using 
following software chain: a surveying software can used for processing of surveyed data to coordinates, then CAD 
software for 3D model drawing, GIS for interconnecting the geometry to attributes and further management and 
analysis in VGE and last but not least a Web tool for spreading the 3D scene to wide audience via Internet, see also fig 
1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Chaining software for Virtual Geographic Environment Creation – conceptual level. 
 
Chaining so many software, leads to use of many different software formats an even if there exist some well described 
harmonization approaches (see e.g. Janečka et al. (2013)) and there are several interoperability tools available (such as 
e.g. ogr2ogr, FME, Data Interoperability for ArcGIS, Hale), it can result in days spent in searching the right data 
interchange formats for a first time VGE developer. Therefore we present a best practice example of a Large scale 
Virtual Geographic Environment realized at the castle Kozel below. 

VIRTUAL GEOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT OF A CASTLE KOZEL 

Short project description 

Classicist castle Kozel was built in the late 18th century and is situated near Pilsen in the Czech Republic, Europe. More 
information about the castle itself can be seen at its official website http://www.zamek-kozel.eu.  
 
The project was focused on creation of comprehensive geographic system suitable for database management of Cultural 
Heritage, concentrated in the areal of a castle. Developed system allows user access to data in all three usual ways: 
 

• 1D – tabular access, 

• 2D – map, 

• 3D – perspective or real three dimensional views. 

 
The other important aspect of the system is its compatibility with the national register of cultural heritage called IISPP 
(Integrated Information System of Monument Care) which is maintained by National Heritage Institute of the Czech 
Republic (NHI). IISPP is described in more detail e.g. in Bobek & Jedlička (2011) but from the point of view of this 
project it is important to mention that among others there are two subsystems: paGIS and CASTIS: 
 

• CASTIS maintains tabular records of each particular culturally valuable object in the Czech Republic – 
technologically is based on a SQL database stored in Microsoft SQL Server. 
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• paGIS maintains spatial location of those cultural heritage objects or sites. The spatial granularity equals to 
cadastral parcel polygons. Smaller objects are represented as points. The data are stored in Esri geodatabase, 
using ArcSDE and Microsoft SQL Server. 

 
But contrariwise to other culturally valuable sites scattered in the landscape, the castle concentrates a large amount of 
culturally valuable objects and therefore paGIS spatial identification is not detailed enough for purposes of a curator of 
a castle.  
 
Hence there has been set up research cooperation between Institute of National Heritage and University of West 
Bohemia in 2005. The cooperation consists of development of a paGIS compatible detailed data model for purposes of 
cultural heritage custody and its verification in the case study at the castle Kozel. The history of the project is accessible 
here http://gis.zcu.cz/projekty/Kozel/, detailed description of the data model and system design can be found in Bobek 
& Jedlička (2011), the visualization issues related to 3D cartography and 3D print in Jedlička, Hájek & Čerba 2012 and 
Jedlička & Čerba 2013. This article is further focused on the technical aspects of the system.  
 
Note: Even the following VGE example is based on commercial technologies, the author’s team has also experiences 
with open source or freely available technologies based solutions, see http://www.gepam.eu/cs for project introduction 
and Hájek et al. (2014) and Janečka & Kutál (2014) for detailed project description. 

Technical platform 

Short history of used technologies 
 
The Esri platform was selected as a GIS core for the developed system to be in accordance to paGIS and IISPP (see 
above). It has a strong influence on selecting the rest of the components of the platform – mainly CAD and Web 
solution.  
 
As the system design started in 2008, ArcGIS 9.x was the latest version and it was strongly recommended by Esri to use 
Google SketchUp for creating 3D models, which it was easy to import to Multipatch. The data interoperability in 
between ArcGIS 9.3 and SketchUp 8 was on very high level. It was provided mostly by tools developed by third party 
developers, but well documented, see e.g. Cote (2014). But after the ArcGIS 10.0 the interoperability with SketchUp 
decreased a lot. The reason was, that a new generation of API was introduced and third party tools became 
incompatible, while a newly acquired software solution CityEngine (version 2011) was not enough mature to produce 
precise virtual models from real geographic data. It basically allowed to upload a GIS layer and to apply procedural 
rules to create a third dimension of a city, but even if such a city model looked realistic, it was not accurate, because it 
did not allow user to create or upload detailed building models.   
 
Currently used technology 
 
But there has been a huge development and the current versions of ArcGIS (version 10.2.1) and CityEngine (v. 2013) 
allow to create a workflow for a Virtual Geographic Environment development and maintenance. Furthermore, Trimble 
has meanwhile made an acquisition of SketchUp and therefore Trimble SketchUp 2013 and 2014 versions are used 
nowadays. 
 
To start from the data acquisition, several software were used to process measurements to drawing, depending on the 
data source (see fig. 2). Surveying software Kokeš was used for processing of geodetic survey (output in shp), Topcon 
tools for GNSS processing (output as XYZ coordinates). Both of those processed data were imported to ArcGIS and 
were used for modelling the terrain and land cover (streets, park areas, vegetation, solitaire trees, water ways and water 
areas, etc.). Furthermore RiSCAN (output as XYZ) and MicroStation (output in dgn, dxf) were used for terrestrial 
LIDAR processing and together with photogrammetric data processed by MSR software (raster, XYZ) and with 
scanned architectural drawings (png) were used for construction of both exteriors and interiors of buildings in 
SketchUp. 
 
As it could be seen from the figure 2 and its description, the main problem is that ArcGIS cannot create 3D data directly 
and has to import them from elsewhere. The SketchUp software was therefore selected as a tool for creation of 3D 
models, because of its user friendly graphical interface and also because wide support by community (there exist a lot of 
third party plugins, which can be easily developed using SketchUp API35).  

                                           
35 http://www.sketchup.com/intl/en/developer/ but note here http://help.sketchup.com/en/article/3000050 that there are substantial 
changes in the API between versions 2013 and 2014. 
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Figure 2. Data sources and their import in the VGE of the Castle Kozel 
 

After 3D models were created in SketchUp, there are several methods, how they could be imported into Esri 
geodatabase and used by ArcGIS (see fig 3):  
 

 
 

Figure 3. The technological platform of the Castle Kozel VGE 
 
1. First method consists in having a multipatch feature class for buildings ready in the geodatabase and then you can 

interactively replace new model version following the work flow described in Maren (2010). The disadvantage of 
this method is that the original model is replaced by a new model, taking gravity centers of both objects as 
reference points. Therefore the replaced model will no fit, if the mass of the model is changed.  
 
It works well for importing whole buildings and but causes problems if there is necessary to import building model 
separated to more detailed classes – which are necessary for interior modelling. For that purposes, the building has 
to be separated according CityGML model (see OGC (2012)) into RoofSurface, WallSurface, GroundSurface, 
BuildingInstallations, FloorSurface, InnerWallSurface, CeilingSurface, Window, Door and 
InnerBuildingInstallation classes. And of course gravity centers of such classes differs. 
 

2. Therefore another method is used for importing building interiors. They are imported directly to City Engine scene 
and then they can be exported back to a geodatabase. This import can be actually done by two ways. Interactive 
import to pre-existing feature class using a reference point (which is not gravity center and therefore works) or by 
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exporting georeferenced data from SketchUp (some ruby scripting is necessary). The current CityEngine version 
allows to use geographic coordinate system. 

 
3. There also exists third way of buildings import which consist in exporting SketchUp model to georeferenced 

CityGML. Importing the CityGML into ArcGIS using Data Interoperability Extension and then importing 
multipatches to CityEngine. But to export data from SketchUp to CityGML a plugin is needed. There exists the 
CityGML-Editor for SketchUp plugin36 which exports buildings in CityGML level of detail 2 (LOD2). This plugin 
is currently further developed by the author’s team to be able export buildings in LOD4.  

 
As the data can be converted from ArcGIS to CityEngine and back in a lossless way using Esri geodatabase format, all 
three methods of importing SketchUp data can be considered as equal; keeping in mind, that the first one is not suitable 
for more complex models. Building models then can be anytime actualized in SketchUp or even in CityEngine and then 
imported to Esri geodatabase. The rest of the data is maintained directly the geodatabase in ArcGIS. 
 
It is clear from the text above that the Esri geodatabase with a data model created according user requirements analysis 
(described in Bobek & Jedlička (2011)) and in compliance to IISPP is used as a central data storage. This allows 
seamless interconnection to IISPP, because it runs on compatible technology (paGIS uses the same and CASTIS can be 
connected using ODBC interface and SQL).  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Four different entrance points to the Castle Kozel Virtual Geographic Environment: 
 2D visualization in ArcMap (top left), 2D visualization in ArcGIS Online (top right),  

3D Visualization in ArcScene (bottom left) and 3D visualization in CityEngine Web Viewer (bottom right). 
 
The data, once created and stored in the geodatabase, are further visualized and operated in different ways, using one of 
the following entrance points (see also fig 4):  
 

i. 2D map document in ArcMap for users with editing privileges ~ for register and querying and analytic 
purposes.  

ii. 3D ArcScene document for editors ~ for 3D analyses and castle maintenance purposes.  
iii. 2D map at ArcGIS Online for viewing purposes and basic querying of wider audience. 
iv. 3D CityEngine Web Viewer Scene at ArcGIS Online for presentation to wider audience – export from 

CityEngine to the 3ws format is used. 
 
The online VGE’s entrance points are linked from the project web page (http://gis.zcu.cz/projekty/Kozel/). 
  

                                           
36 http://citygml.de/index.php/Download.html  
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Discussion 
• There exist a lot of theoretical articles about VGEs, but just few describing particular working solutions, see 

e.g. Pavelka (2011).  
• Existing working solutions are often just beautiful 3D visualizations, without semantic information. This is 

actually a very key point. In general, it is possible to say, that there is missing semantic of the data much often 
in 3D than in 2D and it can be shown that the lack of semantics makes further geodata processing very 
susceptible to various misunderstanding and dis-interpretation, see more e.g. in Čerba (2013). 

• There exist many technologies for creating VGE, but they are developed by different vendors which often have 
even different philosophy of data handling (use not only different data formats but also even different 
presentations).  

• The data interoperability in VGE is much lower than in classical GIS, because VGE needs 3D data. 
 
Considering points mentioned in discussion, the authors feel that it is important to present particular best practices 
examples of VGE. The presented example shows how to have both spatial and attribute data in one database, which is 
then used as a source for different VGE users and usage.  

CONCLUSION 

The paper first shortly discusses and defines the term Virtual Geographic Environment. Then focuses on what is 
important to do for design and development of a VGE, pointing out various approaches to 3D and describing suitable 
strategy for a VGE creation and maintenance. Then a particular VGE example is described. Firstly the project is shortly 
introduced and then the development of the VGE is described in detail from the technical point of view. The stress is 
given to the description of the “one database – many different visualizations and ways to operate the data” concept.  
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Abstract 
Agroecology examine ecological processes in an agrophytocenoses and its task is to elucidate the forms, the dynamics 
and functioning of these relationships. Knowledge of these interactions in agroecosystems enables it to regulate and 
manage human for optimal performance and low environmental risk to the environment. Weaker interference by human 
environmental regulation makes the system more sustainable and environmentally plastic. At this stage, many scientists 
in the field of agroecology regard agroecological systems as a kind of ecological systems in which systematize and 
analyze the processes of biotic and abiotic interactions. 

The agroecosystem is any stretches of ground in which anybody conducts an agricultural activity, in which is created a 
complex of plant and animal organisms in the environment with specific soil, climatic and anthropogenic conditions. 

The purpose of this paper is to undertake a comprehensive assessment of agroecological resources in the Yakoruda 
municipality in terms of the opportunities for maintaining and improving soil fertility and productivity of agricultural 
lands. 

To achieve the intended objective Geographic Information Systems of Soil Resources (GISoSR) are developed for the 
studied object. The following methods are used: 

• A critical analysis of the existing literature data; 

• SWOT-analysis in sector economic development - agriculture in Yakoruda municipality; 

• Remote Sensing; 

• The literature data and internet sources. 

Keywords: agricultural lands productivity, agroecosystems, agroecological resources, biotic and abiotic interactions, 
Geographic Information Systems of Soil Resources (GISoSR), National Agroecological Program (NAEP), soil fertility. 

1. BACKGROUND 

The greater part of the surface of the continents is covered with soil. It provides terms and minerals for plant growth, 
without which it is impossible for the survival of animals and humans. The soil consists of solid particles (organic and 
rock), water, air, and other living organisms. The soils have a different thickness - from a few tens of centimeters to 
several meters. Agricultural land is an important component of agroecosystems. They are also the subject of studying 
agroecology. Agroecology study tolerant attitude to the ongoing human agriculture to the environment. This means that 
as a general and a leading trend should not be placed on agroecosystem productivity and sustainability of their 
productivity during the time. In a narrower sense Agroecology is the science that studies the environmental 
phenomenon in agroecosystems. Agroecology examine ecological processes in an agrophytocenoses and its task is to 
elucidate the forms, the dynamics and functioning of these relationships. Knowledge of these interactions in 
agroecosystems enables it to regulate and manage human for optimal performance and low environmental risk to the 
environment. Weaker interference by human environmental regulation makes the system more sustainable and 
environmentally plastic. At this stage, many scientists in the field of Agroecology considered agroecosystems as a kind 
of ecological system in which systematize and analyze the processes of biotic and abiotic interactions. Agroecology 
concept was introduced in the 70s of the twentieth century, but the elements of scientific and practical knowledge in 
agrooenvironment field date back to ancient times. 

Resources in agroecosystems are: Natural; Human; Capital; Productive. 

Natural resources: land, water, climate and natural vegetation that are used by farmers to produce agricultural products. 
Agroecological resources are location, relief, climate, agro-climatic and soil resources. 
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Agricultural land - This is a broader concept of „soil”. Defined as the specific surface area of the Earth's surface that is 
relatively stable under cyclic predictable properties and behavior. Includes vertically above and below him biosphere 
attributes like atmosphere , soil, geology lining materials topography, hydrology, plant and animal populations as a 
result of past and present human activity greatly subjected to be influenced by current anthropogenic activity. The land 
is characterized by its productivity. Unlike fertility, productivity is measured in a quantitative yield (weight output of 
one or more crop per unit area). Land use - Land use is any permanent or cyclic human intervention to meet the 
complex human needs, natural resources or created together called the "agricultural land." It is through the application 
of human control over the natural ecosystems in a relatively systematic way to take advantage of them. The man can be 
seen as an integral part of the ecosystem, while manipulating them. This can be done as extensively and intensively. 
Summarize land use is relatively stable process associated with a particular area at a certain time, a certain targeted by 
environmental conditions and necessarily human activity. 

The aim of this article is to undertake a comprehensive assessment of land resources in the Yakoruda municipality in 
terms of the opportunities for maintaining and improving soil fertility and productivity of agricultural land. 

To achieve the intended objective GIS of Soil Resources (GISoSR) are developed (GISoSR) for the studied object. The 
following methods are used: 

 A critical analysis of the existing literature data; 

•SWOT-analysis in sector economic development - agriculture in Yakoruda municipality; 

•Remote Sensing; 

•The literature data and internet sources. 

2. OBJECT AND METHODS 

2.1. Geography and Topography 

Yakoruda municipality is located in northeastern part of Blagoevgrad district with an area of 339.3 km2. It borders the 
municipalities of Samokov and Sofia Kostenec area, Belica, Belovo, Velingrad and Pazardzhik municipalities. The 
municipality is composed of eight settlements - municipal center Yakoruda and seven villages, which are located in the 
southeastern part of the municipality. 

Relief - Figure 1 is mountainous and hilly, covers parts of Western Rila and Rodopi mountains and narrow valley in the 
upper reaches of the Mesta. The average altitude is 1603 m and average slope is 11.1 %, which adversely affects the 
overall economic and infrastructural development of the municipality, as well as the development of the settlement 
network. 

 

Fig. 1. General view of the relief. 

  



The climate is temperate with a touch of Mediterranean influence, mainly through
annual temperature is 8°C. Winters are cold with an average January temperature is 
days a year. Summers are short and cool with an average temperature in July 18°C. The most common are 
Cinnamonic Forest Soils (Cambisols), and in areas with more than 1600 meters above sea level 
forest soils (Cambisols). Along the rivers are mountain meadow and alluvial
for growing vegetables and fruit trees, and in the high mountain 
Soils - [Gurov and Artinova (2001)]. Soils and climatic conditions and the strong vertical segmentation of the landscape 
have led to the development of a very strong degree of erosion, especially in deforested areas. Soil erosion has an 
extremely negative impact on the development of agriculture.

2.2. Soil resources – the general concepts

Main object of study in this work are the soil and especially the produ
municipality. Soil formation is the result of weathering of rocks and activity of organisms. In weathering (mechanical, 
chemical and biological - under the influence of some microorganisms) rocks were crushed to lo
weathering crust. The soil type of depends on the soil formation rocks as they have a similar chemical composition. The 
same type of rock, however, can form different soil types because of the different places weathering occurs in differen
conditions - climate (especially temperature and humidity), relief, vegetation cover and exposure to animals and 
humans. Soils are renewable natural resources. However, they can be easily contaminated by human activity with 
poisonous substances or exhausted when exploited and unreasonable with faster than the natural rate of recovery. If 
vegetation is destroyed, the humus horizon concerns of surface runoff and soil becomes barren.

2.3. Soil resources in the object of study

According to the soil geographical country zoning, Yakoruda municipality falls in the Balkan 
region, Rila - Pirin province - [Kolev 
forest soils and dark colored mountain
province is forested with high-bonitet coniferous forests. It is potentially threatened by erosion. The region offers 
excellent conditions for recreation and tourism.

Fig. 2. Soil res
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The climate is temperate with a touch of Mediterranean influence, mainly through the valley of the Mesta; the average 
annual temperature is 8°C. Winters are cold with an average January temperature is - 2°C snow cover lasts about 150 
days a year. Summers are short and cool with an average temperature in July 18°C. The most common are 

, and in areas with more than 1600 meters above sea level 
). Along the rivers are mountain meadow and alluvial-meadow soils (

getables and fruit trees, and in the high mountain – Mountain Meadow Soils and Undeveloped Skeletal 
]. Soils and climatic conditions and the strong vertical segmentation of the landscape 

ry strong degree of erosion, especially in deforested areas. Soil erosion has an 
extremely negative impact on the development of agriculture. 

general concepts 

Main object of study in this work are the soil and especially the productivity of soil resources in the Yakoruda 
municipality. Soil formation is the result of weathering of rocks and activity of organisms. In weathering (mechanical, 

under the influence of some microorganisms) rocks were crushed to lo
weathering crust. The soil type of depends on the soil formation rocks as they have a similar chemical composition. The 
same type of rock, however, can form different soil types because of the different places weathering occurs in differen

climate (especially temperature and humidity), relief, vegetation cover and exposure to animals and 
humans. Soils are renewable natural resources. However, they can be easily contaminated by human activity with 

ted when exploited and unreasonable with faster than the natural rate of recovery. If 
vegetation is destroyed, the humus horizon concerns of surface runoff and soil becomes barren.

resources in the object of study 

al country zoning, Yakoruda municipality falls in the Balkan 
 et al. (2007)]. It is characterized by the dominance of acidic brown mountain

forest soils and dark colored mountain-forest soils as a significant small areas rankers and litho sols 
bonitet coniferous forests. It is potentially threatened by erosion. The region offers 

excellent conditions for recreation and tourism. 

Fig. 2. Soil resources of Yakoruda municipality. 
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meadow soils (Humo Fluvisols) suitable 
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]. Soils and climatic conditions and the strong vertical segmentation of the landscape 
ry strong degree of erosion, especially in deforested areas. Soil erosion has an 

ctivity of soil resources in the Yakoruda 
municipality. Soil formation is the result of weathering of rocks and activity of organisms. In weathering (mechanical, 

under the influence of some microorganisms) rocks were crushed to loose layer called 
weathering crust. The soil type of depends on the soil formation rocks as they have a similar chemical composition. The 
same type of rock, however, can form different soil types because of the different places weathering occurs in different 

climate (especially temperature and humidity), relief, vegetation cover and exposure to animals and 
humans. Soils are renewable natural resources. However, they can be easily contaminated by human activity with 

ted when exploited and unreasonable with faster than the natural rate of recovery. If 
vegetation is destroyed, the humus horizon concerns of surface runoff and soil becomes barren. 

al country zoning, Yakoruda municipality falls in the Balkan - Apennines soil sub 
]. It is characterized by the dominance of acidic brown mountain-

significant small areas rankers and litho sols - Figure 2. The 
bonitet coniferous forests. It is potentially threatened by erosion. The region offers 
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Legend: 
1. Alluvial and alluvial -meadow , acidic, sandy and sandy loam; 
2. Eroded leached cinnamoning soils; 
3. Humus- calcareous, sandy clay soils; 
4. Deluvial and deluvial meadow, mostly acidic, sandy and sandy loam soils; 
5. Shallow dark brown and dark colored forest soils; 
6. Shallow leached cinnamonic forest soils; 
7. Shallow mountain meadow soils and rendzinas; 
8. Shallow brown forest, neutral and acidic soils; 
9. Shallow brown forest, mainly acidic soils; 
10.Cinnamonic forest soils, heavy sand loam; 
11.Shallow mountain meadow soils and alfehumus soils; 

2.4. Agroclimatic resources 

Following the principles of agroclimate zoning according to [Hershkovich (1984)], the object falls within sub-belts of 
slightly thermophilic crops, moderately warm their sub zone. Its northern part is less arid sub zone and the south - in 
arid sub zone. The most important feature of the climate in the two agroclimatic regions and especially those related to 
agricultural production are: 

2.4.1. Moderately warm, slightly arid agroclimatic region 

Average daily temperatures above 10 °C here is to establish 17 to 24 April and remain until October 19 to 13. The 
average length with out of frizzing period is about 180-165 days. Temperature sum of the period with an air temperature 
above 10 °C is 3100 to 2700 °C, for a period until the date after harvesting lasting down 10 °C in the autumn is 1800 to 
1400 °C. The average of the annual minimal temperatures is lower than -18 °C, -20 °C. 

In this area there are many favorable conditions for growing medium thermophilic crops (beet, tobacco - up to 700 m 
a.s.l.) and slightly thermophilic crops (oats, flax, potatoes). 

Humidity conditions are relatively good. The balance of the humidity in the summer months is slightly negative to 
positive. Years deficient humidity > 100 mm, by sprinkling as needed to 2-3 are 10, but in places with very shallow and 
are more permeable soils due to the lower spring- water supply in the soil. 

2.4.2. Moderately warm, arid agroclimatic region 

Temperature conditions are analogous to the preceding agroclilmatic region. Due to the low rainfall in the summer 
months and bad water retention properties of soils the humidity conditions are worse. The deficit of the humidity 
balance is from 100 to 150 mm. 

2.5. Agroecological regions 

The agroecological regions of the Bulgarian soils - [Gurov and Artinova (2001)], are presented in Figure 3 and the 
agroecological regions in which the municipality falls - in Figure 4. 



Fig. 3. Agroecological regions of the Bulgarian soils.

 

Fig. 4. Agroecological regions in the municipality territory.

Legend: 
1. (VІ6) - Rila-Pirin region 
2. (VІ7) - Rhodope region 
(VІ6) Rila- Pirin region [2] occupies areas with an altitude of 800 to 2000 m. It has alpine character. Soil forming 
materials are granites, gneisses, schists, limestones and their weathering products. The biggest is the participation of the 
brown mountain forest soils, which are similar to their peers’ case treated areas but the humus horizon, is more 
powerful (20-60 cm) and darker colored. The annual rainfall is about 840 mm, such as about 440 mm falling during the 
growing season. The average annual temperature is around 5°C with temperature sum of the growing season around 
2000°C. Agricultural land in this area is characterized by medi
"middle lands", but it refers to the lower areas with an altitude of 700
still allow their growing (and here they favor the and of a strong Mediterranean influe
are unsuitable for normal land use, except for potatoes, pastures and meadows. The lower parts are suitable for potatoes 
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Fig. 3. Agroecological regions of the Bulgarian soils. 

Fig. 4. Agroecological regions in the municipality territory. 

[2] occupies areas with an altitude of 800 to 2000 m. It has alpine character. Soil forming 
nites, gneisses, schists, limestones and their weathering products. The biggest is the participation of the 

brown mountain forest soils, which are similar to their peers’ case treated areas but the humus horizon, is more 
red. The annual rainfall is about 840 mm, such as about 440 mm falling during the 

growing season. The average annual temperature is around 5°C with temperature sum of the growing season around 
2000°C. Agricultural land in this area is characterized by medium (agronomic) bonitet ball 52, i.e. bonitet group 
"middle lands", but it refers to the lower areas with an altitude of 700-800 to 900-1000 m, where climatic conditions 
still allow their growing (and here they favor the and of a strong Mediterranean influence). Outside the forest zone lands 
are unsuitable for normal land use, except for potatoes, pastures and meadows. The lower parts are suitable for potatoes 
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and wheat productivity class 71 and 60 ball (i.e. the group "good lands". Less is the suitability of environmental 
conditions for grasslands, oriental tobacco, sugar beets, grapes, apples (credit rating ranging from 52 to 41 ball, i.e. the 
group "middle lands" for maize, sunflower and alfalfa productivity class in the group of „bad lands" and for soybeans - 
"unfit lands" - Table 1. Like other areas assessments land for different crops vary considerably, which is associated with 
altitude, the nature of the soil that is affected in varying degrees of erosion. 

Table 1. Bonitet (suitability) of soils in VI6 Rila-Pirin AER. 

Crops 
Bonitet (Suitability) (0-100) 

<=1000 meters a.s.l. >1000 meters a.s.l. 

Wheat 60 0  

Maize 39 0 

Soybeans 5 0 

Sunflower 35 0  

Beet 47 0 

Oriental tobacco 46 0  

Potatoes 71 71  

Alfalfa 30 0  

Grasslands 52 52 

Apple 41 0  

Vineyards 48 0  
 

(VІ7) Rhodope region [2] includes areas of Western and Central Rhodope. Soil forming materials are rhyolites, 
granites, crystalline schists and their weathering products. The soils are almost exclusively brown mountain forest. In 
their features they are too similar to its peer’s Central forest mountain - Samokov region, but are slightly clayey (20-30 
% physical clay). In terms of climate, the region is not uniform. In the lower parts of the valleys of the rivers, the 
average annual temperature is around 8- 9°C, and higher in around 5°C. Temperature sum of the growing period is from 
2800 to 3000°C with a low around 2000°C and for the higher elevations. Better warmth of this region allows the 
cultivation of tobacco, flax, potatoes and more to higher altitudes. Precipitations are from 700 to 1000 mm and humidity 
conditions are good. Total productive capacity of the land is characterized by medium (agronomic) bonitet score 48, 
which they attributed to bonitet group " middle lands", but for most crops credit rating refers to the lower areas. They 
may be graded as follows: most are suitable for potatoes (79 ball - group "good lands." Second are the grasslands and 
wheat (credit rating in the range of 57-55 ball, i.e. “medium lands”). Less is suitability for growing grapes, apples, sugar 
beets, corn, sunflower, oriental tobacco (credit rating ranging from 40 to 29 ball, i.e. to bonitet group "bad lands "and 
for alfalfa and soybeans – “unfit lands”. Total productive capacity of the land group agro-ecological regions of the 
mountain brown forest soils are low. The mean average (agronomic) ball for the whole area is very low (18 ball) and it 
belongs to the group bonitet "unsuitable lands." As seen, the main difference in this soil group areas are mountainous 
brown forest soil, occupying areas with an altitude of 800 to 1500 m, where climatic conditions are favorable for 
agricultural production. In the lower parts of the area with an altitude up to 1000 m (which is no more than 20 % of the 
total area) can still grow a number of field crops, although with sufficiently satisfactory results (i.e. land are relatively 
low bonitet ball), while the higher areas the environmental conditions are suitable only for potatoes, pastures and 
meadows, raspberries, which respectively bonitet ball is higher - Table 2. 
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Table 2. Bonitet (suitability) of soils in VI7 Rhodope AER. 

Crops 
Suitability (0-100) 

<=1000 meters a.s.l. >1000 meters a.s.l. 

Wheat 55 0  

Maize 32 0 

Soybeans 22 0 

Sunflower 32 0  

Beet 39 0 

Oriental tobacco 29 0  

Potatoes 79 79  

Alfalfa 18 0  

Grasslands 57 57 

Apple 40 0  

Vineyards 40 0  

2.6. Methods 

The study used the tools of ArcGIS 9.3 - ArcMap for the objects, Visual Basic and Access for analysis of water-
physical and hydrological properties of the different soils, remote sensing - [Kolev et al. (1996)] and SWOT - analysis 
in the economic development sector – agriculture [5,6]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Soil resources in Yakoruda municipality 

Data that are discussed below were made soil mapping (1:25000). The overall appearance of the object by means of 
ArcGIS 9.3 - ArcMap is presented in Fig.5. Dominated by the brown forest soils (1-7 KG) - Figure 5 and found more 
brown, shallow, medium eroded (KGE) and brown, shallow, heavily eroded (KGC). They are the most widespread soils 
in mountain areas and occupy the area of 17 million hectares or 15%. These soils are rich in humus, but the average 
stock of available nitrogen and phosphorus absorbed. They need to be combined fertilization. In the higher parts of the 
mountains brown forest soils in passing dark colored forest and mountain meadow. 

On the riverbanks it meet alluvial (AP - alluvial, medium power) and on the slopes - delluvial (DL - (delluvial, less 
powerful) and talus (DR - delluvial, medium power) soils. Higher in parts of the municipality is dominated by mountain 
meadow, shallow, low and medium eroded (PL). Cinnamoning soils are presented by cinnamoning and cinnamoning 
immature, shallow and heavily eroded and rocks (NKK). Represent the most common soil type in the country. Occupy 
25 % of the total soil area of Bulgaria, mostly in the Central Forest Mountain and Southern Bulgaria. These soils are 
medium humus in humus like gray forest soils, poorly maintained to absorb nitrogen and phosphorus. Improving soil 
fertility is recommended fertilization and irrigation. 
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Fig. 5. General view of the object. 

Rocks (R), sands and gravels (S&G) and gullies and ravines gullies (r&g) complete soil resources of the municipality. 
Determination of water- physical and hydrological properties of the studied soils (on the example of cinnamoning forest 
soil) is shown in Figure 6. The next figure illustrates recalculated particle size distribution structure after the 
reallocation of losses from treatment with HCl in fractions – [Kolev et al. (1996)] - Figure 7. 
Classification of soil texture and determination of some water-physical and hydrological properties, according to [Kolev 
et al. (1996)], are shown in Figure 8. 

 
Fig. 6. General data. 
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Fig. 7. Particle size distribution structure after the reallocation of losses from treatment with HCl in different fractions. 

 
Fig. 8. Classification of soil texture and determination of some water-physical and hydrological properties. 

The three factions of the mechanical composition in USDA classification Sand (sand fraction), Silt (silt fraction) and 
Clay (clay fraction) are calculated, and some water and physical and hydrophysical properties - total porosity (TP), 
filtration coefficient, field water capacity and wilting point in soil horizons and for the entire soil profile - [Kolev et al. 
(2007)]. Soil horizons varies from loam true silty clay loam to light clay, an average the soil profile is defined as clay 
loam - clay, sandy loam , with an average content of Sand (sand) – 41.3 %, Silt (silt) – 21 % and Clay (clay) – 37.7 %. 
Total porosity varies horizons from 0.432 cm3/cm3 to 0.503 cm3/cm3 on average 0.456 cm3/cm3. Filtration coefficient 
(Fcoef) is 5 cm/24 h in plugging horizon to 23.5 cm/24 h in the under plugging horizons, with average value of 10.79 
cm/24 h. Field capacity (FC) varies between 0.280 cm3/cm3 in plugging horizon to 0.344 cm3/cm3 in the under plugging 
horizons, with average value of 0.321 cm3/cm3. Wilting point (WP) follows the FC- from 0.093 cm3/cm3 in plugging 
horizon to 0.204 % in the under plugging horizons, with an average value of 0.171 cm3/cm3. 
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3.2. Balance of the agricultural lands by category in Ykoruda municipality 

Table 3. Land categories. 

N0  Land category Land properties (numb.) Size (daa) Size (%)) 

1.  VI  1  17.928  0.01  

2.  VIII  3308  4807.307  1.46  
3.  IX  3997  77389.102  23.56  
4.  Х  6923  35884.876  10.93  
5.  Without category  1841  210343 .381  64.04  

 Total 16070  328442.594  100.00  

The land category in the municipality varies from VIth to Xth - Table. 3, but it does not mean that the lands are not 
fertile. In Rila- Pirin AER environmental conditions are suitable for potatoes and wheat productivity ball varies between 
71 and 60 ball - Table 1, and in the Rhodope AER environmental conditions are suitable only for potatoes, pastures and 
meadows, raspberries, for which respectively bonitet score is higher - Table. 2. 

3.3. Analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT - analysis) 

Agricultural land fund is 11305,7 hectares, of which arable land is 54,174 hectares or 15,97 % of the territory of 
municipality. Irrigated area wills no functioning irrigation system. Form of ownership, 24 % of agricultural land is 
privately owned, 9 % municipal, 46 % of the state, while 22 % residual municipal fund. The share of municipal land is 
low and limited opportunities to promote agricultural development by providing land to tenants for creating large farms 
and farms. Reserves are lands that are expected to be registered as municipal property after the expiration of the 
limitation period for the recovery of property. The main problems facing agriculture are: 

Family farms are closed; the land is cultivated almost without the use of equipment not carried out agricultural 
activities, leading to lower yields. 

The marketing of agricultural produce is very difficult, and the proposed prices are below the cost of production. An 
exception is the implementation of the tobacco, where despite the possibility of delayed payments to producers 
purchasing campaign is at a satisfactory level. 

There is no modern agricultural technology and modern buildings, and financial resources for technological innovation 
farm. Lack knowledge of proper implementation of agro technical measures, incorporation of fertilizers and pesticides 
is done randomly. 

Family farms are not market-oriented, market appear surplus households. The production quality is low due to lack of 
knowledge among farmers about feeding and housing of animals. 

The above problems provoke negative trend of decreasing arable land, degradation of technical support agriculture and 
reduce yields. In animal husbandry, tends to reduce the numbers of animals continued deterioration breed and yields. 
Yakoruda municipality is included in the project "Sustainable Rural Development ", funded by UNDP and the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Food, in which it appears expert and financial support to farmers. Prospects for the development of 
agriculture in the municipality Yakoruda associated with introducing alternative crops such as herbs, raspberries and 
blueberries. Important for the development of agriculture is the development of related industries, especially the food 
industry and rural tourism. Opportunities for economic development are related to: 

Lack of significant pollution of the environment and the ability to produce ecologically clean agricultural products , 
subject to the technological requirements; 

The development of short-term programs for rural and eco tourism based on the resources of the Rila National Park and 
Resort „Treshtenik” 

Active marketing investment to attract private investment in agriculture and industry with significant growth potential; 

Opportunities for mining of wild mushrooms and herbs, as well as cultivation of medicinal plants as an alternative form 
of employment and reduction of unemployment for unemployed and for a significant proportion of growers. 
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Table 4. Analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

� Absence of industrial pollution, ecologically pure 
area; 

� Developed wood processing industry; 
� Water resources and power generation; 
� Availability of significant woodland and forest 

resources; 
� Traditional experience in agriculture. 

� Monostructural economy dominated by the 
timber industry; 

� Fragmentation of agricultural land and 
insufficient opportunities for their 
consolidation; 

� Availability of large areas affected to varying 
degrees by erosion; 

� Remoteness of the municipality of economic 
and administrative centers. 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 
� Ability to develop alternative forms of agriculture, 

rural and ecological tourism; 
� Opportunities to attract inward investments and the 

activation of economic links with the business in 
Greece. 

� Total economic decline; 
� Quality deterioration of the technical 

infrastructure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It must be emphasized that the primary activities in National Agroecological Program (NAEP) are associated with 
preservation of agricultural lands with high natural value and conservation and restoration of biodiversity in them; 
maintaining the traditional features of the landscape and low-intensity farming practices of local varieties of fruit 
orchards; reducing water pollution by nitrates from agricultural sources by introducing appropriate sustainable crop 
rotations; prevention of soil erosion in the river watershed; protection of endangered local breeds and development of 
organic production. 

Better land management and environmental objectives implementation of the approved NAEP and has international 
commitments such as the Kyoto Protocol and the Conventions on Biodiversity, the fight against desertification and 
climate change. 

From an agroecological assessment of soil resources can be concluded that despite the acquisition of contemporary and 
modern look of the Municipality Yakoruda, the environmental effects are insignificant. Category of land in the 
municipality Yakoruda ranged from VI th to X th. This does not mean that the lands are not fertile. In Rila - Pirin AER 
environmental conditions are suitable for potatoes and wheat productivity class 71 and 60 balls. In the Rhodope AER 
environmental conditions are suitable respectively for potatoes, pastures and meadows, raspberries that bonitet score is 
higher. 

Recommendations are made to minimize negative impacts on the environmental components. Of the sites as potential 
contaminants are not expected to significantly impact on a territorial scale. 

It is envisaged that the introduction of a system of self-monitoring for enhanced effective control and management of 
air, water and soil. 
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Abstract 
Cartography and GIS education is largely undertaken by geomatic engineering (a.k.a. geodesy and geoinformatics, 
geospatial science or surveying and mapping/geoinformation) and geography departments of universities as part of 
their undergraduate and graduate programmes. Individual bachelor programmes on cartography are very few and in 
trend of decreasing while individual GIS or geoinformatics undergraduate programmes including some cartographic 
courses have been emerging. On the other hand, individual graduate programmes are increasing on these subjects 
apart from specialisations within geomatic engineering or geography programmes. The aim of this study is to examine 
different international higher education models of geomatic engineering with focus on cartography and GIS and show 
similarities and differences as well as make some proposals for possible curricula on cartography and GIS. As a result, 
the findings of this study may help improve the current curricula on cartography and GIS in geomatic engineering 
related departments. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cartography and GIS are the key disciplines for managing our earth and society. Boundaries between cartography and 
GIS are somewhat fuzzy and artificial at both scientific and educational level. Training on these areas is given by 
geomatic engineering (also known as geodesy and geoinformatics, geospatial science or surveying and 
mapping/geoinformation) and geography departments. Cartography and GIS education in geomatic engineering will be 
examined in this paper. 
 
Geomatic engineering has emerged mainly from the integration of surveying and mapping with information science and 
technology. In addition, developments in computer science and electronics have been providing critical inputs. Hence 
this discipline has a dynamic nature.  
 
In recent years, surveying and mapping related departments in some countries have experienced lack of interest from 
students to their university programmes. Hence, they have needed to transform their educational approaches by offering 
more modern, more specialised and technology-oriented programmes and courses. This has also affected cartographic 
education. Most of the traditional courses on cartography are being modernised under new titles or their topics are 
embedded in the courses entitled such as GIS, geoinformatics, mapping, GIS and cartography. Developments in 
information and communication (ICT) technologies particularly make this transition more rapidly because demands 
from industry and governments are changing in parallel. 
 
Although such a dynamic environment exists in this domain, there is no comprehensive investigation of geomatic 
engineering programmes in view of cartography and GIS. Therefore, this paper aims at presenting a web-based 
investigation of undergraduate and graduate programmes of geomatic engineering departments towards cartography and 
GIS education and curricula worldwide as well as makes some propositions about a possible curriculum on these areas. 
 
2. CARTOGRAPHY AND GIS IN THE GEOMATIC ENGINEERING EDUCATION 
 
Geomatic engineering programmes take three or four years at the undergraduate level and two years at graduate level. 
There are few five-year programmes as well. Curriculum of these programmes mostly comprise from the courses on 
geodesy, surveying, photogrammetry, cartography and land management, either integrated with or embedded in 
contemporary spatial information technology oriented contents or courses such as GNSS, remote sensing and/or GIS. 
Cartography and GIS related courses are examined in detail in the following sections. 
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2.1 Cartography and GIS in the Geomatic Engineering Undergraduate Curricula 
 
There are many examples of geomatic engineering education worldwide. So cartography and GIS courses exhibit some 
varieties in these programmes. Table 1 presents some statistics on the numbers and the credits of the courses of some 
university programmes on geomatic engineering at undergraduate level. 

 
Table 1. Some undergraduate geomatic engineering programmes and the percentage of the number of the courses and 
total credits on cartography and GIS in their curriculum. 

 

Year Country University Programme 

Approximate 

percentage of the 

number of courses 

(GIS&Cartography) 

Approximate 

percentage of the 

total credits 

(GIS&Cartography) 

4 Australia Curtin Univ. Of Tech. Surveying 26 20 

3 Australia Curtin Univ. Of Tech. GIScience 80 81 

4 Australia RMIT Univ. Surveying 21 24 

4 Australia RMIT  Univ. Geospatial Science 29 29 

3 Austria Tech. Univ. of Wien 

Wien 
Geodesy and Geoinformatics 21 15 

4 Bulgaria UACG Geodesy 16 16 

4 Canada Univ. of New Brunswick Geodesy and Geomatic Eng. 10 - 

4 Canada Univ. of Calgary Geomatics Engineering 15 15 

4 Canada Univ. of Laval Geomatic Sciences 7 9 

3 Croatia Univ. Of Zagrep Geodesy and Geoinformatics 14 17 

3 Germany Hafen City Univ. Geomatics 29 8 

3 Germany Tech. Univ. of Munich Geodesy and Geoinformation 15 11 

3 Germany Univ. of Bonn Geodesy and Geoinformation 15 12 

3 Germany Hannover Univ. Geodesy and Geoinformatics 12 16 

4 Ireland Dublin Inst. of Tech. Geomatics (Surveying & Mapping) 13 10 

5 Kenya Jomo Kenyatta Univ. Geomatics Engineering 14 - 

4 S.Africa Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Land Surveying 9 - 

4 S.Africa Tshwane Univ. of Tech. Geomatics 17 - 

3 Slovenia Univ. of Ljubliana Geodesy and Geoinformation 7 10 

4 Spain P.Tech.Univ. of Valencia Geomatic and Surveying Eng. 16 15 

4 Spain P.Tech.Univ. of Catalonia Geomatic and Surveying Eng. 19 18 

3 Sweden Gavle Univ. Geomatics 33 35 

3 Switzerland ETH Zurich Geomatics Engineering & Planning 15 11 

4 Turkey Istanbul Tech. Univ. Geomatics Engineering 12 14 

4 Turkey Karadeniz Tech. Univ. Geomatics Engineering 11 7 

4 Turkey Selcuk Univ. Geomatic Engineering 14 13 

4 Turkey Yildiz Tech. Univ. Geomatic Engineering 11 11 

4 USA California State Univ. Geomatics Engineering 18 20 

4 USA Oregon Inst. Of Tech. Geomatics (Surveying) 10 8 
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Table 1. Some undergraduate geomatic engineering programmes and the percentage of the number of the courses and 
total credits on cartography and GIS in their curriculum (cont). 

 

Year Country University Programme 

Approximate 

percentage of the 

number of courses 

(GIS&Cartography) 

Approximate 

percentage of the 

total credits 

(GIS&Cartography) 

4 USA Oregon Inst. Of Tech. Geomatics (GIS) 23 21 

4 USA Penn. State Univ. Surveying Engineering 9 8 

 
Average percentage of the number of the courses on cartography and GIS is about % 16 while average percentage of the 
credits is about % 15 except specialisation or specialist programmes. These values have been increasing if the 
programmes offer specialisations in last year or last two years or directly designed as specialist programme.  For 
example these values are % 23 (the number of the courses) and % 21 (the total credits) in the Geomatics (GIS track) 
programme of Oregon Institute of Technology (USA) while % 80 (the number of the courses) and % 81 (the number of 
the courses) in the GIScience programme of Curtin University of Technology (Australia) respectively. The geomatics 
programme of Gavle University offers highest number and total credit for cartography and GIS courses, i.e. % 33 and % 
35 respectively while they are % 9 and % 8 in the surveying programme of Pennsylvania State University (USA). These 
values are about average in the geodesy programme of University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy 
(Bulgaria), the geodesy and cartography programme of Polytechnic University of Valencia (Spain), the geomatics 
engineering programme of University of Calgary (Canada), the geodesy and geoinformatics programme of University 
of Zagreb (Croatia), the geodesy and geoinformatics programme of University of Hannover (Germany). The geospatial 
science and the surveying programmes of RMIT University (Australia), the surveying programme of Curtin University 
of Technology (Australia), the geomatics engineering programme of California State University (USA), the geomatic 
and surveying engineering programme of Polytechnic University of Catalonia (BarcelonaTech) (Spain) offer more 
courses and credits than the average on cartography and GIS. 
 
There are various cartography and GIS courses in geomatic engineering programmes. Some examples are given in 
Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Cartography and GIS courses in the curricula of some undergraduate geomatic engineering programmes or 
their specialist programmes 

 
University Programme Course Titles on Cartography&GIS 

ETH Zurich 

(Switzerland) 
Geomatics Engineering & Planning 

Cartography I, GIS I, Thematic Cartography, GIS II, 

Cartography II, Spatial Data Analysis 

Univ. of New Brunswick 

(Canada) 
Geodesy and Geomatic Eng. 

Introduction to Geographic Information Systems, Advanced 

Geographic Information Systems, Hydrographic Data 

Management, Web Mapping and Map Mashups, Special 

Studies in Digital Mapping 

Wuhan University 

(China) 
Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering 

Principles of Geographic Information System, Principles and 

Methods of Digital Mapping, Cartography, Urban Spatial 

Information, GIS Project and Practice, Course Design and 

Practice of GIS 

Curtin Univ. Of Tech.  

(Australia) 
Surveying 

Applied Cartography, Cartographic Statistics, Spatial Data 

Processing, Coordinate and Mapping Systems 

Curtin Univ. Of Tech.  

(Australia) 
GIScience 

Spatial Data Representation, Applied Cartography, 

Geographic Information Systems Programming, Web 

Mapping, Coordinate and Mapping Systems, Spatial Project 

Management, Spatial Algorithms, Geospatial Analysis, 

Geovisualisation and Mapping, Spatial Modelling, Spatial 

Sciences Professional Practice, Spatial Sciences Project 
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Table 2. Cartography and GIS courses in the curricula of some undergraduate geomatic engineering programmes or 
their specialist programme (cont.) 
 

University Programme Course Titles on Cartography&GIS 

Hannover Univ. 

(Germany) 
Geodesy and Geoinformatics 

Introduction to Database Programming, Introduction to GIS 

and Cartography I, Introduction to GIS and Cartography II, 

Geographic Information Systems, GIS I (Data modeling), GIS 

II (Access structures and algorithms) 

Poly. Tech. Univ. of 

Valencia 

(Spain) 

Geodesy and Cartography 

Cartographic Production, Cartographic Publishing, 

Cartography And Town Planning, Computerized Urban 

Cartography, GIS I, Geostatistics, Mathematical 

Cartography, GIS II, Thematic Cartography 

California State Univ. 

(USA) 
Geomatics Engineering 

Computer-Aided Mapping, Geomatics, Digital Mapping, 

Introduction to GIS,  GIS Applications, GIS Design 

P.Tech.Univ. of Catalonia 

(Spain) 
Geomatic and Surveying Engineering 

Cartography, Mathematical Cartography, Databases, 

Cartographic Design and Production, 3D Data Processing, 

Geographical Information Systems, GIS Project Design and 

Management, Spatial Data Infrastructure, Spatial Data 

Infrastructure: Applications, Topographical Calculations 

and UTM Projection 

RMIT University 

(Australia) 
Geospatial Science 

Cartography 1, Spatial Information Science 1, Applied 

Geospatial Techniques, Spatial Information Science 2, 

Cartography 2, Map Projections, Spatial Information 

Science 3, Database Concepts, Spatial Information Science 

4, Database Concepts, Cartography 3 

Istanbul Technical 

University 

(Turkey) 

Geomatics Engineering 

Introduction to Cartography, Computer Aided Graphics and 

Map Design, Databases in Engineering, History of 

Cartography, Digital Terrain Model, Cartographic 

Projections, Computer Aided Cartography, Cartographic 

Presentation of Spatial Data, Map Reproduction 

 
2.2 Cartography and GIS in the Geomatic Engineering Graduate Curricula 
 
Graduate programmes on geomatic engineering usually offer specialisations or specialty programmes. Such 
programmes offer more courses and credits than general programmes (Table 3). Courses vary based on the programmes 
(Table 4) 
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Table 3. Some graduate geomatic engineering programmes or their specialisation and specialist programmes and the 
percentage of the number of the courses and total credits on cartography and GIS in their curricula 

 

Year Country University Programme 

Approximate 

percentage of the 

number of courses 

(Cartography&GIS) 

Approximate 

percentage of the 

total credits 

(Cartography&GIS) 

2 Australia Curtin Univ. Of Tech. Geospatial Science 81 81 

2 Australia RMIT Univ. Geospatial Science 33.3 33.3 

3 Australia Univ. Of Melbourne Geomatics 30.8 30.8 

2 Canada Calgary Univ. Geomatics Engineering 14.3 14.6 

2 Canada Laval Univ. Geomatic Sciences 23.1 23.1 

2 Finland Aalto Univ. Geoinformatics 78.9 75.7 

2 Netherlands Delft Univ. Of Tech. Geomatics 66.7 38.1 

2 Slovenia Univ. Ljubljana Geodesy & Geoinformation 17.2 13.9 

2 Turkey Karadeniz Tech. Un. Geomatic Engineering 14.3 15.4 

2 Turkey Selcuk Univ. Geomatic Engineering 25 25 

2 Turkey Yildiz Tech. Univ. Remote Sensing and GIS 76 76 

2 USA Ohio State Univ. Geoinformation & Geodetic Eng. 15.4 23 

 
Table 4. Cartography and GIS courses in the curricula of some graduate geomatic engineering programmes or their 
specialisation and specialist programmes 

 
University Programme Course Titles on Cartography&GIS 

Aalto Univ. 

 

(Finland) 

Geoinformatics 

GIS Analysis and Modelling, Visual Analysis in GIS, Principles of Geostatistics, GIS 

Application Development, Uncertainty in Geographic Information,  Fuzzy 

Modelling of Geographic Information, Advanced Computational Methods in GIS, 

Spatial Data Mining, Visualisation of Geographic Information, Web Map Project, 

Topographic Data and Maps 

 

Univ. of College 

London 

(UK) 

Geographic 

Information Science 

GIS Principles & Technology, Mapping Science, Principles of Spatial Analysis, 

Representation, Structures and Algorithms, Geographic Information System 

Design, Spatio-Temporal Analysis & Data Mining, Web & Mobile GIS, Spatial 

Decision Support 

 
Univ. of Melbourne 

(Australia) 

Spatial Information 

Science 

Foundations of Spatial Information, Spatial Databases, Spatial Analysis, Spatial 

Visualisation, Spatial Data Infrastructure, Spatial Information Programming, 

Advanced Topics in GIScience 

Univ. of Laval 

(Canada) 

Geomatic Sciences 

(Geoinformatics 

Track) 

Design of GIS Databases, Integration of Spatial data: Concepts and Practice, GIS 

and Spatial Analysis, Data Structures and Algorithms in GIS, Implementation of 

GIS Applications, Geomatics Software Development Frameworks, Digital Terrain 

Models and Applications, Advanced Spatial Data Publication on Internet, 

Geographic Information Society, Advanced Concepts of GIS Databases, 

Applications of 3D Geometric Modeling, Quality of Geospatial data, Geomatics, 

Decision and Cognition, Web Programming and Mobile Mapping Applications, 

Geographic Information Society 
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Table 4. Cartography and GIS courses in the curricula of some graduate geomatic engineering programmes or their 
specialisation and specialist programmes (cont). 
 

University Programme Course Titles on Cartography&GIS 

Delft Univ. of 

Technology  

(Netherlands) 

Geomatics 

3D Modelling, Geo Web Technology, GIS and Cartography, Decision Support, 

Geo Datasets, Geo-Info Law, Python Programming, Geo-DBMS 

 

 

Istanbul Technical 

University 

(Turkey) 

Geoinformation 

Technology 

Spatial Data Analysis, Advanced GIS, Special Topics in GIS, Web GIS Technologies, 

GIS in Urban Planning, GIS for Disaster Management, Principles of Geo-

Information Systems, Professionalism In GIS, Urban Information Systems, Spatial 

Mathematical Methods, Remote Sensing for GIS, Geo-database Development, 

Geo-Data Policy, Geo-Data Standards, interoperability in GIS, Temporal GIS and 

etc. 

 
3. SOME PROPOSALS FOR CARTOGRAPHY AND GIS COURSES AND CONTENTS IN 

GEOMATIC ENGINEERING 
 

Most of the departments have been updating their geomatic engineering curricula regularly depending on the scientific 
and technologic developments as well as demands from industry and governments. Some geomatic engineering 
departments offer specialist or specialisation programmes even at undergraduate level while most of them have one 
programme and curriculum including selective courses that is useful for specialisation at some degree. 
 
Department of Geomatic Engineering of Yildiz Technical University (YTU), Istanbul, Turkey has just renewed their 
curricula of undergraduate and graduate programmes regarding programmes abroad and national demands. Four-year 
undergraduate programme includes following obligatory and selective courses on cartography and GIS in the new 
curriculum: 
 
Obligatory Courses: 
 

• Cartography 1 (Introduction to Cartography and Mathematical Cartography) 3+0 (4 ECTS) 2nd Year – Fall 

• Topographic Mapping (Topographic DBs/Maps and Terrain Modeling) 2+2 (4 ECTS) 2nd Year – Spring 

• GIS 1 (Geographic Database Management and Spatial Analysis) 3+0 (4 ECTS) 3rd Year – Fall 

• Cartography 2 (Thematic Cartography and Geovisualization) 2+0 (3 ECTS) 3rd Year – Spring 

• GIS 2 (GIS Implementation and Project Management) 3+0 (4 ECTS) 3rd Year – Spring 
 
Elective Courses: 
 

• Introduction to Geospatial Data Mining 2+0 (4 ECTS) 3rd Year - Fall 

• Web GIS and Cartography 2+0 (3 ECTS) 4rd Year - Fall 

• Decision Support Systems 2+0 (3 ECTS) 4rd Year – Fall 

• GIS and Geocomputation 2+0 (3 ECTS) 4rd Year - Fall 

• Land Information Management Systems 2+0 (3 ECTS) 4rd Year – Fall 

• Web Based Geographic Information Systems 2+0 (4 ECTS) 4rd Year - Fall 

• Programming in GIS 2+0 (3 ECTS) 4rd Year – Spring 

• Mobile GIS and Cartography 2+0 (3 ECTS) 4rd Year – Spring 

• Cartography and Geoinformatics Project 2+0 (4 ECTS) 4rd Year – Spring 
 
If this curriculum is compared with other geomatic engineering programmes some more courses may be added to 
elective courses such as 3D GIS and SDI.  
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Updating of the curriculum of Geomatic Engineering Undergraduate Programme also started in Istanbul Technical 
University (ITU). In developing new curriculum, the number of Cartography and GIS courses is being increased and 
contents of the courses are being improved by considering international programmes. Moreover, in addition to current 
Geomatic Engineering Graduate Programme, Geoinformation Technology Graduate Programme has started for more 
specialised multidisciplinary GIS education. Some courses of this program are presented in Table 4. Another interesting 
course examples on cartography in geomatics curriculum are can be found in Cerba et al. (2012).   
 
As for graduate level, course examples in Table 4 are quite comprehensive. These are usually offered by specialist or 
specialisation programmes of geomatic engineering departments. Some interesting courses beside fundamental ones are: 
Geo-Info Law, Uncertainty in Geographic Information, Fuzzy Modelling of Geographic Information, Advanced 
Computational Methods in GIS, Decision and Cognition, Geographic Information Society Data Structures and 
Algorithms in GIS. 
 
One of the interesting issues is that some geomatic engineering programmes do not offer independent cartography 
courses in their curricula or do not use “cartography” term for their course titles but often “mapping” even these courses 
have directly related to cartographic topics. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Cartography and GIS education is an important part of geomatic engineering discipline. Both programmes and contents 
are changing due to the scientific and technological developments. These are also affected from national conditions and 
international trends. This paper has presented the current evaluation of curricula of some programmes and demonstrated 
some statistics and examples. In addition, some proposals are made for a possible curriculum at the undergraduate level 
based on the new curriculum in Department of Geomatic Engineering of Yildiz Technical University (YTU), Istanbul, 
Turkey. Some information on developing new curricula of geomatic engineering related undergraduate and graduate 
programmes in Istanbul Technical University (ITU) were given. Detailed information on these curricula will also be 
presented in future conferences when it is finalized. Besides, new and interesting courses at the graduate level are given 
apart from fundamentals one. Such studies may be carried out by international bodies such as ICA at a larger extent. 
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Abstract 
Cartographic methods are among traditional and the most commonly used methods in geographical works. These 
methods are applied also when teaching GIS. In 2012, Department of Geography and Regional Development FNS CPU 
in Nitra created a study of cycle routes in the Nitra Self-governing Region and proposed 12 cycle routes. The proposed 
cycle routes serve as an example from practice when teaching the subject of GIS in Public Administration in the 3rd 
grade of the bachelor study program of Geography in Regional Development. In this subject there is a linkage of 
subjects as Thematic Cartography, Quantitative Methods, and GIS I., II. and the gained knowledge from these subjects 
are applied to selected examples from practice. The paper deals with teaching students in GIS classes where they learn 
to apply cartographic and geoinformation methods for the creation of thematic maps of cycle routes, buffer zones, 
digital terrain models, 3D models, etc.  

 
INTRODUCTION  
 
The current period is characterized by the development of information technology. Increasing role is played by 
geographic information systems (GIS), which by its interdisciplinarity extend into all spheres of human society. They 
are significantly applied in various production and non-production sectors of the economy which results in the 
subsequent demand for skilled workers in the field of GIS. Due to the wide application of GIS in practice, the demand 
for education in this field is more and the more relevant and requires training of professionals which starts in schools. 
Major role should be played particularly by the university where teaching of GIS is most prevalent and there is a 
particular student profiling. 
 
Teaching GIS at universities is dominated mostly by direct education with an interaction between teacher and student 
which is implemented through seminars in computer (GIS) laboratories. It is an effective way of teaching when a 
teacher leads a seminar and students work directly with particular GIS software under teacher's leadership (Vojtek, 
Boltižiar, 2009). 
 
During the years 2011-2012, Department of Geography and Regional Development FNS CPU in Nitra realized the 
project entitled "Study of the Allocation of Cycle Routes in the Nitra Self-governing Region", which had two phases 
(Dubcová, Kramáreková et al. 2011, 2012). The results and methods of this project are used as an example of the 
application of GIS and cartographic methods in practice within the subject of GIS in Public Administration, which is 
taught in the bachelor degree study program of Geography in Regional Development. 
 
The aim of the paper is to point out the possibilities of the use of practical projects in teaching GIS, where students learn 
to apply suitable cartographic methods using GIS, particularly, in our case on the example of cycle routes. 
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PROJECT: "STUDY OF THE ALLOCATION OF CYCLE ROUTES IN THE NITRA SELF-
GOVERNING REGION" 
 
The project "Study of the Allocation of Cycle Routes in the Nitra Self-governing Region" was in terms of its time 
realization scheduled into two phases (Dubcová, Kramáreková et al. 2011, 2012). 
 
The first phase was focused on mapping the current state of cycle routes and sources of information about them. The 
results of the first phase were presented, in addition to the text part, also by the map of real and potential cycle routes in 
the Nitra Self-governing Region at a scale of 1 : 100 000. By this, content and communication framework for the 
second phase of the project was created, which aimed to develop a minimum of ten case studies for the easiest feasible 
cycle routes preferring III. class roads or purpose roads (field and forest roads) at a scale greater than 1 : 100 000. They 
should have had not only recreational and sports importance, but also cognitive and educational. The cycle routes 
should have been designed for different target groups e.g. for families with children, seniors, athletes, both domestic 
and foreign tourists. 
 
Eventually, 12 areas of diverse natural character (plain, hills, mountain) were delineated in the Nitra Self-governing 
Region in which individual studies were elaborated. Each study provides information in the following content structure: 
1. Definition of the area, 
2. Possibilities of cycling tourism development in the area (short characteristics of the area from the aspect of natural, 
cultural-historical background, attractiveness in terms of tourism, cycling infrastructure, distractive elements for the 
development of cycling tourism), 
3. Hierarchy of the proposed cycle routes in the area (the list of proposed routes and their relationship to the cycle 
routes of the European importance EUROVELO 6 through national cycle routes), 
4. Characteristics of the proposed cycle routes through the area (schematic outline, length, slope, surface - paved, 
unpaved, altitude profile, demandingness of the route, points of conflict, infrastructure along the route, landfills, photos 
of attractions, character of its parts and their interconnections, etc.), 
5. References, 
6. Map of the area with the proposed routes. 
 
The outputs are represented by the maps of the proposed cycle routes of individual studies as well as synthetic map of 
the proposed cycle routes in the Nitra Self-governing Region. Their development required own field research, enough 
information sources and subsequent processing in GIS with the use of cartographic methods. 
 
TEACHING GIS AT THE DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
FNS CPU IN NITRA 
 
GIS is taught at the Department of Geography and Regional Development FNS CPU in Nitra in the following subjects: 

-  GIS I. - in the 2nd grade of the bachelor degree study program of Geography in Regional Development and in 
the 2nd grade of the bachelor degree study program of Teaching Geography, 

-  GIS II. - in the 2nd grade of the bachelor degree study program of Geography in Regional Development and in 
the 3rd grade of the bachelor degree study program of Teaching Geography, 

-  GIS in Public Administration - in the 3rd grade of the bachelor degree study program of Geography in Regional 
Development, 

-  Selected Problems of GIS and Remote Sensing - in the 3rd grade of the bachelor degree study program of 
Geography in Regional Development and in the 3rd grade of the bachelor degree study program of Teaching 
Geography, 

-  Selected Seminar on GIS - in the 1st grade of the master degree study program of Geography in Regional 
Development. 

 
Subject of GIS in Public Administration develops the basics, which students gain within the subject of GIS I. and GIS 
II., into specific applications from the field of public administration and regional development. In addition, the subject 
follows the Thematic Cartography and Quantitative Methods which are also taught in the bachelor degree study 
program. The goal of the subject is that the student: 

-  distinguishes and identifies possibilities of the use of GIS in public administration, 
-  practically applies knowledge from the field of public administration in GIS, 
-  masters the work with the ArcGIS Desktop software in the field of GIS in public administration, 
- is able to create a GIS project on the selected topic of using GIS in public administration, 
-  creates own map outputs from the field of GIS in public administration. 
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PARTICULAR TEACHING OF GIS ON THE EXAMPLE OF CYCLE ROUTES USING 
CARTOGRAPHIC METHODS 
 
Experiences from the previously mentioned project are being used within the teaching of the subject of GIS in Public 
Administration. On the example of cycle routes, students learn to apply cartographic as well as geoinformation methods 
in GIS environment. 
The most commonly used methods in geography include cartographic methods. The aim of geographical research is the 
study of geographic patterns in spatial distribution of natural and socio-economic phenomena. Means of preservation 
and transmission of the spatial information is represented by a map. Map, as a cartographic image of reality, provides an 
overview of the relationships that exist between individual phenomena and their spatial structure. Selection of 
individual cartographic methods depends on the map purpose and special features of objects from the study area. 
Cartographic interpretation itself is preceded by the field research, evaluation of statistical and other materials, etc. 
(Pravda, Kusendová, 2007). 
 
When teaching GIS, the most often applied are the following cartographic methods: 
a) methods of interpretation of point phenomena (dot method, method of point signs, localized diagrams, etc.), 
b) methods of interpretation of line phenomena (method of line directions, etc.) 
c) methods of interpretation of polygon phenomena (method of cartograms, cartodiagrams, quality areas, etc.), 
d) methods of interpretation of relief (method of elevations points, contours, color hypsometry, shading, etc.), 
e) methods of using aerial and satellite images. 
 
For specific application on cycle routes, students must first obtain background data by the means of field survey. During 
the field survey, they learn how to use GPS devices for the data collection on the course of the cycle route and points of 
interest (conflict points, landfills, infrastructure, attractions, etc.). After transferring data from GPS to GIS, students 
continue to work with them and perform various analyses using available GIS tools such as buffer zones by which they 
delineate areas around the specified points, but also lines and polygons, with pre-specified distance (Fig. 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Example of the use of buffer zone tool (distance from the proposed stop: 100 m, 200 m, 300 m) 

 
Using the digital elevation models (DEM), students learn to apply method of color hypsometry, method of contours 
(generation of contours), method of elevation points (Fig. 2) and perform analyses of the surrounding terrain 
characteristics (such as slope, exposure, visibility, vertical/horizontal curvature, viewshed points, hillshade, etc.). 
Moreover, they create on the bases of DEM longitudinal profiles of cycle routes in the form of graphs, altitude profiles, 
vertical profile graphs (Fig. 3), etc. 
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Figure 2. Part of the DEM (method of color hypsometry, method of contours and elevation points are applied) 

 

Figure 3. Example of the creation of vertical profile graph 

When creating thematic maps of large scales (e.g. 1 : 50 000) students learn to apply e.g. the method of point signs by 
which they mark different types of signs that replace observed objects. Marks vary in size and shape. Such maps 
provide information on the precise location, size, and quality of economic activity and enable quite clearly to show the 
internal structure of the mapped objects. Students use the method of quality areas to display the mapped phenomena of 
variable quality (forest, arable land, built-up areas, etc.). Method of line characters is used to display lines of different 
quality e.g. cycle routes, roads, watercourses, etc. (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4. Example of the thematic map of cycle routes at a scale of 1 : 50 000 

Within the fundamentals of (thematic) map creation, students are also acquainted with the map principles and 
composition in GIS environment (Voženílek, 2005, Peterson, 2009) and thus they are able to create their own map 
output. Experiences from the subject of GIS in Public Administration thus combine theoretical knowledge, particularly 
from the field of cartography, with practical applications of GIS. Students can use these knowledge in their future 
employment especially in the fields of public administration, regional development and planning, landscape planning or 
landscape management, etc. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In modern society, GIS are starting to play very important role which stems primarily from their gradual penetration 
into all areas of life. Considerable interdisciplinarity of GIS is caused by the fact that they developed and were formed 
on the basis of several sciences such as geography, cartography, mathematics, computer science, geodesy and other 
(Boltižiar, Vojtek, 2009). 
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Application of GIS tools offers, by the means of integrated modules, a possibility to create different levels of thematic 
maps and significantly contributes to raising awareness of cartography in different fields of practice. 
 
Extension of GIS into different spheres of society requires more and more experts in this field and for this reason 
primarily university should be at their birth and progress. 
 
Teaching GIS within individual study programs at universities is dominated mainly by the direct form of teaching and, 
according to particular study program, may vary in the syllabus, extent, and use of GIS software. Often there is an 
absence of the connection between theoretical knowledge and practice. By the means of projects and experience from 
solving practical tasks, we can improve teaching of GIS and link it to the practice. 
 
The project "Study of the Allocation of Cycle Routes in the Nitra Self-governing Region" was realized during the years 
2011-2012 at the Department of Geography and Regional Development FNS CPU in Nitra and served as a basis for 
teaching the subject of GIS in Public Administration, where students learn to combine theory acquired on the subjects 
of Cartography, Quantitative Methods and GIS I., II. with practice. Proposal of cycle routes as an inspiration for 
teaching GIS in Public Administration has proved to be very useful. Students not only learn to combine theory with 
practice, but also gain experience working with GPS devices, data collection, and orientation in the field. 
 
The experience, which we have gained, confirmed the fact that students enjoy learning more if there is a connection of 
theory with practice and thus they better understand the relations between reality and representation in GIS. In addition, 
students used the acquired knowledge in their final theses. 
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Abstract 
Mashups integrating different web resources are becoming popular after Web2.0, which represents a variety of 
innovative resources, and ways of interacting with, or combining web content. Mashups are based on Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs), online libraries of functions, mostly free to web developers. Mashups are often used in 
web mapping or web cartography. In terms of map mashups there is a variety of API providers including Google, 
Yahoo, Bing Maps and etc. The functionality of available APIs is similar, but Google’s API has been used more 
frequently. In our previous work, we developed a web based tool –the cartographic calculator-, which helps students to 
understand the properties of great circles and rhumb lines. They could also do some calculations –direct solution and 
inverse solution on the sphere-, and see the points and lines connecting them on the map mashup. Beside the map view, 
a virtual globe view was provided. It was a good opportunity to see that great circles and rhumb lines look different in 
the map plane and in the globe view. This tool was based on Google Maps API v2. After launching API v3, v2 was 
deprecated in 2010. On November, 2013 this service was officially shut down. Google announced that they deployed a 
JavaScript wrapper that attempts to automatically turn remaining v2 maps into v3 maps. Although they expect this 
wrapper to work for most simple maps, they cannot guarantee that all v2 maps stay functional.  Accordingly we realized 
that the globe view within v2 maps (Google Earth view) is no more supported. Google provides another API for this 
purpose. The Google Earth API is completely different from Maps API v3 in terms of programming. After this change in 
technology, we upgraded all the code to API v3. We integrated map API (v3) and earth APIs in our mashup, and 
enabled the globe view again. We also made possible the same calculations on the ellipsoid surface. In this paper we 
discuss the new structure of Google Maps API v3 and integration problems with Google Earth API. 

INTRODUCTION 

The term mashup stems from the music where different records from different sources are mixed in order to create a 
new piece. In terms of web it refers to use different sources within a single web page. It is rather new term that became 
popular after the introduction of web 2.0. Web 2.0 refers to World Wide Web sites that present dynamic contents 
beyond the static pages of earlier Web sites. The term was popularized by Tim O'Reilly after the O'Reilly Media Web 
2.0 conference in late 2004. Although Web 2.0 suggests a new version of the World Wide Web, it does not refer to an 
update to any technical specification, but rather to the way how Web pages are created and used. A Web 2.0 site may 
enable users to interact and cooperate with each other. They can create user-generated content in a virtual community. 
Before Web2.0 net users are limited to see the passive contents. Examples of Web 2.0 include social networking sites, 
blogs, wikis, folksonomies, video sharing sites, hosted services, Web applications, and mashups (Wikipedia 2014a).  

Mashups are created by using Application Programming Interfaces (API) that are online libraries and functions 
provided by vendors. Their use is mostly free to web developer if they are not involved in any form of businesses. Map 
mashups are the most popular among the others. There are some web sites that provide links to mashup 
implementations, the sites in which mashups are integrated. In such links map mashups are always at the top of the list 
(for instance, see http://www.programmableweb.com/mashups/directory or Li&Gong, 2008).  
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There is variety of maps API providers such as Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, Yandex, etc. Google’s API has been the 
most popular one. Batty et al (2010) discusses such API services and compare them to each other. 

In this paper we introduce two map mashups that are created by using Google Maps API v3 and Google Earth API. 
These are designed to help students to understand to solve some problems better, because these tools makes possible to 
visualize the problems on the earth’s surface. First the problems are explained, and then the mashups are introduced. 
This paper handles the technical aspects of developing such tools rather than the educational aspects. At the end some 
remarks are given. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this section, the API’s from Google, which are used to create map/globe mashups (Maps API and Earth API), will be 
introduced, and programming aspects will be discussed. The mashups based on these APIs are created by using 
JavaScript.  

Google Maps API 

Google introduced the Google Maps API in 2005 to allow web developers to integrate Google Maps into their websites. 
It is a free service, and currently does not contain ads, but Google states that they may display ads in the future. By 
using the Google Maps API, it is possible to embed Google Maps site into an external website, on to which site specific 
data can be overlaid. It is a service for retrieving static map images, and web services for performing geocoding, 
generating driving directions, and obtaining elevation profiles. Over 1,000,000 web sites use the Google Maps API, 
making it the most heavily used web application development API. It is free for noncommercial use, provided that the 
site on which it is being used is publicly accessible and does not charge for access, and is not generating more than 25 
000 map accesses a day. Sites that do not meet these requirements can use the Google Maps API for Business, which is 
not free. 

Currently Google provides Javascript API for web developers, a SDK for IOS developers, and Android API for Android 
developers. The Javascript API v3 is called also Google Maps API v3. The previous version (Google Maps API v2) is 
shut down on November, 2013. Since the structure of v3 and v2 differs significantly, the mashups created with v2 run 
now by a wrapper launched by Google after the shut down of the v2. This wrapper is a tool that converts v2 code to v3 
code within certain limitations. So some v2 codes can not be excuted anymore.  

Google Maps API is a client-side tool. The only requirement is a web browser with JavaScript functionality. There are 
no platform specific limitations. The Javascript code is downloaded from the web site visited and Google’s servers, and 
executed by the web browser.  

Map mashups created by Google Maps API have the full functionality of Google Maps web site. Additionally, web 
developers can add overlays such as points, lines, images and KML files. The appearance of the mashup can be 
switched from map to satellite map or a physical map. Additionally, routes can be shown, elevations can be gathered; 
great circle distances can be calculated, etc.  Google Maps API is well documented. The reference and sample code can 
be found on Google (2014a).  

Google Maps is based on a close variant of the Mercator projection. Google Maps uses the formulas for the spherical 
Mercator projection. The semi-major axis of the WGS 84 datum is used as the radius of the sphere. The difference 
between this sphere and the WGS 84 ellipsoid causes this projection not to be exactly conformal (Wikipedia, 2014b). 

Google Earth API 

The Google Earth Plug-in and its JavaScript API enables web developers to embed Google Earth into their web pages. 
Using this API, points, lines, images, 3D models or KML files can be added to the globe. So map mashups or globe 
mashups can be created with 3D functionality. The plug-in and API are client-side tools. The plug-in is platform-
dependent and runs currently under these operation systems and browsers (Google, 2014b):  

• Microsoft Windows (XP, Vista) 

o Google Chrome 5.0+ 

o Internet Explorer 7.0+ 

o Firefox 3.0+ 

o Flock 1.0+ 
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• Apple Mac OS X 10.5 and higher (Intel)  

o Google Chrome 5.0+ 

o Safari 3.1+ 

o Firefox 3.0+ 

Linux systems, IOS and Android are not supported now. The plug-in must be installed at the client side. When users 
visit a web site that uses it, they are prompted about the installation. When Google Earth has been already installed, no 
plug-in is necessary.  

Google Earth API provides the full functionality of the stand alone software Google Earth within a web site. Point, line 
and image overlays are possible. Contents of KML files can also be overlaid on the globe. By using KML files, 3D 
models can also be displayed.  

The structure of Google Earth API programmatically differs from Google Maps API. Currently the first version is in 
use. The API reference and sample codes can be found in Google (2014b). It should be noted that its use is not so 
widespread like Maps API, and the sources available on the Internet are not as rich as Maps API sources.  

Integration of Map and Earth APIs 

The Google Maps Google Earth APIs are a collection of services that have different structures. The combination of 
them within a single mashup is not easy. In the past GoogleEarth integration within Google Maps APIv2 is possible. 
GoogleEarth view could be possible as a map type such as satellite or terrain. The Maps API v3 does not support the 
earth map type. After the official shut-down of v2 this is no more possible, because the wrapper that converts v2 code to 
v3 code does not support Google Earth view as a map type.  

Currently these APIs are used independently. It is possible to use both within a mashup. In the HTML code map object 
of the Google Maps API is assigned to a division element. In one HTML document a division element can be assigned 
to map and earth objects by using a button. i.e, users can select between map and earth views. In this case, maps center, 
map scale and overlays should be transferred between the earth and map views, each time user switched from one to 
another. The map center can easily be transferred by using geographical coordinates, but the scale is not easy. The scale 
of the map object is controlled by a zoom level. There are 20 zoom levels, 0 corresponds to a world map, 20 to a map 
about 1:5000 scale. The appearance of the earth object is controlled by a virtual camera with three parameters, tilt, 
direction and camera height. Here the tilt angle is set to 0 degrees indicates viewing directly above. If the tilt is zero, 
direction becomes obsolete. In order to create an earth view that corresponds to the map view, a relation between the 
zoom level and the camera height is required. After some empirical experiments we found that the camera height (h) 
approximately corresponds to the long side of the map frame, which indicates the view angle of the camera is about 52°. 
If the map frame elongates east-west direction, i.e. λϕ ∆<∆ , the arc length along the parallel line (south side) can be 

calculated as: 

 

 WestEastSouthRh λλϕ −= cos        (1) 

 

If the camera height increases, the chord length must be taken into account. It means h corresponds to the chord length 
of the long side of the map frame (Figure 1). So we reach the following equation:  
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If the map frame elongates in north-south direction, the chord length on the meridian is used. The required equation 
takes the form: 
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The geographical coordinates of the map frame can be determined by using getBounds method of the map object at a 
certain zoom level.  

The center of the map and the earth views can easily be get and set. The reference of the geographical coordinates is 
WGS84 ellipsoid and the angle unit is degrees in both systems.  

If there are overlays on the map, they should be transformed to the earth. For instance, polylines and markers of the 
Google Map should be converted to placemarks that can hold point and line geometries. The When KML overlays are 
used, both APIs can display them.  
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Figure 1. Map frame and the position of the camera 

APPLICATION 

In the curriculum of the geomatics engineering departments at the universities there are courses in which the 
mathematical aspects of the earth’s surface are taught. Such courses include cartography, map projections, mathematical 
geodesy, etc. Students need to learn some concepts and related calculation related to the surface of the earth, like great 
circles, geodesics. In the traditional way of teaching students do calculations without knowing the locations. The 
awareness of the locations of points and lines can help them to understand the problem that they solve better. Inspiring 
from this idea we decided to develop map mashups that help students. For this purpose two problems are chosen: Direct 
and inverse solution on the sphere and on the ellipsoid. The former is a problem from the course map projections and 
the latter from the course mathematical geodesy. We have already created a mashup for the spherical problem with 
Google Maps API v2 (Bildirici et al 2013). After the shut-down of this service this mashup can not use Google Earth 
functionality. Therefore its code is rewritten by using Google Maps API v3 and Google Earth API v1 in combination. 
Below we introduce these problems and report their map mashup implementation. 

Direct and Inverse Solution on the Sphere 

The great circle distance between two points on the sphere is the shortest distance between them. Therefore, these two 
points are connected with a great circle in the direct and inverse solution (Figure 2, left). The triangle P1NP2 is a 
spherical triangle. The problem can be solved by using spherical trigonometry. 
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Figure 2. Direct and inverse solution (left: points connected by a great circle, right: by a rhumb line) 

In the direct solution problem, geographical coordinates of a point (P1), the azimuth at this point and the great circle 
distance are known, and geographical coordinates of the second point (P2) are needed. The azimuth at P2 is also needed. 
The solution (Richardus and Adler 1972): 
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The ranges of angles should be considered in the usage of inverse trigonometric functions. 
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In the inverse solution problem, the geographical coordinates of two points are known, the great circle distance and the 
azimuths at P1 and P2 are needed. The solution (Richardus and Adler 1972): 
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Direct and inverse solution problem can also be solved when points are connected with a rhumb line or loxodrome, 
which is a line intersecting all meridians with a constant azimuth (Figure 2, right). In this case spherical trigonometry 
can not be employed, because the triangle P1NP2 is not a spherical triangle. Here, a solution is possible by using 
differential geometry. Below the final formulae are given (For details see Richardus and Adler 1972). 

In the direct solution, the geographical coordinates of a point (P1), the azimuth and the rhumb line distance are given, 
and the geographical coordinates of the second point are needed. 
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In the inverse solution, the geographical coordinates of two points are known (P1 and P2), and the azimuth and rhumb 
line distance are needed. The solution is below: 
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It should be noticed that the range of the azimuth is between 0 and π2 . 

Implementation of the Spherical Solutions 

The mashup created for this purpose consist of one map/earth frame and other elements for calculations. At first the 
map is shown. There are two parts for direct and inverse solution. This mashup and other similar mashups are published 
in the following URL: http://atlas.selcuk.edu.tr/maps.  

The mashup page divided into 2 js and 1 html files. One js file hosts the problem-specific java functions such as 
functions for great circle distance, and azimuth calculation. The other java script file (js) consists of functions related 
with Google Maps API and Google Earth API. The html file is the front end of the mashup and can be arranged in 
different language.  

Users can select two points on the map or entering coordinates, and then calculate azimuth and lengths (great circle, and 
rhumb line). It is also possible to see the great circle and rhumb line connecting the points on the map. One can switch 
between map and globe. Users can take great advantage of seeing great circles and rhumb lines on the map and globe. 
Due to distortions caused by map projection great circles appear longer than rhumb lines, which is the opposite on the 
globe.  
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Figure 3. Direct and inverse solution on the sphere (above map view, below earth view) 

Users can select one point on the map or enter coordinates, and enter the azimuth and distance (great circle or rhumb 
line), and then calculate the coordinates of the second point. Here, it is also possible the points and line on the map or 
on the globe (see Figure 3). 

One thing that should be considered is the difference between the ellipsoidal latitude and the spherical latitude. Since 
the calculations here are spherical in nature, spherical latitudes should be used. If we assume that the positions taken 
from the map, the central latitude should be used (see Figure 4). Assuming that the sphere and the ellipsoid have the 
same center, we can project the point on the ellipsoid to the sphere by using ellipsoidal normal. The resulting spherical 
latitude is almost same as the central latitude of the ellipsoid, which can be calculated as follows: 

 

 ees e
ϕγϕ tan

1

1
tantan

2′+
=≅        (10) 

 

Here γ denotes the central meridian on the ellipsoid. Actually Google Maps uses the spherical Mercator projection and 

takes the major radius of the WGS84 ellipsoid (a=6378137m) as the radius of the sphere. This should be cause a shift in 
north-south direction. In fact, this effect is not visible, because the positions taken from the Google Maps and 
transferred to Google Earth, in which the WGS84 ellipsoid is used, coincides. We assume that even if the map 
projection is spherical, the latitudes taken from the map are somehow corrected.  
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Figure 4. Ellipsoidal latitude and spherical latitude 
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In the cartographic calculator latitude conversion is selectable and applied when the coordinates are taken from the map. 
If the coordinates entered by the user (in the text boxes), they are assumed to be spherical. The radius of the sphere is 
also selectable.  

Direct and Inverse Solution on the Ellipsoid 

The same problem can be solved on the ellipsoid. Here, the points are connected with geodesics. In geodesy, there is a 
variety of solutions depending on the distance along the geodesics between points. Early solutions function up to the 
distances of some hundred kilometers. A universal solution that is not depending on the distance is given by Vincenty 
(1975). This method gives results with distances up to 20000 km, which is approximately the possible longest distance.  
Since the formulae are rather long, we do not give them here. For this refer to Vincenty (1975). 

Implementation of the Ellipsoidal Solutions 

The mashup created for the ellipsoidal direct and inverse solution is similar to the spherical one (the cartographic 
calculator). Since the points are connected by geodesics, there is less calculation possibility. Ellipsoid sizes are 
selectable. The code of the mashup is again divided into three files: one for problem specific codes, one for mashup 
specific codes and a front html page. The front page can be prepared in two languages.  

The coordinates can either be taken from the map or entered directly. The latitudes taken from the map is assumed to be 
ellipsoidal, and used in the calculations directly. The appearance of this mashup is seen in Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5. Direct and inverse solution on the ellipsoid 
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CONCLUSION 

Map mashups are widespread tools in terms of Internet mapping. They are used in many web sites where maps are 
needed. This technology can also be used for educational purposes. In this paper, the educational use of this technology 
is highlighted. Mashups can help students to understand some problems better, because they are visual tools. By using 
such tools, students can improve their computational skills and understandings about the relationships and the structure 
of great circles and rhumb lines on the sphere and on the ellipsoid. 

In this paper we discussed about two map mashups that solve two problems from geomatics curriculum. We touch 
technical aspects of developing such tools. Educational aspects should also be considered, and the efficiency of these 
mashups should be evaluated by classroom studies. We actually did such an evaluation in our previous work (Bildirici 
et al, 2013). This study delivered results that we did not anticipated. At that time the code of the mashup was written in 
Google Maps API v2. We decided to upgrade the code to v3 and repeat the classroom studies. We completed the 
upgrade work and added one more problems. In near future we plan to expand our tools, and do the classroom studies 
again.  
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USING CARTOGRAPHY AND GIS IN SPATIAL PLANNING AND 
ENVIRONMENT-STUDY CASE PRIZREN MUNICIPALITY 
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University of Prishtina – Department of Geography (Kosovo) 
Ferim.gashi@uni-pr.edu; ferimgashi@gmail.com  

Abstract 
Today’s society is in research of advanced methods on spatial planning and environment.  A particular place takes the 
method of GIS and cartography which may be used to analyze and elicit the space of natural and anthropogenic 
landscape. By means of GIS and cartographic methods, we can foresee accurately in what area natural risks and 
hazards may occur and how to manage such situation. While determining the place where natural risks and hazards 
may occur (floods, landslides, etc), we can develop new and effective methods to minimize the influence of these risks in 
the future. 

Spatial planning and environment, carried out by means of Cartography and GIS, provides a framework for the 
development of the municipality of Prizren, setting long-term goals of development and identifying strategic priorities 
which should provide: a sustainable economic development, more new jobs; advanced social development and equal 
opportunity of access for all; environmental protection and sustainable development of natural and cultural resources; 
integrated infrastructure and efficient services to citizens. 

Thus, to create the database space usage map of the municipality of Prizren, obtained data from processed squares 
network orthophoto and 2m resolution satellite images have been used. Since the space taken for analysis is not the 
same, but quite variable, four combinations within a single square have been used. In order to identify combinations 
within the square, surveillance method has been used to define free participation categories within this square. For 
cartographic data quality control ISO19113 and ISO19114 standards have been implemented. In addition, topographic 
database has been controlled through ArcGIS. 

In assessing the suitability of agricultural land, the current data were analyzed: soil, climate and the terrain in Prizren; 
other land suitability classification data were examined in the municipality, and finally a specific classification for the 
municipality that best suits the needs of the municipality was created. Evaluation of the sensitivity of the land in the 
area deals with environmental degradation related to agricultural activities as: groundwater pollution, soil erosion and 
biodiversity value. Linking agricultural land suitability evaluation of land sensitivity to the environment, Integrated 
Land Suitability which provides a powerful tool for land use planning and zoning areas was created (Nordin, N. and 
Palmer, R.C., 2011).   

Keywords: GIS, cartography, spatial planning, territory planning, environment 

INTRODUCTION 

Through an overall and transparent process, spatial planning and environment should promote inhabitants’ common 
interest for a rapid economic growth, in order to improve life quality but in the meantime to protect natural resources 
and natural and cultural heritage.      

Main objective of spatial planning is the study of specific inner features of spatial subsystems and ecosphere, socio 
sphere and techno sphere, as well as ratio or connection between the elements of these subsystems. All spatial 
subsystems and its inner elements are dynamic categories which continuously change, influencing directly to 
destroying-regulating the spatial balance through the influence of objective factors of society and nature development as 
well as human society activities. The task of spatial planning is to research, discover and offer methods, instruments and 
measures for spatial conscious change, taking into account positive and negative effects (during  the optimal spatial 
regulation and organization according to the human needs, the degree of society development  and nature conditions), in 
function of creating favorable life conditions for population-humans.    

As consequence of economic, technology and socio-cultural development, the society is being faced with bigger spatial 
problems. Families and businesses are in need of more dwelling space, economic and recreative activities. On the other 
hand, the intensified and increased movement of goods and people has raised the requirement for a new transport, 
commuting and infrastructure development. Without effective spatial planning, fulfilling these requirements may be 
with a sensitive ecological cost and thus, may lead to conflicts arising from the incompatibility of land use in and 
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among different environment and economic systems. Examples are as follow: loss of arable land by buildings; river 
floods; deforestation; biodiversity loss from the ecological habitats fragmentation; transport urbanization and 
infrastructure; etc, which as consequence lead to the deterioration of life quality. In addition, the requirement for 
construction space (dwelling), work, infrastructure as well as recreation and other public services is a constant 
occurrence in society. 

PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND IMPORTANCE OF STUDY 

In many countries of the world, including Kosovo, the request for increasing usable arable land and expanding existing 
agricultural land is growing. Currently, urban areas have notably increased the pressure on rural areas, thus 
complicating resolution of the problem of area ratio and other problems among. Despite difficulties, planners have 
striven massively to find the possibility of finding balance among stakeholder's different interests in this process.   

The main objective of this study is to analyze the level of spatial planning in Kosovo on a local level, taking the 
municipality of Prizren as a study case, which is distinguished for a wide range of terrain, agriculture and other natural 
and social elements; to assess planning scale, tools of spatial planning and the possibility of planning and land usage as 
well as balance between agriculture, nature and recreation. In addition, the study aims to contribute in avoidance or 
resolution of conflicts caused by land usage, by assessing planning procedure elements and means that may be 
applicable in other places   

Cartography and GIS are being used more and more in spatial planning and environment. In some planning institutions, 
Cartography and GIS usage differ from the others. Some institutions and municipalities are more advanced, for 
instance, in some municipalities Cartography and GIS are used to show digital maps for the citizens of that particular 
area. 

There are two models that are used more in spatial planning: 1) spatial planning as a particular category of physical 
planning and 2) allocational planning that deals with distribution of economic capacity in area. In this study I have 
concentrated on the first model. 

The main study object is divided in a number of particular sub objectives with relevant research questions: identification 
of spatial planning tools used in the municipality of Prizren, ways of using these tools and benefits; identify different 
interests of land use in the municipality of Prizren. 

METHODOLOGY USED 

 
       The study is based on the gained data from written literature and primary data; it is also based on data gained by 
terrain expeditions and other elaborated interviews. It is worth mentioning that data from different electronic sources 
and secondary data on planning state in the municipality of Prizren, e.g.: regarding land consolidation in this 
municipality, etc. Data were analyzed and shown in texts, diagrams and maps. 

        A considerable amount of necessary data for the successful realization of the study was drawn from topographic 
maps on scale 1: 50 000 of 1980, and satellite images 2009-2010. 

Regarding to the scale of reliability of other data from the institutions, we emphasize that [1] Kosovo does not have a 
centralized system for data gathering. Researched data are more fragmented, while GIS data are of a different quality; 
[2] Kosovo Cadastral Agency (here and after-KCA) has DTM with resolution of 20m which covers entire Kosovo 
(2009). Presently, for the modeling purpose SRTM data have been used for free, with a lower resolution of (80x80 m); 
[3] KCA has orthophotos with the   1:2500 and 1:5000 scale, rural digital orthophotos GRS 40 with the 1:2500 and 
1:5000 scale as well as satellite images, [4] gathered data from different questionnaires are of a high reliability scale, 
since during the terrain work a particular caution was given.    

Analyzing process includes data processing of digital data from other gained data from scanning and georeferencing as 
well as different thematic data that are necessary in spatial planning.  In this study GIS has been used to generate spatial 
data from spatial planning maps of the municipality taken as a study case. 

            In order to create map database for the land use in the municipality of Prizren, data which were processed into 
orthophotos and satellite images with the resolution 2m gathered from the box network have been used. During the 
research I have not found any major difficulty to find boundaries between the used lands determined before. It must be 
stated that the researched space is not uniform but is quite variable. This fact has limited the use of four combinations 
within a single box. In order to identify the combinations within the box, the method of observation was used to 
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determine the participation of categories within the box. Necessary data were taken from 2009 orthophotos, 2010 
satellite images, topographic maps 1:50 000 as well as terrain observations which were applied to the application built 
on the database used with GIS. The data which create the possibility of analyzing spatial spreading of geographic 
activities are divided into two groups: 1) Data for land assessment, which consist of agricultural land suitability and 
land   sensitivity on environment (Palmer, R.C., and Nordin, N., 2001). The assessment of agricultural land suitability, 
present data of land, climate and terrain were analyzed in the municipalityof Prizren; other classification data for land 
suitability in the municipality were examined, and in the end specific classification for the municipality was created that 
suits best to the municipality needs.  The assessment of land sensitivity on environment treats spatial degradation 
related to agricultural activities as: sub terrain water contamination, land erosion and biodiversity value. With the 
interconnection of the agricultural land suitability and land sensitivity on environment, Integrated Land Suitability was 
created which offers a powerful tool for planning land use and zoning area. 2) Data for planning land management. This 
planning offers a practical framework for building an improved structure of land usage that encourages land 
management in an integrated and suitable way. It is divided into four phases which are supported by data from the 
finished assessments. 

Establishment of cartographic database for study purposes 

One of the important tasks in Spatial and Environmental Planning is establishing the map for spatial use which is 
compiled with GIS, with high quality and precision. 

Even though in some cases there is existing good cartographic database, but due to frequent and rapid changes, 
cartography by means of satellite images has been made a contemporary method and a tested experience. In this case 
not only satellite images are interpreted and maps that serve for economic development policies are renewed but a 
database for valuable data for studies is established, such as: project compilation, planning, monitoring in local and state 
level, etc, according to following phases: 

• Phase 1 – Compilation of plan for optimal land use which assures and efficient use of economic and 
environmental resources.   

• Phase  2 – Compilation of plan for intensification of land use which recommends ways of land use in the panel 
of integrated accessibility of its management. 

• Phase  3 – Compilation of environmental action plan, which offers guidance for land management, 
environment protection, minimization of negative influence deriving from agriculture or forestry to water, biodiversity 
and ground sources. 

• Phase 4 – Compilation of plan for zoning building sites and settlement, which gathers all precursory data to 
suggest the strategy for urban development in the municipality and then determination of boundaries for building sites 
for each expansion of settlements. The plan for zoning building sites is of a great importance to the municipality as it 
affects on preservation of the quality of the remaining land, as a consequence on ensuring the future competition in 
agriculture; it influences on minimization of development expenses since for instance more concentrated urbanization 
easies the burden of public funding needed for infrastructure, etc. The establishment of cartographic database is 
summarized in figure 1. 
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Figure 2. Creation of cartographic database   

 
Source: MAFRD 

Some of the research results 

The research has gone through five phases: phase one of the work was georeferencing topographic maps and other maps 
necessary for this study; phase two was to set the municipality of Prizren borders; phase three establishing a database 
and digitalization; phase four putting data into the database and phase five working the final maps and relevant analysis. 

Spatial analysis product of the municipality of Prizren is creating a map for spatial use which is compiled with GIS, 
with a high quality and preciosity. I have used the box method (km2), which is based on identification of boxes with 
optimal size that let the creation of a considerable number of thematic maps with ArcGIS dhe MapInfo ((Fig 2). 
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Figure 2. Methodology diagram  

 

 
 
The usage of above mentioned plans helps in protecting suitable land for agriculture development and horticulture, in 
protecting the environment limiting potential damaging effects of land erosion,  in limiting water contamination from 
agriculture and other activities, in promoting biodiversity care as in mountainous areas and in agricultural land.  

Established municipal database is information base developed with data gathered in disposition that cover the entire 
territory of the municipality. It is important to understand that this database should be filled on a daily basis with new 
data.  

CONCLUSION 

Study area has an area of 650 km2 (5.94% of the territory of Kosovo), 76 dwellings with approximately 220.800 
inhabitants from which 110.000 inhabitants live in the city of Prizren, thus the Municipality of Prizren is situated in the 
southwest of Kosovo and is natural position enables possibilities for wealth and other resources in the Municipality of 
Prizren, for example:  

• Municipality of Prizren is one of the wealthiest regions with water in Kosovo,   
• As a consequence are all the preconditions for the development of agriculture, farming, food industry and 

tourism regarding the model of Austria, Slovenia and Switzerland, 
• The shortest route which connects the central part of Balkan Peninsula with the Adriatic Sea passes by in the 

suburb of Prizren,   
• The proximity of the border and the transport connections with Albania are well built, as well as high 

mountains which surround Prizren all over has favorable impact in the development of this region.  
 Spatial planning and environment, analyzed in the PhD thesis “Spatial planning in Kosovo: case  
study of the municipality of Prizren” provides a development framework of the Municipality of Prizren, determining 
long-term goals of this development and by identifying strategies priorities by which must be ensured: 

• A sustainable economic development and more job positions,  
• An advanced social development and equal available opportunities for all,  
• Sustainable development and protection of environment-natural and cultural resources,  
• Integrated infrastructure and effective services for citizens.  

The paper has foregone in five phases: The first phase of the work is georeferencing topographic maps and other maps 
necessary for this study. The second phase is determination of the border of Municipality of Prizren. The third phase is 
creating the database and digitalization. The fourth phase is entering data to the database. The fifth phase is working on 
final maps and valid analysis.   

GIS has been used on this thesis and a line of other methods like: statistical, comparison, geographic analysis, historic, 
remote sensing, etc. Programs that were used are: ArcGIS 10, MapInfo, MapAlgebra, Global Maper 11.0.  

Georeferencing maps are necessary for this research is done by means of ArcGIS 10. 

Appointing municipality boundary is done from analogy maps based on cartographic maps of 1: 50 000 scales. Creating 
database and digitalization of maps necessary for this work is done by means of ArcGIS, Global Mapper, MapInfo. 
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Database charts have been done with two or more columns as necessary. Database creation has been done for each data 
for this research. Final maps are done by using: Map Info 10.0 Professional, Global Mapper 11.0, ArcGIS 10.  

ArcGIS, Global Mapper, GIS Model Builder have been used to model suitability of agricultural land, land sensitivity in 
the environment, integrated land suitability, planning for optimal land utilization, action plan for rural environment and 
planning construction zoning.  

For our study we have used: direct taken data from maps, aerial photos and satellite images;  acquired data by terrain 
expedition; data taken from the municipality of Prizren, Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and Rural Development, 
Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning, Kosovo Institute of Hydrometeorology, etc; other data from different 
studies, etc. 

Proposed framework of spatial development of the municipality is based in the results of research done in the first phase 
of the process (profile and analysis of spatial development in local level) as well as guidance documents of spatial 
development in central level (Kosovo Spatial Plan, Policy Guidance’s for mapping Municipal plans, designed by the 
Institute of Spatial Planning of Kosovo in the Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning).    

Due to the strategic and multi sector character, spatial planning is oriented towards action, thus tends to minimize 
conflicts between different sectors of life in the Municipality of Prizren, and maximize energies. 
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PRODUCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOILS IN 
MUNICIPALITY OF BANSKO, BLAGOEVGRAD DISTRICT 

Boyko Kolev, Nevena Miteva 

Abstract 
One of the challenges facing the Municipality Bansko at the current development of the country is how to use the land 
in agriculture, without causing irreversible degradation of their quality or impair their multi-functions. Owners and 
users of land / soil must be familiar with the degradation processes, but also the necessary measures which, if 
integrated with Agricultural practices can help restore or maintain the quantity of soil resources. In many cases up to 
now been prevented from carrying out the necessary actions or make investments to improve or maintain quality of the 
land, owing to lack of funds and lack of adequate knowledge of the problem. 

In the present work the possible mitigation measures to overcome consequences unfavorable consequences of soil 
resources degradation shall be established on the basis of gender mainstreaming and analysis functions ecological 
commissions, considering the type of permanent function - agricultural, forest, disturbed and urbanized areas. 

The goal of this work is to achieve sustainable land management in the Municipality Bansko. 

The tasks to be solved to achieve the objective: 

1. Critical analysis of the development of degradation processes; 
2. Defining priorities for eliminating or limiting those that generate the highest risk for soils, plants, animals and 

humans; 
3. Analysis of the factors in the agriculture, forestry, industry and urbanization that create instability in the 

management of land and land resources; 
4. Assessment of possible positive impacts while stressing that the transition to sustainable land management in 

the interest of society - it is advantageous for the present generation, but also gives the chance of future 
generations to use undamaged and of high quality land resources. 

To solve these problems have been developed GIS of Soil Resources (GISoSR) for the site and used the following 
methods: 

1. Analysis of the literature; 
2. Remote sensing methods. 

 
Keywords: Geographic Information System of Soil Resource (GISoSR), degradation processes, remote sensing methods 

INTRODUCTION 

Agricultural lands are an important component of agroecosystems. They are also the main objects, studying by 
agroecology. Agricultural lands - this is a broader concept of „soil”. Defined as the specific surface area of the Earth's 
surface that is relatively stable under cyclic predictable properties and behavior. Includes vertically above and below 
him biosphere attributes like atmosphere , soil, geology lining materials topography, hydrology, plant and animal 
populations as a result of past and present human activity greatly subjected to be influenced by current anthropogenic 
activity. The land is characterized by its productivity. Unlike fertility, productivity is measured in a quantitative yield 
(weight output of one or more crop per unit area). Land use is any permanent or cyclic human intervention to meet the 
complex human needs, natural resources or created together called the "agricultural land." It is through the application 
of human control over the natural ecosystems in a relatively systematic way to take advantage of them. The man can be 
seen as an integral part of the ecosystem, while manipulating them. This can be done as extensively and intensively. 
Summarize land use is relatively stable process associated with a particular area at a certain time, a certain targeted by 
environmental conditions and necessarily human activity. One of the challenges facing the Municipality Bansko is how 
to use the land in agriculture, without causing irreversible degradation of their quality or impair their multi-functions. 
The aim of this manuscript is to achieve sustainable land management in the Municipality Bansko. 

The tasks that must be solved to achieve the objective are: 

• Critical analysis of the development of degradation processes; 
• Defining priorities for eliminating or limiting those that generate the highest risk for soils, plants, animals and 

humans; 
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• Analysis of the factors in the agriculture, forestry, industry and urbanization that create instability in the 
management of land and land resources; 

• Assessment of possible positive impacts while stressing that the transition to sustainable land management in the 
interest of society - it is advantageous for the present generation, but also gives the chance of future generations to 
use undamaged and of high quality land resources. 

To solve the intended objective GIS of Soil Resources (GISoSR) are developed (GISoSR) for the studied object. The 
following methods are used: 

•  A critical analysis of the existing literature data; 
• •SWOT-analysis in sector economic development - agriculture in Bansko municipality; 
• •Remote Sensing; 
• •The literature data and internet sources. 

2. OBJECT AND METHODS 

2.1. Geography and Topography 

Bansko is a town in southwestern Bulgaria. It is located in Blagoevgrad, near Razlog and is the administrative center of 
Bansko. In the 19th century the village was the center of the Bulgarian Pirin Macedonia in an area bordering the Greek 
and Turkish populations. Bansko is a native Bulgarian national leaders and West University of Plovdiv, and poet 
Vaptsarov. Today the city is a popular winter resort. The climate is determined by altitude, proximity of mountain 
ranges, the amount of annual rainfall and air currents. There are three climatic distinct: subalpine, alpine and low 
mountain. The average annual temperature is 9.1 °C. The lowest temperature are in the period December - January-
February and the highest - in the period July and August (Figure 3). The average starting date of sustainable 
temperature above 0 °C is about 27 March and the danger of spring frosts passes through the middle of May. Average 
over 45 years of elementary, middle and end dates of the spring and autumn frosts and the median days on out of 
freezing period are presented in Table 1: 

Table 1. The earliest, average and latest of the first and last frost date. 

Last frost First frost 

The earliest date The average date The latest date The earliest date The average date The latest date 

25.04 14.05 12.06 06.09 24.09 22.10 

The winter is cold and long. Averages for the year are 62 days with snow cover, which the region is sustainable. 
Monthly days with snow cover are distributed as follows: 

Table 2. Monthly and total days with snow cover. 

Months 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Total 

Days 21.1 16 8.6 0.7 0.1         1.7 2.9 13.2 62 

In aggregate temperature control - a relatively cold and long winter, short spring and short, cool summers, not 
conducive to the cultivation of thermophiles plants.  

Distribution of precipitation from agricultural point of view is unfavorable. While rainfall amount is 646 mm (among 
the highest in the area), the maximum is in winter and the minimum in July-September. 

Relief 

Relief - Figure 6 is mountainous and hilly. Bansko is situated in the foothills of Northern Pirin 927 meters altitude. 
Remote is 56 km from Blagoevgrad, 145 km from Plovdiv and 150 km from Sofia. Near the city began Pirin National 
Park. In Bansko flows Glazne River. The climate is mountainous and allows snow cover from December to April, and 
the alpine character of the Pirin Mountain provides excellent conditions for professional and amateur skiers. 

The landscape is very diverse, relatively flat along the rivers, hilly in the foothills, mountain and alpine in the high 
mountains. Bansko Municipality includes parts of the biosphere reserve “Dupki Djindjiritsa” and the National Park 
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“Pirin” reserve "Ulen" 11 landmarks, 11 historic sites. Protected natural sites are announced waterfalls Banderishki 
jump Demyanishki jump, jump Yulenski rock formation Wedding cave Bunderitza seven ancient trees, among which is 
Baykusheva fir. View our impressive forms of relief are high rocky peaks , deep bottomless pit , dozens of large and 
small circuses in the bottoms of which are 186 crystal clear lakes. 

Soils 

The soils - Figure 7 are relatively uniform and under the conditions of the area have the following structure: 

Liched cinnamonic forest soils. Leached cinnamonic forest soils (Сhromic Саmbisols) are the most common soil type 
in Bulgaria. They are distributed in the main agricultural areas. Characterized by a power of 75-120 cm soil profile, 
power humus horizon /35 cm/. Mechanical composition are typical for cinnamonic forest clay soils but have less humus 
/ 2-3% /. They have a sharp differentiation between the humus and iluvial horizons. The humus is rated 25-40 cm, is 
cinnamon color and compact to dense construction. Iluvial horizon is powerful (70-80 cm), clayly, compacted, reddish-
brown. Carbonates are washed at a depth of 80-100 cm. Soil reaction is slightly acid. Humus content in fallow-land is 
about 2% and the soils are poorly stocked with nitrogen and phosphorus and potassium well. The physical properties of 
these soils are unfavorable - low permeability, swell in wet and when dry caking, processing Courtney solid lumps. 
Their natural fertility is low, but can give satisfactory yields by good agricultural technics. These soils are suitable for 
cultivation of field crops, vineyards, tobacco and perennials. They are the predominant soil type. Occupy about 65% of 
the arable land. They are located on sloping terrain on the slopes of the Pirin and Rhodope Mountains. The majority 
have a slope of more than 5%, which creates conditions for the development of erosion processes. They are poor in 
humus, with unfavorable mechanical structure, bad water and physical properties and unsatisfactory overall nutrient 
reserves. 

Deluvial and deluvial-meadow soils. Diluvial soils are undeveloped and underdeveloped formed on talus deposits 
(flood cones) in the foothills of the mountainous terrain and modern periodic deposition of new materials. They are 
distributed at the foot of all the high mountains, forming a series of flood cones border, where ending mountains and 
valleys begin. Soil forming materials talus deposits, representing a mixture of soil and weathering material eroded from 
the materials in - high soil and transported by torrential streams. They occupy about 20% of the arable land and are 
located in the foothills of the Pirin and Rhodope mountains, hills and near the dry valleys. They are relatively powerful, 
but the depth varies widely. Humus content is low and poor in organic matter, physical properties, however, are very 
favorable for the cultivation of major crops - tobacco, corn and grass, potatoes. They are most valuable resource in 
agricultural lands. Deluvial meadow soils occupy the river valleys and the loop at the foot of the Eastern Balkan 
Mountains. Characterized by humus horizon, whose power ranges from 20 to 60 cm for him follow laminar soil 
forming materials. Mechanical composition is mainly medium sandy loam. More clay and dark colored in the valleys of 
the smaller rivers, watersheds which are in the region of Vertisols. Their reaction is slightly alkaline and the content of 
humus - about 2 %. They have favorable physical and mechanical properties. 

Alluvial and alluvial-meadow soils. Alluvial soils (Fluvisols) are very young and in the initial stages of soil formation. 
Periodic flushing of flowing water or spills, and deposition of new sediments do not allow permanent placement of 
vegetation and development of soil formation process. Not formed genetic horizons, only individual layers or only 
emerges primary humus (A) horizon. Their characteristics are entirely depending on the composition of suspended 
sediments. On their well-developed meadow marsh and marsh vegetation. Alluvial-meadow soils (Humofluvisols) are 
formed mainly on alluvial deposits have well-formed humus-accumulative horizon, which gradually turns into a horizon 
and deep (below 100 cm) is a gleying process - profile A-C-G. Previous differ in that they are more distant from the 
river bed, pour in a shorter time, and groundwater are closer (about 1.5 meters). On them develop fringe meadow 
vegetation. Alluvial- meadow soils are fertile soils that are formed along the major rivers on gravel without contact 
gravel and sandy alluvial deposits in different climates. They are distributed on the 1 and 2 terrace above the rivers of 
the country. Have only a thin surface horizon - a darker, up to 10 cm, and then only layers differing in the type of 
fraction. They have a gray- yellow color and are very fertile (vegetables, rice, hemp, etc.). The main activities to 
increase their fertility than fertilization are aimed at preventing them from flooding, waterlogging and salinization. 
Alluvium is a material that is formed by the constantly flowing water. It accumulates in the river terraces as fine 
material rich organic and mineral content that gives him extraordinary fertility (about 10%). Are formed on the sand and 
silt in the younger terraces. Some of them are secondary grasslands. Relatively deep, the most well stocked with 
nutrients and the richest in the region. They are mild to slightly sandy clay with favorable air, water and heat mode. 

Broun forest soils. They are the most typical representative of forest soils in the country. Even now the forest soil 
formation processes continue. Brown forest soils often have formed all horizons Ao, A, B, C and D. Brown forest soils 
of light mechanical composition. They have a significant skeletal. Because of intensive clay formation processes brown 
forest soils are sandy clay loam. They are the most widespread soils in mountainous areas above 600 m altitude. These 
soils are rich in humus - up to 12%, but the humus substance is not very good quality – because of not completed humus 
formation processes. The reaction is slightly acidic - pH 5.5-6. The average stocks are available nitrogen and 
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phosphorus absorbed. They need to be combined fertilization. They usually have vegetation that is rarely used for 
agriculture (mostly potatoes). In the higher parts of the mountains brown forest soils in passing dark colored forest and 
mountain meadow. Surface usually has up to 5 cm litter of dead organic debris, then - 10 to 60 cm - humus-
accumulative horizon. Fragmented - contain sharp stones across the profile. The least soil type, because of its large tilt 
is subject to erosion; have a shallow profile and plunging layer are extremely poor in humus and nutrients. On them are 
grown rye, oats, some potatoes, tobacco, some are covered with grass on natural meadows and pastures. Soil conditions 
require persistent events with increased care for comprehensive improvement of soil fertility and consideration of soil 
types for specific crops and specialization. 

2.2. Soil resources – the general concepts 

Main object of study in this work are the soil and especially the productivity of soil resources in the Bansko 
municipality. Soil formation is the result of weathering of rocks and activity of organisms. In weathering (mechanical, 
chemical and biological - under the influence of some microorganisms) rocks were crushed to loose layer called 
weathering crust. The soil type of depends on the soil formation rocks as they have a similar chemical composition. The 
same type of rock, however, can form different soil types because of the different places weathering occurs in different 
conditions - climate (especially temperature and humidity), relief, vegetation cover and exposure to animals and 
humans. Soils are renewable natural resources. However, they can be easily contaminated by human activity with 
poisonous substances or exhausted when exploited and unreasonable with faster than the natural rate of recovery. If 
vegetation is destroyed, the humus horizon concerns of surface runoff and soil becomes barren. 

2.3. Soil resources in the object of study 

According to the soil geographical country zoning, Bansko municipality falls in the Balkan - Apennines soil sub region, 
Rila - Pirin province - [Kolev et al. (2007)]. It is characterized by the dominance of acidic brown mountain-forest soils 
and dark colored mountain-forest soils as a significant small areas rankers and litho sols - Figure 8. The province is 
forested with high-bonitet coniferous forests. It is potentially threatened by erosion. The region offers excellent 
conditions for recreation and tourism. 

2.4. Agroclimatic resources 

Following the principles of agroclimate zoning according to [Hershkovich (1984)], the object falls within sub-belts of 
slightly thermophilic crops, moderately warm their sub zone. Its northern part is less arid sub zone and the south - in 
arid sub zone. The most important feature of the climate in the two agroclimatic regions and especially those related to 
agricultural production are: 

2.4.1. Moderately warm, slightly arid agroclimatic region. 

Average daily temperatures above 10 °C here is to establish 17 to 24 April and remain until October 19 to 13. The 
average length with out of frizzing period is about 180-165 days. Temperature sum of the period with an air temperature 
above 10 °C is 3100 to 2700 °C, for a period until the date after harvesting lasting down 10 °C in the autumn is 1800 to 
1400 °C. The average of the annual minimal temperatures is lower than -18 °C, -20 °C. In this area there are many 
favorable conditions for growing medium thermophilic crops (beet, tobacco - up to 700 m a.s.l.) and slightly 
thermophilic crops (oats, flax, potatoes). Humidity conditions are relatively good. The balance of the humidity in the 
summer months is slightly negative to positive. Years deficient humidity > 100 mm, by sprinkling as needed to 2-3 are 
10, but in places with very shallow and are more permeable soils due to the lower spring- water supply in the soil. 

2.4.2. Moderately warm, arid agroclimatic region. 

Temperature conditions are analogous to the preceding agroclilmatic region. Due to the low rainfall in the summer 
months and bad water retention properties of soils the humidity conditions are worse. The deficit of the humidity 
balance is from 100 to 150 mm. 

2.5. Agroecological regions 

The agroecological regions of the Bulgarian soils - [Gurov and Artinova (2001)], are presented in Figure 9 and the 
agroecological regions in which the municipality falls - in Figure 10. 

V3 – Razlog region [1] Razlog agroecological region occupies Bansko and Razlog valley. In terms of relief it did not 
differ from the previous two areas, but in a much higher altitude, which makes a significant impact on its climate 
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characteristics. The main soil types are normal and eroded leached cinnamon forest soils, shallow soils and maroon-
deluvial soils. On morphological characteristics and properties do not differ from the previous two regions. The area 
falls within the same climatic region of Mesta, but its temperature resources are more limited. The average annual 
temperature is 8.9 ºC and the temperature sum of the growing period is 3100 ºC. The annual rainfall is 670 mm and the 
deficit in the balance of atmospheric humidity for growing season is about 280 mm. 

The median (agronomic) bonitet ball for the region is 42 - group "medium lands". The most suitable conditions for 
potatoes, grasslands productivity class 66-65 ball, i.e. group "good land" wheat - 57 ball and 40 ball tobacco. Estimates 
of other cultures they belong to the group "poor" and “unsuitable land” 'average score is similar to the previous area, but 
the area of shallow, stony soils eroded and is larger and thermo-insurance - significantly less. 

 (VІ6) Rila- Pirin region [2] occupies areas with an altitude of 800 to 2000 m. It has alpine character. Soil forming 
materials are granites, gneisses, schists, limestones and their weathering products. The biggest is the participation of the 
brown mountain forest soils, which are similar to their peers’ case treated areas but the humus horizon, is more 
powerful (20-60 cm) and darker colored. The annual rainfall is about 840 mm, such as about 440 mm falling during the 
growing season. The average annual temperature is around 5°C with temperature sum of the growing season around 
2000°C. Agricultural land in this area is characterized by medium (agronomic) bonitet ball 52, i.e. bonitet group 
"middle lands", but it refers to the lower areas with an altitude of 700-800 to 900-1000 m, where climatic conditions 
still allow their growing (and here they favor the and of a strong Mediterranean influence). Outside the forest zone lands 
are unsuitable for normal land use, except for potatoes, pastures and meadows. The lower parts are suitable for potatoes 
and wheat productivity class 71 and 60 ball (i.e. the group "good lands". Less is the suitability of environmental 
conditions for grasslands, oriental tobacco, sugar beets, grapes, apples (credit rating ranging from 52 to 41 ball, i.e. the 
group "middle lands" for maize, sunflower and alfalfa productivity class in the group of „bad lands" and for soybeans - 
"unfit lands". Like other areas assessments land for different crops vary considerably, which is associated with altitude, 
the nature of the soil that is affected in varying degrees of erosion. 

(VІ7) Rhodope region [2] includes areas of Western and Central Rhodope. Soil forming materials are rhyolites, 
granites, crystalline schists and their weathering products. The soils are almost exclusively brown mountain forest. In 
their features they are too similar to its peer’s Central forest mountain - Samokov region, but are slightly clayey (20-30 
% physical clay). In terms of climate, the region is not uniform. In the lower parts of the valleys of the rivers, the 
average annual temperature is around 8- 9°C, and higher in around 5°C. Temperature sum of the growing period is from 
2800 to 3000°C with a low around 2000°C and for the higher elevations. Better warmth of this region allows the 
cultivation of tobacco, flax, potatoes and more to higher altitudes. Precipitations are from 700 to 1000 mm and humidity 
conditions are good. Total productive capacity of the land is characterized by medium (agronomic) bonitet score 48, 
which they attributed to bonitet group " middle lands", but for most crops credit rating refers to the lower areas. They 
may be graded as follows: most are suitable for potatoes (79 ball - group "good lands." Second are the grasslands and 
wheat (credit rating in the range of 57-55 ball, i.e. “medium lands”). Less is suitability for growing grapes, apples, sugar 
beets, corn, sunflower, oriental tobacco (credit rating ranging from 40 to 29 ball, i.e. to bonitet group "bad lands "and 
for alfalfa and soybeans – “unfit lands”. Total productive capacity of the land group agro-ecological regions of the 
mountain brown forest soils are low. The mean average (agronomic) ball for the whole area is very low (18 ball) and it 
belongs to the group bonitet "unsuitable lands." As seen, the main difference in this soil group areas are mountainous 
brown forest soil, occupying areas with an altitude of 800 to 1500 m, where climatic conditions are favorable for 
agricultural production. In the lower parts of the area with an altitude up to 1000 m (which is no more than 20 % of the 
total area) can still grow a number of field crops, although with sufficiently satisfactory results (i.e. land are relatively 
low bonitet ball), while the higher areas the environmental conditions are suitable only for potatoes, pastures and 
meadows, raspberries, which respectively bonitet ball is higher. 

 (VII2) –Rila-Pirin high Mountain region  

High -Rila-Pirin region include the highest ridge treeless parts of Rila, Pirin and Vitosha Mountains above 1700-1800 m 
altitude. The terrain is alpine, alpine character. Soil forming materials are granite, syenite, crystalline schist, marble and 
limestone. The soils here are represented by turf mountain meadow and peat soils. They are similar to those described in 
the above area, but have a low power (30-60 cm), in skeletal and more acidic (pH 4.4-5.4 in H2O). 

Area, as well as the previous one, has unsuitable conditions for agricultural production. The average annual temperature 
is 3-4 ºC, the temperature sum of the growing period is about 150C. Annual precipitations here are about 1000 mm 
rainfall. Soil, climate and topography are extremely unfavorable, so they may grow to inferior grasses dominated by 
Nardus stricta. Productive capacity of the area for pasture and meadows are with bad credit rating - 26 bonitet ball. 
Average agronomic ball reaches the symbolic value of 2 ball. 
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2.6. Methods 

The study used the tools of ArcGIS 9.3 - ArcMap for the objects, Visual Basic and Access for analysis of water-
physical and hydrological properties of the different soils, remote sensing - [Kolev et al. (1996)] and SWOT - analysis 
in the economic development sector – agriculture [5, 6]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Soil resources in Bansko municipality 

Data that are discussed below were made soil mapping (1:10 000). The overall appearance of the object by means of 
ArcGIS 9.3 - ArcMap is presented in Figure 11. Dominated by the brown forest soils (1-7 KG) - Figure 5 and found 
browner, shallow, medium eroded (KGE) and brown, shallow, heavily eroded (KGC). They are the most widespread 
soils in mountain areas and occupy the area of 17 million hectares or 15%. These soils are rich in humus, but the 
average stock of available nitrogen and phosphorus absorbed. They need to be combined fertilization. In the higher 
parts of the mountains brown forest soils in passing dark colored forest and mountain meadow. On the riverbanks it 
meet alluvial (AP - alluvial, medium power) and on the slopes - delluvial (DL - (delluvial, less powerful) and talus (DR 
- delluvial, medium power) soils. Higher in parts of the municipality is dominated by mountain meadow, shallow, low 
and medium eroded (PL). Cinnamoning soils are presented by cinnamoning and cinnamoning immature, shallow and 
heavily eroded and rocks (NKK). Represent the most common soil type in the country. Occupy 25 % of the total soil 
area of Bulgaria, mostly in the Central Forest Mountain and Southern Bulgaria. These soils are medium humus in 
humus like gray forest soils, poorly maintained to absorb nitrogen and phosphorus. For improving soil fertility 
fertilization and irrigation are recommended. Rocks (R), sands and gravels (S&G) and gullies and ravines gullies (r&g) 
complete soil resources of the municipality. 

Determination of water- physical and hydrological properties of the studied soils (on the example of cinnamoning forest 
soil) is shown in Figure 12 (general data) and chemical properties – in Figure 13. Particle size distribution are shown at 
Figure 14 . The next figure illustrates recalculated particle size distribution after the reallocation of losses from 
treatment with HCl in fractions – [Kolev et al. (1996)] - Figure 15. Classification of soil texture and determination of 
some water-physical and hydrological properties, according to [Kolev et al. (1996)], are shown in Figure 16. The three 
factions of the mechanical composition in USDA classification Sand (sand fraction), Silt (silt fraction) and Clay (clay 
fraction) are calculated, and some water and physical and hydrophysical properties - total porosity, filtration coefficient, 
field water capacity and wilting point in soil horizons and for the entire soil profile - [Kolev et al. (2007)]. Soil horizons 
varies from loam true silty clay loam to light clay, an average the soil profile is defined as clay loam - clay, sandy loam , 
with an average content of Sand ( sand) - 41 %, Silt (silt) – 21 % and clay (clay) – 37 %. Total porosity varies horizons 
from 43.2 to 50.3 % on average 45.6 %. Filtration coefficient is 5 cm/24 h in plugging horizon to 23.5 cm/24 h in the 
under plugging horizons, with average value of 10.79 cm/24 h. Field capacity (PPW) varies between 28% in plugging 
horizon to 34.36% in the under plugging horizons, with average value of 32.10 %. Wilting point (WZ) follows the PPW 
- from 9.3% in plugging horizon to 20.42 % in the under plugging horizons, with an average value of 17.14 %. 

3.2. Analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT - analysis) 

Crop production 

Bansko Municipality has 11333.6 ha cultivated land. Arable land - 5548.5 ha including 1261.7 ha of meadows and 
5785.1 ha pastures and other agricultural lands. Land is managed entirely by private owners, as in the municipality 
operate two agricultural cooperatives. The largest shares in the structure of culture are potatoes, corn and cereals. 
Tobacco is a major industrial crop. There is a base for mechanical drying, which is a prerequisite for growing deciduous 
variety Virginia. Due to lack of markets in recent years such cultivation is suspended. Other industrial crops – in village 
Banya started working workshop for distillation of essential oils (1999), but due to low prices of raw materials, interest 
in planting other crops, do not. Machine and Technology Park: outdated depreciated, high cost of services offered. Not 
enough mainly collecting technique: mowers, balers, potato lifting and plant protection machinery. 
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Table 3. Sowing (yield) area of agricultural crops for Bansko Municipality in hectares37. 

Crops 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

Wheat 363.0 280.0 262.0 148.0 250.0 

Barley 30.0 - - - - 

Maize (Zea mays) 281.5 700.0 900.0 800.0 700.0 

Beans  76.2 101.1 201.5 180.6 151.0 

Tobacco 81.9 310.4 251.1 150.6 90.0 

Tomato 57.7 80.3 80.3 95.5 70.5 

Green peppers  42.2 60.2 70.0 80.0 70.5 

Onion 15.2 20.2 20.6 25.1 15.0 

Potato 303.3 1017.7 1209.8 931.2 700.0 

Apple - - - - - 

Peach - - - - - 

Grape - vine  11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 

Grape - - - - - 

 

Analysis of the data shows that the Municipality of Bansko operates from extensive farming type, characterized crop 
cultivation and livestock primarily to meet the needs within households. There is a very low growth rate of investment 
in the agricultural sector, a high degree of fragmentation of farmland, uncertain markets for selling their produce. Soil 
and climatic conditions in the municipality are suitable for growing tobacco, potatoes, some autumn cereals and fruit. 
Base dimensions overlapped during those four years are relatively unchanged. As of December 2005 the property in 
agriculture and forests are 85 registered agricultural producers, with no agricultural cooperatives. 

  

                                           
37 Source: Regional Statistical Office - Blagoevgrad 
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Table 4. Analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

� Absence of industrial pollution, ecologically 
pure area; 

� Developed wood processing industry; 
� Water resources and power generation; 
� Availability of significant woodland and forest 

resources; 
� Traditional experience in agriculture. 

� Fragmentation of agricultural land and 
insufficient opportunities for their 
consolidation; 

� Availability of large areas affected to 
varying degrees by erosion; 

� Remoteness of the municipality of 
economic and administrative centers. 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

� Ability to develop alternative forms of 
agriculture, rural and ecological tourism; 

� Traditional tourism; 
� Opportunities to attract inward investments and 

the activation of economic links with the 
business in Greece. 

� Total economic decline; 
� Quality deterioration of the technical 

infrastructure; 
� Road and village infrastructures 

deformations 

 

• Family farms are closed; the land is cultivated almost without the use of equipment not carried out agricultural 
activities, leading to lower yields. 

• The marketing of agricultural produce is very difficult, and the proposed prices are below the cost of production. An 
exception is the implementation of the tobacco, where despite the possibility of delayed payments to producers 
purchasing campaign is at a satisfactory level. 

• There is no modern agricultural technology and modern buildings, and financial resources for technological 
innovation farm. Lack knowledge of proper implementation of agro technical measures, incorporation of fertilizers 
and pesticides is done randomly. 

• Family farms are not market-oriented, market appear surplus households. The production quality is low due to lack 
of knowledge among farmers about feeding and housing of animals. 

• The above problems mark negative trend of decreasing arable land, degradation of technical support agriculture and 
reduce yields. In animal husbandry, tends to reduce the numbers of animals continued deterioration breed and yields. 
Bansko municipality is included in the project "Sustainable Rural Development ", funded by UNDP and the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Food, in which it appears expert and financial support to farmers. Prospects for the development 
of agriculture in the municipality Bansko associated with introducing alternative crops such as herbs, raspberries and 
blueberries. Important for the development of agriculture is the development of related industries, especially the food 
industry and rural tourism. Opportunities for economic development are related to: 

• Lack of significant pollution of the environment and the ability to produce ecologically clean agricultural products , 
subject to the technological requirements; 

• The development of short-term programs for rural and eco tourism based on the resources of the Rila National Park 
and Resort „Treshtenik” 

• Active marketing investment to attract private investment in agriculture and industry with significant growth 
potential; 

• Opportunities for mining of wild mushrooms and herbs, as well as cultivation of medicinal plants as an alternative 
form of employment and reduction of unemployment for unemployed and for a significant proportion of growers. 

CONCLUSION 

Estimates of the SWOT analysis of the development of Bansko municipality showed higher values in the part of the 
strengths and opportunities, which requires aggressive implementation of priority development strategy using the 
strengths and opportunities as actions aiming at increasing the share of strengths and opportunities and gradually reduce 
the share of weaknesses and threats. 

Significant difference in the distance between the strengths and weaknesses demonstrates the need for a certain period 
of time to implement the necessary results. 
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The level of threat is realistic high, which determines the presence of a particular risk in the implementation of strategic 
objectives and the program should focus on the development of the municipality to overcome the subjective weaknesses 
and taking full advantage of the opportunities and benefits in order to achieve long-term goals while avoiding teething. 

This SWOT analysis allows concluding that tourism in Bansko also has significant potential for future development, 
especially in the directions for the establishment of a national and international center for winter tourism and sports and 
rural development. Looking at the estimates of the SWOT analysis for human resource development, education and 
culture in the municipality is apparent difference in favor of the weaknesses, i.e. in the overall development of the 
municipality, education is the weak link. Measures are needed to reduce or stop the impact of weaknesses and prevent 
the emergence of threats by supporting schools in municipal administration, and active work with non-governmental 
organizations working in these fields. 

Better land management, land resources and environmental objectives implementation of the approved NAEP (NAEP) 
and especially of international commitments such as the Kyoto Protocol and the Convention on the conservation of 
biodiversity, combating desertification and climate change. 

Recommendations are made to minimize negative impacts on the environmental components and agro-ecological 
resources. 

Of the sites as potential contaminants are not expected to significantly impact on a territorial scale. 

It is envisaged that the introduction of a monitoring system and a strict effective control and management of air, land 
and water resources. 
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Figure 1. Object of the study - general view. 

 

 

Figure 2. Physical and geographical regions in Bulgaria. 
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Figure 3. Average air temperature for a 50 years period. 

 

Figure 4. Average monthly rainfall for a period of 75 years 
(mm). 
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of annual rainfall (mm) in Bulgaria 

 

 

Figure 6. Physical map of Bulgaria. 

 
Figure 7. Soil Map of Bulgaria 

 



Figure 8.

Legend: 

12.Alluvial and alluvial -meadow , acidic, sandy and sandy loam;
13.Eroded leached cinnamoning soils; 
14.Humus- calcareous, sandy clay soils;
15.Deluvial and deluvial meadow, mostly acidic, sandy
16.Shallow dark brown and dark colored forest soils;
17.Shallow leached cinnamonic forest soils;
18.Shallow mountain meadow soils and rendzinas;
19.Shallow brown forest, neutral and acidic soils;
20.Shallow brown forest, mainly acidic soils;
21.Cinnamonic forest soils, heavy sandy loam;
22.Shallow mountain meadow soils and alfehumus soils;

Figure 9. Agroecological regions of the Bulgarian soils.
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Figure 8. Soil resources of Bansko municipality. 
 

meadow , acidic, sandy and sandy loam; 

calcareous, sandy clay soils; 
Deluvial and deluvial meadow, mostly acidic, sandy and sandy loam soils; 
Shallow dark brown and dark colored forest soils; 
Shallow leached cinnamonic forest soils; 
Shallow mountain meadow soils and rendzinas; 
Shallow brown forest, neutral and acidic soils; 
Shallow brown forest, mainly acidic soils; 

onic forest soils, heavy sandy loam; 
Shallow mountain meadow soils and alfehumus soils; 

 

Figure 9. Agroecological regions of the Bulgarian soils. 
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Figure 10 Agroecological regions in the municipality territory.

Legend: 

1. V3 – Razlog region; 
2. (VІ6) - Rila-Pirin region; 
3. (VІ7) - Rhodope region; 
4. (VII2) –Rila-Pirin high Mountains region;
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Agroecological regions in the municipality territory. 

region; 

Figure 11. General view of the object. 
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Figure 12. General data for mean Cinnamoning Forest Soil – light eroted. 

 

Figure 13. Chemical properties. 

 

 

Figure 14. Particle size distribution. 
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Figure 15. Particle size distribution structure after the reallocation of losses from treatment with HCl in different 
fractions. 

 

Figure 16. Classification of soil texture and determination of some water-physical and hydrological properties. 
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Abstract 
This research focuses on the cartographic language used by children aged between nine and thirteen years old. The aim 
is to discover how children draw real-life objects, how they apply various cartographic methods and how they process 
data that were offered to them. The main hypothesis of this research was to find a connection between intellectual 
development of a child and his or hers ability to create abstract map signs and use cartographic methods with a higher 
level of abstraction. This assumption is grounded in Piaget’s theory of cognitive development. Based on this theory we 
chose two age groups of children where the difference should be evident. The study was conducted in Czech Republic in 
years 2011 and 2013 as a subject of bachelor’s and master’s degree thesis. A total number of 137 children from one 
elementary school took part on the investigation. Thirteen of them were attendees in both years, which let us observe 
their progress. Children were drawing maps according to a description that was given to them in a form of a story 
containing the route description. The advantage of this method is that it presents a real-life situation and motivates the 
children by asking them to help a fictive character. In 2013 we expanded this method with further investigation. 
Preceding assignment was partially modified and simplified. Route description was split into a number of sections with 
empty frames for children to draw the maps. Also, the attitude of children to maps and contemporaneous research was 
ascertained with a simple questionnaire. The results of the study clearly show that children are in general aware of 
mapping and cartography. Nevertheless they are lacking complex cartographic knowledge and general processing 
skills to gain information from the maps or to use they knowledge in practise. 

Keywords: cartographic language, children, education 

 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this study is to discover how children graphically represent objects of the real world, how they apply 
cartographic methods and process provided data. We compared two age groups of primary-school children. We also 
assessed how the cartographic knowledge is presented in Czech learning materials and how children use the information 
gained from these materials. We wished to examine the children's own way of creating of map symbols – to determine 
how much abstraction and generalization they will use in their works. 

Where does the children's ability to read maps come from? According to The Power of Maps by Denis Wood: 

“The map is not an alien form that came from outer space but a synthesized system of supersigns we all grew up with 
(that grew up with us) (…) Of course the map is something we have to learn, as we have to learn everything in our 
culture (…), but because the map is so continuous with so much of it, this is not something that is terrible hard to learn”. 

Nevertheless, it is important to teach children how to read maps, since they will better derive and critically assess 
information from the map and also will be better prepared, for example, to navigate in crisis situations and be less prone 
to misinterpretation and errors. 

If the education in the field of cartography is undervalued and neglected, it will be hard to improve the graphic literacy 
of the whole population. The value of such understanding is increasingly important in the contemporary society. 
Graphics, icons and symbols are all around us to simplify or should simplify our life. Traffic signs, tool icons in 
computer programs, maps in the newspaper, graphs and tables - are all of us able to read and understand them properly? 
To be able to correctly read all these graphics and especially maps (as one of the most complex graphical 
representations) and use it effectively, we need to raise awareness and educate in this area. How to quickly, easily and 
clearly inform or warn the population of all ages, even of different nationalities and different mother tongues? 
Graphically. That is why the education has to start with children. For that reason this work is focused on the research 
into knowledge of children and their abilities. 
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 BACKGROUND 

Cartographic language can be seen as a parallel to linguistic language. Pravda (2004) alleges that cartographic language 
is a communication system which asserts itself where the  usual language is not able to fulfil its function - specifically, 
it is in the description of the geographical space in which cartographic language tries to describe not only the real 
situations but also imagined ones. 

This language was gradually created during a long and complex development and therefore it can be substantially used 
in all developed countries to build conversation between states and nations. Language of a map can be considered as a 
universal ‘tool’ of communication although on a limited field of activity (MAULE, 2002). 

Here we understand the cartographic language as a natural language according to Pravda. In our study of children's 
cartographic language, we build on an analogy with linguistic conception, and we expect an inobservance of 
cartographic principles similar to their inobservance of linguistic grammar rules. 

Even though children can speak their native language very well and they are able to make themselves understood, they 
do not automatically master all rules of their language, and they have to learn them during their life. Children are able to 
understand some of the rules intuitively, other rules require more effort. For that reason we cannot unreservedly work 
with absolute theories of cartographic languages’ conceptions which assume an abidance of cartographic principles. 
Children mustn’t use maps though in a proper way and during their attempts of creating maps they can make many 
mistakes and all of that because of unknowingness and complicatedness of some cartographic methods. This could be 
also affected by the fact that children are unaccustomed to utilize their knowledge in practise. 

Correct map reading is a universal interdisciplinary ability that requires understanding of functions, principles and 
limitations of cartographic representation. Without this understanding, we cannot utilize maps in the classroom, our 
daily lives. 

Subsequently we should adapt this to a teaching: to focus on problematic areas to be addressed more time, or look for 
new ways to prominence of the issue, examples of the use or testing in practice, respectively. frequent repetition of 
teaching materials. Also, we cannot burden small children too complex map, to discourage them from further use of 
cartographic products. 

Children can be considered as beginners in contact with any symbolic medium. “Hence, from an educational 
perspective the acquisition of cartographic language by novice and inexperienced map users is considered to be a key 
issue in contemporary educational issues” (GORIA - PAPADOPULOU, 2012). 

According to GORIA - PAPADOPULOU (2012), education in various semiotic systems is a crucial component of 
individual social skills. Visual communication and cartographic design should be taught across the curriculum and tied 
to several subjects. 

 Cartographic education in elementary schools of Czech Republic 

On the first degree of elementary schools (age: 7-11 years), children encounter maps marginally as a part of subjects 
like introduction to environment and society and local history that cover a quite large realm (ranging from geography 
trough ecology to basics of social sciences). On the second degree (age: 12-15 years), children deal with maps mostly in 
geography class. Czech geography textbooks are usually very brief in explaining cartographic principles - if 
cartography is discussed at all - it is a matter of one chapter. Maps are not a prominent type of visual representation 
included in these textbooks, they are usually outnumbered by charts, diagrams or photographs. Children can encounter 
maps also in different classes, mostly in history class. 

However, the maps included in Czech geography textbooks take various forms, which implies that authors assume 
(justifiably or not) that children are able to understand these maps correctly. In the 4th class, pupils are introduced to 
very basic concepts of cartography. In the 6th class, they should be able to use them effectively and to understand in full 
extent. This statement is supported by Handbook of curriculum: Fundamentals of geographic knowledge (Herink – 
Tlach, 2006). According to this handbook, "The pupil creates and uses personal mental schemata and mental maps for 
orientation in particular regions, for spatial perception and evaluation of places, objects and phenomena that take part in 
these regions, and to develop attitudes to the world around them". We can therefore assume, that children might be able 
to actively create their own maps. 
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Cartography and practical utilization of maps is taught inconsistently. Geography textbooks lack unified information 
structure. However, by combining various teaching materials, can children obtain relatively complex knowledge. The 
role of teacher is therefore central to the process of cartographic education. 

Main Hypothesis 

We aim to find connection between intellectual development of a child and his or hers ability to create abstract map 
signs and use more abstract forms of cartographic expression. Intellectual development of a child is described by Piaget 
theory of cognitive development. This theory aims to describe how children come gradually to extract, construct, and 
use knowledge from birth through adulthood. 

Mental development of the child seems to be a sequence of three major structures - stages of cognitive development. 
Each one is an extension of the previous in the manner of to reconstruct it and then to transform it into the new level. 
The order of the sequences is constant, although the average age that characterizes the stage may individually vary 
according to the level of intelligence or according to the character of the social environment (PIAGET, 1997). 

Approximately at seventh or eighth year of age, the children begin to process concrete operations. They are also able to 
operate with abstract concepts, but only with concepts referenced to specific objects that can be directly perceive by the 
senses (ČÁP – MAREŠ, 2001). This stage is therefore called concrete operational stage (PIAGET, 1997). 

Piaget states that the unity of perception occurs between the eleventh to twelfth years of life during the formal 
operational stage. The individual moves from a concretization and understands reality as set of possible transformations. 
This last essential decentralization ends childhood period and prepares for adolescence. The main characteristic of 
adolescence is emancipation from a specificity and turn to the unrealistic and future (Piaget, 1997) ergo for the 
abstraction. Child does not rely on concrete sensory reality and is able to hypothetical-deductive reasoning (ČÁP – 
MAREŠ, 2001). 

Nevertheless we have to mention again that such developmental changes of thought do not arise suddenly and there 
may also be significant differences between individuals (LANGMEIER – KREJČÍŘOVÁ, 1998). “Apart from the age 
factor, the social and family environment and the child's own intelligence, are also very important factors in the 
development of a child's perception” (MYRIDIS – et. al., n.d.). Contrary to Piaget’s expectations, it was repeatedly 
shown that many of these mental capabilities are dependent on learning and may be supported and accelerated by 
appropriate training (LANGMEIER – KREJČÍŘOVÁ, 1998). According to the Piaget’s theory of cognitive 
development we can assume that eleventh (and twelfth) year is a turning point for observing changes in levels of 
abstraction. Based on this principle we chose two age groups of children for this research, consisting of students from 
the fourth and sixth class of elementary school, where the turning point should be evident. 

 METODOLOGY 

The field research took place in 2011 and in 2013 on elementary school in Brno. 

 Introduction phase 

During a short presentation that preceded the actual research we introduced the children to the cartographic principles. 
The aim of this introduction was to get the pupils used to researchers and to induce an atmosphere of trust, so that 
children would not be afraid to ask any questions. 

Also, to let them to penetrate cartographic topic and then continually move on to actual research in positive mood and 
good working environment. We stressed that the task was to create a map with use of map signs so the pupils would not 
forget about this requirements during the research. 

Firstly, we raised questions such as: "What is a map?", "Where did you meet maps?", "What types of maps do you 
know?". Then we showed them tourist and cycling maps, school atlas, town plan, and we also mentioned other sources 
such as websites, magazines, maps used in weather forecasts etc. Other questions followed: "What is a map sign?", 
"How does it look like?", "What is a map legend?", "What is contained in a map legend?", "Must every map have a 
legend?", "What is it used for?", "Is it any good?". We used examples of map legends and map signs taken from the 
aforementioned map products. The aim of this section was to show different maps and map signs, revise cartographic 
terms and to emphasize that children are going to make draw maps, not artistic pictures. 
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During the research 

During the time they were creating their maps, we assured them repeatedly that they cannot do anything wrong. In 
many cases, children can be afraid of making mistakes, since they expect and want to avoid some kind of penalty (e.g. 
in form of poor marks), or they are just uncomfortable with an idea of making a mistake. Therefore, setting a positive 
mood is an important part of research work with children. Pupils were often hesitating, as for most of them it was the 
first time they ever attempted to draw their own maps. 

 Creating a map according to textual description 

In the first part of the session, children read a story, in which they were introduced to a character called Klára, who is 
going to visit her friend to a place where she never was before. Children were asked to help Klára to get to the location 
by drawing a map based on a verbal description of a path to her destination. Children designed their maps according to 
the route description which was contained in a letter from Klára. 

This method presents a real-life situation and motivates the children by asking them for help for the fictional character. 
This form of assignment, not only lets us to observe their idea of map signs, but also helps to trace their reasoning (line 
of thinking), and their ability to apply what they have learned in class and their understanding of cartographic 
principles. Here, the role of age is examined as we assume that children, depending on a level of their cognitive 
processes, will be able to visualize only certain types of data. The main goal is not only to determine how children 
process offered data but also to find out which type of data they prefer. 

 The route description 

13 objects were mentioned in the description - these were objects of point, line or areal character. Some of these objects 
were semantically close (chapel - church), most of them were stable, but we also mentioned a dynamic feature (a car).  

We observed the associativity of the signs, but also how the children filtered information from the text and what they 
decided to be an appropriate information to visualize (roof colour, car) a and what not. We also wanted to find out if 
they employ some kind of hierarchization with their signs, depiction of qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the 
objects.  Other research questions were: Do they perceive spatial relationships (along the right side of the pond) and 
relative distances? Do they take into account some additional characteristics of the objects (elongated pond, winding 
road). Do they distinguish between more and less important information? Etc. 

We will compare mainly the level of abstraction between the different age groups. Children representing these two age 
groups are 4th and 6th grade students in elementary school from different classes. One part of these students participate 
this research two years later again. 

 Map making as map sections 

There was an effort to partially modified and simplified preceding research. The rout description was divided into 
sections. Every section has its own map frame. All these sections were sort from the easiest parts to most difficult. 
Thanks to this partitioning children don’t have to think about the creating of the whole map but they have to consider 
just one each part separately. The aim is to avoid the gathering mistakes (like snowball effect). 

There have been partially preserved some passages from the previous part of research. 

Questionnaire 

Here we have tried to fractionally determine the interest and children's relationship with the maps. We asked them the 
following questions: 

Do you like maps? Why? Did you enjoy today lesson (=research)? What did you like? What didn’t you like? Was there 
something difficult to understand? Did you move one step-by-step or not? Where and how do you get in touch with 
maps? (e.g. on a scout camp, on a trip, in board or computer games, on the internet, orthophotomap, in school, 
somewhere else…) What do you use them for? 

RESULTS 
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General remarks 

Particularly, during the map making according to textual description the children were very uncertain. Initially, children 
were very uncertain of how to create a whole map and the individual map signs. They were asking if they can draw a 
map sign the way they really like (“Can I draw a railway station like a house or like rails?” “How should it look like?”). 
Very common question was whether they can include a map key. They were also not certain about the elements the map 
should contain. 

Next important factor was student’s individual approach. We could see a noticeable contrast between 4th and 6th grade 
student. Younger students were more active and evinced their ambitions. They were even competing in answers (of the 
questions from beginning part of research) between each other and were able to construct hypothesis on answers they 
did not know. They also were not afraid of consulting what was unclear to them. Some of them were enthusiastic even 
in the end of the research. 6th grade student participated less. They were not asking for help during the research even 
when it was clearly visible that it is hard for them to deal with some part of task. This probably relates to their age and 
their effort of not to draw attention unnecessarily. 

Children of both classes were not able to answer with definition they rather reply by using examples. Their reactions, 
instead of responding to the question “what is the map sign”, were converted into the answers like – how the map sign 
can look like or what the maps sign can represent. Students were not sure if the legend has to be included and if every 
sign presented in the map has to be described in the legend and vice versa. However, pupils realized the function and 
significance of the legend. 

The time limit for the actual assignment was around 30 minutes. Even though the majority of the children was able to 
finish their maps in time, we observed considerable differences between individuals, which, we believe, depended on 
their interest in the topic. The interest of students in sixth grade gradually declined during the assignment, while in the 
4th class, the children were pursuing of their best. The way students used the time provided for the examination offers a 
good picture of this difference. Some of the older children were soon displeased and then finished with their drawing in 
10 - 15 minutes. These students, who did not enjoy the session, were trying to work quickly resulting in simple and 
abstract representation. Whereas children, who were more concerned with their work, elaborated their maps into further 
details creating fine-spun pictures. This brings in a new context, as the level of abstraction in final works depends much 
on the child's interest in the topic, therefore not only on his or hers level of cognitive development. The second of the 
aforementioned groups consisted mostly of girls who consequently needed more time for their creations. 

This probably indicates incapability in being aware of cartographic principles during its own creating, although some 
basic cartographic principles and other information were conveyed at the beginning of the research, students struggled 
with applying these principles in their works. On the other hand, they obviously knew them at least in an intuitive way 
and are able to use them in some circumstances (like a lack of the interest). Children expressed their approach in a form 
of how much time they spent with the map making. 

It is necessary to account for another important factor. 
That is children’s ability to read with understanding. Even 
though the whole assignment was read aloud to student, 
then second time with them and they had printed text 
available, some results visibly show bad understanding of 
the assignment (for example different mutations of the 
name of the hill). 

 Map making according to description 

 Generally 

We noticed an influence of children's extra-curricular 
activities. Those, who were more interested in the realm of 
maps and their usage, marched to a different tune very 
soon. The only student, who included contour lines in his 
drawing (Fig.1), attends a scout organisation in his free 
time where he uses maps regularly. 

 

Fig.1 Paper of the student, who included contour 
lines in his drawing 
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Another example is a drawing a map as a bird’s eye view inspired by aerial images. Children have to thus encounter 
with such images in their free time. These activities have ergo an influence on children’s ability of the work with map. 
That is why we aim further research also on this direction (chapter: Map making as map sections). 

According to available teaching materials expected an ambivalence of children’s cartographic knowledge and that they 
do not utilise all information they know or have learnt. In the graphic outputs, we can see applied cartographic 
knowledge which was taught or revised recently. Information, which students did not practise enough, is forgotten or 
children are unsure of its correctness. For example, entering a compass rose into the map of one 4th grade–class, were 
affected the research by class-teacher (she reminded her students that they have already learnt it). Therefore we cannot 
find particular pattern of children’s command. 

 In particular 

Children of the 4th grade rather include all what was mentioned in the route description. They were not able to filter 
unimportant elements which don’t belong into a map or on the contrary they were not able to recognise constitutive 
elements. Older students were not better, on the other hand we could study apparent indications of different data 
processing. 

They did not make any hierarchization of map signs of a church and chapel. Majority of students did distinguish 
different types of routes, but for the church and the chapel they used one sign – as a sacral building. This shows some 
generalizing process. 

Children did not apply other compositional elements then a map legend and the compass rose, which were still used 
only marginally. We also ascertained other new and interesting facts as a need of differentiation of the villages (the 
same with the roads or paths), a drawing the church clock on a sign of the church or harnessing together different 
methods in visualizing the altitude. On the other side if we focus on the abstraction, some results completely contradict 
our original hypothesis. We also cannot generally say that older children had better results - for example higher number 
of a “painter perspective” or using more details in map signs making in the 6th grade, the similar percentage of bad 
allocating (an enablement of visualizing a map ahead) etc. 

Even though children had to confront with a difficult assignment, they coped with it very well. Also their mistakes 
showed their way of thinking. Some of them did not consider any logical incorrectness in their maps (e.g. the river starts 
and ends in the middle of nowhere). 

Others, who made some of these incorrectnesses, solved that quite creatively. They logically concluded the the river has 
to drain somewhere. In the case of situation (caused by some previous mistakes) when outflow (or inflow) was 
somehow blocked, children solved this peculiarly, for example by creating of a lake, a dam or a spring. 

In fact this is serious mistake in map making. Students were not aware of the fact that including objects according to 
their fantasy is highly inappropriate, since it devaluates the map as a navigation tool. On the other hand we gain an 
insight into children’s contemplation and their thinking about how the world works. Maybe this part of research just 
showed what is more important for this research sample - when they get into the collision what they do prefer (incorrect 
drawing of additional elements or keep logical inaccuracy). 

 After two years (comparison) 

We had an opportunity to reconstruct this research after two years with the same sample of pupils. Thirteen children 
took part in both sessions and drew the map according to description again, so we could compare their maps and 
evaluate the change of their creations. The results could be influenced by many factors. Apart from the all other factors 
mentioned above, we have to consider that children have already familiar with this assignment and they could 
remember it even after 2 year time period. Another significant factor is order of this task. In 2013 we gave this 
assignment together with another research and as a last one. So it is possible that previous tasks affected their work. 
Certain effect is mentioned by Rusnáková (2011). Student, who also attended another cartographic research before hers, 
worked faster than other students with no previous experience. 

Students generally improved in most predefined measures: they depicted various levels of hierarchy, paid more 
attention to spatial relations between objects, and took into account relative distances. 

Certain regression was noticed in drafting supplementary characteristics such as alleyway, upward direction to the hill, 
elongated pond, winding road. The number of students who included compass rose in their maps was lower after 2 years 
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As six-graders they did not include legend or labels at all. The high number of compass rose on the first session 2 years 
ago was to certain extent a result of teacher's intervention, who explicitly reminded children of learning this. 

If we look at the more detailed analysis of the observed characteristics (Table 1), we can evaluate the modifications 
made as broadly positive. We must point out that most of it is closer analysis of values "partly" or example of what 
pupils not included, etc. significant worsening was particularly in higher number of inclusion of irrelevant elements and 
number of representations with almost criteria of logical inaccuracies (misguidance of streams, omitting bridges and 
intersections or road leading directly across the pond). On the contrary all the criteria in a partial hierarchy and in a 
partial representation of qualitative characteristics were improved. 

From comparison of graphic for of drawn signs, we can state that most of students used more simplified and abstract 
signs after two years. This finding supports the Piaget's theory of cognitive development. 

Table 1: Comparison after two years map making according to description 

 

Building on further research 

Despite of the insignificant results of previous research we will continue to consider an assumption of better results (in 
all the parts) for sixth class students. On the one hand, in terms of psychology they should reached higher level of 
development, on the other hand they also might know more of cartographic knowledge. The hypothesis of a higher level 
of abstraction did not work; probably there are other intervening variables that affected the research results:  

- Form of assignment: children had to think about the overall composition and spatial relations, which may have 
influenced the creation and application of map symbols, especially when their cartographic skills are not 
rooted. 

- Chain of errors: If student made an incorrect decision when drawing the route, he or she had to creatively 
adjust the composition crating other imprecisions. 

- Another variable may be a possibility of participation of non-standard classes in research. We have to also 
consider that a lot of good students leave the elementary school before 6th grade (and start to visit high school). 

Another study on partially identical sample of students (RUSNAKOVA 2011), produced results that supported Piaget's 
theory more strongly than our study. In Rusnakova's research, children focused solely on individual symbols for real-
life objects, which they drawn into a spread sheet and to a reserved place on provided map. These locations where 
connected through a number mark. 

difference  [number of students]

yes no partly generally

hierarchization 3 1 2

cardinal points -3 -3 0

spatial relations 2 0 2

relative distance 1 1 0

supplementary characteristic -2 0 -2

altitude -6 3 -9

associativeness 10 7 3

qualitative characteristics 7 0 8

quantitative characteristics 8 9 -1

unstable elements 1 1 -1

groundless elements -2 -1

map key 0

labels -5

differentiation of the villages -3

logical incorrectness -4

added information -2

bad allocation (a need of using 2 papers) 3 generally

compass rose -3 improvement improvement

unfinished map 1 stagnation partial stagnation

similarity with neighbour -1 worsening worsening

abstractness 6 3 2
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It was no surprise that we found relatively big differences in performance of pupils in terms of using cartographic 
expressing devices as well as depicting spatial relations. We were surprised by accuracy and a level of detail in some 
works that included contour lines for terrain representation as well as legend for explanation of signs. (ŠAŠINKA, 
2012). Even though this was a minority, it proves that leisure activity or extended learning significantly influences the 
final map. 

If research is to be modified a certain way, how much change will be reflected in the award of most of the parameters? 

 Drawing maps in sections 

Comparison between 4 and 6-graders: surprisingly, in majority of observed parameters, the younger students 
outperformed their older peers. In some cases (cardinal points), the difference read 40%. Older children performed 
better only in depicting relative distances, for example expression: "along the right slope of the Mill hill" in the 
assignment was misunderstood by many pupils who then dawn the hill on the right side of the road. Both age groups 
were similarly good in depicting quantitative and qualitative characteristics. During introductory talk children seem to 
be uncertain about the meaning of these terms, but they managed to deduce it. Children approached floods as qualitative 
(from more damaging to less damaging) as well as quantitative (from higher to lower scale) phenomenon. This 
distinction was mirrored in a way they drawn the flood. 

Other observed parameters: - How many children omitted objects from the map, or conversely, added object that was 
not mentioned. Majority did not include all described signs, making up additional signs was rare. Children did not 
include features like flowers, grass, people, cars etc. This was a significant improvement, compared to older 
examination. Omissions were more common in 6th grade, mostly the field number 10. Often they did not attempt to 
visualize altitude, when they did, they used a consistent method across the fields. Similar results were found for 
unspecified roads. Almost half of the sample did not distinguish between all types of roads, even though these types 
were mentioned in the description. 

Table 2: Comparison of two classes in drawing maps in sections 

 

  

difference  [%]

yes/well no/bad partly no data number of task

-3 -3 0 0 remarking watercourse 2

-34 0 -34 0 remarking routes

-2 -6 3 0 remarking routes 4

17 19 0 -2 relative distance

-40 -29 0 -11 Cardinal direction 5

-33 -28 0 -6 supplementary characteristic - elongated pond

-23 -6 0 -17 spatial relations - behind the pond

-9 -9 0 0 rail line

-6 -6 0 0 supplementary char. - winding road 6

0 0 0 0 supplementary char. - road turrning to the forrest

-35 -18 0 -17 spatial relations -  left and right 7

-21 -10 0 -11 supplementary char. - by the alley/avanue

-21 -9 0 -11 supplementary char. - up to the hill

19 14 0 5 spatial relations - along the right side of the pond 8 Difference in "no data" 

-6 -6 0 0 remarking routes 9 column from the point of

-6 -6 0 5 spatial relations - crossing  view of older children [%]

-2 -4 0 3 spatial relations -  left and right 1 increase

-18 0 -1 -17 remarking routes 10 0 stagnation

-18 -1 0 -17 spatial relations - crossing -1 decrease

-14 -2 0 -12 spatial relations -  left and right (directions)

-24 -12 5 -17 target places from the point of view 

-1 11 0 -11 qualitative and quantitative characteristics 11 of older children

-6 0 0 -6 remarking routes 12 better

-18 -12 0 -6 spatial relations -  left and right (directions) stagnation

-6 -1 0 -6 higher altitude worse



Map signs 

We used several expressions to suggest the terrain fea
Majority of children used hillsigns for depicting higher altitudes, mountain ranges were drawn usually with more 
rugged shapes. In 4-th grade, one student used contour lines, in 6
was not included at all in most cases, sometimes children used green, orange or yellow colour to mark it. This may be 
an inspiration taken from geographic maps.

Remarkably, some pupils did not feel the need to dra
a flood. Also, they did not use a separate sign for a crossroad as they did in the previous research.

Many of 4-graders constructed their signs in a relatively abstract manner, here, unlik
between 4th and 6th graders was significant (in favour of 4
or it is a specific trait of this sample remains an open question. Again, this part of examination did
theory. 

The level of abstraction might have been increased by the fact that children often utilized text labels attached to signs. 
Majority of children that were later assessed as using a partial abstraction, user abstract signs for c
house. For other objects (railway station, police), they created more detailed drawings, and added labels in form of an 
abbreviation or initials.  

Questionnaire 

Generally we obtained less information from the 6th grade students. These old
answered very briefly. They also more often did not enjoy the research and took a negative attitude to maps. Younger 
students adopted opposite opinions. This indicates either that two very different groups took p
older students tend to make a more critical stand.

We have to stress the “subjectivity” of the children’s answers. They wrote down what they wanted without any 
individual interview or control. Nevertheless it gives us no less than g
they meet with them, etc.  

Relevance of information gained from the questionnaire was proved also during the assessment. An example of that is 
higher level of abstraction measured for students, who really di
one girl noticeable misunderstood the assignment and also wrote that she does not understand maps and avoids them.

Table 3 shows an overview of children’s replies. Children mostly use map in their free 
used maps for searching (streets; various places like cities, castles, places to go, coordinates, etc.) and orientation 
(where I am, not to get lost). In sixth grade students also claimed they avoid the maps and therefore they 
them. 

Table 3: Questionnaire answers 
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We used several expressions to suggest the terrain features: "go uphill", "Mill hill", "mountain range" of "flatland". 
Majority of children used hillsigns for depicting higher altitudes, mountain ranges were drawn usually with more 

th grade, one student used contour lines, in 6-th grade occurred an attempt for hypsometry. Flatland 
was not included at all in most cases, sometimes children used green, orange or yellow colour to mark it. This may be 
an inspiration taken from geographic maps. 

Remarkably, some pupils did not feel the need to draw a river or stream line when the description mentioned a bridge or 
a flood. Also, they did not use a separate sign for a crossroad as they did in the previous research.

graders constructed their signs in a relatively abstract manner, here, unlike 2 years ago, the difference 
between 4th and 6th graders was significant (in favour of 4th class). If this is a result of changed form of an assignment, 
or it is a specific trait of this sample remains an open question. Again, this part of examination did

The level of abstraction might have been increased by the fact that children often utilized text labels attached to signs. 
Majority of children that were later assessed as using a partial abstraction, user abstract signs for c
house. For other objects (railway station, police), they created more detailed drawings, and added labels in form of an 

Generally we obtained less information from the 6th grade students. These older students either did not answer at all or 
answered very briefly. They also more often did not enjoy the research and took a negative attitude to maps. Younger 
students adopted opposite opinions. This indicates either that two very different groups took p
older students tend to make a more critical stand. 

We have to stress the “subjectivity” of the children’s answers. They wrote down what they wanted without any 
individual interview or control. Nevertheless it gives us no less than general insight how children perceive maps, where 

Relevance of information gained from the questionnaire was proved also during the assessment. An example of that is 
higher level of abstraction measured for students, who really did not enjoy a lesson with maps. Or another case where 
one girl noticeable misunderstood the assignment and also wrote that she does not understand maps and avoids them.

Table 3 shows an overview of children’s replies. Children mostly use map in their free time (…).Children most often 
used maps for searching (streets; various places like cities, castles, places to go, coordinates, etc.) and orientation 
(where I am, not to get lost). In sixth grade students also claimed they avoid the maps and therefore they 
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tures: "go uphill", "Mill hill", "mountain range" of "flatland". 
Majority of children used hillsigns for depicting higher altitudes, mountain ranges were drawn usually with more 

curred an attempt for hypsometry. Flatland 
was not included at all in most cases, sometimes children used green, orange or yellow colour to mark it. This may be 

w a river or stream line when the description mentioned a bridge or 
a flood. Also, they did not use a separate sign for a crossroad as they did in the previous research. 

e 2 years ago, the difference 
class). If this is a result of changed form of an assignment, 

or it is a specific trait of this sample remains an open question. Again, this part of examination did not support Piaget's 

The level of abstraction might have been increased by the fact that children often utilized text labels attached to signs. 
Majority of children that were later assessed as using a partial abstraction, user abstract signs for chapel, church and 
house. For other objects (railway station, police), they created more detailed drawings, and added labels in form of an 

er students either did not answer at all or 
answered very briefly. They also more often did not enjoy the research and took a negative attitude to maps. Younger 
students adopted opposite opinions. This indicates either that two very different groups took part on this research or 

We have to stress the “subjectivity” of the children’s answers. They wrote down what they wanted without any 
eneral insight how children perceive maps, where 

Relevance of information gained from the questionnaire was proved also during the assessment. An example of that is 
d not enjoy a lesson with maps. Or another case where 

one girl noticeable misunderstood the assignment and also wrote that she does not understand maps and avoids them. 

time (…).Children most often 
used maps for searching (streets; various places like cities, castles, places to go, coordinates, etc.) and orientation 
(where I am, not to get lost). In sixth grade students also claimed they avoid the maps and therefore they do not use 
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper described two research sessions aimed on children’s' understanding of maps, that were divided by two-year 
time period. The second time we extended the previous research and observed our hypothesis in changed conditions. 
The research was carried out on the same elementary school in the Czech Republic. Thanks to it it was possible to not 
only compare the fourth and sixth-grade students in the school, but also to assess the development of the same sample 
of children after the two-year time period. We also included a questionnaire dealing with the attitude of children to 
maps. 

The Piaget theory of cognitive development, which assumes higher level of abstraction with higher age, was partially 
supported by our results. In comparison of two scrutinized age categories, surprisingly the younger pupils showed a 
much higher level of abstraction in their works. It should be noted that before the sixth grade, a number of excellent 
students leave the primary school and go to grammar school. However, since the chosen children of the sixth grade 
were subjected to identical research in different time periods, we could track improvement in most of the criteria in the 
two-year interval. One of them was the level of abstraction. Piaget's theory of cognitive development was confirmed on 
the same sample of children in their various cognitive developmental stages. On the other hand, comparing different 
children of two age category did not support the theory. 

This leads us to the conclusion that to compare the same sample of children in the longer term seems certainly more 
appropriate. In terms of other research conclusions it is necessary to relate them primarily on the studied group of 
children. 

The fact that children process the same task after a certain time again takes some risks. There is a possibility that 
students could remember it and that could influence the results. The research for them might be a little less complicated 
or at least this research did not mean a completely unknown task for them. On the other hand, two years is quite a long 
time and the students did not have a feedback on their previous work (they did not know how their results were 
evaluated). 

The data obtained from questionnaires showed that children meet and work with maps. Mostly positive attitude to the 
maps is mainly characterized by the fourth grade. There were also representatives from the opposite side of the 
spectrum. Nevertheless, some individuals with a negative attitude to the maps even entertained the research.  Children 
entertained and understood the research and this is a positive precondition for obtaining information from them. Finally, 
the fact that older students were less interested and were trying to do their work as simple as possible, helped some 
children to achieve a higher level of abstraction in their maps. 

We can say that in newer research (Drawing maps in sections), we met more often with abstract represented symbols 
compared to the previous investigation. It also did not happen that children handed ina piece of art rather than a map. 
On the other hand, for example, the children did not need to draw watercourses.  

Finally, we emphasize the need for education and training in the field of cartography. A comprehensive approach and 
emphasis on its fulfilment is really needed. It was confirmed that children who are interested in the issue, have better 
results. Children do not have to be able to enumerate the definitions of various terms such as map, map symbol, legend, 
etc.; but need to know or at least suspect what they mean. Ignorance of these terms can be crucial, not only in terms of 
assessing the skills and education of students, but from the perspective of the entire population. 

Overall, we can say that, especially in the second part of the research we have met quite cartographic educated group of 
fourth grade children, who were also very actively involved in the research. Generally, a fourth class was very skilful. 
Sixth-grade students’ results did not reach the level of younger students. They also had a problem with the 
determination of basic skills such as cardinal points. However, in two years they broadly improved their skills and their 
work became more abstract. 
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Abstract 
 

The rapid growth of post- industrial cities, characterized by the excessive consumption of resources, caused a 
significant deterioration of the environment and quality of life. These ever-increasing environmental problems created 
the need for radical change in mindset of spatial planning. In the present paper we are examine the way the principles 
of sustainable urban planning are incorporated in the Greek legislation. Also we are dealing with the technology of 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and the services that can provide to the  integrated spatial planning. In 
particular we study the contribution of GIS to investigate the suitability of land which is intended for urban 
development. Moreover we refer  to the methodology of solving problems using GIS, related with urban develpment 
suitability. Finally we designed and implemented a raster spatial analysis model using geological and environmental 
criteria into GIS environment, for the Municipality of “Pelekanos”Regional Unity of Chania in Crete. 

INTRODUCTION  

The human requirements for housing, transportation, nourishment, entertainment, education and so on, signify space 
occupation and require an appropriate organization in order for the housing entities to impart functionality and 
sustainability. Spatial and urban planning aim at combining both financial and the like activities of social groups, and 
the collective – social policies regulated by the state. This management problem was particularly exacerbated in post 
industrial cities, where a great number of people were brought together in a limited space, resulting in the creation 
gradually of non sustainable cities with a considerable degradation of the natural and urban environment.  

During the last few decades thus, the utility of applying a spatial – urban planning environmentally oriented and in 
accordance with the principles of sustainability, has been acknowledged. The application of sustainability in modern 
cities includes actions which aim – among others – at the preservation of natural resources, pollution reduction and 
saving of energy. Admittedly, an urban – spatial planner is required to cooperate with archaeologists, biologists, 
geologists, foresters and so on, to fulfil the aim of sustainable space management. However, the correlation and analysis 
of large volumes of assembled data by the scientists involved would be very difficult to achieve without the succour of 
information technology (Aravandinos, 2007). The information technology branch which aims at solving spatial 
problems is GIS. Spatial analysis constitutes the most important process of such systems, during which the correlation 
and transformation of spatial data takes place, for the production of new, exploitable geographic information.  

The present paper aims at highlighting Geographic Information Systems as an important tool in the selection of areas 
suitable for Urban development. Such suitability is investigated by means of the available tools of the Urban – building 
policy applied on the two keystones which connect the interrelated components of the concept of Environment: the 
Natural and the structured or Manmade environment. 

 A RETROSPECTION OF THE GREEK BUILDING POLICY IN RELATION TO THE 
PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

The history of urban planning organisation in the Greek region begins in the years of deliverance from the Turkish 
occupation. After 1928 several urban planning designs were elaborated, the most important of which are those in 
Nafplio (1834), Monemvasia (1836), and Pylos (1829) (Aravandinos, 2007). Many of these designs are characterized by 
an economy in natural space occupation and have generally achieved fulfilling the city’s functions. 

The Constitution of 1975 (Article 24) signals the onset of a new perception of the role of the state as regards building 
policy. Specifically, the upgrading of the Environment as legitimate commodity is introduced, whereas the state 
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assumes the main responsibility for its protection. The concept is thus introduced that the state ought to hold a more 
active and at the same time interventional role in the shaping of a building policy (interventional Urban Planning). 

In the period between 1980 – 1990  the first exclusively environmental legislature, the 1650/86 Act, an attempt to set an 
environmental framework for the development works and the financial activities of the country. 

In the period between 1990 up to today the Ν.2508/1997 Act on “Sustainable housing development of the cities and 
settlements of the country and other decrees”, which as stated in its title, it has  a definite environmental hue. The new 
legislature stipulates 2 levels of planning: The 1st – of higher ranking - level includes the regulatory plans and the 
General Urban Plans (G.U.P). The 2nd level includes urban planning studies, application of legal acts, urban planning 
reconstruction studies, and other studies which are essentially the specialized extension of the 1st level studies. 
Additionally, the Plans of Spatial and Settlement Organization for Open Cities (P.S.S.O.O.C) are institutionalized for 
the non urban spaces. 

On the spatial planning level, the Act 2742/99 on “Spatial Planning and sustainable development and other decrees” 
was instituted. This legislation sets the general principles and targets for the environmental protection as well as for the 
balanced social and financial development on a National and Regional level. Also, by number 6877/4872/08 decree of 
the plenary session of the Parliament, the “General Framework of Spatial Planning and Sustainable Development” was 
approved. 

Furthermore, concerning the specifications approval for the elaboration of Geological Suitability studies in the context 
of the G.U.P and P.S.S.O.O.C studies of the 2508/97 Act, there was issued the 37691/12.9.2007 Ministerial Decree of 
the Hellenic Ministry for the Environment Physical Planning and Public Works.  

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 

The present paper deals with the inspection of land development suitability in the Municipality of Pelekanos, based on 
geological and environmental criteria. For the suitability investigation of the area under inspection certain criteria were 
selected in order to highlight the research methodology which is followed when dealing with suitability problems, with 
the use of GIS. These criteria are pertinent to the soil and geological formations, the faults, geomorphological 
gradations, Natura parks, cemeteries, the vulnerability against flooding phenomena and the hydrographic network. The 
above selected criteria correspond partially to the requirements of the preliminary  studies (Phase A) of G.U.P and 
P.S.S.O.O.C.  In the context of a G.U.P or GSS (Geologic Suitability Studies) or E.I.A.S (Environmental Impact 
Assessment Study) the number of the applied criteria ought to be larger and the spatial analysis range considerable 
wider. In detail, the selected criteria are the following :Geological formations: The grouping and classification of 
geological formations was performed based on the land categories in the Greek Seismic Protection Regulation (GSPR). 
The created layer represents the vulnerability of foundation soils against seismic hazard from a geological – 
geotechnical point of view.  

1. Geological formations: The grouping and classification of geological formations was performed based on the 
land categories in the Greek Seismic Protection Regulation (GSPR). The created layer represents the 
vulnerability of foundation soils against seismic hazard from a geological – geotechnical point of view.  

2. Faults: The level of the recorded faults in the study area was used as a potential factor of seismic hazard and 
therefore of the construction safety. A chartographic layer was generated with the creation of a 30m width 
impact zone, in the periphery of the faults of the study area. We note that there is no information about the 
level of activity of the faults of the study area. Also the Greek legislation doesn’t refer to a specific impact 
zone for the areas close to faults (Belesis 2012). The specified impact zone is considered as “in principle 
geologically unsuitable areas”, in the context of a preliminary study (Phase A) of the Geological Suitability 
Studies. These zones, if in a later stage of the G.U.P study are proposed as candidates for construction, should 
be further explored with special geotechical and seismotectonic studies. These additional studies will 
determine the level of activity of the faults (Demetriou 2010). 

3. Geomorphological Slopes: With the use of the selected software and from the initial layer of contours the TIN 
(triangulated irregular network) was first created, and then the resulting slopes map. Contour map intervals 
being used was 50 m. The slopes in combination with the geological formations layer play a key role – from a 
geological point of view – in the land development suitability. 

4. Cemeteries: The layer of the existing cemeteries of the study area was used as a potential pollution factor of 
both the soil and of the water table. In specific, a 250m width impact zone was created, in compliance with the 
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presidential decree 1128/80. The above presidential decree forbids the approval of a new or the expansion of 
the already existing city plan within this zone.  

5. Vulnerability against flooding phenomena: The chartographic level of flooding vulnerability was created on 
the basis of primary and secondary layers of data and its purpose is to locate any sections of the study area 
where flooding is likely to occur.  

6. Hydrographic Network: A cartographic layer was generated with the creation of a 25m width impact zone, in 
the periphery of the hydrographic network of the study area. The zone was used as a low grade suitability zone 
with a dual purpose: the protection of the streams of urban waste and refuse b) the creation of a protection zone 
for the settlements against flooding phenomena, in combination with criterion 6. According to Greek Building 
Regulation (Ministerial Decree No.3046/304/89), any building is not allowed within a distance of at least 20 
meters from non- delimited streams. 

The data used in the application study of the suitability model originate from several public and private bodies. The 
geological map data and contour layer were kindly provided by the geologist Mr Demetriou (Demetriou 2010), which 
were originally produced by the digitization of the M.S (Map Sheet) Geological map of Paleohora of a 1:50,000 scale, 
published by IGME (Institute of Geology and Mineral Exploration) in 2002.The digital layer of Land Coverage after 
Corine 2000 was derived from HMCO (Hellenic Mapping and Cadastral Organisation) through the web page of Open 
Public Data. All available maps were in the same projection system (Hellenic Geodetic Reference System ’87), so there 
was no need for transformations. There was also no need for joining adjacent map sheets together. The original layers 
being used are shown in Table 1 below: 

 

Table 1 - Original Layers being used in the structure of the model                                                

 
Layer 

Description 
 

Layer name Origin Layer type 

Natura 2000 
areas 

natura.shp Ministry of Environment 
(http://www.ypeka.gr) 

Polygon 

Land Cover Map 
of Chania 
(Corine Project 

CLC2000_POLY_OK50_
ES94_CHANION.shp 

Hellenic Mapping and Cadastral 
Organisation/ Open Public Data web 
page (http://geodata.gov.gr) 

Polygon 

Study Area Oria_ota.shp                       >> Polygon 

Settlements oikismoi.shp Preliminary Study of geological 
suitability. Pelekanos Municipality 

Polygon 

Cemeteries nekrotafia_pr_poly2.shp                       >> Polygon 

Geological 
formations 

geol_units.shp                       >> Polygon 

Faults rigmata.shp                       >> Line 

Hydrographic 
network 

ydrographiko.shp                       >> Line 

 

In order to solve the suitability problem, analytical techniques were used based on the overlaying of digital maps (raster 
overlay analysis). It is essentially an application of the Map Algebra, which applies algebraic calculations on the 
selected thematic layers, based on models already used in similar types of analyses (Burrough, 1986, Kennedy, 2009, 
Koutsopoulos, 2002, Koutsopoulos et al., 2005, Valadaki, 2001, NC division of coastal management, 2005). 

For the application the Arcgis 9.2 trial version software by ESRI was used. For the transformation of vector layers into 
digital ones, a 25m cell size was used in order to obtain a fairly detailed representation. 

In the next stage every layer – criterion was divided into classes which were graded according to their suitability. Those 
classes which were considered less favourable as to their suitability were given a lower rating. Also, every layer 
included in the model had a different weighting factor. The weights of the individual criteria derived from the subjective 
evaluation of the authors and have an experimental character in order to show the degree to which they affect the 
outcome of the assessment of urban development suitability, considering that there is a linear relationship between the 
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criteria. This is also the reason that were presented three different examples. In order to rate the layers classes of the 
geological formations, the slopes, the flooding vulnerability, a ten – grade number scale was used. For the rest of the 
layers, which include less suitable areas, a different rating scale was used. It follows that the areas which are found 
inside the impact zone of cemeteries, faults, the hydrographic network and Natura areas get rating of  “-1” and those 
which are found outside the above impact zones get rating of  “10”. 

According to the design of the model, the relatively more suitable areas obtain a higher overall rating compared to the 
less suitable ones. In detail the classes and rating of every criterion based on the model are as follows: 

1. Geological formations: By means of the geological map of Pelekanos Municipality it was made possible to 
classify the geological formations into the soil classes, regarding seismic hazard. This classification is shown 
on Tables 2, 3 below : 

Table 2 - Classification of Geological Formations of Study Area into Soil Classes  

Geological formation  code Brief Description Soil classes 

CTsch Mixed formation Α 
G Evaporites (Αnhydrite – Gypsum) A 
H.cd.dn Coastal sands , sand dunes, Beach rocks Χ 
H.sc.cs Talus cones , scree Χ 
J-K1h.k Chert- Limestone Α 
Jsch.k Schists, recrystallized limestone, quartzites Α 
K.Em.k Limestone Α 
Kft "First flysch". Β 
Kg.k.st Flysch transition layers Α 
Ksk Limestone Α 
Mm.br1 "Lysou" Layers Α 
Mm.br2 Breccia "Topolion" Α 
Ng Undivided neogene formations Β 
Ptc Fluvial Deposits C 
Rw Greywacke  Α 
T3-4.qt and T4-5.qt Quartzites  Α 
T3-4.sch Schists "Stavros Seli" Β 
T4-5 Formation "Mana"  Α 
TiKd Recrystallized limestone and dolomites Α 
Ts-Js.d.kd Dolomites, dolomitic limestone, limestone Α 
al Alluvial deposits C 
fo/ft Pindos Unit flysch/ Tripoli Unit flysch Β 
vol Volcanic rocks Α 

 

Table 3 -  Geological classes rating 

GSPR categories X A B C D* 

Classes rating 1 10 7 5 - 

* No geological formation was classified in category “D” 
 

Particularly unfavorable were the geological formations of “X” category, in terms of construction 
suitability, which is why they received a low rating. Especially the “Coastal sands, sand dunes and beach rocks” 
received a low rating due to environmental reasons and to its relative unsuitability as construction foundation. The rest 
of the categories were rated depending on the expected geological conditions. 

Τhe soil classification based on their seismic contingency is according to the Greek Seismic Protection Regulation. 

2. Faults: An impact zone of 30m width was created on the periphery of every fault, with a cell size of 10m. The 
rating within the zone was “-1” and outside the zone was“10”. 
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3. Land slope: Unfavourable slope for building development use are considered those exceeding 30 degrees. The 
following table (Table 4) shows the rating of this criterion. 

Table 4 - Land slope rating 

Slope  (o) 0-5  5-10 10-30 30-45 >45 

Category 
rating 

7 6 5 3 1 

 

4. Natura zone: The rating within the zone was “-1” and outside the zone was“10”. 

5. Cemeteries: As mentioned upon the design of the problem, an impact zone of 250m width was created on the 
periphery of the cemeteries. The rating within the zone was “-1” and outside of it “10”. 

6. Flooding vulnerability: According to the table below (Table 5) the areas with the highest likelihood of 
flooding receive the highest rating. It is thus, that the areas with mild slope and occupied by settlements, have a 
higher likelihood of being subjected to similar phenomena. For the structure of the flooding model, the 
methodology of Shaban et al (2006) was taken into account.  

Table 5- Rating of the Flooding Vulnerability Criterion 

Criterion Classes Classes  rating Weighting factor 
Flow accumulation >40.000 8 4 
 20.000- 40.000 7  
 1.500-20.000 5  
 0-1.500 3  
Land slope 0-8  8 3 
 8-31 7  
 31-50 5  
 >50 3  
Land coverage forests 2 4 
 Agricultural land 4  
 Sparse vegetation 5  
 settlements 8  
  TOTAL 11 

 

In the final assessment of suitability a flooding layer was created with the following rating : 

 

Table 6 – Rating of the Flooding Vulnerability Criterion  for the Assessment of Suitability 

Classes of flooding 
vulnerability 

Classes 
rating 

Very low 4 
Low 3 
Average  2 
High  1 

 

As such, in the final assessment of suitability, the areas with a higher likelihood of flooding hazard receive the 
lowest grading. 

7. Hydrographic Network: As mentioned upon the designing of the problem, an impact zone of 25m width was 
created on the periphery of the hydrographic network of the study area. The rating within the zone was “-1” 
and outside of it “10”. 

The general function on which the final suitability layer was calculated is the following: 
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 Equation 1 – General Function      
 Result  =  {W1*[layer 1]+W2*[layer 2]+…..+WN*[layer N]}/ ΣWi…N 

 

The calculation was performed through the use of the raster calculator application of the ArcGis software. At that point, 
successive model application trials were performed, out of which three versions were selected. These versions generated 
three different suitability maps which were named Map 1,2 and 3 (Figures 2,4,6). The following Table (Table 7) show 
the overall algebraic structure of the suitability model for the three model versions. 

Table 7 – The Criteria and Rating used in the Three Maps 

A/A Layer name classes Classes 
rating 

Weighting factor 
of Map 1 

Weighting factor 
of Map 2 

Weighting factor 
of Map 3 

1. Geol. formations Χ 1 5 5 4 
  Α 10    
  Β 7    
  C 5    
2. Faults Within -1 3 3 3 
  Within 10    
3. slope 0-5 7 4 3 3 
  5-10 6    
  10-30 5    
  30-45 3    
  >45 1    
4. Natura zone Within -1 3 0 0 
  Outside 10    
5. Cemeteries Within -1 3 3 3 
  Outside 10    
6. Flooding Very 4 1 1 1 
  Low 3    
  Average 2    
  High 1    
7. Hydrographic within -1 3 3 3 
  outside 10    

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION IN PELEKANOS MUNICIPALITY 

The Pelekanos area is on the island of Crete and is located on the southwest part of the Regional unit of Hania (former 
Hania Prefecture) (Figure 1). It covers an expanse of approximately 166km2 and it corresponds to the administrative 
limits of the Pelekanos Municipality. The population of the municipality is up to 4,259 while the population density is 
26 inhabitants per km2.  
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Figure 1 : Orientation map. 

In this specific area a large percentage of the land is of low seismic hazard and only a small percentage of the land is 
characterized as seismically hazardous. Low to average slope prevails, mostly within the range of 10 – 30%. A large 
percentage of the Municipality (32%) is covered by the Natura zone, whereas around the cemeteries many settlements 
exist. In a large percentage, the area has a very low to low flooding hazard.  

In this specific suitability application the focus was mostly on criteria used in the elaboration of geological suitability 
studies, according to the specifications of the Ministerial Joint Decree No. 37691/12.9.2007. These studies minister to 
the ensuring not only of the manmade environment but also of the natural resources and of the geological inheritance. 

Upon the application of the model there were many combinations of the classes rating of every layer – criterion as much 
as of the weighting factors of the layers. Finally, for the comparison of the results, we concluded to three suitability 
maps (Fig. 2, Fig. 4, Fig. 6). For the classification of the suitability rating generated by the model, the Natural Breaks 
classification method was used of the ArcGis software. With this method the data are divided into categories based on 
the more pronounced surge in their values. In this way, distinct categories (classes) are created with considerable 
differentiation. 

CRITICAL COMMENTARY OF THE RESULTS 

On Map 1 (Figure 2) we selected the Natura layer to participate as a zone of a relatively low suitability. The specific 
version of the mathematical model generates a considerable percentage of low suitability (16,35%)over the overall 
expanse of the land (Figure 3) . From the illustration on Map 1 one observes that a great part of the areas which were 
rated as of “low suitability” are within the Natura zone. Nevertheless, these zones are not necessarily zones within 
which one should exclude every possibility of building activity.  

From observing Map 2 (Figure 4) in comparison to the previous map, the land percentage of the high suitability rating 
category increases substantially (64.52%), whereas the land percentage in the low suitability rating category decreases 
(10.98%) (Figure 5). Furthermore, in this version of the model, one observes fewer suitability categories. The areas 
characterized as of very low or low suitability may, according to the specifications of phase A of the Geological 
Suitability Studies, be characterized on occasion from “in principle geologically unsuitable areas” to “Geologically 
suitable under conditions”. 

On Map 3 one observes that in comparison to Map 2 the land percentage in the high suitability rating category increases 
substantially (78.53%), while the land percentage in the average suitability rating category decreases (6.59%)(Figure 7). 

By comparing the three versions of the model, that is maps 1-3, one concludes that all three of them achieve a 
classification into categories of different grades of suitability. Better results are obtained in the cases of maps 1 and 3, 
where the differentiation is more distinct. On Map 1 specifically, more categories are observed, but as shown previously 
the delimitation of low suitability zones (e.g. faults) is not achieved. On Map 3 the geological suitability conditions 
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within the Natura zone are better clarified and a more precise delimitation of the low suitability areas is achieved in 
comparison with Map 1. 

 

 

Figure 2: Map 1. 

 

 
Figure 3: Distribution of  land suitability rating of Map 1 . 
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Figure 4: Map 2. 

 
Figure 5: Distribution of  land suitability rating of Map 2 . 
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Figure 6: Map 3. 

 
Figure 7: Distribution of land suitability rating of Map 3 . 

On the suitability design many more layers – criteria could participate depending on the type of the research. 
Indicatively, there could be added layers of archaeological sites, landscapes of profound natural beauty, springs, settling 
zones, landslide zones, prospective locations of sanitary landfill sites, quarries, etc.  

The most basic problem of the model is the acutely subjective factor which enters into both the classification – rating of 
the categories (classes) of the layers, and the definition of weighting factors of the levels – criteria of the analysis. 
Although in international bibliography there are numerous studies which examine the suitability issue using a 
corresponding methodology, every scholar may follow a different model design regarding the definition of criteria and 
their rating. Furthermore, the specificities of a study area do not favour the creation of a model of wide acceptance and 
use. Thus, the final version of the model relies on the repetition of the application and then on the adjustment of the 
model, which takes some considerable length of time. The subject of the weights can be hundled by further research 
specifically dedicated to this end, based on questionnaires in related scientific specialties such as civil engineers, 
geologists, architects, environmental engineers, etc. There also can be used for this purpose other techniques, as fuzzy 
logic and neural network techniques. 
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MAPPING OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES SUPPLY IN MOUNTAIN 
AREAS: A CASE STUDY OF SEVEN RILA LAKES, BULGARIA 

Stoyan Nedkov, Alexander Gikov, Maryaina Nikolova, Petar Dimitrov, Emil 
Gachev 

Abstract 
Mountain ecosystems provide a number of vital services for people and society, such as biodiversity, water resources, 
carbon sequestration, and recreation. However, they are extremely vulnerable to different kinds of impact therefore 
their future capability to provide these services is determined by changes in socio-economic characteristics, land use 
and climate. In this paper we present an attempt to identify, assess and map ecosystem services supply for two different 
periods in a case study area in Rila Mountain. Land cover data, obtained from orthorectified aerial photographs, was 
used to define the spatial pattern of the ecosystems. Their capacity to supply services was assessed using relative scale 
and the results were presented as maps of ecosystem services supply. The results show that the ecosystems in the area of 
Seven Rila Lakes provide various services with focus on the cultural and regulating. The supply capacity of the cultural 
services is the highest which is due to the exceptional recreational, aesthetic and spiritual potential of the area. The 
supply capacity of regulating ecosystem services is predominantly high while provisioning services have relatively low 
supply capacity. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Mountain ecosystems are found throughout the world ranging from the hot tropics to cold polar areas. They occupy 
approximately one-fifth of its land surface and an estimated one-tenth of the human population derive their life-support 
directly from them (Price, 1998). Mountains are important not only for their inhabitants but also for many people living 
outside their physical borders supplying them with water, timber and mineral resources. Mountain ecosystems provide a 
number of vital services for people and society, such as biodiversity, water resources, carbon sequestration, and 
recreation. However, they are extremely vulnerable to different kinds of impact so their future capability to provide 
these services is determined by changes in socio-economic characteristics, land use and climate. Therefore, it is 
important to identify the stocks of services in ecosystems and assess their supply capability under different kind of 
impact.  The concept of ecosystem goods and services provides an appropriate methodological framework to analyze 
these relations in complex adaptive human-environmental systems (Burkhard et al., 2010). An assessment of ecosystem 
services in a spatially explicit manner will ensure appropriate information at landscape scale for sustainable 
management.  

1.1. Ecosystem services  

Ecosystem services are defined as “the benefits that people derive from ecosystems” and they are grouped into the four 
broad categories: supporting services, provisioning services, regulating services and cultural services (MA, 2005). 
According to the “Salzau Message” on Sustaining Ecosystem Services and Natural Capital, ecosystem services are “the 
contributions of ecosystem structure and function – in combination with other inputs – to human well-being” (Burkhard 
et al. 2012b). However, some components and functions of ecosystems are intermediate products which lead some 
researchers to differentiate between intermediate components, final services and human benefits (Boyd and Banzhaf, 
2007). This have initiated a debate on the place of the group of provisioning services and in recent classifications 
(TEEB, 2012; Haines-Young and Pochin, 2011; EEA, 2013) the main groups of ecosystem services are reduced to 
provisioning, regulating and cultural. Provisioning services are materials and products that humans obtain from nature 
and use for nutrition, as energy, etc. Regulating services contribute to human well-being through the regulation of 
natural processes, such as climate regulation, or nutrient regulation. Cultural services are the non-material, intangible 
benefits that humans obtain from ecosystems, such as recreation, spiritual and religious experience, inspiration, or 
education. 
 
1.2. Assessment of ecosystem services  

“Understanding and quantifying how ecosystems provide services” is the first of the main challenges defined by de 
Groot et al (2010). It can be addressed by developing a conceptual framework for ecosystem service assessment.  There 
are several attempts to develop a such a framework so far (Vila et al., 2009;  Nelson et al, 2009; Willemen et al., 2012; 
Bastian et al., 2012; European Commission, 2013). A concept for assessment of multiple ecosystem services based 
quantitative and qualitative assessment data in combination with land cover and land use information was proposed by 
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Burkhard et al. (2009; 2012a). It is based on the assumption that the methods for “measuring” ecosystem services are 
multiple and depend on the service and area specifics, research questions and objectives, or data availability. For better 
understanding of ecosystems and the ways they contribute to human well-being through services, it is needed to be 
familiar with the quality and quantity of those services. The bio-physical elements and processes as well as their 
relations determine the potential supply and flow of various ranges of ecosystem services. Some services such as the 
cultural are more specific, since their benefits are more qualitative than quantitative and their measures are highly 
subjective. Furthermore, for certain services, supply potential can be differentiated from actual supply. This distinction 
would indicate the difference between the full quantity of a service that is present in the area (potential supply) and the 
quantity of that service actually used by the human society (actual supply). It is easier to differentiate those values for 
provisioning services than for regulating services. It is for example extremely hard to separate the actually used 
regulating service climate regulation from the total supply of this specific service. The same is the case with flood 
regulation – the potential and actual supply overlap and represent the total capacity for the service provision. 
 
1.3. Mapping of ecosystem services 

 
Spatially units are needed to quantify ecosystem services because supply and demand for ecosystem services are 
spatially explicit (Troy and Wilson, 2006).  The supply and demand of services may differ geographically which calls 
for developing maps of ecosystem service supply and demand. Mapping is a useful tool for illustrating and quantifying 
the spatial mismatch between ecosystem services delivery and demand that can then be used for communication and to 
support decision-making (Crossman et al, 2013). Existing studies directed to map ecosystem services supply include 
global scale mapping (Naidoo et al. 2008), continental (Schulp et al. 2012), national (Egoh et al. 2008, Bateman et al. 
2011) regional and local (Nelson et al. 2009; Willemen et al. 2010; Burkhard et al. 2012b; Kroll et al. 2012; Nedkov 
and Burkhard 2012; Palomo et al. 2013). The supply of ecosystem goods and services can be assessed on regional or 
local level and it refers to the capacity of a particular area to provide a specific bundle of ecosystem goods and services. 
The capacity is the actually used set of natural resources and services that is generated in the area. Therefore, an 
ecosystem service supply map for a certain region visualizes only the provided goods and services that are generated 
within the borders of the same region – the flow of service within the ecosystem (Boyanova, et al. in press). Land cover 
data provide appropriate reference unit for ecosystem service assessment and application in decision-making. The used 
services are the one that are currently consumed in a particular area, but not necessarily supplied by it. Human well-
being depends on the benefits derived from the actual use of ecosystem goods and services (Burkhard et al., 2012b) 
In this paper we present an attempt to identify, assess and map ecosystem services supply for two different periods in a 
case study area in Rila Mountain. Land cover data, obtained from aerial photographs, was used to define the spatial 
pattern of the ecosystems. Their capacity to supply services was assessed using relative scale and the results were 
presented as maps of ecosystem services supply.  Thus, the main objectives of the study are:   

- to identify the ecosystem services in the case study area; 
- to assess the capacity of ecosystem services supply; 
- to map the ecosystem services supply in the case study area. 

 
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1. Case study area 

The case study area of Seven Rila Lakes is located in the north-western part of Rila Mountain (fig. 1). This is one of the 
most famous and visited parts of the Bulgarian mountains attracting thousands tourists every year. The area chosen for 
this particular study is 6.9 km long and 4.7 km wide and it was outlined on the base of the 1988 aerial photograph 
extend. It covers about 32 km2 which are located in upper part of the Dzherman river basin and small part of Cherni 
Iskar river basin. The elevation varies between 1100 m and 2700 m from north to south which leads to gradual change 
of the climatic conditions and formation of altitude vegetation zones. The lower part is covered predominantly by 
coniferous (spruce and fir) forests and there are only small patches of mixed and deciduous forests close the northern 
border. Upward are high mountain coniferous forests (Scots pine and Macedonian pine) and sparse growth trees areas. 
Above them are the subalpine shrubs (dwarf pine) and alpine meadows. The upper part above 2100 m is characterized 
by glacial landforms such as cirques, pyramidal peaks, moraines and glacial lakes which make the scenery very 
attractive.  

The study area is a part of Rila National Park which comprises most of the mountain. Although, the area has well 
preserved natural character, there is also significant anthropogenic impact. Timber production wasraditional activity of 
the whole mountain. There is a water infrastructure diversion project “Dzherman-Skakavitsa” which diverts water to 
supply Sofia. In 2009 a chairlift from Panichishte resort to Rila Lakes hut was built. It has facilitated the access to the 
high mountain area and significantly increased the number of visitors. In August 2008 the number of visitors was about 
15000 while in 2009 they raised to 60000 (Nikolova et al., 2012a). The area was object of various studies including 
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palynological (Bozhilova and Tonkov, 2000; Tonkov et al, 2008), geomorphological (Ivanov, 1954; Baltakov, 1984 
etc.), landscape studies (Konteva et al. 2001; Velchev et al. 2003) etc. 

2.2 Land cover data 

Land cover data of the area was obtained by visual interpretation of orthorectified aerial photographs from 1988 and 
2010 (Gikov and Dimitrov, 2013). They ensure high definition therefore CORINE Land Cover classification at fourth 
level was applied. The classes were defined following Feranec and Otahel (1998) with some modifications in order to 
reflect the local conditions of the area. There are 15 classes presented in the study area which spatial distribution is 
presented in Figure 1. The largest area is occupied by coniferous forests with continuous canopy, which share of the 
total area is 38% in 1988 and 45% in 2010. The second is natural grassland without trees and shrubs class with 19% in 
1988 and 16% in 2010. The dwarf pine class has almost 10% in both years. There are 11 classes from natural and semi-
natural areas group (class 3 of CORINE first level) which cover 98% of the study area. The water bodies cover 41.4 ha 
(1.3%) without changes during the studied period. This are the famous Seven Lakes located in the upper part of the 
study area. Artificial surfaces (class 1) are presented by sport facilities and construction sites which are the most 
dynamic part of the landscape in the area. The sport facilities has 8.9 ha in 1988 and almost twice larger area in 2010 
(17.1 ha).  The construction sites cover 9 ha in 1988 and they are absent in 2010. 

 

Figure: Location of Case study area of Seven Rila Lakes and land cover maps for 1988 and 2010 (after Gikov and 
Dimitrov, 2013). Land cover classes: 1331 – Construction sites; 1421 – Sport facilities; 3111 – Broad leaved forest 
with discontinuous canopy ; 3121 – Coniferous forests with discontinuous canopy; 3123 – Coniferous forests with 
continuous canopy; 3131 Mixed forests with discontinuous canopy; 3211 – Natural grasslands without trees and 

shrubs; 3212 Natural grasslands wit trees and shrubs; 3221 – Heathlands and moorlands; 3222 – Dwarf pine; 3242- 
Natural young stands; 3321 – Bare rocks; 3332 – Sparse vegetation on rocks; 4123 - Natural peat bogs; 5121 – 

Natural water bodies. 

2.3 Assessment matrix 

The ecosystem services assessment was carried out using a matrix that comprises land cover classes and their capacities 
(table 2). The capacities of the land cover classes were assessed on a relative scale ranging from 0 to 5 (after Burkhard 
et al., 2009). A 0-value indicates that there is no relevant capacity to supply services and a 5-value indicates the highest 
relevant capacity for the supply of these services in the case study area. Values of 2, 3 and 4 represent respective 
intermediate supply capacities. The 0-5 capacity values' classifications for the different land cover classes were based 
on expert assessment combined with different biogeophysical and land use data. The land cover classes in the matrix 
were chosen from the land cover data developed by the study presented in the previous section (Gikov and Dimitrov, 
2013). Individual ecosystem services were chosen after expert analysis of the potential services supply of this particular 
case study area.  The supply of provisioning services is limited because the area is part of a national park. Therefore, 
only three provisioning ecosystem services wild food, fresh water and abiotic energy, were assessed as their use do not 
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contradict the conservation status of the area. The regulating group contains 11 individual ecosystem services (table 1) 
which are most relevant to the case study area. Six individual services were assessed in the group of cultural services. 
The score for each group of services was summed in the corresponding column in order to reveal their total capacity in 
the area. The scores were initially taken from the matrix presented in Burkhard et al. (2012) and some of them were 
modified to justify the characteristics of the case study area. For example the scores of water bodies were increased for 
landscapes aesthetics and recreation following the results of the enquiry published in Nikolova et al. (2012a). The 
knowledge score of water bodies was also increased due to the various paleontological and hydrological studies carried 
out in the lakes.  

Table 2. Assessment matrix (names of land cover classes see in figure 1) 

Land 
cover 
class 

P
rovisioning 

W
ild food 

F
resh w

ater 

A
biotic E

nergy 

R
egulating 

G
lobal clim

ate 

L
ocal clim

ate 

A
ir quality 

W
ater flow

 

W
ater purification 

N
utrient reg. 

E
rosion reg. 

N
at. hazard reg. 

P
olination 

P
est control 

W
aste reg. 

C
ultural 

R
ecreation 

L
ansc aestetics 

K
now

ledge 

R
eligious &

 spirit. 

C
ult. H

eritage 

N
at. heritage 

1331 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 

1421 0 0 0 0 11 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 7 5 1 0 0 1 0 

3111 5 5 0 0 47 4 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 4 4 26 5 5 5 3 3 5 

3121 5 5 0 0 47 4 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 4 4 27 5 5 5 3 4 5 

3123 5 5 0 0 44 4 4 4 2 4 5 5 3 5 4 4 27 5 5 5 3 4 5 

3131 5 5 0 0 49 4 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 27 5 5 5 3 4 5 

3211 5 5 0 0 25 3 2 0 1 5 5 5 1 0 1 2 20 3 4 5 1 4 3 

3212 5 5 0 0 25 3 2 0 1 5 5 5 1 0 1 2 20 3 4 5 1 4 3 

3221 2 2 0 0 26 3 3 0 2 4 3 2 2 2 2 3 22 5 4 5 1 2 5 

3222 1 1 0 0 30 3 4 2 2 4 3 3 2 2 2 3 22 5 4 5 1 2 5 

3242 1 1 0 0 14 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 3 14 2 3 4 1 2 2 

3321 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 13 4 3 4 0 2 0 

3332 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 7 0 1 4 0 2 0 

4123 0 0 0 0 31 5 4 0 3 4 3 0 3 2 3 4 15 4 2 3 0 2 4 

5121 14 4 5 5 15 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 3 5 27 5 5 5 4 4 4 

 

2.4 Maps of ecosystem services 
 
The scores for ecosystem services supply capacity were added as attributes to the GIS land cover data for 1988 and 
2010. Thus, the GIS database could be used to generate supply maps of each ecosystem service or group of services. As 
there are 20 individual ecosystem services altogether it is not appropriate to present all possible maps in this paper. 
Therefore, we decided to develop maps of provisioning, regulating and cultural groups. The average score of each 
group was calculated on the base of the total score and the number of individual services given in table 1. Thus the 
scores for coniferous forests with discontinuous canopy (class 3121) are 4.3 for regulating and cultural services and 1.6 
for provisioning services, while the scores for natural water bodies are 4.5 for cultural, 1.4 for regulating and 4.7 for 
provisioning services.  

3 RESULTS 

The results of the assessment are presented in form of tables and maps showing the capacities of ecosystems to provide 
different types of services. The capacity for each group of services was calculated as an average from the individual 
services in the corresponding group. The total area of each capacity class for each group of services was calculated and 
the changes between 1988 and 2010 were revealed. 
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3.1 Ecosystem services supply capacity 

The capacity of ecosystems to provide provisioning services in the area is relatively low (table 2). This is mainly 
because it is protected area (national park) with restrictive regime that excludes timber production and livestock which 
otherwise would have been most valuable services. Wild food, abiotic energy and water supply only could be calculated 
as provisioning services. Just 1,3% of the case study area have highest supply capacity which is concentrated in the 
lakes. As the other areas has no capacity for water supply and abiotic energy there are actually no areas with high and 
medium relevant capacity. Almost two thirds of the ecosystems in the area has relevant capacity (score 2) which is 
mainly due to the forests which provide high capacity for wild food. The areas with no capacity (score 0) cover 23% of 
the area. This is mainly because of the low score of bare rocks and dwarf pine. The changes between 1988 and 2010 
show slight increase of the areas of relevant capacity and corresponding decrease of the areas of no and low capacity. 
The capacity of regulating services is far higher with half of the area possessing high and very high capacity. Only 11% 
of the area has no capacity to provide any kind of regulation service which is due to the bare rocks. The changes 
between 1988 and 2010 are also positive for the higher capacities and negative for the areas of low capacity. This is 
because of the total increase of the forest land cover classes during the period. The capacity of cultural services is even 
higher with 49.4% of the area possessing very high capacity.  

 
Table 2. Distribution of the ecosystem supply capacities between 1988 and 2010 in the study area 

Ecosystem  
Services group 

Capacity 
1988 2010 Change 1988-2010 

(ha) Area (ha) % Area (ha) % 

Provisioning 

0 872,6 26,8% 762,5 23,4% -110,1 

1 280,9 8,6% 263,8 8,1% -17,1 

2 2060,9 63,3% 2187,8 67,2% 126,9 

5 41,4 1,3% 41,4 1,3% 0,0 

Regulating 

0 382,2 11,7% 372,9 11,5% -9,3 

1 214,4 6,6% 101,5 3,1% -112,9 

2 961,8 29,5% 828,4 25,4% -133,4 

3 317,4 9,7% 329,5 10,1% 12,1 

4 1366,9 42,0% 1557,7 47,8% 190,8 

5 13,1 0,4% 65,5 2,0% 52,4 

Cultural 

0 9,0 0,3%     -9,0 

1 276,9 8,5% 285,1 8,8% 8,2 

2 274,7 8,4% 153,3 4,7% -121,4 

3 722,3 22,2% 606,0 18,6% -116,3 

4 606,7 18,6% 601,7 18,5% -5,0 

5 1366,2 42,0% 1609,4 49,4% 243,2 
 
3.2 Provisioning ecosystem services 

The spatial distribution of provisioning supply capacity of the ecosystems is presented in figure 2. It shows that the 
areas of highest capacity are the lakes. They have high capacity to provide both water supply and abiotic energy 
(hydropower energy). The water from these lakes is used by local settlements and tourist objects as well as well by 
remote cities (Sofia). The forest areas in the north have relatively low capacity as it was mentioned above, while the 
areas of no capacity are located in the southern part where bare rocks and dwarf pine classes are present. There are 
actually no areas with medium and high capacity (scores 3 and 4). Although, the ecosystems in the area have relatively 
low capacity for wild food, the total provision area of this service is far bigger that the other two provisioning services.  
The important differences between 1988 and 2010 are located mainly in the northern part which is covered 
predominantly by coniferous forests. In 1988 there is large area of no capacity downward to Partizanska hut which is 
transformed into relevant capacity in 2010. The opposite transformation is observed in the area between Partizanska hut 
and the timberline where areas of no capacity appear in 2010. This is mainly as a result of the chairlift construction.    
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Figure 2: Maps of provisioning ecosystem services supply for 1988 and 2010. 

3.3 Regulating ecosystem services 

The spatial distribution of regulating supply capacity of the ecosystems is presented in figure 3. The maps show more 
diverse distribution than the provisioning services with all six different scores presented in the maps. The highest 
capacity (score 4.5) is assigned only for limited areas of mixed forests located in the northernmost part of the area. The 
other continuous forest types have slightly lower score (4.3) which put them in the lower category of high capacity. This 
is due to the higher score (5) of mixed forest for pest control and waste regulation than the other forests (4) while all 
other scores are the same (table 1).  The coniferous forests which occupy the northern part of the area have high 
regulation capacity which is mainly because of their high scores for climate, erosion, and nutrient regulation, air quality, 
water purification and pollination. The upper part of the area has lower regulation capacity because there are less 
vegetated areas. The predominant grasslands in the south-western part have relevant capacity (score 2), they have very 
high score (5) for water purification, nutrient and erosion regulation but low score for air quality and pest control. The 
ecosystems in the south-eastern part which are dominated by dwarf pine and heathlands have medium relevant capacity. 
Their scores vary between 2 and 4 for all regulating services. The areas of low capacity in the southern part are 
occupied by bare rocks and sparsely vegetated areas. The changes between 1988 and 2010 show increase of the areas of 
high capacity in the north due to the transformation of the natural young stands into mature forest, as well as the 
increase of the timberline in the eastern part of the area.   
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Figure 3: Maps of regulating ecosystem services supply for 1988 and 2010. 

3.4 Cultural ecosystem services 

The spatial distribution of cultural supply capacity of the ecosystems is presented in figure 4. The maps show that the 
area has significantly higher capacity to provide cultural than the other ecosystem services. Areas of no relevant 
capacity are absent except for limited strip of construction sites presented only in 1988 map. All forest areas and the 
lakes have very high capacity of cultural services. They have maximum score for recreation, landscape aesthetics, 
knowledge and natural heritage and high score for the others. Even bare rocks and sparsely vegetated areas have high 
capacity for landscape aesthetics which increases their total score. The changes between 1988 and 2010 are similar to 
the regulation and provisioning services but here the most significant increase is in the category of very high capacity. 
The area around the chairlift suffers the biggest decline in supply capacity from very high in 1988 to low in 2010.    

 
Figure 4: Maps of cultural ecosystem services supply for 1988 and 2010. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The ecosystems in the area of Seven Rila Lakes provide various services with focus on the cultural and regulating. The 
supply capacity of the cultural services is the highest which is due to the exceptional recreational, aesthetic and spiritual 
potential of the area. The supply capacity of regulating ecosystem services is predominantly high while provisioning 
services have relatively low supply capacity. The ecosystems with highest capacity are coniferous forests and water 
bodies. The later are presented by the glacial lakes which are by far the most valuable recourse in the area. They have 
very high cultural and provisional capacity, and although their regulation capacity score is lower, they should be 
identified as the main object of protection. Our results do not reveal particular change of their capacity to provide 
ecosystem services during the studied period but this is because their area is not changed. Some observations in the 
recent years (Nikolova et al., 2012b) show eutrofication processes which could cause reduction of their capacity but in 
this case more detailed studies are needed. The land cover changes during the studied period cause increase of the 
supply capacity of the ecosystems in the area as a whole. However, there are some areas with decline in the supply 
capacity. The most important is the area around the chairlift which show reduction in all three groups of ecosystem 
services.  

The main advantage of our approach is that it gives the opportunity for fast and flexible assessment of the whole bundle 
of ecosystem services in the area. The use of more detailed land cover classification increases the precision and 
applicability of the study. Further quantification of the ecosystem services will strengthen the assessment results and 
improve their applicability.  
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Abstract 
This paper summarizes the preliminary work of developing a geovisual analytics environment with map mashups for 
investigating vertical displacements in Konya Closed Basin. The main goal of the Konya Closed Basin case study is to 
investigate land subsidence within the basin. The widespread use of internet in last 20 years and developments in web 
technologies, have brought the concept of web mashups. The term mashup originally comes from pop music, where 
people seamlessly combine music from one song with the vocal track from another—thereby mashing them together to 
create something new. However, a mashup, in web development, is a web page, or web application, that uses content 
from more than one source to create a single new service displayed in a single graphical interface. The term implies 
easy, fast integration, frequently using open application programming interfaces(API) and data sources to produce 
enriched results that were not necessarily the original reason for producing the raw source data.  

The data sources of the study area are GPS observation data and InSAR images for investigation of vertical changes, 
and to investigate the correlation patterns between land subsidence and underground water levels from drilling 
measurement and rainfall data from meteorological stations of the region.  To analyze these data from different sources 
together, a visual analytic environment creation with map mashups has been planned and required processing steps are 
described here.  

INTRODUCTION 

Recent developments in hardware and software technology draw attention to the problem of handling enormous 
volumes of geospatial data. This “handling” problem can be expressed as amount or complexity of these data and their 
conversion into meaningful information and ultimately knowledge. The key element of converting these data into the 
information is to visualize results and interpret them. However, an effective visualization of large and complex data sets 
is not possible by using simple visualization tools available today. To achieve this goal, geovisualization and 
exploratory data analysis play an important role in this process. The emerging field of geovisual analytics incorporates 
elements of visualization, data mining, knowledge creation, and decision-support (MacEachren et al., 2006). Due to the 
developments in technology they have made it easier to access data sources. Hence, analyzing and exploring hidden 
patterns in data have become more difficult. Incoming data from multiple sources may contain multiple variables, and 
may inhibit hypothesis generation, exploration, and decision making (Andrienko et al., 2008). To facilitate the 
exploration of such data, advanced tool sets are needed that allow the user to interact with their data in a visual 
environment that provides direct analytic capability for finding data aberrations or hotspots. Searching for better and 
more effective ways to understand and analyze large and heterogeneous data sets is the scope of visual analytics. The 
most general meaning of visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by visual interactive 
interfaces. Rather than just visualization, visual analytics is a holistic approach that combines exploratory data analysis 
and human factors. This combination provides an efficient way to identify and to discover the expected and the 
unexpected models of the data in an enormously large and dynamically changing information spaces. Although it is an 
area derived from information visualization and scientific visualization, it contains knowledge management, statistical 
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analysis, cognitive science, decision making and many more. It can attack certain problems whose size, complexity, and 
need for closely coupled human and machine analysis may make them otherwise intractable (Thomas&Cook, 2005).  

The widespread use of the Internet in last 20 years and developments in web technologies, have brought the concept of 
web mashups. The term mashup originally comes from pop music, where people seamlessly combine music from one 
song with the vocal track from another—thereby mashing them together to create something new. However, a mashup, 
in web development, is a web page, or web application, that uses content from more than one source to create a single 
new service displayed in a single graphical environment. The term implies an easy and fast integration, frequently using 
open application programming interfaces (API) and data sources to produce enriched results that were not necessarily 
the original reason for producing the raw source data (Wikipedia, 2014a).  

These developments have also affected web maps which were published as static maps in early stages of the web, and 
evolved them into map mashups which combine data from different sources in a single web application and provide 
effective geographic information system (GIS) functionality. This study summarizes the preliminary work of 
developing a geovisual analytics environment with map mashups for investigating vertical displacements in Konya 
Closed Basin (KCB). The main goal is to investigate the land subsidence within the basin and its effects. To achieve 
this goal, the visual analytics approach and the concept of map mashups are intended to be the key elements.  

MAP MASHUPS AND MAPPING API’S 

When you perform a simple search on the web about the term ‘Mashup’, you get the following results from Wikipedia 
(2014b); 

• Mashup (music), the musical genre encompassing songs which consist entirely of parts of other songs 

• Mashup (video), a video that is edited from more than one source to appear as one 

• Mashup (book), a book which combines a pre-existing text, often a classic work of fiction, with a certain 
popular genre such as vampire or zombie narratives 

• Mashup (web application hybrid), a web application that combines data and/or functionality from more than 
one source 

In a technologic context, it refers to a Web site created through the combination of information from two or more other 
Web sites. As stated by Ramsey (2006), “most mashups make use of a base map, a geocoder, and a Web interface.” A 
map mashup therefore combines at least one map data source or service with added information, often geo-referenced to 
the map data, to create a new map (Pietroniro&Fichter 2007; Li&Gong, 2008). 

An application-programming interface (API) is a set of programming instructions and standards for accessing a Web-
based software application or Web tool. A software company releases its API to the public so that other software 
developers can create products that are powered by its service (Wikipedia, 2014c). Then a mapping API can be defined 
an interface that keeps programming instructions and standards for accessing web mapping services. 

Popular mapping API’s 

It is almost impossible to track all mapping API’s on the web. But some web sites like programmableweb.com provides 
statistics of registered APIs. When you look at APIs sorted by type on the ProgrammableWeb you can see there are 44 
APIs in the mapping category (URL1). The mapping APIs are classified as; 1) The big players; 2) Commercial 
competitors; 3) Specialized startups; 4) Opensource tools; 5) Geocoding services; 6) Government sponsored; 7) 
Regionally focused. In the big players class there are four leading online map service companies APIs as; Google Maps 
API, Yahoo! Maps API, Microsoft Virtual Earth API (Bing Maps API), AOL MapQuest API and ESRI ArcWeb. 

Google Maps 

After the success of reverse-engineered mashups such as chicagocrime.org and housingmaps.com, Google announced 
the Google Maps API in June 2005 to allow developers to integrate Google Maps into their websites. It is a free service, 
and currently does not contain ads, but Google states in their terms of use that they have the right to display ads in the 
future.  

By using the Google Maps API, it is possible to embed Google Maps site into an external website, on to which site 
specific data can be overlaid. Although initially it is only a JavaScript API; the Maps API was expanded to include an 
API for Adobe Flash applications (but this has been deprecated later), a service for retrieving static map images, 
and web services for performing geocoding, generating driving directions, and obtaining elevation profiles. Over 
1,000,000 web sites use the Google Maps API, making it the most heavily used web based API. 
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The Google Maps API is free for commercial use, provided that the site on which it is being used is publicly accessible 
and does not charge for access, and is not generating more than 25 000 map requests a day. Sites that do not meet these 
criteria can purchase the Google Maps API for Business.  

The success of the Google Maps API has spawned a number of competing alternatives, including the Yahoo! 
Maps API, Bing Maps Platform, MapQuest Development Platform, and OpenLayers. In September 2011, Google 
announced it would discontinue a number of its products, including Google Maps API for Flash. 

Yahoo! Maps 

Developers can embed Yahoo! Maps into their own web pages (to create a mashup) through the Yahoo! Maps 
Developer APIs. Many exciting new web sites have come about recently by displaying content from other sources on 
top of maps provided by the various mapping portals (the Google Maps API getting the most publicity). The Yahoo! 
Maps APIs come in three basic options: The Flash APIs that use the Adobe Flash platform. Three variations, allowing 
the developer to write in JavaScript, ActionScript, or Adobe Flex 1.5, are available. The Ajax API, for interactive maps 
that use capabilities inherent in web browsers, without using the Flash plug-in. Ajax applications is written 
in JavaScript. The Simple API is basically an XML data format, an extension of GeoRSS, for displaying point of 
interest data on top of Yahoo!'s main map site. The Flash and Ajax APIs also support display of GeoRSS formatted 
data. Yahoo! offers a number of low-level APIs to support maps, for geocoding, getting a map image, searching for a 
local business, or retrieving traffic information. Some other Yahoo! services, such as Flickr and Upcoming.org, have 
their content available through web services, with interesting potential for mashups (https://maps.yahoo.com/). 

Bing Maps 

Bing Maps Platform (previously Microsoft Virtual Earth) is a geospatial mapping platform launched by Microsoft. It 
allows developers to create applications that layer location-relevant data on top of licensed map imagery. The imagery 
includes samples taken by satellite sensors, aerial cameras (including 45 degree oblique "bird's eye" aerial imagery 
licensed from Pictometry International), Streetside imagery, 3D city models and terrain. 

Bing Maps Platform also provides a point-of-interest database including a search capability. Microsoft uses the Bing 
Maps Platform to power its Bing Maps product (http://www.bing.com/maps/). 

Key features of the Bing Maps Platform include: 

• Photo-based images with features such as Streetside and 45 degree oblique "bird’s eye" views (nominally 
including 4 views at 90 degree viewpoint increments) that present data in context while simplifying orientation 
and navigation. 

• The ability to overlay standard or custom data points and layers with different themes. 

• Building-level geocoding for more than 70 million addresses in the United States. 

• Developer support options available. 

• Set of APIs available upon which developers can build applications. 

Mapquest  

Mapquest platform provides its users to embed mapquest maps into their web pages. There are two versions of the 
MapQuest Platform: Licensed Data and Open Data. The MapQuest Platform on Licensed Data provides businesses and 
developers an industry-leading platform that includes the developer tools, resources, and industry expertise for building 
rich, engaging online mapping solutions for mobile, web and desktop applications. The data used is from the latest high-
quality commercial data sources, and includes options for premium support of industrial strength mapping applications. 
The MapQuest Platform on Open Data is a result of  mapquest support for the open-source and open data community. 
The data powering mapquest platform comes primarily from OpenStreetMap (OSM), the free and editable map of the 
whole world (http://www.mapquest.com/). 

ESRI ArcWeb API 

ArcGIS Online Services lets users to access maps and other content online. This service is only free to existing ArcGIS 
users for internal/non-commercial use. Otherwise, annual fee is needed. ArcGIS Server JavaScript APIs let developers 
create mashups with any data source API is free, but the map (not the data) must come from a map service served up by 
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ArcGIS Server, which is not free (but you can access services from ESRI and other organizations) 
(http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/apis). 

All of these mapping API’s are the most popular mapping APIs and they provide powerful mapping tools. But neither 
of them offers a free API with free content, as Google Maps does. Thus, in this study Google Map API with its 
powerful tools were used. 

WEB MASHUP APPLICATION 

Study Area and the Data Used 

Konya Closed Basin is the largest closed basin located in the inner part of Anatolian peninsula, covering an area about 
62.000km2 including the provinces of Konya, Karaman, Nigde and Aksaray (Figure 1). The dataset used for the 
investigation of vertical and horizontal displacements within the basin consist of 28 points GNSS network, 11 
underground water level observation points, 11 inclinometer observation points, InSAR (Interferometric synthetic 
aperture radar) images and the rainfall data obtained from meteorological stations within the region.  

 

Figure 1. Study area (Konya Closed Basin) 

These multiple sourced spatial data and attributes are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. The GNSS observation 
data and InSAR images were used for investigation of vertical changes, and to investigate the correlation patterns 
between land subsidence and ground water levels from drilling measurement and rainfall data from meteorological 
stations of the region.   

Table 1 Spatial objects of the study area 

Object Type of Geometry  Content 
GNSS Point Point locations 
Ground water level observations  Point Point locations 
Inclinometer observations Point Point locations 
Meteorological stations Point Point locations 
Settlement areas Polygon Settlement areas within the region 
Land use data Polygon Satellite images and land use content from 

Provincial Directorate of Agriculture  
Geological data Polygon, Line The geological layers of the study area and fault 

lines 
Hydrogeological data Point, Polygon, Line Hydrogeological layers, ground water wells and 

hydrogeological cross sections 
Konya Closed Basin border Line The border of Konya Closed Basin 
Settlement centers Point Settlement center locations within the region 
InSAR Interferograms Raster Surface deformation point clouds within the 

region 
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GNSS network measurements were carried out as nine periods in the study area and three dimensional coordinates of 
these points and the vertical and horizontal positional changes are obtained from time series of combination of all 
periods. Also, the data to be used in the analysis of rainfall events that occur in the region for the last 13 years were 
obtained from the General Directorate of Meteorology. In addition to this data, the average monthly rainfall data is also 
available for the last 40 years. The up-to-date data for groundwater level observation points were obtained from the 
General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works. The settlement areas within the region have been digitized and extracted 
from satellite images and aerial photographs (Google Earth, SPOT and Landsat archive image) to investigate the effects 
of gathered information to settlement areas. For collection of material samples to examine the ground mechanic and to 
observe vertical and horizontal displacements, inclinometer measurement systems have been established at 11 points 
and periodic observations were made. Land use and its changes over time can be considered as a parameter in the 
spatial analysis of surface deformation. For this reason, the agricultural land use and the change classification have been 
analyzed from Landsat 7 and EarthView-2 satellite images. Situation for 2003 and 2010 have been revealed and the 
changes between these years have been obtained.  

Table 2 Attribute data of spatial objects 

Object Content of the attribute Collection method 
GNSS  Displacement and velocity values Through measurements by periods 
Ground water level observations Ground water level values General Directorate of State 

Hydraulic Works of Turkey 
Inclinometric observations  Magnetic motion data occurring in 

the ground 
Continuous observation 

Meteorological observation stations Monthly total precipitation data 
obtained from meteorological 
stations (synoptic) located in the 
study area  

Turkish State Meteorological Service 

Settlement centers Census data of settlement centers 
within the study area 

Turkish Statistical Institute 

Analyzing earth movements with the help of the data collected in a specific time period has an important role in order to 
investigate their effects particularly on human life and activities. Gathering information about this process can support 
decision making process in future planning and sustainable development issues. In the long-period surface deformation 
studies, models of identifying these processes are needed. There are different approaches for modeling. Numerical 
modeling mainly applying mathematical methods and analog modeling using visual methods in addition to other 
methods can be given as examples of these approaches. The visual analytics approach has an important role for 
obtaining meaningful information from large, heterogeneous data sets. Its basic idea is to support human visual 
perception system in the process of extracting information from large and complex data sets with computer systems. 
Visual analytics aims to combine the power of man and machine. Long-period ground movements, cannot be observed 
in situ in real time. To understand the complex processes occur on the Earth, the data and the materials obtained from 
the observations should be revived. To investigate the surface movements, geologists, geophysicists, hydrogeology 
experts, geodesist and geotechnical experts are using different methods. Gaining an understanding of ongoing events 
and creating models can only possible with addressing and evaluating of many different structures of data as well as the 
Earth's crust movements, seismic data, groundwater changes, inclinometer data and meteorological parameters in a 
holistic approach.  

The aim of this case study is developing a visual analytics environment to investigate the effectiveness and availability 
of Web-based map mashup applications which meets the cartographic requirements in the visualization process of long-
period ground movements with multivariate, time-dependent data. For this purpose, a web mashup application has been 
created. 

Preparation of Dataset  

For storage and management of the collected data, the Google Fusion Tables have been used. Google Fusion Tables is a 
cloud-based service for data management and integration. Fusion Tables enables users to upload tabular data files 
(spreadsheets, CSV, KML), currently up to 100MB. The system provides several ways of visualizing the data (i.e., 
charts, maps, and timelines) and the ability to filter and aggregate the data. It supports the integration of data from 
multiple sources by performing joins across tables that may belong to different users. Users can keep the data private, 
share it with a select set of collaborators, or make it public and thus listed by search engines. The service launched in 
June 2009. By the Fusion Tables API, users can copy a small fragment of JavaScript code into the source of their page 
(e.g., a blog entry) and the visualization will be displayed there, with a live link to the data. That is, when the data is 
updated in Fusion Tables, the visualization is also updated (Gonzales et al., 2010). It provides client-side visualizations 
through the Google Visualization API. This is a well established framework for visualizing data on the client. The 
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visualization is rendered on the browser using JavaScript or Flash, and the data required by the visualization is obtained 
from a data source interface. A large collection of visualizations has already been created by Google and the community 
(URL2).  

The point dataset of the study area has been prepared within a single Fusion Table with fields name, class, class code, 
longitude, latitude and icon style (Figure 2a). Fusion Tables also provides visualization of the data as maps and charts. 
Figure 2b shows the point dataset map view visualized by icon style column. By using standard Google maps marker 
names, points can be visualize by its name.   

 

Figure 2 Study area point dataset prepared in Google Fusion Tables a) table structure b) the map view of table 

Polygon and line objects have been prepared as KML (Keyhole Markup Language) files and imported directly to Fusion 
Tables. Fusion Tables also supports the rendering of heat maps. This is useful when a user wants to see a map colored 
according to the density of features in space. It can also be used to visualize very large data sets where sampling may 
not capture subtle differences in feature density. Figure 3a shows the 93.851 boreholes used for agricultural irrigation 
and Figure 3b shows the Fusion Tables heat map visualization of same points. 
 

      

Figure 3 Agricultural irrigation boreholes a) feature visualization b) heat map visualization 

All other data collected for study area have been converted to KML format and imported to Google Fusion Tables. 
Google Maps API let the users to add Fusion Tables as layers on Google maps.   

a b 

a b 
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Designing the Web Mashup 

The Web mashup application for visualization of the data has been constructed by Google Maps API, Google Fusion 
Tables API and Highcharts API. As mentioned above in section 2, by using the Google Maps API, it is possible to 
embed Google Maps site into an external website, on to which site specific data can be overlaid. The Google Maps API 
is free for commercial use, only needs a Google account and an API key to access maps for free. Fusion Tables is a 
cloud-based service for data management and integration provided by Google. By using a Google account it is possible 
to access both Google maps and Fusion Tables service with a free 15GB storage area on Google Drive cloud service. 
Google Drive can also be used as a server of personal database. Another powerful tool for visualizing data is Highcharts 
API. Highcharts is a charting library written in pure JavaScript, offering an easy way of adding interactive charts to 
external web sites or web applications. Highcharts currently supports line, spline, area, area spline, column, bar, pie, 
scatter, angular gauges, area range, area spline range, column range, bubble, box plot, error bars, funnel, waterfall and 
polar chart types (URL3). The service is free for non-commercial use.  

The developed web page of mashup application consists of four frames; one frame for base map and three frames for 
charts (see Figure 4). In the map frame there are 4 layer-switching buttons that toggling the Fusion Table layers, Google 
map type options to switching map or satellite view, zoom and pan controls and overview window.  

 

Figure 4 Web mashup application interface (http://galileo.selcuk.edu.tr/~kcb/) 

The chart frame at the bottom of the page shows the average rainfall data from 2000 through 2013. Users can zoom in 
the chart for a specific time interval by clicking and dragging on the chart (see Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 5 Average rainfall chart (top) and zoomed for years 2003-2004 (bottom) 

The chart frames located at upper right and lower right of the page shows horizontal and vertical displacements of 
GNSS observation points respectively (see Figure 6). These charts are interactive too. Users can view any GNSS point 
displacement by clicking on a point. This application provides an interactive interface that improves the ability of 
understanding the links between multi sourced data and supports users in investigating the causes of surface movement. 
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Figure 6 Horizontal and vertical displacement charts 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, we proposed a Web mashup application in order to investigate the displacement characteristics of Konya 
Closed Basin. The preliminary results of designed Web application hybrid are summarized. Effective visualization tools 
are very important to evaluate and analyze the time-dependent data collected from multiple sources. By the concept of 
mashups, which are emerged recently, it is possible to use content from more than one source to create a single new 
service displayed in a single graphical interface. Mashups are created by using APIs that are online libraries and 
functions provided by vendors. Map mashups are the most popular among the others. APIs can be defined as a gate to 
access Web services. Nowadays the Internet users from amateurs to experts can create powerful maps only using these 
APIs and the services. Taking account of these developments, we have examined the usability of free of charge services 
published on the Web for the creation of interactive interfaces that use a GIS infrastructure. For this purpose the leader 
mapping service providers like Google, Yahoo!, Microsoft and MapQuest have taken into consideration. All of these 
vendors have their mapping APIs and all of these mapping API’s are the most popular mapping APIs and they provide 
powerful mapping tools. But neither of them offers a free API with free content, as Google Maps does. Thus, in this 
study Google Map API with its powerful tools were used.  

In this study the construction of GIS infrastructure with a map mashup application has been completed and preliminary 
results are summarized. For the future work we plan to develop the Web mashup interface to visualize the data related 
to time and to perform spatial queries.   
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Abstract 
Regional landscape-ecological studies have acquired a special topicality as efficient environmental conservation and 
rational use of natural and resource potential is a major prerequisite to sustainable development. Such studies are 
underpinned by collection, systematization and consequent arrangement of information on environmental components. 
Such an opportunity is provided by geographic information systems (GIS).A landscape-ecological analysis was 
performed based on 4 basic integral indices:1. ecological potential, 2. ecological  stability, 3. ecological load, 4. 
ecological tension. 

The values of basic integral indices of the landscape-ecological analysis were calculated as sums of respective indices 
expressed in scores and multiplied by their significance reflecting coefficients. In agreement with that rule, a formula 
was derived of calculation of basic indices of landscape-ecological analysis (ecological potential, stability, load and 
tension). Subsequently, those factors were integrated by “Model Builder” in ArcGIS 9.2 applying “Weighted Sum” 
functions.  

INTRODUCTION 

Regional landscape-ecological studies have acquired a special topicality as efficient environmental conservation and 
rational use of natural and resource potential is a major prerequisite to sustainable development (Francoise & Acques 
2003, Melnik 2006, Plokhikh, 2007 ). Such studies are underpinned by collection, systematization and consequent 
arrangement of information on environmental components. Such an opportunity is provided by geographic information 
systems (GIS) (Mkrtchyan 2006, Muradyan 2008,2009 ). Geographic information systems or geospatial information 
systems is a set of tools that computers, stores, analyzes, manages, and presents data that are linked to location(s). In the 
simplest terms, GIS is the merging of cartography, statistical analysis, and database technology (Figure 1.). 
  

                           

    

Figure 1. Interface of GIS package ArcGIS 

Modern GIS technologies use digital information, for which various digitized data creation methods are used. The most 
common method of data creation is digitization, where a hard copy map or survey plan is transferred into a digital 
medium through the use of a computer-aided design program, and geo-referencing capabilities (Abler, 1987, 
http://www.gis.com/content/what-gis). 
In brief, a GIS is essentially a tool that may be used to store, manipulate, analyze, and display spatial data. The 
possibilities that are presented through using a GIS can be illustrated by its many current uses, which ranges from 
simple mapping to the digitizing of watershed management areas by state governments. Just as an electron microscope 
allows biologists to view certain organelles at the cellular level, a GIS allows landscape ecologists to view patterns at 
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the landscape level. One simple requirement that must be considered when using GIS is that elements must be spatial. 
This unique property of GIS allows users to take into consideration scale and allow for scale theory to be applied to the 
study. This can be exemplified by the spatiality of all landscape studies. More importantly, the spatial component of 
GIS can then solve the difficulties ecologists face while attempting to simulate and test spatial hypotheses. 
The essence of landscape-ecological research consists in studying ecological state, interrelations, territorial management 
and significance of constituents, morphological units and other indicators of the landscape (Preobrazhenskiy et al., 
1987, Francoise et al.,  2003).  
 
MATERIALS  AND METHODS 
 
In mountain regions similar to Syunik marz (province) landscape-ecological problems are sharply manifested. The 
diversity of the region’s natural conditions and high sensibility of natural-territorial complexes to man-made 
intervention is seen in their poor and unstable ecological state. Syunik marz situated in the southeast of Armenia is 
characterized by specific natural and economic conditions and covers an area of some 4506 sq.km which makes 15% of  
the entire territory of the country (Figure 2).   Syunik marz  includes the reservoir of upper and mid streams of the rivers 
Vorotan and Voghchi and the eastern slopes of the Zangezour mountain-chain. It is the highest mountain-chain after the 
Mets (Big) Caucasus in Trans-Caucasus.  
 

 
Figure.2. A  map  of  position  of  Armenia  in  the  South  Caucasus 

 
Syunik marz occupies Zangezour country, which is a part of historical Syunik  situated in the southern part of Armenia. 
Syunik marz is formed in 1995. It includes the former districts of Kapan, Goris, Sisian and Meghry.  

The population of Syunik marz makes about 4% of Armenian population and with number of urban population is the 
second after Yerevan . With its geographical position, rich natural resources and big industrial potential, especially 
during the formation of independent Armenia, Syunik marz has got particular strategic and geographic-political 
importance.  

This region is a separate, complicated natural system, which stands out for a variety of natural elements and its 
uniqueness, with a unique combination of heat, humidity and soil types. The primary ecological factor to the region is 
the relief. 

The ecological situation in Syunik marz is substantially impacted mainly by mining production which share makes 
90.2% of overall industrial production of the region, and by boundary, poorly populated land lacking settlements which 
share makes 76%.   

RA Syunik marz occupying strategic and geographic political important position, having rich resources of natural raw 
materials, industrial big capacity and being one of the biggest administrative and economic regions of the republic, at 
the same time is remained as a one of not enough inhabited and economically developed marzes, which is connected 
with a big distance from the capital and lack of alternative modes of transport communication. 

The diversity of the region’s natural conditions and high sensibility of natural and territorial complexes to man-made 
intervention is seen in their poor and unstable ecological state. 
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As a software while preparing a ecological-migration GIS, we employed a GIS package ArcGIS 9.2, ArView GIS 3.3 
with expansion moduli 3D Analyst 1.0, Spatial Analyst 2.0 (ESRI Inc.)  and  ERDAS Imagine 9.1 (Leica Geosystems 
Inc.). 

A landscape-ecological analysis was performed based on 4 basic integral indices: 
 

1. ecological potential of mountain landscapes 
2. ecological  stability of mountain landscapes 
3. ecological load of mountain landscapes 
4. ecological tension of mountain landscapes 
 
The values of basic parameters of the ecological analysis were calculated as sums of respective indices expressed in 
scores and multiplied by their significance reflecting coefficients. Conversion of natural unit measurement indices to a 
single score system was implemented through division of a natural value (minimal to maximal) segment into a quantity 
of equal-size segments (Gorelov, 2000), corresponding to the quantity of single-scale scores (РАСН    II-7.01-96, 
РАСН II-6.01-96 1996, Region planning 1986, Poghosyan 1986).  

To obtain compatible collation units by different indices, a single score scale was assumed (1-5). Then produced were 
chains of significance of diagnostic indices (from most to less significant) in a complex index. According to the 
methods (Kolomits, 1998) the sum of all weight factors of one complex index does not exceed a unit. In agreement with 
that rule, a formula was derived of calculation of basic indices of   ecological analysis (ecological potential, stability, 
load and tension): 

 
Mint = K1*(F1)+ K2*(F2)+ K3*(F3)+.... +Kn*(Fn), 

 
where Mint- is an integral assessment of basic indices of  ecological analysis; F1...Fn –values of under-consideration 
indices in scores; n – the number of factors; K1..Kn – corresponding weight factors.  
Subsequently, those factors were integrated by “Model Builder” in ArcGIS 9.2 applying “Weighted Sum” functions. 
The produced maps enabled us to assess general landscape-ecological conditions of Syunik marz. (Figure 3.). 

 

 

 

Figure  3. Model of the estimation of the ecological situation of Syunik marz 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
One of fundamental concept of the landscape-ecological theory of man-nature interaction is the landscape – ecological 
potential (EP),  i.e. a set of conditions necessary for  life activity and reproduction of organisms populating the given 
territory i.e. satisfaction to this or that extent the need of the man in all necessary (primary) manufacture-irrelevant 
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conditions  of existence: the air, light, heat, drinking water, food sources adding natural conditions for labor, leisure, 
and spiritual development  (Isachenko, 2004). 

Every component or element of landscape separately, e.g. climate as a whole or wind only, the relief, vegetation cover 
etc. can serve as an object for ecological assessment that pursues indication of the level of adverse or beneficial impacts 
upon human life. However the ecological effect of any natural factor depends on its coupling with other factors. So, 
evaluation of natural ecological factors should be complex, covering thus a complexity of factors expressed in the 
notion of ecological potential. A comprehensive characteristic of ecological potential demands consideration of 
hundreds of indices, however its comparative assessment can be underpinned by 2 determining factors – heat and 
humidity, which in the first instance biological productivity depends  ( Isachenko, 2004).  

For this particular research 8 factors were selected that would underlay general evaluation of ecological potential: 
1. the annual sum of constant temperature  100C and higher  
2. humidity factor 
3. effective radiation 
4. elevation of relief 
5. slope exposition 
6. normalized differences in vegetation index 
7. soils bonitet 
8. angle of slope 

 
Treating the noted methods as a base, the following formula was derived:  
EP= 0,16(Fsum of temperatures)+ 0,15(Fhumidity factor)+ +0,14(Feffective radiation)+ 0,13(F elevation of relief)+ +0,12(Fslope exposition)+ 
0,11(Fvegetation cover)+ +0,10(Fsoils)+ 0,09(Fangle of slope), 
Fsum of temperatures, Fhumidity factor, Feffective radiation, F elevation of relief,  Fslope exposition,  Fvegetation cover, Fsoils, Fangle of slope– the values of the  
considered scored indices. 
Subsequently, those factors were integrated by Model Builder in ArcGIS 9.2 using Weighted Sum functions (Figure 4).

 
Figure 4. A map of ecological potential of Syunik marz. 

Fig.4 shows that the highest ecological potential EP is common to mid- and low-mountain territories of Goris region, 
low-mountain parts of Sisian and eastern section of Kapan regions and separate territories of River Meghri valley.   

It should be noted that in Syunik marz social and economic activities fall predominantly on territories with high 
ecological potential. In particular, over 80% of hayfields and perennial plantations of Goris and Sisian regions are 
distributed on landscape territories with high and very high ecological potential, whereas low-potential landscapes 
stretch out predominantly on the region’s highland parts. 
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The analysis of spatial distribution of EP of the Syunik marz territory indicates that high- and very high- potential 
landscapes make 29.61 and 18.23, and those with low- and very low- potential – 18.17 and 8,86%, respectively.   

A picture of integral ecological situation in Syunik marz should be obtained with regard for natural stability of 
landscapes and ecological load on the same landscapes. The sum of such indices indicate the level of ecological tension 
(ET) of the territory. The values of natural stability and ecological loads were calculated as sums of corresponding 
indices expressed in scores and multiplied by coefficients that reflect their significance under  natural stability or man-
made impacts.         

For this research 29 factors were selected that would underlay а general assessment of ecological stability (ES) and load 
(EL): 

1. altitude of the relief 
2. slope steepness 
3. bioclimatic factor 
4. humidity factor 
5. sum of temperatures above 00C. 
6. summary radiation 
7. precipitation 
8. evaporation rate 
9. biomass 
10. protected areas 
11. granulometric structure of soils  vs. 

erosion  
12. granulometric structure of soils  vs. 

man-made pollution 
13. pH of soils 
14. soils humus 
15. annual runoff layer  
16. suspended alluvia runoff 
17. soil exploitation 
18. geology 
19. pollution zones 
20. mine, tailing repository 
21. roads 
22. settlements 
23. farmlands 
24. population 
25. soil erosion 
26. mudflows 
27. landslips 
28. vertical dissection 
29. distance from erosion net 
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Finally, we obtained the following formulas 

 

ES= 0.11 (F altitude of the relief) + 0.10 (F slope steepness) + 0.09 (F bioclimatic factor.)+ 0,09 (F humidity factor)+ 0,08 (Fsum of temperatures)+ 

0,08 (Fсуммарная радиация)+ 0,06 (F precipitation)+ 0,06 (F evaporation rate)+ 0,05 (Fbiomass)+ 0,05 (Fprotected areas)+ 0,04 (Fgranulometric 

structure of soils  vs. erosion ) + 0,04 (Fgranulometric structure of soils  vs. man-made pollution)+ 0,04 (FpH of soils)+ 0,04 (Fsoils humus)+ 0,03 (Fannual 

runoff layer) + 0,02 (Fsuspended alluvia runoff)+ 0,01 (F soil exploitation)+ 0,01(Fgeology). 

 

 

EL= 0.13 (Fpollution zones) + 0.12 (Fmine, tailing repository)+ 0.11 (Froads)+ 0,10(Fsettlements) + 0,09 (Ffarmlands)+ 0,09 (Fsoil exploitation)+ 

0,08 (Fpopulation)+ 0,07 (Fsoil erosion)+ 0,06 (Fmudflows)+ 0,05 (Flandslips)+  0,04 (Fslope steepness)+ 0,03 (Fvertical dissection) + 0,03 (F 

distance from erosion net ), 

  where 

 

ES- is  ecological stability, 

EL- ecological load, 

 

Faltitude of the relief, Fslope steepness F bioclimatic factor, F humidity factor, Fsum of temperatures .... – values of the considered indices in scores. 

Then those factors were integrated with help of Model Builder in GIS package ArcGIS 9.2 employing functions of 

Weighted Sum. 

Finally, through GIS modelling maps of ecological stability and ecological load (Figure5.) were produced, which were 

then integrated as a map of ecological tension of the territory of Syunik marz (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 5. Maps of ecological load (a) and stability (b) of Syunik marz. 
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As seen from Fig.6, the most unfavorable territories lies predominantly on River Voghchi valley, separate sites – on the 

valley of Rivers Meghri and Araks, lowland parts of Sisisan region, the share of such vast areas in marz making some 

41% (Table 2). 

Favorable and relatively favorable territorories occupy  695,4 and 865,7 sq.km, respectively, and stretch mainly on 

highland parts of the region, on meadow-steppe and forest landscapes.  

 Table 2. Evaluation of landscape-ecological tension of the area of Syunik marz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Landscape-ecological tension in scores Area 

            sq. km            % 

Favorable (4.01-5.00) 695,388 
15,77 

Relatively  favorable  (3.51-4.01) 865,702 
19,64 

Unfavorable (3.01-3.51) 1026,31 
23,28 

Specially unfavorable(2.00-3.01) 1441,44 
32,7 

Completely unfavorable (1.00-2.00) 379,553 
8,61 
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Figure 6. A map of ecological tension of Syunik marz 

The obtained research outcomes – the results of processing of  evaluation methods of Syunik marz’ ecological potential, 

stability, load and tension which included technological procedures of relevant database processing, creation of case-

specific maps and GIS modeling, enabled us to indicate the landscape-ecological situation of the studied territory. 
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Abstract  

The unbalanced development of regional economy in China has been a ubiquitous socioeconomic phenomenon. 

Particularly, it is more and more obvious in the western underdeveloped regions. In order to understand the economic 

disparity in above regions and its developing trend, with a sample of 129 counties in Yunnan Province, based regional 

per capita gross domestic product (GDP), this paper aims to use exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA) at county 

level to get spatial pattern of regional disparity between 2001 and 2011.The result indicates that an increasing trend of 

the regional economic disparities is slightly happening, and the counties with HH  pattern are concentrated in 

Kunming, Yuxi and Chuxiong cities, the counties with LL  pattern are concentrated in the western, northeast and 

southeast of Yunnan. 

Keywords: regional economics; exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA); spatial autocorrelation; Yunnan 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Yunnan province, with three features of mountains, ethnic and frontier, located in southwest China, an area of 39 square 

kilometers, population 45.96 million people (2010)[2], is the most ethnic minority province. Because of the differences 

in natural conditions, location factors and economic basis between the regional, the difference in regional internal is 

growing with the rapid development of economy. By the end of 2011, the GDP per capita in Hongta is a high of 103000 

yuan. But the GDP per capita with 5077 yuan in Zhenxiong is only one-twenty of Hongta’s, the regional difference is 

very significant.  
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The measurement of traditional regional economic differences is based on the hypothesis that the regions are 

independent of each other [5], it is difficult to truly reflect the change and mechanism of regional spatial differences, 

can’t reveal the spatial distribution and similarities of regional economic differences. Faced the problem of the 

prominent regional disparities ,ESDA method (Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis) introdued in this paper and the GDP 

per capita which can reflect the connotation of regional economic differences[6] selected to explore changes in 

economic disparities in the counties of Yunnan Province, and to attempt to truly reflect the differences and the spatial 

similarities of economic growth between the different counties in Yunnan , and to explore and analyze the spatial 

pattern of economic differences. 

2  DATA AND MODEL 

2.1  Data 

Taking 129 counties (including counties, county-level cities and municipal districts) of Yunnan as the study object and 

the GDP per capita as the measuring indicator and Yunnan statistical yearbook as the data source from 2001 to 2011, 

this paper analyzes the pattern of economic disparities in Yunnan Province by use of the software of GeoDa1.4.6 and 

ArcGIS10.1. 

2.2 Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis 

ESDA is a set of techniques aiming at describing and visualizing spatial distribution, identifying atypical localizations 

or spatial outliers, detecting patterns of spatial associations, clusters or hot spots, and suggesting spatial regimes or other 

forms of spatial heterogeneity [8-11]. These methods provide measures of global and local spatial autocorrelation. 

Spatial autocorrelation can be defined as the coincidence of value similarity with locational similarity. Therefor there is 

positive spatial autocorrelation when high or low values of a random variable tend to cluster in space and there is 

negative spatial autocorrelation when geographical areas tend to be surrounded by neighbors with very dissimilar 

values. 

The measurement of global spatial autocorrelation is based on the Moran’s I  statistic, which is the most widely known 

measure of spatial clustering. The statistic is defined in the following way [1]: 
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Where, ix
and jx

are the attribute value in region i and region j , x is the average of the regions respectively. n  is the 

number of region. ijw
is the element of the spatial weight matrixW . 0S

is a scaling factor equal to the sum of all the 

elements of W ,which is defined as
0

1 1

n n

ij
i j

S w
= =

=∑∑
. 

 

In a general way, the value of Moran’s I is between 1 and -1.The value of Moran’s I  is larger than 0, which means 

positive spatial autocorrelation, that is high values of low values cluster together, and value of Moran’s I is 0, which 

means a random pattern, and value of Moran’s I is lower than 0, which means negative spatial autocorrelation, that is 

high values cluster with low values. The closer the value of Moran’s I  to 1, the smaller the overall spatial difference. 

The closer the value of Moran’s I  to -1, the bigger the overall spatial difference. 

 

Spatial weights are essential for the computation of spatial autocorrelation statistics [3]. Given the characteristic of our 

sample, this paper construct the spatial weight matrix by Binary Contiguity Matrix[4]. Spatial weight ijw
are 

symmetrical with 
1ijw =

 if locations i  and j are adjacent and are 0 otherwise, and by convention 
0ijw =

for itself. 

The binary contiguity matrix is defined as  

Z[\ � ]1    _ `ab c `de `bc`feag                         0    _ � c id _ `ab c `de  aig `bc`feagj 2  

Global Moran’s I  can’t explore the regional structure of spatial autocorrelation. Meanwhile, Local spatial 

autocorrelation measures the degree to which a target value is similar to the values displayed by adjacent units, and 

determines the relative contribution of individual unit to the global index. Local spatial autocorrelation is analyzed with 

two tools: the Moran scatterplot[12], which is used to visualize local spatial instability, and local indicators of spatial 

association “LISA”[7], which are used to test the hypothesis of random distribution by comparing the values of each 

specific localization with the values in the neighboring localizations.  

The Moran scatterplot plots the spatial tag zW
against the original value z . The four different quadrants of the 

scatterplot correspond to the four types local spatial associations among a region and its neighbors: HH (Quadrant I )-

a region with a high value surrounded by regions with high values, LH (Quadrant II )- a region with a low value 
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surrounded by regions with high values, HL (Quadrant III )- a region with a high value surrounded by regions with 

low values, LL (Quadrant IV )-a region with a low value surrounded by regions with low values. HH and LL ( LH

and HL ) refer to positive(negative) spatial autocorrelation indicating spatial clustering of similar(dissimilar) values. 

LISA is defined as any statistics satisfying two criteria[7]. First, the LISA for each observation gives an indication of 

significant spatial clustering of similar values around that observation. Second, the sum of the LISA for all observations 

is proportional to a global indicator of spatial association. The local version of Moran’s I  statistic for each region i  is 

written as following: 

2
1

(z / )
n

i i ij j
j

I S w z
=

= ∑
 3  

Where, iz
and jz

 are deviations from the mean value of variable X ,

2
2 ( / )ii

S z n=∑  as a second moment, and ijw
 

is as same as form(1). Local Moran’s I is large and positive when ix
is similar to adjacent values jx

. Moran’s I is large 

and negative when ix
and neighboring values jx

.are dissimilar. Local Moran’s I  is approximates zero when no spatial 

autocorrelation exits between ix
and neighboring jx

[7]. 

3  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1  Global spatial autocorrelation 

In this paper, we compute the global index by use of GeoDa and get the results of global Moran’s I from 2001 to 2011. 

Table 1 displays the global Moran’s I trend for per capita GDP from 2001 to 2011. The table shows that the index in 

each year is significant with o=0.001 and the global Moran’s I for per capita GDP of 129 countries in Yunnan are 

positive. This result suggests that the distribution of per capita regional GDP is clustered over the whole period. That is, 

the regions with relatively high (low) per capita GDP are localized close to other regions with relatively high (low) per 

capita GDP more often than if their localizations were purely random. The table tell us also that the basic trend of 

global Moran’s I dropped slightly over time. With the rapid development of economy, the trend is increasing that the 

counties with rapid economic growth and the counties with low economic growth cluster together and the difference 

among counties is also increasing. 
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Table 1 Moran’s I statistics for per capita GDP of counties in Yunnan, 2001-2011 

Year Moran I p-value 

2011 0.197091  0.000087 

2010 0.207316  0.000038 

2009 0.203751  0.000052 

2008 0.248368  0.000001 

2007 0.225377  0.000009 

2006 0.233696  0.000004 

2005 0.220106  0.000007 

2004 0.202343  0.000026 

2003 0.264107  0 

2002 0.267090  0 

2001 0.238183  0 

3.2  Local spatial autocorrelation 

We drawn Moran scatter plots for the years of 2001, 2006 and 2011 as Fig.1 shown. According to Fig.1, we can see that 

most of the counties are positive spatial association and belong to the HH and LL , which are located in Quadrant I  

and Quadrant III . It can be seen that there are more counties in Quadrant III  than in Quadrant I . 

In order to get the trend and the result of difference changing among counties, this paper contrasted the Moran plot for 

the years of 2001, 2006 and 2011 with each other. In 2001, 79.84% of counties exhibited association of similar values 

(64.24% in quadrant LL  and 15.5% in quadrant HH ) and in 2006, 75.19% of counties exhibited association of 

similar values (55.81% in quadrant LL  and 19.38% in quadrant HH ) and in 2011, 72.09% of counties exhibited 

association of similar values (51.93% in quadrant LL  and 20.16% in quadrant HH ). There are counties over 70% in 

quadrant I  and quadrant III  shows that the counties with similar economy development level cluster geographically 

together. There a decrease for the number of counties in quadrant I  and quadrant III  from 103 in 2001 to 93 in 2011 

shows that the difference is increasing among counties. It is according with the result of global Moran’s I . There are 

counties over 50% in quadrant III  indicates many geographical cluster of poorer counties. 
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Figure 1 Moran scatter of per

In order to perform the spatial difference changing pattern for county’s economy in Yunnan, the paper shows the 

characteristics in LISA cluster maps for the years of 2001, 2006 and 2011. As shown in Fig.2.

First, on the whole, pattern of spatial distribution of the county economy is relatively stable in Yunnan province, but the 

difference is clear also. The HH type relates mainly to Kunming, Yuxi and Chuxiong cities which include Wuhua, 

Panlong, Guandu, Xishan, Chenggong, Jining, Fumin, Yiliang, Songming, Anning, Jiangchuan, Tonghai, Eshan and 

Lufen. The LL type relates mainly to Baoshan, Zhaotong, Honghe, Wenshan, Puer, Dali, Nujiang and Lincang cityies 

or districts located in the western, no

Gucheng. The LH  type relates mainly to Kunming and Yuxi cities which include Fumin, Songming, Xundian, 

Jiangchuan, Chenggong. 

Second, the changing in spatial pattern, happens in only a few counties, have no effect on the overall pattern of Yunnan. 

The main change is: the change beween 

LH  in 2009, and between LL  and HL
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Figure 1 Moran scatter of per capita GDP in Yunnan 

In order to perform the spatial difference changing pattern for county’s economy in Yunnan, the paper shows the 

characteristics in LISA cluster maps for the years of 2001, 2006 and 2011. As shown in Fig.2.

of spatial distribution of the county economy is relatively stable in Yunnan province, but the 

type relates mainly to Kunming, Yuxi and Chuxiong cities which include Wuhua, 

enggong, Jining, Fumin, Yiliang, Songming, Anning, Jiangchuan, Tonghai, Eshan and 

type relates mainly to Baoshan, Zhaotong, Honghe, Wenshan, Puer, Dali, Nujiang and Lincang cityies 

or districts located in the western, northeast and southeast of Yunnan. The HL  type includes Zhaoyang, Shuifu, 

type relates mainly to Kunming and Yuxi cities which include Fumin, Songming, Xundian, 

e changing in spatial pattern, happens in only a few counties, have no effect on the overall pattern of Yunnan. 

The main change is: the change beween LH  and HH  such as Fumin became HH  in 2005 and Jiangchuan became 

HL  such as Dongchuan became HL  in 2009. 
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Figure 2 LISA cluster map for pe

4  CONCLUSIONS 

By the spatial autocorrelation analysis of per capita GDP from 2001 to 2011, we can get the spatial pattern of regional 
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By the spatial autocorrelation analysis of per capita GDP from 2001 to 2011, we can get the spatial pattern of regional 

for per capita GDP of 129 countries in Yunnan shows that the per capita GDP study 

regions present significant spatial clustering. The decreasing trend of the global Moran’s

shows that an increasing trend of the regional economic disparities. 

Secondly, by the analysis of the local spatial autocorrelation, most of the counties are significant positive spatial 

association, that is the clustering type is mainly HH  and LL .The counties with HH  pattern are concentrated in 

Kunming, Yuxi and Chuxiong cities. The counties with LL  pattern are concentrated in Baoshan, Zhaotong, Honghe, 

Wenshan, Puer, Dali, Nujiang and Lincang cityies or districts in the western, northeast and southeast of Yunnan.
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Abstract 
Providing earthquake warning notifications several seconds before dangerous earthquake waves arrive at a target site 
significantly reduces the property damages and the number of lives lost. Most earthquake early warning systems 
(EEWS) developed so far are either regional (“network-based”) or “on-site” (stand-alone) systems. The recent 
upgrade of the seismic networks in Romania and Bulgaria with high dynamic range accelerometers allows recording of 
moderate-to-large magnitude earthquakes at very close epicentral distances (less than 10-20 km). This allows an 
increase of the early warning lead-time (the time difference between the alert notification time and the arrival time of 
potentially destructive waves at a given target). 

The Romania-Bulgaria border region is significantly affected by earthquakes occurred in both territories: on the one 
hand, produced by the Vrancea seismic source, with intermediate-depth events (3 shocks/century with magnitude 
greater than 7), and on the other hand, crustal seismicity recorded in the northern part of Bulgaria (Shabla, Dulovo, 
Gorna Orjahovitza).   

In this paper we present the rapid early warning system (REWS) for earthquakes that may affect the border areas of 
Romania and Bulgaria together with the software tools developed that are now used by emergency situations units in 
both Romania and Bulgaria. 

Keywords: Early warning, Disaster management, ShakeMap, Earthquake source observations 

INTRODUCTION 

In the last 30 years a lot of progress was made in the real-time implementation of earthquake early warning systems 
(EEWS) in several active seismic regions of the world. Operational EEWS are running in Japan[2], Taiwan[9], Mexico 
[5]  and Romania[6], whereas other systems are under testing and development in California [1]  and Italy[4]. 

Most earthquake early warning systems (EEWS) developed so far are either regional (“network-based”) or “on-site” 
(stand-alone) systems. The recent upgrade of the seismic networks in Romania and Bulgaria with high dynamic range 
accelerometers allows recording of moderate-to-large magnitude earthquakes at very close epicentral distances (less 
than 10-20 km). This allows an increase of the early warning lead-time (the time difference between the alert 
notification time and the arrival time of potentially destructive waves at a given target). 

A “regional” earthquake early warning system uses a dense seismic network that monitors an earthquake prone area. In 
this approach, methodologies to rapidly compute relevant source parameters are used in order to predict, with an 
acceptable error, a ground motion intensity measure at a distant site where the target is located. 

An “on-site” EEWS is based on a single sensor or an array of sensors deployed at the target site that is to be alerted. In 
this case different parameters are used to predict the peak ground motion (mainly the S and surface waves) at the same 
site.  

National Institute of Research and Development for Earth Physics (NIEP) coordinated in the framework of Romania – 
Bulgaria Cross-Border Cooperation Programme 2007-2013, the project DACEA (Danube Cross-Border System for 
Earthquake Alert). The general objective of the DACEA Project was prevention of the natural disasters generated by 
earthquakes in the cross-border area, development of an early warning integrated communication network and capacity 
building at local level based on results of research.  During the project was developed an earthquake early warning 



system together with a real-time network t
response capabilities of local institutions or rapid emergency units in case of strong earthquakes. 

The project consortium was composed by NIEP (National Institute of Research
Romania), The National Institute of Geophysics, Geodesy and Geography 
for Emergency Situations “Oltenia”- 
Bulgaria, The Foundation for Democracy, Culture and Liberty, Calarasi Branch

During the DACEA project were installed 16 seismic station in the cross
Vladila (VLAD), Bailesti (BAIL), Copaceanca (COPA), L
Belogradchik (BLKB), Loznitsa (LOZB), Razgrad (RAZG), Sabla (SHAB), Balgarevo (KALB), Pleven (PLVB), 
Kubrat (KUBB) si Elena (ELND).  At each of these stations are installed seismic, real
equipments.  

In parallel  were installed 16 early warning receivers  at the emergency response units located in Bulgaria and Romania: 
7 in Romania at Constanta (CTISU), Calara
(OTISU) and Mehedinti (MHISU) and 9 receivers in Bulgaria, at: Montana (MNNAM), Vidin (PLVAM), Veliko 
Tarnovo (VETAM), Ruse (RUSAM), Belene (RAZAM), Dobrich (DOBAM), Kozlodui (KOZAM), Kozlodui 2 
(KOZN)  and Silistra (SILAM) (Figure 1

Figure  1. Realtime network  installed in the framework of DACEA Project.

The REWS was designed and implemented in order to provide an alerting time of 25
installations in Bucharest, in case of earthquakes with magnitude larger than 6.5. The curre
i) a network of sensors to record unsaturated strong motion waveforms, installed in the epicentral area, ii) a redundant 
communication link, iii) an automatic analysis methodology that allows rapid estimation of earthquake stren
a real time information distribution system.

OFFLINE SIMMULATIONS, REAL TIME IMPLEMEN

The recent upgrade of the seismic networks in Romania and Bulgaria (
accelerometers allows recording of moderate
than 10-20 km). This allows an increase of the early warning lead
notification time and the arrival time of potentially destructive
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time network that allows rapid notification broadcast to authorities in order to increase the 
response capabilities of local institutions or rapid emergency units in case of strong earthquakes. 

The project consortium was composed by NIEP (National Institute of Research and Development for Earth Physics 
Romania), The National Institute of Geophysics, Geodesy and Geography – Bulgaria), The Dolj County Inspectorate 

 Romania, The Association of the Danube River Municipalities “Danube” 
Bulgaria, The Foundation for Democracy, Culture and Liberty, Calarasi Branch-Romania). 

During the DACEA project were installed 16 seismic station in the cross-border area, 8 in Romania: Punghina (PUNG), 
Vladila (VLAD), Bailesti (BAIL), Copaceanca (COPA), Lehliu (LEHL) and Rasa (RASA) and 8 in Bulgaria at: 
Belogradchik (BLKB), Loznitsa (LOZB), Razgrad (RAZG), Sabla (SHAB), Balgarevo (KALB), Pleven (PLVB), 
Kubrat (KUBB) si Elena (ELND).  At each of these stations are installed seismic, real-time acquisition a

In parallel  were installed 16 early warning receivers  at the emergency response units located in Bulgaria and Romania: 
7 in Romania at Constanta (CTISU), Calarași (CLISU), Giurgiu (GRISU), Teleorman (TRISU), Dolj (DJISU), Olt
(OTISU) and Mehedinti (MHISU) and 9 receivers in Bulgaria, at: Montana (MNNAM), Vidin (PLVAM), Veliko 
Tarnovo (VETAM), Ruse (RUSAM), Belene (RAZAM), Dobrich (DOBAM), Kozlodui (KOZAM), Kozlodui 2 

Figure 1).  

ime network  installed in the framework of DACEA Project.

The REWS was designed and implemented in order to provide an alerting time of 25-35 seconds for dangerous 
installations in Bucharest, in case of earthquakes with magnitude larger than 6.5. The current system has 4 components: 
i) a network of sensors to record unsaturated strong motion waveforms, installed in the epicentral area, ii) a redundant 
communication link, iii) an automatic analysis methodology that allows rapid estimation of earthquake stren
a real time information distribution system. 

, REAL TIME IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The recent upgrade of the seismic networks in Romania and Bulgaria (Figure 2) with high dynamic range 
moderate-to-large magnitude earthquakes at very close epicentral distances (less 

20 km). This allows an increase of the early warning lead-time (the time difference between the alert 
notification time and the arrival time of potentially destructive waves at a given target). 
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Figure 2.

NIEP operates 2 EEWS that validates each other in real time. One uses the simultaneous measurement of initial peak 
displacement (Pd) in the first seconds after the P arrival time a
from the epicenter ([15]). The first EEWS uses for real
and Evolutionary early warning SysTem) developed by RISSC

Figure 3.  PRESTo software package used in offline simulation mode

The second EEWS, developed by NIEP uses filtered peak strong motion data to compute only the earthquake 
magnitude [8] (Figure 4). Since it was designed only for Vrancea so i
This system uses only three stations deployed in the epicenter area (VRI
Roşu) (Figure 5).  This EEWS is used to validate and avoid false alarms caused by spuriou
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Figure 2. RO-NET Seismic network (July 2013) 

NIEP operates 2 EEWS that validates each other in real time. One uses the simultaneous measurement of initial peak 
) in the first seconds after the P arrival time at accelerometer stations located at increasing distances 

). The first EEWS uses for real-time implementation the software called PRESTo (Probabilistic 
and Evolutionary early warning SysTem) developed by RISSC-Lab, Naples, Italy)([4])(Figure 3

PRESTo software package used in offline simulation mode

The second EEWS, developed by NIEP uses filtered peak strong motion data to compute only the earthquake 
magnitude [8] (Figure 4). Since it was designed only for Vrancea so it doesn’t provide the exact location of the events. 
This system uses only three stations deployed in the epicenter area (VRI-Vrâncioaia, PLOR-Ploş

u) (Figure 5).  This EEWS is used to validate and avoid false alarms caused by spurious picks.
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Figure 4. Magnitude error together with its histogram for the second EEWS. (The magnitude error is obtained using the 

Figure 5. Secondary EEWS used to validate earthquake alerts

PRESTo was tested in simulation, offline mode, by playing back the 3
by the stations of the Romanian Seismic Network (RoNet). The system performs P
event has been detected, it first provides locat
through an evolutionary, real-time probabilistic approach based on an equal differential time formulation that uses 
information from both triggered and not
empirical correlation with the peak displacement measured on the first 2

PRESTo has been tested off-line with recorded events of magnitude greater than Mw 4, but smaller than Mw 6.0 
occurred between 2004 and 2011.  Data set consists of one shallow event (12 km depth), and 34 intermediate depth 
(depth ranging from 89 to 160km) events. The tests performed have shown that a stable solution is generally reached 
within 10-25s from the origin time, depend
the ROMPLUS earthquake catalogue (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Magnitude error together with its histogram for the second EEWS. (The magnitude error is obtained using the 
ROMPLUS earthquake catalogue) [7] 

. Secondary EEWS used to validate earthquake alerts 

simulation, offline mode, by playing back the 3-component accelerometric waveforms recorded 
by the stations of the Romanian Seismic Network (RoNet). The system performs P-waves arrival detection and, once an 
event has been detected, it first provides location and magnitude estimations. The earthquake location is obtained 

time probabilistic approach based on an equal differential time formulation that uses 
information from both triggered and not-yet-triggered stations. The earthquake magnitude is estimated exploiting its 
empirical correlation with the peak displacement measured on the first 2-4s of P-waves. 

line with recorded events of magnitude greater than Mw 4, but smaller than Mw 6.0 
n 2004 and 2011.  Data set consists of one shallow event (12 km depth), and 34 intermediate depth 

(depth ranging from 89 to 160km) events. The tests performed have shown that a stable solution is generally reached 
25s from the origin time, depending on the depth of the earthquakes. The magnitude error is obtained using 

(Figure 6).  
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Figure 6. PRESTo magnitude estimation error  

Offline Vrancea earthquake simulations shown that the lead time (
and the arrival time of potentially destructive waves at a given target) 
depending on the depth of the earthquake 
time larger. The offline simulations considered in the analysis different delays caused by data packing latencies, P 
picking time and the wave window used for rapid magnitude computation.

Figure 7. Lead

Since its real-time implementation (figure 8) several earthquakes with magnitude Ml>4.0 were detected and earthquake 
alert was issued on: 12 January Ml 4.4; 23 January Ml 4.7; 3 February Ml 4.3; 24 February Ml 4.4; 26 March Ml 4.6; 29 
March Ml 4.3; 29 March Ml 5.0). All these events were detected and alerts were sent by email or SMS. The biggest 
recorded event occurred on 2013/10/10 and had Ml 5.5. Also in this case the warning was sent to users (
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Figure 6. PRESTo magnitude estimation error   

Offline Vrancea earthquake simulations shown that the lead time (the time difference between the alert notification time 
and the arrival time of potentially destructive waves at a given target) for Bucharest ranges between 20 and 32 seconds, 
depending on the depth of the earthquake (Figure 7).  For Sofia capital city the minimum lead
time larger. The offline simulations considered in the analysis different delays caused by data packing latencies, P 
picking time and the wave window used for rapid magnitude computation.  

 

Figure 7. Lead-time for Bucharest obtained using offline simulations 

time implementation (figure 8) several earthquakes with magnitude Ml>4.0 were detected and earthquake 
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alert was issued on: 12 January Ml 4.4; 23 January Ml 4.7; 3 February Ml 4.3; 24 February Ml 4.4; 26 March Ml 4.6; 29 

arch Ml 4.3; 29 March Ml 5.0). All these events were detected and alerts were sent by email or SMS. The biggest 
recorded event occurred on 2013/10/10 and had Ml 5.5. Also in this case the warning was sent to users (Figure 9).  



       Figure 8. The early warning system for Romania

Figure 9. Timeline for the Ml 5.5 Vrancea event (biggest event recorded since September 2013). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Rapid Early Warning System can be expanded to cover all c
the Vrancea seismic area and reduce their impact on existing installations of national interest in neighboring Romania 
and elsewhere. 

REWS provide an efficient instrument for prevention and reaction bas
in Southeastern Europe.  
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Figure 8. The early warning system for Romania-Bulgaria cross-border region. 

Figure 9. Timeline for the Ml 5.5 Vrancea event (biggest event recorded since September 2013). 

The Rapid Early Warning System can be expanded to cover all countries affected by major earthquakes originating in 
the Vrancea seismic area and reduce their impact on existing installations of national interest in neighboring Romania 

REWS provide an efficient instrument for prevention and reaction based on the integrated system for seismic detection 

SEISMIC STATIONS 

Warning received 25-40 sec.  

before arrival of destructive (S) waves 
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The offline and real-time tests have shown that a stable solution is generally reached within 10-25s from the origin time, 
depending on the depth of the earthquakes for Vrancea seismic source..  
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Abstract 
It is of great significance for flood prevention service work due to relating to people’s life and property safety in our 
country. With the concerted effort cooperation of correlative government departments and Chinese Academy of 
Surveying and Mapping, great information techniques, taking GIS and RS technology as the core, have been adopted 
widely and a new type of network platform based on GIS and RS has been developed successfully. Based on this new 
platform, a variety of operation data provided by flood prevention departments, such as weather, hydrology, remote 
sensing and surveying and mapping, etc, can be integrated by making use of several methods of data integration. 
Coordinated work among multi flood prevention operation departments has been completed to deal with involved 
information organized according to different themes. By taking the manner of telecommunications service, correlative 
information of flood prevention, such as weather, hydrology, remote sensing and disaster, can be automatically loaded 
and conformed in the platform. And the new platform can run ceaselessly under the round-the-clock condition and has 
the capability of keeping automatic update continually in the field of operation data. It can be used preferably to deal 
with flood disaster problems and act as an overall and visual command platform. Ultimately, aided decision-making for 
flood prevention can be afford to the leaders of correlative government departments and it is convenient for them to 
take effective measures to reduce or lessen the losses aroused by different kinds of disasters. Under the support of this 
network platform, by adopting above-mentioned technology and theory and overcoming the past limitations of data 
transmission, sharing and management in the mode of unitary computer as well as taking measures of classification, 
transmission, storage, display, inquire and sharing, the management of flood prevention services and relevant level of 
enthusiasm have been improved effectively than ever, which can enhance effectively the quality and efficiency of flood 
prevention and information services. It is believed the new flood prevention service platform can be used to serve the 
Project of Geographic National Conditions Census and Monitor in China. 

Keywords: Flood prevention service platform, information integration, GIS and RS, Geographic National Conditions 
Census 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Today, the society has entered the information age. People’s idea has been changed profoundly with the increasing 
popularity of information technology. At the same time, information technology, including flood prevention services 
work, has all-round, multi-angle and far-reaching impact on all aspects of social life. China is a country with frequent 
flood disasters. The losses caused by flood disasters are about 200 billion yuan each year only in recent years [1]. It is 
of significance to flood prevention service work for relating to the national and people's lives and property. Under the 
co-operation of government sector and Chinese Academy of Surveying and Mapping, a new generation of network 
platform based on GIS and RS has been successfully developed by using of information technology including RS and 
GIS. Based on the platform, the coordinated work between multi flood prevention work departments has been done by 
adopting the service model of long-distance information. And lots of information related to flood prevention, such as 
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meteorological, hydrological, remote sensing, etc. can be loaded and integrated automatically in the platform. The latter 
has made the realization of all-weather 24-hour continuous operation. Its main aim is to produce and support decision-
making related to flood prevention information so that effective measures can be made to reduce the occurrence of 
disasters. So far, the flood prevention information service platform has been successfully installed in the special 
network of government sector, and it has been improved and enhanced the informationization degree of flood 
prevention work. This platform has received good effect since the formal operation. 

2 CONSTRUCTION OF INFORMATION SERVICE PLATFORM 

Flood prevention services is a relatively large and complex systems engineering, and involves a number of relevant 
operation departments, such as weather, hydrology, remote sensing, surveying and mapping departments, which need 
close coordination among these departments classified according to different thematic functions on flood prevention 
information. 

At the same time, weather data, remote sensing data, hydrological data, geological data and basis geospatial data are 
included in the flood prevention information service with a variety of data sources and data format, unitive conversion 
are needed to deal with the problem. In addition, due to the special demands of flood prevention service work, different 
kinds of interrelated flood prevention information needs to be loaded in the platform in the method of being real-time, 
non-stop and update data automatically, which is important component based on GIS and RS information service 
platform and can be described concretely as follows. 

2.1 Transmission of multi-source flood prevention service 

Information is an important component for flood prevention, which has one main feature, i.e. network. Various flood 
prevention operation departments must send respective data to government sector in a certain method according to the 
unified arrangements. Thereinto, operation departments of remote sensing use dial-up telephone line approach. 
Operation departments of meteorological administration make use of optical methods. And operation departments of 
water resources, surveying and mapping and land resource utilize the government lines. These transmission methods 
can guarantee effectively the security of data transmission process. In the process of flood prevention data transmission, 
"Flood prevention data automatic exchange center", serving as data exchange between government sector and flood 
prevention operation departments, has the following functions: 

i)Ensure reliable data transmission and possess good expansibility and cross-platform support. 

ii)Support data format based on XML conversion and adopt, support fully corresponding data exchange norms due to 
the center’s construction based on J2EE and JMS. Applications supporting XML can communicate and exchange data 
each other without prior understanding as along as they can support sharing or conversion. 

iii)Adopt message methods to ensure flood prevention data transmission efficient and safe, and optimize the data 
according to the state of the network and the amount of data transmitted. Besides, support secure connection and 
encryption to protect data. 

Flood prevention data exchange center can provide JMS message service including main themes and queues. And it can 
receive and store the data from different flood prevention operation departments and provide the service of data 
exchange among government sector and flood prevention operation departments as the center of network data 
exchange[2]. At last, it can realize the exchange of assistant and referenced data based on incident command through 
the exchange of data services. On this basis, remote sensing data, meteorological data, hydrological data and geological 
disasters data, as well as other relevant data, provided respectively by remote sensing departments, meteorological 
departments, hydrological departments and land resource departments, can be integrated effectively with basic 
geospatial data provided by surveying and mapping departments. And automatic cross-platform data exchange can be 
realized successfully. 

By using flood prevention automatic data exchange center, seamless transmission and data conversion among 
heterogeneous data and heterogeneous platforms can be realized, which are conducive to the sharing of data and 
information exchange to improve the utilization and effectiveness of data, and build up a basic platform for data 
exchange and sharing for government sector and flood prevention operation departments, and lay a solid foundation for 
further expansion and follow-up data exchange application. 

The adapter of government sector can access corresponding data from flood prevention data automatic exchange center 
and then send the data to the governmental special network in a one-way method through the safety net gate which can 
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be physically cut off. Then, the data can be transformed stated data format and loaded into data servers. At last, the 
flood prevention data can be called by the application servers through the client via the fireproofing wall. 

2.2 Integration of multi-source information on flood prevention sources 

Flood prevention service work covers many professional data. The latter belongs to different operation departments, 
which has established professional database in accordance with their respective classification index system. Based on 
the conditions of data automatic exchange network, by making use of network platform based on GIS, the professional 
data with physical distribution can be integrated to represent logically as a whole data view in a unified software 
environment to realize the functions of professional data show, query and integrated analysis, etc, based on the 
geographic information framework at last. 

Food prevention data covers a lot with different characteristics of use. In particular, spatial data has the features of more 
resource, more semantics, more time and space and multi-scale, etc. In addition, different operation departments have 
different levels of informationization development and application. Therefore, a variety of methods of data integration 
should be taken as follows: 

i)Approach based on metadata. The main purpose of this approach is to make all databases of the entire integration 
system being in the state of uniform management to maintain necessary integrity of the data and achieve integration 
under the above-mentioned conditions. Aiming at the characteristics of non-spatial and spatial data of flood prevention, 
different metadata records can be made according to the data index classifications and data standards to form a 
professional meat-database in each professional database node. Each node is responsible for maintaining consistency 
and unity of local databases and metadata. Data integration platform server can save a copy of the corresponding 
metadata and maintain dynamic connections with every meat-database node. 

ii)Approach with special interface program. Spatial information metadata specification is too fussy. Actually, it is 
difficult to express clearly each specification. In addition, static data sets are mainly mentioned instead of considering 
sufficiently dynamic interactive applications such as multi-source data fusion. Therefore, it is very difficult for flood 
prevention operation departments to provide professional data metadata with a unified format for data exchange. To 
deal with the problems, every flood prevention departments may provide relevant data interface on demand. A method 
of memory data exchange can be taken for foreground dynamic data, such as DLL, OLE, ActiveX, COBRA, etc, 
according to the characteristics of flood prevention data. Meanwhile, data interface can be made in the background in 
the method of batch program based on the structured query language (SQL) for ODBC, ADO or JDBC, import/export 
text files. 

iii)XML approach. Structured tag data is the most basic concept of XML, which has achieve a language norm of 
“document structurism”, that is, adopting the language standard of document type definition. At the same time, tagged 
data in XML can maintain its meaning, so the possibility of data exchange between different systems has greatly 
enhanced than ever. Data integration based on XML technology standards can support data encryption and improve the 
efficiency and stability of data transmission. By using the functions of XML document structure and meaning, multi-
index management, old and new documents synthetic use can be made in a unified method to achieve automatic 
classified disposal of flood prevention professional directory, automatic exchange and update. Identical data can be 
exported oriented to different variety of media, which is easy to maintain and can reduce costs in this manner. 

2.3 Real time, automated conversion and load of multi-source flood prevention information 

Due to the existence of different formats of flood prevention data coming from different operation departments, 
appropriate data format conversion must be made before they are loaded in the data server after they are transferred to 
the special network of governing departments. At the same time, due to the special services of flood prevention work, 
the platform demands higher state for real-time data in case of emergency. Therefore, it is particularly important on how 
to ensure that flood prevention data can be accessed rapidly, sent and loaded in a timely and correct manner into the 
data servers. Consequently, the program of flood prevention data automatic conversion and load came into being as 
shown in Figure 1, which represented its interface. 

  



A variety of professional data for flood prevention can be 
paths according to the division of different operation departments through long
there were designated directories or paths listed in the program interface,
sensing, water resources departments, etc. Automatic data conversion and load program for flood prevention can scan 
automatically the data from these designated directories or paths according to time intervals s
minutes, 45 minutes, and so on. It can compare with those data stored in the logs and tense managing tables and 
determine changes of flood prevention data in order to complete the process of capture and access. Therefore, automatic 
load and update for flood prevention can be made in this manner without manual intervention.   

Good data transmission channels, which are established successfully between government sector and related operation 
departments, have the characters of cross
flood prevention data to be sent to the government sector in a real
integrated, loaded and applied. And further optimization and orga
prevention topics. 

2.4 Thematic structure of multi-source flood prevention information oriented to ministry applications

As flood prevention services contain multi
of synergy and consistency are needed to deal with these data. Taking into account indispensable factors of safety and 
capacity, large and distributed database of Oracle9i can be used to storage and manage these massiv
high performance transaction processing and subsequent prevention.

Functions services can be replaced by information services by binding and enveloping multi
manipulation types and operation parameters as a re
functional operations. Thereby, fussy choices of functions, data and operating parameters oriented to user applications 
in practice can be reduced and even resolved. Ultimate synergy of multifol
among application servers and user browsers has been completed through service protocol without changing the 
existing computing environment. And operating efficiency has also been improved than ever before[3].

Taking flood prevention theme applications as the core, various sub
scale in different information entities. And these sub
aiming at three different types of geography entities of point, line, polygon to meet the needs of different types of users 
on flood prevention information services. As shown in Figure 2 below, it represented the thematic structure of flood 
prevention service information (taking flood
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Fig.1. Program interface 

A variety of professional data for flood prevention can be transmitted automatically into the designated directories or 
paths according to the division of different operation departments through long-distance network. As shown in figure 2, 
there were designated directories or paths listed in the program interface, corresponding to the meteorological, remote 
sensing, water resources departments, etc. Automatic data conversion and load program for flood prevention can scan 
automatically the data from these designated directories or paths according to time intervals s
minutes, 45 minutes, and so on. It can compare with those data stored in the logs and tense managing tables and 
determine changes of flood prevention data in order to complete the process of capture and access. Therefore, automatic 
load and update for flood prevention can be made in this manner without manual intervention.   

Good data transmission channels, which are established successfully between government sector and related operation 
departments, have the characters of cross-level and cross-departmental and can ensure effectively accurate, practical 
flood prevention data to be sent to the government sector in a real-time, safe method. These data can be effectively 
integrated, loaded and applied. And further optimization and organization can also be made according to different flood 

source flood prevention information oriented to ministry applications

As flood prevention services contain multi-source massive data in different historical periods, necessary managements 
of synergy and consistency are needed to deal with these data. Taking into account indispensable factors of safety and 
capacity, large and distributed database of Oracle9i can be used to storage and manage these massiv
high performance transaction processing and subsequent prevention. 

Functions services can be replaced by information services by binding and enveloping multi
manipulation types and operation parameters as a relatively independent information entity, integration data and 
functional operations. Thereby, fussy choices of functions, data and operating parameters oriented to user applications 
in practice can be reduced and even resolved. Ultimate synergy of multifold spatial information service functions 
among application servers and user browsers has been completed through service protocol without changing the 
existing computing environment. And operating efficiency has also been improved than ever before[3].

flood prevention theme applications as the core, various sub-themes can be divided from small scale to large 
scale in different information entities. And these sub-themes can be organized based on location

es of geography entities of point, line, polygon to meet the needs of different types of users 
on flood prevention information services. As shown in Figure 2 below, it represented the thematic structure of flood 
prevention service information (taking flood disaster for example). 
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Fig.2. Thematic structure of flood prevention information

GIS can be taken as consolidated management and operation platform in the thematic framework of multi
information service for flood prevention. GIS, for mass data, is a powerful tool with the functions of collection, storage, 
processing, analysis, modeling, show. It can make the existing massive, scattered data together and complete relevant 
analysis, extraction and integration to serve the 
platform[2][4]. Function integrations of GIS, RS, DSS can be completed by using geo
of spatial data and non-spatial data and adopting components technology. A
exchanged in the method of memory and XML files.

3 PRACTICE OF FLOOD PREVENTION INFORMATI

Flood disasters often happen in a certain spatial location range. Chooses of data type of single or complex disasters 
heavily depend on their spatial and temporal distributed scope[5]. In practice, people have gradually reached a 
consensus: the success of disaster management to a large extent have to rely on administrative departments and 
decision-makers to make effectively use of the real
disaster management should be for a variety of types of multi
disasters and the derivative models become more complex
prevented in advance, people can make use of RS, GIS technology and combine with GPS and other correlative 
technology to provide the effective information related to flood prevention service work in
situation and remote sensing information and so on by using appropriate data on the topic of flood prevention, basic 
geospatial data and other data at different levels and scope. The information mentioned above is the basis of 
prevention decision-making and the conditions to analyze and judge the situation of flood prevention and make aided 
decision-makings scientifically on dispatching program.

It is the key for the platform to be succeeded in providing flood prevention d
time-sensitive, which is also another important feature of informationization. By making use of the flood prevention 
platform, not only it can provide rainfall information (nephogram change, rainfall, precipitation f
water information (water briefing, rivers flooding, etc.),but can also provide information on work conditions (reservoir 
or hydrological conditions, flood, location, etc.) and remote sensing information (distribution of images of d
dynamic changes, three-dimensional landscape, submersion analysis, etc.) in different times every day. As shown in 
Figure 3, it showed the dynamic monitoring of reservoirs. Figure 4 expressed the national rainfall at 2:00. Figure 5 
denoted the condition of yesterday’s disaster. Figure 6 showed the spatial distribution and attribute of debris flow 
disaster. 

Fig.3. Dynamic monitoring of all the reservoirs
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Fig.2. Thematic structure of flood prevention information 

GIS can be taken as consolidated management and operation platform in the thematic framework of multi
tion. GIS, for mass data, is a powerful tool with the functions of collection, storage, 

processing, analysis, modeling, show. It can make the existing massive, scattered data together and complete relevant 
analysis, extraction and integration to serve the flood disaster management and act as an overall and visual command 
platform[2][4]. Function integrations of GIS, RS, DSS can be completed by using geo-coding to make the connections 

spatial data and adopting components technology. And the middle computed result can be 
exchanged in the method of memory and XML files. 
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The common character of all these examples is the realization of GIS application based on WebGIS, which can be 
integrated a continuous GIS interface supporting WebGIS derived from different types of da
dynamic variational information can be got by combining with RS technology and using remote sensing images of 
different times and different bands of to monitor the affected region. At the same time, reliable, accurate results ca
obtained by means of analyzing these multi
users in a fast, easy-to-use way. 

4 CONCLUSION  

Geographic National Conditions Website resources is not only the category of cartograph
disciplinary knowledge, and need the theory and technology of multi discipline integration. To design a successful 
Geographic National Conditions Website, must try our best to do more in the development and application of the map 
resource, and to promote the map depth of development and application around the theme, using the network 
technology. In addition, you should consider the important influence of some factors, such as user psychology, 
aesthetic, diagram habits and other factors.
new technology derive and emerge, to produce the corresponding radiation and role in promoting the development of 
Geographic National Conditions Website. Designers should fully absor
features continue to develop map resources from the depth and the breadth, and enhance the application level of 
Geographic National Conditions Website.
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Fig.4. National rainfall at 2:00 

 

 Fig.5. Condition of yesterday’s disaster  

 

Fig.6. Spatial distribution and attribute of debris flow disaster 

The common character of all these examples is the realization of GIS application based on WebGIS, which can be 
integrated a continuous GIS interface supporting WebGIS derived from different types of da
dynamic variational information can be got by combining with RS technology and using remote sensing images of 
different times and different bands of to monitor the affected region. At the same time, reliable, accurate results ca
obtained by means of analyzing these multi-tense, multi-source massive data[7]. They can be sent to the appropriate 

Geographic National Conditions Website resources is not only the category of cartograph
disciplinary knowledge, and need the theory and technology of multi discipline integration. To design a successful 
Geographic National Conditions Website, must try our best to do more in the development and application of the map 

rce, and to promote the map depth of development and application around the theme, using the network 
technology. In addition, you should consider the important influence of some factors, such as user psychology, 
aesthetic, diagram habits and other factors. The development of information technology change rapidly, new theory and 
new technology derive and emerge, to produce the corresponding radiation and role in promoting the development of 
Geographic National Conditions Website. Designers should fully absorb the new technology and theory, mastery, new 
features continue to develop map resources from the depth and the breadth, and enhance the application level of 
Geographic National Conditions Website. 
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Abstract 
Geographic information systems are essential tools for planning, monitoring, management and sustainable use of 
resources of national parks. In this study, we present a case study for national park geographic information system for 
the Mount Ida. For this purpose, topographic maps at 1:25000 scale, GPS-based trekking and climbing routes, 
campgrounds and other thematic information (flora, fauna, preserved areas, promenade places, forests, biodiversity, 
campgrounds etc.) and CORINE data obtained from the Turkish National Park Service have been used. Feature and 
attribute catalogue has been created for the national park with focus on nature-based tourism and outdoor recreation. 
As a result, national park geographic information system will help carry out national park services efficiently. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Tourism can be a powerful tool for successful economic development on a local and national scale (Ars and Bohanec, 
2010). National parks are usually very popular with visitors and thus subjected to severe recreational-related impact. 
The natural environment is subjected to a combination of different forces, including human impact, as well as other 
exogenous and endogenous processes. Usually fragile areas are, simultaneously, very valuable from an ecological point 
of view and thus very attractive to tourists (Tomczyk, 2011).  
 
National park management authorities require park planning and management methods that provide useful information 
for decision support including information about visitor experience and resource protection. Resources available for 
park planning and decision-making include statements of park purposes, observations of park staff, indicators and 
standards of quality, and public input. Common to national park planning is the development of plans that recognize the 
diversity of national park resources and visitor opportunities both within individual national park units, and at different 
parks on a regional or national scale (Brown and Weber, 2011). In this respect, geographic information systems are 
essential tools for planning, monitoring, management and sustainable use of resources of national parks. This paper 
presents a case study for national park geographic information system of the Mount Ida.  
 
2. STUDY AREA 
 
The Mount Ida is a mountain in northwestern Turkey, some 20 miles southeast of the ruins of Troy, along the north 
coast of the Gulf of Edremit between Balikesir Province and Canakkale Province (Figure 1). It is a mythologically 
important region with its delightful trails and waterfalls, its rural charm and scenic views.  
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Figure 1: The Mount Ida region 
 
Today it is a favourite region for nature-based tourism and outdoor recreation. Some part of the Mount Ida has national 
park status (Figure 2). The Mount Ida National Park and its immediate surroundings demonstrate quite rapid 
developments for tourism perspectives because of diversity and visual value of natural and cultural resources owned. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: The National Park in the Mount Ida 
 
3. MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY 
 
The impacts on flora, fauna, soil and water resources are generally most pronounced at locations subjected to 
concentrated visitor numbers especially trails and campsites (Tomczyk, 2011). For this purpose, raster and vector 
topographic maps at 1:25000 scale and thematic information (flora, fauna, preserved areas, promenade places, forests, 
biodiversity, campgrounds etc.) and CORINE data including the boundary of Ida Mountain National Park have been 
obtained from the Turkish General Command of Mapping and National Park Service. GPS-based trekking and climbing 
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routes, campgrounds are provided from different resources such as guide notes and sketches, books, Google maps etc. 
 
Feature and attribute catalogue has been created for the national park with focus on nature-based tourism and outdoor 
recreation (Table 1).  
 

Table 1: Object  catalogue created  for  mountain  GIS (Selcuk, et al, 2007) 

OBJECT CLASS   
GEOMETR
Y  ATTRIBUTES  

CONTOURS  Line   Height, Type   

HEIGHT POINT  Point Height  

DEPRESSION   Point  

WATERFALL Line  Name, Height  

STREAM   Area/Line Type  

LAKE Area  Name, Type, Depth, WaterCharacteristic  

SPRING   Point Name  

WATER WELL Point Type  

WATER BRIDGE  Line/Point Condition  

TOWER   Point  Type Type, Height  

WATER TOWER  Point Height  

GLACIER  Area 

GRAVEL  Area 

AVALANCHE PATH   Line 

COLLAPSED LAND   Area 

MOUNTAIN PASS   Point Name  

SNOWY AREA   Area 

ROCK   Point  

ROCKY PLACE   Line Type  

SLIDING LAND  Area 

SANDHILL   Area 

SAND AREA  Area 

LAVA FIELD  Area 

WOODED MARSH   Area 

CAVE  Point 

STONE  Point 

STONY PLACE   Area 

TERRACE Line 

SOIL ERASION   Line/Area 

SOIL SET  Line  Type  

SOIL CLIFF  Line Depth  

PLATEAU HOUSE   Point/Area  Condition  

CAMPGROUND   Point 

ROAD Line  

Name, Condition, NumberOfLane, PavementType, 
PlatformWidth, PavementSurfaceWidth, 
PurposeOfUsage, SuitableWeatherCondition  

BRIDGE Point/Line Name, Type  

TREE Point Type  
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AFFORESTATION AREA Area 

VINEYARD Area 

MARSH Area 

MARSH FIELD  / MEADOWLAND Area 

MARSH/REEDY/SEDGE FIELD Area 

BUSH Point 

BUSHY FIELD Area 

MEADOWLAND Area 

PLANTATION Area 

ORCHARD Area 

FOREST Area Type  

SEDGE /REEDY FIELD Area Type  

FAUNA  Area Type, SpecialName  

WILD LIFE HABITAT Area Type  

FLORA Point EndemicTypes  

PLANT FORMATION Area Type  

AVALANCHE AREA Area AreaID, Risk  

AVALANCHE RECORDS Area AreaID , Date, NumberOfDeaths, NumberOfInjuries  

LANDSLIDE AREA Area AreaID , Risk  

LANDSLIDE  RECORDS Area AreaID, Date  

ROCK ROLLING AREA Area AreaID, Risk  

ROCK ROLLING RECORDS Area AreaID, Date  

SOIL Area CapabilityClass  

WATERSHEDS Area Name  

GEOLOGY Area GroundType, GroundRockType  

LARGE SOIL GROUPS Area Type  

EROSION FIELD Area RiskRank  

FOREST SERIES Area Type  

LANDUSE Area Type  

PROPERTY Area Owner, Usage  

PROPERTY BOUNDARY Line Type  

 
Vector data obtained from Turkish General Command of Mapping and National Park Service are transformed to 
common coordinate system, UTM Zone 35 (WGS84), in ArcGIS software. Some of the features which are not provided 
in vector format such as place names are digitized from the raster topographic maps. GPS-based trekking and climbing 
routes and campgrounds obtained from KMZ format are included in the system. 
 
Topographic and thematic data have been integrated with the Digital Elevation Model (DEM). 10-meter gridded DEM 
is created from the contours regarding the characteristic structure of drainage features using TopotoRaster tool in 
ArcGIS. This DEM is converted to grid format in order to design in hypsometrically in Vertical Mapper module in 
MapInfo Professional. After that, some spatial analysis and visualisation processes have been implemented. Map 
symbols are determined by benefiting from the symbols used in topographic maps and various mountain maps. Figure 3 
and 4 show one of the mountainous regions in the National Park and its sought side.   
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Figure 3: A mountainous region of the National Park. 
    

 
 

Figure 4: The southern part of the National park 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
National parks and mountainous areas are important in the view of tourism and various activities. A national park 
geographic information system should be designed to be able to manage these areas appropriately.  The use of GIS 
allowed the handling of a large amount of spatial data. This system can be a helpful contribution to tourism activities 
and mountain climbers in the natural protected areas. As a result, the national park GIS will be useful for the 
conservation, management and sustainable development of those areas. 
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Abstract 
The study consists of the abstract, an introduction, rationale for the selection of the topic, statement of the problem, and 
resources which assist in sensing the magnitude of the problem, significance of the problem and its delimitations; using 
the GIS technology in solving the problems of coding the quantitative dots in the distribution maps (size of the dot and 
its quantitative significance and insertion of the dot in its proper place) and ultimately applying this to the population 
distribution coding of the Central States in Sudan. Results and recommendations are also included. 

  The study has taken into account the coding of quantitative dots in the distribution maps manually and mechanically 
by using the GIS technology applied in the population distribution coding in the central states of Sudan 

2/ INTRODUCTION 

Thematic maps are concerned with the representation of the natural and human phenomenon with quantitative and 
qualitative symbols on small or medium sized maps. To represent geographical phenomena on thematic maps first it's 
obvious to identify the methodology used in symbolization in order to expose these natural and human phenomenon on 
maps. This can be done through the classification of the geographical phenomenon represented on the map based on the 
main subject or theme to be shawn on the map included in any study and the appropriate style for exposing that theme. 

The thematic maps use color to represent the geographical phenomena adopting a qualitative and/or quantitative symbol 
visual variables of different areas or size based on mathematical equations which help in constructing and designing the 
symbols and associating the variables which has to be constructed for each geographical phenomenon represented on 
the thematic maps by the quantitative symbol visual variables (Robinson: 1984: 227-366).  

Based on that, the quantitative dots symbols will be used to represent the geographical phenomenon (population 
distribution in the Central Sudanese States) on the maps using the quantitative methods through the traditional methods 
and the problems they entail; and GIS in order to produce the maps and deal with these problems, which use the 
necessary bases for the construction of the distribution maps. 

3/ REASONS BEHIND THE SELECTION OF THE STUDY SUBJECT 

3.1/ Due to the role of maps in planning for development, maps have to be tactfully produced avoiding the problems 
which might raise up by traditional approaches among the problems of symbol design of quantitative dots in distribution 
maps. 

3.2/ GIS are distinguished by their accuracy in map production and therefore the treatment of the problem of symbol 
selection of quantitative dots in distribution maps is done by using GIS and this lies behind the selection of this topic 
with the purpose of accurate planning for development. 

3.3/ The researcher is interested in participating in the Fifth Jubilee international Conference on Cartography & GIS in 
Riviera, Bulgaria run by the International Cartographic Association and the Bulgarian Cartographic Association. 
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4/ STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem of producing distribution maps through the traditional methods is sensed by all the individuals interested 
in producing maps with the purpose of planning for development and this calls for using modern technology which is 
represented by GIS in order to solve these problems which has lead to the following remarks: 

4.1/ There are problems in coding quantitative dots in the production of distribution maps by traditional methods. 

4.2/ The problems of coding quantitative dots by traditional methods can be solved by using GIS. 

5/ STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Тhe remarks and provisions mentioned by the researcher indicate that there are problems in coding quantitative dots 
when producing maps by traditional methods and these problems can be solved by GIS. The problem of the study can 
thus be summarized in the following: 

5.1/ What are the problems that the production of maps by traditional methods encounters? 

5.2/ Is it possible to treat the problems of dots coding during map production by using GIS? 

6/ THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

Тhe study gains its significance from studying the problems of coding dots by traditional methods in the production of 
distribution maps and what adds to its significance is the use of GIS in the treatment of the problems and its application 
on the distribution of the population in the Central States of Sudan. 

7/ OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

7.1/ To study the problems of coding the quantitative dots in the production of distribution maps by traditional methods 
(the distribution of the population in the Central States of Sudan). 

7.2/ To study the possibility of solving the problems of dots coding in the production of distribution maps using GIS 
(the distribution of the population in the Central States of Sudan). 

8/DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

8.1/Temporal resolution: The study uses the data of the fifth Sudanese census 2008. 

8.2/Spatial resolution: The study is implemented in the suburbs of Almadeena Arab- 61 villages and towns administered 
by the locality of  Southern Gezira-Gezira State, a part of the Sudanese Central States (Khartoum State, Gezira and 
White Nile State) Fig(1,2.3) . 

9/ THE STUDY PROCEDURE 

Using GIS in Solving the Problems in Coding the Quantitative Dots in the Production of Distribution Maps through the 
following: 

9.1/Definition of dot maps: They are a coding representation of some of  the statistical lists in the form of repeated dots 
of equal size located in the space where the phenomenon represented exists. This representation aims at generating an 
impression on the map user that there is an area on the map on which this phenomenon is dense whereas it dwindles and 
permeates other areas. It, thus, reflects the actual distribution of the phenomenon in nature and helps inform the map 
reader of the facts represented on the map. It, furthermore, helps in conducting various studies such as analyses, 
comparisons and rationale and ultimately achieving proper decisions based on seen representations on the map which 
reflect natural situations bearing in mind that these maps are used to reflect one phenomenon. 

9.2/ The Area of the Study: The area of the study is located in Sudan (extending between 8.45 - 23.8 in latitude and 
21.49 - 38.34 longitude, the total area is 1,882,000sqkm, (Land area): 1.752.187sqkm,  (sea area); 129.813 km and that 
is the 16th in terms of area internationally, 2nd in Arabia and 3rd in Africa. Length  of boundaries 6.780 km.  Egypt 
1273km, Libya 383km, Chad 1334 km, central Africa 448, South Sudan 1973, Ethiopia 727km, Eritrea 636, Red Sea 
Shore850km. The population amounts to 30.419.625 according to 2008 census. It lies on the 35th rank internationally, 
3rd in Arabia and 9th in Africa. The political system is federal republic and it consists of 18 states Fig (1)-Khartoum, The 
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River Nile, Northern State , Red Sea, Kassala, Gedarif, Gezira, Sinnar, Blue Nile, White Nile, Northern Kordofan, 
Southern Kordofan, Western Kordofan, Northern Darfur, Central Darfur, Eastern Darfur, Western Darfur  and Southern 
Darfur). The area under study which consists of Almadeena Arab and its suburbs 61 villages Fig(3), administered by 
Southern Gezira locality, Fig(2) (the locality of Southern Gezira includes 7 administrative units which are Barakat, 
Wadelnaeem, Wadraeeya, Alhoush and its suburbs, Haj Abdalla, Alhaddad, Almadeena Arab, The town and suburbs of 
Almadeena Arab which includes seven localities (Kamleen, Eastern Gezira, Hassaheissa, Ulkamleen, Greater medani, 
Managil and Southern Gezira) which lie in the area called the Central States (Khartoum, White Nile, Gezira)Fig (1).  

9.3/ The methodology of designing quantitative dots maps in thematic maps by traditional methods and its problems: 
The dots maps are considered of the difficult ways in design and preparation due to the necessity of determining the 
relation between the dot and what it refers to, its size, the area it is located, positioning in the proper space and accuracy 
of  its drawing and regularity. These relations represent a challenge to cartographer. It is therefore worthwhile to 
identify the problems which affect the conformity of these elements which are: 

9.3.1/ The value of the dot: the representation should be valid- if each element were to be represented by one dot, that 
would be impossible. Therefore, if we have three regions with populations as follows: (3000-2000-1000) representing 
each element with one dot will be impossible as the map designer will need 1000 dots in each region, 2000 in the 
second and 3000 in the third and that is impractical in terms of application. It is therefore necessary to find a value 
which minimizes the number of dots to the minimum that indicates the phenomenon and represents it precisely. The 
value is a number into which the statistical values to be represented are divided producing new values which are 
consistently related to the basic values. It produces a reduced number of dots that can be inserted into the map easily. 
The value of the dots and their number are counter related- the more the value of the dot, the less the number of dots 
and vice versa. Despite the easiness, there may be some difficulty as there is also an association between the number of 
dots and the size of the dots and the size of the dot is also related to the area of the region which will be represented on 
the map. 

9.3.2/ The problem of the dot size: the size of the pen used for drawing should be suitable. If the dot  is small the 
distribution cannot be easily seen and the differences will not be easily detected. And if the dot is big, the dots will 
overlap covering the whole region even if the number of the dots is comparatively small. It is thus very important to 
associate between the value which decides the number of dots and the size of pen to be used which should be of 
medium size-not too big, nor too small. 

9.3.3/ The problem of positioning the dot: Dots should be placed properly with the selected pen on the area of the region 
on the map. 

9.3.4/ The problem of drawing the dot: drawing the dot requires skill and experience which facilitates using the 
appropriate pen and drawing unified dots. If experience and skill are questioned, training is required or the use of 
mechanically designed dots or special pens. 

9.3.5/ Designing dot maps: the statistics should be ordered and the value must be selected in order to reduce the 
statistics so that it can be executable on the map. The map designer should experiment using a number of pens (0.3, and 
0.5) in order to decide on the most suitable for the map. 

9.4/designing quantitative dots maps in thematic maps using GIS: 

This requires a descriptive geographical database for the area under study. (Almadeena Arab and its suburbs-61 
administrative units)Fig (3) in order to design maps using GIS what enables us to solve the problems of coding dots -
previously obtained data which has been collected for specific purposes or through forms has to be entered. For the 
current study, the data  can obtained from the maps issued by the Sudanese National Surveying Corporation and the 
field work of the fifth census 2008 for population and residential areas. 

9.4.1/ Procedure: After the selection of the area which is the unit of Almadeena Arab and its suburbs-61 towns and 
villages. 

Further procedure consists of the following: 

9.4.1.1/ Entry of the map of Sudan into ArcGIS10. 

9.4.1.2/ Make Georeferenc. 
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9.4.1.3/ Digitizing the map of Sudan by representing all the boundaries and the neighboring countries, the area of Sudan 
(Polygon), The River Nile (Line), and The States of Sudan (Polygon). Adding the descriptive database which includes 
name of the state, its population, the neighboring country and the name of the River Nile. 

9.4.1.4/ Digitizing the map of Sudan by representing the central states (Polygon) and adding a descriptive database 
including names of the state and population. 

9.4.1.5/ digitizing the map of Sudan by representing the localities of Gezira State (Polygon) and adding a descriptive 
database including names of the state and population. 

9.4.1.6/ Digitizing the map of Sudan by representing the administrative units in Southern Gezira locality (Polygon) and 
adding a descriptive database including names the administrative units and population. 

9.4.1.7/ Digitizing the map of Sudan by representing the unit of almadeena arab and its suburbs (Polygon) and adding a 
descriptive database including names of administrative unit and population. 

9.4.1.8/ Surveying the towns and villages of Almadeena arab administrative unit (Polygon) using GIS which amount to 
61 towns and villages and adding a descriptive database including names of  towns and villages and population. 

9.4.1.9/After the digitizing, the program will open a database for each stratum consisting of two fields which are (ID) 
definitive number and (Geodatabase) spatial database. 

9.5/ Executing a topology procedure in order to enable the program to recognize the shapes an d adjacent areas in order 
to facilitate analysis and obtain the following Figures: 
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9.6 / When used by traditional methods(0.3, and , 0.5) product following Fig: 
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Figure (4) Random Area for The Position the Dots, dots=1000Pop. 
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Figure (5-1) Position the Dots in the area of the region on the map Dots, dots=1000Pop(Pen 0.3) 

 
Figure (5-2) Position the Dots in the area of the region on the map Dots, dots=1000Pop(Pen 0.5) 
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Figure (5-3) Position the Dots in the Boundaries Of Village and Town on the map Dots, dots=1000Pop(Pen 0.3) 

 
Figure (5-4) Position the Dots in the Boundaries Of Village and Town on the map Dots, dots=1000Pop(Pen 0.5) 
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9.7 / When used Gis product following Fig: 
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10/ RESULTS 

The study has confirmed that the problems of coding the quantitative dots in distribution maps can be solved by using 
GIS with ease and accuracy. 

11/ RECOMMENDATIONS 

11.1/ highly trained personnel on RE& GIS as well should be available in order to satisfy the needs of the market and 
exploit this technology for development country at all levels. 

11.2 Running workshops, conferences and seminars which clarify the concepts of RE& GIS in Sudan, Arab World and 
Africa with assistance from the University of Artech, Bulgarian Cartographic Association and International 
Cartographic Association. 
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12/ CONCLUSION 

This study gains its uniqueness from the fact that it is the first to be conducted in the field of coding quantitative dots in 
distribution maps in Sudan. The researcher has attempted to confirm the feasibility of using GIS in producing 
quantitative dots maps. 
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Abstract 
As a significant urban area, the climate of Novi Sad is under influence of urban heat island (UHI), an area that is 
significantly warmer than its surrounding rural areas due to human activities. Novi Sad is one of the main urban 
tourism destinations in Serbia. Turnover in catering trade and number of tourist arrivals and overnight stays indicate 
significant increase during warmer part of the year in Novi Sad. This paper investigates the spatial distribution of 
tourism resources in UHI of Novi Sad, as spatial patterns of tourism activities are closely related to zones with higher 
temperature intensity. The research focuses on tangible resources, including key attractors in a destination and 
accommodation facilities. Novi Sad is located in the northern part of Serbia and according to Köppen-Geiger climate 
classification, the region around Novi Sad is categorised as Cf climate (temperate warm climate with a rather uniform 
annual distribution of precipitation). GIS analysis is based on nine different zones of annual mean UHI temperature 
intensity in area of Novi Sad (0ºC, +0.5ºC, +1ºC, +1.5ºC, +2ºC, +2.5ºC, +3ºC, +3.5ºC and +4ºC) determined by 
Unger et al. and Popov and Savic. It is believed that understanding spatial distribution of tourism resources in context 
of UHI can help tourism officials to more effectively make decision in strategic tourism development of an urban 
destination. 

Keywords: tourism resources, urban heat island, GIS analysis, Novi Sad, Serbia 

INTRODUCTION 

Rapid development of urban areas is an important part of urban tourism complexity. As urban areas develop, changes 
occur in their landscape. Buildings, roads and other infrastructure replace open land and vegetation. Surfaces that were 
once permeable and moist become impermeable and dry. These changes cause urban areas to become warmer than their 
rural surroundings, forming an "island" of higher temperatures in the landscape (United States Environmental 
Protection Agency – EPA, 2008).  

Urban tourism is connected with urban climate because of the modified conditions in urban areas (Matzarakis and 
Endler, 2009). The problems of urban climate, especially heat island (UHI), influence at the same time demand-side, 
supply side and side of tourism policy of urban tourism. Looking from demand-side’ perspective, despite the 
widespread use of air conditioning, tourists spend some time in an outdoor environment which may be considerably 
warmer or colder than their country of origin (Boniface and Cooper, 2009).  

The effects of urban climate and UHI on supply side of urban tourism are determined by the spatial distribution of 
tourism phenomenon. Spatial distribution of tourism phenomenon may describe distribution of tourism facilities, 
resources or tourists (Smith, 1995). Most of the research is focusing on demand side of tourism industry, examining 
spatial and temporal patterns of tourist behaviour, primarily tourist oriented factors, such as time, tourist psyche, socio-
economic characteristics of the tourist and the tourists cognitive map of the area (Cooper, 1981).  
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The analyses of spatial distribution of tourism resources are ranging from regional, county-level resource pattern 
analysis (Smith, 1987) to single site analysis. However, because of the limited daily mobility of tourists, the most 
important effects of climate on tourism take place at the local level (Matzarakis and Rutz, 2005). This study compares 
the spatial patterns of basic tourism resources in city of Novi Sad with main UHI intensity zones. Turnover in catering 
trade and number of tourist arrivals and overnight stays in Novi Sad indicate significant increase during warmer part of 
the year. That fact raises the question of suitability of locations of tourism resources within the determined UHI 
intensity zones.  

This analysis was made to illustrate overall and general suitability of locations of selected tourism recourses in each of 
UHI zone and to give a better understanding of UHI for feature tourism planning. The results of this study can be 
significant, both for the tourism industry and for accommodation sector, but results are also of importance to the 
planning and design of tourism buildings, recreation facilities and a variety of other issues in European medium-sized 
cities. 

TOURISM AND URBAN CLIMATE 
 
The relation between tourism and climate is well discussed by many scholars (Green, 1967; de Freitas, 2003). Climate 
can be viewed either as a resource encouraging the development of tourism or as a constraint limiting the appeal of a 
destination (Boniface and Cooper, 2009). Matzarakis (2007), for example, examines thermal effective complex, as the 
most important factor for tourism among the human-biometeorological effective complexes.  

While relation between tourism and climate is usually associated with sea and mountain tourism destination, urban 
tourism areas are also influenced by climatic conditions. Urban areas have a relevance concerning not only to business 
and cultural tourism but also for recreation. Nevertheless, Matzarakis and Endler (2009) emphasize that the analysis of 
the tourism potential for urban areas is more complex than for traditional tourism areas (snow tourism or summer 
vacation for beach tourism). 

Temperature is the element of climate which has the greatest influence on tourist activity in urban areas. Besides the 
effect of UHI, urban areas are sensitive to appearance of heat waves. Heat waves cause rises in the death rate, especially 
in urban areas (Katsouyanni et al., 1988). Strong relation between mortality and temperature was found during 2003 
heat wave. During the summer 2003 the most affected were countries of Western Europe, especially France (Le Tertre 
et al., 2006).  

 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Study area 
 
The city of Novi Sad is the administrative, economic, cultural, scientific and touristic centre of the Autonomous 
Province of Vojvodina and the second largest city in Serbia. Geographically, the city is in a favourable position as it lies 
on important transit routes (roads. railway routes, the Danube) in Pannonian plain. The area of Novi Sad is located on 
the south of the Bačka and Srem, in the middle part of Vojvodina. The northern part of Novi Sad area stretches along 
Bačka loess, while towards the south the relief fallows alluvial terrace and inundant plane of the Danube (Bukurov, 
1975). The southern part is represented by slopes of Fruška Gora Mountain. The Danube River represents the most 
important hydrographical object in this area.  

According to Köppen-Geiger climate classification, the region around Novi Sad is categorised as Cf climate (temperate 
warm climate with a rather uniform annual distribution of precipitation) (Lazić and Pavić, 2003; Kottek et al., 2006). 
During winter cold south-eastern wind is often present. Mean annual temperature is 10.9°C for the period 1951-1990. 
The movement of daily air temperatures over Novi Sad is as follows: at 7h is 8.3ºC, at 21h is 10.1ºC. Mean annual 
maximum temperature is 16.3ºC and mean annual minimum temperature is 5.9ºC (Lazić, Savić and Tomić, 2006). 
Annual mean temperature in the fifty-year period (1951-1990) has a rising trend of 0.98ºC/century. 

Novi Sad has a densely built central area with medium wide streets and avenue-boulevard roads network connecting 
different areas of the city. Around the city’s central part, there are areas occupied by tall apartment buildings (mostly 
from 4 to 8 stories and with few examples with more than 10 stories) set in wide green space and detached houses (in 
most cases with 1 story). In the northern part, Novi Sad also contains zones used for industry and warehousing (flat and 
horizontal buildings, not higher than 10m, i.e., 3 stories), and open space along the banks of the Danube, in parks, and 
around the city’s outskirts (Unger et al., 2011a; Unger et al., 2011b; Savić et al., 2013). 
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Twenty percentages of all tourist arrivals in Serbia are taking place in Belgrade and Novi Sad, as main administrative 
centers (Zakić and Dragićević, 2007). In 2013, the municipality of Novi Sad visited 174.089 tourists and around 60% 
were foreigners. They made 240.512 overnight stays in over 10.000 registered beds. Table 1 shows monthly distribution 
of tourist. 
 

Table 1. Monthly number of tourists and overnight stays in Novi Sad in 2013 

Month I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 
Tourists 4878 5199 7362 8643 16098 9859 13935 9678 10383 13603 8700 9161 
Overnight 
stays 

9385 10359 13917 15568 26277 22354 39993 19975 18932 25230 18383 20139 

Source: Tourist turnover in the Republic of Serbia, Statistical Releases January to December 2013, Statistical Office of the Republic 
of Serbia 

 
Data collection and methods 
 
Based on previous research of Unger et al. (2011a; 2011b) and Popov and Savić (2010) there are nine different zones of 
annual mean UHI temperature intensity in area of Novi Sad (0ºC, +0.5ºC, +1ºC, +1.5ºC, +2ºC, +2.5ºC, +3ºC, +3.5ºC 
and +4ºC). Data from those researches are used for mapping isotherms of UHI intensity zones. 

Data on tourism resources was obtained from database of official tourism organization of Novi Sad and Ministry of 
Economy of the Republic of Serbia, Division of Tourism.  

Data are analyzed using ESRI’s ArcGIS software. Overlay analysis was the main method used. For performing overlay 
analysis authors used feature overlay (overlaying points and polygons). Input layer in the analysis was UHI zone layer 
and overlay layers were point layer for key attractors, accommodation facilities and open-air markets and polygon layer 
for sport and recreational areas.  

The number of key attractors, accommodation facilities and open-air markets within UHI zones were calculated using 
Spatial Join tool. Locations of features are transferred to UHI zone layer whenever a specified spatial relationship is 
found. For calculating the percentage of sport and recreational areas a new output layer was created from the areas were 
polygons of UHI zones and polygon of sport and recreational areas were interested.  

Mean Canter tool was used to identify the geographic centre for set of points for accommodation facilities and key 
attractors. The mean centre is a point constructed from the average x and y values for the input feature centroids. For 
accurate measurement of distances layers were projected to WGS 1984 UTM Zone 34N map coordinate system. 
Directional Distribution tool was used to create standard deviational ellipses to summarize the spatial characteristics of 
the location of key attractors and accommodation facilities: central tendency, dispersion, and directional trend.  One 
standard deviation is used for the size of output ellipses. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Nine different zones of annual mean UHI temperature intensity in area of Novi Sad were mapped (see Figure 1). The 
areas of each UHI intensity zones are presented in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Area of UHI intensity zones in Novi Sad 
UHI 

intensity 
zone 
(ºC) 

Area of UHI intensity zone 
(km2) 

% 

+4.00 2.06 3.54 

+3.50 5.86 10.07 

+3.00 7.05 12.12 

+2.50 9.14 15.70 

+2.00 8.52 14.63 

+1.50 8.86 15.22 

+1.00 9.74 16.73 

+0.50 6.60 11.34 

0.00 0.37 0.64 

Ɖ 58.21 100.00 
 
Zones of annual mean UHI temperature intensity were used as a base map for plotting tourism resources (Figure 1). 
Tourism resources are represented in four categories: key attractors (cultural and historical monuments and institutions), 
accommodation facilities, sport and recreational facilities and open-air markets (see Figure 1) 
 

 

Figure 1. Tourism recourses in UHI zones of Novi Sad 

Table 3 shows the number of tourism resources by categories within UHI intensity zones of Novi Sad. The highest 
numbers of key tourism attractions are located within UHI intensity zones of +3.5 ºC and +4.00 ºC. The highest 
numbers of accommodation facilities are located within UHI intensity zones of +3.5ºC, +4.00ºC and +2.50ºC. More 
than half of open-air markets are located in UHI intensity zones of +3.00 ºC. 
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Table 3. Number of tourism resources within UHI intensity zones of Novi Sad 

UHI 
intensity 

zone 
(ºC) 

Kay attractors % 
Accommodation 

facilities 
% 

Open-air 
markets 

% 

+4.00 9 32.14 3 14.29 2 22.22 

+3.50 12 42.86 10 47.62 1 11.11 

+3.00 3 10.71 2 9.52 5 55.55 

+2.50 3 10.71 3 14.29 1 11.11 

+2.00 0 0.00 1 4.76 0 0 

+1.50 1 3.57 1 4.76 0 0 

+1.00 0 0.00 1 4.76 0 0 

+0.50 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 

Ɖ 28 100.00 21 100.00 9 100.00 
 
Sport and recreational areas are presented as polygons as they occupy significant areas. The area and percentage of 
sport and recreational areas within UHI intensity zones are shown in Table 4. Almost half of all sport and recreational 
areas are located within +1.00 ºC UHI intensity zone. 
 

Table 4. Area of sport and recreational zones within UHI intensity zones of Novi Sad 
UHI 
intensity 
zone 
(ºC) 

Sport and recreational 
areas  (km2) 

% of UHI intensity 
zone 

+4.00 0.02 1.10 

+3.50 0.17 2.86 

+3.00 0.08 1.16 

+2.50 0.12 1.30 

+2.00 0.10 1.22 

+1.50 0.25 2.83 

+1.00 0.63 6.48 

+0.50 0.02 0.24 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

Ɖ 1.39 - 
 
Figure 2 shows geographical centres and directional distributions of key attractors and accommodation facilities. 
Geographical centres of key tourism attractors and accommodation facilities are located within +3.5ºC UHI intensity 
zone. However, geographical centres are at distance of 1.7 km. Thus, in general tourists must cross considerable 
distances between accommodation facilities and key attractions. 
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Figure 2. Directional distribution of key attractors and accommodation facilities within UHI intensity zones of Novi Sad 
 
While key attractors are close to each other, accommodations facilities are dispersed in the city area. The locations of 
key attractors are mostly within UHI zones of highest intensity (+3.5ºC and +4ºC). The distribution of accommodation 
facilities exhibits a directional trend as it is oriented in a SW-NE direction. This direction correlate to direction of UHI 
zones of highest intensity. 

DISSCUSION 
 
The characteristics of climate are not necessarily determinants of tourism but constitute an important factor in both 
financial terms for tourism operators and the personal experiences of tourists (de Freitas, 2003). Furthermore, for many 
destinations, climate can largely determinate the length of the holiday season (Boniface and Cooper, 2009). Most of the 
researches in urban tourism climatology examine the relationship between urban climate, climate changes, and open-air 
activities of tourist in respect to thermal comfort and stress. However, this research tries to examine link between UHI, 
as a significant characteristic of urban climate, and the locations of tourism resources. 

Highest intensity of UHI is usually present in densely built-up city areas with the lack of green areas. In case of Novi 
Sad those areas represent old city centre where most of cultural and historical tourism attractors are located. Key 
tourism attractors are usually fixed and their location cannot be changed. On the other hand, the locations of 
accommodation facilities are more flexible. The construction of accommodation facilities can be conditioned by spatial 
zoning, property prices, types and category of facility, city traffic network, etc. Hence, higher spatial dispersion of 
accommodation facilities is expected in many cities. If key attractors are grounded at one location and accommodation 
facilities are dispersed across the city, tourist will have to cross larger distances by foot or by some way of 
transportation. While overcoming distances between the accommodation facilities and tourism attractions can be 
resolved by the use of air-conditioned vehicles, wandering between tourism attractions in city centres is usually an 
open-air activity. In case of Novi Sad, as significant part of the city centre is closed for traffic and turn to pedestrian 
zones.  
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Most of sport and recreational areas are located in peripheral city areas, far from key attractors, but much closer to some 
of accommodation facilities. Furthermore, recreational areas within UHI zones with high intensity can serve as ideal 
places for meeting spots for tourists and travel guides, places for short breaks, especially in summer time of the year. 

This paper examined only material tourism resources. However, tourism resources such as event and manifestations can 
be significantly influence by UHI. Events are usually organised in open-air. Time and place are crucial for successful 
events. In case of Novi Sad, many events that are held in summer months are organized in the city centre and 
surrounding areas (International Wine Festival in June, International Film Festival with open-air stages in June, EXIT – 
International Music Festival in July, etc). The program of events is usually influenced by high daily temperatures, 
especially during heat waves that are becoming more common in last decade. 

Due to the above, adaptation measures have to be developed to guarantee the pleasant climate for urban tourists 
(Matzarakis and Endler, 2009). This perhaps, does not seem as a much urgent need. However, recordings show 
significant trends of incensement of air temperatures.  

UHI intensity zones in this research are based on an empirical modelling method developed by Balázs et al. (2009), 
using urban and rural air temperature values. Temperature differences exist inside city, that is, within the determined 
UHI zones as well. To get to know the intensity of these temperature differences for micro-locations, installation of 
meteorological stations in different parts of the city or mobile measurements are needed, as well as new climate-based 
classification system (Savić et al. 2013). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The study compared locations of main tourism resources in city of Novi Sad with main UHI intensity zones. The results 
showed that main key attractors are mostly located within UHI zones with highest intensity. Additionally, the study 
examined the locations of sport and recreational and open-air market as locations of interest for tourists. Their locations 
are more favourable as they are dispersed over the city. The widest dispersion is recorded among accommodation 
facilities. However, directional trend of distribution correlate to direction of UHI zones of highest intensity (+3.5ºC and 
+4ºC). 

While this brief study of tourism resources within UHI zones of one European medium-sized city does not define the 
field of study, it at least provide a flavour of what is the issue that should be considered within the realms of urban 
tourism planning. Future research should investigate micro-locations of key tourism attractors in terms of tourist routs 
including advanced network analysis. The question for tourism management, urban planning and adaptation strategies is 
how to integrate characteristics of urban climate, especially the effects of UHI, to locations of future accommodation 
facilities, key attractors, event and tours among them. 

This research could be a contribution to the constant need for more knowledge and detailed local consequence studies 
on how urban climate influence processes in the cities. UHI intensity zones can potentially be useful climatological 
information within planning processes for urban tourism and recreation. 
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Abstract 
In this study, analysis of slope angle accuracy measured from the available digital elevation models (DEM) covering 
the area of the Republic of Macedonia is made. Aside of global coarse to fine scale DEM’s (30"SRTM, 3"SRTM, 
1"ASTER GDEM), two of the national 20 m and 5 m DEM’s are processed. Several test areas with different topography 
(plains, hilly-mountains and mountains) are selected for detailed analysis. Final data are compared with 5 m DEM 
which is used as a referent and most accurate model previously validated with traditional cartographic measurements 
from 25K topographic maps. Results show significant differences and degree of inaccuracy which grown from fine-
scale to coarse scale DEM’s, and from flat areas to areas with high vertical relief. For minimize of these DEM’s-
resolution related errors, several simple equations are realized. 

Keywords: DEM, comparison accuracy assessment, Republic of Macedonia. SRTM (30 m) and 20 m DEM of the 
Agency of Real Estate and Cadastre of the Republic of Macedonia (ARECRM). 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In last decade several good quality DEM’s with global or almost global coverage and coarse to fine scale resolution 
were released for public usage. That is very significant because of increased needs for applications based on digital 
terrain modeling versus insufficient free or inexpensive high quality national DEM’s. These include free semi-fine scale 
3"SRTM DEM (90 m) released to the public in 2004, and also free 1"ASTER GDEM (30 m) released in 2009 (v1) and 
revised in 2011 (v2). There are many discussions and studies which of both models is superior, because 1"ASTER 
GDEM has better resolution, but lower overall quality (Hengl & Reuter, 2011; Rexer & Hirt, 2014). Hence 3"SRTM 
DEM (which is downscaled version from the original 1"SRTM DEM) today is most used worldwide because of the 
quality as well as tolerable vertical and horizontal accuracy. Because of international coverage of this model, there are 
possibilities for topography comparison of different areas, regions and entire countries. After the initial release of the 
model in 2004, its quality was gradually improved by software algorithm corrections (Jarvis et al., 2008). According to 
our tests, 3"SRTM model has average horizontal and vertical accuracy of ±5 m, with maximum errors up to ±15 m 
(Milevski, 2005). Such height inaccuracies are generally due to the resolution of the model and the location of DEM 
points around the prominent peaks (Milevski et al., 2013). Aside of these two original models, there were many its 
derivatives like global 30"SRTM DEM (900 m) used for topography of large areas, ETOPO1 with resolution of 1 arc 
minute (about 1800 m) etc. The latest global DEM released this (2014) year is 12 m WorldDEM produced from image 
stereo pairs of TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X mission. By many indications and preliminary analyses, this is the highest 
quality global DEM available yet (Huber et al., 2012). However, for now this product is commercial at relatively high 
price per km2.    

Except free SRTM and ASTER international DEM’s, another two models are available for the area of the Republic of 
Macedonia. That is 20 m DEM provided by the State Agency of Cadastre (SAC) in 2006, and the second is 5 m DEM 
provided by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Economy of the Republic of Macedonia (MAFWE) in 
2010. Both have high overall quality, much better than 3"SRTM DEM and 1"ASTER GDEM (Milevski et al., 2013). 
However, because of some shifts and artifacts, with our work 20 m DEM of SAC is recently improved to 15 m 
resolution, while 5 m TIN-like DEM of MAFWE is interpolated to "soft-surface" 10 m and 15 m DEM resolutions.   

Thus, for the area of the Republic of Macedonia, several "original" models are available now: 5 m DEM (MAFWE), 12 
m WorldDEM, 20 m DEM of SAC, 30 m ASTER GDEM, 90 m SRTM DEM, 900 m SRTM DEM etc., as well as 
improved and interpolated derivatives like 10 m and 15 m DEM.  
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Because of such many available models with different resolution, quality and accessibility, the problem of selection and 
use of most suitable DEM for topographic modelling and other applications appear. That is especially important 
considering that DEM’s with highest quality are commercial and even highly priced for wider use. An comparison of 
resolution, data and modelling shifts and downgrades between 5 m, 10 m, 20 m, 30 m, 90 m DEM’s will bring good 
indications for right choice. One of the most representative indicators is differences between modelled and calculated 
slope values for the same area and this is actually intention of this work.   

A number of studies have attempted to establish direct, simplified linkages between DEM resolution, data quality, and 
modelling uncertainty (Chang and Tsai, 1991; Zhang and Montgomery, 1994; Chaplot et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2000; 
Thompson et al., 2001; Milevski, 2005; Deng et al., 2007; Milevski et al., 2013). Chang and Tsai (1991) used DEM of 
different resolutions (20 m, 40 m, 60 m and 80 m) in order to examine the effect of resolution on slope gradient and 
slope aspect characteristics. The authors concluded that the accuracy of slope gradient and slope aspect computations 
decreased with larger cell sizes. Zhang and Montgomery (1994) found that the choice of resolution greatly affected the 
computation of slope gradient, specific catchment area and wetness index. Wilson et al. (2000) demonstrated that steep 
slopes were shown to disappear as the cell size was increased from 30 m to 200 m. Chaplot et al. (2000) show that 10 m 
and 30 m DEM were able to predict terrain characteristics (elevation above stream bank, downslope gradient and 
upslope contributing areas) in similar ways, however, the amount of error produced by these characteristics dramatically 
increased when using a 50-m DEM. Thompson et al. (2001) examined how the vertical and horizontal accuracy of 
DEM affects terrain attributes founding that using larger cell sizes produces lower slope gradients on steeper slopes and 
steeper slope gradients on flatter slopes. According to Deng et al. (2007), terrain attributes respond to resolution change 
in characteristically different ways, especially when the resolution is coarsened in the range of 5-50 m. Plan and profile 
curvatures are the most sensitive among the tested attributes, whereas slope is the least sensitive.  

Most of these authors have generally concluded that as cell size increases, slope gradients tend to decrease, ranges in 
curvatures decrease, flow-path lengths tend to decrease and the accuracy of terrain attributes at particular locations 
tends to decrease. The results of these studies also suggest that recently emergent fine-resolution 1 m - 5 m DEM’s, may 
have reached beyond certain threshold resolutions for environmental analysis (e.g. Zhang and Montgomery 1994).  

However, when comparing different DEM's several things must be taken into considerations. First, the exact locations 
of grid points that are to be compared may not coincide at different spatial resolutions. In this situation, spatially 
aggregated comparisons of data resolutions are inappropriate, especially in rugged mountainous landscapes where 
terrain characteristics often display enormous variation over short horizontal distances. Second, the population of grid 
points is small at a coarse resolution, implying unstable statistics. Third, spatial autocorrelation between neighboring 
sample points may be stronger at fine resolutions because of close sample distances (Wilson et al. 2000). 

STUDY AREA 
 
For the purpose of this study, square test area with sides of 20 x 20 km or 400 km2 is selected. This area cover the west 
part of Skopje city region and it is characterized by very heterogeneous topography: from flat plains to deep canyon and 
steep mountain slopes. For that reason, it is divided into 4 more homogenous quadrants each of 10 x 10 km or 100 km2. 
These quadrants are named according to its dominant topographic feature as: Skopje (city plain), Vodno (mountain), 
Matka (canyon) and Zeden (mountain). Minimal elevation of the test area is in the Vardar riverbed (233 m) in the 
Skopje quadrant, while maximal elevation is on the Suva Gora mountain (1378 m) in the Matka quadrant (Fig. 1).   
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Figure 1, Location of study area. 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
 
In our methodological approach, seven DEM’s covering this area was selected for the comparisons: 5 m DEM of 
MAFWE as a reference, derived 15 m DEM's of MAFWE (from 5 m) and SAC (from 20 m), original 20 m DEM of 
SAC, 30 m ASTER GDEM (v2), 90 m 3”SRTM DEM (v4) and 900 m SRTM DEM (Fig. 2).  

 

 
 

Figure 2, Some of DEM's of whole test area used in the study. 

All of the models are cropped to the test area, checked and converted in the same projection (UTM, WGS84, Z34). 
After validation of horizontal position and overlapping, slope angle calculations are performed for each type of DEM 
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and each of 4 quadrants. In the same time, 5 m reference DEM is interpolated to corresponding resolutions of other 
DEM's i.e. 30 m, 90 m and 900 m allowing direct comparisons with SRTM DEM and ASTER GDEM. For slope 
calculation, SAGA GIS v2.1 software is used and related modules for morphometry analysis. The main slope 
parameters used into considerations were: minimal slope, maximum slope, slope range, mean slope and standard 
deviations. Finally, based on the results DEM's-correlation and evaluation is made. 

RESULTS 
 
In Table 1, basic elevation parameters of analyzed DEM's compared with 5 m DEM of MAFWE as a reference are 
presented. It is evident that largest differences are for maximal elevation, thus coarser resolution tending to have lower 
peak elevations. However, mean elevation of the test area is almost the same, while minimal elevations are irregular in 
tendency, except for 30"SRTM DEM. Peak elevations slowly decrease from 5 m to 15 m DEM, and after that the size 
of downgrade is significant, even for 30 m ASTER GDEM. Thus, for 30"SRTM DEM, the peak elevation is only 0,68 
from 5 m reference value. It is interesting that even comparing mean elevation of entire country, the differences 
between 5 m MAFWE and 900 m SRTM DEM is almost insignificant i.e. 830 m versus 828 m. Thus, 30"SRTM DEM 
can be used for mean elevations calculation and comparison of larger areas (more than 100 km2) without significant 
uncertainty.  

Table 1, Elevation differences and deviations from referent 5 m DEM. 

Type of DEM Min. elev. m Dev. Max. elev. m Dev. Mean elev. m Dev. 
5 m MAFWE 233 1.00 1378 1.00 457 1.00 
15 m MAFWE 234 1.00 1373 1.00 456 1.00 
15 m SAC 232 1.00 1372 1.00 457 1.00 
20 m SAC  233 1.00 1368 0.99 457 1.00 
30 m ASTER v2 232 1.00 1357 0.98 457 1.00 
90 m SRTM v4 229 0.98 1347 0.98 454 0.99 
900 m SRTM  235 1.01 932 0.68 457 1.00 

 
However, as shown bellow, slopes are much more sensitive to different resolution of DEM's than elevation. Calculated 
slope values depends on the quality of the DEM, cell spacing and type of topography (morphology of landscape), while 
minor significance has used slope algorithm. In general, as cell spacing increase, the DEM captures less of the fine scale 
changes of slope, including the extreme values and the slope distribution becomes less steep (Guth, 2010). These shifts 
and rising inaccuracies highly reflect on landscape modelling and result of analyses. In our work as mentioned before, 
three main slope parameters were analyzed for each of the 4 quadrants: minimal slope, maximal slope, average slope 
and standard deviation of slope values. Results of calculations are presented in Table 2 and as graph in Fig. 3.  

Here, again maximal slope values show highest differences, compared to mean and minimal slope. Actually, in minimal 
slope almost no change is evident. In correlation with spatial resolution, the highest slope differences of analyzed 
DEM's show SRTM30, where mean slope value for the entire test area is only 1/3 compared to 5 m reference DEM. 
Results for quadrant areas shows that on flats and gentle slopes, deviation is much smaller than on steep slope areas 
arising to more than 70% in regard to the reference DEM.  

In all quadrants (i.e. 4 different types of terrain), freely available 1"ASTER GDEM and 3"SRTM DEM shows tolerable 
deviations from reference DEM in regard to mean slope (10-20% lower values), but much higher inaccuracies for 
maximal slopes (30-53%). Exactly the maximal slope value deviations indicate fine-scale slope refinement which is 
necessary for precise landscape modelling. SRTM30 is out of order because of extreme inaccuracy for peak slopes. 
Thus, 1"ASTER and 3"SRTM DEM can be used with good confidence for mean slope calculation when keep in mind 
10-20% underestimated values. As shown further, these shifts for mean slope can be improved empirically with simple 
mathematical equations in form: a*1+(a/125) for 3"SRTM DEM and a*1+(a/150) for 1"ASTER GDEM, where a is 
slope angle (Milevski, 2005). In that way, slope values will increase gradually with higher steepness. However, for 
precise improvement, much detailed regression is needed depending of local terrain (landscape) type and DEM features.     
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Table 2, Slope values of the tested DEM's compared to the 5 m DEM of MAFWE. 

Quad. Type Slope values Comparison with 5 m DEM 
Skopje Type min max mean stDEV i-max i-mean i-stD 
5 m MAFW1 0,0 54,7 4,7 4,8 1,00 1,00 1,00 
10 m MAFW2 0,0 45,6 4,6 4,6 0,83 0,98 0,96 
15 m MAFW3 0,0 41,8 4,5 4,5 0,76 0,95 0,93 
15 m SAC2 0,0 36,7 4,6 4,0 0,67 0,97 0,84 
20 m SAC1 0,0 29,6 4,3 4,0 0,54 0,91 0,82 
30 m  ASTER 0,0 28,9 4,4 3,6 0,53 0,93 0,74 
90 m  SRTM 0,0 25,7 3,8 3,4 0,47 0,81 0,70 
900 m  SRTM 0,1 5,4 1,6 1,1 0,10 0,34 0,23 

Matka  min max mean stDEV i-max i-mean i-stD 
5 m MAFW1 0,0 78,8 17,2 12,5 1,00 1,00 1,00 
10 m MAFW2 0,0 72,1 17,0 12,3 0,91 0,98 0,98 
15 m MAFW3 0,0 69,4 16,7 12,1 0,88 0,97 0,97 
15 m SAC2 0,0 62,0 16,3 11,2 0,79 0,95 0,90 
20 m SAC1 0,0 57,6 15,7 11,6 0,73 0,91 0,93 
30 m  ASTER 0,0 63,1 15,5 11,0 0,80 0,90 0,88 
90 m  SRTM 0,0 58,3 14,4 10,5 0,74 0,83 0,84 
900 m  SRTM 0,2 13,2 4,9 3,1 0,17 0,29 0,25 

Vodno  min max mean stDEV i-max i-mean i-stD 
5 m MAFW1 0,0 57,2 10,0 8,1 1,00 1,00 1,00 
10 m MAFW2 0,0 46,2 9,8 7,9 0,81 0,98 0,97 
15 m MAFW3 0,0 39,3 9,6 7,6 0,69 0,96 0,94 
15 m SAC2 0,0 41,2 9,0 6,9 0,72 0,90 0,85 
20 m SAC1 0,0 49,1 9,4 6,9 0,86 0,94 0,85 
30 m  ASTER 0,0 45,3 8,8 6,2 0,79 0,88 0,76 
90 m  SRTM 0,0 35,2 8,1 6,0 0,62 0,81 0,74 
900 m  SRTM 0,2 12,1 3,8 2,8 0,21 0,38 0,34 

Zeden  min max mean stDEV i-max i-mean i-stD 
5 m MAFW1 0,0 88,8 11,9 9,3 1,00 1,00 1,00 
10 m MAFW2 0,0 87,7 11,6 9,1 0,99 0,98 0,98 
15 m MAFW3 0,0 86,6 11,4 8,9 0,98 0,96 0,96 
15 m SAC2 0,0 54,8 11,3 8,1 0,62 0,95 0,88 
20 m SAC1 0,0 53,5 10,7 8,0 0,60 0,90 0,86 
30 m  ASTER 0,0 61,8 10,5 7,5 0,70 0,89 0,81 
90 m  SRTM 0,0 54,5 9,5 7,2 0,61 0,80 0,77 
900 m  SRTM 0,2 5,7 2,9 1,3 0,06 0,24 0,14 

  
Values of standard deviations are also very characteristic. If index of 0.9 (10% drop of value) is taken as a lower limit, 
only 10 m and 15 m interpolated MAFWE DEM's are satisfactory accurate for slope modelling aside of reference 5 m 
DEM. 1"ASTER GDEM and 3"SRTM are far away from that limit and can't be used for detailed analyses.   

When interpolated DEM's from same source are taken into considerations instead of totally different original DEM's, 
much smaller deviations appears. In our sample, 7 downscaled DEM's interpolated from original 5 m MAFWE are 
analyzed: 10 m, 15 m, 20 m, 30 m, 60 m, 90 m and 900 m. The 20 m interpolated DEM have same resolution as 20 m 
SAC DEM, 30 m with ASTER, 90 m with SRTM and 900 m with SRTM30 DEM. Evidently, deviations rises on more 
sloped terrains compared to flatted areas. Based on these data, as a good cell resolutions 5 m - 20 m DEM's can be 
considered, where standard deviation is below 5%. After that, slope accuracy drastically downgrade especially in regard 
to maximal or extreme values.    
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Table 3, Slope values of the test area for the interpolated 5 m DEM's of MAFWE. 

 Quadr. Slope values Comparison with 5 m DEM 
Skopje max mean stDEV i-max i-mean i-stD 
5 m 54,7 4,7 4,8 1,00 1,00 1,00 
10 m 45,6 4,6 4,6 0,83 0,98 0,96 
15 m  41,8 4,5 4,5 0,76 0,95 0,93 
20 m  44,0 4,5 4,6 0,80 0,97 0,94 
30 m  37,6 4,4 4,4 0,69 0,94 0,91 
60 m 27,9 4,1 4,0 0,51 0,87 0,83 
90 m  26,1 3,9 3,7 0,48 0,83 0,77 
900 m 10,2 1,9 1,8 0,19 0,41 0,37 
Matka max mean stDEV i-max i-mean i-stD 
5 m 78,8 17,2 12,5 1,00 1,00 1,00 
10 m 72,1 17,0 12,3 0,91 0,98 0,98 
15 m  69,4 16,7 12,1 0,88 0,97 0,97 
20 m  71,1 16,9 12,2 0,90 0,98 0,97 
30 m  68,0 16,5 11,9 0,86 0,96 0,96 
60 m 59,7 15,7 11,4 0,76 0,91 0,91 
90 m  56,3 15,0 11,0 0,71 0,87 0,88 
900 m 34,6 8,3 6,0 0,44 0,48 0,48 
Vodno max mean stDEV i-max i-mean i-stD 
5 m 57,2 10,0 8,1 1,00 1,00 1,00 
10 m 46,2 9,8 7,9 0,81 0,98 0,97 
15 m  39,3 9,6 7,6 0,69 0,96 0,94 
20 m  43,2 9,7 7,7 0,76 0,97 0,96 
30 m  38,6 9,4 7,5 0,68 0,94 0,92 
60 m 36,4 8,8 6,8 0,64 0,88 0,84 
90 m  35,6 8,3 6,4 0,62 0,83 0,79 
900 m 17,6 5,4 4,0 0,31 0,54 0,50 
Zeden max mean stDEV i-max i-mean i-stD 
5 m 88,8 11,9 9,3 1,00 1,00 1,00 
10 m 87,7 11,6 9,1 0,99 0,98 0,98 
15 m  86,6 11,4 8,9 0,98 0,96 0,96 
20 m  87,5 11,5 9,0 0,99 0,97 0,97 
30 m  86,9 11,3 8,8 0,98 0,95 0,95 
60 m 84,4 10,5 8,2 0,95 0,88 0,89 
90 m  82,7 10,0 7,8 0,93 0,84 0,84 
900 m 14,0 4,7 2,8 0,16 0,39 0,30 

 
In Fig. 3, graphs of maximum and mean slope values for different DEM's are presented. It is interesting that in some 
cases 1"ASTER GDEM show in first sight better results than 15 m or 20 m models. The reason is not because of higher 
quality, but because of many artifacts and pseudo-slopes in the model from the processing procedure. When artifacts 
removing tool is used in SAGA GIS (Mesh Denoise), slope deviations increased significantly.  It is evidently also that 
deviations of mean slope are much less expressed except in case of coarsest SRTM30 model, thus the last is 
inappropriate for any kind of slope estimation and calculation, even of largest areas.  

On Fig. 4, two topographic profiles of same terrain are given with representation of correlated slope differences. 
Clearly, on the top profile from 5 m reference DEM, profile line is much more irregular reflecting even small changes 
of slope, while the second (bottom) profile from 3"SRTM DEM is more "soft" and generalized. Previously mentioned 
empiric procedures, slightly improve the situation.      
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Figure 3, Graphs of maximal (left) and mean (right) slope values for each of 4 quadrants. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4, Topographic profile of the south slope of Vodno Mountain on 5 m DEM (top) and 90 m SRTM DEM. 

CONCLUSION  
 
In this paper 3 types of freely available global (or nearly global) DEM's (1"ASTER GDEM, 3"SRTM DEM and 
SRTM30) which cover also the area of the Republic of Macedonia are compared and evaluated together with 2 national 
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digital elevation models (5 m MAFWE DEM and 20 m SAC DEM). As a reference for the comparisons and analyses 5 
m DEM of the MAFWE of Republic of Macedonia is used. That is because according to our tests, until now this model 
is closest to real topography with incredible horizontal and vertical accuracy (+/- 2 m max.). This resolution of DEM 
will be upper limit for reasonable terrain modelling and processing of areas larger than 1 km2 keep in mind good spatial 
cover and amount of data cells for processing. Presented analyses show that because of resolution and some systematic 
errors, all of freely available DEMs have some degree of deviations in elevation or slope values. Highest inaccuracy 
shows 30"SRTM DEM which is normal because of very coarse resolution. However, our results suggests that in regard 
to mean elevation, it is possible to use SRTM30 model for large even country areas comparison. Also, 1"ASTER 
GDEM (v2) is generally better than 3"SRTM, but there are some issues with DEM quality, especially in regard to high 
noise, many artifacts and pseudo-slopes (for that reason it is yet considered as "research grade"). This problem is 
partially resolved with denoise software modules like those in SAGA GIS.  

3"SRTM DEM is a good compromise between the quality and spatial resolution for large areas. In the extent of 
Macedonia the resolution of this model is 72*90m, which is enough for coarse-scale modellings on country level. There 
are significant shifts of steep slopes, but with use of correction equation in form: a*1+(a/125) where a is slope angle, 
slope values can be acceptable. Some procedures of bicubic polynomial reinterpolation to 30 m may improve the 
overall quality closely to the original 1"SRTM DEM (Keeratikasikorn & Trisirisatayawong 2008). Because of that this 
model is widely used by many institutions in Macedonia. 
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Abstract 
One of the most sensitive issues in each country is the public health which must be taken seriously by the government. 
In Bulgaria the leading death causes are still cancer and heart diseases. The mortality for these diseases is above the 
EU average level. At the same time the trends in Europe show that in the coming years we should also be expecting an 
increase of the patients with oncological diseases. This article presents a cartographic overview of the latest cancer 
statistics from 2010 for the morbitity and mortality in Bulgaria. As a result a positive effect from medical mapping is 
reported. It is confirmed that the maps are the only tool that has the advantage of spatial interpretation of the gathered 
data which is not the case for other statistical materials. The dynamics of the morbidity processes in Bulgaria can be 
observed with the help of a technology named Geographic Information system (GIS) and therefore the high mortality 
can be clearly understood. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

The dynamics of the morbidity and mortality of the population of one country is a complex medical and social problem. 
Any data presented in a registry can be used as a reliable and detailed database for mapping different processes and 
phenomena. From the different statistical materials the map has priority over the text and tables because it presents the 
process for a certain territory at a single glance. This necessary tool is also the requirement for forecasting any process. 
Both natural as well as socio-economic processes show different dynamics and static situations. Obviously representing 
these dynamics with a map would give additional scientific value and would allow identifying trends and would allow 
valuable predictions. However the insufficient and untimely knowledge about the spatial feature of the processes reduce 
the effectiveness of the appropriate policies in the regions. The health status of the population determines the level of 
morbidity and aging and what is more important is that with the lack of control these processes convert to events with a 
completely unmanageable nature. 
 
Eurostat [5] and other national statistic centers every year publish different databases presented in tables that are freely 
available. The data collected are the most frequently used and describe short - and long-term indicators. From the data 
published by Eurostat in Atlas on mortality in the European Union during 2002 and updated it 2009 is visible the 
mortality by the regions (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics - NUTS 2) of the Member States [3]. The 
represented data are divided by age and gender and by main causes of death. Due to various reasons the European 
regions have significant differences in mortality and it can vary among countries as well as among regions. Very often 
such statistics serve for the regional analysis of the health policy of the European Union. It aims to distinguish and 
prevent the causes of death.  
 
However differences are recognizable also at lower country levels such as district and municipality. So the statistics 
collected at these levels would give more detailed information about the diseases. Since in Bulgaria one of the leading 
reasons for mortality is cancer – a disease which is still difficult to treat is of high importance for the health authorities 
in the country to understand this disease also on lower territory levels. The purpose of this study is to provide more 
detailed information at district level for the incidence of cancer in Bulgaria during 2010. The incidence depends on the 
region of residence, age characteristics, ethnicity, lifestyle, social behavior, smoking, etc. The data for Bulgaria show an 
increase in the morbidity and the mortality and that our country is among the highly affected countries in Europe. The 
morbidity shown at various levels for the different territorial administrative units even for residence (in town or village) 
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will support the government in primary prevention and organization of the anti-cancer fight and the better analysis of 
the problem. 
 
2 SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS 

In the Bulgarian National Cancer Registry (BNCR) that was used as the primary data source are defined some of the 
basic terms, the names and codes of the diseases according to the international rules and standards for cancer 
registration [2]. Cancer is a collective medical term for a group of malignant diseases in which normal cells mutate and 
go though a destructive process. BNCR contains data for different indicators: factual, age-specific and standardized. 
Based on these details the cancer impact on the population is assessed. The indicators used in this registry have been 
calculated as of 31.12.2010. 
 

• Factual indicators (crude rates): The main factual indicators used to describe the cancer cases in Bulgaria are 
morbidity, mortality and prevalence. According to the definition morbidity is the number of new cancer cases 
in a defined population within a specified period of time. Mortality is the number of cancer deaths that have 
occurred in a defined population within a specified period of time. Prevalence is the proportion of the 
population that has cancer at a specific time point. Normaly these factual indicators present the distribution of 
the new cases by primary location and sex. When calculating these rates the distribution by age groups is 
ignored.  

• Age-specific indicators (age-specific rates): These indicators take into account the age factor. It is the most 
important risk factor for cancer. This indicator determines the cancer rate for a specific age group. The 
different age groups are presented by five-year intervals. The indicator is calculated as the number of new 
cases within a given age group divided by the mean population of the age-group during 2010 multiplied by 100 
000. 

• Standardized indicators (Age-standardized or age-adjusted rates): They exclude the influence of the age factor. 
For its calculation for Bulgaria are used the world standards for population (for example, for men and women, 
or for individual countries). In this case the age-specific rates are multiplied by coefficients defined as world 
standards. The coefficients represent the number of the population in each age group. For comparability the 
resulting value is divided by 100000. The standardization enables the indicators for morbidity and mortality to 
be compared for populations different in its structure and time periods. 

 
3 CONSTRUCTION OF A GEOGRAPHICAL DATABASE OF THE INCIDENCE OF CANCER IN 
BULGARIA 

3.1 The concept of GIS for Health care 

Many authors have given written definitions and have described the components of a GIS [4]. A GIS is a tool to collect 
data from different sources and to analyze and visualize spatial data. As its input data are spatial, the map is the central 
part of the system. The GIS user can select different subcategories that can be mapped - for example, cancer incidence 
by age, by primary cancer locations, by gender or by ICD (International Classification Disease) codes. GIS allows the 
creation of models that represent the dynamics of the processes, gives possibility to monitor the regularities and 
characteristics that have direct influence on the decision making.  
 
For the purpose of this paper is used ArcGIS as a basic software and a geodatabase is formed consisting of two main 
parts: (1) a single cartographic base which enables the carrying out of research on various territorial levels (country, 
region, municipality) and (2) a thematic database that includes interconnected tables which are formed in accordance 
with the contents of the BNCR. The created database is used for mapping and analysis of the registered cancer cases in 
Bulgaria for 2010. 

3.2 Data source 

The reliable and significant data are the important first step in outlining the real picture of morbidity and mortality from 
malignant neoplasms. For the case of cancer statistics the most accurate source of information are mainly the death 
certificates issued by the treating physicians. In the modern statistics the reason for death is based on the leading of the 
primaty death cause. Unfortunately it is not always possible to draw accurate conclusions about the incidence and the 
spread of cancer because the cancer cases documented by the national regional dispensaries very often differ from the 
actual number of patients diagnosed with cancer. The accurate data on the cancer could allow the organizationan of 
optimal screening. 
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A compulsory registration of malignant neoplasms has been introduced in Bulgaria. Based on the data reported by the 
13 regional oncological dispensaries in the country and by the National Oncological Hospital in Sofia has been created 
the BNCR. The register is issued annually and reports data mainly in the form of tables and graphics. The latest 
information on the incidence of malignant neoplasms is from 2010 which is available to all interested persons and 
institutions. Each edition of the register contains data grouped by individual cancer indicators: the number of new cases 
and deaths, standardized incidence and mortality. The information is represented as tables containing data by the the 
primary cancer location coded according to ICD which is also used in Bulgaria, gender, age, year, administrative units 
(districts) and by development stage for the most frequent primary locations of cancer. The registry also shows the 
morbidity and cancer mortality trends. For the improvement of this registration system of the malignat neoplasms is 
obtained information about all people who died from such diseases from the Unified System for Civil Registration and 
Administrative Services to the Population.  

3.3 Classification of the cancer diseases  

The purpose of the classification of the mapped data is to have objects with similar values in the same class (group). 
This gives a better interpretation of their geographical distribution and in our case these are the types of malignancies 
distributed by territory. There are two key factors that determine the classification in GIS environment – the selected 
method of classification and the number of classes. 
 
According to the ICD all malignant neoplasms are coded from С00 to С97 (all affected organs) while for the carcinoma 
in situ of cervix uteri with D06. Each of the maps created with the data from BNCR presents all malignancies by 
districts using a cartographic method named choropleth. The different types of cancer locations are presented with 
diagram figures at the center of the relevant area. For better legibility of the map the number of sectors in the diagrams 
is reduced according to an appropriate classification. The selected classification summarizes the diseases according to 
the organ systems in the human body: C00 ÷C14 Mouth cavity and pharynx; C15 ÷ C26 Digestive organs; C30÷ C39 
Respiratory system and intrathoracic organs; C40÷ C41 Bones and articular cartilage; C43÷ C44 Skin; C45÷ C49 
Mesothelial and soft tissue; C50 Breast and Mammary gland in women; C51÷C58& D06 Female genitals; C60÷ C63 
Male genitals; C64÷ C68 Urinary system; C69 ÷C72 Eye, brain and Central nerve system and meninges; C73÷ C75 
Endocrine glands and related structures; C76÷C80 ill – defined and unspecified sites; C81÷C96 Lymphoid, 
haematopoietic and related tissue. 
 
4 MAPPING AND INTERPRETATION OF THE CANCER DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICTS 

The country is administratively divided into 28 districts and the following maps for women and men were created - 
factual cancer morbidity (number of new cases), standardized (world standard) morbidity and mortality [2], [6]. 
 

 
Figure 1. Number of new cancer cases by primary sites and districts in Bulgaria 2010 

 
The disease incidence (morbidity) is a measurement tool for the risk of developing a particular disease. The indicator 
“factual morbidity” for cancer is presented on Fig 1 and depicts the number of new cancer cases by primary sites and 
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districts in Bulgaria during 2010 - for males 17779 and females 16292. The most cases are reported in the capital - 2751 
male and 2999 female cases whereas for men are from the group of skin cancer - 411 (C44) and for women are breast 
cancer - 790 (C50). 
 
For the purpose of this analysis the most common new cancer diseases in male and female have been represented in 
maps. During 2010 in Bulgaria were reported the highest number of breast cancer cases - 3655, prostate cancer cases - 
1734 and uterine cancer cases - 1109. For these three cancer types the most cases of new patients are in the capital, the 
numbers are respectively - 790, 346, 177 cases. The mapping data indicate the distribution of newly diagnosed cancer 
cases by districts and disease stage in Bulgaria. Whereas the districts are divided into five groups according to the 
method of Natural Breaks (Jenk). The pie diagrams represent the disease stages for each district in percentage. The 
three sectors correspond to I + II, III + IV and one unknown stage.  
 

 
Figure 2. Distribution of the newly diagnosed breast cancer cases by stages in Bulgaria 2010 

 
This publication shows only the map for breast cancer (Fig 2) which shows the allocation of the new registered patients. 
From this population the largest patient group is from I + II stage with a country average value of 68.6%. In regards to 
the prostate and cervical cancer the highest numbers are also for I + II stage and the country average for both are above 
50%. For the oncologists of significant importance is the trend in the frequency of the incidences from I + II stages and 
whether with time the share of early stage cases has been reduced as compared to the advanced cases. In Table 1 the 
information investigated in the last years for all cancer types has been compared [1], [2].  
 

Table 1. Distribution of newly diagnosed cancer cases in percentage for all sites (C00-97) and stages 

 

Year Total 
number

I Stage II Stage III Stage IV Stage Unknown 
Stage 

2009 34712 25.0 21.5 19.0 21.7 12.8

2010 34071 24.6 22.0 18.5 20.7 14.3
 
The standardized incidence of all malignancies is 71.3 per 100000 male. This value refers to lung cancer (C34) and the 
most affected region is Haskovo district. The maximal value is 72.1 per 100000 women and is for women diagnosed 
with breast cancer (C50) and the most affected region is Sofia city. The mapped data for this indicator are summarized 
for women and men on Fig. 3.  
 
The mortality is the other important indicator that describes the incidence. The map on Fig. 4 with data from the 
National Statistical Institute shows the mortality by districts for C00 – C97. Most people who died during 2010 were 
from district Pleven – 544.1 per 100000 population. Nationwide the highest mortality is for the cases of the cancer of 
the larynx, trachea, bronchus and lung (C32-C34) – 156.3 per 100000 again in district Pleven. 
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The cancer prevalence includes both the new and old cases of a disease in the population. If it is calculated at a given 
moment it is called point prevalence or if it is for a specific period of time - period prevalence. This parameter depends 
on the duration of the disease. According to the statistics 3475.9 people from 100000 are affected. 
 

 
Figure 3. Age-adjusted (world standard) incidence rates of cancer per 100000 people by primary sites and districts in 

Bulgaria 2010 
 

 
Figure 4. Mortality from malignant neoplasms (C00-C97) in 2010 by districts in Bulgaria 2010 

 
The new cancer cases for all types of malignancies are 34071 and a tendency for increase is observed in Bulgaria in the 
period 1993 – 2010. The number of newly diagnosed patients during 1993 has been taken as a basis in this registry for 
the calculation of the coefficient of increase. During 2010 was the number of new cases has increased 1.4 times. This 
tendency of increase is mostly observed for the most typical cancer types. For example from 2009 to 2010 the number 
of new cases for men has increased as follows: lung cancer - from 18% to 20.5% and prostate cancer – from 9.2% to 
11.2%. For the same period the number of new cases for women has increased as follows: breast cancer – from 23% to 
25.8% and cervix uteri from 6.5% to 7.8%. For both males and females is observed increase for new colon cancer cases 
– for men from 8.2% to 9% and for women from 7.6% to 8.6%. The percentage distribution of the most common cancer 
deaths in males and females also follows the same tendency. 
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5 CANCER MORTALITY AND PREVENTION IN BULGARIA  

There are several points of view on the causes of high cancer mortality in Bulgaria. Mostly it is considered that it is the 
result of the socio-economic crisis. Another point of view which is very often mentioned today is the so-called 
demographic war which aims to reduce the population. Despite the demographic crisis in our country the high cancer 
mortality deserves special attention. 
 

 
Figure. 5. World standard mortality rates per 100000 by year of diagnosis in Bulgaria 1980 – 2010 

 
The analysis of the long-term dynamics of the mortality makes is possible to examine the influence of various factors on 
the changes in it. The change of the mortality is extremely uneven and inconsistent across age groups and gender. The 
reduction in mortality for the whole country was observed only in some relatively short periods of the last century 
(Fig.5). The differences are significant in favor of women. However according to the statistics for both genders the 
mortality gradually increased after the age of 50. Therefore it is also interesting to analyse the age-specific incidence 
rates for all cancers. 
 
Among the various possibilities for cancer prevention the screening has proven to be one of the most effective with 
time. The effect is particularly noticeable in countries which have established programs for organized population 
screening. At present many European countries have developed programs for various cancer types. In Bulgaria has 
already started one of the largest national campaigns for early detection of the most common cancer types. The program 
"Stop and get examined" plans screening of three cancer types - of the rectum and colon (for women and men), breast 
and cervical cancer. The funding comes from the Operational Programme "Human Resources Development", co-
financed by the European Social Fund. 
 
6 CONCLUSIONS  

This work makes a cartographic interpretation of the dynamics of the morbidity and mortality from cancer. Based on the 
mapped and analyzed with ArcGIS software data two important conclusions have been made. First of all most common 
malignancies in 2010 are more then these registered in 2009 which shows a trend of increase. Also it has been 
confirmed that this detailed survey could be useful for the national and regional government. The data on cancer 
incidence could be used for different studies, for public health administering and prevention with screening. Together 
with the maps the information allows one in-depth analysis and forecasts for the regional organizations. 
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Abstract 
The aim of the paper is a user-oriented application of the theory of decision making for the real estate market. It creates 
a need to optimize the input information and choose the most suitable option in conjunction with spatial decision 
making. The purpose is to streamline the decision-making process between stakeholders on the real estate market 
(developers, investors, end-users). Designed user-oriented method consists of a combination of several multi-criteria 
methods. In this work was created a mathematical model which inputs represent the various groups of stakeholders and 
outputs represent individual variants of multi-criteria evaluation. The individual parameters of evaluations of real 
estate are weighted according to the users and experts. These parameters are determined in the model as the main 
criteria strategic planning in the real estate engineering which weights are estimated using different methods of 
decision theory. Spatial analyses create an important part of this method. Spatial analyses serve as an attractive 
cartographic presentation of the project to users appearing in the real estate market using static and interactive maps. 
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is the end result of processes designed to investigate and document many 
factors which affect the real estate market and the price of real estate. Factors determine demand and supply for 
particular type of real estate and the geographic boundaries of the trade area. The proposed method is a new approach 
to comprehensive evaluation criteria for the purposes of the real estate market. This consists in the fact that the existing 
MCDA methods are integrated into one unit and evaluated through an optimal variant. 

Keywords: Real estate market, Business geography, Multi-criteria decision analysis, GIS, Spatial analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Real estate market is continuously on the move and needs of humans are constantly changing. Therefore, it is necessary 
for these changes on the real estate market to track, record, and adapt to them. The real estate market is divided into 
several segments which work to a certain extent separately. Therefore it is important to consider various segment by 
criteria in the context of assessment, methods of real estate evaluation or practice of the expert activities within 
evaluation. The work describes the possibility of data configuration for solved area and their combinations through the 
various thematic maps. The most commonly used methods are comparative method to determine price of valued 
building or estate. Is it possible use of multi-criteria comparative method for decision making if to the comparison of 
the property is used more criteria. 

Generally, the decision-making process involves heterogeneous parameters that are needed to competently evaluate. 
This problem is solved by a method for quantification which represents analysis when the result of the analysis is for an 
overall appreciation of the state and comparing several variants. So far, there have been published several methods of 
multi-criteria decision analysis (hereafter referred MCDA) as OWA, AHP, ELECTRE, TOPSIS etc. But none of these 
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methods has been published in the context of usage multi-criteria analysis using a combination of user-oriented map 
design for the purposes of the real estate market. 

The paper proposed a method of integrated multi-criteria analysis which allows evaluating the criteria of a combination 
of previously known methods. Individual decision-making strategies improve accuracy of decision-making process 
using a set of weights and the possibility of the reasoning risk of the phenomenon. The decision, which will result in a 
final multi-criteria analysis, refers to several persons or interest groups that have different preferences on the importance 
of each criterion. The article describes the issue of decision-making methods by considering the spatial strategies based 
on user-oriented map design. The analytical solution of decision-making strategies is used mathematical models based 
on extensive GIS (Geographic Information System). To identify the individual factors and their subsequent evaluation 
are used efficiently tools expert system to support spatial decision-making which includes two basic components: 
decision-making systems (multi-criteria models) and GIS environment. 

The application of multi-criteria evaluation occur simplification of work and communication between subjects and 
stakeholders on the real estate market (developers, investors, end-users). Analyses on the real estate market imply 
problems of spatial decision-making where it is necessary to consider the existence of multiple criteria and alternatives. 
The needs of the functional definition of spatial analysis were observed mainly economic, social, environmental and 
demographic criteria affecting urban planning and strategy. 

RELATED WORKS 

Multi-criteria analysis is one of the effective methods of evaluation objects and phenomena of the real world according 
to predetermined criteria. There are several applied methods of multi-criteria analysis which have been validated in 
practice. In many cases, however, due to the diversity of viewpoints by a single multi-criteria method for an informed 
assessment of the phenomenon or object is not enough. 

According to [1], geographic data are processed in 80% of all applications in the field of multi-criteria decision-making. 
Therefore, the used methods are in many cases supported by GIS technology. Methods of multi-criteria decision-
making can we divided into two categories according to the nature of the assessed data: 

a) Multi-attributes analyses (Multi-Attribute Decision-Making, MADM) 

b) Multi-objects analyses (Multi-Objective Decision-Making, MODM). 

In both cases it is the analytical process which result is the quantitative evaluation of selected attributes of entity (ad 1) 
or the selected object (ad 2). Malczewski gives a description [2] of the utilization for effective tool to support spatial 
decision-making which involves two basic components: decision-making systems (multi-criteria models) and GIS 
environment. Multi-criteria decision-making based on GIS is defined as a process that integrates and transforms 
geographical data (maps criteria) and values of decisions (the formation of preferences and uncertainties) to obtain the 
overall assessment of alternatives. 

The current works from the field of multi-criteria decision-making can be di-vided into several groups according to the 
following aspects: 

1) According to principle of the method 
a) Classical method (Boolean logic, OWA, AHP, WLC, TOPSIS), [14], [17]. 
b) Special methods (use of the modified fuzzy logic, Markov processes, etc.). [12], [13]. 

2) According to deployment of the application area 
a) Environment [16], [11]. 
b) Civic Facilities [15]. 
c) The Land Register [3], [8], [10]. 
d) Infrastructure [4], [7]. 
e) Transport and Tourism [5], [6], [20]. 
f) Sports and the recreational activities [9]. 
g) Regional strategic decision-making [18],  
h) Other applications [21], [22], [23]. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

As already mentioned in the introductory chapter, multi-criteria analysis is an effective method for the evaluation of 
objects or phenomena that have diverse parameters. It is shown [1] that the majority of relevant parameters has 
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geographic character. Therefore it is logical that is used for addressing the issue of geographic information system 
(GIS). Figure 1 demonstrates conceptual scheme of the whole evaluation process of objects by multi-criteria analysis 
with the support of GIS. The system consists of the following functional blocks: 

1. User interface for clients 
2. Processing of inputs 
3. Geo-database 
4. GIS 
5. Expert system 
6. MCDA 

 
ad 1) The user interface is used for communication with customers who can divided into the following groups from our 
point of view: 

• People interested in permanent accommodation 
• Customers (stakeholders, clients, users) interested in recreational building 
• Businessmen in industry 
• Businessmen in the services sector 
• Businessmen in the Agriculture. 

 
ad 2) This block provides preparation of input data. The input is the under assessment object which has the following 
parameters: 

• Type of object 
• Parameters of the object 
• Geographic 
• Others 
• Limits – restrictions. 

Clients enter from the previous block area of interest and location. Within the defined block then run the following 
processes. The necessary adjustment of input data (format conversion, normalization, etc.). Splitting the input 
parameters into 2 groups on geographic and others. Geographic parameters are entering further into the GIS block, the 
other parameters in the expert system. 

ad 3) The block of geodatabase contains the geographic data needed to evaluate the parameters of the building in a 
block GIS. 
 
ad 4) The block GIS evaluates geographic parameters on the basis of spatial analysis. The parameters of analytic 
functions obtained from the expert system results transmitted to block MCDA. The block operates on the basis of a 
mathematical model using fuzzy sets. It is a tool for mathematical modeling of vaguely described phenomena, objects 
and relationships which are not exact demarcated. Fuzzy character is seen as an ambiguity not as imprecision or 
uncertainty. Verbally, we can describe given phenomena by linguistic variables such as: close, moderate, high, positive, 
dissected. They are often added modifiers: a little high, quite moderate, more than the average etc. It is possible to use 
basic operations with sets in the multi-criteria decision-making through GIS environment, which include intersection, 
union and supplement to sets. It is important for efficient querying in the spatial databases. The basis of spatial analysis 
function is overlap in this case of which mathematical model can be expressed as follows: 
 

( ) ( )nm BBBAAAO ∩∩∩∩∩∩∩= ...... 2121        (1) 

 
where O is the output layer, Ai are heterogeneous fuzzy sets of geographic parameters (environment, water areas, 
culture, etc.), Bi are homogeneous fuzzy sets of the geographical parameters (hiking trails, bike paths, etc.). The 
membership function µ(x) of elements x to the fuzzy set X is stored in the expert system and is dependent on a group of 
clients and their interests. 
 
ad 5) The main activity of the expert system is to assign each parameter of optimal multi-criteria method. This is done 
on basis of experience. Another function of this block is to provide parameters for spatial analysis functions. 
 
ad 6) The block MCDA ensures these processes: 
Sorting all parameters into classes according to the aim pursued. 

• Establishing priorities classes (order). 
• The choice of parameters weights according to previously ordinary methods MCDA. 
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• The choice of threshold functions fi for individual classes of parameters. 
• The calculation result values according to equation (1). 

 
Fig. 1. Conceptual schema application of multi-criteria analysis 

 
The mathematical model of the block MCDA: 
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where Y is the output value size of which is proportional to the quality of the considered object for the purpose, xi are 
the input parameters of the object, wi are the weights of parameters, fi are the output values i of multi-criteria methods. 
 
Mathematical model defined by equation (1) is implemented by schema in Fig. 2. MCi blocks represent the individual 
methods of multi-criteria analysis. Weighting parameters xi with weights wi are entering into these blocks. Product is led 
into a function block fi which works as a threshold (the principle is analogous to the paradigm of artificial neural 
networks). The value of threshold is taken from the expert system and depends on the intended use of the given object 
and on the group in which a client (user) belongs to. It is obvious that the threshold value function strongly influences 
the result of the multi-criteria analysis and it must also be chosen with this responsibility. 

 
Fig. 2. Block Diagram of MCDA 

 
Methodological procedure for solving the task using a multi-criteria analysis: 

• The analysis of the client’s requirements 
• Acquisition of the necessary input data 
• Preparation of input data, create and populate the template of the model 
• Formulation of a mathematical model of spatial analyzes 
• The selection of coefficients for the functions in the mathematical model of the expert system 
• Running the model in GIS 
• Evaluation of the results of spatial analyzes coefficients for multi-criteria analysis (the expert system)  
• Running the block MCDA 
• Interpretation of results of MCDA. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

This part includes questions which deal with the analysis of data. In analyzing a multi-criteria issue we need to reach a 
conclusion about the advantages and disadvantages of a particular action (individually applied multi-criteria method). 
As an example of multi-criteria analysis was selected a location for residential housing in the city district Brno-Komín. 
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The proposed model has been validated on the task in practice. The aim was to select optimal locations for permanent 
residential housing in the city district Brno-Komín. The criteria of spatial analysis in expert system were obtained partly 
based on own experience and partly on the basis of the questionnaire survey [19]. Criteria are selected and entered into 
account factors that affect the real estate market and the price of the property. 

The real estate market is evaluated according to characters, qualitative characteristics of the zones and their values. 
They were monitored especially following criteria for the needs of the functional specification of criteria in the real 
estate market: 

• site area (type of building), 
• connection, availability of utility networks and other services, 
• road access sites including public transport, 
• constraints and opportunities according to the land use plan, 
• the physical and geographic parameters of the plots (slope, exposure), 
• positive and negative effects of the environment (noise, dust, etc.), 
• restriction of use (protection zones of roads or environmental, management utility networks, floodplains,  

                 easements, ownership relations, etc.). 
 
Mathematical model 
Theory of multi-criteria evaluation is based on mathematical modelling. Formulation of mathematical model includes 
relationships between input, output and internal variables. The mathematical model provides a clear description of all 
relevant factors influencing the real estate market and allows to detect significant relationships between the parameters 
of the studied issues. The parts of the mathematical model are described in this section. As the area of criteria was 
chosen site evaluation for permanent residential housing. As the main aspects of the evaluation of the real estate market 
of residential housing can be determined by geographical, environmental, demographic, socio-economical and territorial 
administrative aspects. These aspects are basis for establishing of a mathematical model. The individual aspects can be 
termed as criteria for entering into the mathematical model. As the main criteria were determined following fields 
which are given in Table 1. The resulting location must meet the following functional relationship: 
 

( )V Pk, K, Sb, R, C, S, E, H, L,  Z,P, D,fM =                     (3). 

Table 1. Variants of the evaluation criteria 

Criterion Character Variant 

Economical criterion 

C Price of building land (CZK/m2) 
D Transport infrastructure 
P Work activity, industry 
V Waters (floodplains areas) 

Socio-economical 
criterion 

Pk Parking 
R Recreation area 
K Container stand 
Sb Waste disposal facility 

Environmental 
criterion 

E Exposure of the terrain 
Z Landscape and urban green areas 
L Forest land 
H Noise 
S Slope of the terrain 

 
In the next part is necessary to assign relevantly weight to the specified criteria. Weights can be determined by 
subjective or objective manner. To determining of objective weighting was used TOPSIS (Technique for order 
preference by similarity to ideal solution) method. To determining of subjective method was used AHP method that is 
described in individual tables (Table 2, 3, 4). The process of setting weights using subjective weighting method AHP 
(Analytic hierarchy process) uses pair-wise comparison of criteria. 
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Table 2. Variants of the evaluation economical criterion using pair-wise comparison 

Character Variant of the evaluation criteria C D P V Weight 

C to 3200 CZK/m2 1    0,4792 

D the dissected and sufficient transport structure 1/2 1   0,2695 

P work activity, industry to a distance of 1000 m 1/3 1/2 1  0,1722 

V the area outside the floodplain area 1/5 1/3 1/3 1 0,0791 

Table 3. Variants of the evaluation socio-economical criterion using pair-wise comparison 

Character Variant of the evaluation criteria Pk R K Sb Weight 

Pk to a distance of 100 m  1    0,5251 

R to a distance of 500 m  1/3 1   0,2178 

K to a distance of 150 m 1/3 1/2 1  0,1705 

Sb to a distance of 250 m 1/5 1/2 1/3 1 0,0866 

Table 4. Variants of the evaluation environmental criterion using pair-wise comparison 

Character Variant of the evaluation criteria E Z L H S Weight 

E orientation to the southwest side 1     0,453 

Z to a distance of 200 m 1/2 1    0,2436 

L the area outside the floodplain area 1/4 1/2 1   0,1482 

H in the daytime to the value of 40 dB 1/5 1/3 1/2 1  0,0913 

S up to a maximum 4 degrees 1/5 1/3 1/3 1/2 1 0,0638 

 
Now is chosen for each criterion an optimal method MCDA after determining the criteria weights. All related MCDA 
methods are divided into three categories: elementary methods, methods in unique synthesizing criteria and outranking 
methods. They were used WLC (Weighted linear combination) and OWA (Ordered weighted average) as elementary 
weighted sum MCDA methods. As unique synthesizing criteria was used AHP method. Furthermore were used as 
outranking methods ELECTRE (Elimination et choice translating reality) and PROMETHEE (Preference ranking 
organization method for enrichment evaluation). Individual decision-making strategies improves the accuracy the 
decision making process using the settings of weights and possibilities of the risk consideration of the phenomenon. The 
resulting characteristics of decision-making strategies from different perspectives can be applied to many case studies in 
the field of the real estate market. Figure 3 shows the spatial solution of environmental criterion as an example of using 
the resulting research. The resulting areas are determined according to the methods of subjective weighting AHP and 
MCDA methods. 
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Fig. 3. The spatial solution of environmental criterion using MCDA 

 

CONCLUSION 

The article describes the issue of decision-making methods by considering the spatial strategies as a new user-oriented 
application for evaluation purposes in the field of real estate market. The analytical solution of decision-making 
strategies is used mathematical models based on extensive GIS (Geographic Information System - GIS). It was used 
efficiently tools expert system to support spatial decision-making and to identify the individual factors and their 
subsequent evaluation which includes two basic components: decision-making systems (multi-criteria models) and GIS 
environment. The application of multi-criteria evaluation occurs simplification of work and communication between 
subjects and authorities of spatial and urban planning. Analyses on the real estate market imply problems of spatial 
decision-making where it is necessary to consider the existence of multiple criteria and alternatives. The needs of the 
functional definition of spatial analysis were observed mainly economic, social, environmental and demographic criteria 
affecting real estate and strategy. They were used as the main method of multi-criteria (OWA, WLC, ELECTRE, 
PROMETHEE or AHP). These methods determine weights of the criteria which determine the importance of the users 
themselves in the field of urban planning. It can be possible to simplify the work and communication between 
stakeholders operating in the real estate market using multi-criteria evaluation with support GIS and this proposed 
mathematical model. Considering of the fact that solved criteria are from different fields of the real estate market, it is 
need to reflect advantages and disadvantages of their use. 
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Abstract 
Wetlands nature systems are one of the most sensitive nature systems. The small changes in the conditions reflect to the 
parameters in the wetlands. They provide various goods and identify the cultural traditions of many countries. The 
Ostrov wetland system is situated along the Bulgarian Danubian shore between the mouths of rivers Ogosta and Iskur. 
The wetlands in Danube catchments are related by fluctuation in water level, which reflect to landscape and biological 
diversity. The number of different anthropogenic activities are transformed the region. They stopped the natural 
evolution of the system. The processes of restoration of wetland system are observed during the last year. They are 
result of changes of the economical activities in the region. 

The research is based on comparative space analysis of maps and spatial model from different period of time. The 
building of the reconstruction models are based on the information of these models. Using the models we can 
investigate the parameters of some nature components and their transformations. The other aspect is related with 
optimization the evaluation of the potential of the region and management of the territory. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The wetlands nature systems provide different types of ecosystem and landscape services – provision (resource), 
regulation and cultural. They are also part of cultural identification and national traditions of many countries. The 
wetlands are one of the most sensitive objects in the nature. The small changes in the conditions or anthropogenic 
influence reflect to the physical parameters and functions of the wetlands. 
The first comprehensive and versatile, the definition of a wetland is given by Cowardin et al. (1979). It defines wetland 
space filled with a certain level of moisture, which determines the soil type and the development of soil and the type of 
plants and animals, occurring in the soil and the ground surface. The author makes a statement that the very concept of 
wetland has a very wide dimension, due to differences in their localization and diversity of topographical, climatic, 
hydrological, soil and plant conditions, including the nature of land use. Wetlands can be found from the tundra to the 
tropics every continent except Antarctica. Based on the analysis of Cowardin (1979) may draw the following 
conclusions: 
- Wetlands are defined by the hydrological characteristics. The presence of water on the surface or near the earth's 
surface for a certain period or only during the growing season of the plants. 
- Wetlands are characterized by hydromorphic soils. 
- Wetlands are accompanied and determine its distribution hygrophytes and hydrophytes. 
 
Hydrologic indicator 
Hydrological characteristics of wetlands are defined by the presence of water masses on the surface or below the soil 
surface for a sufficient period of the year to determine the types of plant and soil prevalent in the area. Although very 
telling factor in the hydrology of the wetlands may be groundwaters often leads data are very limited and the ability to 
be used in the system analysis is defined by specific conditions. Prerequisite is the hydrologic indicator to determine in 
field studies without giving the frequency, timing and circadian activity of flooding or saturation of soils with water 
tables. 
You can use a group of indicators for determining the extent to which an area is subject to flooding or soil saturation 
moisture. These are the presence of standing water and flood tables, the degree of soil moisture, type of sedimentation, 
flooding the area and others. 
 
Soil indicator 
The initial definition indicates that hydromorphic soils are those which are formed under conditions of high level of 
moisture, water flooding or pools exist so long that covering the vegetation period of the plants to the development of 
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anaerobic conditions in the upper parts. These soils are characterized by a limited oxygen content, determined by 
saturation of soil with water masses during the vegetation period. 
The presence of hydromorphic soils can be determined by a number of soil indicators, including the composition and 
structure of the soil, the color of the surface soil horizon, the type of soil inclusions etc. 
 
Plant indicator 
The presence of hydrophytic and hygrophytic plant formations in the region is a key indicator for determining of the 
wetland. They are the result of the occurrence of the first two indicators and define the external appearance of the 
wetlands. 
 
RESEARCH AREA 
 
The first scientific information for the wetlands in Bulgaria is related with the researches of Petkov (1909) and Bonchev 
(1929). They observed and investigated different aspects of the wetlands – geology, geomorphology, biodiversity etc. 
The reconstructions models of the wetlands have been realized in the works of Hennessey (2005), Gimmi et al. (2011), 
Zhelezov (2012). 
Ostrov wetland system is situated on the territory of one of Danubian lowlands between mouth of rivers Ogosta and 
Iskur. The length of the lowland from west to east is 11,6 km, and the maximum width from north to south is 4 km. The 
area is 25,6 km2, with excess of 2.5 to 6 m above the Danube. The lowland is a floodplain terrace of the Danube.  
 
THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 
 
The study is based on the models and modeling process, which are created on old maps from different periods. The part 
of the basic information has been transformed in the form for permanent preservation and option for actualization. The 
specific application of some aspects of the space-time analysis defined the transformations of Ostrov wetland system 
and give opprotunities for creation of graphic system models. The spatial data include two elements – graphic image 
and attribute data connected with graphical image. The modeling process is a core part of this research. Head-Up 
Digitizing technology has been used for creation of digital vector models. 
Describtion of the different states of wetlands give some functional dependences: 

 
Х1934 = f(X1916); 
X1941 = f(X1934); 
X1979 = f(X1941); 
X2013 = f(X1979) 
 

Spatio-temporal variations show that in each subsequent model designed points from the previous model (Sadahiro 
2001). Each point on the model of the state of a wetland in 1916 has a precise projection model of the same wetland in 
1934 as an example.  

 
Рn   от 1916→ Рn1 от 1934 
Рn1 от 1934→ Рn2

 от 1941 
Рn2 от 1941→ Рn3 от 1979 
Рn3 от 1979→ Рn4 от 2013 

 
Graphically this process can be represented as follows for two sample conditions: 
 

                          1941  
. 
        . 
                . 

 
                                      1934  

. 
       . 
               . 
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The system of wetlands with the whole complex of the territories under its influence is paramount manipulated areas in 
the process of spatial modeling. Emphasis upon the depiction of hydrophytic communities and water bodies having 
paramount importance in the processes of eutrophication and changes in wetlands.  
Adjacent landscapes of wetland are observed in several different groups – forest communities, grasslands, farmlands, 
settlements, infrastructure (roads and coastal embankments) etc. 
 
RECONSTRUCTION MODEL OF THE STATE OF OSTROV WETLAND SYSTEM BASED ON 
THE MAP FROM 1916 
 
The reconstruction model from 1916 (Figure 1) is determined as basic model in the present research. It is represented 
the natural parameter of Ostrov lowland and wetland system. Approximately 90 % of the lowland is flooded area and 
cover with hydrophyte formations. There is open water body in south part of the region. The most important element for 
the function of the system is broad contact zone between river Danube and wetland system.  

 

 
 
RECONSTRUCTION MODEL OF THE STATE OF OSTROV WETLAND SYSTEM BASED ON 
THE MAP FROM 1934 
 
The reconstruction model based on the map from 1934 (Figure 2) is not so detail like a basic model gives information 
for: 

- water body in the south part of the lowland; 
- broad flooded zone in the lowland; 
- contact zone between river Danube and wetland system; 
- connection between river Danube and main water body. 

There are no general changes in ecological and spatial parameters of the wetland system. 
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RECONSTRUCTION MODEL OF THE STATE OF OSTROV WETLAND SYSTEM BASED ON 
THE MAP FROM 1941 
 
The reconstruction model based on the map from 1934 (Figure 3) give the similar situation lie a model on Figure 2.  
There is stable ecological situation. The functional interaction between river Danube and wetland system is also stable. 
This model is represented the natural evolution of the system. We can propose that this is the status of the wetland until 
building of the protected dike along the Danube shore.  
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RECONSTRUCTION MODEL OF THE STATE OF OSTROV WETLAND SYSTEM BASED ON 
THE MAP FROM 1979 
 
The reconstruction model based on the map from 1979 (Figure 4) show completely changed situation. The construction 
of the dike breaks the functional connection between river Danube and wetland system. There are two general processes 
of the transformation of the region: 

- Drainage of the wetlands system with whole flood area. 
- Building of irrigation system 
- Changing of the wetlands in grasslands and agriculture areas. 

 

 
RECONSTRUCTION MODEL OF THE STATE OF OSTROV WETLAND SYSTEM BASED ON 
THE MAP AND IMAGES FROM 2013 
 
The reconstruction model based on the map and images from 2013 (Figure 5) show the present status of the wetland 
system.  
There is process of restoration of the wetland system as a result of destruction of some part of the Danube dike and 
drainage system in the lowland. 
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CONCLUTIONS  
 
The main changes in wetland system related with water body and hydrophytic formations are result of building of the 
protected dike along the Danube shore during the fifty years of twentieth century. The other reason is development of 
the national program for drainage of Danubian wetlands and transformation of these lands in agriculture areas. 

The ecological situation until 1941 can be determinate as result of natural evolution of the wetland system. There was 
clear interaction between wetland system in the lowland and river Danube. 

The basic model for reconstructions is the first models from 1916. 

The reconstruction models from 1934 and 1941 show the specific of the wetland evolution without strong 
anthropogenic influence. 

The reconstruction model from 1979 shows the main picture of the transformation in the lowland and wetland system. 

The reconstruction model from 2013 shows the present situation of the wetland system. The model can be use for 
investigation of the landscape diversity. The natural potential can evaluate based on this analysis. This is the 
opportunity for optimization of the land use and activities in the region.  
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Abstract 
This contribution is focused on technical issues related to the creation and completion of a complex virtual 3D model of 
the Terezín City, showing its state of the art in the period of the Second World War, together with a creation of a 
comprehensive information system about this city and the period. The 3D model itself consists of two main parts. The 
first part consists of 3D models of buildings in Terezín and the second part is a 3D model of the fortification 
surrounding the city. To manage data in the created information system, so called Content Management System (CMS) 
is used. It contains and manages both 3D models of all objects (i.e. geometry) and historical data related to the models 
(i.e. descriptive data). The closely related issue is the visualization of the 3D model, which deals with the large amount 
of data. 

INTRODUCTION 

This contribution depicts the processes of completion of complex 3D model of the Terezín city and the technical issues 
related to such processes. In the following text the whole way of creation of a particular building, as an example of 
the production line for creation of all buildings and objects modelled within the project, is depicted. The creation of the 
3D model of the Terezín city is related to the project called: “Landscape of memory. Dresden and Terezín as places of 
memories on Shoah.” The main project goal is to develop and populate a data model suitable for 3D visualization of 
large-volume spatial data with related descriptive data, in our case, for the city of Terezín. Shoah (a.k.a. the holocaust) 
refers to the period, which the model is about to reflects. It reflects the state of the art of the city in 1940’s, while in 
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June 1940 the Small Fortress of Terezín was turned into the Prague Gestapo Police Prison. The town itself, former Main 
Fortress, was turned in November 1941 into a ghetto, an internment and transit camp for the Jews. More information 
about the history of the Terezín can be found in [1] or [2]. This paper shows issues occurred during the data mining 
and data collecting, the creation of 3D models of objects of interest like buildings or a fortification, the visualization of 
such 3D model and giving the semantics to the model, i.e. population of it with descriptive data. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL OF THE TEREZÍN CITY 

There are user's requirements included in the project related to the creation of a 3D model of the Terezín city. 
They were obtained from discussions of historian experts from the Terezín Memorial and the technical staff from the 
University of West Bohemia. Such user’s requirements are as follows: 

● To create a model of the Main and Small Fortress of Terezín in the state of the art at the end of the Second 
World War (2nd WW) including buildings inside and outside of the city and also the fortification surrounding 
fortresses; 

● Buildings should be divided into two groups according to the importance of a particular building during the 
period of interest. Thus there are two groups of buildings: 

o The first group is a group of so called “important” buildings. It consists of buildings of a military 
purpose (like barracks, hospitals and so on) or of buildings which were generally important (like 
a church, a water tower or a kitchen). Additional buildings are marked as important on account of  
momentous people who lived or were imprisoned in such buildings, or of remarkable events which 
took a place in such places (it includes e.g. prison cells, a theatre, a morgue, a music pavilion and so 
on), 

o The second group of buildings is a group of so called “unimportant” buildings, which are the others 
than the already mentioned ones. 

● Important objects will be modelled in higher level of detail than the unimportant ones. But even for the 
important ones, no interior will be modelled; 

● To enable visitors of the Terezín Memorial to obtain information about a particular building, a person or 
a place directly from the visualized model at kiosks, placed in the area of the Terezín Memorial. 

The concept of the virtual model of the Terezín consists of two main parts: geometry and related descriptive data. 
The geometric part consists of 3D models which capture how the Terezín ghetto looked like during the 2nd WW. 
The descriptive part is based upon a structured database of collected documents (descriptive data) which describe the 
historic information of many particular places in Terezín during the period of interest. For more information about the 
conceptual model, see [3]. 

FROM A PLAN TO A 3D MODEL 

In the following subchapters the process of collecting and mining of available historical and contemporary data suitable 
for modelling of 3D objects of Terezín is depicted. We, as a technical team of the project, deal with the geometry part of 
the conceptual model, the process of adding semantics to the model is not under our jurisdiction, thus the enrichment of 
the model is described only from the technical point of view. The core of the next chapters is the way of creation of 3D 
models from the scratch up to their visualization. This way of model’s creation is showed on an example of a building 
called Geniekaserne (Krankenhaus, Altersheim), bearing the indication of EIIIa, which refers to the nomenclature of 
blocks of buildings used by Germans during the 2nd WW (for more information about this nomenclature, see [4]). 
This contribution is focused on issues revealed during the creation of the 3D of the Main Fortress of Terezín and its 
surrounding fortification. Considering the description of creation of a 3D model of the Small Fortress of Terezín, see 
[10]. 

Fundamental Data Mining 

During the creation of the 3D model of the Terezín, it was necessary to search for available information, documents and 
materials about the situation in the Terezín’s fortress during the 2nd WW. There was a need to select the proper 
information from huge amount of collected materials, which are suitable for both 3D geo-visualization of the Terezín’s 
Main Fortress and also for description of the life in Terezín ghetto during the 2nd WW. All original archive materials 
were kept in 4 different archives in Czech and Austria; two of them are the military ones.  

For the purposes of the technical part of the project we have obtained a lot of historical construction plans of buildings 
showing facades, sections of buildings and/or details of buildings. But not all of them were suitable and usable as 
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a background for creation of models, simply because they show data not convenient for the project (for example the 
interior of buildings). Moreover, some of them are made out in not standardized phantom rates, that means the ratio 
between the phantom rate and the decimal rate had to be established and the measurements on such plans had to be 
recalculated. More information about data mining of historical documents used in this project can be found in [3]. 

The next sources of data for modelling 3D models were the contemporary data. The measurements from land surveyors 
in the form of the Technical Map of the City, the orthophoto images and the photogrammetric measurements from the 
stereoscopic images and of course the photographs of the buildings and fortification from the present days were used.  

During the data mining process has been discovered that we have a very few historical documents from the period of 
interest itself. We had a lot of very detailed construction plans from the 19th century, showing the state of a building 
how it should have been built. But in many cases, the real building is built a little bit differently. Moreover, the plans 
are usually made just as grayscale plans, i.e. without colours of facades, windows, etc., or they are coloured not 
accordingly to the real colors of buildings. On the other hand, we have plenty of photographs and images of buildings 
from present days, showing the buildings in the contemporary state of the art. But from the contemporary photographs 
the whole-photorealistic models cannot be created. One reason is that obstacles occur in front of buildings, such as cars, 
poles, wires, advertisements and so on. The second reason is that the photographs show the facades of the buildings 
which are usually faded out or damaged, moreover windows or doors has been sometimes changed for the new ones. 
The third main reason is that a new purpose of a building can be established and that can extremely change the look of 
the building. Sometimes, due to the nature or due to the distribution of the built objects (e.g. covering the view of 
another building), is not possible to even take photographs of a building. Thus we created 3D models as iteration from 
the available historical and contemporary documents. Within this procedure, the look of the 3D models of buildings had 
to be discussed with the historian experts from the Terezín Memorial for individual cases. 

Figure 1 shows a horizontal section of the EIIIa building (A), an orthophoto image covered with the lines of the 
Technical Map of the city and with height points obtained from a stereophotogrammetric measurement (B), image of 
the EIIIa building in Google Street View (C) and a contemporary photograph of the building (D). 

 

Figure 1 - An example of essential data for the creation of the EIIIa building. 
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Creation of a complex 3D model of Terezín 

The already mentioned user requirements show that we are dealing with the large amount of data which need to be 
processed and subsequently modelled. It follows that the complexity of the model is great and therefore it is crucial to 
involve a principle that reduce the amount of data. We have chosen the Level of Detail principle (abbreviated as LOD in 
the further text). The principle comes from the CityGML specification (see [5]) and it deals with different models for 
a building, while each model has its own definition of the amount and selection of displayed details and parts of the 
building. Consequently the more detailed model is built upon the lesser detailed model. It means that a 3D model in 
LOD1 is built upon a LOD0 model, a LOD2 model is modeled upon the model of LOD1 and a LOD3 model is built 
upon the LOD2 model. All the work on the creation of the model has been done manually. 

The following subchapters depict the creation of different level of details for the chosen EIIIa building situated in the 
Main Fortress and after that the creation of the fortification around the city city of Terezín  is also described. 

Level of Detail 0 

According to [5] buildings may be represented in LOD0 by footprint. The footprints of the buildings, in our case, are 
based on the plan of the Ghetto of Terezín (state of the art in 1944), to have an overview situation about the distribution 
of the buildings in the time of the interest. The second source for creation of footprints is the measurement taken from 
the Technical Map of the City, to obtain the real proportions of buildings. There are some changes of buildings in the 
sense of the demolition or reconstruction of buildings, so this two mentioned sources need to be combined. 
Nevertheless, the measurement of the land surveyors has its own precision, which leads to the situation where 
rectangular buildings are not really in the rectangular shape, the sizes of the parallel sides of the building are different, 
even only of few centimeters. It has been decided that such ambiguity should have been eliminated. The process of 
rectification of rectangular buildings (i.e. making those that should be 90° angles really as 90° angles) was made 
manually, to make the process of models’ creation easier in CAD software. It could be done, because the system of 
streets in the Terezín City is rectangular by itself, so there are relationships between the width of streets and the width 
of blocks of buildings. 

Level of Detail 1 

The reference [5] defines LOD1 as the well-known blocks model comprising prismatic buildings with flat roof 
structures. The question was which height of a building should be taken as the reference one for this LOD. It has been 
decided, that the height of the prismatic model is measured to the heel of the roof. It corresponds to the principle of 
creation higher LODs on top of the less detailed one, mentioned at the beginning of the Creation of a 3D model chapter. 
Because the LOD2 buildings have the roof always same (flat roofs) or higher, than in LOD1s, the impression is that the 
building is built higher and higher from the LOD0 to LOD2, resp. LOD3. The height of the heel of the roof is acquire 
by the photogrammetric measurement of the stereoscopic images of the Terzín City or from the construction plans, 
if the photogrammetric measurement is not available (in the case a building has been destroyed). A building is colored 
by a color corresponding to the color of a texture used on the boundary surface of the LOD3 model of a building 
(i.e. walls and roof). This prismatic shape of a building is also used as a background for enrichment of a model with the 
semantics. For more information about using LOD1 models as a base for an input of semantics into models, see chapter 
Enrichment of the model with descriptive data. 

Level of Detail 2 

Pursuant to [5] a building in LOD2 has differentiated roof structures and thematically differentiated boundary surfaces. 
Differentiation of a roof means that the roof itself was built above the top polygon of the previous LOD1. Thematic 
differentiation of boundary surfaces means for example that the simple stairs are modelled and added to a model. 
A building is colored by a color corresponding to the color of a texture used on the boundary surface of the LOD3 
model of a building (i.e. walls and roof), in the same way as the previous LOD1. 

Level of Detail 3 

In [5] is stated that LOD3 denotes architectural models with detailed wall and roof structures potentially including doors 
and windows. This is the most detailed model of our purpose, because the LOD4 showing the interior of a building is 
not used in this project. Within this LOD, the features that are typical for a building are modelled. But the size and an 
importance of such features is always considered. Because not all details of a building are modelled in a vector form. 
Sometimes, a feature is modelled as a texture, for example the complicated design of a wall surface. Even though this 
LOD should be most detailed, there is still a need to keep the size of a model as low as possible. It is crucial for the 
purposes of a smooth visualization. That means, the complicated shapes of on-wall structures are simplified, the 
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structures smaller that a certain threshold, are omitted. In general, the windows and doors (including submersion into a 
wall if necessary), portals, chimneys and hangovers of the roofs are modelled. But these rules have been applied only 
for the sides of a building heading a street. The inner parts of buildings’ blocks or an opposite site of a building are 
often not accessible to the visitors of the Terezín Memorial, mostly even no data about the courtyard’s part of a building 
are available, and thus these inner heading parts of buildings are usually not modeled beyond LOD2.  

There has been examined several ways of LOD3’s creation, but this topic is cartographically oriented and is beyond this 
paper. For more information about the examined ways of creation of models in a cartographic sense, see [4]. Anyway, 
the chosen way of creation of a model in LOD3 is that all parts necessary for an impression of a model which represents 
a building were modeled in vector form (like chimneys, embedding of windows and doors, roof overhangs, turrets) and 
the colorization of the model has been done by appropriately selected textures (e.g. textures of windows and doors itself 
derived from photographs or textures of walls derived from a created artificial texture), according the procedure 
described at the end of the chapter Fundamental Data Mining. 

Figure 2 shows the created models of the EIIIa building for LOD2 (left side) and LOD3 (right side). The LOD1 looks 
the same as the LOD2, but just without a roof, LOD0 is just a footprint, necessary only for the creation of LOD1 and for 
the georeferencing of the building, not for the visualization of a 3D model. 

 

 

Figure 2 - A view at the models of the EIIIa building in LOD2 and LOD3. 

Creation of a fortification 

All the previous subchapters about the LODs were dedicated to the creation of buildings’ models. This subchapter is 
oriented on the issues connected to the establishing the fortification surrounding the Main Fortress of Terezín.  

At the time of interest the fortification was no more used for military purposes because it had become obsolete long 
time before. Nevertheless, the fortification was still useful when the fortress acts as the prison and the ghetto. Today the 
fortification plays no role in keeping enemies outside or inside of it. Despite that, the fortification is still essential part 
of the Terezín city and is considered as a historical and a technical heritage. The fortification did not play an important 
role in the 2nd WW and there are no descriptive data, but geometrical ones, related to it. There are several objects 
incorporated in the fortification, which are important for the purpose of the project (like crematorium for instance), but 
these are taken from the model of fortification and modeled as buildings. The main reason for modelling the 
fortification is just to make an impression of a fortified city. So, from the modelling point of view, the fortification falls 
into the “unimportant” group of objects and it can be considerably generalized. 

There are two main sources of spatial data regarding fortification. Plenty of historical documents and plans depicting 
the fortification system is the first source. They contain information important for modeling (e. g. shape of the 
fortification, earthworks) but also useless information describing invisible underground, casemates and so on. The 
second source is an actual state of the fortification. In spite of changes of the fortification that has been made so far, it is 
still possible to recover the historical condition of the fortification.  

The model of the fortification is based on historical documents and plans, like in [6]. A contract for licensing a ready-
made 3D model of fortification was negotiated. Although the situation of the fortification showed on the plans is too 
detailed, the already made very detailed 3D model had been generalized in advanced with a reasonable effort, to ease 
the visualization of the fortification. 

Unlike the buildings, the fortification has to be modelled in one LOD only. There are three reasons for it: 
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● The fortification is a very large object. It is not a rare situation in which one part of the fortification is very 
close to an observer (potentially requiring higher LOD), whereas some other part is far from the observer 
(requiring lower LOD). So if the LODs were used, the fortification would have to be divided in several parts 
for which different LODs could be applied. 

● Bastions together with curtains form a continuous fortification line around the whole fortress. The profiles of 
curtains and bastions are linked together and there are no natural boundaries, where the shape of the 
fortification can be changed in different LODs. 

● The fortification is an “unimportant” object and it just completes the rest of the model. There is no need to 
display much of details. Making an impression of a fortress is enough. 

 
The prevailing surfaces in fortification are walls, grass and pavage. To be consistent with the rest of the model, not a 
photorealistic but an artificial textures should be used for them. Up to now, mainly the grass texture has been dealt with, 
because it is considered to be the most ingenious. The fortification is modelled in one LOD only, so the grass-like 
texture is the same for wide ranges of observer distance. This put some special requirements on the texture: 

● There must be enough details in the texture so that it looks good when the observer is reasonably close. 
● The texture must be at least apparent for a wide range of observer distance. Pouring together all colours in the 

texture should be avoided for as long distance as possible. 
● There should not be visible any texture discontinuities on edges connecting surfaces with the same texture. 
● The effect of a repeated pattern should be suppressed as much as possible. 

 
Besides the mentioned requirements, the texture should be seamless and its size should be kept small. More information 
about the texturing the fortification can be seen in [4]. 

Another issue related to the creation and mainly the visualization of the fortification is related to the Google Earth as 
a tool for its visualization (Google Earth web browser plug-in respectively, see chapter Visualization of the 3D model). 
The Google Earth (GE) platform is assumed to be the tool used for visualization of the whole Terezín model. 
The terrain model used by GE is not detailed enough to capture the walls and ditches of the fortification and is almost 
flat in the area of Main and Small Fortress. The GE terrain model cannot be replaced and the visualization of the terrain 
model cannot be switched off. As a result, the bottom of the ditches is covered by the terrain model. 

To overcome this disadvantage, the ditches will be slightly flattened and the whole model will be elevated above the 
real height. The estimated elevation of the terrain of the fortification and also of the fortresses is 7 m above the current 
elevation model in GE. The elevated terrain will approximate to the real one mostly in glacises, that forms an outmost 
part of the fortification. In this way the elevation of the model will be somewhat hidden from an observer. However this 
delusion does not work for the Eger River. Its level is almost flat so there is no other way than to force the river to flow 
up the elevation, beside the fortress and then down to the real terrain again. Hopefully, this will not be distracting. 

ENRICHMENT OF THE MODEL WITH DESCRIPTIVE DATA 

The purpose of the project is not only to create virtual reconstruction of the city of Terezín during 2nd WW, but also to 
open up information about the Ghetto to the public in an interactive form. The interactive form, in this case, means a 3D 
model of the Terezín city visualized on a touch display device (kiosk). A visitor can take a look at the city and by 
clicking on a building he or she can get acquainted with interesting information related to the chosen building. There 
can be proved that it is an interconnection to attribute data that adds the semantic to the model and increases its 
exploitation, see more in [7]. 

The interactive clicking on 3D models of buildings was one of the most crucial problems for solving. The technology 
and format used for 3D model visualization does not support “click on” ability on the 3D models as they are, because of 
the technology (Google Earth) and data format used during creation of the 3D model. This technologies’ chain 
(SketchUp for creation of models in Collada format and Google Earth for their visualization) is used commonly for 
visualization of 3D models [8]. The used technology only supports “click on” ability for the simple feature geometries 
(point, linestring, and polygon) [8].  

It was found out that “clicking” on an object of the simple geometry is not blocked by the visualized 3D model of 
a building, which is located on the same place. The solution of how to create a new simple representation of every 
model, for which the interactivity is desired, was based on the mentioned observation. The idea of the solution is that 
the simple geometry (the “clickable” geometry) is modeled inside of the 3D model and during the visualization such 
a representation is both hidden for the users and doesn’t interfere with the visualized 3D model itself. This simple 
geometry representation is called a “Pointer Box” in the further text. A Pointer Box can be considered as an analogy of 
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a definition point or a pointer of a building. The visualization of the 3D models can be separated from the visualization 
of the descriptive data because the descriptive data are connected to the Pointer Box at this moment. The link between 
the 3D model itself and related descriptive data is based on unique identifier and the spatial location. 

The Pointer Boxes have to fulfill several requirements listed below. 

●          Pointer Box has to have the same spatial location with all LODs models of the related building. 
●          Pointer Box must not intersect any of the LODs models in any direction. 
●          Pointer Box should be most voluminous as possible to still meet the previous two points. 

 
From three points mentioned above, 3D models of buildings in LOD1 were evaluated as efficient sources for creation of 
Pointer Boxes, but to meet the second point requirement, it is necessary to reduce the size of the models in LOD1. 
The way of creation of the “clickable” 3D geometry is that the LOD1 models are exported from Trimble SketchUp as 
3D polygons in KML format (by using the KML Tools plugin for SketchUp, see [11]), and then they are processed in 
a GIS software. The reduction of the size of such 3D polygons consists of a negative buffer on the top base geometry 
and of an altitude reduction of the top base. Using a negative buffer distance reduces the polygons' boundaries by the 
specified distance and it prevents an eventual intersection with 3D models of buildings in their LOD1 and higher LODs. 
Reduced polygons are then exported into KML format. During the visualization, the reduced polygon is extruded to the 
ground and thus three-dimensional object is created. And this three-dimensional object is clickable on the whole 
exterior surface and may be called as "Pointer Box." 

The descriptive data for each building should be kept together with the particular Pointer Box of a building in the same 
data storage. For this storage purpose the Content Management System (CMS) was selected. CMS is a tool for 
handling, together with a relational database, all the descriptive data (because historical documents of varied characters 
need to be shown such as scans of construction plans, photographs, books, documents and so on). Each document 
(object) incorporated in CMS has not only its own unique identifier, but also an identifier of a place where it is referred 
to. This identifier of a place is the Pointer Box of the building. CMS contains structure of folders that corresponds to the 
nomenclature used in Ghetto during 2nd WW.  

VISUALIZATION OF THE 3D MODEL 

The possibilities of 3D visualization are different in the software chosen for modelling of the objects itself (it is Trimble 
SketchUp in this case - information about why this particular software has been chosen for creation of models can be 
found in [2]) and in the software chosen for the final visualization of the whole model (in this case it is Google Earth, 
respectively Google Earth plug-in for providing the map online and using the CMS). The Trimble SketchUp can 
distinguish and visualize the edges between faces, but the Google Earth does not display edges in models, it is based on 
visualizing textures. This means the only possible way how to visually distinguish among the faces of an object in 
Google Earth is to use different textures to texture them. 

We have created hierarchical data structure containing three levels of 3D models: LOD1, LOD2 and LOD3. LOD0 
model is not used for the visualization purposes. This model hierarchy needs to take importance of each building into 
consideration. It is enough to differentiate important buildings from unimportant ones only by models in the highest 
level of detail. Important buildings have been modelled in LOD3 that is derived from CityGML standard. Unimportant 
buildings have been modelled in less detail level but in higher level than only LOD2. Let’s mark the highest level of 
detail for unimportant buildings as LOD2+ instead of LOD3, because in this level is the model of an unimportant 
building just enriched contrast to LOD2 by the textures of windows and doors in a low quality. 

The complete 3D model of the Terezín city is large in the sense of quantity of elementary faces and edges. To prevent 
performance problems is necessary to reduce to necessary minimum the quantity of concurrently visualized detailed 
data. Solution of this problem was found in the LOD switching. It is obvious that more detailed 3D models are 
necessary only in the foreground of current view and less detailed 3D models are sufficient for rest of the view. 
This view-based visualization takes the advantage of KML format object “Region”. According to [9] data are loaded 
and drawn only when it falls within the user's view and occupies a certain portion of the screen (as a pixel range). 
Region defines bounding box that encloses associated geometry of objects that are drawn when the Region comes 
within view and the projected onscreen size of the bounding box falls within the specified pixel range for that Region 
(for more details see [9]). It is evident that the projected onscreen size is decreasing with the increasing distance from 
the camera. For better performance of visualization, we have defined Regions for larger groups of 3D models, in our 
case the larger group corresponds to blocks of buildings in the Terezín city. Individual Region was created for each 3D 
model of the block of buildings in the same LOD. The pixel ranges for each of three Regions of the same block of 
building were defined to provide a smooth switching of LODs. 
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Pointer Boxes unlike 3D models in LODs are separated for each individual building that should have some related 
descriptive data. In the final model of the Terezín city the visualization of 3D models is realized using blocks of 
buildings but the interactivity is realized through individual buildings. This fact is reflected in the folder structure of 
CMS. 

Figure 3 shows a visualization of LOD1 of the EIIIa building in Google Earth (A), a visualization of LOD2 of the EIIIa 
building (B), a visualization of LOD3 of the EIIIa building (C), an example of a pop up balloon with the descriptive 
data about the EIIIa building (D). 

 

 

Figure 3 - A series of LODs and a descriptive balloon of the EIIIa building visualized in Google Earth. 

SUMMARY 

The completion of the whole 3D model has been done as follows. After the data mining of the fundamental data, 
the LOD0 for all buildings of interest was done. On top of that footprints the LOD1 was created, according mostly to 
the stereophotogrammetric measurements. From the models of LOD1 the clickable models were derived, which allows 
the obtaining data directly from the 3D models. Then all of the LOD2 models were created and on their basis the LOD3 
models were built upon. The creation of LOD3 models is the most time consuming part of the manual creation of 
buildings’ models. It is because of the severity of combination of current and historical documents and also because of 
the complexity of such models. During the works on creation of LOD3 models, a model of the fortification was 
obtained. According to this model it has been established the vertical shift of all 3D objects above the elevation terrain 
contained in the Google Earth. Then the process of uploading and data populating of the whole 3D model of the Terezín 
City has begun. 
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Abstract 
 The aim of this poster is to present geomorphological maps of Poland, the  scope of their content, manner of source 
data acquisition as well as substantive, editorial and technical assumptions for preparation of individual sheets of the 
geomorphological map, developed by the Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography in 2013.  

The thematic content of digital geomorphological maps comprises the following morphogenetic groups of land surface 
forms: endogenic, denudational, periglacial, glacial, fluvial, karst, eolian, littoral and limnic, organogenic as well as 
anthropogenic. Apart from geomorhological content, the maps contain also underlay content including: administrative 
borders, settlements, roads, hydrography as well as geographical names. Land surface forms are presented on digital 
maps using surface, linear and point objects, whereas the contents of geomorphological separations are superimposed 
on the digital terrain  model.  

This presentation demonstrates as well  the concept of the created database executed in the GIS environment, which 
constitutes an integral part of the geomorphological map of Poland. 

 
Geomorphological maps of various landforms of Earth's surface, their distribution, character of formation, the origin 
and age, constitute very important Cartographic developments. These maps are used not only for scientific and 
cognitive purposes, but are also increasingly often used in spatial planning. In addition to geological, hydrographic, and 
topographic maps, they are used for practical purposes, such as localisation of different types of developments, and 
urban and architectural works; digital thematic databases, including geomorphologic databases, are important for 
visualization of multiple environmental factors, their mutual spatial relations, and help in making detailed analyses and 
comparisons.  

History of development and publishing of geomorphological maps of Poland started in the 50s of the twentieth century. 
The first analogue geomorphological development was created then: "Detailed geomorphological map of Poland in 
scale of 1: 50000" published in 30 sheets in years 1958 - 1969, and another 4 sheets in years 1988 - 1994. This map was 
developed by Prof. M. Klimaszewski of the Department of Geomorphology and Hydrology of Mountains and Uplands 
of the Institute of Geography and Spatial Development at Polish Academy of Sciences (IGiPZ PAN) and by Prof. R. 
Galon of the Department of Geomorphology of Lowlands IGiPZ in Toruń. Another development covering the entire 
country was "Reference geomorphological map of Poland in scale of 1: 500000", prepared in 1980 by a team of authors 
led by Prof. L. Starkla, in the Department of Geomorphology and Hydrology of Mountains and Uplands IGiPZ PAN. 
The map was published in 6 sheets: Gdańsk, Kraków, Lublin, Poznań, Warszawa and Wrocław. Over the years, there 
were many geomorphological maps of different areas of Poland developed by various research centres specializing in 
geomorphology of a given area. These were mainly analogue maps, and at the beginning of the 90's also digital maps of 
selected regions of the country. 

In 2013, the Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography took the initiative to develop a digital geomorphological map in 
scale of 1: 100000 and 1: 500000. Works in this scope began with regulation of the laws establishing that making and 
sharing thematic maps is the responsibility of the Surveyor General of Poland. Such a law was included in the Act of 17 
May 1989 on geodesy and cartography law (Dz. U. of 2010, no. 193, item 1287) and Article 2(1)(c) of the Regulation 
of the Council of Ministers of 3 October 2011 (Dz. U. 2011, no. 222, item. 1328) on the types of cartographic thematic 
and special developments.  

The beginning of works in this area included preparation of conditions of technical cartographic thematic developments 
in the form of digital geomorphological maps, which, in particular, related to preparation of substantive, technical and 
editing assumptions, and development of a selected sheets of geomorphological map at a resolution corresponding to 
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reference scale, i.e. 1: 100000 and 1: 500000 for proposed test areas, assuming that the test area could not be smaller 
than 4 sheets of a map in scale of 1: 50000. 

Map were made by a consortium including: GEPOL production-commercial-service company, Institute of Geodesy and 
Cartography and a 40-member team of experts from the Association of Polish Geomorphologists representing almost 
the entire community of Polish geomorphologists. The scope of the presented topics covered highlands area - Tatra 
Mountains; mountain area - Karkonosze; upland area - Roztocze; lowland old glacial area - Kutnowska plain, lowland 
young glacial area - Chełmińsko-Dobrzyńskie Lakeland; and coastal area - the Island of Wolin and Szczecin Lowland.  

Development of these digital geomorphological maps of Poland was carried out in several stages, which consisted of 
obtaining source data, elaborating a catalogue of objects, creating a database model, developing metadata, developing 
digital geomorphological maps, and printing prepared the sheets of maps.  

The source data which constituted material for the map was obtained from multiple sources and included:  

- digital terrain model,  
- orthophotomap,  
- database of topographic objects,  
- hydrographic maps of Poland in scale 1: 50000,  
- topographic maps in scale of 1: 50000,  
- data from the National Register of Borders,  
- data from the State Register of Geographical Names,  
- detailed geological map of Poland in scale of 1: 50000,  
- detailed geological map of the Sudetes in scale of 1: 25000,  
- reference geological map of Poland in scale of 1: 500000,  
- and other proprietary geomorphological maps, scientific articles and field studies.  

As a result of review and evaluation of usefulness of the data obtained it was possible to determine the scope of content 
of developed maps. The content of the thematic geomorphological maps in scale of 1: 100000 and 1: 500000 includes 
the following morphogenetic groups of forms of the earth's surface:  

- endogenous,  
- denudation,  
- periglacial,  
- glacial,  
- fluvial,  
- carst,  
- aeolian,  
- littoral and limnic,  
- organogenic and anthropogenic.  

In addition to the geomorphological content, the maps also contain base content, including: administrative boundaries, 
settlements, roads, hydrography and geographical names. Forms of the earth's surface are shown on digital maps by 
means of linear and point surface objects, and the content of geomorphological subdivisions are placed on a digital 
altitude model. A map in scale of 1: 100000 contains 135 subdivisions in 10 morphogenetic groups, including: 10 point 
subdivisions, 45 linear subdivisions, and 80 surface subdivisions; a map in scale of 1: 500000 had 90 subdivisions, 
including: 9 point subdivisions, 29 linear subdivisions and 52 surface subdivisions. The basic methodological 
assumption concerning presentation of earth's surface on geomorphological maps were morphometric assumptions. 
There were six parameters indicated on the basis of which a decision was made regarding including given landforms on 
a digital geomorphological map of a given scale, i.e. 1: 100000 or 1: 500000. The following morphometric parameters 
of forms were assumed: surface, width, length, relative altitude, depth and slope within the form.  

The methodology of presentation of forms of surface of the earth on digital geomorphological maps was based on 
assumptions by M. Gustavsson et al. of the year 2006, included in „A new symbol-and-GIS based detailed 
geomorphological mapping system: Renewal of a scientific discipline for understanding landscape development”. 
According to the author of the article, the proposed symbols on geomorphological maps contain a higher amount of 
scientific information than it was previously possible to present on a single large-scale geomorphological map. This was 
possible because geomorphological information was presented in several basic units, and also because the combination 
of letters, symbols and colours is used to a greater extent than previously. In this way, it was possible to show on maps 
such information as morphometry, morphology, lithology, structure, age, and the process as independent factors, which 
resulted in that all parameters forming large-scale geomorphological  maps were also presented on a map in a smaller 
scale.  
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The design of the developed geomorphological map is based on several layers: 

1) base layer, which consists of a shaded digital elevation model, boundaries of the country, provinces and 
districts, national and provincial roads, and provincial and district cities; 

2) undersea layer- represents bottom forms of bays, lagoons, and a 10-mile strip of the Baltic Sea; 
3) basic layer - containing area landforms; 
4) cover layer 1 - selected landforms; 
5) cover layer 2 - linear and point forms; 
6) cover layer 3 - surface water: rivers, ponds, sea waters; 
7) cover layer 4 - cartographic grid. 

 
Works undertaken by GUGiK in 2013 included also development of a morphological database model in GIS 
environment. The geomorphological database contains catalogues of objects with their attributes, and connections 
between objects, separately for maps in scale of 1: 100000 and 1: 500000. The database structure is based on four basic 
types of attributes: 

1) identification attributes, including: object identifier, subsequent number of object in the database, form 
identifier (marking of morphogenetic group and number of a form in a given group, and the name of the form 
as in the catalogue) 

2) characterising attributes: attributes indicating whether given terrain forms represent a complex of forms or if it 
is a single form; as well as attributes indicating type of terrain, determining morphogenesis and a dominant 
process; 

3) morphometric attributes: attributes specifying parameters of terrain forms such as surface area, width, length, 
relative altitude, depth, and slope; 

4) geomorphological description, containing a description of morphograpy, morphogenesis and 
morphochronology. 

 
Metadata was also prepared for the database of a digital geomorphological map of Poland; its profile was developed in 
accordance with implementing provisions of INSPIRE Directive as regards metadata, and according to ISO standards. 
The standard of metadata ensures consistency and unambiguous interpretation, is used for correct and efficient 
management of metadata, as well as for its universal use. The metadata describing spatial data sets are based on two 
documents of the International Organization for Standardization: ISO 19115 - Geographic information - Metadata and 
Technical Specification ISO/CD TS 19139 - Geographic information - Metadata XML - schema Implementation. A 
metadata profile was specially developed for geomorphological maps, and it is used to describe data sets and series. 
This profile contains a total of 32 items, including 26 mandatory, 5 conditional and 1 optional item. The proposed 
informational scope of the metadata includes identification of data set, classification of spatial data, keywords, 
geographic location, time reference, quality and validity, compliance, information on management of resources, 
requirements for access and use, organizations responsible for creation of spatial data sets and management thereof, 
storage and dissemination, information about distribution, and metadata about metadata. 

The next stage of development of the geomorphological map of Poland consisted of cartographic and editorial works 
involving elaboration of composition of digital cartographic development. This stage includes development of map 
layout, dynamic map frame, out-of-frame content, key and topographic symbols, and printout of plotter of individual 
map sheets. Dimensions of digital sheets of geomorphological maps in scale of 1: 100000 and 1: 500000 are dynamic. It 
is possible to create cartographic images for selected areas - clusters (e.g. administrative units, physical and 
geographical regions, or other areas). The minimum dimensions of a sheet of a map in scale of 1: 100000 is 26' 
(longitude) and 20' (latitude) determined with an accuracy of 1', while the minimum dimensions of a sheet of a map in 
scale of 1: 500000 is 2° (longitude) and 1°20' (latitude) determined with an accuracy of 5'. The out-of-frame content of 
a map in scale of 1: 100000 and 1: 500000 includes elements such as map title, type of map, explanation of signs and 
abbreviations used on geomorphological maps, cardboard with a schematic administrative division including a list of 
units of territorial division of the country, cardboard with an index of the sheet division corresponding to the scale of  
1: 50000 (only for maps in scale of 1: 100000), cardboard, broken down by physical and geographical regions 
according to J. Kondracki and A. Richling of 1997, map validity, information about the publisher and copyright notices, 
information about the coordinate system and the reference level, the scale and linear scale, information regarding the 
rights to reproduce and use of the map, information on authors and scientific consultation responsible for controlling 
correctness of the content of the map. 

The rules for creating a digital cartographic image are based on multilayer presentation of a cartographic image. The 
cartographic image of a geomorphological digital map is stored in a vector and raster form, and is organized for a single 
area (cluster) in the appropriate catalogue structure, separately for maps in scale of 1: 100000 and 1: 500000. 
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Hence this is a test development currently, an area of approximately 2.2% of Poland is covered. However, based on 
further works, it is planned to publish other cartographic developments of a digital geomorphological map of Poland in 
scale of 1: 100000 and 1: 500000, as well as technical guidance concerning preparation of this kind of thematic 
developments. This will allow in the future for preparation of a comprehensive edition of a geomorphological map of 
the entire country in scale of 1: 500000 and  in scale of 1: 100000 for selected areas of territory of Poland. 
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Abstract 
This paper introduces a method of cataloguing cartographic materials at the National Library of the Czech Republic. 
One of the goals of the Special Materials Cataloguing Department of the National Library is to create records for 
cartographic materials (published since 1850) in bibliographic and subject description of special materials. All records 
are in the MARC21 Format, and they use Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR2), Czech authority files (both 
Names and Subjects) and Conspectus (The Conspectus method of collection assessment can provide the accurate, 
systematic data that libraries need). The MARC bibliographic record consists of eight components: 1. Title and 
Statement of responsibility area, 2. Edition area, 3. Cartographic Mathematical Data, 4. Publication area, 5. Physical 
Description, 6. Series, 7. Notes, 8. International Standard Number. Each example is shown with MARC codes and tags. 
Computerized cartographic materials are stored in the National Conservation Collection (materials published in the 
Czech Republic) and the Universal Reserves Collection. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Paper maps and atlases have always been a valuable resource for cultural history and were the essential ingredients for 
research that depended on knowledge about geography. The National Library is one of the oldest public libraries in the 
Czech Republic. The value of its collections makes it one of the most important libraries both in Europe and in the 
world. It preserves, continuously updates, and provides access to a rich collections of documents, both domestic and 
foreign. Each year, 800 to 1000 maps and atlases are catalogued. 

2 CATALOGUING CARTOGPRAPHIC MATERIALS (CM) 

Maps published after 1850 are modern library collections. A part of the map collections is kept in the Manuscript and 
Early Printed Books Department and is gradually transferred to particular National Library departments in order to 
catalogue each item and store them. Maps published before 1850 are kept in the Manuscript and Early Printed Books 
Department. In the Special Materials Cataloguing Department of the National Library are cataloguing records of 
cartographic materials (published since 1850) in bibliographic and subject description. The quality of the bibliographic 
record of cartographic document not only depends on a good knowledge of cataloging rules, but also depends on the 
ability of the cataloguer to apply these rules  to a particular situation. The ability of the cataloguer to do this depends on 
his judgment and experience in cataloging.  Cataloguing is a part workflow. Map sources for cataloguing are gained 
from domestic acquisitions, foreign acquisitions and internal resources, gifts. Processed documents are stored in the 
National Preservation Fund and in the Universal Fund. Selected maps, especially rare and interesting documents, can be 
digitized in the Department of digitizing. 

3 MARC21 FORMAT FOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA 

The MARC21(= MAchine Readable Cataloguing for 21st century) Format for Bibliographic Data is designed to be a 
carrier for bibliographic information about printed maps. Bibliographic data commonly includes titles, names, subjects, 
notes, publication data and information about the physical description of an item. Cartographic documents processed 
according to the rules AACR2R since 1992. Anglo-American cataloguing rules published a committee of the American 
Library Association. The MARC bibliographic record consists of eight components: 1. Title and Statement of 
responsibility area, 2. Edition area, 3. Cartographic Mathematical Data, 4. Publication area, 5. Physical Description, 
6. Series, 7. Notes, 8. International Standard Number [9].The following is a table of basic fields. 
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Basic fields for cataloging cartographic documents 
 
 

001 Control Number of document 

  
 xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx 
       type of kind (special for National library) base 
       year cataloguing and coding 
       document number in National library 
       (nine positions) 

003 Control Number Identifier 

005  Date and Time of latest Transaction 

007 Physical Description Fixed Field 

008 Fixed Length Date Elements -General information 
 00 - 05 date entered on file(RRMMDD) 
 06 - type of date 
 07 - 10 date 1 
 11 - 14 date 2  
 15 - 17 place of publication (country code)  
 18 - 21 relief a Contours, b Shading, g Spot heights, i Pictorially, z Other 
 22 - 23 projection 
 24 -  undefined 
 25 - type of cartographic material a Single map, e Atlas 
 26 - 27 undefined 
 28 - government  publication 
 29 - form of item 
 30 - undefined 
 31 - index 0 No index, 1 Index present 
 32 - undefined 
 33 - 34 special format characteristics 
 35 - 37 language 
 38 - modified record 
 39 - cataloging source 

020 International Standard Book Number (ISBN) 
 a - ISBN (with the explanatory notes) 
 z - cancelled/invalid ISBN 

040 Cataloging Source 
 a - original cataloging agency 
 b - language of cataloging  
 c - transcribing agency 
 d - modifying agency 

041 Language Code 
 three character MARC alphabetic codes for languages 
 Indicator 1: translation indication 
 0 - item no a translation  
 1 -  item is/or includes translation  
 Indicator 2: undefined 
 a - language code of text 
 b - language code of summary  
 g - language code of accompanying material 
 h - language coda of original 

043 Geographic Country Code 
 a - geographic area code 
072 Subject Category Code 
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 Indicator 1: undefined 
 Indicator 2: code source 
 7 - code source specified in subfield 2 
 a - subject category code 
 x - subject category code subdivision 
 2 - code source 

080 Universal Decimal Classification Number 
 Indicator 1: undefined  
 Indicator 2: undefined 
 a - universal decimal classification number 
 2 - edition identifier = MRF 

100 Main Entry - Personal name 
 Indicator 1: type of personal name  
 0 - forname  
 1 - surname 
 Indicator 2: undefined 
 a - personal name  
 d - date associated with name 
 4 - relator code 

110 Main Entry - Corporate Name 
 Indicator 1: Type of corporate name  
 0 - inverted name 
 1 - jurisdiction name 
 2 - name in direct order  
 Indicator 2: undefined 
 a - Corporate name as entry element  

245 Title Statement 
 Indicator 1: Title added entry  
 0 - no added entry 
 1 - added entry  
 Indicator 2: nonfiling characters  
 0 - 9 number of nonfiling characters  
 a - title 
 h - medium = [cartographic document] 
 b - remainder of title 
 c - statement of responsibility 
 n - number of part  
 p - name of part 

250 Edition 
 a - edition statement  

255 Cartographic Mathematical Data 
 a - statement of scale  
 b - statement of projection 
 c - statement of coordinates 

260 Publication 
 Indicator 1: not used 
 Indicator 2: undefined 
 a - place of publication  
 b - name of publication  
 c - date of publication  

300 Physical Description 
 a - extend  
 b - other physical details  
 c - dimensions 
 e - accompanying material 
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490 Series Statement 
 Indicator 1: í 
 0 - series not traced 
 1 - series traced differently 
 Indicator 2: undefined 
 a - series Statement  
 v - volume  

500 General Note 
 a - general note 

505 Formatted Contents Note 
 Indicator 1:  
 0 - contents  complete 
 1 - incomplete contents  
 2 - partial contents  
 Indicator 2: level of contents designation 
 # - basic 
 0 - enhanced  
 a - formatted contents note 

546 Language Note 
 a- language note 

650 Subject Added Entry –Topical Term 
 Indicator 1: level of subject 
 0 - no level specified 
 Indicator 2: subject heading system/thesaurus 
 7 - source specified in subfield 2  
 a - topical term or geographic name as entry element 
 x - general subdivision 
 y - chronological subdivision 
 2 - source of heading or term 

651 Subject Added Entry –Geographic Name 
 Indicator  2: subject heading system/thesaurus 
 7 source specified in subfield 2 
 a geographic name 
 x general subdivision 
 y chronological subdivision 
 2 source of heading or term 

655 Index Term – Genre/Form 
 Indicator  2: source of term 
 7 source specified in subfield 2 
 a genre/form date  
 2 source of  term 

700 Added Entry - Personal Name  
 Indicator 1: type of personal name entry element 
 0 - name 
 1 - surname 
 Indicator  2: type of added entry 
 # - no information provided 
 2 - analytical entry 
 a- personal name 
 d - dates associated with a name  
 4 - relator code  

710 Added Entry - Corporate name 
 Indicator 1: type of corporate name entry  
 0 - inverted name 
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 1 - jurisdiction name 
 2 - name in direct order 
 Indicator 2: type of added entry 
 # - no information provided 
 2 - analytical entry 
 a - corporate name 

740 Added Entry- Uncontrolled Related/Analytical Title 
 Indicator 1: nonfiling characters 
 0 - 9 number of nonfiling characters 
 Indicator 2: type of added entry 
 # - no information provided 
 2 - analytical entry 

830 0 Series Added Entry - Uniform Title 
 Indicator 1: undefined 
 Indicator 2: nonfiling characters 
 0 -9 number of nonfiling characters 
 a - uniform title 

910 Equivalence or Gross-Reference - Corporate Name 

4 MARC21 EXAMPLE 

The following example contains the plan of the city Ústí nad Labem in scale 1:20 000 and the tourist map of the 
surrounding in scale 1:80 000. Map has the register and the cut map of city centre. Map was drawn up in czech 
cartographic publishing house SHOCart.[5] 

 
FMT MP 
BAS a-  01 
001 nkc20142539034 
003 CZ-PrNK 
005 20140117124937.0 
007 aj-canzn 
008 140117s2011----xr-z------a-----1---cze-- 
015 a -  cnb002539034 
020 a -  978-80-86646-46-6 (v mapě neuvedeno : složeno)  
0341 a -  a 
 b -  20000 
0341 a - a 
 b -  80000 
 d -  E0134827  
 e -  E0141447  
 f -  N0504714 
 g -  N0503029 
040 a -  ABA001 
 b -  cze 
043 a -  e-xr---  
 b -  e-xr-us  
 2 -  czenas 
072 7 a -  913(437) 
 x -  Geografie Česka a Slovenska, reálie, cestování 
 2 -  Konspekt 
 9 -  7 
072 7 a -  912 
 x -  Mapy. Atlasy. Glóby 
 2 -  Konspekt 
 9 -  7 
080 a -  796.5 
 2 -  MRF 
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080 a -  913(437.315)  
 2 -  MRF 
080 a -  (084.3)911.375 
 2 -  MRF 
080 a -  (084.3)796.5  
 2 -  MRF 
1102 a -  SHOCart (firma) 
 7 -  ko2001100207 
24510 a -  Ústí nad Labem h [kartografický dokument] ;  
 b -  Okolí Ústí nad Labem /  
 c -  zpracoval SHOCart 
255 a -  Měřítko 1:20 000 
255 a -  Měřítko 1:80 000  
 c -  (013°48´27" v.d.--014°14´47" v.d./050°47´14" s.š.--050°30´29" s.š.) 
260 a -  Ústí nad Labem :  
 b -  Statutární město Ústí nad Labem,  
 c -  2011 
300 a -  2 mapy na 1 listu :  
 b - barev. ;  
 c -  49 x 68 cm a 49 x 37 cm, na listu 50 x 69 cm, složeno na 23 x 12 cm, v plastovém obalu 
500 a -  Obsahuje rejstřík 
500 a -  Mapový výřez centra 1:10 000 
65007 a -  turistika  
 7 -  ph116506 
 z -  Česko  
 2 -  czenas 
651 7 a -  Ústí nad Labem (Česko)  
 7 -  ge131764  
 2 -  czenas 
651 7 a -  Ústí nad Labem (Česko : oblast)  
 7 -  ge131766  
 2 -  czenas 
655 7 a -  turistické mapy 
 7 -  fd133737 
 2 -  czenas 
655 7 a -  plány měst  
 7 -  fd133027  
 2 -  czenas 
74002 a -  Okolí Ústí nad Labem 
9101 a -  ABA001 
NKC a ČNB-s 
 
Format for display – ISBD International Standard Bibliographic Description [7] 

SHOCart (firma) 

Ústí nad Labem [kartografický dokument] ; Okolí Ústí nad Labem / zpracoval SHOCart. -- Měřítko 1:20 000. -- 
Měřítko 1:80 000 (013°48´27" v.d.--014°14´47" v.d./050°47´14" s.š.--050°30´29" s.š.). -- Ústí nad Labem : Statutární 
město Ústí nad Labem, 2011. -- 2 mapy na 1 listu : barev. ; 49 x 68 cm a 49 x 37 cm, na listu 50 x 69 cm, složeno na 23 
x 12 cm, v plastovém obalu 

ISBN 978-80-86646-46-6 

Obsahuje rejstřík – Mapový výřez centra 1:10 000 

English version 

SHOCart (company) 

Ústí nad Labem [cartographic material] ; Surrouding of Ústí nad Labem / drawn up SHOCart. -- Scale 1:20 000. -- 
Scale 1:80 000 (013°48´27" v.d.--014°14´47" v.d./050°47´14" s.š.--050°30´29" s.š.). -- Ústí nad Labem : Statutární 
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město Ústí nad Labem, 2011. -- 2 maps on 1 sheet : col. ; 49 x 68 cm a 49 x 37 cm, on a sheet 50 x 69 cm, composed on 
23 x 12 cm, in a plastic container 

ISBN 978-80-86646-46-6 

Includes register – Cut map city centre 1:10 000 

5 CONCLUSION 

The map is a complex object, which fully demonstrates knowledge of various disciplines (cartography, geography, 
history). The aim of cataloguing is to describe the graphics and content features of each map using bibliographic format 
and thus makes the cartographic documents available to users. The National Library provides services to more than one 
million users every year, most of whom are university students, teachers, scientists and scholars. The library services 
are available for everybody from the age of fifteen. The National Library is one of the principal driving forces for the 
Union Catalogue of the Czech Republic. 
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Abstract 
In the past few years, new technologies and media expanded the way maps can be shown. Using the story-mapping 
technology ArcGIS Online, storytelling templates and ArcGIS for Desktop, we created an interactive map which allows 
us to tell a different kind of story, an application that enables a journey through time. Using the template Storytelling 
Swipe, and the Spyglass style, now Bucharest can be explored in a new cartographic way.  

The most valuable assets from this application are the four maps published in The History of Bucharest – from ancient 
times until today. The maps were scanned and georeferenced, forming four layers which are overlaid with the satellite 
image of the city. Using a “spyglass” feature, this map application allows users to explore the Bucharest of 1300 -
1831, 1st of July 1831 to 23 August 1944, 23 August 1944 to 1966 and 1966 in the context of the familiar, modern city. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, the art and science of cartography is changing rapidly. Cartography is in continuous development since 
4000 years ago. Over this time have evolved a number of techniques to ensure clarity of communication and also to 
maximize the usefulness of the map content. A single map is no longer produced on a paper sheet as a result of one 
cartographer spending a lot of effort. We move to the new world of maps and online spatial data infrastructure. It 
describes the concepts of multi-scale basemaps and overlaid operational layers, including cloud resources used for 
whole-word maps that show content down to detailed scales. 

Today, the continuous development of technology, offers an advantage of mapping, namely, the possibility of 
replicating all analogue methods used so far in cartography.  

The maps will not disappear, but will take new forms. Currently individual access and use of spatial database is 
something natural, taken for granted. 

Maps are now interactive. They enable and reflect data analysis; they're constantly updated; and they're enriched with 
multimedia content. Maps are newly supercharged by digital technologies: GIS, the web, the cloud, and mobile 
communications.  

Storytelling is rapidly becoming one of the most important reasons that organizations use GIS. A result is that GIS is 
emerging from the back office and becoming accessible—and useful—to everyone.  

Story maps are interactive and combined with text and other content to tell a story about the world. They include all the 
elements required to tell a story: web-enabled maps, text, multimedia content, and functionalities that enable users to 
interact with them. 

So, given the fact that we have the possibility of replicating analogue maps, this story map application is comparing two 
themes: maps of Bucharest from ancient times (starting 1300 -1831, 1st of July 1831 to 23 August 1944, 23 August 
1944 to 1966 and 1966) and satellite image of the city to highlight the evolution of Bucharest in the past 714 years. 



MAPS AND APPS 

Analogue maps 

The analogue maps used in this application were published in the book called “The History of Bucharest 
times until today”, in year 1966. The maps are structured by year, in fo
Bucharest between 1300 and 1831”, “Bucharest between 1
August 1944 and 1966” and “The administrative division of Bucharest in 1966”.

Figure 1. “The evolution of Bucharest between 1300 and 1831” and “Bucharest between 1

Figure 2. “Bucharest between 23 August 1944 and 1966”
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The analogue maps used in this application were published in the book called “The History of Bucharest 
times until today”, in year 1966. The maps are structured by year, in four categories, as follows: “The evolution of 
Bucharest between 1300 and 1831”, “Bucharest between 1st of July 1831 and 23 August 1944”, “Bucharest between 23 
August 1944 and 1966” and “The administrative division of Bucharest in 1966”. 

lution of Bucharest between 1300 and 1831” and “Bucharest between 1st of July 1831 and 23 August 
1944” 

Figure 2. “Bucharest between 23 August 1944 and 1966” 
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The analogue maps used in this application were published in the book called “The History of Bucharest – from ancient 
ur categories, as follows: “The evolution of 

of July 1831 and 23 August 1944”, “Bucharest between 23 

 
of July 1831 and 23 August 

 



Figure 3. “The administrative division of Bucharest in 1966”

Those maps were scanned and converted in digital format to easily bridge old drawings directly into ArcGIS. After that, 
the maps were assigned the WGS 1984 Web Mercator (Auxiliary Sphere) coordinate system and georeferenced using 
identified “ground control points”. The identified “ground 
crossroads that still exist nowadays. 

    
 

Figure 4. Ground control points represented by crossroads
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Figure 3. “The administrative division of Bucharest in 1966” 
 

rted in digital format to easily bridge old drawings directly into ArcGIS. After that, 
the maps were assigned the WGS 1984 Web Mercator (Auxiliary Sphere) coordinate system and georeferenced using 
identified “ground control points”. The identified “ground control points” are represented by monasteries and and 
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Figure 5. Ground control points represented by monasteries for each map
 
Basemap 
 
The trend for maps is to be the result of combining foreground information from GIS analisys, with a basemap to give 
spatial context. An example of basemap is used from Esri’s ArcGIS O
ArcGIS.com. The satellite imagery for the world offers high
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Ground control points represented by monasteries for each map

The trend for maps is to be the result of combining foreground information from GIS analisys, with a basemap to give 
spatial context. An example of basemap is used from Esri’s ArcGIS Online collection of basemaps, Imagery, through 
ArcGIS.com. The satellite imagery for the world offers high-resolution aerial imagery for many areas. 

Figure 6. Imagery Basemap 
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Ground control points represented by monasteries for each map 

The trend for maps is to be the result of combining foreground information from GIS analisys, with a basemap to give 
nline collection of basemaps, Imagery, through 

resolution aerial imagery for many areas.  

 



Application 

Web maps can contain more information than a traditional paper ma
information, and complex interaction with the foreground features on the map. It is often useful to think of such apps as 
telling a story which pulls the user into involment with the data. 
Using “Storytelling Swipe” template which consumes a single web map with five thematic layers (four old maps 
scanned and georeferenced and one satellite image), and 
another map. 
The application presents a historical geography, Bucharest of 1300 
August 1944 to 1966 and 1966 in the context of the familiar, modern city, compared to a modern satellite image of the 
city. 
Esri Romania produced an online Story Map that 
of the evolution of Bucharest. The story map gives a broad overview of historic maps and current satellite image. 
The users can explore Bucharest in a different way.
The result of this project is a web application available on the Portal for Education at the following address:
http://bit.ly/1cyT8O7 

An example of the application is shown in the following images:

Figure 7a. Comparison of Spyglass 

Figure 7b.Comparison of  Spyglass on Bucharest
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Web maps can contain more information than a traditional paper map. The application allows for presentation of related 
information, and complex interaction with the foreground features on the map. It is often useful to think of such apps as 
telling a story which pulls the user into involment with the data.  

telling Swipe” template which consumes a single web map with five thematic layers (four old maps 
scanned and georeferenced and one satellite image), and a “spyglass” feature, the user can see through one map to see 

istorical geography, Bucharest of 1300 -1831, 1st of July 1831 to 23 August 1944, 23 
August 1944 to 1966 and 1966 in the context of the familiar, modern city, compared to a modern satellite image of the 

Esri Romania produced an online Story Map that combines spatial data and Web mapping tools to visually tell the story 
of the evolution of Bucharest. The story map gives a broad overview of historic maps and current satellite image. 
The users can explore Bucharest in a different way. 

project is a web application available on the Portal for Education at the following address:

An example of the application is shown in the following images: 

Figure 7a. Comparison of Spyglass on Bucharest 
 

Figure 7b.Comparison of  Spyglass on Bucharest 
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CONCLUSION 

The result of this application is significant: it combines traditional map paper with the service-oriented mapping 
capabilities of desktop, server and cloud GIS (Esri ArcGIS). It outlines the use of interactive maps, available on web 
browsers, tablets and smartphones – and it look great. 
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Abstract  
Geographic Information (IG) and public and private agencies that manage the infrastructure in Albania constitute the 
IG (IIG), which has a critical importance for the installation and maintenance of the rest of the infrastructure such as 
roads, water supply and sanitation sewage, electrical grids, telecommunications, and housing, tourism, planning and 
the implementation of agricultural and industrial investments etc.. IIG also has been critical to ensuring the health and 
the environment and property rights of public and private owners of land and buildings. 

Albania currently has a number of state institutions and private units holding IG in different forms. Mention: Army 
Geographic Institute (IGU) (former Institute of Military Topography (ITU)), former Hydrometeorological Institute 
(HMI), today organized at the Department of Water Economy and Environment Climate and Energy Institute , Water 
and Environment (Polytechnic University of Tirana), former Institute of Geology (IGJ), part of the Albanian Geological 
Service since 1998, former Geochemistry and the Geophysical Institute (IGJGJ), Institute of Geosciences (IGJEO) (in 
2008, some of the research units of Albanian Geological Service (AGS), namely: the Directorate of Territorial 
Administration and mineral resources, Geology Department of Civil and Natural Hazards, Geocomputerization 
Directorate, Department of Applied Geophysics and Topo geodesies, joined with ex- Institute of Seismology of the 
Academy of Sciences (ASH) under the Institute of Geosciences (IGJEO) as the main unit, the Polytechnic University of 
Tirana (PUT)), the Office of Registration of Immovable Property "(IPRO), ALUIZNI (legalization Agency and 
urbanization of informal areas), Albanian Geological Service, Institute of Forests and Pastures (IPK), INSTAT, USAID 
/ Albania and Civil Registration & Address Modernization Project (Project OSCE),  Information of various kinds have 
also various private firms, even that was done, and advertising. But their accuracy is quite low; therefore the most 
reliable source of information in our country remains public institutions. We must find ways to bring all institutions at a 
level of development. But this in turn requires specialist training, and consequently the establishment and perfection of 
the SIG-shops in high schools, especially at the Geodesy and Geography departments, as departments that have 
elements in common with them. 

Keywords: Geographic Information, Geographical Institute, Topography, Albania.  

SITUATION IN ALBANIA GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION  

Geographic Information (IG) and public and private agencies that manage it in our country constitute the infrastructure 
of IG (IIG), which has a critical importance for the installation and maintenance of the rest of the infrastructure such as 
roads, water supply and sanitation sewage, electrical grids, telecommunications, and housing, tourism, planning and the 
implementation of agricultural and industrial investments etc.. IIG also has been critical to ensuring the health and the 
environment, and property rights of public and private owners of land and buildings. 

Currently in our country have a number of state institutions and private units holding IG in various forms. Thus the 
Geographical Institute of the Army (IGU) (former Institute of Military Topography (ITU)), information is generally 
analog (paper) and digital It is of various kinds, with high reliability with multiple values. IGU has been owner of all 
topographic maps (topographic information therefore) our country's 1:25000 scale smaller. For Western Lowland there 
1:10000 scale topographic maps. Of particular importance is information on the position of points naltimetrik plane-
state network, the content of aerial photographs of different times etc.. Currently IGU has, in the field of geodesy and 
cartography is implementing the standards of NATO and the EU. So, are prepared maps of our country in 1:50000 scale 
with today's current situation in UTM projection and WGS-84 ellipsoid. The uniqueness of the IGU-in today lays in his 
efforts to numeric all cartographic content. 
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Former Hydro meteorological Institute (HMI), today organized at the Department of Water Economy, and Climate and 
Environment at the Institute of Energy, Water and Environment (Polytechnic University of Tirana), has consistently 
treated the meteorological and hydrological problems. He had 105 stations, 30 of them since 1901. A number of these 
stations are still in use today. Currently, the Institute of Energy, Water and Environment has a qualitative and 
quantitative information timed as meteorology, hydrology and for Albanian. Possession of information that has ex-IH, 
given free by 1995, and now self-financing practices applied. Generally, information on the Institute of Energy, Water 
and Environment is in numerical patterns, but there is information such as related to surface water, water distribution, 
and land loss. This appears in the paper and is working on his numeric. The important thing is that today in the Institute 
of Energy, Water and Environment has a new technology qualified personnel is giving a quantum information 
processing quality. 
Former Institute of Geology (IGJ), part of the Albanian Geological Service since 1998, there were 12 branches 
throughout Albania and plenty of information on the geology of geo physic. He has compiled geological maps of the 
stairs 1:25000, 1:50000 and 1:200000. It is important to note that in recent years, thanks to a more serious qualification 
of its personnel, the institute has implemented highly efficient automatic methods in obtaining information of various 
kinds. Thus, today the Albanian Geological Service owns digital information of a high reliability of products available 
for obtaining a special use, such as geo environment maps, maps for the distribution of copper, chromium, etc.., Maps, 
etc. hydrological characteristics.  

The activities of the former Institute of Geophysics of the Geo chemistry (IGJGJ) have been areas of geology, 
geophysics, geo chemistry and topography. The institute plans disposed around 4000 degrees maps 1:500, 1:1000, 
1:2000, 1:5000, 1:10000 and 1:50000, covering about 56.27% of the entire area of Albania, whose originals are 
compiled with menzol, photogrammetric air photogrammetric land and tachometry pantographic. About 98% of these 
cartographic materials covering mostly mountainous and hilly areas of the country. The content of maps and galleries 
listed above, probes, wells, channels, profiles and existing geological trenches. Relief shown quite detailed and 
accurate. Also shown: hydrographic, network traffic, vegetation, settlements and administrative units. Nearly 99% of 
the total number of maps was constructed in the state coordinate system: ellipsoid of Krasovskit, gauss-Kryger 
projection and the central meridian l0 = 21000 '. Relief contour line values are calculated in the system of absolute 
heights. The rest of the maps, especially those with scale 1:1000 and 1:2000 and belonging to certain mining 
settlements as Bulqiza, Kurbneshi, Rubik etc.., Before the 60s were built in the local coordinate system and relative 
heights. In the 60s in these maps is also built a network of state coordinates. 

Former IGJGJ has disposed the data on absolute and relative spatial position of points of certain networks intensified by 
state triangulation points. Mention here, for example, the network called "triangulation markshejderik" built before 
1961, to support topographic maps and plans to scale 1:500. It includes mainly the northern mountainous areas of 
chrome copper in the country. In 1956 it built a network called "Czech triangulation” mineral areas of nickel-iron from 
Library to Pogradec. 

Designation of maps and plans shown in the two systems. In the first, state Trapeze limited by two parallels and two 
meridians. In the second system, dikasterialin, trapeze mile limited by network or parallel with, but with constant size 
50cm x 50 cm. 

Existing maps and technical documents concerned are of great value for reconnaissance geological research works in 
the geo chemistry geophysics, but also for other sciences, especially in the study of numerous environmental problems. 

Disposed diverse information that this institute, which is mostly back to digital to be stored in the database, now located 
near the Albanian Geological Service. In 1998 ex-Geo chemistry Geophysical Institute together with the former 
Institute of Geology, became part of the Albanian Geological Survey (AGS). In 2008, some of the research units of 
Albanian Geological Service (AGS), namely: the Directorate of Territorial Administration and mineral resources, 
Geology Department of Civil and Natural Hazards, Geo information Directorate, Department of Applied Geophysics 
and Top geodesies, joined former Institute of Seismology of the Academy of Sciences (ASH) under the Institute of 
Geosciences (IGJEO) as the main unit, the Polytechnic University of Tirana (PUT). 

Institute of Geosciences (IGJEO) geoinformation situation appears quite good. In the field of geosciences was realized a 
large volume of work, as the mapping of regional character to clarify the geological construction in general, as well as 
the nature of search - discovery to explain the mineral holding in perspective regions. It accumulated a lot of 
information, distributed through reports, maps and various documents.  
Future studies must be accompanied by new volumes of data. Only the GNSS network, every day generated about 10 
MB of information from six stations, and VSAT satellite system transmits sizmografik continuously in real time about 
50 kB / sec information, from 7 stations in central peripheral data processing at the Institut .The majority of 
geoinformation located in archives in the form of reports, tables, charts and maps, and its use only with traditional 
methods. Communication tools are manual; lacks a continuous stream and updated for the collection, evaluation, 
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management, and service geo information. Users are unable to provide real time information to date and reliable for 
problems for which care. This information, the "old" and "teen", should be organized in an appropriate way so that its 
quality and integrity are at a much higher degree. It must develop and use modern standards, and the new computer 
technologies for organizing, storing, managing and servicing geoinformation.  
Institute of Geosciences (IGJEO) has a set of objectives in the field of geoinformacionit. Among them are: 

• Organization, scientific processing and service geoinformation obtained from geological studies, geophysical, 
seismological, geodynamic, etc. conception and organization of its electronic data base by developing 
appropriate architectures, standards setting, formalizing the descriptions and use mass GIS systems, internet 
services. 

• Building an adequate infrastructure of spatial data (SDI) for restructuring and integration of different sources 
of geoinformation in digital systems easily accessible and usable by organizations and public and private 
institutions, in accordance with GEIXS system and the EU INSPIRE Directive. 

• Creation of a continuing stream of his service geoinformation and using new information technologies and 
Internet services, construction of a geo - ports (geoportal) containing general information (metadata) on 
available information, structure, format him, etc.. 

• The use of mathematical methods for investigating and identifying the relationships and attachments between 
various factors and parameters, as well as changing trends in their mathematical modeling of phenomena and 
processes by integrating data from different sources (field observations, analysis laboratory, instrumental 
records, aerial photographs, satellite images, DTM, etc..). 

• The use of probability methodologies in risk assessment of seismic risk, national and regional level 
(probability of seismic hazard maps according to EC8), locally and for specific sites. 
• Use of GIS-Regulation, DTM - s, and digital mapping methods for the preparation and publication of maps of 
various scales geo thematic, and 2D/3D graphics presentations will enable more in-depth studies and will 
facilitate interpretation of the phenomena of complex processes. 

• Using aerial photographs and satellite images (RS) in decoding geological geo environment studies, detection 
of changes, etc.. 

• Expanding the network of permanent GNSS stations and GNSS measurement organization in the joints of 
problem sectors would create preconditions for the study of geodynamic interpretations of depth. This 
technology is getting increasingly spreading wide in different areas (monitoring of dams and the systems of 
particular importance, etc..). European investment here are very large (some projects). 

• The development of digital systems for the collection, transmission and processing in real-time data obtained 
from different monitoring systems. 

• Cadastral information is present in Albania since the period of Turkish rule, which had the characteristics of 
full cadastre of the Turkish. He was the kind of record for tax and ownership of lands and real estate held in the 
form of registers, which were marked: name of owner, property type, quantity and quality of land, as well as a 
toponym, which in addition to create a rough idea of the location of the property in accordance with the 
designations set by the natives of these properties. In these records also reflected sales forms or transfer of 
property from one owner to another at different times. 

• In the period 1928-1944, the period of the kingdom, began perception and attempt to implement a land 
cadastre and property registration system according to Western European models, namely the Austrian model. 
During this period, mortgages rose and functioned as a higher form of preservation and property insurance. In 
certain areas (major cities and important areas of lowland part of the country) began mapping, which led to 
improvement and enrichment of the system regarding the location of properties and mutual constraints between 
the owners. 

After World War II until 1967 have a cadastre with graphic material in the whole country, finely detailed and all items 
of land and property. For the lowlands of the country have cadastral maps at large scale that even today retain 
dimensional value of parcels and especially legal value positioning.  
In the period 1967-1990, land lost quality of a public office. It was simply evidence of moving office land owner only 
for the purposes of "state". 

In 1994, to help create dynamic markets of real estate was created "Office of Registration of Immovable Property" 
(IPRO), under the Council of Ministers. Project management unit (NMP) for IPRS-in under the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Food, has developed a strategy for creating the IPRS. This strategy consisted, among others, in determining the law 
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of a modern system of real estate information, based on real (not just the registration of acts) that unifies the recording 
and "cadastral mapping," which includes all real property in a common registration system, in which the state provides 
registration information and where the registration offices are decentralized.  
Database for real estate consists of: cards - an information sheet prepared for each property maps and index (pointer) of 
assets. Distribution of land legitimized by equipping owners with certificates of ownership. For this purpose it is 
collected verbal documentation of graphic registration of the cadastre of rural and urban areas, from forest and pastures, 
as well as mortgages. Graphic documentation includes the series of maps of stairs 1:500 to 1:50000. As the basis of this 
system serve cadastral maps showing the position, size and the owners of each parcel.  
So, today, the IPRS-in, which depends on the Ministry of Justice, the maps are indicative of many urban and rural assets 
of our country, in varying degrees, especially in 1:2500 scale, compiled from field measurements or as a result of 
increasing and upgrading existing ones to them. Geometric accuracy of cartographic information is low. On the other 
hand these maps should represent the third dimension, height, as this information is supplemented with its elements. 
Of particular importance, as regards information contained, aerial photographs are our country's western plains. 

There is a computerized database that serves as an indicator to register (by owner name, parcel number and other 
characteristics for each parcel) and a database that contains a summary of the initial patent information assets. 

The data available IPRS are domed analog and digital. Cadastral boundaries are in format DWG / DXF AutoCAD, 
while the data are partly attributable to the database connection and partly in paper format (hard-copy). Spatial data are 
of acceptable accuracy, the stairs 1:500-1:1000 in urban areas and 1:2500 scale in rural areas. The data are geo referred 
in space Albanian State System of coordinates (Gauss-Kruger projection, ellipsoid Krasovski / Pulkovo 1942). IPRO, 
currently is completing a project on large-scale modernization, which will produce an automated procedure to renew the 
registration of properties, as well as a cadastral database for GIS compatible. This database will be of importance for 
any planning initiative arrangement, so that the solution to the issue of return of coordinates is of the utmost importance.
  
Across the country are created property registration offices (REO) which have a duty to maintain property maps of 
districts and the real books in folders. 

ALUIZNI (Agency regularization of informal settlements and urbanization) has provided a basic coverage mapping 
renewed (2007) and high resolution of a large part of Albania, including cities. Coverage is geo referred in UTM 
coordinate system (WGS84), and from it are obtained the following products:  
1. orthofoto: cells 8 cm ground resolution in format TIFF / TFW without congestion. 
2. Vector map data base (plan metric coverings), at 1:500 scale in the following vector formats, shape files (shape file) 
ESRI, DWG / DXF AutoCAD, Micro Station Dgn and that includes the following topics: 

• Roads (ie collected as polygons. Plan the road surface and edges of pavement) 
• Railways, 
• Construction, 
• linear water features, 
• Polygonal water features, 
• walls and fences. 

 
3. Digital terrain model (DTM-MDT) - a network of points with 10 m/20 m intervals, as well as ground breaking lines 
in DWG format files. 

Specialists have checked ALUIZNI ortofotos a copy of a copy of the data vector, resulting from: 
a) orthofoto: the copy is in the format JPG / JGW temporal resolution of 24 cm cell. The problem lies in the long time it 
takes to upload files orthophoto, but theoretically this problem resolved by repression in a valid format files and quickly 
charged (eg MrSid, ECW). 
b) vector map data base: present about 20 layers in ESRI shape files, but they are not described with logical links (eg 
Product details and features of the final file, the file layer) and it is therefore not clear what is meant layer name / 
default. Entities are simplified by separating the subjects points, lines of police and polygons. However, this cover is the 
most comprehensive option for preparation of base map data for phase adjustment of the city planning in this 
component. This is necessary in meeting the standard methodology, the existence of certain details of products, and the 
fact that they are updated or refreshed data. On the other hand it is important to note the problems associated with this 
network of data: 

• Data network vector and raster it is very detailed for planning purposes in the general level of 1:5,000. 
Therefore, it is necessary to perform some form of generalization in data according to a certain order and 
methodical. 
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• Lack of information about vector naming layers requires time and effort to try and interpret their identity.  
In the former Institute of Informatics and Applied Mathematics (INIMA) had a database of quality and 
diversity. Generally, this institute has worked for a census of population and to identify areas for election 
voting, using maps of various kinds, especially urban ones. Although there was a reduced activity, INIMA, as a 
central scientific institution data processing has consistently provided the necessary information for carrying 
out his duties. In 2007, the Council of Ministers decided to merge the Institute of Informatics and Applied 
Mathematics and its reorganization as part of the Polytechnic University of Tirana. Consequently all the 
databases that disposed this Institute passed under the administration of the Polytechnic University of Tirana.
  
Ex - Institute of Geology and Geodesy, until in 1998 joined the AGS, has settled urban mapping tasks to 1:500 
and 1:250 scale and geological-engineering problems. Consequently, in the years of his work, he has amassed 
a highly precise information on the state space of the cities of Albania, but also on the characteristics of their 
geological-engineering of the regions where large objects are constructed as: H / C , railways, roads, factories, 
etc.. It is important that information on paper is numeric and is working on its management.  
Albanian Geological Service. Geological event organized in Albania began in 1922 with the establishment of 
the Office of Ministry of geological World and Agriculture, which was chaired by Czech-Austrian geologist 
Ernst Nowack. He began the task of seeking useful mineral resources, especially oil-bearing prospects. Also it 
was to implement a Geological map of Albania at scale 1:200000.  
Archival materials show 22 March 1922 as the date of commencement of works by Ernst Nowack, but recently 
found new information that the time delay in the start of works by Ernst Nowack in January of that year. 
However negotiations for the creation of this office have begun in 1921, which indicates that geological studies 
of Albanian territory were among the main priorities of the government that emerged from Congress Lushnja. 
This period of existence can be termed as the "Initial Period". Even after World War II continued geological 
studies of the Albanian territory. In 1952 began the second phase, phase which can be termed as the "Modern 
Period" of the activity of Albanian Geological Service. Albanian Government decided to establish the 
Albanian Geological Service, which is defined as a state institution that is responsible for research and 
discovery of mineral resources. A third phase is called "postmodern period" starts after 1990 and going through 
a period of uncertainty to the existence of this service, through its transformation into GjeoAlba JSC, until 
finally canceled this structure and create Geological Forums on 2 August 1998. Some of the most important 
products of this service are:  

• Geological map of Albania. Geological maps of Albania have been compiled by foreign scholars since the 
nineteenth century. There are 15 maps that include all the territory of Albania, scale 1:200000 1:2000000 to the 
extent of which 6 are in manuscript, while others were published in different countries. The first was 
conducted a geological survey in Albania were two Frenchmen, naturalistic A. Boue and geologist A. 
Vuquesnel. They created the first geological maps in the years 1828-1879. After 1903, many other geologists, 
foreign geological surveys began in the territory of Albania. Thus A. Martelli, during the years 1903-1912, 
studies conducted in the region of Vlora and the result of these studies was a 1:200000 scale geological map 
published in Rome in 1912. F. Nopsca after several years of studies published in Budapest 1:200000 geological 
map of northern Albania. Also geological maps of various regions of Albania geologists elaborated the various 
published as Weters, Hammer, Roth, telega, Goebel. Important was 1:200000 scale map titled "East Geological 
Map of Albania", published in Paris in 1921 by J. Bourcart. For the first time a complete map of Albania was 
published in Salzburg in 1929 by Ernst Nowack, Austrian geologist contracted by the Albanian government for 
this purpose. The map was the result of genuine work of Nowack and processing maps published previously. 

• In 1943 S. Zuber has prepared the manuscript, 1:200000 geological map of Albania. 

•  In 1950, E.A. Stankeev, Mr. A. Mishunina and E. A. Ivanova prepared 1:200.000 geological map of Albania 
for use in the oil industry together with explanatory notes, which was published in 1957, in Leningrad in 
limited circulation. 

• A group of Albanian geologist (T. Biçoku etc.) based on geological survey conducted during 1950-1965, and 
observations of the proceedings of editing revisions made by the group during the 4 years (1963-1964), 
compiled and published on 1967 in Tirana, the Albanian and French, geological map of Albania at scale 
1:200000 with explanatory texts (1970, 1971). 

• After 19 years, in 1990, was published geological maps the third called "Geological Map of the People's 
Socialist Republic of Albania" of scale 1:200000, compiled by a group of geologists (R. Shehu etc.). Maps 
accompanied by explanatory text. 

• In 2000, under the coordination of A. Xhomo etc.., Completed in manuscript for reprint, 1:200000 geological 
map of Albania. The map was published in 2002 and entitled "Geological Map of Albania". This map is 
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collaboration between the Research Institute of Geology, Oil and Gas Institute and Faculty of Geology and 
Mining. All maps are accompanied with accompanying explanatory text. 

• Apart from 1:200000 scale geological maps, the maps are drawn at the various stages which have remained 
unpublished and is available in the Central Fund of Geology and Geological Research Institute (IKGJ). 

• Since 1997, began the publication of a series of geological maps at 1:25000 scale topographic based planchette 
(total 101 planchette). Also there was the publication of geological maps at 1:50000 scale of Shebenik 
ultrabasic massifs, the Tropoje Bulqizë realized in 90 years'. It worked from the Provincial Department of 
Geology and mapping of IKGJ Geological Services in cooperation with respective countries, for publishing 
maps Greece-Albania border, Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro, Albania and Kosovo and Albania. The 
publication of geologic maps and still ongoing so that all information gathered to be present scientific world 
and the public. In addition, we are working for and passing numerizimin electronic form of these maps, 
creating shumëqëllimore interactive digital maps, which through Geographic Information Systems can be used 
online. 

• Also have been published Hydrogeological Map, Metalogjenike, etc. Geophysical 1:200000 scale. 

Institute of Forests and Pastures (CPI), the classical methods of old technology, based on topographic maps of the IGU, 
has prepared a number of maps for forests and pastures, where it is registered and the damage caused in recent years in 
them. PIK has compiled maps and management. Information, in general, is graphic and may be difficult to numeric. 
With the introduction of new technologies, particularly GIS States in CPI, has started numeric of data and creation of 
digital database. 

In the former Center for Geographical Studies of the Academy of Sciences (QSGJ), in 1994 was installed with the 
option to create a GIS database, factor analysis and compilation of maps with different themes. Such a GIS was 
appropriate for the nature of academic, applied research of the former's QSGJ.  
QSGJ former has in its years of work (until 2008 when it was disbanded) has been significant progress in providing 
enough information on the geomorphology data, processes, demographic, political, social etc.. But the nature of 
information changed the use of GIS-tests after being created a powerful data base with quality content, as a result of 
numeric the elements of nature and social. Thus were used thematic maps, topographic, geographic various scales, 
graphics and alphanumeric data associated with graphical materials etc.., To create a database of natural and social 
elements, which meet all the needs of Albania: any paper in scales 1:50000 to 1:1000000, study of the road system, 
environmental studies, integrating the values of specific regions, etc.. Based on this database QSGJ former has 
compiled various thematic maps for our country: the map of administrative organization, etc.. Laboratory Database and 
the database of former QSGJ, by the Council of Ministers had to go in the administration of the Department of 
Geography, University of Tirana, but in fact it was destroyed, thus bringing great harm to the economy and our country.
  
Currently, INSTAT using only paper maps (hard-copy) of the stairs 1:5000 / 1:10000. By the census of 2011, INSTAT, 
in cooperation with a European organization has planned to digitalization boundaries of surfaces. Digitalization was 
started in 2009.  
 Information of various kinds have also various private firms, even that was done, and advertising. But their accuracy is 
quite low, therefore the most reliable source of information in our country remains public institutions. We must find 
ways to bring all institutions at a level of development. But this in turn requires specialist training, and consequently the 
establishment and perfection of the SIG-shops in high schools, especially at the Geodesy and Geography departments, 
as departments that have elements in common with them. 
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Abstract 
Bird migration behaviours and patterns offer invaluable information about environmental evolution of regions. 
Traditional bird ringing techniques are often used for nature monitoring. A web based geographical visualization and 
analysis tool is presented in this paper, showing how cartographic data of wetland areas, their vegetation and water 
facilities can be combined with bird tracking systems to enhance the positioning information given by the latter. This 
tool, designed inside the MONNA project, aims to collect and display migration trajectories for both scientific and 
general public use, based on a 3D web visualization environment. 

This work presents an advanced visual analytics tool for bird monitoring, extensible to other regions as cartography 
gets available and that can also be linked to meteorological historical data. Challenges for the future include 
combining cartography with a better resolution and an improvement of the altitude information given by the positioning 
devices. 

INTRODUCTION 

The birds are a special kind of animals. One of their most singular characteristics is the ability to fly. The flight skill 
gives them the possibility to travel far distances (even thousands of kilometres), crossing mountains and oceans in an 
economic and fast manner. Birds have a well trained orientation sense and great navigation skills. They can remember 
where they have been so they can return to the very same place in the next year. Thus, due to this inherent mobility and 
depending on the season, migrating birds live in different places around the globe, separated by thousands of 
kilometres. This seasonal behaviour is unique to the birds, which is based on the flying capabilities of the birds. 

Of course, not all the birds migrate in the same way. In fact, there are non-migrating birds. Generally speaking, the birds 
migrate from cold zones to warmer zones in autumn. They return back in the next spring. The migration itself depends 
on the morphology of the birds. Bigger birds can fly higher and longer distances without making stops. Smaller birds fly 
slower and at lower altitudes.  

Bird migration analysis is widely used in studies of many environmental aspects. The population trends and migratory 
pathways can be of help on understanding climate change effects and staging sites evolution. Bird ringing techniques 
allow identifying and tracking individuals across different regions in order to follow their movement patterns 
[BERTHOLD2001][ BALMER2008][ KERLINGER2009].   

This work presents a web based geographical visualization and analysis tool, showing how cartographic data of wetland 
areas, their vegetation and water facilities can be combined with bird tracking systems to enhance the positioning 
information given by the latter. This tool, designed inside the MONNA project [MONNA2014], collects and displays 
migration trajectories for both scientific and general public use, based on a 3D web visualization environment. 

On one hand, different tracking device types are used to regularly send bird GNSS positions for two use cases: long 
range using international telephony SIM card, and local range near known wetlands (Urdaibai Biosphere) using a 
specific antenna system. All this data is collected in the server database and published as web services to be consumed 
by authorized users and the web interface. 

On the other hand, standard SHP and WMS formatted available cartography sources are handled. These data sources, 
published in the OpenData service of the local government, allow the MONNA system to overlap on the 3D terrain 
information regarding the delimitations of the Urdaibai wetland and different types of vegetation in the area, among 
others. 
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BIRD TRACKING SYSTEMS AND SIMILAR PROJECTS 

The main challenge in bird tracking systems is to obtain a reliable long-range signal-transmitting device that can be 
deployed and carried by a small animal. This device must be able to emit enough energy to be detected, requiring an 
adequate power supply. Existing positioning alternatives for bird tracking go from GNSS, Doppler effect, to GSM 
network-based triangulation to solar geolocation. In general, the acquired positions must then be sent somewhere for 
storage, and the availability of the data in real time will be possible or not depending on the selected technique. The 
main current bird tracking systems can be classified in four big technology groups according to their data retrieval 
modes: satellite-based, ground-based receivers, dataloggers and radar.  

Regarding data management and analysis platforms, first, Movebank [MOVEBANK2014] must be mentioned, as one 
of the most popular systems for collaborative sharing of tracking datasets, in combination with weather data. Under the 
Avian Knowledge Network [AKN2014], two projects have been empowered: eBird (general public-oriented) and 
LaMNA (for scientists and proffesionals). In addition to these, Ornitho [ORNITHO2014] is another widely used 
platform, were hundreds of amateur users add information of bird observations.  

For further reference, a good to review of the current tracking platforms is done in [BRIDGE2011].  

The MONNA Project 

The Urdaibai Bird Center is located at the Biosphere Reserve (Bizkaia, Spain), a strategic point for the birds following 
the East Atlantic Flyway Migration, and it is set between two big geographic barriers: the Bay of Biscay and the 
Pyrenees. This becomes Urdaibai an important rest and feeding area for the birds, especially when meteorology is 
adverse. It is relevant, therefore, that the research projects carried out in such strategic point along this migratory flyway 
allow working in coordination with other wetlands along the same route. 

The MONNA Project aims to contribute in the development of nature monitoring systems that may help adopting 
efficient public policies for both environmental management and biodiversity protection and conservation. MONNA 
combines technological developments for bird movement analysis based on new European technologies in areas such as 
geo-positioning and data emission, with the creation of a reference living lab to promote the new emerging nature 
monitoring sector.  

Therefore, one of the main objectives inside the project was the research and development of a bird tracking platform 
where collected data can then be offered for scientific research, academic use or divulgation to general public.   

BIRD MIGRATION ANALYSIS WEB PLATFORM 

After evaluating the needs and requirements, a software platform has been designed and developed as shown in this 
section, in order to capture the positions of individual birds, store and process tracking information and auxiliary data, 
and present it all visually in an interactive web interface. 

Devices and data acquisition 

Two different tracking system types have been used within the project: GSM-GPS and SIGFOX. Each device is 
attached to a bird and its objective is to periodically collect and send the GNSS positioning to a central server. The 
hardware details of the devices are beyond the scope of this paper but, when evaluating a good tracking device, a 
compromise among the following concepts must be considered. 

- Battery consumption 

- Weight 

- Positioning accuracy and acquisition timeout (directly linked to the battery lifetime) 

- Data emission cost 

- Leak-tightness of the device. 
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GSM-GPS Devices 

The GSM-GPS devices used in MONNA are based on mobile telephony communications to send the positioning data 
generated by the internal GPS module, through an international SIM card. These cards must be activated and a contract 
with a mobile telephony provider must be subscribed. The communication itself is done using the lightweight 
OpenDMTP protocol [OPENDMTP2014]. Each GSM-GPS device has an embedded software client that implements 
this protocol. The MONNA platform runs an OpenGTS server module that supports the OpenDMTP protocol and 
listens to the incoming requests from the clients. 

SIGFOX Devices 

The second device types use the SIGFOX technology [SIGFOX2014], and they work in a different manner. The GPS 
module obtains the position of the device periodically, like the GPS-GSM ones, but the data emision is not activated 
until the device gets inside a SIGFOX antenna coverage. The data is then sent to a SIGFOX proprietary backend. At 
this moment, the coverage is limited to the territory of France and Urdaibai. The cost of each sent message is much 
lower than by using the previous system, however, the existence of the specific ground-based anthena is a must. 

The SIGFOX backend provides a REST API to access the stored data. In order to extract the positioning information 
from this backend and use it in the MONNA web platform, a client for this API was developed in C++ and installed on 
the server. This client reads all the new data from a list of registered devices every hour and stores the information in 
the MONNA database, after filtering and checking for any errors or inconsistencies. 

Generic approach 

The MONNA platform allows accepting data coming from other kinds of devices. The architecture is open, so any other 
dataset can be added to the system if a connector is implemented to insert the data into the database. The most basic 
mechanism is to create a file containing all the INSERT SQL statements with the appropriate fields and run it from the 
MySQL management console. The new data would be instantly reflected in the system. 

Storage and information management tools 

All the information coming from the devices (bird positions) and information of users, wetlands, bird species and 
devices is stored in a MySQL database on the MONNA server.  

Schema description  

On one hand, the main database table is “EventData” and all the retrieved positions are stored here. Both the OpenGTS 
server and the SIGFOX REST API client insert the new positions of the devices in this table. 

On the other hand, tables “Bird”, “Device” and “Wetland” have auxiliary related tables to handle bird species, bird 
capture data, device types, and wetland subzones and observatories, among others. Meteorological data can also be 
stored in the table defined for it. The database also contains other tables regarding users and their roles to manage 
permissions on data upload and editing, such as adding new birds to the system, or editing ringing information.  

Web Services 

In order to provide external access to the data (for any possible future use), a set of web services has been defined and 
implemented using Java Jersey, returning JSON and KML formats. Java Jersey is a technology for developing RESTful 
web services in Java; it is a standard and portable JAX-RS API. Three sets of web services have been created and 
classified accordingly:   

- BirdResources: Methods for bird and ringing information access. 

- WetlandResources: Wetland information access. 

- PositionResources: Methods for positioning data access for different parameters. 

The access URL for the API looks like: http://{host:port}/API_Functions/rest/... 

The Table 1 summarizes the most useful web services, as some are referenced on later sections of this paper. 
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Table 1. Summary of the web services for data access. 
URL Description 
API_Functions/rest/bird/all All registered birds 
API_Functions/rest/wetland/all/kml All registered wetlands 
API_Functions/rest/position/last Last position sent by each registered device 
API_Functions/rest/position/last/deviceId={deviceID} Last registered position for the “deviceID” device 
API_Functions/rest/position/last/after={timestamp} All the positions registered after the specified 

“timestamp” (URL encoded like 222013-05-
10%2010:02:00%22) 

API_Functions/rest/position/last/accountID={account } Last positions sent by each registered device inside de 
“accountID” account.  

API_Functions/rest/position/all/deviceId={deviceID} All the positions registered for the “deviceID” device. 
 

Cartography layers  

Some of the key aspects related to the migrations and behaviour of birds, are the interpretation of the land use, the 
different vegetation areas existing in the region and conservation policies. 

During the last years, public institutions are making an effort providing open access to cartographical datasets of 
interest. In the case of Euskadi, an important set of cartographic data infrastructure is provided, which contains layers of 
great interest for the MONNA project, as the environment related ones. The Figure 1 shows a set of example 
Habitat/Environment layers available at the OpenData Euskadi repository [OPENDATA2014], displayed on their online 
visor. 

 

Figure 1: Example layers provided by the OpenData Euskadi covering the Urdaibai area. 

Data are available and ready to download in Shapefile (SHP) format [ESRI2014], or by using the Web Map Service 
(WMS) provided. For a deeper analysis of the available layers and their integration in MONNA, the software Quantum 
GIS [QGIS2014] has been used. After adding the WMS getCapabilities URL in Quantum GIS, a list of all the available 
layers is obtained along with their name and other feature information and metadata. To make use of the desired layers 
inside the MONNA web maps, the URL of each individual layer must be extracted. 

Inside the MONNA web platform, the selected layers are shown over a Google Earth 3D web virtual environment. To 
obtain this, the images returned by the WMS server are converted into KML objects by calling the Google Earth API’s 
addKmlFromString function from JavaScript. The result is shown in Figure 2.  

Wetlands and observatories  

Apart from the layers provided by the OpenData Euskadi service, information about the wetlands classified as Importan 
Bird Areas (IBA) has been included in the MONNA database. The geo-referenced wetlands with their observatories and 
other interesting data from an ornithological view are served in KML format by the previously presented web services, 
and displayed over the 3D Google Earth viewer, along with the other layers and the bird positions. 
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Users with administration access to the web platform are able to directly upload custom KML files that are also 
displayed over the Google Earth map (see Figure 2). 

3D Web environment for trajectory visualization and animation 

The 2D visualization of the migration trajectories and the wetlands is very handy: it offers easily understandable 
visualizations. The use of 2D interactive maps (Google or Bing maps) is quite common nowadays, and Movebank is an 
example. However, the very nature of the migration data is considered 3D (or 4D, if we include the time). Birds 
(individual elements or flocks) fly from one place to other, taking a significant amount of time. The travel has frequent 
stops, where the birds rest and feed. For ornithology researchers, the flight altitude is very important to understand the 
migration patterns. Depending on the weather, the global winds and other meteorological and atmospheric phenomena, 
the birds will vary their course, including the altitude.  

The visualization of such 3D element using 2D maps is feasible. The utilization of coloured lines is a very common 
technique to visualize elevation, where a dark colour could represent a lower altitude than a brighter colour.  

The apparition of 3D tools like Google Earth has made popular the utilization of maps in 3D. The latest online version 
of Google Maps includes by default a 3D visualization without plugins (using WebGL as the rendering backend). Nokia 
maps and Bing maps provide similar technologies in their products. 

There are other 3D globe viewers that are more oriented to the development of custom applications, providing an open 
API to ease the addition of custom layers to the 3D virtual environment. In this regard, Cesium [CESIUM2014] has 
been selected in MONNA as the base 3D graphical API to visualize the migration paths on the Web. 

Cesium is a WebGL powered 3D globe viewer. Its Javascript API has been conceived and designed to help develop 
custom applications. It offers the ability to choose the terrain and imagery providers (Bing imagery is the default 
provider, but OpenStreetMap or TMS/WMS servers can be configured). Cesium provides several basic geometric 3D 
elements which can be added to the scene: lines, polylines, textured polygons, billboards, 3D models… Also, Cesium 
supports animations which can be defined statically or dynamically. Their parameters and configuration are accessed 
through a well designed timeline widget on screen. 

 

Figure 2: Habitat and vegetation limits layers (coloured) near Urdaibai in combination with the bird positions. 
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Cesium 

Based on the 3D elements provided by Cesium, the visual migration tracks were defined as coloured polylines 
(Cesium.PolylineCollection). Each polyline is composed of the points acquired from the tracking devices. As each 
sample is tagged with the acquisition timestamp, the animation of the migration path will be accurate.  

The data is stored in the Monna database, so the Web Services are used to retrieve the data transparently. When a device 
ID is selected, the web service DeviceID (API_Functions/rest/position/last/deviceId={deviceID}) is invoked through an 
AJAX request. The answer contains a JSON array with the locations of the given device ID. Each location contains the 
longitude and latitude, the altitude, the speed and the unix timestamp.  

 

Figure 3: Bird path around the Urdaibai wetland shown in with Cesium 

The JSON information is then parsed and Cesium entities are created on the fly to visualize the migration track. First, a 
polyline (Cesium.PolylineCollection) is created with a random colour (see Figure 3). The very long segments may 
produce visual collisions between the trajectory and the globe (the line goes through the globe which is a bad behaviour 
following a sphere chord). In order to prevent this artefact, we subdivide the segments into smaller pieces (given a 
maximum segment size). The timestamps of the added points are interpolated using the segments timestamp and the 
distances (see Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: Long segments in bird migrations can cause problems due to the curvature of the Earth. 

The second entity is the animation path. In Cesium, this is created using standard entities and loaded as a 
Cesium.CzmlDataSource. The animation is globally defined by the animation span (starting and ending timestamps) 
and the default clock speed. This configuration is reflected in the animation widget in the user interface. Once the 
migration trajectory is loaded (all the locations which compose the track), the user can press “play” to start the 
animation. The current point of the bird is visualized as a small billboard running over the track (see Figure 5). Using 
the graphical interface of the timeline widget, the animation can be speed up or down, just by moving the speed dial 
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(2x, 10x, 1000x …) or paused. Additionally, the user can go directly to a specific timestamp by clicking on the desired 
position on the main timeline track, resuming the animation from that point. 

 

Figure 5: Animation track of a bird during a stop in Urdaibai wetland. The icon in the red circle shows the current 
position in the animation. The animation timeline is configured to match the bird track duration. The bird metadata is 

shown in the right side of the figure.   

Altitude graph (HTML5 canvas) 

The 3D interactive visualization of the migration provides a realistic outlook of the migration tracks. Nevertheless, the 
Cesium output can be combined and linked with other traditional visualization tools. In order to show these capabilities, 
a pure HTML5 canvas has been added to the web page. This graph shows an altitude graph of the selected bird 
trajectory where the X axis measures the distance flight by the bird and the Y axis shows the altitude. This specific 
graph is useful to understand the flight patterns, including the number of stops that the birds do during the migrations.  

This visualization minimizes the area of the graph covered during the stops. While the bird is still or moving around a 
location, the accumulated distance is not increased very much (see Figure 6). As the X axis measures the travelled 
distance, the increment is small. If the graph would represent the elapsed time in the X axis, the long stops would cover 
large areas of the graph.  

In that graph the time and the 2D location over the map are not shown. But the positions on the graph (distance, 
altitude) can be related with the position on the Cesium 3D viewer. While the animation is being played, a vertical line 
is displayed in the graph to show where the bird is located.  

The opposite relationship is also possible. Clicking on the 2D graph selects the closest 3D point in the Cesium widget, 
moving the current position (in the timeline track) to the timestamp of the selected point. This action can only be done 
when the animation is paused or stopped.  
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Figure 6: Altitude graph for a bird migration. The span shown in green represents a stop in the bird migration. The 
bird spent a significant amount of time in that spot, but the accumulated travelled distance is small. 

Usability issues 

The visualization of the migration tracks is totally dependent of the acquired data and its quality. A preliminary quality 
assessment is performed in the DB when the data is acquired (checking timestamps consistency). But due to 
transmission errors, the inserted data can be invalid for visualization purposes. For example, during a flight the GPS 
signal can fail detecting the position or the altitude. If a bad position is returned, the migration trajectory might be 
broken (especially if the returned position is (0, 0) or a place in the Antarctic Ocean). If a bad altitude is returned, the 
flying patterns are altered. This is especially relevant when negative values are returned (below sea level).  

In order to filter the spurious locations, we analyze each location, and its previous and next ones. Using the longitude, 
latitude and timestamps we calculate distances and speed applying thresholds for the maximum horizontal and vertical 
speed. If the location does not pass the horizontal speed test, we discard the location. If the location passes this one, but 
does not past the vertical speed test, the location is kept, but an interpolated altitude is set.  

Another usability issue comes with the number of locations for a given migration. Even if the Cesium performance is 
quite good, loading an animation of lot of track points slows down the 3D visualization. Qualitatively speaking, a track 
with more than 1000 locations starts to degrade the performance. Although a better JS implementation and better 
hardware can raise this number, this limitation exits. In this work we don’t have datasets with so many locations, so we 
have not taken any action to deal with this situation. 

Web interface 

The web interface combines all the modules previously described to allow users access the visualization and 
management tools. It hosts the following main modules: 

- Profile management: User registration and login. Users with different roles have been defined according to 
their access and data management credentials.  

- Wetland management module: to see existing layers and upload wetland information in KML format.  

- Tracking data loading and visualization. Data loading is transparent for the users and it is automatically done 
by the extraction modules (SIGFOX client and OpenGTS server). The visualization has two views: Real Time 
(last positions of each device) and Trajectory Analysis.  

- Bird capture and ringing management module: forms to register new birds into the database including device 
information. 
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- E-learning module: Slideshows describing different bird tracking techniques and basic introductory 
information about ornithology concepts for the general public. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This work has introduced a web management and visualization of migrating bird data. During the project GSM and 
SIGFOX devices were used, but the platform is valid for other systems if the suitable data structure is followed. The 
devices attached to the birds send periodical positions which are stored in a database for further processing and 
visualization. The Web interface offers the basic functionality to register and identify the birds (ring, photo, weight...). 
The wetlands are also registered in the system with the associated cartographic information (contour) and other relevant 
metadata. 

This work has also presented an interactive visualization of the data acquired from the devices attached to the birds. The 
data is retrieved from the database via a set of Web Services. The web application is composed of three interactive 
elements.  

The first component is a Google Earth interactive application where the metadata of the wetlands is shown.  The 
cartographic information about the wetlands is shown by the online creation of a KML file with the information stored 
in the database. 

The second component is a Cesium WebGL powered globe viewer where the 3D migration path is shown. The 
visualization is composed of a static polyline and an interactive animation track. The user can interact with the 
animation using the default timeline widget. 

The last component is a 2D graph rendered in a HTML5 canvas. This graph shows the altitude along a migration track 
(travelled distance vs. altitude). This graph is bidirectionally linked with the 3D Cesium component. When the 
animation is being played, a vertical line is shown to visualize the current position of the bird and its altitude. When the 
animation is not running, the user can click on the 2D graph to move the animation position to that precise moment. 

Therefore, an advanced visual analytics tool for bird monitoring is presented, extensible to other regions as cartography 
gets available and that can also be linked to meteorological historical data.  

As future work, we aim to address the combination of the available cartographic information with a better resolution 
and an improvement of the elevation information given by the positioning devices, since new better and cheaper sensing 
techniques can provide environmental data in 3 dimensions. 

Additionally, the usability issues of the Cesium component could be addressed by filtering the retrieved information and 
simplifying or smoothing the bird trajectories using similar techniques to the Level-of-Detail techniques in Computer 
Graphics.  
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Abstract 
The fast and precise spatial location of emergency event and other related objects is the key prerequisite for effective 
management of emergency events, population protection, disaster planning and crisis management. It is advantageous 
to use the spatial data, stored in relational database management systems, for spatial location. 

The search over these data can be very demanding, if the data are large or complex. Because of that fact, the full text 
search, which enables simple and fast data search, appears to be very useful tool. On the other hand, the data usually 
have to be prepared for this kind of search. 

Due to above mentioned facts, this contribution deals with the preparation of the spatial data for full text search. 

In solved case, the data were stored in Oracle relational database management system and accessed through ArcGIS 
Server web services. The program, used for preparation of the data for full text search, was created in Python 
programing language and uses direct access to the database through cx_Oracle Python library.  

Keywords: full-text search, spatial data, localization, emergency event, population protection, disaster planning, crisis 
management, spatial database, ArcGIS Server, Oracle, Python. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The fast and effective response to the emergency is hardly ever possible without precise ad rapid estimation of its 
spatial location and the spatial location of the other various objects, which can influence the emergency further 
development or course of the actions focused on population protection. Such objects can be a buildings where large 
concentration of people can occur, or where people with impaired mobility and/or spatial orientation are situated, or, on 
the other hand, the plants where hazardous materials or forces are presented.  

For spatial location, the various objects occurring in the landscape can be used. Some of them are particular suitable for 
precise spatial location or are for this purpose especially modified. They can be e.g. equipped with the labels containing 
unique identification, like railroads crossings or street lamps, or can contain the information about its spatial location 
from its nature, like kilometrage of water flows, railway lines and roads. The various addresses are also suitable for 
spatial location. It can be address places of the habitations or various points of interest, like e.g. shopping parks, 
automatic teller machines or gas stations. 

As an example of the necessity of the rapid and precise location of the emergency event, the collision of the train with 
the road vehicle on the railroad crossings can serve. This is unfortunately very common kind of an accident. During this 
kind of emergency it is necessary to regulate the traffic both on the affected railway line and on the affected road. From 
this fact, the necessity of precise spatial location of an incident follows. If the precise spatial locations of the railroad 
crossings fail, the serious railway accident can happen (1). 

The precise spatial location of the railroad crossing can appear as a simple task, but, on the places where various 
railway lines and road cross, this task can be problematic (figure 1). Owing to this fact, the railways crossing are 
equipped with labels containing unique identification, which make possible fast and precise spatial location of the 
emergency place. 

In the case of the emergency the precision of the spatial location as well as time necessary for the location are very 
important. Sometimes the small delay or error can have serious consequences. Because of this fact, it is necessary 



to look for various tools, which make search across spatial data, which are used for precise spatial location, more 
effective and precise and less time demanding.

The spatial data used for location contain, beside to the entry concerning its location, also the attributes with various 
textual or numeric entries, which can be used for search over this data. The search can be made throu
search mechanisms, but in many cases, the full

Figure 1: The area with high concentration of railroad crossings in Beroun town.

SPATIAL DATABASES 
 
It is advantageous to store the spatial data in spati
systems (2). This kind of storage makes possible among others to use standard databases tools for data manipulation, 
including advanced method of data search, like full

This kind of storage also enables the separate manipulation with spatial and attribution part of the entry, without the 
interrupting the connection between them.

If the search over the stored data is made, it depend only on the formulation of the query, whether t
attribution part of the entry is returned. The client which consumes the data can display the obtained results over 
the map or show it in the form of table. 

The spatial database can be implemented as a database table within the various re
systems. For example, the very complex tool for spatial data administration in on
can use IBM DB2, IBM Informix Dynamic Server, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft SQL Azure, Netezza, Oracle and 
PostgreSQL relational database management systems for spatial data storage and manipulation (3).

FULL-TEXT SEARCH 
 
Full-text search is especial kind of information search in the texts, which are usually prepared (indexed), in order to
the desired information (sequence of characters) in shortest possible time (4). During the full
algorithm compares all the words in the text with searched sequence of characters.

If the searched text is large, it is necessary to create the index befo
search as short as possible. During the indexing, the program, which made the index (indexer) comes through the text 
and creates the list of the keywords (index). Consequently, when the specific search i
instead of original document. 

Indexer creates entry in index for each word which he finds in documents and for its relative position in document. It 
usually ignores so called “stop-words”, like conjunctions and prepositio
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look for various tools, which make search across spatial data, which are used for precise spatial location, more 
precise and less time demanding. 

The spatial data used for location contain, beside to the entry concerning its location, also the attributes with various 
textual or numeric entries, which can be used for search over this data. The search can be made throu
search mechanisms, but in many cases, the full-text search appears more effective. 

 

Figure 1: The area with high concentration of railroad crossings in Beroun town.

It is advantageous to store the spatial data in spatial databases, which are stored in relational databases management 
systems (2). This kind of storage makes possible among others to use standard databases tools for data manipulation, 
including advanced method of data search, like full-text search.  

nd of storage also enables the separate manipulation with spatial and attribution part of the entry, without the 
interrupting the connection between them. 

If the search over the stored data is made, it depend only on the formulation of the query, whether t
attribution part of the entry is returned. The client which consumes the data can display the obtained results over 

 

The spatial database can be implemented as a database table within the various relational database management 
systems. For example, the very complex tool for spatial data administration in on-line environment 
can use IBM DB2, IBM Informix Dynamic Server, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft SQL Azure, Netezza, Oracle and 

stgreSQL relational database management systems for spatial data storage and manipulation (3).

text search is especial kind of information search in the texts, which are usually prepared (indexed), in order to
ation (sequence of characters) in shortest possible time (4). During the full

algorithm compares all the words in the text with searched sequence of characters. 

If the searched text is large, it is necessary to create the index before the search, in order to make response time of
search as short as possible. During the indexing, the program, which made the index (indexer) comes through the text 
and creates the list of the keywords (index). Consequently, when the specific search is made, only the index is searched 

Indexer creates entry in index for each word which he finds in documents and for its relative position in document. It 
words”, like conjunctions and prepositions, which have little or no meanings for search.
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THE DATA FOR SPATIAL LOCALISATION 
 
From the Central data warehouse of the Fire and Rescue Service of the Czech Republic were selected the following 
spatial data as a suitable for spatial localization of the place of emergency event, or as the place of the object which can 
affect the development of emergency or rescue operations: 

1. Address points (2 726 292 entries). 
2. Automatic teller machines (2 387 entries). 
3. Institutions – schools and post offices (22 392 entries). 
4. Kilometer markers – roads (17 840 entries), water flows (52 561 entries), railways (95 576 entries). 
5. Street lights (233 014 entries). 
6. Markets (8 580 entries). 
7. Streets (404 047 entries). 
8. Water reservoirs (16 508 entries). 
9. Geonames (213 002 entries). 
10. Railway crossings (9 476 entries). 

In order to make search over this data more effective, it was decided to prepare it for full-text search. The selected data 
has imminent relationship to the management of emergencies, population protection, disaster planning and crisis 
management. For example the schools and markets are the places where high and time dependent concentration of the 
people can occur. It is necessary to pay high attention to such kind of the places during emergencies’ which can 
endanger them. 

The selected spatial data were stored as spatial databases in the database tables of the advanced relational database 
management system Oracle 11.2 (5). This kind of data storage makes possible to use all the functionalities and tools 
provided by database management system for management of the data. 

Beside the access to the data through the interface of the database management system it is also possible to access the 
data through API of ArcGIS Server 10.1 provided by company ESRI (3). The access to the spatial data, stored in the 
relational database management system Oracle, through ArcGIS Server API has the following advantages: 

1. The easy access to the stored data through REST type interface, HTTP protocol and JSON message format. 

2. The easy access to the stored data through RPC type interface, HTTP protocol and SOAP message data format. 

3. The easy publication of the data created in desktop applications of ESRI. 

4. The access to the data stored in database systems through web services, both through REST and RPC type 
interfaces, fully corresponds to the current trends of buildup large information systems according to the rules 
of service oriented architecture. 

5. The access to the data through REST interface is especially suitable for web applications. 
The ESRI also provides advanced tools for programming of the web applications, which are focused on the spatial data, 
for various programming languages, like e.g. ArcGIS API for languages ActionScript and JavaScript. So there 
originates unique environment, which enables easy, rapid and efficient management and publication of the spatial data.  

THE PREPARATION OF THE DATA FOR FULL-TEXT SEARCH 
 
Full-text search is very efficient tool for search in database tables of relational database management systems. On the 
other hand, it is also necessary to mention the fact that if the advantages, which provides full-text search, are to be fully 
utilized, it is necessary to prepare the database table for full-text search. 

The preparation of the database table for full-text search consists from the following steps: 

1. Analysis of the data in table. 
2. The selection of attribute, which will be used for full-text search, or generation of the new attribute, 

if no suitable attribute is presented in the table.  
3. If there is a necessity to create new attribute, the program for its generation must be crated and the attributes, 

from which new attribute will be generated, must be selected. 
4. The generation of full-text index. 
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5. The testing of full-text search over the prepared database table. 
The analysis of the data is often underestimated, but necessary, first step in preparation of the database table for full-text 
search. During the analysis of the input data is necessary to carefully consider the meanings, overall character and the 
properties of the data and particular attributes stored in the table: 

1. Format of the attribute (integer, float, string, …, precision, …). 
2. How the undefined values are signalized (’’, ’ ’, 0, ’0’, 0.0, ’0.0’, ’none’, none, ’None ’, ’NONE ’, …). 
3. Valid and invalid values of the attributes. 
4. Error rate of the attributes. 
5. The possible couplings between the table and the other tables in the database or in the other databases (e.g. 

RÚIAN – The Registry of Territorial Identification, Addresses and Real Estates, the central registers of the 
public administration of Czech Republic) (6). 

 
The main goal of the input data analysis is to find out if in database table, which have to be prepared for full-text search, 
is presented an attribute that can be used for generation of the full-text index and subsequent full-text search, or if such 
attribute must be generated from existing attributes. 

If the new attribute for the full-text index must be generated, it is necessary to decide, which one  attribute from existing 
ones, will be used for its generation. The attributes, used for generation of the new attribute can be stored either in the 
same table like the generated attribute or in the other tables and accessible through the system of the keys. 

It is also necessary to consider, if the selected attributes are defined (or have to be) defined for all entries in the table or 
only for some entries. For example: 

1. For all entries in the table containing addresses are defined attributes like municipality, land registry unit, 
district. 

2. For some entries in the table containing addresses are defined attributes like street, quarter of the city. 
 
Because the tables contain real data, it is also necessary to take into account the fact, that the data can contain the errors 
or mistakes. 

For analysis of the input data and the other communication with database system Oracle 11.2, like testing of SQL 
statements, was used freely available multiplatform graphical Oracle database client Oracle SQL Developer (7). 

PROGRAM FOR PREPARATION OF THE TABLE FOR FULL-TEXT SEARCH 
 
The result of the input data analysis was, that in any table, which was analyzed, is no attribute suitable without further 
modification for generation of full-text index and subsequent full-text search. 

Fortunately, in the tables are presented the attributes, which contains suitable data for full-text search. Because of that 
fact, these data are suitable candidates for merging into new attribute – full-text label. This new created attribute can be 
consequently used for generation of full-text index a full-text search.  

Unfortunately, some of these attributes cannot be directly merged with other attributes without further modification. 
The reason for modification can be e.g: 

1. Non-string character of the attributes, they are numeric entries by its nature and for its storage was used one of 
the formats for numbers. 

2. Small errors, which will be appropriate to correct, e.g. character “?“ instead of “-“ in the name of  the railway 
line in the public railway timetable. 

 
Beyond that, if the attributes will be directly merged into new attribute there will be no remarks signalizing its origin, 
which could be misleading. For example some systems of regional division have very similar names for its units. 

From the above mentioned fact naturally emerge the necessity to create the program, which will solve generation of the 
new attribute for full-text index generation. Because there was the necessity to create the program, the automation of the 
other related tasks was also included in it. 

The program, for preparation of the table for full-text search, carries out the following tasks: 

1. Starts the connection with the database system and carry out the check of the connection. 
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2. Make a query for number of the entries in the table which will be prepared for full-text search. 
3. Read out the attributes from the table, which will be used for generation of the new attribute – full-text label. 
4. Correct the small errors in the input data. The corrections are not stored in the source database table. 
5. Generate the full-text label for each entry in the table. Full-text label is created through the merging of selected 

attributes, which are equipped with small description signalizing its origin. 
6. State if the database table contains a column with the name identical to the name of the column for storage of 

the created full-text labels. If such column exists, it first removes all indexes defined over this column and after 
that removes the column itself. The removing of the column prevents the potential inconsistency of the data 
due to partial actualization of full-text labels, if its generation will be carried out only for selected part of the 
entries. 

7. Create new empty column for full-text label storage and equip this column with appropriate comment. The size 
of the column - maximal number of the characters which can be stored in one cell of the column, is guided by 
the length of the longest generated full-text label. 

8. Store the generated full-text labels in newly created database table column. 
9. Read if in database exist index with the name identical to the name, which is designated for new full-text 

index. If index with the same name don’t exist, it creates new full-text index over the generated full-text labels. 
10. Estimate the time necessary for processing of the all entries in the table. This step is important only if selected 

part of the entries was processed. 
 
For processing of each selected spatial data stored in particular database table, the separate program code was created. 
Despite the fact, that substantial part of the program code of the separate programs is the same or similar, it appears, at 
this stage of code development, more advantageous to keep the program code separated than create one program for 
processing of all database tables. The main reason for this approach was diversity of the processed data in its nature 
(railway line kilometer markers, water reservoirs, school, …).  

During the process of programs creation, the great attention was paid to the following of test-driven development 
principles (8, 9). The careful following of these principles lead to the substantially better program code and substantially 
reduce the errors occurrence in the program. 

The unit tests, which were created during the program development in the consequence of following the guidelines of 
test-driven development, can be further used for regression testing, i.e. testing if the later changes in the program code 
negatively influence the behavior of the once tested program code. During the program development three groups of 
unit test were created: 

1. The tests of composition of full-text labels. 
2. The tests of full-text search over the prepared database table through the interface of relational database 

management system Oracle. 
3. The tests of full-text search over the prepared database table through the interface of ArcGIS Server REST 

API. This interface subsequently transfers the search query into interface of relational database management 
system Oracle. 

 
The great attention was also paid to the possible sources of error states and handling of the exceptions. The stress was 
laid on correct termination of the all executed processes, especially on closing of the opened files and termination of the 
communication with the database. 

For the creation of the programs, which prepares the database tables for full-text search, the Python programming 
language in its version 3.3 was chosen. The main reasons for its selection were follows: 

1. High efficiency of programming in this language. 
2. Short time application development. 
3. The existence of the library cx_Oracle, which enables the communication between python program code and 

relational database system Oracle (10). 
4. The existence of the other various advanced libraries for unit testing, logging, JSON file parsing, … . 
5. Possibility to use both object oriented and procedural paradigm. 
6. Comfortable work with strings containing specific characters of the national alphabets. In the version 3.X 

python language all string are Unicode sequences. 
7. Broad and clear language and libraries documentation (11, 12, 13, 14). 

 
All activities of the programs were carefully logged. This enables later control and analysis of its activities, especially 
the estimation of the time consumptions of the program steps. 
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The logging of the programs used unified mechanisms for logging to command line and file. All logging messages were 
written to the file and only the messages with high level of importance were written to the command line (to the screen). 
The logging into file was used for further analysis of the program activities and the logging on the screen was used for 
immediate information about program work. The logging process was configured trough the external configuration file. 
For logging, the standard library of the Python language – logging was used (15). Because of the high number of  
the entries in database, the size of the log file was too big for usual text editors and the text editors for large text files 
must be used for its viewing. 
The programs were created in integrated development environment Eclipse, version Kepler (16). The Eclipse was 
customized for programming in Python language with PyDev plugin (17). 
 
TESTING OF THE ACCESS TO THE SPATIAL DATA 
 
Two distinct ways were used in this work for access to the spatial data placed in the tables of relational database 
management system Oracle: 
 

1. Direct access form Python program to the database through cx_Oracle Python library. 
2. Indirect access from Python program to the database via ArcGIS Server REST API through standard Python 

library for communication via HTTP protocol. The ArcGIS Server further transferred the request for 
communication with database to the Oracle interface via its inner mechanism. 

Because of that fact, it was hardly ever possible to resist the temptations to compare these two approaches to  
the communication with database.  

There was also the program code of unit tests, which come into existence during the process of programming 
the programs for preparation of the database tables for full-text search. After slight transformation it was possible to use 
these unit tests for simulation of communication load to the database. 

In order to compare the various ways to the database connection, the unit tests were slightly modified into form of tasks 
making request to and processing the response from the database. The various tasks were grouped into three different 
sequences: 

1. Sequence “Oracle new”. This sequence uses library cx_Oracle for communication with database system. In 
this sequence the new connection into database is established for each particular task. After the task is ended 
the connection is closed and new connection must be set for new task. 

2. Sequence “ArcGIS Server”. This sequence uses standard Python library for communication through HTTP 
protocol, working on request and response basis, so the new connection must be established for each task. 

3. Sequence “Oracle permanent“. This sequence uses library cx_Oracle for communication with database 
system. In this sequence the all particular tasks are executed during one connection to the database system. 

 

The set of three sequences were executed 10 000 times and the time necessary for execution of each sequence were 
measured. The program for carrying out the measurements was programmed in Python 3.3 programming language. 

The function time.perf_counter() was used for performance measurement because of the deprecation of time.clock() 
function. The function time.perf_counter() returns the value (in fractional seconds) of a performance counter, 
i.e. a clock with the highest available resolution to measure a short duration. It does include time elapsed during sleep 
and is system-wide. The reference point of the returned value is undefined, so that only the difference between the 
results of consecutive calls is valid (18). 

The raw values obtained from the measurement are depicted on the figure 2. As is clearly seen from this picture, the 
values obtained through the measurement form the uniform area near the bottom of the graph and only very small 
number of the values is distant from it. The distant values are probably caused by sudden load on the computer network 
which transmits the communication between program and Oracle database system and/or ArcGIS Server. 



Figure 2: The values obtained from the measurement of the sequences execution time.

The close look on the values on the bottom of the graph depicted on figure 2
interesting picture of the measured values.

Figure 3: The close look on the main part of the values obtained from the measurement of the sequences execution 

It is clearly seen from this picture, that the
three above mentioned sequences. The shortest time belong to the sequence in which all particular tasks were executed 
during one direct connection to the database system via cx
to the sequence where HTTP protocol was used for communication with ArcGIS Server, which further transfer the 
query to the Oracle database system. Finally, the longest time belongs to the sequen
cx_Oracle library to the Oracle database system was established for each particular task.

Another view on the measured data is shown on the figure 4. The graph on this figure depicts the distribution of the 
measured data. 
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Figure 2: The values obtained from the measurement of the sequences execution time.

The close look on the values on the bottom of the graph depicted on figure 2, which is shown on figure 3 give us
interesting picture of the measured values. 

Figure 3: The close look on the main part of the values obtained from the measurement of the sequences execution 
time. 

It is clearly seen from this picture, that the measured values form distinct bands according to its affiliation to the one of 
three above mentioned sequences. The shortest time belong to the sequence in which all particular tasks were executed 
during one direct connection to the database system via cx_Oracle library. Above these values lie the
to the sequence where HTTP protocol was used for communication with ArcGIS Server, which further transfer the 
query to the Oracle database system. Finally, the longest time belongs to the sequences in which the connection via 
cx_Oracle library to the Oracle database system was established for each particular task. 

Another view on the measured data is shown on the figure 4. The graph on this figure depicts the distribution of the 
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Figure 4: The 

The position of the maximum of the peaks belonging to the each sequence corresponds to the order of the bands 
on previous picture. I addition to the previous picture we can clearly observe the distribution
From this picture is clearly seen, that the values obtained for sets, where all particular tasks was executed during one 
connection to the database system via cx_Oracle library, has substantially narrow distribution then other two c

It is necessary to be very careful what concerns to the interpretation of time performance of the computer programs, 
particularly if the program operation depends on network communication. The main reason for this careful approach is 
the various caching and optimization mechanism which can take into action during the program execution. In
to this fact, some of them may not be seen on the first sight. The using of the different libraries for communication can 
also have substantial effect, if the comparison of the communication ways is made.

First of all it is necessary to say, that in the previously mentioned comparison two very different methods 
of communication are used.  

The cx_Oracle library, which uses direct communication with Oracle data
connection with database system, which is capable to transfer broad spectrum of SQL statements. The use connection of 
this kind for execution of only one particularly task is somewhat inefficient. 

On the contrary with this, the communication through HTTP protocol is, from its nature, based on request 
pairs, which makes it suitable for execution of different separate simple requests. It is also necessary to
ArcGIS REST server API provides set o
corresponding to only very narrow subset of SQL statements.

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The selected spatial data was successfully prepared for full
through ArcGIS REST server API to the various client applications, which are used through Fire and Rescue Service of 
the Czech Republic and Integrated Rescue System. The preparation of the database tables for full
via especially created program in Python language.

Full-text search over data is accessible in principle to the every application, starting from rich desktop application for 
crisis management, disaster planning or population protection, to the thin spatial data cl
and Java Script or Adobe Flex running in a web browser on mobile devices.

Full-text search over the spatial data were successfully tested both through the direct communication with Oracle 
database system via Python cx_Oracle li
tests is possible reuse for regress testing if the data in the database table are actualized or if the further development of
the programs for preparation of the database table for fu
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Figure 4: The distribution of the measured data. 

The position of the maximum of the peaks belonging to the each sequence corresponds to the order of the bands 
previous picture. I addition to the previous picture we can clearly observe the distribution

From this picture is clearly seen, that the values obtained for sets, where all particular tasks was executed during one 
connection to the database system via cx_Oracle library, has substantially narrow distribution then other two c

It is necessary to be very careful what concerns to the interpretation of time performance of the computer programs, 
particularly if the program operation depends on network communication. The main reason for this careful approach is 

ing and optimization mechanism which can take into action during the program execution. In
to this fact, some of them may not be seen on the first sight. The using of the different libraries for communication can 

he comparison of the communication ways is made. 

First of all it is necessary to say, that in the previously mentioned comparison two very different methods 

The cx_Oracle library, which uses direct communication with Oracle database system, establishes the permanent 
connection with database system, which is capable to transfer broad spectrum of SQL statements. The use connection of 
this kind for execution of only one particularly task is somewhat inefficient.  

h this, the communication through HTTP protocol is, from its nature, based on request 
pairs, which makes it suitable for execution of different separate simple requests. It is also necessary to
ArcGIS REST server API provides set of very narrow specialized interfaces, which enables execution of requests 
corresponding to only very narrow subset of SQL statements. 

The selected spatial data was successfully prepared for full-text search and full-text search over this data 
through ArcGIS REST server API to the various client applications, which are used through Fire and Rescue Service of 
the Czech Republic and Integrated Rescue System. The preparation of the database tables for full

cially created program in Python language. 

text search over data is accessible in principle to the every application, starting from rich desktop application for 
crisis management, disaster planning or population protection, to the thin spatial data client realized via HTML5, CSS 
and Java Script or Adobe Flex running in a web browser on mobile devices. 

text search over the spatial data were successfully tested both through the direct communication with Oracle 
database system via Python cx_Oracle library and through ArcGIS Server REST API and HTTP protocol. Once created 
tests is possible reuse for regress testing if the data in the database table are actualized or if the further development of
the programs for preparation of the database table for full-text search will take place. 
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The programs for preparation of database tables for full-text search successfully coped with large number, hundreds of 
thousands or millions, entries in database tables. 

With regard the previously mentioned reservations we presume, that each of the used communication ways has its own 
place. The direct communication with database system Oracle via cx_Oracle library is suitable for carrying out broad 
and large set of different SQL statements which are executed in one long lasting connection.  

On the other hand the connection to the Oracle database system via HTTP protocol and ArcGIS Server REST API 
is suitable for specialized tasks which uses the specialized published services and for which the request-response 
approach is suitable. The REST architecture of the ArcGIS Server architecture enable also very simple incorporation of 
the spatial data published in this way into large information system based on service oriented architecture or into web 
applications. 

The future development of the programs for preparation of database tables for full-text search will probably cope with 
adaptation of full-text label for search without the use of specific characters of national (Czech) alphabet and merging 
of the programs, which are specific for each database table, into one program. The parameters specific to the particular 
table will be set through the external configuration file. 

The other topic which will be necessary to solve in the near future is a preparation of the spatial data placed in RÚIAN 
(The Registry of Territorial Identification, Addresses and Real Estates, the central registers of the public administration 
of Czech Republic) for full-text search. This database consists, due to strict application of normal forms criteria, with 
large amount of the large separate tables interconnected with systems of keys. 

The other important spatial data will be probably also in the near future selected for preparation for full-text search. 
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Abstract 
The high growth of ICT approaches brings opportunities for novel applications in the fields of meteorology and 
environment. The capacity of measuring more parameters and the broader access to them increases significantly the 
amount of data, which requires new systems and platforms for the analysis, monitoring graphical representation of 
geospatial information.  

This paper presents a platform designed to optimize the management of all the information generated by spatially 
distributed weather and environmental monitoring stations. The platform is connected to the station network so it 
receives stores and processes all the observations. The incorporation of data aggregation systems is one of the key 
factors in the development of the platform due to the different nature of the sensors.  

The validation of the platform has required the integration with real monitoring stations belonging to different 
meteorology and environmental agencies, permitting the involvement of expert knowledge. 

Keywords: GIS Technologies, GIS Data Processing, Visual Analytics 

INTRODUCTION 

With the growth of ICT approaches, the access in real-time to all kind of data captured in environmental and weather 
stations has become easier. Even more, the development of ICT technologies regarding data management, analysis, 
visual representation and geographic localization has boosted the meteorological and environmental sectors. The 
capacity to store and manage all these raw and processed data is essential for government and agencies since they are 
used in their decision making processes including warning reports when natural hazards are happening [1]. 

These data gathering capacity will highly benefit weather forecasting systems which consist in the prediction of the 
state of the atmosphere for a future time in a given location. Surface weather observations are the fundamental input 
data of the atmosphere models used for forecasting weather, issue warnings or alarms of disasters worldwide [2][3]. 
Weather forecasts are made by collecting quantitative data about the current state of the atmosphere and using scientific 
models of the atmosphere for forecasting atmospheric processes to project how the atmosphere will evolve [4]. 

Despite the development of ICTs, the management of data from environment and atmosphere observation stations is 
still an outstanding issue. Searching, accessing, and processing heterogeneous data from different sources are very time-
consuming and complex tasks. But new database technologies coupled with both advanced data analysis processes and 
emerging web-based technologies, hold the key to lowering the cost of data management, visualization and adaptation 
to scientific processes [5]. 

The main objective of this work is the implementation of an integrated solution for the collection, management, 
processing, analysis and modeling of weather and environmental data. Besides, the project has a secondary purpose 
which is the graphical representation of the forecasted data by exploiting the potential of the latest technologies in 3D 
rendering and Visual Analytics in web environment. The main drawbacks that arise at design and implementation levels 
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of the platforms are due to the diversity in the spatio-temporal resolution of the collected and forecasted data. This fact 
hinders the data interpretation process.  

In this solution a particular emphasis was put on implementing the capability of visualising the collected parameters in 
interactive maps. The main purpose was to help users to get a better understanding of all the data, prediction and 
observation alike. Therefore, the architecture also considers web mapping technologies like Google Earth or Google 
maps as well as OpenLayers and Leaflet open technologies. 

In the following sections we present the platform. The next section describes the features of the different kind of data 
that the platform needs to handle. After that, the paper describes the platform architecture, followed by the presentation 
of two real case system implementation scenarios, with validation purposes. Finally conclusion remarks are presented. 

DATA  

The aimed platform needs to handle weather and environmental observations and weather forecasts as source data. All 
these data are heterogeneous representing different values of measurement or forecast and come from variety of sources 
with different formats, spatial distribution and sampling time. 

The observation data are air/water physical and chemical values measured by observation stations. The common 
environmental measurements are CO, NO, NO2, NOX, O2, PM10 and SO2 on air and PH-s, cloudiness, temperature, 
suspended solids and conductivity on water. The weather measurements are parameters such as precipitation 
accumulation, surface temperature, the direction and speed of the wind, and so on. These values are subject to the 
spatiotemporal variability, the geographical distribution of the sensors and the time in which the values are measured. 
The observation stations have a sensor network which comprises an array of sensor nodes and a wireless 
communications system which allows their data to reach a centralized server. 

For observation, is possible to collect the data from different meteorological and environmental agencies or directly 
from stations. The time ranges of measurements depend on the type of station and the spatial resolution is defined by 
the number of stations and the area which these stations cover. The geographic location of all the stations and 
measurements is also provided. This information is needed in order to provide maps with georeferenced observations.    

The weather forecasts are produced by widely employed Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model [6]. It is a 
mesoscale numerical weather prediction (NWP) system for the simulation and prediction of the atmosphere. Therefore, 
the output of the model consists on a set of weather-related parameters for each of the points of a grid domain where the 
forecasting is processed. These output parameters, by default, are written in NetCDF data format which is a standard 
data form defined for the creation, access and sharing of N-dimensional array oriented scientific data. Thus, the 
framework will have to handle weather parameters stored in a set of NetCDF files [8]. 

The forecasting model generates a lot of parameters such as the surface temperature, surface pressure, convective 
precipitations and so on. However, there are other parameters required by the users such as thermal comfort or wind 
chill that have to be processed afterwards. 

There are some differences between observation and forecast data. The observation data is available in real-time but the 
forecast data need around six hours to be available (computed in a supercomputer). Other differences are the time 
sampling and the spatial data distribution. The sampling of the forecasted data is of one hour and the spatial distribution 
is uniform. Alternatively, the observation data is received in real-time, with a frequency of at least 20 minutes but has 
no uniform spatial distribution. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The goal of the platform is to provide a web-based platform for managing and visualizing vast volumes of both 
observed and forecasted data for environment and weather analyzing purposes. All these operations are accomplished in 
real time as a major requirement for web–based services. Therefore, the architecture of the framework is based in a 
client-server distributed application structure.  

The measured observation data and prediction files are stored and managed at server side where the requests of the 
clients are processed and all the analysis and visualization operations are located. At the client side, a web interface 
helps users to explore the data through the visualization of the data in interactive web maps.  



The platform is composed of four main modules. Communication module consists on the central server that is 
connected with the remote stations and the supercomputer where the prediction pro
module is responsible for managing the sources of different characteristics and storing the normalized data. Data 
Analysis module generates new products and verifies the integrity of the data correcting or discarding wrong val
also generates secondary weather parameters and a set of new geovisualization products as 2D images and 3D models. 
Visual Representation module supports the interaction of the users and handles visual representations generated in the 
previous module.  

Communication 

The communication module is responsible for collecting and storing both observation and forecasting data. Therefore it 
connects the platform with both the observation stations and the supercomputer that carries out the weather forecasting
Mostly, the transmission of the data from the observatories and weather forecasting units is accomplished through the 
standard network protocol FTP (File Transfer Protocol). Therefore, the communication module consists on a service 
that receives data through FTP protocol.

Data Management 

Once data from different sources is received, it is necessary to pre
due to the different nature of the sensors and the complexity of the integration process of real 
have been performed in reading and writing functionalities for proper storage. Because of its wide usage the open 
source PostgreSQL object based relational database was selected to manage metadata, due to its free availability an
ability to store and retrieve large datasets using its own functions. The location information of the observed data is 
stored through PostGIS module of PostgreSQL database.

The integration of observational data is grouped by typology providing two kind o

• Discrete products: are those in which the value is a measurement (speed, temperature, humidity ...)

• Raster products: those in which the value corresponds to a set of geospatially distributed discrete values (data 
from a weather radar, the raw f

For the forecast data storage, an interface capable of reading a file in NetCDF format was developed. This interface 
generates raster data for each forecasted parameter to be subsequently integrated in
data is a sequence of discrete georeferenced values, and one raster layer is generated for each parameter at a time and 
covering the entire spatial grid. 
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Figure 1: Architecture of the platform. 

The platform is composed of four main modules. Communication module consists on the central server that is 
connected with the remote stations and the supercomputer where the prediction process is done. Data Management 
module is responsible for managing the sources of different characteristics and storing the normalized data. Data 
Analysis module generates new products and verifies the integrity of the data correcting or discarding wrong val
also generates secondary weather parameters and a set of new geovisualization products as 2D images and 3D models. 
Visual Representation module supports the interaction of the users and handles visual representations generated in the 

The communication module is responsible for collecting and storing both observation and forecasting data. Therefore it 
connects the platform with both the observation stations and the supercomputer that carries out the weather forecasting
Mostly, the transmission of the data from the observatories and weather forecasting units is accomplished through the 
standard network protocol FTP (File Transfer Protocol). Therefore, the communication module consists on a service 

ough FTP protocol. 

Once data from different sources is received, it is necessary to pre-process and store it. In the case of observation data, 
due to the different nature of the sensors and the complexity of the integration process of real 
have been performed in reading and writing functionalities for proper storage. Because of its wide usage the open 
source PostgreSQL object based relational database was selected to manage metadata, due to its free availability an
ability to store and retrieve large datasets using its own functions. The location information of the observed data is 
stored through PostGIS module of PostgreSQL database. 

The integration of observational data is grouped by typology providing two kind of products: 

Discrete products: are those in which the value is a measurement (speed, temperature, humidity ...)

Raster products: those in which the value corresponds to a set of geospatially distributed discrete values (data 
from a weather radar, the raw file satellite image, processed image of a radar, etc.) 

For the forecast data storage, an interface capable of reading a file in NetCDF format was developed. This interface 
generates raster data for each forecasted parameter to be subsequently integrated into PostgreSQL database. A raster 
data is a sequence of discrete georeferenced values, and one raster layer is generated for each parameter at a time and 
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Figure 2: NetCDF file parameters stored in the database. 

Data Analysis  

Prior to the data storage is necessary to ensure the correctness of the data. To ensure this the system allows the 
validation and possible correction of the data from observation by the definition of several rules. All data marked as 
incorrect are not taken into account for the generation of future products that are considered the main outputs of the 
system. These validation rules and correction processes allow great flexibility performing the validation tasks where 
data from previous periods of time and other observations are also employed.  

After validation and correction processes, the system permits to calculate the new products based on predefined rules or 
by generating complex new rules, based these on preexisting ones from a previously developed analysis. These 
calculations can generate products of either discrete values, such as addition, maximum, minimum, average, etc., or 
raster products such as images, KML / KMZ files, graphics, etc. For instance, one of the created products gives the air 
quality level at predefined areas and in the case that this value is out of normal range of contamination the system will 
activate the predefined alerts. 

Regarding raster products, the georeferenced analysis module generates colour maps of the observation data. This 
module makes an interpolation, based on ordinary Kriging method [7], taking as input the parameter of georeferenced 
measured observation values and generating a georeferenced image as output.  

Continuing with the description of raster products, the KMZ file generation analysis module uses raw data and 
geographic coordinates of the weather radar to create 3D models. Firstly, textures are created like RGBA images. After 
that, the KML and the layer description file are created. Finally all these images and files are compressed in a KMZ file 
to be saved in a database. 

 

Figure 3: Discrete and raster products generation. 

Besides, in the case of forecast data, it is necessary to configure the server with MapServer development environment 
and ncWMS web map service [8]0. MapServer compiles MapCache module which is able to generate tiles from 
NetCDF files and store them in a cache avoiding regenerating the visualizations for the subsequent calls. 

Visual Representations  

This module, executed at the client side, contains the interface for handling the interaction with the users. Although the 
main goal of the platform is to provide the data and product visualization through a web application, the content is also 
adaptable to be displayed in tablets and mobile phones. 
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As mentioned above, the data management module stores different types of data such as maps, texts or numeric values. 
New ways of visual representation were developed in order to facilitate the access and interaction with th
as to combine data of different nature.  

Graphical display 

The system is able to return the required data to generate different kind of 2D graphics depending on user selection. The 
tool allows the user to compare values of different paramete
addition, the system allows making product comparisons among created values like the average, maximum and 
minimum, and also permits comparison of the forecast values with the measured ones. All 
interactivity allowing adjustment of the visualization to suit the user and it is possible to export graphics to a Microsoft 
Excel or PDF files which facilitates the inclusion of the graphics in formal documents.

Visual interface requests the information to be displayed to the database through functions that are predefined in it. For 
example, in Figure 4 we can appreciate the comparison among measured NOX values by sensors which are 
geographically in different places. 

Figure 4: Comparison among measured NOX values by sensors which are geographically in different places.

The Figure 5 shows how to perform a comparative between observation measurements and predictions. In these case, 
the same variable have been compared, but it is also a
temperature with the relative humidity. 

a) Areas graphic, forecast RH (green line) and observed 
RH (red line). 

Figure 5: Comparisons between forecast and observation.

Map 

Maps are visual representations of a geographic area and are used to display images and 3D models generated in the 
data analysis module. It is necessary to add web mapping services 
been used and regarding flat maps, Google Maps, OpenLayers and Leaflet. The main characteristic of these services is 
the possibility of displaying georeferenced images which brings the advantage of providing 
the global location and other information which may be useful for the weather and environmental study. Not only 
professionals but also the general public takes benefits of the utilization of georeferenced solutions.
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The system is able to return the required data to generate different kind of 2D graphics depending on user selection. The 
tool allows the user to compare values of different parameters after defining the time range by a start and end date.  In 
addition, the system allows making product comparisons among created values like the average, maximum and 
minimum, and also permits comparison of the forecast values with the measured ones. All 
interactivity allowing adjustment of the visualization to suit the user and it is possible to export graphics to a Microsoft 
Excel or PDF files which facilitates the inclusion of the graphics in formal documents. 
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a) Areas graphic, forecast RH (green line) and observed b) Lines graphic, forecast Temperature (red line) and 
observed Temperature 

Figure 5: Comparisons between forecast and observation. 

Maps are visual representations of a geographic area and are used to display images and 3D models generated in the 
data analysis module. It is necessary to add web mapping services in web interfaces, for 3D maps Google Earth has 
been used and regarding flat maps, Google Maps, OpenLayers and Leaflet. The main characteristic of these services is 
the possibility of displaying georeferenced images which brings the advantage of providing 
the global location and other information which may be useful for the weather and environmental study. Not only 
professionals but also the general public takes benefits of the utilization of georeferenced solutions.
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b) Lines graphic, forecast Temperature (red line) and 
observed Temperature (green line). 

Maps are visual representations of a geographic area and are used to display images and 3D models generated in the 
in web interfaces, for 3D maps Google Earth has 

been used and regarding flat maps, Google Maps, OpenLayers and Leaflet. The main characteristic of these services is 
more intuitive views about 

the global location and other information which may be useful for the weather and environmental study. Not only 
professionals but also the general public takes benefits of the utilization of georeferenced solutions. 
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For example, one of the non-discrete products developed in the platform are color maps created by ordinary Kriging 
method (Figure 4). In the example, image is generated from temperature observation measurements and displayed in 
Google Earth for better comprehension. 

 

Figure 6: Temperature Colour Map. 

Based on the generated KMZ files, 3D model is constructed and displayed on Google Earth web map service. This 
model is composed of a set of concentric cones with different elevations and the textures are mapped to ensure 3D 
volume appearance. This image represents precipitation location and direction, permitting the experts to differentiate 
between types of precipitation such as rain, snow or hail. The Figure 7 shows precipitation from an aerial and terrestrial 
point of view. 

  

a) Aerial.                                                                                b) Terrestrial. 

Figure 7: KMZ file visualization. 

All web map services have the ability to show and manage multiple layers allowing to vary the order and the 
transparency, facilitating simultaneous layers representation with the added information that this supposes for user. 
Based in the previous characteristics have been developed an interface allow comparing 2 forecast map windows 
overlapping images on OpenLayers, Leaflet or Google Maps flat web map services. These both windows shows the 
same forecast hour which is selected by user but parameters can be different in order to perform a comparative. 
Applying transparency to layers is possible to show more than one layer per window creating complex representations 
as shown in Figure 8 and 9. 

  



a) Between wind and precipitation combination with 
thermic sensation filter.

Figure 8: Fo

Figure 9: Forecast height comparison at 12:00. Between wind and RH combination at 850hPa with wind and RH with 

PLATFORM VALIDATION:  

The developed platform has been functionally validated in bot
observation national networks. The needs of the countries weather and environmental agencies vary substantially which 
reinforces the validation process.  

Observation solution has been integrated as web
Commission for Contingencies, known by its acronym in Spanish COPECO. This government institution was 
established for effective coordination of the National Risk Management, contributing to equitable and s
development of the country. 

In this country the platform gets information from 16 meteorological stations, 26 pluviometric stations and 12 hidro
pluviometric stations in an area of 112.492 km
between 15 minutes and 1 hour between the case of higher periodicity and the lowest. Even though the measurements 
are extracted in different periods, all of them are sent to the central server every hour because the communication is via 
satellite. In addition, it is also part of the sensor network a weather radar with a grid spacing of 500 km, a resolution of 
1000 km/pixel and 10 minutes time scale.  

In Spain, both observation and prediction solutions has been integrated and tested in the 
observation, there are 260 meteorological stations (AEMET Agencia Estatal de Metereologia) in an area of 504.645 
km2 and the time range of the measurements is 20 minutes. In addition to this, there is also a regional weather radar 
(EUSKALMET Euskal Metereologi Agentzia) which has a range of 300 km, a resolution of 1000km/pixel and 10 
minutes time scale. 
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a) Between wind and precipitation combination with 
thermic sensation filter. 

(b) Between temperature filter with wind, pressure and 
temperature combination.

Figure 8: Forecast surface comparison at 00:00.  

Figure 9: Forecast height comparison at 12:00. Between wind and RH combination at 850hPa with wind and RH with 
combination at 300hPa. 

The developed platform has been functionally validated in both Spain and Honduras weather and environment 
observation national networks. The needs of the countries weather and environmental agencies vary substantially which 

Observation solution has been integrated as web-service in our platform and installed in Honduras Permanent 
Commission for Contingencies, known by its acronym in Spanish COPECO. This government institution was 
established for effective coordination of the National Risk Management, contributing to equitable and s

In this country the platform gets information from 16 meteorological stations, 26 pluviometric stations and 12 hidro
pluviometric stations in an area of 112.492 km2 as shown in Figure 10b and the time range of the mea
between 15 minutes and 1 hour between the case of higher periodicity and the lowest. Even though the measurements 
are extracted in different periods, all of them are sent to the central server every hour because the communication is via 

tellite. In addition, it is also part of the sensor network a weather radar with a grid spacing of 500 km, a resolution of 
1000 km/pixel and 10 minutes time scale.   

In Spain, both observation and prediction solutions has been integrated and tested in the 
observation, there are 260 meteorological stations (AEMET Agencia Estatal de Metereologia) in an area of 504.645 

and the time range of the measurements is 20 minutes. In addition to this, there is also a regional weather radar 
ALMET Euskal Metereologi Agentzia) which has a range of 300 km, a resolution of 1000km/pixel and 10 
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tellite. In addition, it is also part of the sensor network a weather radar with a grid spacing of 500 km, a resolution of 

In Spain, both observation and prediction solutions has been integrated and tested in the platform. Regarding 
observation, there are 260 meteorological stations (AEMET Agencia Estatal de Metereologia) in an area of 504.645 

and the time range of the measurements is 20 minutes. In addition to this, there is also a regional weather radar 
ALMET Euskal Metereologi Agentzia) which has a range of 300 km, a resolution of 1000km/pixel and 10 
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a) AEMET.                                                                                               b) COPECO. 

Figure 10: Georeferenced weather observatories. 

 

Figure 11: Radar sensor of the regional meteorological agency Euskalmet. 

In the forecast case University of León created the forecast weather parameters stored in a set of NetCDF files. All 
NetCDF files are sent to the servers to processed and represented in developed web-based interface. 

CONCLUSIONS  

The article describes a web platform that has demonstrated the ability to unify the entire data flow for both observation 
and prediction solutions. It has been possible to develop an integrated system for the collection, management, 
processing, analysis and modelling of weather and environmental data. Even more, the platform has been installed and 
validated in real scenarios as mentioned in the previous section. 

The structured and well-organized geographic information integration, which has allowed an agile and simple 
management of the data, has endorsed the development of the platform. Thus, analyzing and map-making processes of 
the subsequent modules exploit the capabilities of both software and hardware resources in order to offer extended 
functionalities to the user. 

This paper confirms the potential of the analysis of georeferenced spatial data as well as the value of visual presentation 
of the results. The platform has demonstrated to be an appropriate and intuitive tool for users who want to interact with 
weather and environmental georeferenced data permitting the experts concentrating on the analysis of the data.  
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Abstract 
The Skopje Region is one of the highly developed regions in the Republic of Macedonia with considerable changes in 
the land cover. The objective of the paper is to consider changes in the land cover in the Skopje Planning Region. 
Therefore, the used GIS data are provided by the Corine Land Cover for the years 2000 and 2006. Land cover changes 
between 2006 and 2012 were made by photo-interpretation of satellite images on Digital Globe from 2012. As a result 
of mapped changes and previous layer from 2006, another land cover layer was created for 2012. In order to achieve 
the papers’ objective, detected changes for both periods were converted from land cover changes into socio-economic 
processes, like urbanization, afforestation, deforestation etc. This was made by applying methodological approach of 
Feranec et al. (1999). The results show that the most prevailing type of change is the process of urbanization, followed 
by the process of deforestation.  

Keywords: GIS, mapping, land cover changes. 

INTRODUCTION  
 
Skopje Planning Region is one of the highly developed regions in the Republic of Macedonia with very high economic 
activity. Almost 25% of the Macedonian population is concentrated in Skopje. In the past years, in the Skopje region 
many land cover / land use changes have occurred. The growth of the population and the economic activities were noted 
to be creating pressure on the available land resources (Abbas et al, 2010). 

Investigation of the type of the land cover changes and some other spatial characteristic is important for creating and 
implementation and environmental policy, protection, management and planning on local, national, and cross-border 
level. The availability of the land use/cover information allows decision makers to develop short and long-term plans 
for sustainable use, conservation and development of natural resources (Ghorbani & Pakravan, 2013). Also, the land 
Cover data offers useful information for many GIS and Remote Sensing based application for determination of natural 
hazards risk, suitability analysis, flood plain risk etc. Thus for, it is useful to determine measures and monitor actual and 
further land cover changes, but also the availability of appropriate and comparable data for different time periods. 

Geographic information systems and remote sensing are inevitable technologies in creation of land cover and land use 
data. GIS as technology offers great possibilities for collecting, storing, managing, analysis and monitoring of diverse 
geographical and non-geographical data and is the most convenient technology for achieving the objective of this paper. 
Techniques as digital interpretation and visual interpretation are used for capturing land cover/land use patterns. Some 
research such as Ghorbani & Pakravan, 2013, show that the created map of the image from Google earth by using visual 
interpretation showed high overall accuracy, on the other hand, the results of the digital interpretation of TM image 
(unsupervised) showed very low overall accuracy. 

STUDY AREA 
 
The studied area is situated in the northern part of the Republic of Macedonia, covering the total area of 1811 km2  or 
7% of the national territory. It is bounded by latitude coordinates 42° 14' 59" and 41° 42' 5" and longitude 21° 08' 56" 
and 21° 49' 30". The Skopje Region is surrounded on the east by Gradishtanska Mountain (861 m), then on the north by 
Skopska Crna Gora (1651 m), Zheden (1261 m) on west and on the south are Vodno (1066 m) and the Massive 
Jakupica (2540 m). 

The Skopje Planning Region is divided between 17 Municipalities: Chair, Centar, Chucher-Sandevo, Butel, Shuto 
Orizari, Aerodrom, Kisela Voda,Gazi Baba, Sopishte, Studenichani, Arachinovo, Ilinden, Zelenikovo, Saraj, Djorche 
Petrov, Karposh and Petrovec. City of Skopje has a total of 506926 inhabitants.  
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Figure 1. Geographic location of the Skopje Planning Region in the Republic of Macedonia 

The central part of the region belongs to lowlands called Skopsko Pole 225 m.a.s.l. The basins’ rim belongs to 
mountains, where the highest point is on Mountain Massive Jakupica 2540 m.a.s.l. The climate in the region is 
characterized with cold winters, warm autumns, while the summers are hot and dry. The average annual temperature is 
12,1 ºC, and the annual precipitation is 504 mm. River network is made of River Vardar along with its tributaries 
(Lepenec, Treska, Pchinja and Markova Reka).  

METHODOLOGY  
 
Considering that the objective of the paper is identification, mapping and analysis of the land cover change, the 
following methodology was applied in the paper. 

During the first phase, a research was made of previously performed similar studies after what, a working methodology 
was established. During the literature research, we have noticed that the several authors already explored this issue. We 
were especially interested in the articles which treated Land cover and Landscape changes in the Skalica Region 
(Feranec et al. 2004), the Trnava Region in Slovakia (Oťaheľ et al. 2008), the Municipality Bansko (Vatseva and 
Stoyanova 2011), the Plovdiv Region in Bulgaria (Vatseva et al. 2006), as well as the comparative study between the 
regions Trnava and Plovdiv in Slovakia and Bulgaria (Feranec et al. 2006), Mapping Land Use-land Cover and Change 
Detection in Kafur Local Government, Katsina, Nigeria (Abbas et al. 2010) and Urban Change Mapping of the Black 
Sea coastal zone in Bulgaria by using Remote Sensing Data (Vatseva 2013), etc. 

In the next phase, collecting of the necessary spatial data was performed. Thus, vector data were used for studying land 
cover in 2000, 2006 (EEA, 2013). The data for 2000 and 2006 are taken from the European Environment Agency, 
created by using the techniques of remote detection. 

The data for 2012 were created in accordance with the objective of this research. During that process, the registration of 
the changes was made with the photo-interpretation based on vector data for 2006 and the present situation on the 
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Digital Globe images featured on Google Earth service from 2012. Due to the compatibility and comparability of spatial 
data, the mapping of change was performed in accordance with the adopted methodology for mapping land cover 
changes (Gy. Buttner & B. Kosztra 2012) or Minimum Mapping Unit (MMU) of 25 ha for the areal phenomena and a 
minimum width of 100 m for the linear phenomena. The time series are complemented by change layers, which 
highlight changes in land cover with an MMU of 5 ha. As a result of the mapped changes, a map of land cover for 2012 
for the Skopje Region was created. In all phases of the work, we used appropriate GIS techniques and ArcGIS software 
package. 

In order to receive a clearer picture of the type of changes made in the period from 2000–2012, a methodology for 
conversion (reclassification) of changes in land cover developed by the Institute of Geography on the Slovak Academy 
of Sciences was applied (Feranec et al. 1997, 2002, 2006). Therefore, the changes in the land cover were transformed 
into 7 types of changes (socio-economic processes) according to the following table: 

Table 1. Conversion table of land cover changes into landscape change types (Feranec et al. 1999) 

  CLC 90 Classes 

    11 12 13** 131 14 21 22 23 24 31 32 33 41 42 51 52 

C
L

C
 7

0 
C

la
ss

es
 

11 0 7 7 4 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

12 7 0 7 4 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

13 7 7 0 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

14 7 7 7 4 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

21 3 3 3 4 3 0 1 2 2 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 

22 3 3 3 4 3 2 0 2 7 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 

23 3 3 3 4 3 1 1 0 1 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 

24 3 3 3 4 3 1 1 2 0 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 

31 3 3 3 4 3 6 6 6 6 0 6 6 6 7 7 7 

32 3 3 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 5 0 6 7 7 7 7 

33 3 3 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 5 5 0 7 7 7 7 

41 3 3 3 4 3 1 7 1 7 5 5 7 0 7 7 7 

42 3 3 3 4 3 1 7 1 7 5 5 7 7 0 7 7 

51 3 3 3 4 3 7 7 7 7 5 5 7 7 7 0 7 

52 3 3 3 4 3 7 7 7 7 5 5 7 7 7 7 0 

Change types: 0 – no change, 1 – intensification of agriculture, 2 – extensification of agriculture, 3 – 
urbanization (industrialization), 4 – enlargement or exhaustion of natural resources, 5 – afforestation, 6 – 
deforestation, 7 – other changes; 
 

RESULTS 
 
As a result of performed visual interpretation of satellite imagery and with the application of proper GIS techniques, a 
Land Cover map for the year 2012 was created (Figure 2). On the created map 29 Land Cover classes were represented. 
Тhe statistics of the resulting map show the following distribution of Land Cover classes in the Skopje Planning Region 
(Table 2):  Artificial surfaces (6,04 %), Arable land (38,43 %), Forest and semi-natural areas (55,33 %), Wetlands (0,13 
%) and Water bodies (0,07 %). In comparison with the previous years, the increasing class of Artificial surfaces is 
observed, and reducing class of Arable land, Forests and Semi-natural areas. 
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Figure 2. Corine Land Cover maps for the years 2000 and 2006 

 and created Land Cover map for the year 2012 
 
 

Table 2. Land Cover classes distribution in the Skopje Planning Region in 2000, 2006 and 2012. 

CLC class 

2000 2006 2012 

Area 
(km2) 

% 
Area 
(km2) 

% 
Area 
(km2) 

% 

Artificial surfaces 93.3 5.15 102.0 5.63 109.3 6.04 

Arable land 708.3 39.10 703.4 38.84 696.1 38.43 

Forest and semi-natural 
areas 

1007.9 55.64 1003.2 55.39 1002.3 55.33 

Wetlands 0.6 0.04 1.3 0.07 2.4 0.13 

Water bodies 1.3 0.07 1.5 0.08 1.5 0.07 

Total Area: 1811.
4 

100.0 1811.4 100.0 1811.4 100.0 

 
The total area of the land cover changes in the Skopje Region for the period 2000–2006 amounts to 28.58 km2, while 
for the period 2006–2012 amounts to 15.84 km2 (Table 3). 
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In the first period, the dominant process is deforestation which accounts for 40.9 % of the changes. Also, with a high 
prevalence rate is urbanization which equals to 19.7 %. During the period 2006–2012, the most prevailing process is 
urbanization which accounts for 45.0 % of the changes. The second process is deforestation, which accounts for 26.9 %. 
Urbanization is a result of socio-economic development of the Skopje Region or expansion of residential areas, the 
spreading of industrial and commercial zones on the outskirts of the City and especially the opening of more land areas  
allocated for free economic zones. The consequence of the spreading of residential areas, industrial and commercial 
zones is decrease of mainly agricultural land. This type of changes is typical for lower parts of the Skopje Region.  
Deforestation is mainly due to the cutting of forests, and the frequent forest fires in the summer time of the year. As a 
consequence of deforestation we have declining in forest areas. This is characteristic of rural areas, i.e. the higher parts 
of the region. 

 
Figure 3. Type of Land Cover maps for the  years 2000–2006 and 2006–2012 

 
Table 3. Land cover changes for 2000–2012 converted into Landscape type 

Land cover changes 2000–2006 2006–2012 

  Area (km2) Area % Area (km2) Area % 

Intensification of agriculture 0.92 3.2 0.73 4.6 

Extensification of agriculture 4.01 14.0 0.12 0.8 

Urbanization 5.64 19.7 7.13 45.0 

Enlargement of exhaustion of natural resources 0.23 0.8 0.62 3.9 

Afforestation 3.80 13.3 1.20 7.6 

Deforestation 11.69 40.9 4.26 26.9 

Other changes 2.29 8.0 1.77 11.2 

Total changes area 28.58 100.0 15.84 100.0 
 
 
CONCLUSION 

 
The paper presents a spatial-temporary analysis of changes in the land cover by using GIS in the Skopje Region. Based 
on the completed photo-interpretation of the satellite imagery, the land cover changes for the period 2006–2012 were 
detected and mapped. The mapped changes are added to the existing layer for 2006, which created a new layer of land 
cover in 2012 for the Skopje Region. 

Afterwards, the changes in the period 2000–2012 were converted into 7 types of land cover changes. It is evident that in 
the analyzed period in the Skopje Region, the prevailing process was urbanization, mainly on the account of the 
decrease of agricultural land and spatially distributed in the lower parts of the Region. This condition corresponds to the 
rapid socio-economic development of the Region, especially on the outskirts of the City. Deforestation is also present 
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due to the cutting of forests, and the occurrence of forest fires, with spatial representation in the higher hypsometric 
belts. 
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Abstract 
Brazil was considerate self-sufficient in petroleum in 2006 and, in a close future, may become one of the world's biggest 
arms producers and exporters of oil and its derivatives, mainly due to its deep water drilling technology and the recent 
petroleum discoveries along the Brazilian coast of pre salt. There are quite relevant accidents to the environment, in 
approximately 63 notified main occurrences, between 1975 and 2012. From 1998, PETROBRAS (Brazilian Oil&Gas 
Co) and Ministry of the Environment (MMA), has been developing actions for a unified mapping of the problem, 
through environmental sensitivity oil spill maps, adjusted to Brazilian terrestrial and coastal environment. In 2002 was 
defined as planning unit  the sedimentary coastal basins, mapping each one in three different scales: strategic, tactical 
and operational. The cartography developed for these maps requests specific cartographic design, seeking the 
development of a database for each one, pointing to the objectives of the three map types. In that way, the whole 
cartographic work is supported on the characterization of terrestrial, coastal and sea areas under potentials oil spill, 
through cartographic documents and GIS environment. The sensitivity maps serve as a critical tool to planning and 
answering to oil spilling incidents, as well as to make available the environmental and socioeconomic information on 
the reached area. Another type of support map is presented, called Accessibility Map. This paper aims to present the 
employed methodologies for the developing the environmental sensitivity oil spill maps of PETROBRAS, in the Campos 
Basin, along the coast of Rio de Janeiro and Espirito Santo States, as well as the associated database and metadata. All 
maps and database were worked from existent reference maps according to the project needs, by the Laboratory of 
Cartography of Geography Department, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro.  

Keywords: Oil spill maps; Petroleum Campos Basin; Environmental mapping. 

 
1  INTRODUCTION 
 
Brazil is still not completely self-sufficient in terms of oil, but it is moving quickly towards this situation due to offshore 
exploitation and recently due to discoveries in pre-salt layer, which puts it in a very comfortable position in terms of 
exploitation reserves. 

In a country of almost continental dimensions, the network of pipelines, ports, refineries, and other oil facilities 
operating large volumes of oil and derivatives, is subject to accidents in which oil spills, which usually seriously affect 
the environment, as well as a whole socioeconomic structure (Menezes  et al. 2009). 

According to Law No. 9966, of April 28, 2000 the Ministry of Environment (MMA) is responsible for identifying, 
locating and defining the boundaries of environmentally sensitive areas with respect to pollution problems caused by 
the oil spill and harmful or hazardous substances in waters under national jurisdiction, which may reach shore or 
sensitive areas located offshore. 
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Menezes et al. (2012b) claim that the Environmental Sensitivity to Oil Spills Charts (ESI Maps) are fundamental in 
planning, implementation of actions and strategy managements in response to environmental accidents involving oil 
pollution. They allow the identification of priority protection environments and directed and efficient implementation of 
mitigation measures in the areas of occurrence of the problem, taking into account the resources available, pollution-
fighting, containment and cleanup of the area teams. 

Also according to the above-mentioned work, between 1975 and 2012, more than 63 relevant accidents were registered, 
resulting in substantial oil spills. These accidents occurred in coastal, river and land areas, causing serious socio-
biophysical damage. 

The coverage of the ESI Maps must meet all levels of accidents or incidents in which oil spills occur. This includes 
accidents in areas offshore, ships and intake or transshipment oil installations; along the coastline, within bays or rivers, 
or even in specific parts of the coast. 

It is recommended by international standards (NOAA, 1997) the preparation of sensitivity charts at three levels. Said 
levels involve everything from charts in small geographic scales, covering large areas aiming the planning on a regional 
scale, up to intermediary scales, with the representation of coastal areas that comprise the strategic areas, and finally the 
medium or large scales and, in some cases, very large, representing accesses and information to enable immediate 
operations to fight the problems caused to ecosystems. The latter presents more detail and information on places of high 
risk and sensitivity. 

The ESI Maps show a high potential for application in the environmental planning of the coastal and marine zone, 
reinforcing the political and administrative instruments of territorial planning as part of the minimum content of the 
Individual Emergency Plans (PEI) for oil pollution incidents, which have origin in ports, terminals, pipelines and 
platforms, as well as their supporting facilities. 

Following this reasoning, Menezes et al. (2013) claim that the environmental sensitivity to oil spills charts work as an 
important tool in the following situations: 

- Contingency plans, for planning protection priorities, strategies of containment, removal and cleaning, as well as 
quantification of resources to be allocated for the completion of the work. 

- Operations to fight oil spills, providing assessment of the damages and prejudices, as well as the location and 
identification of the most sensitive sites, fast access, sacrifice areas and the definition and quantification of equipment to 
be deployed in the response action. 

- Environmental planning, allowing the evaluation of resources at risk; assist in environmental impact studies, 
corroborating the definition of local facilities for the oil industry. 

The environmental sensitivity maps are a valuable tool for decision making in case of accidents with oil leaks. They are 
fundamental to the planning of protection priorities for the definition of response strategies and an efficient fight against 
oil spill. 

The main aims of a contingency plan are the protection of human life and the reduction  of impacts to the environment. 
In regard to the environment, one of the most used approaches is the mapping of critical areas for wildlife. These sites 
are called sensitive areas because they present one or more of the following attributes: used in part of the life cycle of 
key species in the ecosystem, concentrations with a large number of individuals of one or more species or shared use 
with human use as fishing areas or water intake (Jensen et al. 1998). Mapping these sensitive areas from a social and 
environmental point of view is the object of environmental sensitivity to oil spill maps. 

The first maps of environmental sensitivity to oil spills for coastal areas emerged in the 1970s with the classification of 
the coast proposed by Hayes (1976) based solely on geomorphological characteristics and tested in Alaska. In 1978, 
Gundlach and Hayes proposed a refinement of the classification given to biological aspects after studying accidents 
involving oil. In 1979, NOAA adapted the methodology of Gundlach and Hayes (1978) in order to make a map for the 
accident of IXTOC 1 (Jensen et al. 1998). Currently, many countries use this methodology adapted to the corresponding 
environments within the contingency planning (Jensen et al. 1998). The environmental sensitivity to oil spill is 
represented, on the maps, by a specific symbology aiming its readability. The information is grouped in three ways: 1) 
sensitivity of the environments, 2) biological resources, highlighting sites, periods and situations in which animals and 
their habitats are especially sensitive, 3) economic resources that may affected by both the spill and the efforts of 
response. 
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In Brazil, Petrobras has published the first environmental sensitivity map covering the coast between Maricá and Barra 
de Itabapoana, in the State of Rio de Janeiro. In this work, the sensitivity scale was based on the proposal of Gundlach 
and Hayes (1987) modified to include biological and human aspects of the region. Later, between 1998 and 2000, 
Petrobras prepared maps for the areas of influence of the terminals on the Brazilian shore and, in conjunction with the 
Brazilian scientific community, adapted NOAA’s methodology to the Brazilian peculiarities and released it in the Basic 
Manual for Preparation of Environmental Sensitivity to Oil Spill Maps (Manual Básico para a Elaboração de Mapas de 
Sensibilidade Ambiental a Derrames de Óleo). This manual, still in draft format, was released to the Ministry of 
Environment and was the basis for the publication of the Specifications and Technical Standards for the preparation of 
environmental sensitivity to oil spills charts (Araújo et al. 2000, 2001 and MMA, 2002). 

Alongside, through a partnership with Tecgraf/PUC-Rio a computational tool was created – MAPS, in order to ensure 
the easy implementation, updating and editing of the maps, as well as to allow integration with other applications of the 
Company through a user-friendly environment both for accessing and generating reports and to produce other 
environmental themed maps. There is an evolution toward an information system for environmental sensitivity with 
databases and many features that allow the generation of maps and integration with other systems of the company. 

The present paper aims to present the project developed under the coordination of the Cartography Laboratory of 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), for PETROBRAS (Petróleo Brasileiro S.A.), in relation to the works 
that led to the development of the environmental sensitivity to oil spills maps. 

The work lasted two years, comprising about 600 km of coastline along the states of Rio de Janeiro and Espírito Santo. 
Twelve research trips were undertaken through 33 coastal municipalities belonging to the two states. 

 
 

2   CARTOGRAPHIC PROJECT  
 
For the preparation of the Sensitivity Atlas, a Cartographic Project was created and a structured with the objective of 
establishing specifications for the preparation of Sensitivity to Oil Spill Charts. The developed Cartographic Plan 
followed the specifications contained in the publication "Specifications and Technical Standards for the Preparation of 
Environmental Sensitivity to Oil Spills Charts" (“Especificações e Normas Técnicas para Elaboração de Cartas de 
Sensibilidade Ambiental para Derramamentos de Óleo”), MMA (2002), aligned to the standards and cartographic 
specifications of Topographical Land Charts, prepared by the Directorate of Geographic Service (DSG), of the Brazilian 
Army and the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), as well as the Nautical Charts prepared by CHM 
(Hydrographic Marine Center), (DHN – Marine Hydrographic Directorate), Brazilian Navy (Menezes et al. 2012b). 

The Cartographic Plan for the Mapping of Environmental Sensitivity of the Campos Basin has, as cartographic unit, the 
Maritime Basin and includes three levels of mapping, to wit: 

• Strategic - covering the entire area of a given basin or adjacent basins, in case of smaller basins. It has scales 
between 1:500,000 and 1:850,000; 

• Tactic - for the entire shore of the mapped basin. It has scales between 1:150,000 and 1:250,000; 
• Operational or detailed - for the sites considered of being of high risk or sensitivity. It has scales between 

1:10,000 to 1:50,000 (Menezes et al. 2012b). 
The Specifications and Technical Standards for the Preparation of ESI Maps apply to the preparation of charts of 
environmental sensitivity to oil at any level. This includes the systematic mapping of all coastal and marine zone, under 
Law No. 9966/2000, as well as the ESI Maps prepared for inclusion in Individual Emergency Plans, Area Plans for 
Fighting Oil Pollution, or to maps prepared as part of the licensing processes of enterprises of the oil industry on the 
coast and in maritime areas under national jurisdiction. 

The Strategic Charter was drafted in scale 1:650,000. Its boundaries can be visualized in Figure 1. An index of 
nomenclature was created in order to organize spatially and facilitate the location of the charts. In the case of the 
Strategic Charter the acronym BC was the one assigned. 

According to Menezes et al. 2012b the plot area of this chart comprises a standard A0-sized sheet. Furthermore, the 
authors claim that the projection that best fits to represent this chart is the normal equidistant cylindrical projection, also 
known as Plate Carrée.  
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Figure 1 - Defined sheets for the cartographic project, Strategic, Tactical and Operational. 

The Tactic Charts have scale of 1:150,000. The Cartographic Plan comprehends three Tactic Charts. The index of 
nomenclature of these charts receive the acronyms: BC-A, BC-B, BC-C. The plot area comprises a standard A1-sized 
sheet. 

The cartographic projection adopted for the three Tactic Charts will also be normal equidistant cylindrical projection. 
This determination follows the same reasoning applied to the Strategic Charter (Menezes et al. 2012b). 

The scale adopted for the Operational Charts is of 1:50,000, represented in a standard A3-sized sheet. These charts are 
related to high risk and sensitivity locations. In the specific case of this project, 43 charts positioned along the entire 
coast of the mapped basin were prepared. However, it is worth mentioning that it is possible to prepare these charts at 
larger scales, e.g., 1:25,000. 

The cartographic projection adopted for these charts will be the Universal Transverse Mercator Projection, while the 
charts are in two time zones, 23 and 24. 

The Geodetic System to be adopted throughout the project, both for the Strategic Chart and for the Tactic and 
Operational Charts will be the SIRGAS 2000 System. The Resolution of the President of IBGE No. 1/ 2005 (IBGE, 
2005) establishes the Geocentric Reference System for the Americas (SIRGAS), in its year 2000 achievement (SIRGAS 
2000), as the new geodetic reference system for the Brazilian Geodetic System (SGB) and the National Cartographic 
System (SCN). 

3   BASIS OF THEME SUPPORT 
 
 A cartographic basis can be defined as the cartographic document that represents a given geographical area, 
presenting features and specifications appropriate in terms of scale, reference and projection system, completeness, 
update and accuracy, to represent the geographic space with quality and to be able to receive themed information about 
various subjects. 

 Under the Environmental Sensitivity to Oil Spill Mapping, this concept applies given the biotic, abiotic and 
socioeconomic needs that allow the performance of integrated assessments and analyzes. 

       Through their research, CENPES published the Basic Guide for the Preparation of Sensitivity Charts in the 
PETROBRAS System (Manual Básico para Elaboração de Cartas de Sensibilidade no Sistema PETROBRAS) (Araujo 
et al. 2000). These standards and specifications were developed along with environmental agencies. The development 
of the ESI Maps is based on international standards, particularly those set forth by the International Maritime 
Organization (IPIECA, 1996) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the United States (NOAA, 
1997). To adapt to the particularities of the Brazilian coastal features and habitats, the Brazilian Navy and 
representatives of the oil industry were consulted. CONCAR (National Commission of Cartography) validated, in 
September 2002, the methodology developed in order for the ESI Maps to start being considered valid and official 
cartographic documents, under the current law, with its mandatory use in contingency planning, overall damage 

ESI Maps 
Campos Basin  

Legend: 
Strategical Sheet 

 

Tactical Sheets 

 

Normal equidistant cylindrical 
projection 
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assessment and implementation of response actions to oil pollution incidents in the coastal zone and the maritime areas 
under federal jurisdiction (Menezes et al. 2013). 

To Menezes et al. (2009), the ESI Maps must provide information that is important to the implementation of actions of 
prompt response to spills, such as roads network (highways and railroads) that access the shore, airports, heliports and 
helipads, ramps and docks for boats, among other information on accessibility and logistics interesting to the operation. 
Another important range of spatial information are: the ocean circulation patterns, wind patterns including the direction 
of prevailing winds, and the potential sources of pollution by oil and its derivatives. 

The ESI Maps must necessarily contain three types of information (MMA, 2002): 

1 – The environmental Sensitivity of the coastline to oil, defined by a Coastal Sensitivity Index (ISL), defined by the 
survey and knowledge of the geomorphological features of the coastal or fluvial environment, taking into consideration 
the type of substrate, coastal slope and degree of exposure to wave energy and tides; 

2 - Biological resources, fauna and flora, sensitive to oil existing in the mapping area, with information at the species 
level, with particular attention to protected, rare, threatened or endangered species as well as to sites where there are 
concentrations or important stages in the life cycle of the species, such as feeding areas, breeding areas, nurseries, 
nesting habitats and transit areas or migration routes; 

3 - Socioeconomic activities that could be harmed by accidents involving oil spills or which may be affected by the 
response actions. This should include all areas of recreation, leisure and resort on the coast or the river banks, fishing 
and mariculture areas under special management, such as conservation areas, historical or cultural sites, water intakes 
for industrial or energy units, saline springs, ports and terminals. 

The sensitivity index of the coast shows a ranking on a scale of 1 to 10 (Table 1), and takes into account the types of 
composition that exist on the Brazilian coast. 

 
COLOR INDEX 

CODE 
COST TYPE 

R G B 

 ISL 1 119 38 105 � Smooth rocky headlands, high slope, exposed 
� Cliffs in sedimentary rocks, exposed 
� Smooth artificial structures (artificial sea walls), exposed 

 ISL 2 174 153 191 � Smooth rocky headlands, average to low slope, exposed 
� Terraces or substrates of average slope, exposed (terrace or abrasion platform, exhumed and consolidated sandstone terrace etc.) 

 ISL 3 0 151 212 � Dissipative beaches of medium to fine sand, exposed 
� Non-vegetated sandy strips adjacent to the beach, subject to the action of swells (isolated or multiple sandbanks, elongated 

sandbanks bundles of the "long beach" type)  
� Scarps and steep slopes (formations of the Barriers and Coastal Tablelands group), exposed 
� Dunes Fields exposed 

 ISL 4 146 209 241 � Beaches of coarse sand 
� Intermediate beaches of fine to medium sand, exposed 
� Beaches of fine to medium sand, sheltered 

 ISL 5 152 206 201 � Mixed sand and gravel, or fragments of shells and corals beaches 
� Terrace or abrasion platform of irregular surface covered by vegetation 
� Fringing sandstone reefs  

 ISL 6 0 149 32 � Gravel beaches (pebbles and cobbles) 
� Coast of limestone debris 
� Deposit of talus 
� Riprap (current tab, sea wall) exposed 
� Exhumed platform or terrace covered by lateritic concretions (deformed and porous) 

 ISL 7 214 186 0 � Sandy tide plain, exposed  
� Low-water terrace 

 ISL 8 225 232 0 � Scarp/ smooth rock slope, sheltered 
� Scarp / non-smooth rock slope, sheltered 
� Scarps and steep slopes of sand, sheltered 
� Riprap (and other non-smooth artificial structures), sheltered 

 ISL 9 248 163 0 � Sheltered sandy/muddy tide plain and other non-vegetated coastal wetlands 
� Sheltered muddy low tide terrace  
� Sandstone reefs serving as support for coral colonies 

 ISL 10 214 0 24 � Deltas and vegetated river bars 
� Marshy terraces, wetlands, marshes, riverbanks and ponds 
� Brackish or saltwater marsh with vegetation adapted to brackish or saltwater environment; salt flats 
� Tidelands 
� Mangrove (front mangroves and estuary mangroves) 

 

Table 1 - Coastal Sensitivity Indexes. Source: MMA (2002). 

4   PHYSIOGRAPHIC COASTAL SENSITIVITY TO OIL SPILLS 
 
The coastline between Vila Velha, in south-central area of Espírito Santo and Maricá, to the west of Cabo Frio, in Rio 
de Janeiro, is distinguished by a number of differentiating characteristics, both in terms of orientation of the coastline 
and in terms of geomorphological macro-units. In a first approximation, it is possible to distinguish two different 
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orientations, with the coastline going from a general northeast-southwest orientation to an east-west one, with Cabo Frio 
as a point of inflection. This latter direction exposes the shoreline directly to the action of storm waves associated with 
penetration of cold fronts coming from the south, while those same waves hit the coast to the north of Cabo Frio with 
wider angle of incidence. This difference in obliquity means that, in regard to the balance of sediment transport 
resulting from the action of storm waves and the eastern quadrant waves generated by high pressure cell of the South 
Atlantic, there is a tendency to balance the residual transport in the compartment to the west of Cabo Frio (Muehe and 
Corrêa, 1989). Between Cabo Frio and Cabo São Tomé, the residual transport is to the north (Cassar and Neves, 1993), 
reversing the direction for the rest of the coast of Rio de Janeiro (Cassar and Neves, 1993), holding that the general 
trend at the south coast of Espírito Santo. For the purpose of transporting, oil at sea and in the surf zone and beach face, 
it is, however, important to note that the coastal system, by being subjected to two systems of wind and waves in 
opposite directions, is subjected to a bimodal transport regime, which can move the oil in opposite directions along a 
thread, depending on the direction of the wind and waves at a given time. 

The area of this study comprises the northern boundary of the shoreline of Campos Basin, to the south of Vila Velha, in 
the state of Espírito Santo, and the eastern end of the coastal shoreline of Santos Basin, in the promontory of Ponta 
Negra, in the city of Maricá, Rio de Janeiro. This area falls within the following macro-compartments suggested by 
Muehe (1996), from an updated review of the major works (Silveira, 1964; Barreto and Milliman, 1969; França, 1979) 
considering features of the continental platform and the dominant coastal morphology: 

from Doce river to Itabapoana river 19o40’S to 21o18’S 
from Itabapoana river to Cabo Frio  21o18’S to 23º00’S 
from Cabo Frio to Ilha da Marambaia 23º00’S to 44º00’W 

 
4.1  Methodology 
For the mapping of sensitivity to impact by oil, we adopted the methodology proposed by the National Oceanographic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, 1997) and adapted in Brazil by Araujo et al. (2000) for the PETROBRAS 
system, and that was later adopted as a standard by the Ministry Environment, Water Resources and Legal Amazon 
(MMA). 

Beside the physiographic sensitivity inherent in geomorphology and biology of each environment, two additional 
indicators that take into account difficulties due to the partitioning of the shoreline and difficulty of access were created 
for the ocean margin, for the purpose of strategic planning of the location of removal equipment. In the first case, it is 
an index of roughness or partitioning of the coast, the number of embayment line per unit length, whose increase also 
increases the difficulty of access for removal teams, and second, an indicator of accessibility, i.e., the difficulty of 
access, the result of the morphology, or the absence of roads. The presence of high land with steep or cliff-shaped 
slopes, typical of the coastal plains and even in the crystalline basement rocks, implies that the accesses are restricted to 
the depressions formed by the drainage network, leaving long stretches accessible only along beaches by 4x4 vehicles, 
often prevented by the occurrence of rocky headlands, when then access will have to be done on foot or by boat. 
Associated with the presence of the Barreiras, even when it is not in the form of active cliffs, there is the occurrence of 
laterite to trap the oil whose removal is made impossible by the high roughness of the substrate. 

For the mapping of sensitivity to impact by oil, the various compartments were previously delimited, considering the 
presence of headlands, rocky outcrops or significant differences in occupation, using images from Google Earth. In the 
field, the boundaries of each compartment were fixed by geographical coordinates, and the sensitivity indexes were 
assigned according to their physiographic characteristics, the wave and exposure climate, and the visual analysis of 
particle size, the width of the beach, the berm height and slope of the beach face, as well as the characterization of the 
type of rocky headlands. In the estuaries, the extent of occurrence of plant formations, especially of mangroves, was 
mapped. 

For the mapping of the subdivision, the subdivision index was defined from the previous identification of 
geomorphologically homogeneous segments and by dividing the number of beaches by the length of each segment of 
coast line. The length of the coast line was determined by projecting the coast line on line segments so as not to 
consider the length of the contour of headlands, which would reduce the diagnosis of the index line. Three classes were 
established according to the rules found in the survey area: 

Highly compartmented  >5 compartment/km 
Averagely compartmented           1 – 4 compartment/km 
Poorly compartmented   <1 compartment/km 
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Values below 1 indicate long, poorly compartmented beaches, typical of coastal plains. Values above 1 are typical of 
cove beaches separated by rocky headlands in areas of outcrops of crystalline basement, or another type of 
segmentation, such as biological or anthropogenic structures. 

For accessibility, the boundaries of the segments with difficult access due to lack of roads or to topographic 
impediments were identified, resulting in the following classification: 

Unrestricted access 
Access by 4x4 vehicle 
Access on foot 

4.2  Results 

4.2.1 Coastal sensitivity to oil  

Comparing the distribution of sensitivity indexes in the coastal areas of the of Espírito Santo and Rio de Janeiro States 
(Tables 4 and 5) it is noteworthy the higher occurrence of rocky headlands with high slope and lower occurrence of 
headlands with average slope of Espírito Santo and an also slightly lower percentage extension of beaches of coarse 
sand and gravel. Beaches of medium to fine sand occur in almost equal proportions. As for the beaches of coarse sand, 
predominant in the two states, they come to represent, in Rio de Janeiro, nearly half of the coast extension. Therefore, 
there is no significant difference in terms of vulnerability between the two States. 

 
Espirito Santo State 

 Coastal Type % ISL Level 
 Rocky headlands with high slopes exposed  10% ISL 1 
 Rocky headlands with average slopes exposed  11% ISL 2 
 Beaches of medium to fine sand, exposed  21% ISL 3 
 Beaches of coarse sand  46% ISL 4 
 Mixed sand and gravel beaches  1% ISL 5 
 Gravel beaches  4% ISL 6 
   ISL 7 
 Flat rock scarp, sheltered  3% ISL 8 
   ISL 9 
 Deltas and vegetated river bars  4% ISL 10 
  100%  

 

Table 2 Frequency of Sensitivity Index of the Campos Basin, in the State of Espírito Santo. 

Rio de Janeiro State 
 Coastal Type % ISL Level 
 Rocky headlands with high slopes exposed  27% ISL 1 
 Rocky headlands with average slopes exposed  2% ISL 2 
 Beaches of medium to fine sand, exposed  26% ISL 3 
 Beaches of coarse sand  34% ISL 4 
 Mixed sand and gravel beaches  4% ISL 5 
 Gravel beaches  1.63% ISL 6 
 Exposed sandy tide plain  0.37% ISL 7 
 Sheltered sandy tide plain  1% ISL 8 
   ISL 9 
 Deltas and vegetated river bars  4% ISL 10 
  100%  

Table 3 Frequency of Sensitivity Index of the Campos Basin, in the State of Rio de Janeiro. 

4.2.2 Partitioning Index 

The geomorphologic partitioning of the coast line, taking into consideration aspects such as plains, terraces or sandy 
barriers of marine sands, active cliffs and rocky headlands of the basement, indicated a variability of partitioning index 
between minus 0.1 from Arraial do Cabo to Ponta Negra, and almost 8 at the shoreline of the eastern flank of the 
Anchieta embayment, which gives an idea of the range of variation of this variable. The spatial distribution of 
partitioning is illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Coast line partitioning index map –Campos Basin. 

4.2.3 Accessibility indicator 

The access to the coast line can, in a large portion of the mapped area (Figure 7), be achieved by ordinary vehicles, 
while 29% of the extension (230 km) require the use of off-road vehicles and 6% (48 km) is only reachable on foot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Coast accessibility map –Campos Basin. 

5   SOCIOECONOMIC AND BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
 
5.1 Characterization of socioeconomic activities 
 
 From the 1980s, Brazil, following an international trend, begins to worry about the prevention and mitigation 
of accidents related to oil spill in the coastal zone, in view of the growth of the exploitation of oil and gas industry and 
thereby increasing the risk of pollution by oil. Besides the evaluation of the behavior of oil in the substrate and the 
possible impacts on fragile coastal ecosystems, there is also a concern about the harm and social damages. It is 
noteworthy that in addition to replicating the processes of valuing the common area to other parts of the country, the 
coastal area knows activities and uses of its own (Moraes, 1999), presenting great wealth of renewable and non-
renewable natural resources, landscape attractiveness and high population density. 

The financial losses and social impacts of oil pollution are virtually restricted to activities and uses located in the 
immediate vicinity to the seafront, with very small or nonexistent direct effect on the rearmost areas. The project aims 
to characterize and map these activities, indicating the areas most at risk and socioeconomically vulnerable, as well as 
to point out areas on the type of support for mitigation in the event of a spill by oil. Therefore, first we must know what 
economic activities are potentially subject to the impact of pollution and what it represents in terms of financial loss and 
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recovery. On the other hand, the knowledge of social conditions, occupation density and types of leisure is essential to 
identify the areas that are more or less exposed and vulnerable socially, i.e., those areas with greater or lesser capacity 
to adapt. Add to these aspects the evaluation of infrastructure for response, including accessibility to the accident site, 
the easiness of communication and the proximity of local support to the equipment for removal of oil, if necessary. 

The main economic activities related to urban growth in the coastal area of the region are mass and summer tourism, 
those activities associated with oil exploration activities and port facilities. However, the population densification is 
relatively recent, beginning in the late 1960s with the boom of tourism in some areas of special natural beauty and, in 
1977, with the commencement of commercial exploitation activities of oil and gas. In some regions, the flow of tourism 
stimulated the construction of second homes in long stretches of shoreline, while in others the increased tourist activity 
also resulted in the emergence of an entire infrastructure related to hotels, restaurants and other leisure activities, such 
as occurs in municipalities of Armação dos Búzios and Guarapari. On the other hand, those activities related to oil 
exploitation activities had a strong influence in the cities of Macaé and, later, in Rio das Ostras, having been responsible 
for rapid urban growth, well above the regional average, significantly changing the social and economic dynamics of 
these cities, as well as their geographical landscape. The port activities, in turn, exist in Arraial do Cabo (Porto do 
Forno) since 1924 and, in Vila Velha, since the 1940s. In the first case, only after the 1970s, and especially in the 
1990s, there was an intensification of the activities of this port associated with the handling and storage of containers 
and various cargos. The Port of Vila Velha, on the other hand, has activities primarily focused on the transportation of 
minerals, especially marble and granite. In 1977, the port of Ubu, now called Ponta Ubu Marine Terminal, in Anchieta, 
was also opened aiming to the handling of iron ore. Add to these the Açu Super-port Industrial Complex, in Rio de 
Janeiro, under construction since 2007 and expected to start operating in 2013, as well as the Ponta Negra Terminals 
(TPN) with its construction expected in Maricá. The Açu complex is noteworthy for its grandeur and diversity of 
activities scheduled to receive steel industries, metal-mechanical engineering polo, oil storage and treatment unit, 
shipyard, offshore industries, pelletizing plants, cement plants, thermal power plants and information technology 
industries. TPN, in its turn, also called Pre-salt Port is linked mainly to the Petrochemical Complex of the State of Rio 
de Janeiro (COMPERJ). 

These three economic activities, namely tourism, oil exploitation and the ports, overlapped with the oldest activities in 
the coastal zone of the region, especially the artisanal fishing and the exploitation of salt, both in decline nowadays 
almost along the whole coast. Thus, it is currently found in the landscape a mix of the most recent changes and the 
remaining aspects of the activities of the past. In many cases, the process of urbanization and enhancement of the 
coastal zone resulted in the emergence of strong social inequalities bringing problems especially for the population of 
fishermen who were forced to move to other less desirable areas or to abandon fishing. Moreover, attracting people to 
new growing economic activities has caused an urban swelling, whose result was the emergence of areas of very low 
income alongside highly valued areas.  

5.2   Characterization of the biodiversity 
 
 Initially the contours of all federal, state and municipal preservation areas concerning the project area were 
established. 

Specific groups of biologists specialized respectively in birds, both land and sea birds, marine invertebrates, cetaceans, 
chelonians, coastal fish, amphibians, terrestrial reptiles, vegetated bottoms and corals and special land plants, conducted 
an inventory of the study area, with the definition of species of all the families of the flora and fauna found. 

Relating to the biological data, some of them show that for the area, were found 516 species of mollusks, approximately 
400 polychaetes species, abundance of crustaceans (1300 species) and 24 echinoderms species. 

Approximately 900 species of sea fish were registered or with probable occurrence in Campos' Basin, 461 were selected 
in agreement with the distribution criteria in depth bathometric conyour lines. Besides those, other 13 species of 
continental fish were identified as happening in areas potentially sensitive to the oil spilling, totaling 474 species of fish 
selected in the creation of the Resources. Some species were selected as threatened of extinction, as well as rare (sharks, 
stingrays, among others) species. 

It were identified 362 species of birds, being 17 coastal seabirds, 30 pelagic seabirds, 49 continental aquatic birds, 18 
shorebirds, 24 birds of prey and 225 terrestrial birds. 

On amphibians and reptiles were totalized 60 species, distributed in fragments of open and forest habitats, in four main 
groups of mosaics of habitats: the sandbank, the growth of mangroves, the rocky coastal and the coastal lagoon. They 
are 38 species of serpents, 16 species of lizards, two amphisbaena species, two turtle species, a land turtle and the pity-
crop-yellow alligator, collected in the area interest of the Project. 
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It can be verified that the project already accomplished a fantastic resources survey that can be affected by oil spill 
accidents. At the end of the Project, all resources will know and properly represented in the sensitivity maps, as well as 
available for consults in the PETROBRAS MAPS system. 

Thus, specific symbols were created to be included in the sensitivity maps, indicating the occurrence of each 
information existing in the area, whether socioeconomic or biological. 

The following are examples of the final maps prepared with the information obtained. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Campos Basin Strategic Sheet Location, State of Rio de Janeiro (BC) 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10 Operational Chart of Campos Basin, State of Rio de Janeiro (South of Espírito Santo) – BC-A-3 

6   CONCLUSIONS 
 
 This project was the largest one under this theme along the coast of the two states. 

To have a small idea of the project magnitude, it is interesting to present some quantitative information associated to it. 
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Table 3 – Total of project researchers 

 

 
These researcher belong to the following organizations: Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Geography and Biology 
Departments; State University of Rio de Janeiro, Biology Department; São Paulo University and a non-governmental 
organization linked to Bothanical Garden (Rio de Janeiro), the Biodiversity Marine Institute. 

The closure of the project took place during the month of December 2013. The data are available for information and 
research, and should be ordered to PETROBRAS for consultation. 
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Abstract 
Smart Water project is a DG ECHO funded idea, which main goal is to implement a web-GIS tool for everyday support 
of the civil protection engineer’s work. This tool will be tested on four partner territories located in Italy, Romania, 
Greece and Bulgaria. In the paper presented here we will focus on the test case of the Bulgarian partner IICT-BAS 
situated in Svilengrad municipality. The main scope of the activities covers the river Mritsa and its tributaries in the 
area close to the Bulgarian-Greek-Turkish border.   

We will present the structure of the data collection and processing for flood hazard mapping in the framework of Smart 
Water project. This is still ongoing work which has to end by the end of 2014. The main outcomes are going to be 
hazard maps with scenarios of the water flood impact on the test area stored in web-GIS tool accessible for the civil 
protection authorities. 

INTRODUCTION 

Floods can cause devastating damages and human casualties in short period of time, which make them natural hazard 
with enormous risk for the people all over the world. European countries in the recent years suffered from floods quite 
often. Some of the most catastrophic flood events for the last 100 years had happened in the last decade. The response 
of EU was acceptance of the Directive 2007/60/EC of the European Parliament and Council of the European Union on 
October 23, 2007 about the assessment and management of flood risks [1]. The Directive establishes a framework for 
assessment and management of flood risks to reduce the associated effects on human health, environment, cultural 
heritage and economic activities. With accordance to the Directive the Bulgarian Executive Agency of Civil Defense 
(EACD) has introduced the following categories of floods, depending on their size, frequency and duration [2]: 

1. Small floods: 

They are characterized by low intensity and frequent recurrence – once in 10-20 years. These are floods bearing the 
lowest grade of risk (danger). They do not cause damage and do not leave long-lasting traces in the memory of the local 
population. 

2. Dangerous floods: 

Their characteristics are average intensity and probability of emergence once in 20-40 years. They cause damage to the 
immediately adjacent to the river agricultural land, buildings and facilities. They pose danger for the people and animals 
not only in the river valley proper, but also on the flooded river terraces. 
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3. Very dangerous floods: 

Their characteristics are high intensity and probability of emergence once in 40-80 years. They cause damages to 
bridges, water catchments, and embankments along river corrections, adjacent land, buildings and engineering 
structures. They pose great danger for people and animals along the banks of the river. 

4. Devastating floods: 

Their characteristics include high intensity and probability of emergence once in 80-150 years. They cause great 
changes in the river course with grave pitting, meander breaking, destruction of banks, retaining walls, heavy damages 
and destruction of bridges, hydro-engineering facilities, sites situated near the river etc. They cause huge material 
damages and the peril of people and animals. 

5. Calamitous floods: 

Their characteristics are very high intensity and probability of emergence once in 150-200 years. They cause sharp 
changes in the river bed – pitting and destruction of old meanders. In the mountain sections the river course carries huge 
stone blocks of up to and above 2-3 m in size. At the point of exit of the river out of the mountain and into the flat land 
large, several meters thick torrential cones might emerge, made up of block piles, gravel and sand or sludge. In the flat 
land end of the river valleys got covered with a thick layer of slime. Hydro-engineering and building facilities and sites, 
situated along the river banks, such as reservoirs, bridges, roads, barrages, buildings etc. get entirely demolished or 
gravely damaged. Devastation and catastrophic material damages are inflicted and there are great losses of human life 
and animals. 

This separation of the flood events was the first step for the classification which the Bulgarian authorities have adopted 
in their work with accordance with the EU policy. Luckily recorded Bulgarian floods from types 4 and 5 occur very 
rare.  

FLOOD HAZARD MAPPING IN THE TEST AREA OF SVILENGRAD MUNICIPALITY. STATE 
OF THE ART 

Flood hazard mapping for Svilengrad municipality has been based on the existing official maps that are published on 
both sites of Fire Fighting & Civil Protection Directorate of the Ministry of Interior and Basin Directorate, Ministry of 
Environment and Water in Bulgaria [3], [4]. These maps were developed on the basis of historical and prognosis 
flooding data in 2012 for the territory of Bulgaria. An example for the area of Svilengrad and Maritsa River is shown on 
Fig.1. Where flood event has been drawn and this is an approach which has been used before the adoption of the EU 
directive INSPIRE. 

 
Fig.1. An example of a flood hazard map zones (blue zones) of Maritsa river for the area of Svilengrad. The 

data is retrieved from [5]. 
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Another flood hazard mapping approach used for Maritssa river case in its lower part is applying hydrological models 
that are developed on the basis of terrain data with accuracy of 5-10 cm. The currently public available data for Bulgaria 
from satellite information is with accuracy 30-90 m (ASTER GDEM - 30m and STRM3 - 90m) and the one from 
topographic maps reaches 3-10 m (1:5000  ∼ 3m; 1:25000 ∼ 10m). The mathematical background of the flood prognosis 
is nicely shown by the Saint-Venant equations and the descriptions in Fig.2. The numerical integration gives 1D 
propagation which is the easiest case in simulation’s plane:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.2. Saint-Venant equations shallow water model graphical interpretation example. The figure is retrieved 

from [6]. 

Practical commercial software solutions for achieving of 1D and 2D successful modelling are the Halcrow ISIS [7] and 
DHI Group MIKE [8] products. Bulgarian territory has been successfully modeled for 163 zones from the ReSAC 
Company and the Agency for Sustainable Development and Euro Integration [9]. An example of a flooding 
hydrological model for the area of Svilengrad and Maritsa river water level dynamic change from 1 to 5 meters of high 
wave water discharge with vertical relief accuracy of 5 m is shown on Fig.3: 

 
Fig.3. An example of a flooding hydrological model for the area of Svilengrad and Maritsa river water level dynamic 

change from 1 to 5 meters with relief vertical accuracy of 5 m. The data is retrieved from [9]. 

Evidently, because of the lack of enough accurate data the developed maps need adjustment when it comes to 
operational implementation for civil protection decision support tool as it is planned in Smart Water project. 

Where: 
 

Q - flow (m3/s) 
A - cross section area (m2) 
q - lateral inflow (m3/s/m) 

x - longitudinal channel distance (m) 
t - time (s) 

g - gravitational acceleration (m/s2) 
So- bed slope; Sf- friction slope 
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SMART WATER APPROACH FOR HAZARD MAPPING IN THE TEST AREA OF SVILENGRAD 
MUNICIPALITY 

This part of the paper will describe the work which has been done so far by the IICT-BAS team and what is the final 
goal after we complete the Smart Water project lifetime. To create flood hazard maps we are using the following 
simulation tools: 

1. The Chézy formulas when we have calm watercoarse 
2. The Hec-RAS in its part for turbulent watercoarse 

For the usage of Chézy formulas and HEC-RAS modules in the test zone of Svingrad we have collected different types 
of data which we will describe step by step in this paragraph.  

A. Hydrological report about the river and its tributaries discharging to the area where "high" waves are 
registered 

For “high” waves information will be gathered data from HMS 73850 of river Maritsa in Svilengrad.  The data will be 
classified in the following structure as shown in table 1. Example characteristics of Hidro-Meteorological Station 
(HMS) 309, 309 А and 73850 of river Maritsa in Svilengrad  

TABLE 1 

№  

 

 

Element 

 

Measure 

Maritsa - Svilengrad, 
the stone bridge 

Maritsa - Svilengrad - 
the new railway 
bridge 

1 Old number of the measuring point  309 309А, 

2 New number of the measuring point   73850 

3 Length of the river from its spring км 301,9 303,4 

4 Average slope of the river %о 7,7 7,7 

5 Average slope of the area %о   

6 Area of the water collection basin  км2 20840 20857 

7 Average height from the sea level м 582 582 

8 Average slope of the water collection basin  0,125 0,125 

9 Density of the river tributaries network км/км2 0,74 0,74 

10 „0” Point of the water collection м 48,64 47,88 

11 Surrounding forestration % 39,9 39,9 

12 Distance from the border area км 19,70 18,20 

13 Date of opening for operational work  18.09.1914 31.08.1972 

14 Date of closure of operational work  01.09.1972 набл.пр. 
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The years between 1984 and 2012 years is still ongoing work, but when we complete the information for the period 
1936-2012 will be calculated: 

Qмах.ср – average long maximum water quantity 

Cv.мах – coefficient of variation of the maximum amount of water per year 

With these parameters we could calculate the tops of the “high” wave water discharge levels for our flood hazard maps. 
By having these numbers calculated a dependency between the reached water level in the river to the flow of different 
sizes high waters in existing station observations has been created. 

Estimations on the hydrometric station of the Maritsa River in the city of HARMANLI composed a relationship 
between water levels in HMS 73850 and high wave waters with implementation of the fully collected data by usage of 
the following formulas: 

Q = -0.0038 .H 2  + 6.4861 . H – 801.12      (1) 
Where: 
Q – water quantity в мз/sec 
H -  water level  in sm 

 

 

Fig.4. Water level calculated from cota “0”point 

Зависимост между водните  стоежи и протичащото водно количество 

в р.Марица  в ХМС 73750 при шосейния мост до гр.Харманли 

Q= -0,0038 * H 2 + 6,4861 * H - 801,12
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That calculation could give us the maximal water level in “high” waves when we have probability 1 %, 2 % и 5 %. By 
determining the watercourse, we can define even better our calculations and have Turbulent  h < hkp   and Calm  h > hkp 
water flow giving us the opportunity to calculate the curve of the water change: 
 
    Q2 
ikp  = ----------------         (2) 
         Fkp

2 . C kp 
2 .Rkp 

 

                α . q2 
hkp = 3√ --------          (3) 
                  g 
 
Fkp  = bkp . hkp          (4) 
 
 
χkp = bkp + 2 hkp          (5) 
 

Fkp 
Rkp  = ------           (6) 

χkp 
 
 1 
Ckp = ----- Rkp 

1/6          (7) 
 n 
 Q 
q = -------          (8) 
 B 
 
where: 
 
ikp -  critical slope 
Q – water quantity мз/сек 
q – specific water quantity in meters 
hkp – critical depth ca watercourse in meters 
bkp – width of the watercourse in meters 
Fkp – cross section at critical depth in м2 
α – coefficient  1,05 
χkp – wet primetar 
Rkp – hydraulic radius 
Ckp – speed ratio 
n – roughness coefficient of the river bed 
1/6

 – exponent in Manning 
g  - acceleration of gravity 
 
In almost all cases, a study of major rivers in the middle and lower stream over the character of the watercourse is 
"calm" which allows the use of Chézy formulas for uniform motion. Dimensioning is done by hydraulics formula for 
uniform motion 
 

Q = S.v = SC √ Ri       (9) 
Where 
Q - is the volume of water that flows in the m3/s 
S - wet section  m2   
v - the average velocity of the water in the m/s 
R - hydraulic radius 

We also need to calculate the wet perimeter, by calculating: 
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R = S/P         (10) 
 
P - wet perimeter 

I - the longitudinal slope of the bottom in uniform movement is equal to the slope of the water surface; 
C – velocity coefficient, which depends on the roughness п of river bed, along with the hydraulic radius R 

 
Sizing formula is used to determine the gear ratio by implementing Manning coefficients: 

n
C

1
= R 1/6       (11) 

For each of the captured cross sections of the river is drawn computational model /general examples of cross-section 
structure is given on  fig. 5 and fig. 6/ 

 

Fig. 5: Example of a segment of the river and its main elements. 

 

The river cross-section representation is the actual geometry of the river and scheme of it is given on fig.6. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Example of cross-section in the area of interest. 

 

Each cross section is divided into elementary shapes - triangles or rectangles. Consistently are given different water 
depths and are calculated parameters of the flow - cross section wet perimeter, hydraulic radius, velocity ratio, velocity 
of the water and the water discharge. Set of numbers for the river depth display depending on the water discharge as a 
function of water depth. The example curve is presented in figure 7. 
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Fig.7: Example curve of water depth. 

 The example curve of water depth gives us the of the way of how water level can reach its „high” waves and cause 
cases of emergency.  

WEB-GIS PLATFORM IMPLEMENTING THE CALCULATED FLOOD HAZARD MAPS IN 
SMART WATER PROJECT 

The project Smart Water has technical specifications which are oriented to the civil protection engineers, who could 
apply field response for the population in risk by having webGIS tool that could support their decision making in cases 
of large flood events. The test areas are river sections defined for each project partner and the Bulgarian region is on the 
territory of municipality Svilengrad. The end user needs for the test cases cover the following types of information for 
the river monitoring: 

• Distance from water level to river bank side  
• Flooding areas  
• Speed and direction of the water  
• Water blades  
• A series of maps of predefined and variable flood scenarios, with greater frequency for the selected test case 

area provided in an information layer (i.e. raster images) corresponding to the information required by the civil 
protection units, where the reliability of forecasts is the main focus. 

• A set of data in the form of graphs, tables, or files for download will be also available for the identified critical 
levels.  

• For each simulation and for each point, the maximum water height independently from the moment, when it is 
reached, will display immediate worst scenario situation possible from the given initial conditions. 

The standard WMS interface will be applied for displaying the hydrological model outputs on the webGIS platform. 
The maps in raster format like JPEG or PNG will give opportunity for punctual queries for the users. The cartographic 
data will be provided in alphanumeric information related to the predetermined number of positions along the route of 
the monitored water course, deemed to be especially critical. The identification of the strategic locations and data 
supply will have geomorphologic and hydrodynamic sets, where will be included DEM (Digital Elevation Model) for 
the catchment basin, ortophoto images for better justification of land use, meteorological data for precipitations and 
additional climatic conditions, along with water level discharges and topology of the river levees for the simulated 
areas. On Fig. 8 is given the structure of the information flow that the webGIS platform will have implemented in its 
last version. 

Зависимост между дълбочината на водата и воднот количеств в р.Струма 
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Fig.8. Information flow as it will be implemented in the webGIS tool that will be the result of Smart Water project. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Smart Water project duration is two years during which our team has collected vast number of data, which will be 
implemented for flood hazard maps calculations. The final goal is to create a web-GIS tool which can have as base the 
calculated flood hazard maps and with the use of the web GIS tools to give opportunity of the civil protection engineers 
in Svilengrad municipality to react fast and accurate on the emergency cases which occur on their territory. 
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Abstract 
Various approaches can be chosen, in order to make spatial data available to the users. The approaches can vary from 
thin web browser based client to the full featured thick client. 

At the present time, the thin client, implemented via web browser and scripting language for client-side scripting is very 
promising way for data access. This approach enables the use of such client on various devices, starting from desktop 
computers to the smartphones. 

Owing to this fact, this contribution is focused on the various approaches to the programming of thin web browser 
based spatial data client. The main aim of the client in question is to make spatial data available to the various 
personnel involved in emergency management, population protection, disaster planning and crisis management.  

The contribution discusses the issue of the different devices, which can host the web browser based map client. 

The contribution also compares two distinct ways of programming the client. The first way uses the JavaScript 
language, JavaScript libraries jQuery, jQuery Mobile and ArcGIS API for JavaScript, HTML 5 and CSS. The second 
uses the ActionScript language and its library ArcGIS API for Flex.  

Keywords: spatial data, thin map client, accessibility, emergency event, population protection, disaster planning, crisis 
management, web browser, JavaScript, jQuery, jQuery Mobile, ArcGIS API for JavaScript, HTML5, CSS, ActionScript, 
ArcGIS API for Flex. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
We can have large amount of important, actual, high accuracy, high cost spatial data, properly equipped with metadata, 
but if these data are not available to the right user, at the right place at the right time, they are completely useless.  

The unavailability of the data can have very serious consequences, especially in the case of information support 
of management of emergencies, population protection, disaster planning and crisis management. 

Various approaches to the data accessibility can be chosen, in order to make data available to the users. The approaches 
can vary form thin web browser based client to the full featured thick client. 

At the present time, the thin map client, implemented via web browser and scripting language for client-side scripting is 
very promising way for access to the spatial data. This approach enables the use of such client on various devices, 
starting from desktop computers to the smartphones. 
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Because of that fact, this contribution is focused on the various approaches to the programming of thin web browser 
based map client. The main aim of the client in question is to make spatial data available to the various personnel 
involved in emergency management, population protection, disaster planning and crisis management.  

The same data must be accessible at the right time to the firefighters on the place of emergency event, 
on the operational centers of the Integrated Rescue System and also on the crisis staffs of various levels. The same data 
must be also accessible during the preparation phase of the incident, when disaster planning takes place, and during the 
post disaster phase, when the restoration works are carried out. 

ADOBE FLEX BASED MAP CLIENT 
 
Brief history 
 
The idea of development easy available (through the internet browser), reliable and fast application (figure 1) that will 
use a large amount of spatial data and provide seamless base map with the fast response, even at large number of users, 
which will be using application at same time, was naturally risen in the period 2009-2010. The main driving force 
behind this idea was group of GIS specialists of Fire and Rescue Service of the Czech Republic. There was an intension 
to make GIS functions available to the largest possible number of users both from the Fire and Rescue Service and other 
parts of Integrated Rescue System and other involved organizations who cannot use thick GIS client. 

 

Figure 1: The screenshot of Adobe Flex based map client GUI 

Owing to the above mentioned facts, the first version of "thin" web map client that is available for all users with 
a computer connected to the internet or intranet and equipped with a web browser was developed in cooperation with 
the company ARCDATA Praha, s.r.o.. This application has been continuously developed and improved by GIS 
specialist of Fire and Rescue Service of the Czech Republic. At the present time the original application is already 
obsolete and is replaced by its new version. The activities, leading to the development of the mobile version of this 
application, take place, as is mentioned in the text below. 

Adobe Flex Language 

ActionScript is an object-oriented programming language originally developed by Macromedia Inc. (now owned 
by Adobe Systems). It is a dialect of ECMAScript, and is used primarily for the development of websites and software 
targeting the Adobe Flash Player platform, used on Web pages in the form of embedded SWF files. ActionScript 3 is 
also used with the Adobe Integrated Runtime system for the development of desktop and mobile applications. The 
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language itself is open-source. Its specification is offered free of charge and both an open source compiler (as part of 
Apache Flex) and open source virtual machine (Mozilla Tamarin) are available. 

ActionScript was initially designed for controlling simple 2D vector animations made in Adobe Flash (formerly 
Macromedia Flash). Initially focused on animation, early versions of Flash content offered few interactivity features and 
thus had very limited scripting capability. Later versions added functionality allowing for the creation of web based 
games and rich internet applications with streaming media (such as video and audio). 

Flash MX 2004 introduced ActionScript 2.0, a scripting language more suited to the development of Flash applications. 
It is often possible to save time by scripting something rather than animating it, which usually also enables a higher 
level of flexibility when editing. 

Since the arrival of the Flash Player 9 alpha (in 2006) a newer version of ActionScript has been released, ActionScript 
3.0. This version of the language is intended to be compiled and run on a version of the ActionScript Virtual Machine 
that has been itself completely re-written from the ground up (dubbed AVM2). Because of this, code written in 
ActionScript 3.0 is generally targeted for Flash Player 9 and higher and will not work in previous versions. At the same 
time, ActionScript 3.0 executes up to 10 times faster than legacy ActionScript code due to the Just-In-Time compiler 
enhancements. 

Flash libraries can be used with the XML capabilities of the browser to render rich content in the browser. This 
technology is known as Asynchronous Flash and XML, much like AJAX. Adobe offers its Flex product line to meet the 
demand for Rich Internet Applications built on the Flash runtime, with behaviors and programming done 
in ActionScript. ActionScript 3.0 forms the foundation of the Flex 2 API [Acti14]. 

Flex Sample application as a starting point 

There are a couple of options which non-developers can choose when working with the ArcGIS Viewer for Flex 
application. The first option is ArcGIS Viewer for Flex Application Builder, which is a WYSIWYG application that 
allows easy creation and modification of ArcGIS Viewer for Flex web applications in a GUI driven approach.  

In addition to this, another option is a ready-to-deploy configurable client application, commonly referred to throughout 
the help documentation as the compiled source version. Both of these options use the ArcGIS API for Flex and both 
provide a solution for creating customized GIS-enabled web-mapping applications that do not require programming 
experience. ArcGIS for Flex Application Builder allows for easy creation and configuration of web applications based 
off of ArcGIS API for Flex in a GUI-driven WYSIWYG interface, whereas the ready-to-deploy configurable client 
option provides customization support via modifying configuration (XML) files. Both options are designed to work 
with ArcGIS Server and ArcGIS Online web services. We decided to use prepared source code of the sample 
application for further development and deployment as a starting point. 

Customization of the sample application 

The main part of the application is the basemap, which is a unique work of specialists from Fire and Rescue Service of 
the Czech Republic. In this basemap, the stress is given on the entities, which are important for missions of Fire and 
Rescue Service of the Czech Republic and Integrated Rescue System (the system of cooperation of various bodies 
involved in the management of emergencies) , such as roads, railroads, railways and waterways and its kilometer 
markers, gas stations, telecommunication transmitters, buildings with house numbering, and last but not least, data 
specific to the various emergency management services. The base map is distributed in the form of map cache, which is 
provided as a one of the central data warehouse map server services. The map cache is made in-house by the Fire and 
Rescue Service of the Czech Republic. Beside the topographical basemap, the aerial map is also provided. 

The following functionalities were implemented in this application: 

1. Full text search over individual entities, e.g. addresses, kilometer markers, railway crossings, streets, light 
poles, water reservoirs, geonames, … . 

2. Identification of various map entities with the possibility of spatial analysis. 
3. Measurements of distances and areas. 
4. Finding the best route between multiple addresses task, with the possibility of setting vehicle parameters. 
5. Finding the closest route to the firefighter, police and EMS unit. 
6. Map printing. 
7. Google StreetView integration. 
8. External shapefile layer load. 
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The application is fully opened to the future development and customization. It can be expanded by using the so called 
widgets that add new custom functionalities. 

JAVASCRIPT BASED MAP CLIENT 

Webpages 

The program code of the webpages consists from three basic parts, and each part has its unique role: 
1. The Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) defines the content of the webpage [Html14]. 
2. The Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing the look and formatting of the 

document written in a markup language [Css14]. 
3. The JavaScript (JS) is a dynamic computer programming language. It allows client-side scripts to interact with 

the user, control the browser, communicate asynchronously, and alter the document content that is displayed 
[Js14].  

From map client programming point of view, the web browser acts as a runtime environment and theoretically enables 
the simple transferability of the client code between various platforms. In the fact, the web browser represents the 
platform itself in the case of web-based software [Comp14].  

Unfortunately, like in the other cases of the platforms, there is a problem of compatibility and transferability 
of the program code between various web browsers and browser versions. This problem can be substantially minimized 
by using of JavaScript libraries. These libraries both solves (trying to solve) the issues of browsers incompatibility and 
simplifies the programming of common tasks. A JavaScript library is a pre-written JavaScript, which allows easier 
development of JavaScript based applications, especially if AJAX and other web centric technologies are used [Jslib14, 
Dojo14, Jque14]. 

The problem of webpages transferability is more serious if the webpages have to be accessed via web browser running 
on the various devices, especially smartphones. In this case the problems of cross browser compatibility are much more 
serious and, which is even more important, the web pages lookout must be redesigned in order to cope with 
substantially smaller dimensions of the smartphones screen. Without this redesign, the webpages, which can be used 
without problem on the desktop computers, can be very difficult to read, use and understand on mobile devices. 
Because of those facts, there originates the versions of the JavaScript libraries especially designed for programming of 
the webpages, which should be displayed both on the desktop computers and on mobile device [Dojm14, Jqum14]. 

Various tools should be used for displaying spatial data on the web pages, but if spatial data are published (mainly) 
through the ArcGIS Server [Agse14], the ArcGIS API for JavaScript [Agjs14] is a natural and most suitable choice. 
This API provides the predefined tools, which make the use of the spatial data published through ArcGIS Server simple 
and straightforward. 

Programming of the map client 

In order to enable the access to the spatial data to the various users using various devices, including mobile devices, the 
thin map client for web browsers based on the HTML, CSS, JavaScript and JavaScript libraries was created. 

This approach was chosen because it enables easy separation of the client functionalities, program logic and lookout. It 
also enables the client run on various (mobile) devices. Last but not least, this choice of means enables the fully open 
and transferable client development. The client is in principle the web page, so no specialized integrated development 
environment was necessary. The HTML5 language was selected for client programming because it is simpler and more 
perspective for future development than its predecessors. 

Because the spatial data were published through ArcGIS Server, the ArcGIS API for JavaScript was selected 
as a JavaScript library for working with spatial data. The version of 3.8 of this library was selected, because it was the 
newest stable version of the library in the time of the beginning of project. The ArcGIS Server publishes not only the 
spatial data, but also the various tools for work with spatial data, like e.g. coordinate system transformations. These 
tools can be easily used with this JavaScript library. The CSS file, provided together with this library for customization 
of the lookout of its components, was also used. 

Despite of the fact, that ArcGIS API for JavaScript library contains full featured JavaScript library Dojo Toolkit 
[Dojo14], the JavaScript library jQuery [Jque14] together with its mobile extension jQuery Mobile [Jqum14] was used.  

There is also the mobile extension to the Dojo Toolkit, the Dojo Mobile [Dojm14], but during the preliminary testing, 
the library jQuery Mobile appears more stable and better documented. The Dojo Mobile belong to the DojoX subpart of 
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the Dojo Mobile, which will be changed in the near future and served mainly for development of additional Dojo 
functionalities [Dojx14].  

It is also necessary to mention, that the whole library jQuery appears to be better documented, easily understandable 
and easily usable than Dojo Toolkit. Owing to this fact, the Dojo Toolkit library, as a part of the ArcGIS API 
for JavaScript library, was used mainly for direct manipulation with spatial data. The Dojo Toolkit mechanism 
for working with the various predefined parameters through configuration file was also used.  

The other operations were made with jQuery library and the jQuery Mobile library in the case of the program parts 
specific to the graphical user interface on mobile devices. The use and also the necessity of the download the various 
JavaScript libraries were well-balanced with better stability, understandability and maintainability of the final 
application code. 

The all JavaScript libraries and the connected CSS files were incorporated into client via Content delivery network 
(CDN) servers [Cdn14]. The fallback in the form of its local copies was programmed. Owing to this approach, the client 
always uses the actual copies of the libraries and connected CSS files and local fallback is possible if the library or CSS 
file download from CDN fails.  

During preliminary testing of various approaches to the programming of the client, one substantial problem occurs. 
When the map displayed on the webpage was hidden and the change of the dimensions of the webpage occurs, 
the whole application crashes. Unfortunately, the JavaScript frameworks for mobile devices uses the mechanism 
of switching between the webpages through the hiding the parts of one large webpage [Dojm14, Jqum14]. This problem 
also occurs, when the map was hidden through standard CSS mechanism. The change of the webpage dimension can be 
caused for example by changing of the web browser window, via standard mechanisms on the  desktop, or by the 
changing of the orientation or by hiding of the address bar on the mobile device. There were published some examples 
[Agjs14] how to solve this problem via catching the various events connected with webpage dimension change, but its 
reliability was insufficient. During the testing, the mechanisms sometimes did not work. This was caused partly by the 
fact that events connected with change of the web browsers window dimensions sometimes did not occur properly. 
There were not signalized, or were signalized twice, or were not signalized at the right time. 

Because of that fact, we decide to abandon the above mentioned mechanism of switching between the webpages 
via hiding the parts of the one large webpage. The only possible solution of the problem was, according of our opinion, 
never hiding the map and showing the other webpages, which serve as menu for operations with the map, as a so called 
popups. This solution appears suitable in every way. 

 

Figure 1: The web map client after its loading into web browser Firefox on mobile device Samsung Galaxy S 3. 
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The functionalities implemented into the web client 

The various functionalities of the web map client were made accessible the users through the menu. The menu was 
placed on the top of the webpage and consists from various icons. The menu consisting from icons only was selected, 
because of the limited display size of the smartphones. The web map client after its loading into web browser on mobile 
device is shown on the figure 1.The following functionalities were implemented into web client: 

1. Help. 
2. Change of the background map. 
3. Displaying of predefined layers over the map. 
4. Full-text search over the predefined layers and displaying of the results over the map. 
5. Display of the current position. 
6. Display of important information. 

The help displayed over the map is shown on the figure 2a. The help is placed into independent html file. This approach 
enables to show the help over the map in web client and also into separate web browser window. If it is shown over the 
map in web browser client, it is loaded via AJAX and only the body element of the HTML file is loaded in this popup 
window. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure 2: The screenshots of the web map client. Picture a – help popup, b – basemap popup menu and c – layer 
selection popup menu. 

On the figure 2b is shown the basemap popup menu for change of the background map. The background maps play a 
key role in the whole map client. The basemaps used in web client based on the ArcGIS API for JavaScript are grouped 
into basemaps gallery. All basemaps added to the gallery need to have the same spatial reference. If the default 
ArcGIS.com basemaps are used then all additional items added to the gallery need to be in Web Mercator projection. If 
the default basemaps are not used it is possible to add basemaps in any spatial reference as long as all the items added to 
the gallery share that spatial reference. To achieve the best performance, it is recommended that all basemaps added to 
the gallery are cached (tiled) layers [Agjs14]. Because of the fact, that the vast majority of the data used in this client is 
into Czech national spatial reference system S-JTSK, this spatial reference system was used also for the tiled 
background layers. Unfortunately its use prevents the incorporation of the default ArcGIS.com basemaps into client. 

The selection of the layers, which have to be displayed over the basemap, is enabled via popup menu depicted 
on the figure 2c. The structure of the menu is incorporated into HTML file of the client webpage. When the DOM 
belonging to the webpage is available, from the configuration file the list of the available layers is read. If the layer 
belonging to the menu item is available, the menu item becomes accessible for selection. During this initialization 
process the checkboxes are automatically checked, if the layer is displayed when the client webpage is loaded. 
If the item belonging to the layer is selected, its predefined attributes are displayed together with its simple description. 
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The client also enables the full-text search over the available spatial data. On the figure 3a the popup menu for full-text 
search is shown. On the top of this menu, the submenu for selection of the layers for full-text search is placed. Bellow 
it, the text area for input of the text for which the search is made is situated. The small text, below this text area, serves 
for displaying of the number of items, which corresponds to the search criteria. If the number of this item is bellow 
predefined limit, bellow this text area the list of buttons representing each item corresponding to the criteria is 
generated. After the click on the button, the menu is hidden, and in the map is marked the selected item. The attributes 
of the selected item can be displayed by tapping on or clicking on it, figure 3b. 

When the text is entered into text area, it is immediately transformed into part of the part of SQL query, which is further 
send, with other parameters, to the ArcGIS Server REST API for search, which belongs to the selected layer [Agse14]. 
The request for the search is send via AJAX. The transformation of the string into part of the SQL query consist form 
following consecutive steps: 

1. Whitespace on the begging and at the end of the string are removed. 
2. Sequences of the whitespaces are replaced with one space character. 
3. Character “%” is added on the end of the string if the string has nonzero length. The character “%” means 

wildcard character (multiple) [Orac14]. 
4. All space characters in the string are replaced with the sequence “% AND”. This sequence consists from 

wildcard character and logical AND [Orac14]. 
5. Character “,” is replaced with the sequence “\,”. This replacement is done because character “,” is used 

in Czech text as a decimal separator and the same character means in full-text search in Oracle database 
systems operator accumulate [Orac14]. 

6. Character “-” is replaced with the sequence “\-”.This is replacement is done because character “-” is used 
in Czech text as e.g. separator in the town names and the same character means in full-text search in Oracle 
database systems operator minus [Orac14]. 

All the replacements are done via regular expressions. The above mentioned transformation of the string substantially 
simplifies the formulation of the part of the SQL query, which is send as a one of the parameters to the ArcGIS Server 
via its REST API. The formulation of part of the SQL query corresponds to the technology used in Oracle relational 
database management system [Orac14], because the ArcGIS Server, used for publication of the spatial data for this 
client, uses it for storage of the data. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 3: The screenshots of the web map client – full-text search. Picture a – the menu with founded items and b – 
selected item with its available attributes. 

The client application also enables the determination of the user position in the map. When user tap or click the icon, 
the popup with information concerning to the position is displayed (figure 4a). This window contains geographical 
coordinates both in WGS84 system, which is provided by the system, and in national geographical coordinate system S-
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JTSK. When the popup window with information about the position is closed, the map is focused on it. The point 
marking the estimated position is marked on the map with simple symbol (figure 4b).  

The transformation between WGS84 and S-JTSK coordinate systems is done through the service provided by ArcGIS 
Server.  

The information about current position, used in this web map client, is provided by the system. The system provides the 
data about it to the web browser and the browser provides these data to the JavaScript programs through the geolocation 
API. This geolocation API centers on a new property on the global navigator object: navigator.geolocation [Pilg11]. 
The precision of the determination of the current position depends not on the client itself, but on the system. The most 
precise position data are available when they are obtained through GPS receiver which is a part of the device. 

Unfortunately, some of the browsers don’t implement the geolocation API properly. On the mobile devices, 
the geolocation API usually works without problem, but some web browsers on the desktop computers or notebooks 
behave non-correctly. They either doesn’t provide the information about current position or, which is more serious, 
provide valid, but completely wrong data. Because of that fact, the attention must be also paid to the handling 
of the errors and exceptions, which can arise during the position data handling.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 4: The screenshots of the web map client – current position. Picture a – the popup window with information 
about current position and b – the point marking the estimated position. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the principle, the functionalities of web browser based thin map client can be the same regardless of the technology 
used for its programming. At the present time it seems that the technology of Adobe Flex is on the peak, its support is 
planned for approximately next 2 years. On the other hand, this technology demands installation of the special web 
browser enhancement plugin. The original plugin provided by Adobe Company is not available for mobile platforms 
such as smartphones and tablets. The non-original replacements of this plugin are available, but its compatibility is 
limited.  

Despite the fact, that the Flex client is theoretically fully transferable from desktop to the mobile platform, the size of 
the screen of mobile devices (even tablets) prevents its comfortable usage. This fact lead to the development web 
browser based map client which uses JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS technologies. It is also necessary to mention, that 
this technologies enable better transferability of the client between various devices with different screen size and 
resolution, e.g. desktop computers, laptops, tablets and smartphones. 
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Abstract 
Flash flooding in Saudi Arabia, is one of the most devastating hazards in terms of loss of human lives, damage of 
property assets and disruption to businesses. The paper examines current practices of disaster management, planning, 
and mapping in Saudi Arabia. Various management and mapping issues are highlighted, aiming at exploring critical 
points of concern in order to outline an appropriate approach to deal with flash flooding disaster. The main 
recommendations are: (1) effectively involve local stakeholders and populations in the management process  and make 
use of accumulated community knowledge; (2) develop tools to identify and map areas potentially at risk; (3) ensure 
data availability of appropriate volume and quality;  (4) improve coordination and cooperation among various local 
institutions; and (5) establish either national or local centers for hazard emergencies entrusted with all required tasks 
towards effective disaster management and mapping using state of the art technologies. 

Keywords: Natural disasters, Flash flooding, Disaster management and Mapping, Saudi Arabia. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
There has been an increased interest in disaster planning and management in recent decades, so much so that the United 
Nations declared the 1990s, the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR). All over the world, 
disasters are becoming more frequent and more devastating. Saudi Arabia is not an exception to this phenomenon. A 
recent UN study asserted that natural disasters at the global level have doubled since 1980, but in the Middle East and 
North Africa, they have increased threefold (iNewsArabia, 2013). This conclusion should warrant local planners and 
managers to take seriously the issue of flood hazards in this part of the world.  
 
As far as Saudi Arabia is concerned, flash flooding resulting from torrential rainfall is the most common type of 
flooding. Although the country is characterized by an arid and semi-arid climate with fluctuating low rainfall (less than 
150 mm per year), it has recently witnessed some recurring devastating flash flood events. The city of Jeddah, for 
example recorded in September 2009 a rainfall amount of 150 mm for only four hours of continuous pouring rain. Such 
rainfall unseen for more than 25 years, has led to huge flooding with 120 deaths and thousands of injured people and 
damaged properties, let alone other incurred costs estimated at billions of dollars. Even a rainfall amount of 32 mm, 
which is most ordinary in many parts of the world, resulted in Riyadh on November 2013 in some deaths, severe 
damages to properties and disruptions to city life and educational institutions. 
 
The aim of this paper is to examine the process of disaster planning and management as actually practiced in Saudi 
Arabia. Issues of management, planning and mapping of urban flood hazards are described. The institutional and 
legislative framework to address them is explained. The paper describes and discusses the planning and management 
procedures commonly adopted  in dealing with urban flood hazards according to the four phases of disaster 
management and planning process; namely mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery. The comparison between 
what is being actually done and what should be done may help identify deficiencies in current practices and suggest 
thereof corrections towards a better and more effective flood risk management, planning and mapping.  
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FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT: THE INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

The General Directorate of Civil Protection (GDCP) under the auspices of Civil Defense Department (CDD) is the 
authority responsible for disaster management in Saudi Arabia. Its mandate includes legislation, regulation, 
implementation, and coordination between different government agencies. In times of disaster, warning messages are 
sent to the public through different communication means. The Local Emergency Committee (LEC) leads civil 
protection efforts at the local provincial level. Every local government department is represented within the LEC which 
convenes whenever necessary to discuss, plan or propose whatever required in terms of administrative procedures, 
measures or action plans. It also defines the role assigned to each department or sector and lists the available public and 
private means and how they can be brought into use. To be always prepared to face up to the challenges of disaster 
events, the GDPC conducts, though not regularly, various training, workshops and conferences on disaster mitigation 
and management.  
 
The main piece of legislation concerning flood emergency management is the Council of Ministers Decree for Civil 
Defense No 25 of 23/1/1406H (1986). This legislation provides a basic framework defining the composition of the 
supreme council for civil defense, the tasks that should be performed during a flood disaster and efforts of co-ordination 
with different parties involved.  
 
The legislation, however, does not specify any major precautions to mitigate flood hazard adverse impacts like limiting 
new urban development in flood-prone areas or imposing some regulations on newer constructions. It does not also 
indicate any role assigned to local stakeholders, voluntary associations and local populations who are often the first 
responders in the event of a disaster. Formal agencies however, tend to lag always behind the local populations.  
 
The legal system maintains the idea that the central government should take the primary responsibility for protecting the 
public from all aspects of flood hazards, paving the way to a centralized way of management. Many shortcomings are 
inherent to excessive centralization like delays in disaster response, slow decision taking and organizational problems of 
aid and recovery procedures which may result in adverse impacts on people and their economic resources. This 
management approach is elaborated much further in the following paragraphs. 

MANAGEMENT: TOP-DOWN VS. BOTTOM-UP APPROACHES 

Being a characteristically top down, interventionist approach, the Saudi disaster management strategy consists of 
deploying physical and human resources from outside the disaster zone. Initiatives are typically technology-centered 
and driven by outside ‘experts’, giving little interest to local population involvement in the rescue emergency process. 
However, during the first days before extensive outside help arrive in any disaster-hit area; local people have to face up 
to their own problems and provide for aid and support to those affected. Waiting for outside help to arrive can produce a 
delay in disaster mitigation and recovery efforts, leading to consequent loss of human lives and property assets. 
Integrating the support of informal local community associations in the emergency process in collaboration with formal 
agencies can be of paramount importance to disaster recovery and response. 
 
Community-based bottom-up approaches can thus, be better suited to deal with flood hazard management as they rely 
on local population involvement and community capacity. The use of indigenous local knowledge drawn from cyclical 
disaster events and previous experiences transmitted from one generation to another can make a real difference to 
disaster management at the local level. Moreover, local people know a great deal about their social and physical 
environment. Their input would be swiftly geared towards those people most in need and in the areas most affected. 
Interest should therefore, be directed towards enhancing public participation and local community capacity so that 
response to the adverse impacts of flood hazards can be prompt and effective.  
 
Many case studies have shown that formal institutions with their conventional solutions and programs have failed to 
induce local people to participate because these interventions have lacked both the will and the instruments to allow 
people to use their own knowledge (Tran et al., 2009). This explains in part the limited success of the Saudi 
conventional approach to disaster response and mitigation as it lacks the integration and enhancement of local 
community capacity in its emergency planning strategy. 
 
Although recent literature increasingly emphasizes community-based pre-emptive approaches to focus on the root 
causes of vulnerability to disasters rather than isolated disaster events (Blaikie et al., 1994), the Saudi disaster 
management strategy still primarily concentrates on the disaster and how to respond to rather than the causes that have 
produced it. Here again, attention must be shifted from the disaster per se to its causes and the vulnerabilities the local 
community suffers from.  
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Not only does community-based disaster management (CBDM) boost people's ability to live up to the challenges of a 
disaster event, but it also helps improving relief organization at the local level and assists at drafting the community's 
own specific management plans to fit the needs of the community's local situation. The outcome of such a bottom-up 
approach would by far outweigh what might be expected from the top-down approach in use so far in Saudi Arabia.  
 
The management issues abovementioned are not the only ones that have badly affected disaster response and mitigation, 
other issues related to physical planning and mapping have exacerbated the problem even further.  

POOR PLANNING AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

Poor infrastructure has always been blamed for the devastating effects of flash flooding. Although there is host of 
planning and building codes already specified, the imperfect works of storm sewer ducts or their the absence altogether 
have been the cause of many devastating flooding impacts. Lack of skills, insufficient financial resources, poor planning 
and even inexpert implementation are other causes. The problem is exacerbated by lack of coordination between 
governments agencies entitled to carry out project realizations. For example, some projects are entrusted with the local 
municipalities; others with the Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA) while some others with the Ministry 
of Transport, each with its own planning requirements and implementation procedures. In such a case, coordination is 
often made difficult and poses questions as to how urban planning decisions are being taken.  
 
In the 2009 Jeddah flooding disaster for example, storm sewer drainage system was imperfect, ducts were missing, and 
most old tunnels were constructed in a way that they follow the topographic slope from east (highland) to west 
(lowland) towards the Red sea. This direction is obviously the natural direction of flood water flows, whereas the right 
position for those tunnels would have been the opposite direction (orthogonal North-South) (Al-Alami, 2011). 
 
Many cities have adopted an orthogonal plan layout (Fig 1). In sloping areas, water flows would run from uplands to 
lowlands along the roads. Intercepted by buildings on both sides of the road, flowing waters would gain accelerated 
force down the hill. The steeper the slope the more devastating the flood currents would be. Moreover, building and 
population densities tend to be higher at lowlands which results on more people and properties being exposed to the 
adverse impacts of flooding.  
 
Although urban regulations do not permit any development on valley streams, in practice however, many developers 
have filled the flood plain to build upon in total transgression of the building code. Riyadh local authorities however, 
have lately decided to rehabilitate the natural floodplains especially in places where many parts of old valleys have 
disappeared to become new built-up areas. This will result in a daunting task of expropriations and drainage projects.  
 
The devastating effects of flash flooding are exacerbated by poorly planned and managed urbanization, urban 
expansions over flood-prone areas and impervious surfaces of urban streets, car parking and other paved areas. These 
features combined with poor drainage networks make urban areas very susceptible to flash flooding as the runoff flows 
at high speed, carrying large amounts of debris of all sorts, including rubbles, trees and even cars. In a study conducted 
by the Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA) on flood disaster risks in Saudi cities using variables based 
on meteorological data, current built up area and drainage network coverage, showed that among 29 cities listed, many 
of them have less than 50% drainage network coverage. The three largest cities in the country (Riyadh, Makkah and 
Jeddah) have topped the ranking list (Riyadh Newspaper Workshop, 2013).  
 
Physical vulnerabilities to flood disasters are often intertwined with social vulnerabilities. To be able to spot the 
vulnerabilities in any disaster-prone zone, planners and managers must use disaster risk assessment mapping. This issue 
of mapping disaster vulnerability is further explained in the following section. 



Fig 1: Google-earth views of orthogonal plan layouts for the two major cities: (a) Riyadh and (b) Jeddah
 

MAPPING DISASTER VULNERABILITY

Disaster vulnerability affects certain categories of people more than others. People who tend to be at greate
flood disaster incident like frail people, the poor, and the elderly and migrant minorities should be identified. The areas 
where they tend to concentrate and the hazard
therefore, for planners to establish community vulnerability and risk assessment maps and maintain databases reflecting 
the extent to which people and property assets are vulnerable to the adverse effects of flood hazards. Mapping disaster 
vulnerability (risk maps) can help policy makers and planners spot areas of highest susceptibility and impact. It also 
allows managers to survey rapidly the needs and opportunities for mitigation (Twigg, 2004), set up proper planning 
actions and allocate adequate resources for disa
people at risk should be considered as a last resort, frail people and those with disabilities or reduced mobility should be 
mapped so that they can be easily identified and evacuated when
 
Risk maps should also be made easy to interpret and simple to read and understand by both technical and non
individuals. The mapping of both social and physical vulnerabilities helps identify the most vulnera
places in a flood-risk area. When coupled with documentation and mapping of flood hazard proneness and resources 
availability, it would help enhancing the community capacity and mobilizing population involvement which leads to 
expedite recovery and prevent loss of life.
 
The Saudi strategy's attention, as is the case with many rescue agencies, revolves more around the disaster and its 
impacts rather than the vulnerabilities of the people affected. Heijmans (2004) argues against this approach 
disaster response agencies in which they tend to increasingly focus on physical and economic aspects of vulnerability. 
He insists on addressing the social and political aspects of vulnerability in order to make a lasting impact on overall 
vulnerability to disaster. Flood vulnerability mapping can be an important tool to provide information not only about the 
current state of flood-risk areas but also about inundation risk areas, populations at risk, the past flood track records, 
population losses and property damages, potential evacuation routes and places etc. Such information about flooding 
and vulnerable elements should be made available to all parties concerned like local stakeholders, local government, aid 
agencies and local people. Not only can this approach specifically reveal the social and physical vulnerabilities in the 
disaster-hit areas, but it will allow setting up priorities for disaster response, and rescue operations.
 
Flood planning and mapping in an area can be made highly effecti
are classified from higher to lower levels of vulnerability, as shown in figure 4. The purpose behind the production of 
such vulnerability maps is to better comprehend and communicate flood extent and flo
depths and velocity. This further helps in the proposition of effective flood control measures, evacuation planning, flood 
warning and, flood defense mechanisms. Multiple stakeholders like city managers, urban planners, eme
responders and the community at risk can use hazard maps in planning long term flood hazard mitigation, preparation, 
response, and recovery measures. 
 
Local knowledge in disaster management should also be documented and transferred into maps to be m
all parties concerned with flooding emergency process. It must be stressed that the issue of mapping is not limited to 
expert agencies; local communities should be involved in the mapping process either through interacting with online 
mapping means and/or open source mapping technologies. Local mapping contribution can be seen as a bottom up 
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NERABILITY 

Disaster vulnerability affects certain categories of people more than others. People who tend to be at greate
flood disaster incident like frail people, the poor, and the elderly and migrant minorities should be identified. The areas 
where they tend to concentrate and the hazard-prone zones should also be determined and mapped. It is crucial 

for planners to establish community vulnerability and risk assessment maps and maintain databases reflecting 
the extent to which people and property assets are vulnerable to the adverse effects of flood hazards. Mapping disaster 

can help policy makers and planners spot areas of highest susceptibility and impact. It also 
allows managers to survey rapidly the needs and opportunities for mitigation (Twigg, 2004), set up proper planning 
actions and allocate adequate resources for disaster preparedness (Morrow, 1999). Although the decision to evacuate 
people at risk should be considered as a last resort, frail people and those with disabilities or reduced mobility should be 
mapped so that they can be easily identified and evacuated whenever this option becomes necessary. 

Risk maps should also be made easy to interpret and simple to read and understand by both technical and non
individuals. The mapping of both social and physical vulnerabilities helps identify the most vulnera

risk area. When coupled with documentation and mapping of flood hazard proneness and resources 
availability, it would help enhancing the community capacity and mobilizing population involvement which leads to 

ery and prevent loss of life. 

The Saudi strategy's attention, as is the case with many rescue agencies, revolves more around the disaster and its 
impacts rather than the vulnerabilities of the people affected. Heijmans (2004) argues against this approach 
disaster response agencies in which they tend to increasingly focus on physical and economic aspects of vulnerability. 
He insists on addressing the social and political aspects of vulnerability in order to make a lasting impact on overall 

ability to disaster. Flood vulnerability mapping can be an important tool to provide information not only about the 
risk areas but also about inundation risk areas, populations at risk, the past flood track records, 

and property damages, potential evacuation routes and places etc. Such information about flooding 
and vulnerable elements should be made available to all parties concerned like local stakeholders, local government, aid 

can this approach specifically reveal the social and physical vulnerabilities in the 
hit areas, but it will allow setting up priorities for disaster response, and rescue operations.

Flood planning and mapping in an area can be made highly effective by means of vulnerability zoning, in which areas 
are classified from higher to lower levels of vulnerability, as shown in figure 4. The purpose behind the production of 
such vulnerability maps is to better comprehend and communicate flood extent and flood characteristics such as water 
depths and velocity. This further helps in the proposition of effective flood control measures, evacuation planning, flood 
warning and, flood defense mechanisms. Multiple stakeholders like city managers, urban planners, eme
responders and the community at risk can use hazard maps in planning long term flood hazard mitigation, preparation, 

Local knowledge in disaster management should also be documented and transferred into maps to be m
all parties concerned with flooding emergency process. It must be stressed that the issue of mapping is not limited to 
expert agencies; local communities should be involved in the mapping process either through interacting with online 

ing means and/or open source mapping technologies. Local mapping contribution can be seen as a bottom up 
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Disaster vulnerability affects certain categories of people more than others. People who tend to be at greater risk in a 
flood disaster incident like frail people, the poor, and the elderly and migrant minorities should be identified. The areas 

prone zones should also be determined and mapped. It is crucial 
for planners to establish community vulnerability and risk assessment maps and maintain databases reflecting 

the extent to which people and property assets are vulnerable to the adverse effects of flood hazards. Mapping disaster 
can help policy makers and planners spot areas of highest susceptibility and impact. It also 

allows managers to survey rapidly the needs and opportunities for mitigation (Twigg, 2004), set up proper planning 
ster preparedness (Morrow, 1999). Although the decision to evacuate 

people at risk should be considered as a last resort, frail people and those with disabilities or reduced mobility should be 
ever this option becomes necessary.  

Risk maps should also be made easy to interpret and simple to read and understand by both technical and non-technical 
individuals. The mapping of both social and physical vulnerabilities helps identify the most vulnerable people and 

risk area. When coupled with documentation and mapping of flood hazard proneness and resources 
availability, it would help enhancing the community capacity and mobilizing population involvement which leads to 

The Saudi strategy's attention, as is the case with many rescue agencies, revolves more around the disaster and its 
impacts rather than the vulnerabilities of the people affected. Heijmans (2004) argues against this approach adopted by 
disaster response agencies in which they tend to increasingly focus on physical and economic aspects of vulnerability. 
He insists on addressing the social and political aspects of vulnerability in order to make a lasting impact on overall 

ability to disaster. Flood vulnerability mapping can be an important tool to provide information not only about the 
risk areas but also about inundation risk areas, populations at risk, the past flood track records, 

and property damages, potential evacuation routes and places etc. Such information about flooding 
and vulnerable elements should be made available to all parties concerned like local stakeholders, local government, aid 

can this approach specifically reveal the social and physical vulnerabilities in the 
hit areas, but it will allow setting up priorities for disaster response, and rescue operations. 

ve by means of vulnerability zoning, in which areas 
are classified from higher to lower levels of vulnerability, as shown in figure 4. The purpose behind the production of 

od characteristics such as water 
depths and velocity. This further helps in the proposition of effective flood control measures, evacuation planning, flood 
warning and, flood defense mechanisms. Multiple stakeholders like city managers, urban planners, emergency 
responders and the community at risk can use hazard maps in planning long term flood hazard mitigation, preparation, 

Local knowledge in disaster management should also be documented and transferred into maps to be made available to 
all parties concerned with flooding emergency process. It must be stressed that the issue of mapping is not limited to 
expert agencies; local communities should be involved in the mapping process either through interacting with online 

ing means and/or open source mapping technologies. Local mapping contribution can be seen as a bottom up 
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participative approach. Such maps would reveal the community's own situation together with its own physical and 
social vulnerabilities better than any other expert map. 
 
To measure community vulnerability to flooding, a whole gamut of variables in the area of occurrence should be 
considered. Data for variables like poverty; poor housing and living conditions; population characteristics; levels of 
preparedness and awareness; population densities; development of squatter settlements in hazard prone zones; poor 
maintenance of drainage structures; limitations in early warning systems, should be first gathered and properly 
processed before undertaking any analysis and mapping within the GIS environment.  

INTEGRATION OF GIS AND MAPPING TECHNIQUES 

Whether the focus is on the probable effects of flooding, the identification of the best possible evacuation alternatives, 
or the recovery planning, the issue is related to the spatial distribution of vulnerable elements, rescue routes and 
redeveloping areas. Since the spatial component is always present, the integration of powerful spatial analytics using 
GIS capabilities and mapping techniques can be of paramount importance to support the process of analysis and 
decision making in emergency planning and management. However, the serious challenge in this application is the lack 
of appropriate data and the weakness of the available data in terms of validity and reliability. Better decisions cannot be 
achieved without good maps, and appropriate mapping cannot be realized without good data.  
 
GIS powerful modeling tools and capabilities allow for producing flood hazard-prone areas (risk maps). Appropriate 
modeling of flood disaster for planning, mapping and management requires integrating quality and updated spatial and 
non-spatial data. Data, for example, about spatial distribution of residents, their densities, their socioeconomic status 
and their attributes must be collected. It is also critical to gather information about the road network, its capacity and 
layout, and its usability during the event of a disaster. Once appropriate spatial and non-spatial data inserted into the 
GIS software, decision makers would find it extremely useful. For example, it would be possible to get exact 
information about both the location and count, say for example, of people to be evacuated, the number of vehicles or 
buses for transportation, the escape routes and shelters with their capacity and the catering facilities and hospitals with 
the number of beds available, estimated loss of lives, people injured, properties damaged and businesses disrupted. 
Furthermore, summary statistics and indices can be generated on-the-fly. Diagnostic analysis can also be performed; 
e.g., all information about objects or items that cannot be evacuated for one reason or another can also be identified. 
Such an assessment can help making recommendations for prevention, preparedness and response. It also allows 
providing a sound basis for the planning and allocation of funds and other resources.  
 
However, areas at risk of flooding are not static but dynamic in nature. Decision-makers need up-to-date information in 
order to allocate resources appropriately. Continuous data and map updating as well as monitoring are therefore, 
important for proper flood risk planning and management. This task is increasingly made possible through the 
integration of various data acquisition, analysis, and mapping technologies such as Remote Sensing (RS), Geographic 
Information System (GIS) and Global Positioning Systems (GPS). These technologies have already proved to be an 
essential component of disaster planning and mapping processes. When used properly, they can help tremendously 
improving the quality of data collected.  

STATUS OF DATA AND MAPPING  

In Saudi Arabia, data and information vary in source, form, size, and quality. Both the Presidency of Meteorology and 
Environment (PME) and the Bureau of General Statistics and Information (BGSI) collect and manage data for their own 
purposes (meteorological and environmental data for the former and demographic, economic and housing data for the 
latter). However, both show some reluctance to share their raw data. The process of map production is therefore made a 
thorny issue because raw data are not easily accessible. King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology (KACST) has 
the mandate to acquire and manage remote sensing data.  
 
The General Commission for Survey (GCS) is the agency responsible for the production of topographic map series 
starting from the 1:25000 scale and smaller. Larger scale maps and data intended mainly for civic planning purposes are 
produced by the Ministry of Municipalities and Rural Affairs (MOMRA). Other government authorities (e.g., Ministry 
of Transport) produce maps and collect data for their own use based on various data sources. Different data sources 
often lead to data inconsistencies causing a serious harm to the process of disaster risk mapping which requires reliable, 
valid, and standardized data. This probably explains why different government departments use different base maps.     
 
As to the availability of national risk maps, only three public maps were found. The World Health Organization 
produced in 2010 a small-scale flood hazard map for the entire Saudi Arabia (Fig 2). The Jeddah Regional Climate 
Center (JRCC) provided on its website another map (Fig 3) with the association of the Presidency of Meteorology and 
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Environment (PME). It was dated on 11/20/2013 and showed current levels of meteorological hazards. Although such 
maps are helpful as a warning aid, they cannot be of great help when dealing with flood disaster planning and 
management at the local level. The Saudi Geological Survey (SGS) has also drawn its own map to represent geological 
hazards in the country. From the public use perspective, this map is difficult to red because it is just a small image on 
the SGS website.  

Conflicting numbers as to the rainfall amounts or estimates of disaster losses is another issue in data reliability and 
validity. For example, rainfall estimates are recorded either by direct monitoring or through statistical means. They 
come from various government and non-government sources, such as the Ministry of Water and Electricity, the 
Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs. Such sources conduct their own research and monitoring activities, 
meteorology services, etc. It is therefore difficult to rely on inconsistent set of data for disaster management and 
mapping. The lack of a single agency to rely on for the provision of appropriate and timely information and reliable data 
to government departments, the media and the public has made the problem even acute. Unfortunately, this is precisely 
the case with the Saudi context where data collection about flood hazards is very poor. There is not enough data, and the 
quality of what is available is often questionable which does not help making good planning decisions or management 
plans for flash flooding disasters.  
 
By examining the digital online data content uploaded and managed by government departments, it appeared that there 
is a substantial amount of data and information available to the public, though with varying details. However, as noted 
above, raw data are not available, incomplete, or inaccessible through these websites. From a technical evaluation 
perspective, a relatively recent study (Al-Hazzani, 2009) assessed a sample of government sites. The study found that 
there are limitations in the use of data identifiers (Data descriptors) compared to global standards. Uses of these 
identifiers do not accurately reflect the huge content within the websites tested. The study recommended redesigning or 
restructuring the websites according to a well-defined (standard) metadata specification to ensure greatest exposure of 
the website content to the public. 

In our search for published flood hazard maps of any Saudi city, none was found that contains all the required 
information about flooding characteristics like water depth, velocity, duration, and locations for evacuation and 
gathering places or flood-prone areas or those exposed to higher flood risks. Apart from research endeavors within 
academic institutions, no vulnerability assessment mapping, be it social or physical vulnerability, was systematically 
undertaken. Furthermore, researchers interested in disaster planning find it difficult to access to raw data from 
government agencies. Even when access to such data is provided, researchers have to build their own databases from 
numerous sources including their own observations. 
  

 
Fig.2: An example of world organization-based flood hazard maps for Saudi Arabia. A small scale map for the entire 
Saudi Arabia produced, in raster form, by the World Health Organization, 2010. According to the WHO flood hazard 

index as shown in the legend, most of the country land lies within the first two classes. 
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Fig.3: Current Levels of Meteorological Dangers Map of Saudi Arabia on 11/20/2013. Legend symbols, right, refer to 

danger levels (4), the green symbol denotes the least level of danger, the red symbol denotes maximum danger implying 
there is a severe metrological condition or flood. On this date, there were heavy rain and floods in many places 

especially in Riyadh (in the middle), however the symbol used on the map should be red for Riyadh. (Source: PME, 
http://jrcc.sa/ew/index.php) Legend translation added. 

 

 
Fig. 4: An example of a university-based research on predicting flood hazards. Predicted flood losses based on the 
ESRI’s Flood Risk Factors Model applied to a typical flooded area in the southwestern region of Saudi Arabia (Al-

Ahamadi and Al-Ghamdi, 2011). 
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PRE-EVENT VS. POST-EVENT DISASTER MITIGATION  

The literature defines four main phases for flood disaster planning and management. They are mitigation, preparation, 
response and recovery. The first two phases are related to the pre-event whereas the last two characterize the post-event 
disaster. The interest in Saudi Arabia is geared more towards the post-event that is response and recovery. Prior 
preparations seem to be relegated further down the priority list. Little programs have been arranged to increase public 
awareness to deal with flash flood disasters when they occur. Education for example is an essential means to increase 
such awareness. The Saudi general curricula however, lack any standard and consistent materials or exercises about 
what to do in the event of a flood hazard. Although some emergency evacuation drills are conducted in some schools, 
they are mainly related to fire disasters. In their study, Momani and Salmi (2012) found the 514 surveyed schools totally 
unprepared to deal with other future disasters but fire out Many parties, stakeholders and government agencies get 
involved in the process of flood hazard mitigation and response. In many cases however, lack of coordination between 
these parties generates conflict, overlap and differences in dealing with the disaster. This often causes unnecessary 
hardship to those affected. To overcome the issue of coordination and collaboration between different parties 
involved,breaks. 
 
Even at the university level, research and academic programs on emergency planning and disaster management are 
lacking. Among the twenty five universities in the country, offering hundreds of programs in different fields, only one 
diploma program under the auspices of King Abdulaziz University in Jeddah was designed for emergency planning. 
Research on this subject is somehow lacking or not enough to say the least. Few research chairs, along with research 
centers, were established within the last ten years. In any case, government agencies are not fully aware of the research 
undertaken on the subject of emergency planning and disaster management because of lack of cooperation, coordination 
or information flows and exchanges between research centers and other concerned recipients of such works. In some 
cases, being written in English, research outputs or reports produced by research centers can be seen as an inaccessible 
source to many institutions and the general public.  
 
The focus on post-event disaster is not enough; pre-event mitigation must be considered if sound flood disaster planning 
and management measures are to be set up. Raising flash flooding awareness and preparedness could be among such 
measures.  

FLASH FLOODING DISASTER AWARENESS AND PREPAREDNESS 

Raising flood disaster awareness and preparedness among at risk populations is an important tool for flood hazards 
mitigation and response. The awareness and preparedness to a flood hazard consists of getting ready to dealing with 
both the direct and indirect impacts of a disaster. By direct impacts is meant the rescue of at risk population and 
property protection. Indirect impacts however, refer to disturbances caused to the affected community and disruptions to 
its businesses. People and communities may go through a lot of hardship in getting on with their daily routine lives if 
their businesses are not restored once the disaster is over. It is imperative therefore to pay as much attention and be 
prepared to respond to people rescue and relief as to business restitution and continuity. Core response in the Saudi 
context tends to be more focused upon the direct impacts of a disaster like loss of lives, injuries, and property damages. 
Indirect impacts such as business interruption or disruption are not given much attention. 
 
As mentioned above, local residents are the first to have to deal with the effects of flood hazard and emergency, a great 
deal of effort should be made to raise and maintain public awareness to improve community preparedness to any 
eventual flood event. For that, an effective warning system with appropriate lead time for flash flooding is critical as it 
empowers individuals and communities to respond promptly and properly to floods reducing the risk of death, injury, 
property loss or damage. To maintain pre-flood awareness and preparedness, it is crucial to conduct training drills and 
exercises on a regular basis. Here again the dissemination of the right information in time and the provision of 
vulnerability maps to the community at large and local stakeholders can increase awareness and mitigate a great deal 
many of the disaster adverse impacts. 
 
Everything must be planned for and organized well in advance to be able to properly deal with the flood hazard when it 
occurs. At this stage government agencies and all relevant stakeholders must be aware of their share of the job, their 
responsibilities and their roles during a flood hazard. Such preparedness can help mitigate the disaster, avoid major 
disruptions and restart businesses once again relatively quickly. At the preparation stage, stakeholders should be 
organized into working committees. Once all the information disseminated, roles and duties defined for all stakeholders, 
the planning for emergencies can then be launched. It is important for all stakeholders to have clear roles and 
responsibilities during the event of a flood disaster. This can help avoid any duplication or overlap of duties and hence 
waste of precious resources and time. 
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The experience gained so far in dealing with flood disasters in Saudi Arabia has revealed little coordination between 
different parties. Although the local emergency committee has to convene at least once a year to discuss coordination 
and organizational issues, such meetings are neither regular nor taken seriously by the concerned parties. Other 
programs can be designed to improve the level of preparedness among all parties involved in facing up to the challenge 
of the flash flood hazard. These programs can be training, expertise and best practices exchange, simulation exercises, 
etc. A centralized unit or cell for disaster analysis, mapping and planning can be of paramount importance. This point is 
further explained next.  

A CENTRALIZED GEO-DATABASE FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

As stated earlier, different data sources and diverse geo-databases may well lead to varied spatial information products. 
The creation and use of a central national geo-database is therefore, an urgent necessity to overcome the 
abovementioned mapping issues. Alternatively, each administrative region or province should be provided with its own 
reliable, complete, and updated geo-database, as is the case with the new emergency management center in the city of 
Jeddah, which is a project underway.  

Such databases are to be hosted within a centralized unit for flood disaster analysis, planning, management and 
mapping. Although a centre for flood analysis at the national level is yet to be established, some precursor signs of its 
creation can be noticed in Jeddah and Makkah where an early warning system is being set up (e.g. Jeddah Regional 
Climate Centre - JRCC).  

 
It is therefore imperative to establish an emergency center equipped with the latest cutting edge technologies for data 
handling, processing and mapping and disaster analysis, planning and management. If establishing a national or 
provincial center proved difficult, then each major city at least, should have one such emergency operation center which 
should act as a cell for flood risk analysis, preventive information collection and warning dissemination. It should be 
composed of local civil protection committee with representatives of different sectors and of local associations and 
governmental departments. It should be responsible for information gathering, coordination and documentation on flood 
hazards and disaster management in the area concerned. Local stakeholders should be designated and called upon to 
have their say in disaster planning and management. This should help developing stronger linkages between the 
research community and those in charge of the management and rescue operations. The creation of a center for data 
handling, processing and mapping is therefore critical for flood risk planning and management. Lack of such centers in 
any city can have some detrimental effects on disaster response and management.  

CONCLUSION 

The paper examined various issues pertaining to the current practice of disaster planning, management and mapping in 
Saudi Arabia. The focus was on flash flood disasters for three reasons: (a) they are the predominant type of natural 
disaster in the country; (b) their occurrence is becoming more frequent; and (c) their severity and their devastating 
impacts on people and properties are getting more destructive. Effects of this disaster in Saudi Arabia in terms of losses 
and destruction raise many issues. A 30mm flash rainfall can be an uncommon event with disastrous consequences in 
Saudi Arabia. Some light was shed on the local experience regarding disaster planning, management and mapping. 
Some deficiencies in practice were highlighted and some necessary corrections for a better disaster management and 
mapping were suggested.  
 
It is vital to have a single reference database and base maps easily accessible and readily available to all government 
departments, scientific community and the general public to rely upon for data processing and disaster analysis and 
mapping. Experience has shown that working with disseminated and fragmented data impedes the processes of disaster 
planning and management. 
 
Reliance only on government institutions and interventions for flood disaster planning and management has shown 
many drawbacks and limitations. Coordination among government bodies and local community associations is vital 
both for pre-disaster event preparedness as well as for post-disaster response and mitigation. Local populations and 
stakeholders should also be involved in the process as their input in terms of accumulated knowledge about cyclical 
disaster events and social and physical vulnerabilities can be critical. Such knowledge should also be mapped and 
integrated into GIS platforms.      
 
The literature on planning and management models is abundant. However, before proposing specific models, two tasks 
must first be achieved: (1) the creation of a central national geo-database, (2) the establishment of either a national 
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emergency management center, or at least local centers in each administrative region. Such centers should be concerned 
with all stages of hazard management and planning and equipped with appropriate technologies and experts.  
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Abstract 
Large scale thematic map layer generation from Remote Sensing (RS) data can benefit the application of Visual 
Analytics methodologies aimed at characterizing contents by the effective inclusion of the human analyst in the 
interpretation loop. Web-based interfaces are specially promising in this regard. Applied analytical reasoning by visual 
representations involves methodological aspects dealing with both the design of interactive visualizations as well as 
data representation and transformation considerations. In the presented work, a decision tree is implicitly defined and 
used to generate a classification of the input elements in terms of relevance. This classification is used in the automatic 
production of the final layer. 

Keywords: GIS Technologies, GIS Data Processing, Visual Analytics 

INTRODUCTION 

Web map servers serve geospatial data usually from a GIS database. As raw geospatial data such as Remote Sensing 
imagery is often hard to interpret, thematic maps need to be produced for final users in order to make contents easily 
understandable. Ideally, the map should be generated from raw data and based on specific user goals instead of been 
generic and produced by laborious manual processes. But the uncertainties that characterize this kind of data warrant 
the utilization of analysis and modeling approaches that help in the data understanding process. Such tools are provided 
by Machine Learning solutions that are capable of dealing with highly complex data. Taking into account the vast 
quantity of geospatial data available, this approach involves a Big Data scale machine learning problem.  

Attaining the automation of thematic map creation from raw data requires integrating machine learning capabilities 
within the map server. Even more, seeking the user implication in the process pushes the design of an interface that 
serves both as a map presentation tool as well as an interface supporting the learning system.  

Our first strategy presented [7] tries to solve this problem by a tile based feature value selection approach. Due to poor 
characterization of the tiles and the difficulty to address the semantic gap, outcomes demonstrate the difficulty to obtain 
relevant results. This work builds on the former by testing a new pixel based approach to the same problem. 

In the following sections, we briefly review the state of the art in solutions than combine remote-sensing, visual 
analytics and human interactions, see section 2. Then the methodological approach of our work is presented (Section 3), 
and in the following section (Section 4) the platform architecture is described. Finally, we conclude with a 
summarization of the obtained results (Section 5). 

STATE OF THE ART 

This work involves different topics that are case of study: Remote Sensing image analysis, web mapping services and 
Visual Analytics. The first one, Remote Sensing image analysis, has experimented an enormous increase thanks to the 
latest technologies. The analysis of images acquired by RS systems has two principal approaches, object-based and 
pixel-based, although the future development goes to one kind of hybrid solution.  

Within pixel-based solutions, clustering is a classical task in pixel classification problem and k-d tree based nearest 
neighbor searching technique is commonly used. Ujjwal et al proposes scalable parallel clustering technique of multi-
spectral remote sensing imagery using point symmetry based distance. To compute the point symmetry based distance 
they use k-d tree based nearest neighbor searching technique. Their results demonstrates better performance comparing 
to parallel implementation quantitatively and in computing time than K-Means clustering algorithm, on two, SPOT and 
Indian Remote Sensing satellite images. 

Soe W. Myint et al use images from QuickBird image data over Arizona to compare object-based and pixel based 
approaches. In this study, they made some tests using different combinations of spectral and spatial information. Their 
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study demonstrates that the object-based classifier improves significantly classical per-pixel classifiers results. Costa et 
al work consists of a supervised per-pixel classification followed by a post-classification processing with image 
segmentation and semantic map generalization. The results show that segmentation of spatial resolution images and 
semantic map generalization can be used in an operational context to automatically produce land-cover maps.  

Visual Analytics applied to Remote Sensing technologies is another topic that is becoming of great interest for the 
scientific community. Quan et al introduce a framework and class library to shorten the time and effort needed to 
develop web applications for visual analytics or geovisual analytics tasks. They provide a collection of geo and 
information visualization representations. Keel introduces a visual analytics environment for the support of remote-
collaborative sense-making activities. The system has computational agents that infer relationships among information 
items through the analysis of the spatial and temporal organization. Within this kind of works, the user interaction, user 
friendly environments and user interface design are issues that acquire great relevance. 

Finally, inside web mapping services topic, Schröder et al  use the input provided by the user in a Bayesian learning 
framework for supervised classification of the currently open image and also for finding most relevant images (images 
with large extents of the trained class) across the DB. 

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

In the following lines we expose the different concepts implemented in our solution for automatic map layer creation 
from raw data. These concepts support the design and implementation of the system taking advantage of a previously 
developed platform which is briefly described in order to support taken decisions. 

Metric resolution electro-optical urban data 

Focused on environmental monitoring at geographic scales, Earth observation main scenes classes were limited to urban 
areas, forest, agricultural areas, bare soil areas with large extensions and water bodies with decametric resolutions 
systems. With metric resolution solutions, the development of applications with human scale is allowed, understanding 
from detailed environmental dynamics to urban areas. This in turn requires new methodologies to deal with the increase 
of scene classes. In this contribution, we consider data acquired on the city of Rome, Italy, by DigitalGlobe Systems 
with metric resolution. Given the multimedia derivation of the methodology and in an extreme simplification attempt, 
we disregard multi spectral information content and only deal with standard tristimulus quick-looks instead. 

Previous platform 

The previous version of the platform Lozano et al was based on image tiles and on an interactive selection approach to 
1D feature value ranges in an N-D feature space. Images were divided on 100x100 pixel tiles and each tile was 
characterized by the mean of each color component in two color spaces, RGB and HSV. This way we obtained 1D 
histograms for all the tiles in two different color spaces. The UI allowed the user to select ranges of values separately in 
each component. This selection was used in real time for filtering the tiles that meet the constrains thereby expressed.  

Previous platform drawbacks 

The work presented in Lozano et al was based on the selection of ranges of interest for different features. This 
procedure has such high sensitivity that the selected ranges of feature values often do not agree with the semantic 
classes of interest of the user. Furthermore, only one range can be selected within each feature space component, being 
impossible to select separate ranges, limiting selection capabilities.  

On the other hand, the tiles are characterized so the created features don’t represent the tiles correctly and the searching 
process generates a significant number of false positives. These are the reasons for the change in approach from explicit 
to implicit feature hypercube selection done by pixel selection. The use of the platform for users with dissimilar 
expertise and different media-informatics skills forced us to develop a User Interface with high grade of usability.  

From feature hypercube to pixel selection 

In principle, a pre-processing step can generate hypercubes of interest in the feature space starting from a selection 
performed by the user in the image space and therefore implicitly in the underlying image features space. This 
represents a step forward in solving the UI sensitivity issue. 
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Solving features representation issue requires going from a representation of the space of interest in terms of feature 
hypercubes to a description in terms of possibly nested hypercubes representing areas of positive and negative training 
with respect to the thematic class of interest. This functional improvement, that the performance issues create, in the 
case of very large datasets can be effectively tackled by recurring to more efficient data structures for representing the 
structure of the descriptor space and more specifically of how user inputs are represented in this space.  

K-d trees 

To get an efficient response to the query, in big data environments, the pixel data organization and its indexing are the 
keys. In this work we have implemented a k-d tree to help the system in indexing and searching operations of the 
nearest neighbor, that represents the closer item to the query. 

A k-d tree is a data structure for space partitioning that organizes the data in a k dimensional Euclidean space. K-d trees 
are binary trees and every node represents a k-dimensional point. Every node can be considered like a space divider 
because it only uses a perpendicular hyperplane respect one of the axis of k dimensions. Therefore, every node is 
associated with one dimension and with its perpendicular hyperplane. Once the k-d tree is built, it is necessary to define 
a scope determined within the vicinity of the points to find the nearest neighboring points. In a nearest neighbor search 
of n elements, the computational cost would be O(n), however k-d tree implementations reduce this computation cost to 
O(log(n)) on average.  

Positive and Negative Learning 

Our first attempt to generate different layers shows us that not all returned pixels are correct. In a semantic sense the 
quantity of false positives is bigger than expected, decreasing obtained precision value. In other words, the selection of 
pixels and configured neighborhood radio returns values that adulterate the generated wanted layer. 

With the aim to improve the false positive values we introduce a new strategy. With this strategy we try to exclude 
pixels that are near to selected pixels but do not meet our definition of the semantic class of interest. 

To create thematic layer, the user needs to selects different ranges with different priorities in the different feature space 
regions.  This selection can be represented as statistical models, where selection is modeled as a combination of random 
variables in a feature space with an associated Probability Density Function. This requires the use of proper Probability 
Density Function Kernel estimation techniques to go from training histograms (e.g. obtained by selecting pixels of 
interest), to full Probability Density Function estimations. This kernel estimation techniques works by convolution with 
kernel functions. 

With this approach, this first attempt uses different generalization radius parameters, similar to kernel function 
bandwidth, for each of the positive and negative training points. In this first implementation all radius has the same 
value. To implement this strategy, we use for a second time the k-d tree data structure. Thus we have a first k-d tree 
query results, which we called Positive Learning, which we considered the pixels and its neighbors to create a layer, and 
a second called Negative Learning k-d tree query results, where we store pixels, and its neighbors, which will be deleted 
in the results returned after the Positive Learning k-d tree was processed. 

LAYER GENERATION PLATFORM 

Platform architecture 

The selected platform is a classical client-server platform. In his case we mount a Flask, a microframework for Python 
based on Werkzeug, Jinja 2, on a server side. In the client side an OpenLayers based web page is served. 

  



OpenLayers is a JavaScript Library to display interactive maps in a web page that makes it easy to display tiles, 
markers, polylines and polygons, supports most map provider technologies like Google, MapServer, ArcGis, etc, allows 
to write new plugins and debugging through the source code. 

Layer generation process 

The server creates one pixel level k-dtree with for the im
interact with the map that the server provides by selecting the pixels which characterize the target searching, and 
creating a train set of data. In this train set, these pixels could be mar
process. K-d trees are used on the server to optimize feature space traversal in supervised classification. Classification 
results are presented as a new thematic layer in the user interface.

Software Engineering trade-offs 

We have two important limitations in this case, storage volume and processing power. The implemented platform uses 
images from a part of the center of Rome in metric resolution. In addition to these base images, the platform needs til
images for zooming. Added to this we have a layer generation process that creates a new tile in all resolution levels for 
each created layer. All this images could be an enormous quantity of data that translates into storage and processing 
costs. Therefore, although pixel-level precision is possible with this approach, a resolution reduction factor is 
considered for the thematic layers. The implementation of the resolution reduction factor allows us to configure 
platform precision in easy way and serve o

User Interface 

As mentioned above, the main problem in the previous solution interface is the tile
definitions of the features, which characterizing the tile, imp
characterize the kind of tiles that the users want to get. These changes in the development approach imply a new 
interface design and new interaction process.

The first big change is the well-organized tile set with a real map appearance instead of randomly organized tiles set. It 
is possible thanks to the change from tile
real geolocalization data. The second big chan
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OpenLayers is a JavaScript Library to display interactive maps in a web page that makes it easy to display tiles, 
rs, polylines and polygons, supports most map provider technologies like Google, MapServer, ArcGis, etc, allows 

to write new plugins and debugging through the source code.  

dtree with for the images it has to serve. Once all k-d trees are created the user can 
interact with the map that the server provides by selecting the pixels which characterize the target searching, and 
creating a train set of data. In this train set, these pixels could be marked as positive or negative training for the learning 

d trees are used on the server to optimize feature space traversal in supervised classification. Classification 
results are presented as a new thematic layer in the user interface. 

We have two important limitations in this case, storage volume and processing power. The implemented platform uses 
images from a part of the center of Rome in metric resolution. In addition to these base images, the platform needs til
images for zooming. Added to this we have a layer generation process that creates a new tile in all resolution levels for 
each created layer. All this images could be an enormous quantity of data that translates into storage and processing 

level precision is possible with this approach, a resolution reduction factor is 
considered for the thematic layers. The implementation of the resolution reduction factor allows us to configure 
platform precision in easy way and serve our platform in Platform as a Service (PaaS) sites in reduced way.

As mentioned above, the main problem in the previous solution interface is the tile-based search where the poor 
definitions of the features, which characterizing the tile, imply an enormous difficulty to describe the features that 
characterize the kind of tiles that the users want to get. These changes in the development approach imply a new 
interface design and new interaction process. 

 

anized tile set with a real map appearance instead of randomly organized tiles set. It 
is possible thanks to the change from tile-based to pixel-based approach that permits to organize the tiles based in their 
real geolocalization data. The second big change is the pixel selected area, instead of feature of images, where selected 
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pixels for learning process can configure. With these two big changes the usability of the user interfaces increase, 
making easier the target selection process and therefore the use of it.  

About user interface the new implementation provides a higher usability and easier way of interaction, presenting more 
adequate results for the user needs, and reducing false positive cases dramatically. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The obtained results show the improvement of the platform and the classification process. To validate the generated 
layer, we create a ground truth map adapted to our necessities. Since false positive cases were reduced, the obtained 
layer is semantically better defined. All this validates the pixel based and k-d tree combination approach, considering 
the obtained results satisfactory in terms of accuracy and response time. 

The usability of the user interface has been extended, allowing being semantically more precise when choosing targets 
and therefore underlying the capacity of the platform for thematic layer creation. 
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Abstract 
 Aerospace Monitoring Center (ASMC) is a first satellite data receiving center built up in Bulgaria. The center is 
equipped with two receiving satellite ground stations for real time data receiving and processing - one for 
meteorological satellites NOAA (AVHRR) and Feng-Yun (MVISR), second - for NASA Earth Observing Satellites 
TERRA and Aqua (MODIS)and its main aims and tasks are focused on monitoring, risk and disaster analysis as well as 
damage assessment. 

The paper deals with the application of the satellite technology in disaster management in Bulgarian and shows the 
ways in which they are put in practice. 

New approach to the risk management concept of natural hazards based on the assessment of damages (in % of GDP), 
probability of occurrence and necessary measures to create resilient society is presented. Several theoretical models 
are investigated and compared.  

The "acceptable risk" concept is developed based on the preventive measures and expected results. 

INTRODUCTION  

The paper deals with the application of the satellite technology in disaster management in Bulgarian and shows the 
ways in which they are put in practice. Application is shown through example for monitoring of drought – this natural 
phenomenon was chosen, because according to Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) the country will be 
most affected   by drought, wildfires and flash floods. 
 
New approach to the risk management concept of natural hazards based on the assessment of damages (in % of GDP), 
probability of occurrence and necessary measures to create resilient society is presented. Several theoretical models are 
investigated and compared.  
 
 “Normal”, “Transition” and “Prohibited” areas related to the damages and probability of occurrence are graphically 
defined. Since the consequences of the natural hazards depend not simply on theirs magnitude, but also on what 
happened before, satellite data along with ground data affording an opportunity for better decisions, reducing the risk 
and protect the population.  
 

CLASSIFICATIONS AND TYPOLOGY OF THE NATURAL HAZARDS AND RISKS 
ACCORDING TO THE GDP, PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE AND EXPECTED DAMAGES 

New approach to the risk management concept based on the assessment of damages (in % of GDP), probability of 
occurrence and expected damages is presented. Several theoretical models are investigated and compared. The 
"acceptable risk" concept is developed by author based on the preventive measures and expected results. 
 
Classification is made on the base on German Advisory Council on Global Change (WGBU, 1999). It is change by 
author according our personals purposes and aims. The classification is related to the damages and probability of 
occurrence. “Normal”, “Transition” and “Prohibited” areas related to the damages and probability of occurrence are 
graphically defined. 
 
Risks in the normal area have the following characteristics (WGBU, 1999): 
• Low uncertainties regarding the probability distribution of damage, 
• In total, a small catastrophic potential, 
• Low to medium uncertainty about both the probability of occurrence and the associated magnitude of damage, 
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• Low statistical confidence intervals with respect to probability and magnitude of damage, 
• Low levels of persistency and ubiquity (scope in time and space), 
• High reversibility of potential damage, and • Low potential for social conflict and mobilization 
The transitional area is reached if one or more of the following conditions are met (WGBU,1999): 
• The damage potential is high, 
• The probability of occurrence is high, approaching 1, 
• The uncertainty of the probability distribution of adverse effects is high, 
• The confidence intervals of probability and magnitude of damage are large, 
• Persistency, ubiquity and irreversibility are particularly high, whereby there must be reasonable grounds to assume a causal 
link between trigger and effects, and 
• For reasons of perceived distributional injustice or other social and psychological factors, a major potential for conflict or 
mobilization is to be expected (migration, refusal, protest, resistance). 
 
If one of these conditions is given, then the product of probability and severity will usually be in the transitional area. If the 
high level of risk is further joined by a low benefit or a low expectation of opportunity, or if the product of the two 
components of risk assumes extreme levels, then the risk is situated in the prohibited area. In the prohibited area, the 
consequences to be expected from taking a risk are so severe that risk reduction is unconditional. In extreme cases, the proper 
response here is an immediate ban or moratorium (WGBU, 1999). 
 

Tabl.1 Overview of risk classes according WGBU and author. P signifies the probability of occurrence and E 
the extent of damages (WGBU, 1999; Frantzova A.,2013) 

Damocles P  - low (approaching 0) 
Reliability of estimation of P - high 
E - high 
Reliability of estimation of E -  high 

Nuclear energy 
Large-scale chemical facilities 
Dams 
 

Damocles I 
(defined by 
author) 

P -  low (approaching 0) 
Reliability of estimation of P - unknown 
E – high (approaching infinity) 
Reliability of estimation of E -  high 

Meteorite impacts 
 

Cyclops P -  unknown 
Reliability of estimation of P -  unknown 
E - high 
Reliability of estimation of E - tends to be high 
(medium to high) 

Earthquakes, Volcanic eruptions 
AIDS infection 
Mass development of anthropogenically influenced 
species 
NBC-weapons systems 
Collapse of thermohaline circulation 

Pythia P- unknown 
Reliability of estimation of P -  unknown 
E-  unknown (potentially high) 
Reliability of estimation of E-  unknown 
 
 

Self-reinforcing global warming 
Release and putting into circulation of transgenic 
plants 
BSE/nv-CJD infection  (Creutzfeldt-Jakob) Certain 
genetic engineering applications Instability of the 
West Antarctic ice sheets 

Pandora  P - unknown   
Reliability of estimation of P - unknown  
E - unknown (only assumptions) 
Reliability of estimation of E - unknown 
Persistence is high (several generations) 

Persistent organic pollutants (POPs)  
Endocrine disruptors 

Cassandra P - tends to be high  
Reliability of estimation of P - tends to be low  
E - tends to be high 
Reliability of estimation of E - tends to be high 
Long delay of consequences 

Gradual human-induced climate change 
Destabilization of terrestrial ecosystems 

Medusa  P - tends to be low  
Reliability of estimation of P - tends to be low 
E - tends to be low (exposure high) 
Reliability of estimation of E - tends to be high 

Electromagnetic fields (pollution) 
Nanotechnologies  

Achelous  
(defined by 
author) 

P –  high     
Reliability of estimation of P – tends to be high    
E – medium to high       
Reliability of estimation of E – tends to be high     

Natural hazard mainly from hydrological and 
meteorological origin (river floods, flash floods, 
drought, desertification, storms, storm surges, winter 
storms, tornado, heavy snowfall ect.)  



 

Figure 1. Classes of risk and their location in the normal (green), transition (yellow) and prohi

Overview of risk classes 

 
Damocles 
The threat was expressed as the possibility that, at any point in time, if albeit with low probability, an event deadly to 
Damocles could occur. This class of risk acco
potential but where the probability that this potential manifests itself as damage is considered to be conceivably low. 
Nuclear power plants, large-scale chemical facilities and dams are 
various types of natural disaster also fall within this class. 
 
Damocles I  
In a fashion similar to the Damocles class, natural disasters with known damage
damage potentials in conjunction with usually low probabilities of occurrence, as is for instance the case for meteorite 
impacts. 
Damocles I is created by authors to separate anthropogenic risks (Damocles class) from natural threats with very high 
disastrous and destructive potential.  
 
Cyclops 
In the Cyclops class, the probability of occurrence is largely uncertain, while the maximum damage is well defined. A 
number of natural events such as floods, earthquakes and El Niño fall in this class, as does the occurrence
wherever there is no or only contradictory information about the probability of occurrence.
 
Pythia  
When in doubt, the ancient Greeks consulted one of their oracles, among which the most famous was the Delphic 
Oracle with its blind seeress Pythia. However, Pythia’s answers always remained unclear: Pythia’s prophecies 
illustrated that a major danger might be impending, but not how large its probability of occurrence, its severity or its 
distribution might be. Pythia prophesied to King Croesus that
empire. Belligerent Croesus failed to realize that this meant his own empire. The Pythia class thus involves, for 
definable damage, a high degree of uncertainty as to possible adverse effects and as to 
occurrence. The potential for damage can be stated, but the scale of damage is still unknown. This class includes risks 
associated with the possibility of sudden non
warming or the instability of the West Antarctic ice sheet, with far more disastrous consequences than gradual climate 
change. It further includes far-reaching technological innovations such as certain applications of genetic engineering, 
for which neither the precise level of risk nor the probability of certain damaging events occurring can be estimated at 
the present point in time. 
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Figure 1. Classes of risk and their location in the normal (green), transition (yellow) and prohi
(WGBU,1999; Frantzova A., 2013)  

 

The threat was expressed as the possibility that, at any point in time, if albeit with low probability, an event deadly to 
Damocles could occur. This class of risk accordingly comprises sources of risk that have a very high catastrophic 
potential but where the probability that this potential manifests itself as damage is considered to be conceivably low. 

scale chemical facilities and dams are examples. In addition to large
various types of natural disaster also fall within this class.  

In a fashion similar to the Damocles class, natural disasters with known damage-probability functions entail major 
tentials in conjunction with usually low probabilities of occurrence, as is for instance the case for meteorite 

Damocles I is created by authors to separate anthropogenic risks (Damocles class) from natural threats with very high 

In the Cyclops class, the probability of occurrence is largely uncertain, while the maximum damage is well defined. A 
number of natural events such as floods, earthquakes and El Niño fall in this class, as does the occurrence
wherever there is no or only contradictory information about the probability of occurrence. 

When in doubt, the ancient Greeks consulted one of their oracles, among which the most famous was the Delphic 
a. However, Pythia’s answers always remained unclear: Pythia’s prophecies 

illustrated that a major danger might be impending, but not how large its probability of occurrence, its severity or its 
distribution might be. Pythia prophesied to King Croesus that if he were to attack Persia he would destroy a great 
empire. Belligerent Croesus failed to realize that this meant his own empire. The Pythia class thus involves, for 
definable damage, a high degree of uncertainty as to possible adverse effects and as to the probability of the risk’s 
occurrence. The potential for damage can be stated, but the scale of damage is still unknown. This class includes risks 
associated with the possibility of sudden non-linear climatic changes, such as the risk of self
warming or the instability of the West Antarctic ice sheet, with far more disastrous consequences than gradual climate 

reaching technological innovations such as certain applications of genetic engineering, 
h neither the precise level of risk nor the probability of certain damaging events occurring can be estimated at 
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Figure 1. Classes of risk and their location in the normal (green), transition (yellow) and prohibited (red) areas  
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potential but where the probability that this potential manifests itself as damage is considered to be conceivably low. 
examples. In addition to large-scale industrial risks, 

probability functions entail major 
tentials in conjunction with usually low probabilities of occurrence, as is for instance the case for meteorite 

Damocles I is created by authors to separate anthropogenic risks (Damocles class) from natural threats with very high 

In the Cyclops class, the probability of occurrence is largely uncertain, while the maximum damage is well defined. A 
number of natural events such as floods, earthquakes and El Niño fall in this class, as does the occurrence of AIDS, 

When in doubt, the ancient Greeks consulted one of their oracles, among which the most famous was the Delphic 
a. However, Pythia’s answers always remained unclear: Pythia’s prophecies 

illustrated that a major danger might be impending, but not how large its probability of occurrence, its severity or its 
if he were to attack Persia he would destroy a great 

empire. Belligerent Croesus failed to realize that this meant his own empire. The Pythia class thus involves, for 
the probability of the risk’s 

occurrence. The potential for damage can be stated, but the scale of damage is still unknown. This class includes risks 
linear climatic changes, such as the risk of self-reinforcing global 

warming or the instability of the West Antarctic ice sheet, with far more disastrous consequences than gradual climate 
reaching technological innovations such as certain applications of genetic engineering, 

h neither the precise level of risk nor the probability of certain damaging events occurring can be estimated at 
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Pandora 
This class of risk includes such risks that have persistent, ubiquitous and irreversible effects. Persistent organic 
pollutants (POPs), which remain stable over long periods in the environment, are a typical example of this. Often the 
effects of these risks are still unknown, or there are at most reasonable grounds to assume their adverse effect. 
 
Cassandra 
Many types of damage occur with high probability, but in such a remote future that for the time being no one is willing 
to perceive the threat. The Cassandra class of risk thus harbors a paradox: both the probability of occurrence and the 
damage potential are known, but because the damage will only occur after a long period there is little concern in the 
present. Risks of the Cassandra class are only then of interest if the damage potential and the probability of occurrence 
are both relatively high. This class is accordingly located in the prohibited area. The distant time horizon between 
trigger and consequence easily creates the fallacious impression of security. A typical example of such an effect is 
gradual anthropogenic climate change, which can trigger severe damage in vulnerable areas such as coastal and 
mountain zones. 
 
Medusa 
Some novel phenomena have an effect on modern people in a way similar to that in which the Gorgons, as purely 
imaginary figures of fable, aroused fear and terror. Some innovations are rejected even if scientists scarcely view them 
as dangerous. According to the best knowledge of the risk experts, risks of this type are located within the normal area, 
but, due to certain characteristics of the risk source, are a particular source of dread that leads to massive rejection.  
  
Achelous  is created  separately by authors to present mainly the meteorological risks (floods, droughts, etc.). This class 
has a very high probability of occurrence and is very frequent in the everyday practice with very large diapason of 
power.  In relation to the other risks these ones are easy to model and to assess expected damages. This class is one of 
examples about assessment, planning and mitigation the negative effects and to fight them with different preventive and 
protective measures. 
 

Tabl.2 Probability of occurrence and potential losses estimations (Frantzova A., 2013) 
Losses measured in % of 
the damages 
Losses measures as part of 
the GDP  

Very low  
 

0-5% 
0,0001-0,05% 

Low  
 

5-20 % 
0,05-0,08 % 

Middle  
 

20-50% 
0,08-1,5% 

High 
 

50-70% 
1,5-5% 

Very High                                                  
 

70-100%                                                                  
       5 -15%  

Probability: High frequency 
expected  
Probability: Low frequency 
expected   

Very low        
 

Up to 5% 

10
-6

 – 10
-5

 

Low 
 

Up to 20% 

10
-5

 – 5.10
-4

 

Middle 
 

Up to 50%  

5.10
-4

 – 10
-3

 

High  
 

Up to 70% 

10
-3

 – 10
-2

 

Very high 
 

Up to 90% 

10
-2

 - 10-1 - 100 

 
These eight classes of risk call for specific strategies and tools and technologies for action (risk, crisis and emergency 
management). The goal of the specific strategies for the risk classes is to shift these from the prohibited or transitional 
area into the normal area.. The main aim is thus not to reduce risks down to zero, but to a level that permits routine 
management. Naturally, more than one strategy and more than one tool will be necessary for the classes in the cases. 
Strategies and tools for action are out of scope of present report and will not be described here.  
 
The "acceptable risk" concept is developed based on the risk classes and their location in the normal, transition and 
prohibited areas. Expected damages are measured in % of GDP and "acceptable risk" is graphically defined on fig 2. 



Figure 2. "Acceptable risk
 
According to the UN ISDR (INISDR, 2002) risk assessment is the core of the risk management process.  
the diagram, if the levels of risk are not acceptable, the process of risk management requires different ap
methods, techniques, tools and strategies to reduce it, depending on the specific characteristics of a particular risk. As 
stated before, in the prohibited area, the consequences to be expected are so severe that risk reduction is unconditional. 
In extreme cases, the proper response here is an immediate ban or moratorium. 
 
 
2. NATURAL HAZARDS AND REMOTE SENSING DATA
   
2.1. Drought monitoring      
 
Theoretical Description of Vegetation Indices

 
The theoretical basis for ‘empirical-based’ vegetation in
signatures of leaves. The reflected energy in the visible is very low as a result of high absorption by photosynthetically 
active pigments with maximum sensitivity in the blue (470 nm) and r
infrared radiation is scattered (reflected and transmitted) with very little absorption, in a manner dependent upon the 
structural properties of a canopy (LAI, leaf angle distribution, leaf morphology). As a 
and near-infrared responses is a sensitive measure of vegetation amount, with maximum red 
over a full canopy and minimal contrast over targets with little or no vegetation. For low and medium amo
vegetation, the contrast is a result of both red and NIR changes, while at higher amounts of vegetation, only the NIR 
contributes to increasing contrasts as the red band becomes saturated due to chlorophyll absorption.
 
The spectral reflectance of vegetation can be detected in three major EMS regions:
1. Visible region (400-700 nm) – Low reflectance, high absorption, and minimum transmittance.
control of energy-matter interactions with vegetation in this part of the spectrum is plant p
2. NIR (700-1350 nm) – High reflectance and transmittance, very low absorption.
structures. 
3. MIR (1350-2500 nm) – As wavelength increases, both reflectance and transmittance generally decrease from 
medium to low, while absorption increases from low to high.
 

Drought monitoring using NDVI NOAA AVHRR data
    
The data for drought monitoring are available from both NOAA AVHRR and Terra/Aqua satellites. They can be summarized in:   
MOD13 A1 (250m 16 days NDVI, 250m 16 days EVI); MOD13 A2 ( 1 km 16 days NDVI, 1 km 16 days EVI) 
MOD15A1 (Fpar 1km, Lai 1km); MOD17 (Npp 1km); MOD44A (Land Cover Change Metrics Past 3 Months)
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Figure 2. "Acceptable risk” in % of GDP (Frantzova A., 2013) 

According to the UN ISDR (INISDR, 2002) risk assessment is the core of the risk management process.  
the diagram, if the levels of risk are not acceptable, the process of risk management requires different ap
methods, techniques, tools and strategies to reduce it, depending on the specific characteristics of a particular risk. As 
stated before, in the prohibited area, the consequences to be expected are so severe that risk reduction is unconditional. 
In extreme cases, the proper response here is an immediate ban or moratorium.  

NATURAL HAZARDS AND REMOTE SENSING DATA 

Theoretical Description of Vegetation Indices 

based’ vegetation indices is derived from examination of typical spectral reflectance 
signatures of leaves. The reflected energy in the visible is very low as a result of high absorption by photosynthetically 
active pigments with maximum sensitivity in the blue (470 nm) and red (670 nm) wavelengths. Nearly all of the near
infrared radiation is scattered (reflected and transmitted) with very little absorption, in a manner dependent upon the 
structural properties of a canopy (LAI, leaf angle distribution, leaf morphology). As a result, the 

infrared responses is a sensitive measure of vegetation amount, with maximum red -
over a full canopy and minimal contrast over targets with little or no vegetation. For low and medium amo
vegetation, the contrast is a result of both red and NIR changes, while at higher amounts of vegetation, only the NIR 
contributes to increasing contrasts as the red band becomes saturated due to chlorophyll absorption.

vegetation can be detected in three major EMS regions: 
Low reflectance, high absorption, and minimum transmittance.

matter interactions with vegetation in this part of the spectrum is plant pigmentation
High reflectance and transmittance, very low absorption.  The physical control is internal leaf 

As wavelength increases, both reflectance and transmittance generally decrease from 
low, while absorption increases from low to high.    

Drought monitoring using NDVI NOAA AVHRR data 

The data for drought monitoring are available from both NOAA AVHRR and Terra/Aqua satellites. They can be summarized in:   
250m 16 days EVI); MOD13 A2 ( 1 km 16 days NDVI, 1 km 16 days EVI) 

MOD15A1 (Fpar 1km, Lai 1km); MOD17 (Npp 1km); MOD44A (Land Cover Change Metrics Past 3 Months)
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Land cover monitoring using NOAA NDVI is done by calculations of NDVI for a given pixel for three different regions with 
various land patterns and for eight years – 1994, 1997, 2000, 2002, 2005, 2007, 2009, 2010 2005,2007 and 2009: region 1 – 
Central North Bulgaria (fig.4), region 2- central Bulgaria – around Chirpan city (fig.4) and part of Rodopi mountain (Eastern 
Rodopy) – region 3 (fig. 4). Selected regions are shown on the image below.  

 

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index provides information of vegetation health and a means of monitoring changes 
in vegetation over time. NDVI (is calculated from the visible and near-infrared light reflected by vegetation. Healthy 
vegetation absorbs most of the visible light that hits it, and reflects a large portion of the near-infrared light. Unhealthy 
or sparse vegetation reflects more visible light and less near-infrared light. Calculations of NDVI for a given pixel 
always result in a number that ranges from minus one (-1) to plus one (+1); however, no green leaves gives a value 
close to zero. A zero means no vegetation and close to +1 (0.8 - 0.9) indicates the highest possible density of green 
leaves.  
 

Table 3. Geographical coordinates – Regions 1, 2 and 3   
43°20'49,67"N, 24°52'4,91"E   43°20'57,51"N, 24°59'17,44"E 

43°15'33,86"N, 24°52'15,94"E  Region 1 43°15'41,67"N, 24°59'27,85"E 

 
 
 
 

 
41°37'26.28'', 25°46'13.81'' Е  Region 3 41°37'30.57'', 25°53'14.81''Е 

41°32'10.23'', 25°46'19.80'' Е   41°32'14.50'', 25°53'20.23''Е  

Figure 3.  Vegetation anomaly in 2007 (http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov) 

NOAA AVHRR NDVI data base which is used for land cover monitoring contains monthly and weekly reference 
images for the period from April to October (weekly image is composed by 21 images – 3 images per one day). Data 
base is made with the data published in DLR EOWEB and the data received in ASMC. Because of the large volume of 
data for the selected regions, in the report are presented only the result for Rodopy mountain region (Region 3). The 
pixel values are presented in DN from 0 to 255.  Each DN value corresponds to NDVI value. Calculations of NOAA 
NDVI for a given pixel always result in a number that ranges from minus one to 0,7.  

 

42°12'49,86"N, 25°21'9,08"E   42°12'55,74"N, 25°28'13,90"E 

42°7'33,89"N, 25°21'17,27"E   Region 2 42°7'39,76"N, 25°28'21,51"E 

 

1 

2 

3 
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Figure 4. DMC satellite images. Region 3, July 2008 and 2011. Each selected area is divided on the grid with 

dimension of 10x10 km.; each one pixel has resolution of 1000 m.    
Table 4. DN and NDVI value 

NDVI 0-255 NDVI 0-255 NDVI 0-255 
0.1 - 0.2 94 0.3 - 0.4 127 - 158 0.5 - 0.6 191 - 218 
0.2 - 0.3 95 - 126 0.4 - 0.5 159 - 190 0.6 - 0.7 219 - 254 

 

 
Figure 5. Years with minimal values of NOAA NDVI 

 

 
Figure 6. Years with maximal values of NOAA NDVI   

 
The average annual temperatures are progressively increased in the recent decades. They are highest in 1994 - by 1-2°C 
higher than average. The maximum temperature in July 2000 was a record - 40-45 ° C, with 2-4 ° C above the climatic 
norms. Minimum temperatures are consistently abnormal, with excesses to 22 ° C. 2002 remains the third warmest year 
in recent years, following by 2000 (aaccording to the NIMH – BAS). 

Considering the results obtained, we can conclude that the data from 1994, 2000 and 2007 can be used as lower 
threshold for monitoring and risk assessment of drought. For the Eastern Ropodi (Region 3) years with minimal values 
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for July are 1994, 2000, 2002 and 2010 (fig.5), and the years for maximal values are 1997, 2002, 2005, 2007 and 2009 
(fig. 6). 

Table 5. Amounts of rainfall for summer time from 2000 to 2010 (http://eea.government.bg)
 Precipitation-mm  Precipitation-mm Precipitation-mm Precipitation-mm Precipitation-

mm 

Month/Year  2000  2001  2002  2003  2004  

June  82.35 93.2 98.6 118 204  

July  11.82 118.41 348 78 106 

August  8.47 58.712 129 66 128 

September 35.07 46.887 165 73 72 

 
 Precipitation-

mm 

Precipitation

-mm 

Precipitation

-mm 

Precipitation

-mm 

Precipitation

-mm 

Precipitation

-mm 

Month/Yea

r 

2005  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010  

June  56 219 15 154 85 210 

July  178 86 2.8 12.6 55.0 117 

August  1 9 96.1 19.5 18.5 7 

September 39 57 125.3 29.4 119.6 54 

 

MODIS NDVI, LAI and FPAR comparative analysis and correlation 

  
The aim of the study is to show the relationship between vegetation indices derived from satellite data, and examine the way in which 
they are change for different types of surfaces. There is a strong relationship between NDVI-LAI, FPAR- NDVI and LAI-FPAR as is 
shown on the figures below.   
 
The MOD 15 Leaf Area Index (LAI) and Fraction of Photosynthetically Active Radiation absorbed by vegetation 
(FPAR) are 1-km at-launch products provided on a daily and 8-day basis. LAI defines an important structural property 
of a plant canopy, namely the one-sided leaf area per unit ground area. FPAR measures the proportion of available 
radiation in the photosynthetically active wavelengths (400 to 700 nm) that a canopy absorbs. The LAI product will be a 
LAI value between 0 and 8 of the global gridded database. The FPAR product will be an FPAR value between 0.0 and 
1.0 assigned to each 1-km cell of the global gridded data-base. Leaf Area Index (LAI) is defined as the one sided green 
leaf area per unit ground area in broadleaf canopies, or as the projected needleleaf area per unit ground area in needle 
canopies. The Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FAPAR, sometimes also noted fAPAR or 
fPAR) is the fraction of the incoming solar radiation in the Photosynthetically Active Radiation spectral region that is 
absorbed by a photosynthetic organism, typically describing the light absoprtion across an integrated plant canopy. This 
biophysical variable is directly related to the primary productivity of photosynthesis and some models use it to estimate 
the assimilation of carbon dioxide in vegetation (Zhang Y., 1999). 
 
Research and Applications: LAI and FPAR are biophysical variables that describe canopy structure and are related to 
functional process rates of energy and mass exchange. Both LAI and FPAR have been used extensively as satellite 
derived parameters for calculation of surface photosynthesis, evapotranspiration, and NPP. These products are essential 
in calculating terrestrial energy, carbon, water-cycle processes, and biogeochemistry of vegetation. The LAI product is 
an input to Biome BGC (Biogeochemical) models to produce conversion-efficiency coefficients, which are combined 
with the FPAR product to produce daily terrestrial PSN (photosynthesis) and annual NPP (Zhang Y., 1999). 
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Figure 7.  Relationship between pixel values for NDVI and LAI for Region 3, July 2010 г.  (Actual pixel values for 
NDVI: The values depicted on y-axis have to be divided into 10,000) 

 
The following charts show the relationship between the NDVI, LAI and FPAR. Theoretically, the relationship between 
NDVI/FPAR is linear, as FPAR is inherently derived from NDVI - electromagnetic radiation used to determine of 
NDVI, is used to determine of FPAR (photoactive radiation).  

 
Figure 8.  Relationship between pixels values for NDVI и FPAR. Region 3, July 2010 

 
Figure  9.  Relationship between pixels values for LAI and FPAR. Region 3, July 2010 and  2011  

 
It should be noted that areas lacking vegetation cover, NDVI and FPAR have very similar values. In areas with dense 
vegetation cover with maximum LAI values, FPAR also reach maximum values. It is obvious that the denser and 
"green" vegetation, result in the higher values of vegetation indices. In our case, logically, the highest values for all 
indices are observed for the Rhodope mountain region. 

 

 
Figure 10. Pixel values for Region 1, 2 and 3.  LAI, July 2010 
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Figure 11.  Pixel values for Region 1, 2 and 3. FPAR, July 2010 

 

Figure 12.  Applicability of remote sensing data in the risk management process of droug
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Figure 11.  Pixel values for Region 1, 2 and 3. FPAR, July 2010  
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Table 6. Applicability of  remote sensing data in the risk management process of drought – land cover: “before” means 
– early warning, preparedness, risk and vulnerability assessment, (including modeling); “during” – monitoring and 

fast response; “after” – damage assessment, (including modeling); 1 - low; 2 – medium; 3 - high 
Satellite Instrument  Before During After Resolution 

High resolution  Camera  system  1 1 1 2- 10 m 

Middle resolution  
Camera  system  

Radometer  3 3 3 10-60 m 

AQUA, TERRA MODIS 3 3 3 250-1100 m 

NOAA/POES  AVHRR/3 1 1 1 1100 m 

 

Table 7.  Applicability of  remote sensing data in the risk management process of drought – water resources   
Satellite Instrument  Before During After Resolution 

High resolution Camera  system 1 2 2 2- 10 m 

Middle resolution 
Camera  system  

Radometer 
3 3 3 10-60 m 

AQUA, TERRA MODIS 1 2 2 250-1000 m 
NOAA/POES  AVHRR/3 1 1 1 1100 m 

 
Criteria selection for classification can be divided in two broad groups. The first group covers the physical parameters 
related to particular natural hazards and risk process in the context of their study and investigation. On the other hand - 
the second group is connected with technical characteristics and operating parameter of the space platforms and 
technical equipment one the board. 

 
3. CONCLUSION  
  
The performed approach to the WGBU classification shows the effectiveness in case of assessment using percentage of 
damages and percentage of GDP. The outlined areas – normal, transition and prohibited can present the physical 
meaning of the risks. The areas are not clearly limited, but have dispersion around the different levels of the damages. 

The report demonstrates the applicability of remote sensing data for monitoring and risk assessment for one particular 
event – drought. If calculated risk of drought is “non-acceptable risk", the main goal is to shift it to “normal” area using 
most appropriate strategies and tools for action.  
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CARTOGRAPHIC DESIGN OF COASTAL FLOOD RISK MAPS: 
CASE STUDIES FOR THE BLACK SEA REGION 

Lyubka Pashova 

Abstract 
The Black Sea coast is susceptible to a variety of natural hazards, including sea level rise, land subsidence, landslides, 
storm surges, flooding, and coastal erosion and abrasion. In this paper, the recent progress in cartographic design of 
the coastal flood hazard and flood risk mapping is presented. The cartographical elements of different sets of small- 
and large-scale maps in respect to their spatial and temporal scale based on worldwide “good practice” are discussed. 
In order to meet the demands of the European Flood Risk Directive 2007/60/EC, the European Member States (MS) 
have to create flood hazard and flood risk maps. Bulgaria and Romania as EU MS have already started a three-stage 
process of the risk management according to the Flood Risk Directive. Currently, both countries are carrying out the 
second stage of the process and produce flood hazard and flood risk maps. The rest four Black Sea countries - Ukraine, 
Russia, Georgia and Turkey - prepared such maps using their own standards. Specific examples of coastal flood risk 
maps from the six coastal countries are represented and some comments about users’ needs are done. Additional 
information that may be included for improving cartographical design is outlined, and thus the accessibility and 
effectiveness of the flood hazard and flood risk maps could be increased. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The monitoring of natural hazards, the evaluation of their impact and the complex risk assessment is decisive steps 
towards the selection and dimensioning of adequate protective measures (Jelínek et al., 2007; DECCW, 2010). The 
natural hazards threaten lives, property, the natural environment, and economics of coastal countries from one side, and 
from the other, the continued population growth near coastal areas further contributes to a situation, which becomes 
more complex. The negative impacts of these processes are far reaching and are already changing the lives and 
livelihoods of coastal communities. In the Final Draft Report of the Working Group II contribution to the IPCC Fifth 
Assessment Report Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability (http://ipcc-wg2.gov/AR5/report/final-
drafts/) particular attention is paid to the changes that occur in coastal marine systems and in areas with low elevations. 
These areas of the European continent are among the most vulnerable to climate change and natural hazards.  

Over the recent decades Europe has suffered of many river and coastal floods that harmed human health, and caused 
damage to properties, infrastructure, economic activities, cultural heritage, and the environment. The floods have shown 
an increase in economic losses (Mostert and Junier, 2009; EM-DAT, 2014). National governments have recognized the 
key role of research in responding to these events and improving a society’s resilience to floods in the future. EU MS 
recognized the need to provide a legal European framework to assess and manage flood risks. In parallel with the EU 
Water Framework Directive (WFD) 2000/60/EC (EC, 2000) for establishing a framework for Community action in the 
field of water policy, the European Parliament and the Council of the EU adopted the Floods Risk Directive (FRD) 
2007/60/EC in October 2007 (EC, 2007). Effective prevention and mitigation of floods requires coordination between 
MS and cooperation with third countries. The directive aims at reducing the risks and adverse consequences of floods. It 
will be implemented in the MS in three stages: (1) Development of a preliminary flood risk assessment (until 2011), 
which identifies areas currently at risk or expected to be at risk in the future; (2) Development of flood hazard and risk 
maps for flood-prone zones (until 2013), generally based on requirements outlined in the Directive but also reflecting 
local specificities; (3) Adoption of Flood Risk Management Plans, based on the outcomes of the first two steps (until 
2015). The Directive applies to inland waters as well as all coastal waters across the whole territory of the EU. Fall into 
this territory, the Black Sea coastal zones are exposed to flooding under the complex influence of the littoral 
subsidence, abrasion, erosion, sea level rise, storm surges, and anthropogenic pressure (Karaca and Nicholls, 2008; 
Palazov and Stanchev, 2009; Pashova et al., 2013).  

This paper presents an overview of different cartographic design for the coastal flood hazard and flood risk mapping. 
Cartographical elements of small- and large-scale printed and interactive maps based on worldwide “good practice” are 
described. EU Floods Directive shall be carried out in coordination with the WFD, notably by flood risk management 
plans and river basin management plans being coordinated, and through coordination of the public participation 
procedures in the preparation of these plans. All assessments, maps and plans prepared shall be made available to the 
public, and the active involvement of interested parties will be encouraged in the whole process of production, review 
and updating of the flood risk management plans (EC, 2007; Thieken et al., 2014). Most of the Black Sea countries have 
prepared or they are in preparing of own coastal flood hazard and flood risk maps. From author point of view additional 
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information concerning users’ needs that may be included for improving cartographical design is outlined, and thus the 
accessibility and effectiveness of these maps could be increased. 

2. CARTOGRAPHIC DESIGN OF THE COASTAL FLOOD HAZARD AND FLOOD RISK 
MAPPING 
 
Modern cartographical methods are developing constantly and the new forms of digital cartography (e.g. context, 
adaptive, sensor) greatly expand the opportunities for displaying of the specialized content (Konecny, 2001). Generally, 
the purpose of a given map is highly specialized and is related to the characteristics of the users. The purpose of the map 
is changing from application-oriented to user-oriented. Combination of new scientific approaches based on IT in 
cartography is giving numerous possibilities for map creation: from classical printed map to interactive on-line 
mapping. A high percentage of newly designed maps are not always created by correct tools and methods which cannot 
help to support and find good solutions. Because this reason it is necessary to use basic cartographic rules, logical 
systems of map legends and symbols, methods of cartographic generalization, etc. Many new special techniques are 
available to cartographers today, however maintaining good quality maps with these techniques are a major concern. 

Different design principles are applied by cartographers when compiling their maps and constructing page layouts. 
Buckley (2012) shows five of the main design principles of maps - legibility, visual contrast, figure-ground, hierarchical 
organization, and balance. Together these principles form a system for seeing and understanding the relative importance 
of the map content and are complementary to each other. The contents on the map can be seeing through the visual 
contrast and legibility, while the figure-ground, hierarchical organization and balance contribute to determining the 
importance of things and ultimately to find patterns.  

Flood maps can use for flood risk management: strategy and planning in coastal areas; land-use planning; emergency 
planning and management; public awareness; insurance, etc. In a certain sense, adaptability to the context of hazard and 
risk flood map is a kind of cartographic generalization (Bandrova et al., 2012). Of importance in 2D/3D map 
representations is the manner in which space is represented considering the level of detail (LOD). The LOD also reflects 
the necessary amount of information required to make a decision. Therefore, the elaboration of each specialized map 
should be properly tailored appropriate scale, main use of the map, who will read the map and level of acceptable 
complexity, its content: essential and desirable parameters. The cartographic designers have used different point and 
area symbols. The colour systems are also different. These flood maps are usually created according to the author’s 
vision and without any common rules, standards or scientific considerations. The discussion above clearly shows the 
need for standards in cartographic visualization for the hazard and risk flood management. These standards could be 
adapted at the national level, but they must be internationally developed and recognised to enable information sharing in 
cross-border flood disasters. 

Cartographic symbols play a critical role in risk and disaster management maps (Bandrova et al., 2012). The symbols 
should have clear and concise definitions to be easy to read and perceive. Furthermore, symbols should cross cultural 
barriers as much as possible, relate to each other in a hierarchical or tiered structure, be based on common cartographic 
standards and perceptual research, and be visualised effectively in both low- and high resolution computer displays and 
printed maps. Symbols are used to represent important (non-topographic) information, such as rescue units, dangerous 
locations, the type of danger, etc. Many authors and organisations have proposed standards for symbol systems to 
represent natural hazards and risk processes, but only for 2D maps. All systems are defined as national standards, but 
they are produced by different branches of science and practice and are often difficult for non-professional users to 
understand. In this respect, it is expected that 3D maps/symbols will be better accepted by the public (e.g. Philippines’ 
3D hazard map for floods, http://www.noah.dost.gov.ph/) 

Colour schemas in maps can be defined using computer definitions of colours for screen presentation in the RGB colour 
schema. The United Nations ISDR Secretariat, which publishes many books and brochures for emergency situations, 
follows this approach. It produces emergency tables with different colours for many disasters. For example, ‘green’ is 
associated with no alarm, ‘yellow’ with vigilance, ‘orange’ with pre-alarm, and ‘red’ with alarm. Standardization in 
colouring for symbol systems and maps is a long-term process and might continue in different directions. Every colour 
system should be thoroughly tested and improved to become clearer and readable for users.  

Scale/level of detail are other important components for the development of hazard and risk flood maps. Different 
countries maintain maps in different scales and resolutions. In many countries, the smallest scale is 1:200,000, and it is 
used on the national level for disaster risk management. Larger scales are used on a local/regional level, depending on 
the affected area. If a cartographic product is in 2D/3D, then measurements and design can be conducted using real 
dimensions, and visualization can be performed on any suitable scale. 
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In flood risk management, five main types of cartographic products can be distinguished: hazard maps, risk maps, early 
warning maps, reference maps, and assessment maps. All these products are used by headquarters, decision makers and 
on-field operations in Europe and worldwide. Indeed, appropriate databases and spatial data infrastructures are required 
to prepare all these types of maps. Often, generalization of existing or newly acquired data is required, but automatic 
generalization is not recommended. Cartographers and specialists in flood risk management have to decide which data 
in the database are appropriate for each case, each disaster management situation and each disaster event. The so-called 
thematic generalization is expected to be most suitable in this case. The level of generalization should also be adapted to 
the aspects of the user context. 

The hazard/risk coastal flood maps are tools will enable coastal managers, decision-makers and stakeholders to identify 
hot spot areas; produce timely forecasts and early warnings; evaluate the effect of climate-related, socioeconomic and 
cultural changes on coastal risk; and choose the best prevention, mitigation and preparedness measures for their coast 
(Thieken et al., 2014). Mapping such natural phenomena and their effects on the coastal areas are of great importance 
for the preparation of analyzes and predictions. It acquires this significance in recent years, but the theoretical basis for 
this type of thematic mapping is poorly developed and such maps are at the initial stage of preparation in the most of the 
Black Sea countries. The usage of these specialized maps to guide public policy and decision-making raises the need to 
create maps with high quality associative sign system and appropriate data visualization. 

Several aspects should be evaluated when a potential threat of sea flooding is exists: the space in which the threat can 
affect the ability of extreme phenomena cause indirect effects, intensity of impact in the coastal zone, duration of the 
event, the extent to which the event was predictable, etc. Making full use of the useful information from various sources 
to effectively manage natural hazard risk of sea flooding requires the creation of an integrated information system that 
combines different methods and tools (Pashova et al., 2010). For the EU MS, the type and content of flood hazard maps 
should be sticking to flood directive definitions. The most of countries developed flood extent map/flood plain map, 
flood depth map, flow velocity and flood propagation map, and other types like flood danger map or event map. The 
flood risk maps are also prepared following flood directive definitions as usually presenting population, assets and 
economic activity, potentially affected installations causing pollution, etc. (EXCIMAP, 2007).  

3. WORLDWIDE “GOOD PRACTICES” OF HAZARD AND RISK FLOOD MAPPING 
 
The most advanced economically developed countries implement policies for a more comprehensive, integrated 
approach to risk management covering the full disaster cycle - prevention, preparedness, response and recovery. In 
international practice, different approaches to develop methodologies for assessing the hazard and risk of flooding in 
coastal areas are used (EXCIMAP, 2007; FEMA, 2008; DECCW, 2010). The methodologies reflect scientific and 
technical developments in individual countries. At European level, a comparative analysis of methodologies for the 
assessment of flood risk is presented in (Verwaes et al., 2008). It compares key parameters, such as available database 
specific limitations and peculiarities of individual countries, some of whose territorial boundaries are maritime borders. 
Developed methodologies covering theoretical and applied research, including: analysis and assessment of the 
likelihood and extent of floods, setting different periods of their recurrence, development maps of the threat and flood 
risk assessment of the potential damage and risk assessment, taking into account the increase in sea level, climate and 
socio-economic change in coastal areas in the long term.  

Across Europe flood mapping practices are already developed and many countries already have some form of flood risk 
maps, although there is still much work to do to ensure all relevant issues are resolved (Mostert and Junier, 2009). In 
2006-2007 a group called “European Exchange Circle on Flood Mapping" (EXCIMAP), operating under a mandate 
from the Water Directors and composed of flood mapping experts from most EU MS, reviewed flood mapping practices 
in Europe. This resulted in the production of a Handbook of good practices in flood mapping, an as part of that an Atlas 
of Flood Maps, with examples from 19 European countries, USA and Japan (EXCIMAP, 2007). These documents do 
not constitute any form of guidance on how the requirements of the Directive can be fulfilled; neither do they 
necessarily express the views of the European Commission. They give an insight in current practices across the EU. 
Some EU countries have been published flood maps on the Internet that include many different types of hazards and 
risk (e.g., www.risicokaarten.nl/; www.safecoast.org/; http://www.pcn.minambiente.it/GN/). 

In the framework of EU, after the adoption of European legislation, transposition of the directives requirements into 
national legislation and harmonization of the relevant legislation are performed. Three components of flood risk have 
been addressed, i.e. flood hazard, flood vulnerability and flood exposure. Flood hazard maps show the extent and 
expected water depths/levels of an area flooded in three scenarios, a low probability scenario or extreme events, in a 
medium probability scenario (at least with a return period of 100 years) and if appropriate a high probability scenario. 
For each scenario the following elements shall be shown: the flood extent; water depths or water level, as appropriate; 
where appropriate, the flow velocity or the relevant water flow. Flood risk maps shall also be prepared for the areas 
flooded under these scenarios showing potential population affected, economic activities and the environment at 
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potential risk from flooding, and other information that MS may find useful to include, for instance other sources of 
pollution. For coastal areas where an adequate level of protection is in place and for areas where flooding is from 
groundwater sources, the preparation of flood hazard maps should be limited to the scenario with a low probability, or 
extreme event scenarios. Flood events with a low probability are defined as events with a statistical return period much 
lower than 100 years. Examples of extreme event scenarios include: 

• failure of flood protection infrastructure, 
• the joint occurrence of a flood event with a low probability of return in a coastal region (storm surge) and a 

fluvial flood event with a low probability of return, or 
• the unfavourable combination of a flood event with a low probability of return in conjunction with a structural 

or other form of interference in the discharge, e.g. construction faults, bridge or outlet blockage scenarios, etc. 
 

The EU countries are using a variety of scales for flood hazard mapping, ranging from a rather small scale of 
1:1,000,000 to a large scale of 1:5,000 or even 1:500. The most common projection used by respondents is Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. 

Official flood hazard maps in the EU countries are usually created by representative national authorities. Universities, 
research institutes and professional organization may also produce other types of flood hazard maps through various 
research projects. Standard features of maps vary widely from country to country; however, several common elements 
can be identified. Moreover, how the information is classified and depicted may sometimes differ substantially. Typical 
map features or symbols include points such as the location of springs, lines (mainly rivers and administrative 
boundaries), polygons (hydrological catchments, flood hazard zones and land use), text (names) and colour-coded zones 
to depict boundaries of different zones (administrative, flood, population or other). Administrative boundaries, land use, 
roads, railways and place names are included as standard background information. For larger scale maps, topography 
and population are sometimes included. Elaborated maps for coastal flood prone areas could be used in land use 
planning, for determining eligibility for insurance, for planning flood protection and crisis management measures, and 
for raising public awareness of flood risks. 

There are many Internet web sites providing interactive maps in wide range (from decimeters to several meters) of 
inundation due to future sea level rise based on the IPCC reports (2012). Despite the abundance of maps and 
geovisualizations that depict sea level rise in both the popular press and scientific literature, fewer studies have 
documented the specific cartographic issues that warrant consideration for such maps and displays (Kostelnick et al, 
2009). Various types of uncertainty, displaying the temporal progression of sea level rise, and relating the geographic 
extent of predicted inundated areas to their impact on the natural and built environments can be depicted on the maps. 
Regardless of the type of uncertainty or method of cartographic representation, it is critical that map users comprehend 
the uncertain nature of the phenomenon. Level of expertise (such as domain and map use) may influence the assessment 
of risk for hazards such as flooding when uncertain information is presented on maps. Despite their potential, flood 
hazard/risk maps may be misleading and even controversial, such as in cases when they under- or over-predict the 
geographic extent of a risk or hazard zone. 

4. INITIAL INFORMATION AND INPUT DATA QUALITY 
 
Climate-related changes in the flood frequency are complex and dependent on the flood generating mechanism (e.g. 
heavy rainfall vs spring snowmelt), affected in different ways by climate change. Hence, in the regions where floods 
can be caused by several possible mechanisms, the net effect of climate change on flood risk is not trivial and a general 
and ubiquitously valid, flat-rate statement on change in flood risk cannot be made. The FRD established that the 
potential impacts of climate change must be considered within the preliminary flood risk assessment from the first 
planning cycle, based on the available information. The degree of consideration of climate change is challenging in 
undertaking the preliminary flood risk assessment, particularly in the first cycle, given the qualitative rather than 
quantitative information that may be available or readily derivable. This knowledge is foreseen to be improved in the 
second cycle (after the first flood hazard/risk maps and flood risk management plans). To ensure climate change is 
properly considered in the reviews of the preliminary flood risk assessment, including the subsequent identification of 
areas of potential significant flood risk, it is recommended always to use latest available information, and to identify 
“climate change hot spots” which should be subject to more detailed checks and which can serve as trend detection 
areas and indicators of the vulnerability of certain regions. 

The reference coordinate system for hazard and risk flood map developing on an international level used, if required, is 
recommended to apply one of the European map projections proposed by the EU INSPIRE (Spatial data infrastructure 
for Europe) Directive:  
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• Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area (ETRS89-LAEA) for pan-European spatial analysis and reporting, where true 
area representation is required; 

• Lambert Conformal Conic (ETRS89-LCC) for conformal pan-European mapping at scales smaller than or 
equal to 1:500,000; 

• Transverse Mercator (ETRS89-TMzn) for conformal pan-European mapping at scales larger than 1:500,000. 
 
The spatial reference system is ETRS89 (WGS84) with ellipsoid GRS80. Difference between ETRS89 and WGS84 
coordinate systems is negligible. ETRS89 is defined for the Eurasian Plate. Although many European data base contain 
data outside this plate, the probable deviations are not of importance for the reference scale 1:100 000. The degree of 
accuracy depends first of all on the positional accuracy of the source dataset, but also on errors due to conversion 
processes or errors due to the manipulation processes during flood maps preparation and their final publishing. For 
coastal flooding where there is an adequate level of protection in place, and for groundwater flooding, EU MS can 
decide to limit the preparation of flood hazard maps to low probability or extreme events (art 6.6 and 6.7, Floods 
Directive). The whole reporting process is supported by the Water Information System for Europe (WISE, 
http://water.europa.eu/) set up by the EC together with the European Environment Agency. In addition, as INSPIRE 
Directive is being implemented, for the second cycle of flood maps the format for reporting should be done in a 
decentralised mode as foreseen by the INSPIRE Directive, and in line with a Shared Environmental Information System  
initiative and made available via WISE. 

Developing a methodology for hazard and flood risk assessment and mapping is a complex process and requires 
combining the efforts of specialists from different scientific fields. For this purpose it is necessary to investigate the 
relationship between sea flooding as a natural disaster, to analyze the vulnerability of coastal areas and to assess the 
impact of complex processes in the long term. Such an approach can be applied to numerical models available, highly 
specialized software and input certain qualities of adaptation, implementation and verification of models for calculation 
of sea level rise with different security and to identify coastal areas at risk of flooding. Sea coastal flooding depending 
on the location of the region (area) can be divided into three subtypes: 

• sea flooding along the shoreline;  
• sea flooding in estuaries and/or in combination with river floods during heavy rainfall; 
• sea flooding associated with the sea lakes. 

 
For flood maps production, the required data and models are as follow: 
  

• Databases: topography, 3D Digital Elevation Model of land and seabed with high spatial resolution, historical 
data, land use data, 

• Initial data with high spatial and temporal resolution - mean sea level; geological, geomorphological and 
oceanographic features of coastal areas; wind climate; wave climate; infrastructure and facilities built in the 
coastal zone; 

• Modeling: hydrological models, hydraulic models and particular cases (large flood plain areas, coastal 
flooding); 

• Specific examples: torrent flows, groundwater flooding, flash floods and Black Sea ephemeral water courses; 
• Layout issues and GIS approaches, Web-based GIS applications; 
• Organization and documentation for production. 
 

Different institutions are involved in hazard and risk flood mapping process, like ministries of environment; 
governmental agencies and services; research institutions; local authorities; NGOs and others. For many (often historic) 
reasons, these institutions are equipped with a set of 2D reference databases and analogue maps. Moreover, these 
organizations construct their own thematic databases according to their own internal needs; for example, databases of 
settlements and sources of hazards, maps of flood areas and land-use, and orthophotos of selected areas. A variety of 
software packages maintain the data sets in practice use. In many cases, a vendor-based (ESRI, Intergraph, MapInfo, 
etc.) platform is used, which is supplemented with application software developed specifically for the purposes of 
institutions dealing with flood hazard and risk maps preparation. A thorough study of the quality of the input 
information, that will be used in hydrological/hydraulic modeling and making the flood hazard/risk maps, is necessary 
during the whole process of FRD implementation. 

5. COASTAL FLOOD RISK MAPS OF THE BLACK SEA COUNTRIES 
 
Hazard and risk mapping is the accepted procedure when dealing with natural hazards and is therefore required in the 
European MS to meet the demands of the European FRD. However, available information is sparse concerning the 
impact of such maps on different stakeholders, i.e. specialists in flood risk management, politicians and affected 
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citizens. The lack of information and its limited exchange between the Black Sea countries stems from a traditional 
approach to map production which does not take into account specific end-user needs. The production of flood hazard 
and flood risk maps requires not only extensive cartographic skills but also a sufficiently large infrastructure for the 
processing and presentation of geographical and specialized data and information. 

WHO Regional Office for Europe produced e-atlas for disaster risk, which aims to contribute to the efforts of Member 
States to improve their preparedness for public health emergencies, the primary focus being on those Member States 
that are exposed to natural hazards in the eastern part of the Region (http://www.who-eatlas.org/europe/). The spatial 
distribution of the intensity level of flood hazard is mapped for five of the Black Sea countries without Russia following 
the developed methodology (El Morjani, 2011). 

Bulgaria. The EU FRD was transposed into Bulgarian national legislation in 2009. In 2011 a uniform Bulgarian 
methodology containing the agreed common criteria for risk assessment at the national level for categories: human health, 
the environment, cultural heritage and economic activity is developed (PFRS, 2012). The second phase of the 
implementation of Directive 2007/60/EC was commissioned in 2012 by the National Institute of Meteorology and 
Hydrology (NIMH-BAS). This phase includes the development of detailed "Methods for assessing the hazard and risk of 
flooding, as required by Directive 2007/60/EC", which determine the areas where there is or there is likely a significant 
potential risk of flooding and for them to produce the relevant maps for the whole country. The flood hazards/risk maps in 
Bulgaria are being prepared according to a national methodology developed by the NIMH and have been endorsed by the 
Minister of Environment and Water in April 2013. The author of this paper took part in developing the methodology, 
chapter 3 related to coastal flooding. In line with the national legislation, flood-hazard maps include flood-scenarios with 
return periods 20, 100 and 1000 years. The methodology defines the requirements for all type of data used for the 
mapping: hydrological data and methods of calculation; cross-section’s measurement; terrain models. For the water-level 
calculation most commonly 1D-modelling is used, but for some river sections (where it is appropriate) 2D-modelling could 
be applied. For each area of potential significant flood risk, a flood-extent map indicating the inundated areas for all three 
scenarios shall be prepared. Flood hazard maps shall be presented in a scale 1: 2500 ÷ 1:10000 depending on the specifics 
of the mapped area. The preparation of the flood-risk maps is included in the activities of the ongoing project 
“Development of Flood Risk Management Plans” funded by the Operational Program Environment”. In compliance with 
the requirements of Article 5 of Directive 2007/60/EC on the assessment and management of flood risks and Article 
146d(1) of the Water Act, the identification of areas with potential significant flood risk (Fig. 1) for the Black Sea Basin 
has been carried out with the support of an external contractor (http://www.bsbd.org/). In the framework of the final stage 
of drafting the Flood Risk Management Plan for the area, measures for mitigating this risk will be planned.  
 

 

Figure 1. Internet page for the viewing of interactive flood hazard map from the Devilish River, SE Bulgaria 
(Source: http://eea.government.bg/wp/purn/bsbd/) 

 
Romania. The EU FRMD was transposed into Romanian national legislation through the 107/1996 Water Law, which 
was modified and completed by the 3/2010 Water Law. In 2010 Romania adopt National Strategy for Flood Risk 
Management on medium and long term. Development of flood hazard maps is carried out using an integrated system 
containing databases, digital maps in GIS and a specialized software. The flood hazard map contains: topographic, 
geodetic, hydrological and hydraulic studies, achievement of other complementary studies, and preparation of flood 
hazard maps showing floodable zone limits. Flood hazard maps are presented as hard-copy, usually in 1:25,000 scales. 
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Flood hazard map for each probability of exceeding the maximum flow shows the following elements: (i) flooding 
limit, which is the extension of water for each case, (ii) water depth or the water level. The maps contain the following 
basic information: title, scale, characteristics of flooding: limits, water depth for each exceeding probability in different 
shades of blue, including water speed for 2D modeled areas, legend, class or interval for numeric values, geographic 
coordinates in Stereo projection system 70 and benchmark Black Sea 75, responsible authority and issuing institution, 
medallion presentation at reduced scale of the entire basin with location of analyzed area. 

Especially the EU-funded projects are excellent examples of trans-boundary flood-related projects. Bulgaria and 
Romania took part in the EU-funded flood-related project Danube FLOODRISK (http://www.danube-floodrisk.eu). The 
main results are the Hazard and Risk Maps Atlas (Fig. 2) as an important contribution to the implementation of the  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Internet page for the viewing of interactive flood hazard and risk maps for the lower Danube delta 
(Source: http://www.biodiversity.ro/atlas)  

 
 
 
European Spatial Development Perspective, the Danube Strategy and the EU flood policy. The maps are produced using 
high-precision DTM, river cross-sections, hydraulic modeling and hazard classification using four hazard levels. The 
four hazard levels are determined by specific combinations of intensity, velocity and frequency of the events. The flood-
hazard maps for the Danube River have been developed according to the commonly agreed methodology and in close 
coordination with the Romanian partners. 

Ukraine. In Ukraine, flood warning and forecasting activities are carried out by organizations of the State 
Hydrometeorological Service (WMO, 2004). Flood protection management is a duty of the local governments, the 
Trans-Carpathian Branch of the State Committee on Water Management. The Ukrainian flood forecasting system was 
set up decades ago when social conditions, governance and technology were quite different. Small corrections to the 
system have been done; however, present conditions (driven by technological changes) would justify reconsideration of 
the whole system. The flood forecasting system is still more centralized. 

The extension of flood prone areas is determined at most cases simply by horizontal projection of the peak stages 
recorded so far, to the terrain. This method is the so-called static projection method, which gives the possible largest 
extension of area at risk – area under flood level, but is unable to identify the real extension and contours of the 
floodplain. Series of maps contain the result of a research to identify the river floodplain of different probability of 
inundations. The maps contain floodplain contours of 1, 2, 5 and 10% probability. The river flood levels of different 
probability are calculated horizontally to the terrain as there levees along the rivers were not taken into account. 

Determination of design flood is standardized in a standard issued in 1982, regulating the loads and influences on hydro 
technical structures. The calculated maximum discharge of the 1% probability Q1% is used as the design flood 
discharge. Calculation is made using Q1% = f (A, q) type concentrated parameter function. A design flood level is 
determined using rating curves along rivers. Unfortunately, number of discharge measuring sections is rather limited, 
and discharge measurements are rather rare. The risk assessment and mapping is not publically available till now. 

During the last years the EU FD is transposed in Ukrainian legislations. Several initiatives are undertaken to implement 
a National Strategy for the development and management of water resources and flood protection, including the 
creation of a national geographic system, development of digital flood risk maps by river basins and coastal areas, and 
plans for flood risk management (http://www.crs.org.ua/). 
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Russia. The data of unique database "Floods in the coastal zones of Europeans part of Russia" is developed by 
Alekseevsky et al. (2013) that frequency of floods and damage in the coastal zones are growing. There is most 
dangerous situation on the Black sea coast of Russia. Here the main part of settlements, resorts and industry is situated 
in the river valleys and mouths. The Black Sea Rivers have flood regime with high intensity of flood formations and 
huge destructive flood power. Despite prevalence of floods during the cold period of year the most part of high floods in 
100 years of supervision was noted here in the summer-fall. Formation catastrophic heavy rain flood is possible on any 
site of a river valley of the Black Sea coast. Flooding proceeds only some hours. In the mouth river deposits quite often 
form the river mouth bar which is washed away during next storms. The damage from river floods on the Black Sea 
coast is very high. It is proved by recent events in 1991, 2002, 2010 and 2012. Possibly, it will increase in the future, as 
well as number of high and destructive floods. This tendency is caused by strengthening of climatic and synoptic 
instability in the region and by the human activity in the watersheds and floodplains development. But this tendency 
statistically isn't significant yet. Decrease of flood risks will be promoted by optimization of system of hydro-
meteorological monitoring; detailed studying of factors and characteristics of the floods, including flood dynamic 
modeling and hazard zonation; development of effective methods of the forecast and the prevention of floods; 
increasing in channel capacity; population resettlement from especially dangerous areas. For example, an assessment of 
flood risks in coastal areas of the Azov-Black Sea coast of Krasnodar region, SW Russia in terms of possible negative 
consequences for the socio-economic systems of municipalities is performed by Zemtsov et al. (2012). The result of this 
study is the zoning of coastal areas of the Krasnodar Territory in the degree of social and economic risk by using GIS 
and index approach. These preliminary studies are needed to assess risk and vulnerability, to identify regional priorities 
and cannot be used to accurately assess of potential damages. 

Georgia. Changes, such as the sea level rise and intensification of high waves, observed for the last decades in the 
Georgian segment of the Black Sea coastal zone, give confidence that the anticipated risk from the sea is increasing and 
is considered as a number one threat because of its suddenness and intensity (Kereselidze et al., 2010). Georgia’s 
coastal zone has a complex outline and relief, being partitioned by many tributaries, among which the most important 
are Chorokhi, Rioni, Enguri, Kodori and Bzipi. These rivers, according to international classification, form the Black 
Sea coastal river type, the specific features of which are: catastrophic floods almost in all seasons, rich sediment and 
intensive sedimentation processes in the mouths of glacier-fed rivers. The coastal zone is deeply intruded into the sea, 
where the river gorges descend by several kilometers to the bottom of the sea, as an underwater canyon. In such 
portions, the river sediment produces spits, peninsulas and islands. At the same time, the accumulation processes are 
more intensive, where the rate of sinking of the coast is higher, while the sediments are richer. Extreme events 
(landslides, mudflows and floods) are the next most vulnerable sector after the Black Sea coastal zone in Georgia. Early 
warning systems are the highest priority for Rioni Delta which is the most vulnerable and economically most developed 
segment of the Black Sea coastal zone. Further mapping of flood risk areas at the Black Sea coastal zone and 
application of models for monitoring and forecast climate change impact on the sea coastal zone are recommended as 
general needs for implementation of adaptation measures and risk mitigation. In response to the challenges faced by 
Georgia in its coastal zone, with support of the EU's EuropeAid project "Environmental Collaboration for the Black 
Sea" the national ICZM Strategy was developed for Georgia and an ICZM Pilot Project implemented in Tskaltsminda 
coastal community (http://momxmarebeli.ge). 

Turkey. Flood hazards represented 30% of all water related disasters in Turkey (Ceylan et al., 2007). The most dangerous 
type of flood occurs in coastal regions when orographic and frontal lifting of the saturated air masses causes surface 
convergence, leading to very intense rainfall. The valleys all along the Black Sea and Aegean coasts are particularly 
threatened. The most dangerous type of flood occurs in coastal regions when orographic and frontal lifting of the saturated 
air masses causes surface convergence, leading to very intense rainfall. 

Until 1998, Turkey carried out the flood related activities, generally as structural measures in the river basins to reduce 
or eliminate long-term risk in the sensitive areas to the floods and water erosion (Gurer and Ozguler, 2004). The 
Integrated Flood Management is to be carried out within the context of Integrated Water Resources Management of the 
country. The basic legislation in water sector is the Turkish Constitution, which states that water resources are natural 
wealth of the country, and under the authority of the state. A number of governmental and non-governmental 
organizations have direct and indirect responsibility in integrated disaster management of floods. Institutional 
framework has three levels; namely, decision making, executive and users level. All the rehabilitation works are 
planned and realized by the state, but during the planning stage, all the local interest groups express their views freely. 
Local parliamentarians and administrations play the most effective role on deciding the priorities. A work program has 
been drafted in this framework to develop flood management and to reduce and when possible to eliminate long-term risk 
and damage to people and their property from natural hazards and their effects. Development of specialized maps, namely 
thematic maps is carried out by different institutions and different number of specialists. 

Detailed flood modeling and mapping is not common, and a manual and general specifications document for flood 
studies is not available in Turkey (Haltaş, 2013). Flood modeling and mapping studies are limited and the ongoing 
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projects are not conducted based on any comprehensive nationwide standards and specifications. The particular flood 
study specification documents that are currently used in the country are observed to be in competence with the 
international standards in general especially in hydrologic and hydraulic modeling sections 

6. IMPROVING CARTOGRAPHIC DESIGN OF COASTAL FLOOD RISK MAPS 
 
Cartography developed the first effective method of visualization and enriches 3D models of the real environment 
developed by the IT. Three-dimensional mapping is seen as one of the biggest challenges for contemporary cartography 
and geoinformatics. Cartographers have realised that intelligent access to databases and interactive user support can be 
used not only for the location of suitable maps on the Internet, but also for map creation and modification according to 
specific and individual requirements of users. 3D maps have the potential to improve the risk management of coastal 
floods. 3D maps can resolve many perception problems and provide more clearly presented information (Bandrova et 
al., 2012). However, the preparation of 3D maps involves much more labour in both the design of appropriate 3D map 
content and the development of appropriate functionality for map interactions. The 3D map should be flexible, adaptive 
and prepared with respect to the context of the user, the type of disaster, and the phase of disaster management. The 
research on these topics will require the integrated efforts of researchers from many different disciplines, including 
cartography, knowledge engineering, cognitive science, computer graphics, and human-machine interaction. 

Establishing of National spatial data infrastructures are necessary preconditions to create effective system of services 
which will support decision makers by visualized geoinformation in analogue or digital forms according to agreed 
international standards according to the EU INSPIRE Directive. The deeper cooperation of public and private sector is 
expected especially in the development of SDIs on the local, regional, and state levels. The disaster or natural risk can 
be modeled using a standard color system and a standard cartographic symbol system on computer generated flood 
hazard/risk maps having an appropriate classified geographic data. Standard color and symbol systems should be 
designed on cartographic principles to be simple, associated with objects or phenomena and readable for users. 

Because of the nonlinear stochastic and dynamic nature of coastal processes, the accurate determination of the flooded 
areas in strong sea storms and storm rising sea level involves the use of specialized advanced hydrodynamic and wave 
models that can be considered more and more precisely the factors affecting maximum sea levels with different 
probability of occurrence in the coastal zone. A refinement of the numerical models for the prediction of dangerous 
weather on the Black Sea coast is needed as well as clarification of criteria for levels of risk and includes warnings 
about storm waves and strong winds in the European early warning system for dangerous and especially dangerous 
hydro-meteorological phenomena of origin (Kortcheva et al., 2010; Pashova et al., 2013). The sea level rise is subject to 
inherent uncertainties regarding the magnitude, location, and temporal occurrence of the event when taken into account 
on coastal flood hazard/risk mapping based on data inputs from GIS-based models. The primary challenge in mapping 
sea level rise deals with conveying three primary types of uncertainty - spatial, temporal, and process-to map users. The 
effectiveness of any map or geovisualization depicting sea level rise depends on how these categories of uncertainty are 
represented since they may not be apparent to naive map users (Kostelnick et al, 2009). 

Flood hazard and flood risk information is indispensable to determine which measures are needed for effective flood 
protection and to provide the general public and businesses with relevant information. If flood hazard and flood risk 
maps are distributed efficiently, they can greatly improve awareness of flood risks. The information contained in the 
maps enables all stakeholders –from property owners and residents to corporate decision makers - to make sound 
decisions for construction planning, building protection, action plans and other precautionary measures. Forecasting, 
prediction and early warning capabilities using state-of-the-art science and technology should be improved. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In recent decades, the concept of flood risk management has shifted from defense against floods to a more integrated 
approach. The full implementation of such integrated food risk management will, however, take some time. Much 
information on flood events is now available through global disaster databases, although these do not cover events 
below certain thresholds and also are not complete for all European countries. Thus, it would be desirable to develop a 
comprehensive database of past flood events and their impacts in the countries of the Black Sea region. New 
cartographic approaches such as adaptable and context mapping are giving new possibilities to visualize on-line crises 
management and early warning processes and offer solutions in the form of visualized models. 

Based on experience with reporting under the WFD, some EU countries have plans to set up a joint standardised data 
storage system that is compatible with INSPIRE Directive (http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm/pageid/2). INSPIRE 
Directive provide support in using environmental data at national, regional and European level. Including the data 
providing by the whole 34 INSPIRE themes the river and coastal management systems become complete and facilitate 
holistic approach in resolving key issues for coastal flood hazard risk. Along with the European Flood Directive the EC 
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adopted on 12 March 2013 a new initiative on Maritime Spatial Planning and Integrated Coastal Zone Management 
(ICZM) (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/iczm/). The implementation of EU Directives is carried out with the active 
participation of the public. The main purposes of activities are reducing the ecological, social and economic impacts of 
climate change and natural disasters on the coastal areas that will help following the EU policies for sustainable 
development of the society (Pashova et al., 2013).  

The EU Floods Directive can be seen as an opportunity for MS to revise their flood risk governance. The state policy to 
cope with climate change must be based on national strategies, programs, plans and other documents for developing the 
coastal areas. Harmonious and sustainable development of these areas requires accurate estimates of changes in a 
variety of environmental parameters and human activities and forecast their value for a long period of time. Future 
estimates of these parameters on the other hand depend on weather patterns, current geodynamic processes and 
anthropogenic influence. Moreover, for harmonization to take place, the way in which flood hazard/risk maps and 
flooded areas are defined is an area that should be explored.  
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Abstract 
The seismic early warning systems (SEWS) and tsunami early warning systems (TEWS) are the product of the last and 
most modern achievements of the recent practical Earth’s science. Heavy earthquakes occurred in Japan (2011), 
Sumatra (2004), Chile (2010), Solomon Islands, etc. These earthquakes demonstrated the need of such systems. All 
known SEWS are based on the fundamental physical property of the seismic waves propagation: the P-waves (with 
lower amplitudes and smaller destructive potential) travel approximately 1.71 times faster then the S waves (with 
several times larger amplitudes and much more destructive potential due to the medium particles movement 
perpendicular to the wave ray propagation). Up to now – only Japan has fully operative and effective SEWS introduced 
in operation in 2007. Its efficiency was demonstrated during the M9 earthquake on 11th March, 2011. All TEWS are 
based on the time differences between the propagation velocity of the seismic and the tsunami waves. 

Both types of systems have an important peculiarity – they are acting in most cases in the high time deficit: 

In case of SEWS the time deficit is expressed in the time interval of 1-2 minutes. This means that during that time the 
warning issue must be done. 

In case of TEWS the time interval for warning is rather wide – from minutes (such systems are called “local” and the 
Black Sea is one of the examples), trough regional (in the time domain from minutes to hours (such systems are typical 
for the Mediterranean), up to tens of hours (so called transoceanic tsunamis). 

During the last years SEWS and TEWS have been on focus in Bulgaria. Many projects related to this issue have been 
executed. Several very peculiar cases and models have been developed in two directions:  

The SEWS about two typical cases – Vrancea and Pernik seismic sources 

The TEWS about a case of the tsunami sources located near the Bulgarian Black Sea coast. 

The results of these models are under investigations and discussion.  

 
INTRODUCTION 
  
The typology of the Early Warning Systems (EWS) working in the time deficit mode could be systemized in two big 
groups: 
- Seismic EWS (SEWS) – working in the time domain of seconds to tens of seconds (very rare to minutes) and 
- Tsunami EWS (TEWS) - effective in the time domain of minutes to hours. 

The TWES such like the transoceanic tsunamis required (for example PTEWS and ITEWS – located in the Pacific and 
Indian oceans) time of warning issue between hours and days and must not be attributed to time deficit EWS. All 
known SEWS are based on the fundamental physical property of the seismic wave’s propagation: the P-waves (with 
lower amplitudes and smaller destructive potential) travel approximately 1.71 times faster then the S waves. The P-
waves have compressional movements of the particles of the solid strata and move to the ray propagation path. These 
waves are fastest and have highest velocity – between 6 and 8 km/s. The amplitudes of the P-waves are frequently the 
lowest in the whole phase package of any seismic wave emitted by the seismic source. The S-waves - with several times 
larger amplitudes and much more destructive potential due to the medium particles movement perpendicular to the 
wave ray propagation have lower velocity. The S-waves also do not propagate trough liquids. 
The range of the Vs and Vp according the theory is 2-1/2 
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The equation 
 
 

Vp/Vs = 2-1/2          (1) 
 

 

is the fundamental relationship on which the kinematic SEWS are functioning. This relationship always exists in the 
solid ideal body and is an immanent property of any ideal elastic medium. Frequently in the earth crust this relationship 
shows smaller value due the not ideal elasticity of the Earth’s strata. 
The travel time function F (d, tp,s) presents the relationship between the travel times of the different waves phases 
(S,P,Sg,Pg,Sb,Pb, etc.) and the distance to the seismic source. The function in the coordinate system (d,t)  is usually a 
straight line, depending of the velocity of the seismic waves in the respective layer.  The travel time function is the main 
relationship, which is used to calculate the kinematic models of the time deficit EWS. The main principle of the SEWS 
requires longer time propagation from the seismic source to the threaten territory, which means longer distance. This 
time (tp-ts) is called “warning time” and presents the difference between the P and S waves arrivals to the threaten 
object.  
 
The TWES are based on a similar relationship but in the two mediums – water and the solid Earth. 
As was pointed out that the seismic waves are propagating with very high velocities – in the range of km/s. The tsunami 
waves are propagating with much lower velocity – between tens and hundreds of km/h. The time difference between the 
tsunami and the seismic waves can reach the range of 102 to 104 of seconds. The case of time deficit in such systems 
can be conditionally limited to 2-3 hours between the time of occurrence of the earthquake generated the tsunami and 
the arrival time of tsunami to any vulnerable object located on the coast. The important peculiarity of the tsunami waves 
is that they are moving with very low amplitudes (not larger then few meters – in the extreme cases) and very low 
frequencies (long lengths of about tens to hundreds of kilometers) in the open ocean, where they propagate with higher 
velocity (between 800 and 1 000 km/h). Near to the coast the amplitude of the tsunami wave increased dramatically and 
can reach tens of meters. The velocity is decreasing, but in any case is over 40 km/h (the highest speed anybody can 
reach in sprint short distances is always lower).  
 
There is another peculiarity of the tsunami wave propagation and interaction with the bottom bathymetry – this is so 
called refraction. The refraction means that frequently the tsunami energy can be focused to the selected parts of the 
coast due to the ray refraction of the wave [BR].  
There are also some specifics in the wave-coast interaction: 
– smooth bottom and long waves – the increase of the water level is going smoothly like fast tide 
– deep bottom and short waves – the increase of the wave water front is like wall – so called “bor” 
– intermediate cases, sometimes accompanied by dispersion – higher frequency, but lower amplitude of the 

incoming waves. 
All described peculiarities suggested that in case of tsunami (especially in the time deficit domain is possible to observe 
high waves and low sea level very close in space, sometimes just few kilometers). Such an effect increased the 
probability of the false alarms. So such cases need compromising approach – economy of time versus more frequent 
false alarms.  
 
EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS AND THE INFORMATION TRANSFER  
 
The data and information transfer may use some recent high effective facilities and technologies: space satellites, radio 
links, cell networks, telephone lines, etc. The data used by the early warning systems usually are signals generated by 
the sensors in the frequency diapason 0.001–100 Hz. The high dynamic range is around 120 dB. These signals could be 
transferred by analog or digital channel. Usually the analog signal (former EWS) has low amplitude and needs some 
measures and devices to provide its reliable transfer like magnifiers, filters and compensators, etc. There are cable 
networks in use to transfer the data into the information centers for data processing. The disadvantages of such networks 
are the high price of the transfer and the larger losses of the useful part of the signals. There are as well the transfer 
networks using the telephone cables. They need a modular  requency (500 to 2500Hz) to modulate the signal. These 
networks have also some disadvantages – high noise ratio, vulnerability to the different construction works, high price 
cables, etc. All analogue channels have one biggest advantage − they allow the real time analog signals transfer. The 
digital networks (even the most sophisticated) work in the near real time mode. The digital technology goes fast in all 
recent systems. The advantages of this technology are much more – the digital signals are reliable to the noise 
protection, the data transfer and processing are much easier using the recent computer technologies, the data storage is 
much more effective. The low prices and the wide use of the digital technologies make them leaders in the recent early 
warning systems. In many cases the analogue channels are eliminated by the high density information channels 
compressed even in a single cable doublet. The telephone companies introduce the digital technology and increase the 
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security and reliability levels of their transferred signals. The recent cellular networks are also suitable for the signal and 
information transfer. Such type transfer networks are related to the radio links. The price is lower, but the special 
regime of use needs more administration and formalities, like retranslations, heavy problems connected with the sharp 
topography, etc. 
 
A variant of the radio links is the satellite connection. After the big numbers of geostationary satellites have been 
launched to orbit they build up a network which is largely used about the telemetry of the geophysical and 
meteorological data. The satellites on Low Earth Orbit (700-1400 km) are called LEO, on the medium 
(10000-15000 km) – MEO and on the Geostationary (36000 km) – GEO. All these satellite systems created the global 
communication ring, which is under operation for different purposes. To use it as an element of the early warning 
systems is the main challenge of the recent times. 
 
The differences between the recent and the time deficit early warning systems are the two heavy and slower blocks : the 
processed information - transfer and the end users and decision maker’s solutions. They could be eliminated by the 
simplest, but most powerful software and hardware able to decrease the  false alarms using the triggering mechanism 
and intelligent sensors, which may provide more reliable information and take decisions about the early warning 
dissemination automatically. The philosophy about the recent and the near future systems shows that it could be 
possible to eliminate the slower and less effective blocks concerning the transfer of the processed information and the 
end users and decision maker’s solutions – to be or not to be issued the early warning. This task could be reach by the 
more sophisticated software, supperfast computing abilities and the “smart” location of the sensors.  
Near real time early warning systems in use up to now are about (Ranguelov, 2011): 
Meteorological events (for hurricanes, tornadoes, other meteorological events), Tsunamis (PTEWS), Volcanoes (for 
example Hawaii, Vesuvius, Reunion, Azores networks, etc.) and show relatively reliable exploitation.  
 
The use of the “smart” sensors, which are able to “take and perform ” the decision, the sophisticated software, which is 
able to prove the reliability of the warning issue and the fastest recent digital technologies are the main elements which 
could provide the highest reliability of the effective early warning systems. The main problem in this competition is to 
save time. The fastest communications can win against the velocity of the natural hazards. This could be reach by recent 
technologies and better software. The effectiveness of the early warnings in time deficit domain is the most important 
parameter taken into consideration. The main parameters defining the effectiveness are the velocity of the hazardous 
process, the velocity of the data and information transfer, the organization of the early warning issue and the transfer of 
the reliable information to the public. Two ways are under consideration. The established EWS existing up to now and 
the recent new established and near future EWS. (Ranguelov et al., 2012). The use of the recent technologies in all 
aspects of the information collection, processing transfer and dissemination appears essential. The main issue is 
considered the possibilities to save time due to the fast recent technologies for the information collection, data transfer 
and warning issues. The combination between EWS projects and smart EWS devices – smart sensors and “smart” 
communications is the essential way to increase the effectiveness of the recent time deficit EWS.  The role of the 
remote sensing and satellite communications is very important although they are able to provide the smart recent 
technologies for the fast and safe information transfer. The use of the cell phones, smart-phones and i-phones provides 
the new and efficient opportunity to disseminate the early warnings (both, time deficit EWS and TWS) not only to the 
decision makers but also to the wide public 
 
BULGARIAN EXPERIENCES CASES 
  
Intended Tsunami Early Waning System (TEWS) 
 
The projects related to the TEWS have been developed during the last years – like ESNET, MARINEGEOHASARD, 
etc.  All of them are closely related to the seismic generation of the tsunamis they have as main component a complex 
equipment – for seismic (on land and in the sea) monitoring and the sea complex stations.  
As the MARINEGEOHASARD Project is the only one related to the hardware establishment and is intended to act as a 
time deficit system here only this case is under discussion. (Ranguewlov et al., 2011) 
The MARINEGEOHAZARD Project represents the first major initiative to address in an integrated and coordinated 
manner the establishment of a geohazard early-warning system for the Black Sea. Partners: GeoEcoMar, National 
Institute of Earth Physics (ROM); Geological Institute, Institute of Oceanology (BAS-BG) – all data about the Project  
follow: Duration: 30 months Having as strategic objectives to develop in the cross-border area the early-warning 
capabilities to marine geohazards, the project will stimulate and foster regional collaboration, underpinning the 
development of a Black Sea regional system in-line with ongoing European and intergovernmental initiatives such as 
GEO/GMES.  
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1 General objective:Implementation of an integrated early-warning system accompanied by a common decision-
support tool, and enhancement of regional technical capability, for the adequate detection, assessment, forecasting and 
rapid notification of natural marine geohazards of risk to the Ro-Bg Black Sea cross-border area. 

Specific objectives: 

� Define and implement a unified and integrated approach to assessment of marine geohazards of risk for the 
Romanian-Bulgarian Black Sea cross-border area. 

� Install a real-time, fully automatic detection system comprising of deep Black Sea complex measurement 
stations (gauges), of on-shore marine seismicity monitoring and digitalized GPS stations.  

� Implement a common decision-support tool (DST) by provision of unique forecast and assessment software 
package and development of a joint database of scenarios, to facilitate and support management and mitigation 
of marine geohazards. 

� Create the regional technical capability to perform marine seismic measurements.  
� Prepare joint, updatable databank by integrating the existing national data, the real-time data from deep-sea 

gauges and the on-line data from sea-level gauges, remote sensing and national seismographic networks and by 
performing coordinated marine geohazard investigations to fill-in the lacking data. 

� Cluster and enhance the regional expertise by training the staff and establishment of data exchange platform 
between national institutions. 

  MARINEGEOHAZARD Deliverables: 

• topography, coastal area occupation, marine infrastructure, bathymetry, lithology, basement geology, structural 
investigations, tectonics, seismology, etc. 

• thematic maps of Black Sea coastal area that will contain detailed information such as: topography of the 
coastal area and delimitation of areas vulnerable to flooding; sea bottom morphology along the inner shelf 
area; location and characterization of active areas from the point of view of linear movements (faults) or 
tectonic blocks (vertical elevation movements, subsidence or tilt). 

• catalogue of faults plain solutions for each seismic area and digitized catalogue of earthquakes based on 
integration and re-evaluation of national data and characterization of seismic sources according to international 
practices and procedures.  

Operational joint early-warning system to marine geological hazards  of risk for the Ro-Bg Black Sea cross-border area, 
comprising of following modules: network of complex, automatic marine measurement equipment (total no. of 5 
gauges) installed in key points of the Black Sea deep area. regional capability for marine seismic monitoring and 
surveillance. network of on-line stations for geodynamic surveillance of the Black Sea cross-border area state-of the art 
computing capabilities interconnecting the seismic and marine data - from Romania (Constanta – GeoEcoMar and 
Eforie Nord - NIEP) and Bulgaria (Varna-IO-BAS and Russe - GI-BAS)  - Figure 1. The Bulgarian part is presented on 
Figure 2. 

The modeling (Ranguelov, 2010) of the travel times using most conservative model shows that the time interval that 
tsunami can reach the coast is between 20 and 40 minutes. This time is very limited to any safety measures. Thus is 
shown that the intended TEWS in the black sea (Romania-Bulgaria border region) is really time deficit system. – Figure 
3. 
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Figure 1. Main components of the TEWS according the MARINEGEOHASARD project 
CC – Centre Constanta, CV – Centre Varna (Both Centers are equivalent in their operational activities) 

LEGEND: CSS – Complex Sea Station, SST – Strong motion Station, GPS – GPS  Station, EXT – Extensometer Station 
SAT – Satellite communication (yellow), INT – Internet Communication (blue) 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The TEWS (Bulgarian part) -  locations of the hardware: dots – seismic strong motion stations, 
pins – complex marine stations. 

 
To create the correct precalculated kinematics models, the virtual (closer to the reality) seismic sources with their 
respective parameters have been selected (Ranguelov, 2010). The travel time of a tsunami front is between 20 and 30 
minutes. 
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Figure.3. The modeled travel-time (in sec.) of maximum sea surface elevation (about 3 m) generated by the seismic 

source located near Cape Kaliakra area. The minimum travel time is about 20 minutes. 
 
Intended Seismic Early Warning Systems (SEWS) in Bulgaria 
 
During the last years several projects related to the time deficit SEWS have been executed (DACEA, SIMORA – still 
active, etc.). The Bulgarian kinematic model for SEWS is developed in Ranguelov, 2013. To build up such kinematic 
model several seismic sources are outlined (these are coinciding with the approximate locations of the real earthquake 
sources on Bulgarian territory – Table 1.  

Table 1. 
№ Seismic source coordinates Depth 

  ϕ [Е] λ [N] [km] 
1 Sofia 23°20'00'' 42°40'00'' 10 
2 Kresna 23°10'00'' 41°50'00'' 10 
3 Plovdiv 25°00'00'' 42°10'00'' 10 
4 G.Oriahovica 25°50'00'' 43°10'00'' 10 
5 Shabla 28°30'00'' 43°30'00'' 10 

 
Then the kinematic model used the travel times of S and P waves and their differences (Figure.4.). To model the 
coverage of each wave phase isochrones diagrams are constructed dependent to the distances. – Figure.5. The 
implementation of the methodology related to the main Bulgarian seismic sources shows the time intervals between 5 
and 20 seconds according to the selected seismic source – Figure. 6. 
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Figure. 4. The example of the different S, P travel times differences and their phases according the distance 
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Figure.5.Modeled isochrones versus distances - coverage of the knots. In the model they represent the seismic sensors  

 
Figure.6.The ts-tp isochrones of each seismic source at the levels of 5.3 (dark red), 7.6 (light orange), 8.6 (red), 14,5 

(orange) 15 (light green) and 20,2 (green) seconds, covered almost the entire territory of Bulgaria
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The Vrancea case 
 
The methodology described for the whole country, including all local seismic sources is applied as well as for the 
Vrancea source. The Vrancea seismic source is rather specific and has several peculiarities: very clear fixed position in 
space (location and depth), well defined P and S phases of the direct body seismic waves and due to these specifics   
could be easily accepted as a point source - Table 2. 
 

Table 2. 
 

Vrancea seismic source 

Cities Distance (km) Travel time - ts-tp Travel time - tp 

Vidin 334 37,3 49,7 

Lom 326 36,5 48,7 

Russe 241 28 37,8 

Dobrich 307 34,6 46,3 

Pleven 308 34,7 46,4 

Vratsa 365 40,4 53,8 

Tarnovo 327 36,6 48,9 

Varna 347 38,6 51,4 

Gabrovo 352 39,1 52,1 

Sofia 425 46,4 61,4 

Burgas 407 44,6 59,1 

Blagoevgrad 499 53,7 70,9 

Plovdiv 441 48 63,4 

Stara Zagora 399 43,8 58,1 

Haskovo 455 49,4 65,3 

Kardzhali 489 52,8 69,6 

Madan 509 54,7 72,2 

Smolian 504 54,2 71,5 

Gotse Delchev 525 56,3 74,2 

Sandanski 540 57,8 76,1 
 

 
 

Figure.7.The travel times ts-tp (Vrancea source) show the time for reaction after the early warning is issued 
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Due to the model and the results obtained, the Vrancea seismic source model shows the pretty reliable and high 
effective SEWS. The minimum tp of the seismic waves reaching Bulgarian territory is about 50 seconds and the Ts-Tp 
– about 40 seconds. This time is rather effective about the EW issue for such a limited territory. The time response is 
easy to be transferred into measures – for example – shut down the reactors of the NPP, to close gas and oil pipes, to 
stop  the electricity, to shut down the dangerous production activities, etc. Of course the evacuation time for the 
population is rather short, but in case of a good preparation and effective education about the correct behavior in case of 
strong seismic event, the individual reactions can safe many lives.  
 

The Pernik case 

Project SIMORA – System of Monitoring and seismic early warning about Pernik city 

General objective: To create a strong motion monitoring system in the area affected by a moderate earthquake – M5.8 
– 22nd May, 2012 and to provide local authorities with reliable quantitative information about the level of strong 
ground motions.  

Specific objectives:  

- To investigate the local seismogenic source and relationships with the local geology, tectonics and geophysical 
fields 

- To focus to the establishment of key-core elements of a quasi EWS targeted to the industrial facilities and dam 
located nearby. 

- To proof the models about strong ground motions and their influence to the population, facilities and underground 
mining galleries. 

- To help the population with the education about correct behavior before, during and after a strong earthquake 
- To promote the experience to other local seismic active regions 

As a result of the complex geophysical investigations the geodynamic model of the seismic source has been created  
(Ranguelov et al, 2013) – Figure 8. 

 
 

Figure.8. A seismotectonic model of the Pernik  22nd May 2012 earthquake:  
1 – extension; 2 – downward movements of the subsided block; 3 – listric asymmetric faulting; 4 – direction of the 
subsidence; 5 – areas of destruction during the main shock (and aftershocks) – considered  as source of high 
frequencies; 6 – lowest part of the subsided block – considered as source of the low frequencies. 

Many candidate sites for the seismic stations monitoring network have been explored. According to the kinematics 
model (Ranguelov and Iliev, 2013) the intended quasi SEWS could expect low efficiency due to the short epicenter 
distances and only seconds (3 to 7) of the ts-tp travel times for the EW issue.  
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Abstract 
On the base of GIS- project (Dynamics of natural hazards processes for the territory of the southern taiga of Western 
Siberia) the analysis of natural hazards has been made for the period from 1979 to 2013. In this article the spatial and 
temporal variability of the most representative indicators for the region have been estimated, such as temperature 
extremums, downpours, wind intensity, storm activity and freezing. The geographical demarcation by the safety level of 
natural resources is provided. Our research revealed the some features of climate and ecosystem regional changes, 
which impact on the different spheres of human activity. Has been found the increase in the degree of risks for the most 
of the climatic phenomena for the entire territory. The hazard map helps to analyze all of them for vulnerability and risk 
relationship between natural risk and land use management. The determining extreme vulnerability to natural 
phenomena allows regulating the requirements for the formation of a strategy for sustainable environmental. In this 
regard cooperation in the field of natural hazards is aimed to reduce the vulnerability and achieve sustainable 
development of southern taiga. 

Keywords: climatic hazards, natural resources risks, GIS technology. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The growing number of dangerous natural processes is considered one of the major negative trends existing in the world 
today [1, 2, 3, 4]. Their consequences and losses from their manifestations in some cases attain a colossal size. In the 
XX century natural disasters killed over 8 million people. From this number, more than a half were the victims of 
floods, 22% died from drought, 18% – from earthquakes, and 7% – from hurricanes. Compared to the beginning of XX 
century, when the average annual number of recorded major natural and technogenic disasters amounted 10 cases per 
year, by the end of the century this number has increased by almost 20 times [5]. As well as the world as a whole, 
Russia suffers from the growing number of natural disasters. Thus, according to the Russian Emergencies Ministry, for 
the period from 1990 to 1999 there was registered 2877 events of extraordinary character, which were related to natural 
hazardous processes [6]. In recent decades in Western Siberia, an increase in the number of natural hazards and 
associated risks in nature usage has also been observed.  Based on many environmental indicators, Western Siberia can 
be categorized as a territory extremely uncomfortable for living. Here we observe a high number of natural hazards 
(from 180 to 240 cases per year), increasing by almost 5-6% annually. It is highly probable that the trend of increasing 
number of natural hazards in the region will continue in the future [7]. 
 
Such "negative" dynamics, on the one hand, is explained by the changing climatic conditions, and on the other hand – 
by intensification of economic activity, population growth and a growing usage of natural resources. On the entire 
territory of Russia, all seasons of the year, excluding winter, are becoming warmer. The average growth rate of mean 
annual air temperature (0.43°C/10 years) during 1976–2013 is more than two times higher in Russia than the global 
temperature growth rate [8].  
 
Exponential growth in the consumption of natural resources also leads to the changes in the environment. And this in 
turn disrupts climatic patterns and provokes new hazards. For example, intensive cutting of Siberian forests leads to 
creation of significant deforestation areas, which in turn causes changes in the atmosphere, soil erosion, changing wind 
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currents, circulation and convection of air masses, disruption of soil water balance. Construction of roads without 
proper sanitation contributes to the processes of waterlogging and development of sheet erosion. Human settling of 
obviously hazard-prone areas quite often provokes a lot of damage from the natural disasters, repeating themselves with 
stable frequency. Practically each spring in Western Siberia, flooding occurs in the basin of the Ob river and its 
tributaries. The rivers rise by more than 120 cm, waterlogging a lot of settlements and inundated agricultural lands. So, 
in Tomsk Oblast alone, 53 rural settlements (such as Chernaya Rechka, Tiskino, Togur etc.) are located in the risk zone. 
Regional public budgets of the subjects of Russian Federation have to spend 10-40 million rubles annually only for anti-
flooding measures. Proper assessment of possible damage from natural hazards, early diagnosis of possible areas of 
their manifestation can help to reduce the risks and identify necessary preventive measures.   
 
Under the term "natural hazards" we understand the probability of hazardous processes or phenomena resulting from 
natural and physical processes that bring negative impacts and damage for economic activities in the sphere of nature 
usage. The hazard degree depends on the likelihood of its realization, strength of possible phenomena or processes, 
intensity of their impact on business entities and people. Typically, this probability is expressed in relative qualitative 
indicators: high, low, medium, weak, no danger. The relative degree of hazards should be based on strict quantitative 
criteria of each hazard, which are expressed in specific numerical indicators.  As a result, hazards from various events 
or processes are compared by averaging their probabilities by the spatial and temporal parameters [8].  
 
Natural hazards, as a probabilistic category, vary greatly in space and time. That's why, their operational visualization 

can be successfully implemented with the help of modern GIS technology. Electronic databases present a flexible and 
easy-to-use tool for displaying time-varying natural hazardous processes, and they can quickly help to visualize the 
results on the map. Cartographic visualization of this dynamics gives a clear view about the direction of natural 
processes and can help prevent a number of negative consequences in the sphere of environmental management [9]. 
 
This article mainly considers natural hazards that have impact on agricultural land-use. It describes a practical 
assessment method for hazards and risks, that was successfully tested in practice, and the factors affecting agriculture in 
the southern taiga zone of Western Siberia. This area is interesting by the fact that, compared to the rest of the taiga 
zone, many sectors of agriculture are more successfully developed here. The cultures that are grown here include winter 
wheat, rye, barley, potatoes, various vegetables. Besides, this region can boast with large areas of prospective 
agricultural lands, which drainage will allow to increase the arable area and further replenish the local food base. The 
most extensive agricultural development is observed in Omsk Oblast and in the south of Novosibirsk Oblast. 
 
Agriculture is a sector of economics that is most exposed to natural hazards. A number of climatic factors has a negative 
impact on the region's agricultural sector development: sharp fluctuations of ground temperatures in April, active storm 
activity, high winds, flooding, etc. Not for nothing, this territory is called "a zone of risky agriculture". Monitoring and 
assessment of natural hazards can significantly reduce damages in agricultural land-use and timely identify appropriate 
mitigation measures.  
 
The taiga zone of Western Siberia is located in the central part of Russia, in the south of the West Siberian 
physiographic zone. Its southern border stretches from the valley of Iset river (left tributary of the Tobol river) towards 
Novosibirsk; its northern boundary lies between 56 0 N and 58 0 N The southern taiga subzone includes southern parts 
of Tyumen and Tomsk Oblasts and northern part of Omsk and Novosibirsk Oblasts. The climate is moderately 
continental, with hot humid summers and fairly cold long winters. A specific feature of this subzone is less 
waterlogging than in the northern and middle taiga zones. Here, coniferous forests dominate on podzolic and sod-
podzolic soils, consisting of fir tree, pine and spruce. River terraces are often occupied by pine forests. Marsh areas are 
located within weakly drained watersheds [10].  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
To analyze temporal dynamics and spatial distribution of dangerous climatic phenomena in the sphere of agricultural 
land-use in the southern taiga subzone, meteorological data were used for the period from 2005 to 2013. The data were 
obtained from 21 weather stations located in 5 administrative entities of the West Siberian Federal District (Tyumen, 
Omsk, Novosibirsk, Kemerovo and Tomsk Oblasts). Of these, Tomsk Oblast was assessed for a more prolonged 
observation period – from 1974 to 2013. The received data were processed using ArcGIS 10.1 software package, which 
has also got analysis and reporting modules.  
 
Based on this software, a regional GIS project was created for the purpose of spatial analysis of natural hazards, storage 
and processing of data array and creation of visual maps. The regional GIS project "Hazardous climatic processes 
affecting agricultural land-use in the southern taiga zone of Western Siberia" is based on a computerized system. Its 
functions include collection, organization, storage, processing, display and distribution of spatial-temporal data 
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reflecting the negative impacts of climatic factors on crop husbandry. The main objective of the project is to develop 
basic regulatory requirements for the formation of environmental management strategy. Figure 1 shows the GIS project 
structure, which is based on the layered information organization principle. 
 

Factual data used in our GIS 
project are presented a set of 
separate thematic databases, 
layers and attribute tables. 
Factual database was 
compiled based on the 
Hydromet data, research 
works done by the scientists 
from the Institute for 
Monitoring of Climatic and 
Ecological Systems (IMCES 
SB RAS), cartographic 
sources, official Tomsk 
statistics agency reports, etc. 
As a topographic base of GIS 
project, an electronic map of 
1:200 000 scale was used, 
created by 

Tomskgeomonitoring 
company. This map contains 
topographic relief elements – 
hypsographic curves with a 
height of 50 m and height 
marks.  Additional maps that 
required digitization were 

raster maps carrying information on the soil cover and forestry of Western Siberia, at the scale of 1:1 000 000. 
Processing of raster layers was conducted using EasyTrace application software for Windows. Data bank is organized 
as a hierarchical structured system of relational tables. To obtain the correct results, all spatial data were reduced to a 
single coordinate system, taking into account projections, distortions and generalization level. To perform regional 
variability assessment for separate hazard indicators, their values were interpolated using an additional ArcGIS Spatial 
Analyst Module. 
 
The basic idea which we used to assess the impact of natural climatic hazards on agricultural land-use was to determine 
the excess values of selected indicators over the values set by the relevant regulations [11]. For example, RosHydromet 
gives the following formal definition for natural hazards as "a hydro-meteorological phenomenon that, due to its 
intensity, duration or time of occurrence may present a threat to life or health of people and may cause significant 
material damage" [12]. The table, based on the official List of dangerous agro-meteorological phenomena, i.e. those 
having an adverse impact on agricultural production, shows dangerous climatic factors (F), with their negative impact 
on agricultural land-use in the southern taiga subzone of Western Siberia. 
 

Table. Dangerous processes in the territory of the southern taiga of Western Siberia and their impact on farmland 
 

Agrometeorological 
dangerous factor, F 

The estimated parameters, P The estimated negative impact, N 

Friizing number of freezing days with 
temperatures below 00 С from 01.05 
to 30.09 

damage or destruction of crop production 

Water saturation of soil during the growing season of crops 
within 20 days (during harvest within 
10 days) soil conditions at depth of 
10-12 sm on a visual assessment of 
the moisture is rated as sticky fluid or 
decay 

falling into decay of the root system, biota 
inhibition  

Atmospheric drought maximum duration of the period with 
temperatures above 25 °С  and the 
absence of effective rainfall (more 

intensive evaporation from the soil surface; 
disturbing of the plant’s water balance and 
disorder of entire complex of physiological 

Figure 1. The organization structure of  project GIS «Dynamics of natural hazards 
on the territory of Western Siberia» 
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than 5 mm per day) over 30 days processes; reduction in the growth function; 
temporary inhibition of plant growth  
 

Low humidity number of days with relative 
humidity less than  15% 

intensive evaporation from the soil surface; 
disturbing of the plant’s water balance and 
disorder of the entire complex of 
physiological processes; reduction in the 
growth function; temporary inhibition of 
plant growth 

Low temperatures without 
snow cover 

number of days with temperatures 
below minus 25 ° C in the absence of 
snow cover 

spareness or complete loss of winter crops, 
frost-killing of fruit bushes 

Flooding maximum duration of the period of 
high water standing  

nutrients leaching from the topsoil, flooding 
of fodder-producing areas on farmlands 

Shower activity days with showers in the period from  
01.04 to 31.10 

crops lodging; leaching of nutrients from the 
topsoil, water saturation of soil 

Lrge hail showers number of cases in the period from  
01.04 to 31.10 

crops lodging; mechanical damage to crops, 
resulting in partial or complete loss of the 
crop 

High heat number heatwave days with 
temperatures exceeding dangerous 
value for the area between 01.04 and 
30.09 

intense evaporation from the soil surface; 
disbalance of the water balance of plants and 
disorder of the entire complex physiological 
processes; temporary inhibition of plant 
growth 
 

Anomalistic heatwave maximum duration of the period of 
more than 5 days in excess of the 
average daily air temperature above 
normal at 7 ° C in the period from 
01.04 to 30.09 

intense evaporation from the soil surface; 
disturbing of the water balance of plants; 
temporary inhibition of plant growth 
 

Raininess the total period length of more than 7 
days with total rainfall exceeding 150 
% of decade rate in the period from 
01.04 to 30.09  

nutrients leaching from the topsoil to subsoil, 
water saturation of soil 

Very strong wind incidence of wind with gusts of at 
least 25 м/s,  or with average wind 
speed of at least 20 м/s 

soil deflation, crops lodging 

 
To analyze the probability of occurrence or the extent of manifestation for each of the listed hazardous agro-
meteorological phenomena (F) according to estimated parameters (P) , an attributive database was created. Obtained 
values, expressed in appropriate units of measure, have allowed us to conduct spatial-temporal analysis of the territory 
by the degree of intensity and frequency of each adverse agro-meteorological phenomena. These indicators were tied to 
the location of selected weather stations, gauging stations and objects of nature management. Each indicator was 
entered into the database as an array of values by the years of observations. The database structure and functions 
provide for the possibility to quickly add and modify information. 
 
However, with the purpose to conduct integrated analysis using the modelling module, heterogeneous quantitative 
values were reduced to a single score system based on the rating scales. For each factor, a unified score range from 0.1 
to 1 was developed, using the expert assessments method.  

 
Integral indicators characterizing the territory hazards for the growing of major crop species, were calculated 

by the formula:  

%100
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1
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ii PkDa  ,                                                                           (1) 

where Da – complex agrometeorological hazard index (AHI) for each crop; P i – AHI factors values (in points), k i – 
weighting factor, establishing the importance of each hazardous agrometeorological phenomenon (ranging from 0 to 1 
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In the same manner, it is possible to describe not only the hazards for crops husbandry, but also to calculate 
geomorphological hazards and risks leading to the degradation of farmland. 
 
In the frameworks of this new GIS project, we could easily and conveniently conduct a comprehensive analysis of 
natural hazards by sampling data from different attribute tables. This, in turn, has allowed us to combine different 
indications of hazards and to build integrated thematic maps. For better visualization, the point-like objects are placed 
on the foreground, then go the objects of linear forms, then small-area polygonals, and finally, large background 
objects. Point-like objects are represented by special signs. Topographic map objects are represented by all kinds of 
objects (points, lines, polygons). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
Visualization of integrated assessment of selected indicators has shown that, for the entire territory of the southern taiga, 
marked increase in the hazard degree is observed for the most of the studied climatic phenomena. The Spline 3D 
Analyst software module has allowed to reveal the geographic density of isolated climate-related hazardous impacts on 
agrarian land use. A series of thematic maps has reflected the dynamics of hazardous processes not only by hazards, but 
also by time periods. 
 

For example, it became apparent that the greatest contribution to natural hazards is made by heavy rainfall. The number 
of days with heavy rainfall in the region has increased over the past decade by 26%, and in some areas – by 50%. 
Showers and thunderstorms have the highest intensity in July. Storm activity in the studied area has a heterogeneous 
spatial distribution. So, in Tyumen Oblast, the average annual number of days with showers, as registered by different 
weather stations, varies from 52 (Yalutorovsk station) to 106 (Tobolsk station) (Figure 2). A considerable variability of 
this adverse phenomena from year to year over the past decade is observed. The greatest negative impact from storm 
activity was registered in 2007, when the average number of days with rainfall in Tyumen Oblast comprised 92 days. 
Due to increased frequency of heavy rainfalls, favorable conditions for intensive gully development and sheet erosion 
processes have been formed. Active torrential processes destroy the upper humus horizon, wash out the soil nutrients 
and contribute to erosion processes. This in turn leads to the yield losses both for cereal crops and vegetable plants.  
 
Another constraining factor to agricultural farming in the Western Siberia taiga zone is that this territory has insufficient 
amount of heating resources, notwithstanding the fact that, according to agrometeorological data, both early-ripening 
and intermediate-ripening plants can be grown in this zone. Nevertheless, the taiga zone can be truly called the zone of 
"risky agriculture", because of the frequent late spring and early autumn frosts [11]. In the second half of May, and in 
some years in the beginning of June, returns of cold weather and sharp fluctuations in temperature-ground layer are 

Figure 2. a) The spatial distribution of the annual average of days with rain showers for meteorological stations of 
Tumen oblast, located in the southern taiga of Western Siberia;  b) Dynamics of the mean value of day with rain 

showers on the southern taiga zone of the Tumen Oblast. 

a b 
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quite probable on the territory of the southern taiga zone. When arctic air masses arrive from the North, negative 
temperatures are possible, which cases were confirmed by our data. Analysis of meteorological data in the attribute 
database for ground frosts occurring from 01.05 to 30.09 has shown high probability of sharp drops in night 
temperatures in late May. This time is an active growing season for some crops, which represents a particular threat to 
winter crops.  
 
Low temperatures in the absence of snow cover produce considerable adverse effects on winter crops, perennial grasses 
and woody fruit plants – which is the most common cause of injury and death of wintering crops. Winter crops are 
subject to a greater risk of winterkill on upland fields, as well as on the western and southern slopes, where the snow 
depth is much smaller and, therefore, the soil freezes to a deeper level [13]. The hazard for horticultural crops is that 
their root system is damaged, which leads to the crop destruction.  Agro-meteorological conditions in the southern taiga 
zone of Western Siberia, when the crops are destroyed by frost, are often observed in November and early December, 
before the formation of snow cover sufficient to protect the plants from frost. Most disadvantaged in this respect were 
years 2006 and 2012. The temperature in November then dropped below –30 0 C for more than three days. 
 
Another major hazard, of the opposite type, is that due to increasing continental climate of the southern taiga, a wide 
amplitude of annual temperature is observed in this area. In some years the whole territory suffers from July droughts, 
which can last more than 25 days [14]. The data on abnormally hot weather indicate that 2012 was a particularly dry 
year, when a prolonged period of high temperature and absence of rain caused severe damages to agriculture in all 
areas. Figure 3 displays a thematic map, which shows spatial distribution of drought hazard on the southern taiga 
territory. The map is based on processing the data array by one of the parameters – the number of dry days with relative 
humidity less than 30%. It is noted that the average values of this parameter range from 0 to 52 days per year for the 
area of study. Assessment of linear deviations from the average values shows a steady increase in the number of dry 

Figure 3. Spatial and temporal distribution of natural hazards for the southern taiga of Western Siberia with one 
of  the integrated meteorological index -  the  number of days with air humidity < 30% for the period from 2005  to 

2013. 
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days during the crop growing season, especially noticeable was the growth in Tyumen Oblast (based on the data from 
Uvat ,Yalutovskaya amd Golyshmanovo meteorological stations) and in Omsk Oblast (data from Bolsherechye, Bolshie 
Uki, Tevriz, Ust-Ishim stations). More stable conditions have been observed in Novosibirsk Oblast (Kystovka weather 
station). The color palette intensity shows the areas with the highest risk of drought. Several years (2005, 2010) were 
the most dry for all stations, when the assessed parameter values reached 30-34 days (Figure 3).  
 
Thematic map created by such estimated factor as flooding, shows the sites of flooding and the areas of possible danger. 
Practically in all regions high water is observed about every 2-3 years. The differences depend on the hydrographic 
features, the presence of significant wetland spaces, winding and low banks, etc. The damage caused by this kind of 
hazard is high enough.  
 
In addition to this category of hazards, an increase in the number of stormy winds is observed during spring time in the 
southern taiga zone. Such winds cause dryness of soil surface layer during the active vegetation season. Thus, according 
to the data collected by researchers from Tomsk, a number of stormy winds over the past 30-35 years has increased by 
30% [15, 16]. Given that the wind speeds causing dangerous soil erosion in the southern taiga range from 6.5 m/s to 
9.12 m/s, and the maximum frequency of erosion-dangerous winds occurs in spring, the severity of wind erosion is 
characterized as high on almost entire territory. 
 
CONCLUSION 
  
Spatial-temporal analysis of climate tension parameters allows us to characterize the southern taiga zone of Western 
Siberia as an area with a high degree of natural hazards. Application of GIS technology facilitates fast and timely spatial 
visualization for the distribution of many types of natural hazards. We can't prevent the onset of natural processes, but 
we can predict hazardous events and develop preventive measures to protect ourselves from their impact. The described 
GIS project "Hazardous climatic processes affecting agricultural land-use in the southern taiga zone of Western Siberia" 
helps to organize effective access to a wealth of information on hazardous natural processes and socio-economic 
facilities located in the zone of their negative impact. The ARCGis 10.1 software package in combination with the the 
proposed GIS project present a great tool for rapid and timely spatial visualization of data collected in the database.  
 
Based on the obtained analytical data and their subsequent mapping, it becomes possible to warn people and authorities 
of unfavorable or dangerous processes of various origin. The system allows to track the development of these processes, 
make forecasts and give recommendations for adaptation to the adverse conditions for specific types of nature 
management. Further development of the described GIS project involves widening of temporary borders of observations 
and inclusion of more weather stations into the database, as well as the results of remote sensing of the Earth. 
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Abstract 
This study presents development of algorithms and the corresponding software for estimating and mapping forest fire 
danger caused by focused sunlight. The development includes an extension of existing ArcGIS system with several 
valuable options for spatial modeling. Our extended version of ArcGIS system involves additional options for 
representing both numerically and visually a potential impact of focused sunlight on the forest fire danger. 
Performance of the developed algorithms is illustrated for a representative case (~10x10km2, Siberian region) using 
datasets obtained from conventional inventory reports.   

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Modern information technologies offer valuable capabilities for estimating and monitoring of forest fire danger (FFD) 
[1] for different model setups [2] and environmental conditions [3]. Therefore, these technologies are highly relevant 
for analyzing large datasets collected with support from both private and federal forestry agencies for representing 
diverse species, regions and sites. The Russian Federal Forestry Agency is one of these agencies. The collected datasets 
with several levels of complexity are based on primary inventory unit (PIU) information [4]. Such information is 
important for characterizing local conditions and, thus for planning forest management activities and applications [5], 
including estimation of FFD associated with focused sunlight [6]. The main objective of this study is development of 
algorithms and the corresponding software for estimating and mapping FFD caused by focused sunlight using datasets 
from available inventory reports.    

FOREST FIRE DANGER AND ITS ESTIMATION 

Natural [7,8] and anthropogenic [9] factors are responsible for forest fires, and a large effort has been exerted over the 
past several decades for understanding these factors and for preventing and predicting forest fires. In particular, several 
forecasting schemes have been suggested for estimating probability of FFD [10-12]. However, it is still unclear how to 
assess accurately this probability at different temporal and spatial scales [1]. The need in such assessment has motivated 
development of advanced models [13,14], and one of these models estimates probability of FFD associated with 
sunlight focused by large drops of resin of coniferous trees, glass containers and their splinters [15].     

For a given area, forest fuel layer flammability (relative to the focused sunlight) depends largely on fuel type and 
moisture content. For example, forest fires do not coincide with “unfavorable” conditions when fuel moisture content is 
high due to the vicinity of a given area to substantial water supply (e.g., wet weather conditions, near-water location). 
Fires also do not occur largely in valley bottoms and coniferous forests. In contrast, areas with conifer forests exhibit 
the highest probabilities of wildfire. Therefore, regions, which can be described as “Floodland/Wetland/Water Land 
Cover”, “Valley Bottom”, or “Coniferous Forest”, are less fire-prone than those identified as “Conifer Forests”. The 
likelihood of forest fires tends to increase with the forest growing (old-growth conifer forest versus young-growth 
conifer forest).  

To illustrate selection of the most fire-prone site within a study area, let us consider a schematic diagram (Fig. 1) with 
identified eight types of forest- and land-covers: (1) forest clear-cuts near road (label “R”), (2)  water land cover (label 
“W”), (3) wetland (label “B”), (4) valley bottom (label “L”), (5) coniferous forest (label “D”), (6) mixed forest (label 
“M”), (7) young-growth conifer forest (label “CY”) and (8) old-growth conifer forest (label “CO”). The selection 
includes a number of successive screenings of sites with small and moderate probabilities of forest fire (Fig. 1).    
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Fig. 1. Diagram of a study area for selecting the most fire-prone sites with results from three initial iterations (top 
panel) and three final iterations (bottom panel). After each iteration, the number of screened sites with small and 

moderate probabilities of wildfire (gray color) increases. 

 
  
The probability of forest fire P(C) associated with focused sunlight can be estimated as: 

 

P(C)
TS

FS

N

N
≈  ,      (1) 

where NFS and NTS are number of fire-prone PIUs and total number of PIUs for a given area, respectively. To take into 
account several natural and anthropogenic factors, the probability of forest fire can be written as [14]  

 

[ ] )(),/()/()(),/()/()( CPLLFFPLLPLPAAFFPAAPAPP jjjjj += ,     (2) 

 
where Pj - probability of forest fire for j-th day (or interval) within a given forest region; P(A) - probability of 
anthropogenic cause; P(Aj/A) - probability of presence of fire sources on j-th day; Pj (FF/A, Aj) - probability of a fire due 
to anthropogenic cause within a given PIU; P(L) - probability of a dry thunder-storms (natural cause) within a given 
PIU; P(Lj/L) - probability of a cloud-to-ground lightning discharge (natural cause); Pj(FF/L,Lj) - probability of forest fire 
initiation from a lightning provided that dry thunder-storms can take place within a given PIU; P (C) - probability of 
forest fire based on vegetation conditions. All terms in Eq. (2) can be estimated using the frequency-based approach 
similar to Eq.(1). 

ALGORITHMIC MAINTENANCE OF GIS-SYSTEM 

To develop our geographic information system for estimating FFD caused by focused sunlight, we select an existing 
ArcGIS system with several valuable options for spatial modeling. These options allow us to generate automatically 
tables with characteristics of selected forest areas and their PIUs. For a reliable FFD estimation, the following 
parameters are required [15]: number of selected areas and their PIUs, species structure and age of forest within a given 
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PIU. These parameters can be taken from conventional inventory reports, such as reports published by the Russian 
Federal Forestry Agency. We select a forest area (Timiryazevskiy forest, Tomsk region) as a representative sample 
(~10x10km2) for the FFD estimation. Figure 2 shows an example of generated table with the initial data, while Figure 3 
includes complementary spatial information.  

To calculate level of FFD caused by focused sunlight, we develop computer software using high level language Python. 
Figure 4 shows a general scheme for data processing, which includes variables “Sostav”, “Age”, “Fire danger” and 
related information on more/less fire-prone areas. Also, our software generates the corresponding statistics 
(variable/option “Total statistics”) for each sub-area (or quarter), probability of forest fire occurrence (variable/option 
“Probability”) within specified range (from 0 to 1) and level of FFD (variable/option “Level”) as a function of the 
probability of forest fire occurrence (Fig.5). In addition, the spatial distribution of sub-areas (Fig.3) and the 
corresponding information on FFD level (Fig.5) can be merged using our developed software (variable/option” Join”) 
(Figs. 6). 

 

Fig. 2 An example of generated table with information required for the FFD estimation within selected area. 
 

.  

Fig. 3 A map of selected area with grid of sub-areas (forest quarters). 
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Fig. 4. General scheme of data processing    
 
 

 

Fig. 5 An example of generated Table. Variables represent quantitative and qualitative estimation of FFD: “ObjectID” 
- object identifier, “N_kvartal” - number of quarter, “Count_vydel” - total sites in quarter, “Count_fire” - number of 
fire-prone sites (or PIU), “Probability” - probability of forest fire within a given quarter, “Level” – estimated level of 

FFD. 
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Fig. 6 An example of table with forest quarters: “ObjectID” - object identifier, “Shape” - object type, “Name_forest” - 
forest area title, “Nomer_kvart” - number of quarter, “Probability” - probability of forest fire, “Level” - level of forest 

fire danger  

DISCUSSION 

The merged maps (Fig.7) in comparison with other graphical displays of results (e.g., Figs.3 and 5) are more 
appropriate for representing FFD caused by focused sunlight. Similar merge-based approach can be applied for 
displaying numerically and visually FFD estimation caused by other factors. Thus, it is possible to map fire-prone 
regions under different conditions using our software. For example, Fig.7 illustrates that only a small fraction of the 
considered here region (~10x10km2) has extreme or high levels of FFD, and fire-prone sub-areas with extreme and high 
FFD levels are located in the vicinity of Timiryazevskiy village. Although the estimations of focused sunlight on FFD 
level are missing in the existing official reports, these estimations are getting more attention from several federal 
agencies, including the Emergency Control Ministry of Russia. One of the potential and important consequences of our 
results (Fig. 7) is that additional accessible tools, such as towers with video registration systems, GPS or GLONASS-
navigation [16] and remote access on channels of cellular communication GSM [17, 18], can be applied complementary 
for monitoring the fire-prone sub-areas identified by our software. Since datasets required for FFD estimation are 
publically available, an expected application of our approach/software for other regions and periods would not be time- 
and cost-consuming.  

 

Fig. 7. Similar to Fig. 3 except that the level of FFD is included for each sub-area (quarter). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We develop algorithms for estimating and mapping forest fire danger caused by focused sunlight. We also develop the 
corresponding software, which allows an acquisition and analysis of large datasets as well as visualization and sharing 
of obtained results. To illustrate performance of the developed algorithms, we apply available datasets from 
conventional inventory reports. These datasets represent a large Siberian area located in Tomsk region. We provide both 
quantitative and qualitative estimations of the forest fire danger associated with focused sunlight. To address increasing 
needs from several private and federal agencies for an improved estimation of forest fire danger, we will continue 
development of our algorithms and software through incorporation of powerful tools from well-established methods for 
identifying and monitoring fire-prone regions and through integration of the existing and future datasets from different 
sources.   
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Abstract 
Wildland fires are huge problem for the southern member states of the European Union. Worldwide wildland fire 
occurrence is noted too and there are different international projects where scientists are combining their efforts to 
understand the hazard and find a way to prevent or stop it when needed. Bulgaria has also its problems on this matter. 
The years since 1989 the increasement of the wildland fires is enormous for the Bulgarian territory size and part of the 
problem is the fast changing landscape of the rural areas, where human influence cause different types of natural 
hazards. In this paper we will present a method using GIS tools for burning materials data preparation in FARSITE 
simulation. We won’t describe the meteorological and topology parameters preparation, but we will mention them as 
components needed for successful simulations run.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The national forestry agency in Bulgaria has published for ЕconomyNews.bg the latest information in numbers 
concerning wildland fires, where the analysis of the fire situation in the forests of Bulgaria for the last 30 years shows a 
sharp increase in the number of fires and the amount of burned areas after 1989. Fire activity has pronounced cycles 
with a maximum of seven years, but it probably has a random nature and only the future will show if these cycles will 
remain the same. 

The  wildland fire peaks in terms of years are - 1993, 2000 and 2007 - the results given by the forestry agency count that 
during this years there were specific weather conditions and unfavorable combination of natural and anthropogenic 
factors that  related to the causes of the fires and the sources of their origin. 

The general trend of increasing the number, frequency and intensity of forest fires is particularly pronounced in the 
period from 1999 to 2001 and in 2007. In those years the degree of fire danger rate in Bulgaria is equal to the 
traditionally high-risk countries in the Mediterranean area. The largest number of wildland fires is in 2000 and 2007 - 
respectively - 1710 and 1478, where the burned areas are – 57 406 ha and 43 000 ha. 

Distribution of burned areas is approximately equal to the relative share of coniferous and deciduous tree species in the 
forests of the country, with a slight majority in favor of deciduous forests. 

Over 55% of all forest fires in Bulgaria in the last 25 years are result of human mistakes while working with fire in open 
spaces, including burning of stubble and grassland cleanings. This statistics gave as the most vulnerable forestry lands 
the areas nearby agricultural lands. Wildland fires caused by lightning have year average number around 2.5%. 

The Bulgarian forestry agency statistics for forest fires occurred in the country in 2011 shows seemingly increase their 
numbers compared to 2010 during the year registered 635 numbers of forest fires in which are affected 6882 ha forest 
areas. The area of the crown fires is 499 hectares. 2011 is the year with average forestry fire damages, but still the 
numbers are very high compared to the total Bulgarian area. 
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Typically wildland fires occur in Bulgaria for the last 11 years with two peaks - spring, during the months of February, 
March and mid-April, and during the summer, in July, August and September. However in 2010, 2011 and 2012 there is 
a new phenomenon - a large number of forest fires occur in the late autumn and even in winter conditions, which can 
give in future a new peak even during the autumn-winter season. 

The focus of this paper is on research for usage of computer based tools and models which can give fire propagation 
scenarios for the responsible authorities that could support their work and prevent the fire spread [1]. 

In 2011 and 2012 have been studied the area of Zlatograd municipality where all results has been achieved. 

STUDY AREA 

The territorial state-owned forestry department in Zlatograd covers an area of 33,532 ha, of which 31,856 ha are state 
forests. Most forests are in early to mid-seral successional stages, with only small amounts of mature to old forest. 
Stand age is highly variable, ranging from 20 to 80 yrs; most stands range between 35 to 50 yrs with the average being 
46 yrs. Average stem stock is 140 m3 ha-1. The average forest canopy cover is 81%.  

In terms of climate, the region is part of the continental-Mediterranean climatic region, south-Bulgarian climatic sub-
region and East Rodopi mountain low climate region. The average annual temperature is 10.8ºC, with a maximum 
temperature in July of 20.6ºC and minimum temperature in January of -0.8ºC, indicating moderate summers and 
relatively mild winters. Extreme values of annual average maximum and minimum temperature are respectively 17.1ºC 
and 4.9ºC, the monthly maximum is in August (28.9ºC) and the average monthly minimum occurs in January (-3.9ºC). 
Average annual rainfall reaches 1000 mm. Maximum precipitation amounts for the period from April to October range 
from 10.0 mm for 5 min to 46.3 mm for 60 min and 59.7 mm for more than 60 min. The average annual relative 
humidity is 75% which is an indication of good growing conditions; maximum relative humidity values of 85% occur in 
November. However, approximately 13-15 days per year have relative humidity less than or equal to 30%, during 
which time wildfires may be of higher concern.   

FIRE LOCATIONS 

Data for fifteen wildfires that occurred in 2011 to 2012 within the Zlatograd municipal territory were provided by the 
Zlatograd forestry department; this data included vegetation type, area burned (in decares where 10 decares = 1 
hectare), date, and start and end hours of the fire event (table 1). These wildfires burned in a variety of vegetation types 
and were more than likely started by humans to clear agricultural debris or prepare fields, based on the proximity to 
villages. Paper maps from the forestry department identified the ignition location and final fire shape; this data was 
digitized in a GIS which allowed each ignition point to be viewed with background orthophotos and the spatial 
Zlatograd vegetation classification showing pre-fire vegetation (figure 1).  
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Fire No. Vegetation type 
Burned 
area in 
decares 

Date of 
occurrence 

Hour of 
start 

Hour of 
end 

1 Durmast 3.0 25 March 2012 1330 1530 

2 Beechwood 5.0 29 March 2012 1400 1800 

3 Scotch pine 1.0 16 June 2012 1500 1700 

4 Scotch pine 7.0 6Aug. 2012 1640 1950 

5 Scotch pine 5.0 6 Aug. 2012 1710 2130 

6 European black pine 4.0 27Aug. 2012 1200 1600 

7 Scotch pine 3.0 5 Sept. 2012 1400 2030 

8 Scotch pine 6.0 6 Sept. 2012 1400 1930 

9 Scotch pine 2.0 6 Oct. 2012 1600 2320 

10 Scotch pine 1.0 16 March 2011 1310 1400 

11 Scotch pine 1.0 5 April 2011 1715 1900 

12 Scotch pine 1.0 10 April 2011 1130 1530 

13 Grassland 3.0 30 Aug. 2011 1400 1800 

14 Scotch pine 4.0 12 Sept. 2011 1230 1900 

15 Scotch pine 1.0 15 Sept.  2011 1600 1830 

Table 1: Fire information provided by the Zlatograd Forestry 
Department for the period 2011-2012 

 

 

Figure 1a: Digitalized shapes from paper map  

 

Figure 1b: Paper map sample 
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We defined our test landscapes using a 500 m buffer zone around each of the fifteen Zlatograd fires (figure 2) 
 

 

Figure 2: Location of the 15 fires (yellow dots) in the Zlatograd area that occurred in 2011-2012 that were used to 
develop fire behavior analysis methodology. The outline of the municipality of Zlatograd is shown in red, with the 

orthophoto imagery used to identify canopy cover underneath. The black box indicates the location of the three inset 
maps on the right. Inset maps are: A) Zlatograd forestry polygons; B) Corine land cover polygons; and C) Bondev 

vegetation map polygons. 

GIS METHOD FOR GETTING PAPER FORESTRY MAPS INTO USEFUL DIGITAL DATA FOR 
FARSITE SIMULATIONS 

Worldwide research about wildland fire propagation has begun in the center led by Rothermel in Missoula Fire 
Laboratory in Rocky Mountains [2]. In fact, Rothermel and his team in Missoula are considered as founders of the fire 
modeling research. The first working wildland fire behaviour model was created in 1972 and since then it has been 
improved several times. Every subsequent model’s modifications included consideration of further parameters that 
could make the simulations obtained by the scientists more realistic and accurate. 

In the early 80’s of the last century, M. Grishin, professor at University of Tomsk, Russia, has worked on and developed 
a model [3], which uses data about the burning material types in the taiga (mostly conifers) and takes into account that 
the main combustion intensity happens in the crown of trees.  

Approximately at the same time attempts for wildland simulations were done in laboratories in Sydney, Australia. The 
second and the third models did not become as popular as the US ones, because of some computational issues at that 
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time, concerning PC power, data coverage, etc. Nowadays many laboratories are involved in wildland fire behavior 
propagation modeling. It is easier to find them in the affected zones, simply because this knowledge is saving time and 
efforts when it is working together with the incident commanders on the field.  

The development of modern information and communication tools allows applications of cutting-edge technologies to 
solve problems related to the forest and field fires. Usage of these tools not only allows early detection of fires but also 
gives possibility for prediction of the dynamics related to fire spread of the fire line and the extent of the possible 
damages for the environment and citizen’s property. 

The main types of wildland fires described in the specialized literature are classified as follows: type 1 - surface fires 
[2,4]; type 2 - crown fires [3,5]; type 3 - spotting fires as modified crown fires and type 4 - fire acceleration, when the 
terrain has steep slopes. 

Bulgaria has mainly fires from types one and two and rarely fires from types three and four. The research on the wildland fire 
behavior modeling has not been done developed in the past, which makes Bulgarian scientist beginners in the area of fire 
behavior simulations. In this paper we will describe how we calibrate data for FARSITE model by using GIS tools for 
preparation of the available data into the shape needed for of the model. 

As we showed on figure 1b, most of the data for the area of Zlatograd forestry department was given into paper maps, which we 
digitalized and in order to use them we found forestry database with description for each of the poligons and sub-poligons in the 
paper maps where our test fire shapes were. 

Than in order to create canopy cover and fuels models for the FARSITE simulations we used point layer created for each of the 
fires (figure 2), shape files for each burned area, the polygons of the forestry department database and the DEM, Aspect and 
Slope for the area of interest on the map. We have some ortophoto images on for the territory of the fifteen fires so the possibility 
for us to determine canopy cover and fuel model by the comparison between the ortophotos and the forestry maps was used. 
Example image on the described sequence of steps is shown on figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3:Ortofoto image and forestry map overlapping before creation of canopy cover and fuel model for FARSITE 
simulation 

After we have the main layers we are using the fire behavior fuel models in order to create raster, where the different 
colors are the actual burning materials according to the Scott-Burgan classification of 40 burning material classes [6]. 
Example of such raster is shown on figure 4: 
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Fig. 4:Fuel model raster used in FARSITE simulations for the test area of Zlatograd forestry department 

Canopy cover is always percentage of the cover of the area with burning materials, so it looks again as raster which the 
FARSITE model is calculating how close the burning materials are. Example of such raster is given to figure 5: 

 

Fig. 5:Canopy cover raster used in FARSITE simulations for the test area of Zlatograd forestry department 

The canopy cover and the fuel models are not possible to extracted from the DEM, that is why creation of them both for 
Bulgarian cases, where no vegetation mapping for fire behavior fuel modeling has ever been done is crucial in the 
modeling of wildland fire propagation and with the tools available in GIS very easy and user friendly. 

WEB-BASED SYSTEM FOR FIREFIGHTING AUTHORITIES SUPPORT. LOOK IN THE 
FUTURE 

Implementation of a system for early prediction and monitoring of the development of wildland fires requires 
conducting serious research in many areas. The most importaint are listed here: 
1. Studies of the characteristics of topography, vegetation type, soil and water resources and their characteristics; 
2. Research and analysis of existing models and their calibration for Bulgarian conditions as a base compatibility 

between the existing models worldwide and their application in Bulgaria; 
3. Software development taking into account the additional features that distinguish Bulgaria from other countries 

where the described and calibrated models are created; 
4. Visualization of results showing the climatic characteristics and change in wind turbulence and water evaporation 

caused by the burning process;  
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5. Enabling in addition satellite and other images: 1) describing the land use and 2) reacting to occurance of a 
wildland fire. 

The presented scheme for a web-based system requires collaboration of researchers from different fields: geographers, 
climatologists, ecologists, mathematicians, computer scientists, programmers, and of course, last but not least, 
specialists in fire safety. The architecture example has been presented on figure 6. 

The structure is suitable for data coming from satellite sources and data collected by the monitoring areas. Each of the 
modules processes the incoming data and transmits it to a processing unit. The end result is visualized image of the 
simulated terrain where the fire is propagating. 

 

Fig. 6: Diagram of web-based system for firefighting teams support 

CONCLUSIONS 

Bulgaria is small country and loosing forests and good field soil because of wildland fires is something what will cause 
huge losses in future. Models for wildland fire propagation are available worldwide, but the only problem for the 
Bulgarian calibration needs remain not the availability of models, but the availability of data for those models to be run 
and tested. That’s why most of the our future work will be in creation of database which can be well organized for the 
needs of other colleagues, willing to contribute to the wildland fire behavior modeling in Bulgaria.  
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CITY CENTER OF THESSALONIKI (GREECE) DUE TO AN 

ACCIDENT IN A GAS STATION 
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Abstract 
Manmade or natural disasters are taken seriously under account by urban planning engineers when designing a new 
modern city, in order to be able to quickly and efficiently evacuate the population in case of an emergency. 
Emergencies also occur in existing historical or non-historical cities, where it’s necessary to impose an evacuation plan 
on the existing urban fabric, making it difficult to find the optimum plan for evacuating all of the population. This paper 
proposes several evacuation plans for the historical center of Thessaloniki, due to an accident in (each) one of the gas 
stations located in the historical city center, while having considered all the basic constraints to ensure all citizens use 
the best route to reach safety. 

Keywords: GIS analysis, emergency management, disaster planning, evacuation, model.  

INTRODUCTION  

Since the start of industrialization the world has undergone rapid transformations, shifting from predominantly rural to 
predominantly urban population areas; as a result, the majority of human population resides in constantly growing and 
evolving urban environments (Rasmussen, 2013). Nowadays, more than 50% of the world’s population lives in cities or 
urban areas, a figure that is estimated to gradually increase reaching 75% over the next 50 years (UNISDR, 2012). This 
fact indicates how important the role of cities is, in the development of nations’ social and economic sector. All these 
factors mark the major challenge of ensuring sustainable and quality growth with the concurrent decrease of urban 
vulnerability towards natural and man-made disasters that may affect population and assets (UNISDR, 2010). 

High concentrations and large-scale urbanization are major contributors to the amount of disaster losses and also 
multiply risk exposure raising serious concerns about public safety and pinpointing the need of investing in emergency 
management. Local governments are mainly responsible for the immediate response to local crises and the attendance 
of the needs of their constituencies, from assessment to planning to implementation as specified in the “Making Cities 
Resilient: My city is ready!” campaign, launched in 2010 within the framework of the UNISDR (United Nations 
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction). The campaign proposes the “Ten Essentials for Making Cities Resilient” 
checklist that can be implemented by mayors and local governments who want to promote their political leadership and 
innovation, through actions like improving livelihood via proper planning and preparedness (Dandoulaki, 2010), 
achieving sustainable urbanization and protecting urban heritage. 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS  

Emergency management is “the organization and management of resources and responsibilities for addressing all 
aspects of emergencies, in particular preparedness, response and initial recovery steps. A crisis or emergency is a 
threatening condition that requires urgent action. Effective emergency action can avoid the escalation of an event into a 
disaster. Emergency management involves plans and institutional arrangements to engage and guide the efforts of 
government, non-government, voluntary and private agencies in comprehensive and coordinated ways to respond to the 
entire spectrum of emergency needs. The expression “disaster management” is sometimes used instead of emergency 
management” (UNISDR, 2009). 

Government at all levels and especially local government have the prime responsibility for addressing emergency 
management issues. Emergencies can be classified in five different categories based on their type: Human-Caused 
Emergencies, Natural Disasters, Internal Disturbances, Energy and Material Shortages, Attack (Johnson, 2000). 

Regardless of the type, all emergencies can be divided into five phases related to one another by time and function. 
These involve three phases before the occurrence of an emergency event and two that follow after (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Emergency management phases. 

Planning involves all the necessary activities needed to analyze and document the possibility of a disaster situation and 
the potential impact on life, personal assets and environmental impact. The use of GIS can be of extreme value as it can 
be utilized to record potential hazards and use local data to evaluate the consequences of a disastrous event. Using 
geodata and spatial analysis, planners can assess potential hazards and underlying risks in order to make important 
decisions to mitigate, prepare, respond and recover in the event of an emergency. 

Mitigation includes activities that aim at reducing and even eliminating the probability of a disastrous event. These 
activities may be short-term or long-term like efficient land use management. Mitigation is of the highest priority acts, 
since it can drastically reduce damage and prevent life loss. Such values can be displayed very efficiently and 
comparatively at low cost via GIS thus helping address problem areas very quickly. 

Preparedness includes all the activities aimed at actually preparing for emergencies and are needed where mitigation 
measures cannot prevent disasters. Governments at all levels and individuals as well, develop plans in order to minimize 
damage and save lives. GIS can provide answers to questions of extreme importance, such as shelter locations and 
capacities, evacuation routes and evacuation areas. 

Response involves all the activities necessary to provide emergency assistance for disaster victims like rescue, shelter 
and medical aid. Furthermore they seek to stabilize the situation, reduce the probability of secondary damage and speed 
up recovery operations. GIS contribute to this phase with tools that enable optimum routing and modeling of the 
progress of extreme events. 

Lastly, the phase of recovery includes all activities necessary to return the system in its previous state of function or 
even improve it. This phase can be subdivided into two sets of activities; short-term recovery that aims at returning vital 
life-support systems to minimum operating standards and (Johnson, 2000). 

ACHIEVING PUBLIC SAFETY THROUGH URBAN TRANSFORMATIONS AND ELIMINATION 
OF HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS  

Urban transformations have become symbols of economic vitalization and recent practices suggest that the social aspect 
of such projects is of extreme importance for sustainability and prosper. In such environments and because of the 
existing high densities, the probability of man-made disaster occurrence is very high. Urban planners, responsible for 
providing all the necessities needed to accommodate active communities are also responsible for ensuring all public 
safety criteria are met in order to prevent extreme man and property loss in a disaster situation. In such way, urban 
transformation seems to be the government’s primary tool for disaster mitigation by guiding urban development through 
making the best land use decisions related to hazard, risk and vulnerability analysis (Türkoğlu and Kundak, 2011). 

AREA OF STUDY 

Thessaloniki is the second-largest city in Greece. Located on the eastern coast of the Thermaic Gulf and bordered by 
Xortiatis Mountain, it has evolved to become one of the most important cities from the time of Alexander the Great 
when it was founded in 316/315 BC and up until modern times (Figure 2, 3). 
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Figure 2.Location of Thessaloniki on the map of Greece. Figure 3. The city of Thessaloniki including the area of 
study. 

Today it has a population of 322.240 inhabitants whilst the entire Urban Area of the “City of Thessaloniki “, houses 
more than 790.000 people (ELSTAT, 2011). With a history of 2.300 years, Thessaloniki is fortunate to have plenty and 
notable monuments that form its’ distinct and treasured urban heritage. The architecture of the city reflects all the 
historical transformations it has undergone, the last being the Great Thessaloniki Fire of 1917 that resulted in the 
destruction of the entire city center. After the incident, a team of architects and urban planners including Ernest Hebrard 
and Thomas Mawson, reconstruct the entire area as it is known today. Many historical buildings still emerge through 
the dense urban fabric of the city center since mixed land use is very common in Thessaloniki district. 

Unfortunately, in certain situations, mixed land uses degrade the quality of living in the historical city center and also 
create potential hazardous environments for the local communities, like the cases of operating gas stations in the 
historical city center. Not only do they cause traffic conjunctions but mainly, they pose a potential threat that may 
appear in the form of a gas explosion followed by fire and toxic gas spread. If a similar situation arises, several 
pedestrians and residents nearby might get injured or even killed. The main goal of this paper is to bring to the 
immediate attention such problems and to be able to provide to local governments simple tools and methods to mitigate, 
prepare and response to potential hazards. 

Greek laws governing the establishment and operation of service stations have precise specifications regarding the 
location of gas stations. Particularly, the operation of a station is not permitted if one of the following criteria is not met: 

1. Six meters of road surface in front of the service station. 
2. Distance no less than thirty (30) meters from immovable bus station or station of other transportation mean. 
3. Distance no less than twenty (20) meters from warehouse containing flammable or explosive materials 
4. Distance no less than two hundred (200) meters from churches, hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, retirement houses 

and schools regardless the number of users, as well as cinemas, theaters, shops and other public spaces that 
accommodate more than fifty (50) individuals – distances measured in any direction. 

5. Distance no less than five thousand (500) meters from another legally established gas station located on the same 
side of the road or half of the corresponding distance for the opposite side of the road for one-way streets or two-
way streets if separated by a dividing strip. 

6. Distance no less than one hundred (100) meters of the visible outline of archaeological sites, unless permission is 
granted by the Archaeological Service. 

 
All these criteria indicate the incompatibility of gas stations to other land uses common in a city center. Nevertheless, in 
Thessaloniki’s historical city center, there are five gas stations currently operating. Also the criteria stated above are 
specified in legislation that dates from 2006 which is quite resent compared to the date of foundation of these stations, 
therefore, several violations are detected and should be taken under serious account in the event of an accident 
occurring in one of them. In order to pinpoint all these infringements, GIS and specifically ArcGIS 10.1® was used and 
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subsequently utilized to create an evacuation plan for all the residents and visitors of the potential hazardous area 
surrounding each gas station. 

DIGITIZING DATA  

The primary step – and most time consuming – was to obtain the geodata necessary to visually represent present 
situation and use it to perform analysis. The existing data was scarce, therefore all objects, meaning roads, buildings and 
blocks, were digitized in a single geodatabase, with the use of ESRIs® online base-maps and specifically the ‘World 
Topographic Map’. More information about the buildings and blocks was derived from the Department of Geospatial 
Information (GIS) of Thessaloniki (Municipality of Thessaloniki, Department of Building and Planning Applications, 
2014) for the type of each city block (parks, squares and other), the use of distinct buildings (e.g. schools, churches and 
libraries) and the street names and numbers. Lastly, aerial photos were used to attribute a height factor in the form of 
floors to each building. 

PERFORMING ANALYSIS  

Several steps follow after the digitization of the area of study. Firstly the road layer was used as reference data to create 
a local address locator using the “US Address – Dual Ranges” system. Buildings were used to generate a single point 
feature class of the representative locations of the input features and these points were used to perform reverse 
geocoding and obtain the address info of each building.  

Following, the boundaries of the area of study were specified. In detail, Thessaloniki is divided into five municipal 
communities; Lower Town, “Bexinari”, Upper Town and Eptapyrgio, Touba and Faliro – Charilaou – Ntepo. The study 
area is located within the First Municipal Community which is bounded by St. Demetrious, Karaoli & Dimitriou, 
Prometheus to Monastiriou, Nikis Avenue, Kountouriotou and Kaftantzoglou (Figure 4) (Municipality of Thessaloniki, 
2014). 

 

Figure 4. Lower Town community of Thessaloniki – the area of study. 
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The actual population of this area is 53.017 inhabitants, according to the Greek census of 2001. The total population 
was distributed to each building according to its height and shape area. Also it was estimated that on ground floors 
visitors occupy on average 9 square meters, so this number was calculated and added to the number of residents of each 
building forming a base population of approximately 175.000 people. 

The main goal is to form a strategy for prevention/deterrence and risk mitigation and to provide it to Thessaloniki’s 
Municipality in order to use it in the urban planning process. Already, potential hazards have been classified as probable 
and should be addressed to prevent injury, property damage and environmental impact (FEMA, 2013). One of the key 
factors when developing mitigation strategies is to access the availability of public spaces like parks and city squares 
since they provide an open and therefore safer space within the dense urban fabric. In our area of study, several spaces 
were specified as potential evacuation locations, including four considerably large parks and several squares than can 
totally accommodate roughly 130.000 people (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Potential evacuation locations (blue color). 

Lastly, the location of each operating gas station was located on the map (Figure 4 and 5). Separately a buffer in a 
distance of two hundred (200) meters was created and all buildings of high vulnerability, due to the large number of 
users that they accommodate, became obvious. In the events of a disaster, all of the people within that buffer are 
evacuated to the nearest public space located outside of the scope of the potential fire and gas spread. This procedure 
needs to be automatized in so that it accepts as inputs the location of the gas station and the radius of evacuation if 
estimated that the default one may not provide safety, and proceed with evacuating each point feature to the nearest 
public space whilst ensuring that capacities, will not be exceeded and that no one will have to travel more than 5 
minutes for a safe location.  

BUILDING A MODEL  

Automatization of the procedure can be accomplished by constructing a model in the Model Builder environment of 
ArcGIS® (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. The constructed model. 

The process consists of several steps and various connections between tools starting with the ‘Make New Service Area’ 
of the Network Analyst Extension in order to create a scope representing the area of fire and toxic gas spread that may 
be caused due to an accident in a gas station. A default value of two hundred (200) meters was specified as current 
legislation predefines, but nevertheless this radius is specified as a model parameter, meaning that the user will have the 
ability to set a larger radius of vulnerability. All Network Analyst tools have to be chained in specific order to operate 
that is, ‘Make a New Network Analysis Layer’, ‘Add locations’, ‘Solve’ and finally ‘Use the Results’. Similarly a gas 
station is used as an input feature and set to operate as a model parameter as well. The analysis is solved. 

Another requirement is the ‘Select Data’ tool that allows the usage of derived data and individual sublayers from a 
Network Analysis solve, as input for other geoprocessing tools. Thus, the polygon from the potential hazardous area 
was extracted and used to perform several selections in order to create two outputs – one of the vulnerable population 
completely contained within the area of danger and one to locate the placements of open public spaces in the historical 
city center, outside the area of an explosion impact. 

The main tool utilized is ‘Location Allocation’ and specifically the ‘Maximum Capacitate Coverage’ option. This 
option gives solutions to problems where facilities have a finite capacity. It chooses candidates so that the largest 
proportion of demand is served but without exceeding the capacity of any facility. In addition, the total sum of weighted 
impedance (demand allocated to a facility multiplied by the impedance to or from the facility) is minimized. Other 
options are the number of facilities to choose which is set to ten (10) as well as the impedance cutoff, meaning 
maximum time or distance of travel allowed, that is set to five (5) minutes of travel on foot. As an input, the two sets of 
features derived from the previous analysis were used with a buffer representing space barrier around the gas station. 
The tool is solved and with this step the model is integrated (Figure 6). 

ANALYZING RESULTS 

The results and affected areas in case of an accident in each one of the five service stations located in the city center are 
illustrated below (Figures 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12). 
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Figure 7. Location of service station one and allocation of the 
population affected by a possible spread of toxic gases in the 

event of an explosion. 

Figure 8. Legend for all the evacuation scenarios. 

In each case the location of a service station is specified, an area of gas expansion is computed and based on this data, 
population inside the scope of the gas spread is allocated to open public areas, where it is safer to wait for emergency 
response and risk suppression (Earthquake Planning and Protection, 2001).  As seen in Figure 7, vulnerable population 
situated near gas station one, are allocated to six different public spaces. A total of 2.762 residents are evacuated to 
these potential areas while the parameter of capacitance is respected. It is important to highlight the fact that toxic gases 
seem to affect three nearby schools. This raises high concerns whether the operation of the service station is sustainable 
and safe at that particular location.  
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Figure 9. Location of service station two and allocation of 
the population affected by a possible spread of toxic gases 

in the event of an explosion. 

Figure 10. Location of service station three and 
allocation of the population affected by a possible spread 

of toxic gases in the event of an explosion. 

Subsequently the case of service station number two was studied (Figure 9 and 10). Although no important facilities 
border the potentially toxic gas outspreads, another issue is raised; the capacity of the existing public spaces in not 
adequate to host all of the evacuees. Particularly, more than 1.500 people have to travel more than 5 minutes in order to 
reach safety. This creates the urgent need of reevaluating land uses and attempt to incorporate more open spaces in the 
existing urban fabric.  

Figure 10 represents the analysis of service station number three. The incompatibility of land uses is obvious since 
several schools are located in the direct radius of explosion. 
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Figure 11. Location of service station four and allocation 
of the population affected by a possible spread of toxic 

gases in the event of an explosion. 

Figure 12. Location of service station five and allocation 
of the population affected by a possible spread of toxic 

gases in the event of an explosion. 

 
Figure number 11 represents the scenario of the explosion of gas station number four. Five evacuation locations are 
specified and all of the population is allocated. However, the Central Library of Thessaloniki (CLT, Figure 11) is 
located within the vulnerable area and demands further analysis to mitigate the potential of an emergency occurring. 

Probably, the minimum impact may be caused by gas station number five (Figure 12) where all residents can be 
allocated to three different evacuation sites – the unsuitable ones meaning not eligible because of their proximity to the 
disaster location, where not included in the analysis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Disasters continue to unfold worldwide and Geographic Information Systems – to the extent that focuses upon generic 
functions in disaster management – are of great significance for addressing all aspects of emergencies like preparedness, 
response and initial recovery steps (Perry and Lindell, 2003). Guidelines for planning processes are among the most 
basic strategies that may ensure decrease of urban vulnerability towards natural and man-made disasters that may affect 
population and assets. Primary steps should involve identifying the vulnerable population in a community and reduce 
their exposure to risk by providing immediate options that ensure their access to safety (Buckle et al, 2000). In our area 
of study several steps led to the design of simple, yet vital, pedestrian evacuation plans. These steps include: 

- Digitizing data and creating a geodatabase, 
- Locating potential open public spaces to use for evacuation locations,  
- Creating and address locator and geocoding data, 
- Building a network dataset and using it to perform analysis, 
- Constructing a model and finally, 
- Analyzing results. 
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Results from any data analysis may contribute to other disastrous situations and provide solutions regarded to similar 
problems. For example the results from this analysis can be utilized in other situations and raise inquiries like ‘Can the 
existing public areas provide enough shelter in the events of an earthquake?’. In such manner, simple tools for effective 
and cost-efficient analysis can provide significant resources needed for planning, mitigation, preparedness, response and 
recovery from natural and human-caused disasters.  
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Abstract 
The term "big data" already thoroughly entrenched in today's digital society. We surround ourselves with more satellite 
network, scanners, cameras and other fixing devices that produce massive amounts of unstructured data. Became 
necessary a theoretical understanding of the place and role of "big data" in the construction of a integrated 
geoinformation environment, in particular for solving crisis management. 
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We live in a rapidly changing digital world of data and information. Numerous sensors and digital communications 
tools every moment with our help or self-collected gigabytes and terabytes of information about everything around. Big 
Data era has already begun. And it will be impossible to stop, as it will mean the end of scientific and technical progress 
and the transition to the sixth technological cycle. 
 
The term "big data" has no strict definition. Initially, the volume of information has increased so that the amount used 
for the treatment is not actually fit in the computer's memory. So the engineers took upgrade tools to analyze all the 
data. So there are new data processing technologies (eg, the model of Google's MapReduce, and its analogue open 
source - Hadoop from company Yahoo). They were given the opportunity to manage a lot more data than ever before. It 
is important that they do not have to build in neat rows or classic database tables. Besides, there are other data 
processing technology, which is also managed without previous rigid hierarchy and uniformity. [Mayer-Schönberger, 
Kukier, 2014] 
 
It is known that the first time the term Big Data (Big Data) John Mashey used in a presentation made in 1998. However, 
the term is not widely used because Mashey predicted the future growth of data, addressing to a narrow company of 
colleagues. Its current popularity the phrase Big Data acquired after publication in a special issue of the journal Nature, 
September 3, 2008. The main theme of the issue was "How could affect the future of science technology, opening up 
opportunities to work with large volumes of data?" The journal was collected materials about the phenomenon of 
explosive growth and diversity of data processed and technological prospects in the paradigm likely jump "from 
quantity to quality." [Gartner, 2011] 
 
Later in the literature began to bring diverse, complementary definition of "big data". Thus, in [Gartner, 2011] under the 
big data means a collection of data with possible exponential growth that are too large, too unformatted or too 
unstructured for analysis by conventional methods. 
 
In literature indicates that as the defining characteristics for big data point "four V»: volume - physical volume, velocity 
- the speed of growth and the need for high-speed processing and results, variety - the simultaneous processing of 
different types of structured and semi-structured data and veracity - the accuracy of the data. 
 
"Big Data" is a lot of new challenges related to public security, global economic models, privacy, established moral 
rules, legal relations person, business and government. [Mayer-Schönberger, Kukier, 2014] 
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Big data began to change our life a few years ago. We call attention to online trade, which continues to gain in 
popularity for a growing number of people. We shop. Most of us are not even aware that the computer programs for 
analysis of the big data give the seller an opportunity to stimulate sales, pushing consumers to make purchases and track 
transactions that result in these challenging activities. At the same time, "big data" is as a result of working with 
information, helping companies promptly adjust stimulating activities and to ensure the maximum amount of each 
consumer purchases. This means growth in profitability for the seller. [Lisitsky D. V.,  Katsko S. Yu., 2012] 
 
Big data can also serve as a medical diagnostician. IBM Watson supercomputer already participates in diagnosing 
diseases and generates a list of possible diseases. If, based on the symptoms observed medic able to put 3-5 of possible 
diagnoses, then Watson, using technology more data, submit a list of 20 possible diseases. Analysis Watson helps the 
doctor to reduce the likelihood of misdiagnosis, it can confirm the diagnosis by asking the patient to additional 
questions. [Karpik A. P.,  Lisitsky D. V., 2009] 
 
Very often collect big data are spatially referenced. For example, in digital repositories already contains a huge amount 
of information on a variety of specific things, such as geolocation cellular subscribers and using credit cards. These data 
continue to accumulate. With the increasing volume of big data using mathematical statistics and other modern methods 
of data processing will be possible to trace the history of the life of every person using the modern benefits of 
civilization. 
 
Due to the big data can tell a lot about the individual traits of the individual, even if these details are contained in the 
very big data. And because people are so tightly woven into the fabric of society around them, it is already one defines 
all kinds of ideas and actions that they consider normal, and behavior that they copy each other. 
 
Big data used in the field of crisis management in support of unified geoinformation environment. In [Lisitsky D. V., 
2013], [Dubrovsky A. V., Kim E. L., 2012] the authors point out that the creation of geoinformation environment 
("Digital Earth") for the different territorial levels, different segments of the natural environment, different objects, 
processes, events and activities require special interdisciplinary research. As part of such research should be developed 
content, properties, parameters and structure of the stored information, distributed processing, data management, 
knowledge creation and utilization of geo-environment, multivariate spatial modeling, vizualizing on the Internet. 
Geoinformational environment becomes part of the general information field. Based on the analysis big data, it will 
display the spatial properties of the objects around us. 
 
For effective management of emergencies at work with unified geographic information environment required to 
organize specialized big data storage obtained on the basis of emergency monitoring. In scientific studies, in particular 
in [Dubrovsky A. V., Kim E. L., 2012], focuses on the fact that one of the priorities of designing a data storage is a 
specialized definition of information. This will organize the data domain, form the structure of storage and allow for the 
gradual build-up of quantitative and qualitative data in the repository. 
 
Given the large amount of information produced by the monitoring system and forecasting disaster, defines a set of data 
of the first line specialized store. It contains a number of territorial security situations: situation on the objects of 
housing and communal services, meteorological, hydrological, seismic and radiation situations. 
 
According to these areas of monitoring input data streams contain: 
 
• data on the organization of monitoring the preparation and passage of the heating season; 
• data on the preparation of housing and communal services to work in winter conditions; 
• data on the state of housing and communal services; 
• data on forecasts and warnings of severe adverse weather events; 
• data on thunderstorm activity; 
• data on the regime of rivers and reservoirs; 
• data on the operation of hydropower plants; 
• data on ice phenomena and forecast opening of rivers; 
• data on the level of spring floods and the organization of accident-free passage of flood waters; 
• data on the recorded seismic events; 
• data on radiation. 
 
Output data flows contain aggregate data on the initial situation in the territory or the whole country. [Badmaeva K.V., 
Penkova T.G., Nicheporchuk V.V., 2011] 
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To effectively analyze input data and to improve the quality of forecasting disaster requires not only a gradual buildup 
of big heterogeneous data specialized store, but also the improvement of various methods and analysis techniques 
applicable to big data from crowdsourcing and pattern recognition, and ending simulation modeling, statistical and 
spatial analysis. 
 
With all the advantages of big data is important to remember there is great risk of "false conclusions." "The problem of 
finding a needle in a significant massive haystacks (big data), - says Trevor Hastie, professor of statistics at Stanford - is 
that many straws look (and prick) in the same way as the needles that we seek." 
 
Heterogeneous data sets already recognized by the computer technology and mathematical models. These models can 
detect dependence and make statistical inference, which would be incorrect. Because of this, able to suffer in the future 
people. This problem is particularly relevant in the field of emergency management and requires further research to 
prevent such errors. 
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Abstract 
 Disaster management is а complex process including mitigation, preparedness, response, recovery. The actors in these 
activities need accurate geographical information presented on thematic maps. Disaster management at local level is 
based on plans that include maps such as hazard maps, maps for protection and evacuation planning. Decision-making 
and cooperation between two or more neighboring municipalities in crisis situation are still rendered difficult because 
the maps included in the plans differ in scale, content, colors, symbols and cartographic design. To improve disaster 
management strategy, the plans at local level should be supported by detailed maps with uniform map content.  The 
paper proposes map content for base maps. This map content is planned to be used for the graphical part of local 
disaster management plans. It aims to improve the whole process of crisis management and to facilitate the cooperation 
of local and regional authorities in efforts to mitigate shared disasters. 

Keywords: thematic mapping, map content, disaster management 

INTRODUCTION 

Disaster management is а complex process that is realized by a series of activities such as: 

� prevention, including analysis, assessment and prediction of disaster risks; scenarios; categorizing the territory 
according to disaster risks; planning the disaster protection; planning the emergency aid; implementation of 
preventive measures to avoid or mitigate the effects of disasters; building up an early warning system, adopting 
National disaster management program; 

� protection, including early warning, organizing rescue plans and rescue operations, evacuation, etc; 
� coordination of the operations of the Integrated Rescue System, defined by the Disaster Management Act 

(2006)  
� recovery, including human help, economic support, rehabilitation, reconstruction, strategic development; 
� other activities (Kotter 2004). 

The actors in these activities need accurate geographical information. Cartography plays a key role in all main activities 
of Disaster management. Konecny and Bandrova (2006) explain that the role of cartography in disaster management is 
to simplify and well-arrange required spatial data thus, decision-making process to become quicker and better and to 
lead to damage minimization. Disaster management at local and regional level is based on disaster management plans 
that include maps such as hazard maps, maps for protection and evacuation planning. However, most of the paper maps 
included in the municipal plans are very old. They were created according to different methodology. The maps differ in 
scale, content, colours, map symbols and cartographic design. The efficient decision-making process in case of natural 
or man-made disaster requires accurate geographic information and thematic maps designed according to a uniform 
methodology. The base maps included in the plans for disaster management should have uniform map content. Thus, 
they would be usable by both local and regional authorities and would facilitate significantly the cooperative disaster 
management strategy. 

NATURAL AND MAN-MADE DISASTERS IN BULGARIAN MUNICIPALITIES 

In the last 10 years Bulgaria was frequently affected by natural and man-made disasters that caused considerable losses. 
The disasters that occurred were landslides, floods, earthquakes, snowstorms, windstorms and thunderstorms, drought, 
hailstorms, freeze, accidents, pollutions, epidemics and other. Figure 1 presents significant disasters (except fires) in 



Bulgaria registered in the years 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 and 2011 according to information of the 
National Statistical Institute (2012). 

Figure 1. Significant disasters registered in Bulgaria in the years 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 20

For the period 2003-2011 (excluding 2009) the total number of the registered disasters (except fires) is 34

According to the administrative division of the country for the period 2003
municipalities per year is: 77 – by landslides, 146 
windstorms and thunderstorms, 5 – by drought, 16 
accidents, 31 – by pollutions, 12 – by epidemics, 17 
shows the number of the affected municipalities by natural disasters from 2003 to 2008. 

Figure 2. Bulgarian municipalities affected by disasters from 2003 to 2008

Decision-making and cooperation between two or more neighboring municipalities in crisis situation are still rendered 
difficult because of lack of harmonized data and detailed and accurate maps of the regions. To reduce the number of 
human loss and property damages and to improve decision
plans at local and regional level should be supported by detailed thematic maps created in accordance with a uniform 
methodology. The first step is unification of map cont
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ages and to improve decision-making process in case of emergency Disaster management 
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LOCAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLANS 

The local and regional Disaster management (DM) plans of Bulgarian municipalities and regions are created under the 
terms and conditions defined in the Bulgarian Disaster management act (2006). The main tasks of the local DM plans 
are: 

� analysis, assessment and prediction of disaster risks for the territory of the municipality; 
� building up an early warning system and coordinating the disaster management activities; 
� early warning; 
� defining measures for disaster prevention and measures for mitigation of  effects of disasters; 
� other. 

The actors in these activities need specialized geographical information and thematic maps that would support their 
concrete actions. However, the base maps included in the DM plans of separate municipalities differ not only in scale 
and accuracy but also in their content and level of detail. Thus, cooperative planning and decision-making of the 
authorities of two or more neighboring municipalities in case of shared disasters is difficult. 

CONTENT OF THE BASE MAP 

All specialized maps for disaster management at local level are based on topographic maps of the municipalities. This 
base maps should present boundary and area of the municipality; relief and water resources; technical infrastructure, 
including rail and road system; hydrotechnical structures, etc. 

The base topographic map (Figure 3) of the municipality should contain the following features: 
� Hydrography 

� rivers, channels, reservoirs, lakes 
� Relief 

� contour lines 
� hill shading 

� Settlements 
� classification according to: number of population, administrative status, type 
� type of built-up areas: residential areas, industrial areas 
� Unified Classification of Administrative-Territorial and Territorial Units in Bulgaria (UCATTU) 

� Railway network 
� railways, railway stations, railway stops 

� Roads 
� motorways, national roads with classification, municipal roads, paved roads, cart tracks 
� national  road numbers 

� Administrative boundaries 
� Forest 
� Factories storing dangerous materials  
� Protection Services 

� Emergency Aid Service  
� Police  
� Fire Safety  
� Civil Protection   
� Mountain Rescue Service  

The presentation of all these features is based on integration and harmonization of data provided by various sources 
(Marinova 2011). 
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Figure 3. Base topographic map 

GRAPHICAL PART OF DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLANS 

Local DM plans include separate specialized sections such as Disaster management plans in case of earthquakes, floods, 
fires, industrial accidents. Each of these sections contains graphical part that aims to support the activities defined by 
the DM plans.  

Earthquake Disaster Management Plan 

The maps designed for disaster management in case of an earthquake include critical and potentially hazardous 
infrastructural objects and facilities: 

� Transport sector – rail and road infrastructure; 
� Energy sector – substation, gas and petrol stations; 
� Water systems sector – reservoirs on the territory of the municipality, etc. 
� Food provision sector 
� Health sector – hospitals and policlinics; 
� Buildings storing industrial poisons. On the territory of the municipality of Troyan potentially hazardous 

objects are: a factory for production and export of plywood, chlorinating plant in the town of Troyan, 
chlorinating plant near the village of Cherni Osam. 

� Public buildings, schools, nursery schools etc. 
These maps should also include evacuation routes and safe zones. All public shelters (according to the DM plan) should 
be shown on the map including basic information such as name of the public shelter, number of beds, telephone 
numbers, etc. (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Public shelters presented on a map for Disaster management in case of an earthquake 

Flood Disaster Management Plan 

The maps designed for disaster management in case of floods include critical and potentially hazardous features: rivers 
and reservoirs on the territory of the municipality. Name, V – volume, H – height, L – length of the dam are shown for 
each reservoir. The map also include information about average annual flow at specific places of the major rivers on the 
territory of the municipality.  

The maps for disaster management in case of floods should also show zones that may be affected by flood as well as 
safe zones. All public shelters (according to the DM plan) should be presented on the map including basic information 
such as name of the public shelter, number of beds, telephone numbers, etc. 

According to the Bulgarian Disaster Management act (2006) Disaster Management plans at municipal level should also 
include flood hazard and risk maps. These maps are a part of Flood risk management plans according to Directive 
2007/60/EC. 

Fire Disaster Management Plan 

The maps designed for disaster management in case of fires show forest areas, transport infrastructure, reservoirs, 
offices of Regional Directorate Fire Safety and Civil Protection. However this information is not enough for preventive 
and protective activities. 

Fire Disaster management plan should be supported by Fire danger maps. The design of the Fire danger maps should be 
in relation to the potential users - officials involved in the activities of prevention, protection and preparedness. Based 
on maps of fire-fighting arrangement all forests and bare areas with some vegetation can be divided into 5 groups 
according to the fire-danger classes (Figure 5) - I - very high, II – high, III – moderate, IV – low, V - very low, 
determined by type of plants, height, density, height of grass, undergrowth, branches on the ground, etc. 
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Figure 5. Fire danger classes 

The maps should present offices of Regional Directorate Fire Safety and Civil Protection, offices of State Forest 
Directorates, paved roads, cart tracks, parking areas for fire-fighting trucks, helicopter landing sites (diameter – 45 
meters at least), reservoirs for water supply, platforms for fire-fighting tankers (minimum size – 12x12 meters), depots 
of fire-fighting equipment (Figure 6 and Figure 7). 

 

Figure 6. Fire danger map of the municipaliy of Troyan (fragment) 
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Figure 7. Map key to Fire danger map (fragment). 

Disaster Management Plan in Case of an Industrial Accident 

Disaster management plans usually consider the following possible industrial accidents that may occur on the territory 
of the municipalities: accidents caused by ammonia leak, accidents caused by chlorine leak, other accidents caused by 
dangerous goods. The maps depict dangerous industrial objects, their names, type of stored materials, storage method, 
amount, danger class.  

 

Figure 8. Zone of potentially harmful concentrate spread presented on a map for disaster management in case of 
industrial accidents  
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The maps for disaster management in case of industrial accidents should also show zones of potentially harmful 
concentrate spread (Figure 8) as well as public buildings, schools, nursery schools and residential buildings that need to 
be evacuated in case of an accident. Evacuation routes to safe zones and evacuation shelters should be drawn up for 
each hazardous object. 

INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR MAPS FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

Actors in disaster management activities need geographical information presented on thematic maps. They need 
information for: pre-disaster activities (analysis and research, risk assessment, prevention, mitigatioan and 
preparedness) and post-disaster activities (response, rehabilitation and reconstruction (Pareta&Pareta, 2011 ). Thus, 
information required for maps for disaster management can be classified into two main groups: pre-disaster and post-
disaster. 

� Pre-disaster 
� Objects vulnerable to risk - government institutions and agencies, research institutions, educational 

institutions, healthcare facilities, industrial facilities, transport facilities, hotels etc.; 
− Government institutions and agencies - Parliament, Presidency; Council of Ministers; ministries and 

their departments; agencies; regional and local governments; 
−  Research institutions - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and its departments, etc.; 
−  Educational institutions - universities; schools; kindergartens; 
−  Healthcare facilities - medical institutes; hospitals; clinics; sanatoriums; 
−  Transport facilities - objects of air, sea, rail and road transport; subways; cableways; 
−  Transmission system facilities - electrical power system; gas network; oil, steam, water 

systems 
−  Accommodation - resorts; hotels; rest homes; 
−  Objects of culture, entertainment and sports - halls; theaters; cinemas; stadiums; sport 

facilities. 
� Objects causing risks - industrial facilities, storage shelters storing hazardous materials, hydraulic structures  

−  Nuclear energetic facilities; 
− Energetic facilities - power plants; gas power stations; hydroelectric power stations; electrical 

substations; 
− Industrial facilities; 
−  Storage shelters storing hazardous goods - storage shelters of radioactive materials, 

explosives, chemical and toxic materials, gas and petrol products, etc.; 
−  Electrical lines; 
−  Pipelines - gas pipelines; oil pipelines, etc.; 
−  Hydraulic structures - dams; reservoirs; ponds. 

� Services related to disaster management 
−  Government - Council of Ministers, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of 

Regional Development, Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Ministry of Health; 
−  Local and regional authorities; 
−  Subdivisions of Police; 
−  Subdivisions of Chief Directorate Fire Safety and Civil Protection; 
−  Volunteer corps for protection in case of disaster; 
−  Hospitals and other healthcare centers. 

� Facilities and Resources for disaster protection 
−  Facilities for protection; 
− Safe buildings that are suitable to be used as public shelters; 
−  Reservoirs for water supply; 
− Platforms for fire-fighting tankers; 
−  Helicopter landing sites. 
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� Post-disaster 
� Affected people 

−  Dead people;  
−  Missing people; 
− Injured people; 
− People in need of emergency medical supervision and treatment. 

� Affected infrastructure (airports, ports, railway stations, roads, subways, pipelines, etc.) 
−  Damaged; 
−  Partially damaged; 
−  Unaffected. 

� Affected zones - areas of radiation, fire, flood, etc 
 
CONCLUSION 

Cartography plays a key role in all main stages of disaster management. The efficient and cooperative preventive and 
protective activities of local and regional authorities require accurate geographic information. To improve decision-
making process in case of emergency and to reduce the number of human loss and property damages disaster 
management plans at local and regional level should be supported by detailed thematic maps with a uniform map 
content. Thus, the maps are intended to facilitate significantly the cooperative disaster management strategy at local and 
regional level. 
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